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hit roduct ton

The Prod icL ystem I or t he t.111 01 Inc ...)"r,14. tod n

ion (SP; 1) IS ,desio,nell to horn sludeulti j ti414t,e tr 4' of ,01( t

vanions programs offered at a col Loge. SLutlenti, '11, Prod c ion
are .given prohah I lit tit temen ts based on marle., !-.),a Ito I C previ (Idh it s.
These probild 1 I t v st teramt s shcv w. t he i r Irv)" u1 y4xl41jitio. I

giyen mirk (e.g. ; A to It, C, or hel (') in the "kev ' or , h nrooram.

The concept of the "kev course"s 15 an essent i a e'Ie wilt 'or 1 ) 1 . 4 , 1 1 0 l j,,n

system. Tdeal Icev course i?.; der hied as a course t I. come., eAt_1\\Ii1
.sequence orI courses or a program, is roeu red f or t hat pi ,pit in, *mid cove;-,
some. of the 1)0s10 competenc les requ fired I or that pi-4w ram. -71ost import slur, i t

should be a course that differentiates students ,no do 'roll in the program.
from those who do poorly.

l'he Prediction cyst em is di rferent: for every col 1 0,!,e heca use col 1 e,;0,-, f--;\

fer in Cheir curricula, student. populat ions , and grAd i.ract ice.. t his matt '
ual cxpla ins hov a c,ollege goes about preparing t he mAtoi ials which ada!)t t 10

Predict ion ,,v5tem to its unique c rcum -.Lances Sam;) 10 t 0 .) 1'0,, of t mh

other material, rqf erred to in the mAnnal are Inc hided as exhibits which ap-
pear at the end of the manual.'

interactions in 'toe Prediction SvLem

Wlten t ildents enter Llie Predict ion .system, t hey ire .1',1ed i st fUl 1,1

formal ion .11)001 their high school, pert-6 rinance. , le( 1 irries int.lIes ot i

school ran', and };};racier;racle, in l'ng.,1 i?;It and rmit'tenhit It's. I t 41 I I e,-el mati,1

tort/ admissions tes L program,- students also rok )-el t t (0',I

'lext , st udents select a oroF,,ram I or it'll t hey Stlit ed t ton._
concept. of "1.ev course'" is introduced aad udvnt r, t old t n Hie UI 1,e.

cour,w For t'te nrogram selected.

Sttulent are 'then given inform,it ion aliQut colt let .91( le,: 1 hat ins!. rue 1 (1)
oho teach the course be 1 ieve are required for gei good grade,,. sin
factors are ident if ied for each key course. Student s are asked to rate Hoyt-

. w
selves on each of the factors. An example of one of frame-, is shown in
Exhibit 1.

Students are t hen shown a d istr i but ion of >.,.1-.141t3 re«e i ved by prey iote. t it

s in the cotr.rse. An example of... this 'frame is she vu in Exhilifi t 2.

Fol low inr, L-h is, students are asked what, grade t I e, I iiiiii they will stet
the course., ih help students 1 41 014 1 1 0 their' t Ile i ,OIMPI 11

of all the lit I- ortmit they l*Ive prey ided about It( me 01% 4)1 t

f rayle i,1*,,itown in Exhibit 3.

-Awpred ict ion is 'th-en pr6rented to student s in t m.,oi in ;)1).il) 1 lit',
statements (i.e., chances in .100 of get' inc A to II, tn hel ow C). Student'.
are told that' their I;robahi 1 ity it aLements Are based en 1 10*I '-chool perfot man. 1
self estimated ctrade, :Ind test scores ,it dV,1i 1,0) 10' /-, 1 T '..illlp le 01. 1.111,-. 1 1 ,1111f-

is 4hoyn in Exhi lit' 4.
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Students can ob. itan predictions
each prediction, they have the opportunity
derstandeir'predietions. The questions

7
(I) That dpes "chances in 100" mean?
(2)',What are my chances Or passing this course?

(3) How can I predict what gNade 1.will get in Chic

"(4) Do. can 1 tell whgt.lter my

(5) S.ICI and i disagree About
right or am 1 right?

A.

or> as many p roc' r, s' as t lie" w ter

to ask que,.t ion!--. to help then; lin-
,

tliey may ;i re

Developing a Prediction System
-----0--

course?
chances are gpod or bad?
the predll h,ns. -Is SIM

The development of atcolleg01,-, Prediction sy,,teM iu4olyes: first oflall,

identifying, "key courses" ,and secondly, collecting predictive data.

A brief explanation 1f these .two stages of deyelopment follows.
detabled explancntion of procedures for developing a Prediction sv,-,tem

on page 5.
06.

A ,more

11-

fdeRtifrying Key Coarses. The key courses identified by a college are the

foundation car its Prediction system. It is impossible to spell out uniform

ruleg for identifying key courses. Ei(amples from two culleges, however, should

provide some guidelines.

'College A This

each program; there is
'ent programs. in most

partment chairmen, was
as a key course. Here

Program

college has a welldefined set of re,tinired counses for
little overlap in,courSe,s tat* by student,, in diffpr-
instances, the counseling staff , with the help of de-
able to identif4 a first-semester course that qualified
are some examples:

.Accounting

Business Administration
Communicarions Media
Engineering Science
Mathematics
Nursihg
Social Sciences

Key Course

Accounting A.A(AC 101)

Busiriess 9rg.\& Mgmt.ITBA 101)
Intro. co-Comm. Media (CM 101) ,
Math Analysis 111)

Math Analysis (4 111) \
0 Nursing (NS 1014)

Western Civilizdtion (HIS ini).

Note that Math Analysis was identified as a key course for b o.th the
Mathematics; and Engineering Scitnce programs. This is appropriav because,
Math Analysis at this college (q) is a first-year'course required'orall stu-
dents in both programs, (b) isrepresentative of the kirld of work required
in both programs, and (c) has a reptItacionlor 'separating the sheep from the
goats,

The Soria] Sciences program prosentect a problem )dilint it has few re-
quired courses. "History" is, required, but. no particularhistory Course is

specified. The problem was resolved by selecting for the key course the
history course that is taken by most students. Some students enrolled tnthc
Social Sciences program may not take the key course.. Thi, predictive inform-
'tion presented to them iS still useful., however, because their predicted per,-

formance in'one history course is highly related to their predicted performance'
in the others.

9'
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College B -- Unlike College (1, 411P6 college has A loosely sruct:. uros
'cif Ptograms. FurtherMore, the majority of students come to the co4lgo 1,,

need of some remediation. Much of the course work lqiing"the fit tit vett
"TA designed to bri-ng students up to'colleve level work .iud to motivate. tl. ,I( II I

4

continue on in college.

That being the case, it. did not make sense at this college to )lect
first -year courses as key courses. 'Instead, key courses .ire typically

.

year courses. Scene examples are:

Program Key Coursc

AccountiTig

Nursieg
MnthmaIics'

it f Principles of Account ing (BA 211)
Human Anatomy' (IIY ."3 I )

_

Calculus and Anlv't i( al ( :eomet. r v (HA )" ))"

Here are, some of.tlie'steps which a collUge's counseling staff, in con-
junction with department chairmen, usually follow, identifying key taus

1..j.ist all'programs, terminal and tran4fer, offered at the ctrl lot;,
2. Identif,y line or two courses for each program'lltat meet as many,.

.as possible oferthe following specifications:

.

.4a) required course
(1) early course in a sequence
(j) differentiates those who.do well in program

from thbse who do Poorly.

.(d).,course work highly relev;int to progrta
(e) course work representative Of the entite proram

3. De.lete from the list any courses that have not 'been taught beim',
or that have undergone a change which is likely to have a '.ign i- "I

f icant effect on grades a drastic change in content, in--, ,

structor" or grading practices)... If possible, eliminate any re-
maining courses Chat usually have an enrollment of less than80

--students. (Singe we have found that' as many as one'-third to ono

half of the students initially enrolled in a course wititdraw dur
ing the term; it is necessary to start with a4 80 students
to get the minimum of 50 students completing a course:cPredictCen
equations hased on fe'wer students arc likely to he highly unstahl.,.)
If a satisfactory s.ubst,itute cannot be found for a course saint a
small' enrollment, leave it on the list. You will bhen have to «d
lect data for that course at the beginning or qevoral semester:, in
t'i I tire sample becomes large enough for the caloulat ion bf pr$Ai(
tion equations.

4 CO over the courses remaining on the lit t l soleli.otte.t.t.itirse tor

catt program. As stated previously, .t-course mavoci,tsionall\ It

appropriate formore than one program. At 41i' 4,seat, the syst em
. accommodate a maximal; of 75 key courses-

_

(



Co11ectinpPredictiv4 Data.. For predictions to be ccimpated, studieN 4
must be done at the college to relate Lest scores and other variables'to
grades. With the assistapce of the SICI staff at ETS, the collegR_Rroyide,,

---
the necessary data for such studied tp be carried out.

For each key course, the eoll#ge pr,ovides information abdut the kinds,
of competencies that 'instructors believe contribute to .gating good g6des.
This information is incorpoeated into a quest"iannalre on which students
estimate. their own performance in a course. mic,,Lionnlire is adminis-

tered to students by course instructors.on the fir-4 'day of c1-a..qes.

At the enclof he term, the- cot.lege records fin.1 grades for all stu-
dents who completed a questionnaire.' Tf the college has a mandatory admis-
sions testing program, test scores are also.recor,ded for students.

The data are returned to Errs to b anasivzed. Trip prediction equations'

resulting, from this'analysis are stored_ in the computer and provide the

basis of the college' Prediction vstem. f
4

t
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ProcedUre for Developing a Prediction System

Step 1. 1116 A
o

-, Complete both Form-A (Exhibit 5), which is a listing of prOgrams, key .
courses, and labels, and Page 1 Request Sheet (Exhibit 6),.which is an esti-
mate of the number of students enrolled in each kecourse. Bothforms
should be tompleted and returned as quickly. as possible (See Time Table,
p. 10). .Lead time is needed by ETS to review Form A and print appropriate .

numbers of materials. it

Return Farm A and Page 1 Request Sheet to',ETS.

Step 2.

Fill in the name of each key course on the'front of a Forfn B5 Identi-'
fying Important Grade Factors (Exhibit 7). Have someone from the appropri-
ate department (course instructor or department head) complete each Form B.
fpllowi.ng the instructions included, with the form (Directions'for Completing
corm B, Exhibit 8).

.

Check to see that you have a completed Form B for each key course fisted
on 'orm0A. If"you return an incomplete set of Form B's (for example,'ir in-
structors are not available for one,or two coursts)oplease indicate in an
'accompanying letter when we can expect the remaining forms.

Return Form B's to ETS for review.

o

Step 3.

. ( # ..

, f cor each key -course, omPlete a Form C: Distribution of Grades. (Ex- u

' hibit 9). Note that distributions should be completed fOr key courses in
' which data are available for at least 50 students who complete the course,
excluding withdraws and incompletes. Prepare a brief description of the

.
grading system used at the college to be returned with your Corm'C's.

Return .Form C's and description f' grading systemrto ETS for review.

Step 4.

11).

For each key'coUrse, develop a StUdent. Questionnaire (Exhibits 10 and

The Student Questionnaire-is.designed to give students information about
a-key course that will help, them estimate heir performance in that course.
Pages 1 and 4-will be the same for 'ail quegtiorinaires. Pages 2 and 3(of the
questionnaire contain information specific to a key course These page's

must be.speciatly.wepared for each of the key courses at.the.college.

Exhibit 10 is a completed Student Questionnaire which shows, on pages
2 and 3, how one college supplied information for a key course, "Introduction
to Business." Exhibit 11 is ablank.Student Questionnaire.-

o-

12
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The following- adaptations to the la lank questionnaire mint bo mude ,11y

the college (See Exhibit Eil) :,- .

4 4

(1) Pace 2 (yellow) - -For each key coursp, make up a- paRe s imi lac to

the one shown iii the ...ample copy , substi tut ip the approoriate distribution
of Oarks . The di s t r ibut ions should agree -we? tilose pt ov i ded on Form C.

iiIf a course has a large .percent age of incompr(I es or; wi thd rows, describe

the nature of the grade and the kinds of students who aloe getting Lbis grade
by adding a footnote to the informal ion on page 2 (as 'shown in die sample

copy) ., 4

(2) Page 3 °(nink)--'lakc; a. separate pagt, 3 Cor each Itev course. Qrade
Factor 1 wi 11 always be the iante. lindet7 Qrade Factor 2, 1NTERESTM s1111.1Fcl

AIWA, insert the course descriptionion from the key course' s:.Fornt B. Add Grade
Factors 3 and 4 which were ident i f ied on Form B. (111' rey'iew(ng Form .11,

changes in wording may be made .11y ETS.- The material inc 1 uded on page; 3

should b'e identAcal with that which appears on Form R, aft er it has i,een re-
.

viewed by i"1'; and returned to the college.) '

(I) Page 5' (wh ite)--As a reference for teem 413 on the quest ionniai re ,

make up a list of "programs offered at the college. Assign- a three-digit

nUmber to each progral'il-;".heMnbing with 101.' Include the 1 ist as `passe 5 Of

.the S tbd en t Quest i Onn a bre .

Step 5
.

%

Af ter .all farms have been reviewed, by S and returne,d to the college,

final copies of the Student Questionnaire should he ,Rrerlared f or printing.
The college will- -be responsible for kr in t ing sufficient numbers of pales 2-5

of the Student Quest ionnaire to administer to students et-trolled in each of

'the key courses. ETS will, provide sufficient, copies of page 1 based on eW
qollege'A Bage.,1 Request Sheet

, ° t

, Send a copy ofacil 5-page Student Qupst i onna i re (ono for each key

COM' Re)to ETS, fbr our f

Step 6,

=

Arrany\ e to have SbUdeht Quest ionn a ires' admini sc. eTed to students. In-
'

form instructors Well in advance that the administrnt ion should take place ,

on th'e f irst day of clasteA. ,Before giving out the quest iorltn aire; f ill in

die place of reburn on the front of the R4151rn of Answer She tt,i envelope. .

vtew of the large numbers of students enrolled -lb some key courses;
it limit of 200 has been set as the number students to he tested. This

will require .e sampl in. The main. guideline to follow tn se-

lecting sections to be tested. 1s that the sample 0ou Id he a good represen-
tation of all students in the- course $1nd- al 1 instructors teaching the course
For example, if. about 40% of the students norma 115y taking a key course have

a leArning disability, tth6 samplp should reflect thi. This practice holds
true for sex, age, ethdic groups, and other things that might ma,ke7. a dif f 6r-

' ence/. If less than 200 students are ent'olled in a key course -, administer

the questionnaire to all students.



Instructors Teaching key courses should be given the following
material':

.4

(a) A'sofficient number of the aPpi-opriatP quest ionnaire for

.all scuderits. in the class.

(b) A copy of Directions for Administering the Student Question-
naire (Exhibit 12)., Copies f6r each instructor W111 be pro-
vided by ETS, but the college may want to add to or change

A
the'directions to meet specific conditiong at the college.

(c) A.Return of AnwerSheets'envelopa:-1,)ith appropriateret:uru
*address within the'college,entered-gn the front. -

Step 7.
---

Have thefirst 'page f each Student nuestionnaire'ahe- Answer ShoeLl,
,.5canned for complet-eness. Things to scan, for: , .

(a) Missing inforthation -(e.g. ,. make ;pre tll,at 'the name of tile t'ot,

is written under Section 2).

(b) Double answers (e.g., Cot questions 5, 6; dnd 7 students sump-
times indlicat,e more than on(: response): .

A+, A, A-
.' ),

7-.-3-:

V . B+, B, B-
11

1.0/ C +, C , C- 4

\ 1- --- --
4

D or below

C

A
This is not acceptable.

(c) jpappropriate responses (e.g., for item #4, mudents soMeticw
write. 'as many as needed" instead of a numbee. This is also

common in Section 3, where the number of hours ofstudy per

week is asked.)

Rettlrn any incomplete Answer Sheets to students and have them fill

the mfssingdata. (Provide them with pages 2-5 of the questionnaire ii

necessarv. fnstructors will have returned unused questionnaires with

completed Answer Sheets.)
V

...

Step 8. 4
F . .

$

This step applies only tg those colleges that have a mandatory admI%-.,

sionstesting program.
o

,

'

.

. .

Fill in each, Student's test score(S) under Secti6n .5: TEST SC.t0-

on the Answer Sheet. ff a studentklpes not Have A score for any test
a dash in the space for that score. (See we 1 of completed sample

Student Questionnaire, EAhibit 10.) Put the names and order of the

tests on a single sheet.of paper and send it to ETS with the package

of .Answer Sheets. (See EXhiVit 13.)

O 14
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If test scores are tored on disk or tape and onsequeniy are avail-
able Oom the computer center, there is an alternate procedure Lo Step 8. -

T,his procedure, which iS desCribed in Alt'ernate. Stem: and q, makes it

unnecessary to hand 'recSrd the test scores onto the Answer-Shc:ets.

Ste

A filial grade must be recorded for every student who ,compleCed a Stu-

/ dent Questionnaire. If grades are available from tho compljter center, skip

,Step 9 and.go on to Alt%rhate Steps 8 ank9.

If grades are not available directly from the compwtilr, enter a final

grade under Section 6: FINAL CRAW. on the Answer Sheet.

In recording grades, use the following code:

A = 4

= 3

C_?
= L

F = 0
Withdaw - 5

Incomplete = 6

if your college uses a grading system other than A through F Or 4 through

0, please contact ETS for further directions.

NOTE: Some schools do not give failing grades and alloy' students to

withdraw instead. This can cause difficulties in developing prediction equa-

tions. If the withdraw .(V) grade is reserved, for students who'are having

trouble cooing with the/course work, there is'no problem; 'W's can he treated

as 'failures. However, if the W grade/ is used for- -a variety of situations,

we must determine whether the causeiLbr withdrawal is academic (having diffi-

culty with the work) or non- academic. Failure to do so could cause a serious

bias in tl)e predictions given to students.
, uk

If your school is one of those that do not give failing grades, follow

this procedure: Use the grade "0" to indicate withdrawal for academic reasons

(i.e., haidng trouble with the course work). Use the grade "5" for st10enes

who withdraw for unknown or non-academic reasons.
4

Alternate Steps 8 and Y.

The nrocedures'ddscribed below are t9 be followed wlen grades and test

scores (if used) are availably from the compwter center. -

(6) Check with the computer center to determine what student and

course identification is'required to get students' grades.in

a key course (and test scores) from Lho computer. For example,

some collqge computer centers require social'ssec:urity numbers

while others need college [.D. numbers. S5me computer centers-

,

also require a special'caurse cede, number ro.identify key course

grades.

15
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(b) Aft er the!! Answer Sh eJS hav
'a , !

them to H'I'S. tn
,

ciu
,

co
Sheets form Exhibi

., a copy of ea h of- t
litnisteiied, i4iclude
criptiOn of thf informa,t
retriei7e sti*enta!" g 'ad .ands 40Cores./if e4t s,corps
are to be 011ected,, lud.e ''hamp"S and, Ord ;of ih4ctestS,
as shown ii j Exhibit 1 .

, A

'
(c)

.;beO scann (St e,p 7)1 return
17_Ipted o f Student An:-,wer
`If you hali4;,(nOt already.' sent:

'Studen."e stionnaixet yOU ad-,
/now o,. rovide an elaFt des-*

o needdct py ,t'he computer ,center to

,About'2-4 !weeks after
von will eceive ain 1.13,

Each carci in the deck
card will contain info,
as the information need
grades and test ,scores.
cl-cscription of whaty is,a1

Sheet.s, have
card di3O'k and d car

kipri-§Aporld to a
at16,nt,;trom thd A

liv .loOr comput
he Ic'0±d: la vou

ly"on .the
(_and test scores) are to bet puni.;110.

F) ''. ',. .4
4( ",

At the` end of the semeste ,, as sapn4s grade,' ( au be reffieyo
from the computer, hayei he c mR,dtgr, center punch the grade
(and test scores) 'pato he Or 4''''cle,k exactly as shown on the
card layout: EYen, th sligivt.t. ; deviation from the direction'.,
on the card layout w result wrong prt..N1 is t ions being 'de-

.. ., , ,',

been* sent to E':,
laVout form.

Antiwer Sheet. rid'
sorer Sheets as well
ceuCer, to retrieve'

f [u,ov ide a
rd and where the gra,'(

veloped.

Return the complet card .deOk to

Return of Data

All forms should b returned :lo E1S as -5; on as possible. (See el,
pt. 10.). Retur4envelop s are 0,rovided.Ddad,1nes for the 'return of

.

for a Septembeiladmini tratipn °are.:

Form

Form A and
Page 1 Request Sheet

Form s
Form C's

Answer Sheets for Student
nuestionnaire (or com-
pleted card deck)

Dead14no

. July 31

,e0

Two welts after the
end of, Ow fall
term

3

0

tb,
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,....

/7ft Sumt4ry of Activities and Sample Time ruble for Septembj4r Aministratiop
, .

.
A-- ": ./.

Activity

Complete Fo A. Send to Frs.

.

Comp lete Palel Recuest Sheet. Send

'e to ETS.

r3. Complete one Form B for each kev. course

'' and send them to ETS.

'Complete one Form C 5or each key course
. and a description oC grading system.
Send to Ers. k

'Develop Student Questionnaire', includ-

ingyPrograms List (p. 5), for each

key .course.

A

6.' Print Student'Questionnaires.

`Sort questionnaires into packets, alert
instructors, and distribute-packets.

8.%'Adminigter Student Questionnaires.

9. Scan Answer Sheets for completeness.

If grades (and test scores) are to be
recorded by the computer:
If grades (end test scores) are to- be

recorded by handl
.

,

.

-->10. Enter testssvordS oa4n,swer Sheets.

4.
11.- Enter final grades on' Answer Sheets.

12. Return completed Answer Sheeteto
ETS with cover page identifying
test scores. Include Record of

Student Answer Sheebl'form.

4 10a. Return Answ1 r Sheets and Record of.
Student Answer Sheets form to F1'S with
cov(r letter identifying test scores.
Include a description of the inCorma:
tion required by the-compntei center.

Deadline 4 f

June 30 , Y'

1u1V 31

August 15

1:

Two weeks :11,rior tp beginnLng

of fall term '

First day of ('Iossc:-, f ill ierp

Imrned tely,i,pon receipt

During fall term

End of fall term

two weeks after end of fall

term

al

Two weeks niter administration
of, Student Ouestionnaires

ila. Take 113:1 card deck sent to you frow ETS
to computer center to have grades (and End oG'fall

test scores) entered.

12a. Return the completed card deck to ETS. Two weeks after end of fall term

17'
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Time Schedn1.(': Cons iderat ions

Problems which, can delay the start of the S I Prd ti t' ion system AI-
'forth below. A consideration of these difficulties mnv bet t o r ena b le t

lege to. est illicit e and adhere to /a time schedule.

C

1. Compi et ink Form A. Com14et lint of Form A precedb,,, A 11 other
the Prediction system. idencif icat ion of appropr late key courses 1,,

very important part of the.syStem and may involve several i t era t ions.

fore, it is imperative that the college beg in this Work as soon as po,
'We. at CIS, are ready to assist the college in solving any p rob] (;ms° wh i ( h

develop. In addition, we will rev iew the 1 ist of progi ams and key co, 11
which are Hen ti f led. Sufficient time should he scheduled by the col t'
ETS to review Form A.. 4

2 ink Form B. Comp 1 et i on of Form B requires L hat sonic i,

etch department provide information for a given key course. After be- in

iewede by t S coordinat or at the college and by t he S1(,1' staff at ;,

this information wi I'l. he .used to develop pater ia 1 for nape I of the 'it

questionnaire. Any ,de Lay in receiving completed Form t roe,, the var

par tment s will delay preparation of the Student nuost tonna i ro Ther0161-k

importance of each department's cboperat inn should he stressed, .a -

for the recr ine Of completed Form B's should be estah 1 fished.,

3. .1,1st of Programs, The Programs List, p e.),0 5 of t he .Stmten,

tionnaiqi, q's the responsibility of t he college. item h I 3 on page 1 of t"'
quest iolfna ire cannot he answered without 'this' 1 ist 'Fake sure that it

curate.eang contains all the degree and transfer pi-ograms offered at th,
ldge.,,,; Be , sboc if ic . The list should' -be printed with the other pages of
St- ude'n_.chrestionnaire and at tached as page 5.

4.. PT t*i ns jArranpementfs. Contact 'the pr inter in advance about ttie
srec ii icat ions of your order . Be sure that the pr ..an have., t he oLlt
ready- by Chic requited date. Leave some oversbp t ink in CA,:, an error i

/
',preparing t he materials.

,./
.

. '5. Collating Arrangements. After they are printed, pages 2, 3, 4 . .....,

/1.5..of the St-lidea Ouestionnaire must be collated with th page' 1. All five , i,, ,

must then he stapled together. -If you hri'e the pr inter col late the mate.. ,

ro you , he .;ure 'to provide him with ,..the page 1' s. I F. you have th is joi -'

I/
by worker s. ,a the college , keep in mind Lilat col l at ing by hand i s very t

,consuming and he sure to allow stiff icient time fdr if . Whether the quo .. -

,noites are collated by the printer or t w hand, a check . hhou lc) he made t .

sure .tlint pages 2 and 3 refer to the .,ame key course.

_

, ' 6. Dist r ibut i Oil Arrangements. On( e -the questionnairo:: hive been

and .5tapled, allow t ime for them to he sorted into utfant it i es for each c

Ial el,. the Return'__of_ _Answer_ Sheets envelope with tif. appropr inte r,e turn

Pr vide a copy of the birecTt ions for Administer ing tile. Student quest in

for; each instructor. Alert the instructors to the quest i onna ire, and ' ft-,

the importance of their cooperation, ERstroc tors should receive all mat ,

in' time to ,adminis'ter the questionnaire on the first clay of class.

'
.
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7. Rtee i %Nino Completed Student' ()nest ionna ires. KePp track of t no

quest iOnna ires. COntact anv instructors who have lallrcl to 1 ot Hi n them.

Scan t he que,-t ionu l ros ror Iomp let mess. Make re 4' i re C(M1-

tains the studebt's name and name of t he key course. 4 Ili is check shou Id be

`done inunediately so t hat students may v correct a nv proh I ems as ,,non al ter

t he start of class as 'possible.

8 . Test Scores. Enter test scores as soon a -; poss Mlle' to avoid a

backlog of work when the final grades arrive. Use a da.d1 1 or each missing

score. ro avoid havirn, to lr el hundreds of test scores, identify the scores
(type of test , subject a on a cover sheet . (See imp Le Clever -beet, Ex-

hibit 13.)

For Further Information

at:

Direct all ouestdons concerning; the Prod icti on ,;.-=,t em to I i Norr

4141'

Ed.ucat lona L 'Ft_ -t. fly, Sery L-t.

Princeton. Ni .03540 .

TelepOone: 60T-921.-9000, ext . 2 116

19
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Prediction Frame Showing Grade. Factors

BUs7 lAdmin.: BA 101 Intro to Business

(1) . (2) (3)
Top 2nd Remaining'
1/5 1/5 3 /Stns

GRADE FACTORS?

:Interest in subject area --
Commitment to program --

Third Factor --

Fourth Factor-y

Instructors of this course say that,a student's INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT AREA
is an important factor in grades. Bare is aidescription of this bourse:

You hear lectures on fiRance, marketing, commmication Skpls,yersonnel
administration, production, and economics. You participate in class dis-
cussioRs on assigned readings in textboolth, newspapers, and business
periodicals. You write 3 or 4 short papers..

Compared.witkother students, in which column--(1), (2), or (3)--would you
_place yourself? Press the Number (1-3) to show the column.

^
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Exhibit ;*

Predictio Frame' Showing Grade Dist

Bu Admin.: BA '41 Intro to

Now look at what happen
'shows how their grades

ATE THAT: Mors than
more than
.only 1.40 o

_and 10% of

to previous students in
re' distributed:

e-third of'the students
ee-quarters of the stnden

the students got beloi
the students er C

TERCriT Di PREVIOUS TEEMS RECEIVING VARIOUS
Grad: Percgnt of students

GROUP (1) A+, A, A-.

011.60 (2) B+-:,) B B- '-**--ri-*:;HHHRHg*v-r.-uiKk-r

GROUP (3) c +, C - **-?-0-18THitHHHHK41-0-*

GROUP (4) Belo G- ******4*** (10%)

Inco 1. 11**11-1***** (10%1

'S Q

ess

n

yy

nurse. The-dhart, .

t.,,an.

got C PR PETTER;

e course.

a,
grade.

M%)
,

(27%)'

k

I.

Oq

t.

....-.01041410

O

23
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4,

NT OF PREVIOUS STUDENTS RECEIVING VARIOUS GRADES:

. Grade Peecent of sludents 'receiving grade
- GROUP (1). A+, A, A- **************,t*******************ii (35%)

GROUP (2)' B+, B, B- ****k****************-****** (22%)
,

GROUP (3) C+, C, C- ****************** (18.7..).

GROUP (4) glow\C.- ********** (10 %)

Incompl t********** (1G%)

.
.

Which GROUP (1-4) do yo .think yout grade will be in? -Press thaE number.

'X

4*

4-f-

2 4

_

Exhibi:

r
Prediction Frame Showing Summary of Information About Stlideitt

r

1
. ...

.

t Bust Admin.:, BA \101 Intro,to Business.

.1,

. f

. .. ' , .

PAST pERPORMANCE:. Class sank: .3rd fifth ' Englisne, grade: C

1 .7 Math grade:. 43. / English native language: Yet
.

. so

,

GAADE FACTORS:
Idtereat in subject area

Commitment to program
Third Factor

Fourth Factor

fop 1%5

X

2nd 1/5

X

X

4

Remaining 3/5 '

'X

. f

25 25

.1 4.1 4
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b

Prediction Frame Showing Probability Statements

44(

Program: Key course
up

Bus. Admin.:" BA 101-4-ntro to Business

Chances in 100 for a 'gradd of:
A to B C' ,Below C

45 35 20

The chart shows what your CHANCES are of getting a particular grades.

You haire 45 chances in 100 of getting a B or higher (A or B). You have 20

chancesof not getting a grade as high as C.

Now think carefully. According to-the chart, what are your chances of getting

C or better? Not just but a C or higher?.

Type in your answer as a number between 1 and 99. If you takd a mistake, pregs

RUBOUT and start over. When you are finished, press NEXT.

4
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Exhibit 5

F 9 R IF

LISTING OF FROGRAIKEY COURSES, MW LABELS

SIGI
System of Interactive Guidance and Information

Copyriglik (C) 1974, 3975 by Educational Te:aing Seivice. .All rights reserved.,

28
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Exhibit 5 (contin'tied)

DMECT1ONS
''

1. In the column markcl PROGRAM, list 311 ,the transfer aid non- transfer ftgrer.

program.; offered at your college. Oise back page if needed.)

.,Examples. Drafting aad aesign Technoloy; Electroni.c:, 'Technology; Hur.i.n4t1(
and Social Sciences; Matuematics; Biology.

2. Next to each program, in the column marked KEY COURSE, .,rite the key c,ur...
for that program. Refer to the section on key courses in th' instructioh-
in the SIGI Prediction Sjstem Manual.

Here-are some general steps to follow in identifyinj, key courses.
A. Identifysone or two courses for each program offer0 at the colleg- '

that meet as many ac possible of the following characteristics:
(a) Required couie.
(b) Early coarse in a sequence:
(c) Differentiates those who 4o yell from those W1130 do poorly.
(d) Coursework is highly relevant to program.
(e) Coursewotk'is representative of the ent.Tre program.

B. Delete any courses that have not been taught before-or that have
gone a drastic change likely to have a significant effect on grade:,--
e.g:, a change in content, instruct.qrs, or marking practices. Ifj40,--

sible, eliminate courses with fewer than 80 stu,Jeutt. (See Predict era

Manual, p. 2, 113.) If a satisfactory substitute cannot be found for 1
, course with small enrollment, inckuoe it on the list. Data Will be

40 pooled across terms to reach the 'required number of.students.

C. Co over the list and select One course for each program. A course 14.1y

occasionally be appropriate for more than one program. At present do
system can accommodate a maximum of 75 key, courses.'

Examples of Programs and Key Courses:
f

.

Program
Accounting
Business Admin4tration
Communications Media

le

Engineering Sc

r
nce

Mathematics.

Key Course
Accounting 4 (AC 101)
Business Org. & Mgmt. (BA 101)
Intro. to COmmunic. Media (CM 101)
Math Analysis (MA 111)
Math Analysis gm ill)

3 Next to each program and key course listed, in the column marked, LABEL, ...

.. write in a label nafning the program and k y course. The label is not tor exceed 45 characters. (Each letter, numb r, punctuation mark, and spacP

between words counts as one charac

Examples: Electronics

,-

Tech.: MA 110, Technical Math -- (41 characters),

Accounting: AC 101, Accounting I
- \

(32 charactexa) ,,'

. ..
.

4 The maximum number of program names that can be displayed at one time on the

screen is sixty-eight. If your colleu has mare -than this number of t>ru upm:,
it will be necessary to provide students with a cemnlete listing in !hard ropv,

'off-line. For the conenience of moA. etudents a Jisting of the most popular

programs will he displaved on the screen (with ditoLtiofis for viwtng.a nom- .

plete listing in hard copy at the side. of the terminal) :. For the sake of

aesti&icl,, grouping., and ease of readlo, it is suggested that the-on-screen
listing be kept: short, about forty programs.

.

Put an ast,:risk next to the programs v,ou want diplayed'on the screen;

29
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PROGRAM

. Exhibit 5 (cbntinued)

KEY cotrrY..E LABEL'
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Exhibit 6

PACE l REQUEST, SHEET

Please fill 14 the following form in order that we may send you sufficient
numbers of page 1 of the Student Questionnaire. List in the left column

11'the key courses (see Prediction System Manual for an ex-
ation of key course") fot which the Student Questionnaires will he ad-

nistered. List in the right &ohm the number of students you anticipate
will he enrolled in each key course. (Use back of page if needed.)

KEY COURSE

a.

ESTIMATED NO. OF STUDENTS ENROLLED

Total

When complete, return this request sheet and Porn A to ETS in the enclosed

envelope.

32



KEY COURSE

W`e

Exhibit 7

FORM

IDENTIFYING IMPORTANT GRADE FACTOR)

FOR

(Name) ( er)

J

0 G

System of Interactive Guidance and Information

Copyright (c) 1974 by EducatJonal Testing Sorvttt .All right; reserved.

4



Exhibit 7 kdontinued) 4:

)IRECTIONS

Completion of this formrequire describing the content and activities of this
course, and seJlecting (from a list of Standardized (trade Factors on the opposite

page) the-competencies that instructors believe are required if a student is to
do well in this course. Tt is suggested that instructors' who teach sections of
this course be consulted in identifying grade s. Keep in Mind that after
reading each grade factor, students will be asked o rate themselves on,tht. com-
petencies desc.ribed.

1. Grade Factor 1: COMMITMENT TO THE PROGRAM.

A factor called COMMITMENT TO THE PROGRAM is a fixed part of the description of
all courses. It is described as follows:

An important factor is your COMMITMENT TO THE PROGRAM. COMMITMENT means
having the feeling that you will complete the whole program which the key,
course is a,part of. You feel,the program is rightfor you, and you are
killing to do all the work, even in courses that do not interest you,.in'
order to complete the program.

2. Grade Factor 2: INTEREST IN SUBJECT AREA;

A,second factor called INTEREST IN SUBJECT AREA has also been identified as in-
portadt for getting good gr\ades in all courses. Fqr present purposes, INTEREST
-IN SUBJECT AREA is Bes ribea by the content and activities.of thefc urse. In

the space below, describe th course content and/or activities in a ay that
will help students.evaluare t eir interest i'n the subject. DO NOT include in-
formation about prerequisites. (Prerequisites can be included as &rade factors

3 kr.: 4.) Sce examples of course, descriptions on opposite page.

'RESTRICTION: Maximum of 5 lines 'pi 7c characters per line, Each letter, - number,

punctuatint mark, and space between words counts as one character. .

1

2

3

4

5'

3, Grade Factor 3: k

, Select aethird factor from the list of S andardized Grade Factors and Write the

name of it in the space next to "Grade Fa tor 3." If you feel that a factor not
included on the list is more important th n any of those *listed, use the space .

below to describe it. See example of a unique grade factor on back page.

4. Grade Factor 4:

Select a fourth factor from the list of Standardized Vade Factors and write the
name of it next to "Grade Factor 4." Follow-the same suggestion as for Factor. 3.

34
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Exhibit 7 (continued

.

Ihramuolso GC COaaStfUSCRIPTION8

,AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS (AUTO 710)
You learn to rebuildrepdir, and make performince modifications
engines. You get practice in removing an engin6, taking it apat
measuring, andoreboring. Ytu also reashemhla it, make adjuatmen
back into the.autonobile.

GENERAL ZOOLOGY (BY 120)

You listen to lectures on zoo and park philosophy and history.'
park rangers, and others visit the class to tell you ahout job o
At the college's zoo, you landscape habitat., keep records, guid
help maintain :too facilities. Once a month you take a field trt
soo.

. STANDARDIZED GRADE FACTORS

GOOD READING ABILITY

GOOD READING ABILITY Is important for doing well in this course. Y
loss of comprehension, to locate` Disorient facto by skimming, to is

.14 to tell which ideas ere major end which ere minor. There are many

WRITING ABILITY
,

, ..'

This course requires good deal of WRITING ABILITY. You should ha
Spelling, and should bs able to axpress yourldsols fluentjy in clan
will require this skill. f

..s

6
';...

SFRAKING ABILITY

OWING ABILITY la important for Success in this course. you shou
lug rdpOtat participating in panels-rassi making spoecbss. Your pr

ABILITY TO THINE LOGICALLY

The ABILITY TO THINB LOGICALLY is important for success in this cool
analyze svidence, recognize which facts are important. You should a
elestsps in the re/masoning process and reach conclusions that are cot

CREATIVITY -

PRATIVITY is an important factor for success in this course. You $
to reepond to a stimulus or aced in in original, clout:at or unusual

WORK INDEPENDENTLY
!Itch of the work in this course ieguills that you WORK 1NDEPEND
4Ppropriste technical skills or knowledge to Work On your town. Yo
Ni/$nmantt without outside help.

WORK IN POUPO

Noy of the close assignments depend upon WORKING IN GROUPS. You.
Other people and feel comfortable with them.

'tics MOTIVATION

NUN MOTIVATION is necessary for OUCC4414 tnthie course. Merely et
is not *trough. You should alto he'willIng to do more than is &clu

SELF-111PROMENT
Students who succeed in this course ars those who see the geed to 1

by. the subject setter.
e '

J

I

automobile
cleaning,
and put it

imal keepers,epesrs,

ortunitiea,
isitors, and

, 0 4 nearby

it*

ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY
A high degree )4 ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY $4 essential for success
appere sly. independent events or facto, Sas how they ars related,

ANTITITIVE SKILL
This ours requires s great doe of QUANTITATIVE SKILL. You shou
Meths *tics to hendlefieichout difficulty the subject wetter of thi

MEMORIZAilON-
Abi Cy to MEMORIZE is important for success in this course. You
fig rte. statistics, names, places, or forms as related to the Sub

PAST NOTE-TAKING
Ac uretn and fast NOTE-TAKING is important for success in this
c plea and varied and moves vary rapt. For this reason you el

te-tskine procodurs. ,

ART PRERLQUISITE

his Course assumes that you already have basic skills in art.

(continue

4 '

a,

should be able to read fast without
how the material is organized, and
ading assignments in' this course.

-

a good grasp of English grammar And
°spotted papers. 'Many assignments

iisel confident and at ease when giv=
ntation should be logical and clear.

.

YOU should be abflelo examine and I
be ibis to recognize the steps and

stint with the evidence.

a

tad heYs ioasinetinn and the ability

y.

a

Y. Yousliogld be competent enough in the'!
hould Cul comfortable about comoletins ".

0 Id be used to working vith, '

n4los, listsoitts
y iiseigned.

toys themselves in thirst's* covered

hie course. Ion meat be able to, like
orgsnite them In a meaningful way. '

'have the backgroundrind ability in
©purr*.

at be ells tp remember many facts,
ct altar of this' colitis.

urge. ,Tho Meltet.74111 presented is
ld have an orsinIsed,losica1-

sOod are yourlossie ore skillo

on badk page)

a

Dw

A.
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ENGLISH FUNbAl4r
COurihe dowses
are -your Knelt'

Exhibit 7 (continued)

AI

k,,owiedmo of 0441C Lngliah skills
skills?

MATH PPIREQUISI E
This course require. solid in algebra. How well

LLAAIERSHIP ANI 1TY

stub as .pealing, -grammar' etipctuationvc. How

did you do in algebra?

LEADERSHIP ABILITY ontributes to success In this course. You should be bhle to conduct class activities,

influence people. 4 d organize program*.

TYPING SII!!1:'

TYPIlic SKILL is important for emcees in this eourae. You ohould
mina* without errors.

CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION,

CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION is important for Success in this
role in classroom ditcussions and activities.

RK R1TH cpmpluN
The itb 'icy to WORK IITH CHII.DUN ill important for success in Lhla course. You should understand children,
be abl cognize and meat their needs, and enjoy gpendine good deal of time with them.

be abillitype at least

course. You should be willing to take en active

25-30 words per

MUSIC FUNDAKESTiAIS
,A knowledge of the fondanentala

MECHANICAL APTITUDE
MECHANICAL APTITUDE is important for success in this course.
or equipment effectively or LO learii how to operate them..

of music is an important factor

MATH FUNDAMENTALS
This course assumed a knowledge of bamic math skink,'
good are your math skills?

SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
The ability to vitsualize spatial .relationahips is nec

to see and understand how objects ate related in ipac

FINGER/OA/01 bEXTERITY
Success In this ciiouree depetide upon a high degree of
muscle control, and the ability to sake Tine, accurst

ILO EYESIGHT
GOOD ELESIGPT is decided advantage. Students with
with good vision. e .

PHYSICAL MOBILITY

PHYSICAL MOBILITY and agility art important for sueteas in this course, You
many physical activities requiring stamina, body control, and quickness.

for doing well in this course.

You should be able to haMdle tools, machinery,

such as'addition, subtrIction, percentages, etc., How

tottery for success in this course. You should be a le
e, and be sole to apply this in design and dreaming

FINGER/HAND DEXTERITY. You should
e hand and finger movements.

have good axial

limited or impaired vision may not do ss well a those

REGULAR 11:EWORK
Completion of .GULAR HOMEWORK assignments is key factor
builds on the te that came before, you must be willing to
work pile up,

REGULAR ATTENDANCE
REGULAR ATTENDANCE is necessary. The course moves fast and much material is

. absence. 2,01 cut you at a disadvantage.

will be expected to en age in

for success in this course. Since each lesson
keep up with each assignment and not 1 t the

a,

Example of a UNIQUE FACTOR

covered each sessi' Any

UNUSU COSTS
One factor or suate.s lu this ,ourmo IS the sbIllty to pay for materials. Unless you

purchase th materials, it will 114 hard to succeed in this course. "'Costs are about $1

3 6
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Exhibit 8

To the Instructor:

DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETING FORM,11

SYSTENTOF
INTERACTIVE

G .IDANCE
ND INFORMATION

All viol I( It, ,,,,AttvtCi
11p11 14 i u8549

COQ 021 COLX)

The SIGI staff at TS is in the process of develop your collage's

rediction system. As ou may know, PREDICTION is one of the six major
subsystems that make up SIGI. Its purpose is to help students evaluate
their ctiancet, of kue9ees inlvarious programs offered at your college. It

can also give you and other instructors in rmation which might help you

evaluate your grading prectices,
0

To prepare the Prediction system, we heed inffiormation from you about
the course named on the accompanying form I Form B: Identifying Important

Grade Factors ). Specifically, we need to know (1)-t1Te content and acti-

vities of the-course, anf (2) the competoncise.that-you believe are re-
quired if a student is to do well in the course. This information is to
be provided right on Form B.

0

The directions for complet g Form B are given below, If you have

any questions, contact the SIGI c rdinator.at your college.

Writing the Course Description (Grade Factor 2: INTEREST IN SUBJECT AREA)

In SIGI's Prediction system, students will be asked to evaluate their
INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT AREA covered by the course named on Form B. 'ahey

will mike their evaluation based on your description of the coerrie content

and activities.

In the space provided on Form B, write a description of'your course

following these guidelines':

(li' Write the course description in the second person, as though
you were telling a student what he will do if he takes the
course.

,

Examples: '"You road 10 novels by twentieth-century authors."
"You rebuild and repair automobile engines."

:(2) Emphasize the major activities of the course. Be as specific

as, possible, but include only those activities that are fairly

constant from year to year.
,

Examples: You write three were,"
"You do (me leb experiment per week."

.
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Exhibit 8 (continued)

(3) Be sure to include any unusual features of the course.

Examples: "Ydu dissect a feen1 pig."
"You prepare a multi-media presentation for
the college film festival."

(4) DO NOT include information about prerequisites. (Prerequisites
can be included as Grade "actors 3 and 4.) e _

(5)

For

/
Make sure your completed,coursedescription will fit into the .

allottedase-in the computer memory.' For maximum length,
see "RESTATCTION" under 112 on ForeB.

examples of course descriptions, see Form

0 4

Selectio* Grade Factors 3 and 4

Students using the Prediction system W111 also b$ asked to rate them-A_
selves on the factors that you identify as being important for getting good
grades.

To identify Grade Factors 3 and 4, ask yourself, "What competencies
are required if a student is to do well in this course?"

ftad through the list of Standardized Grade Factors on Form B. In the

spacesSprovided on Form B, write the names,of the grade factors you think are
most important. .(NOTE: Our experience in developing Prediction systems Cor
other collegeg indicates that HIGH MOTIVATION is often a'good,predictor of
final grades. You may leant to givesTficial wonsIderation to selectieng this
grade actor.)

'If you feel that a factor not includeTeiithe listis more Important
than any of those, listed; use the space ptovided on Form to desciibe it.
See the example of a uni-ue factor on the back of Form B.

of

Return your eompleted'Form B to the SIG4 coordinator at your college.

THANK YOU FAO YOUR ASSISTANCE

38
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'`Exhibit 9
.

1,
, FORM

DISTRIDUT1ON oF'dgAc

KEYCOURSE'
(Name Number)

A

Designateithe number and percent of students who received each of the grades used
at your college. This distribution dg)otild include-m-1-east 50 students who ob
tain A grade of A through F (not includihg incompletis and withdraws). 11 more
than one instructor IS teaching this cuulse, include approm4mately equal numbers
of students from each instructor. Pool over as many terms as necessary to-get
the minimum number.

./

O

/
GRADE

A,

B

C

D

F

,incomplete

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

,Make sure the percents sum to 100.

NUEDER.OF STUDENTS FERCENT

Sum = 100-

sigI
system of tnteractive Guidance and Information.

4

a
Copyright (C) l974; 1975 :by, Educational,Testing Service. All rights reserved.

C4,s 3g
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Exhibit 10

STUDENT Q6FSTIONNAIRE

Name -}v c e.vt-- ic cif
Mast) -(first)

10

COX/pi
& ANSWER SHEET .544A4-h:" TED

Student N14" 9 - 9 9 - 9 99
ID or Soc. Sec.)

1:

The CuiedanCt Research CroUp at I.:Wear:or:al leetinp Service is conducting a study to
see how well stedent4"entering r course can predict theit perfnrrance. Ples.e a,sist
ti, by filling out the following lova. All information is strictly confidential and
wilt be used for researsh.purpocks on1.

_

SECTION 1: INFORMATION SECIJON.2: COURSE NAME & NUMBER

1. A;e:

(1) 16 of under -*

t.ei (2) 19-21
(3) 22-24
(4) OWir 25

7. Sex:

(1) Female
V' (2) Male

3. Do you feel that yoU need help with English'
(1) Yes S,

-1-1074--(2) No

7(3) Not sure

4. -How many hours of teamwork and study are you
planning to eo,per week?
IC011ours'

Estimateyoyr overall average-In high school:
(1) A+, A*, A-

B, B-

+(3) C+, c C-
(4) D or below

6. Aveugc English grade received in high school or
colltge,j

(1) A+, A, A-
--j-.."(;) B4, B, B-

(3) C+, C, C-
(4) D o; below

7, Average math grsde received
college:

(1) A+, A, A-
y (2) B+, B, B-

(3) Of, C. C-
(4) D or below

8. Rank in high school graduating class:
(1) Top.Fifth
(2) Upper Fifth
,(3) Middle.Fifth

Lover Fifth
(5) Bottom Fifth

9.1 Size of high school senior class:
(1) 0 to 25 students

,y/' (2) 26 to 100 students
(3, 101 to 500 students
(4) Over 500 students

10 College otatus:
(1) Newly-enrolled freshman

7(2) Other (specify number of credits
completed __Jr

11. Full or Pitt-time student:
(l) Full -ciao: student

(2) PAtt,trrae student .

in high school or

12: Other th..a this school, hove you attendad any
other 7- or 4-year school since high school?
_4(1) Yen
al (2) No

Refer to the attiched lint (plee 6) of college
programs. Write the numher 01 your intended
major or plopap..111 whikheou,are enrollei: 4*
Majotirroatim nucamr -"" -1.J1C/

.0111.1.1
Writ: in the name and numzor of this course.

njmn., U,Sitne. R Ili
(couvss uktET tmf:fti)

(Turn to pope 2.)

SECTION 3: 'FACTOR RATINGS'11001,
9

Factor 1:
Factor
Factor 3:
Ftictor 4:

..10.111.

laaamiembrAMM161.....

(See page 3 for directionl.)

Top 2nd Remaining
1/5 1/5 3/5ths

../

737--

W7

I am planning to do C hours of homework
and study or week for this course lone.

(When you ha completed this section, turn to page A.")

SECTION 4. SELF ESTIMATES (Sec pate 4 for directa:rs.)

Put a check (v/D on the line for the grade you esLimatd
you are most l' ely to receive in this course.

A+, A, A-

B+, B, B-

C+, C, C-

1)+:`,15, D- ,

F

Withdraw, Incomplete, or Other

(Tear off this page and corn to reverse side.)

SECTION 5: TEST SCORES OFFICE UHF CNLY

Zeisopoftemobammoof.wwwremeum.....................amarm ,%

3 714 3 9 (//

SECTION-6: FINAL GRAPE °Ma Ur., ONLY

...00..............M.;11.............101121.1"nmanrs.r.

40
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Exhibit 10 (continued)

[Page 2 of Student Questionnaire, printed on yellow paper.]

Here is some information to help you better estimate how we;1
you will do in this course.

This chart showsithe grades obtained by the 177 studentnnrolled
..i. "Introduction to Business" (BA101).

A B C

GRADE

More than'one-thi0 of the students (35%) got a B.

tore than one-quarter (27%) got 'an A.

Eighteen percent :tot a C.

Only 10% of the students got below C.

Non-Complel,'

*Notice that 10% of the students did not complete th'e course, receivin,,,,
W, Inc, or R. Typically, students who receive these grades have a
high school grade point average, plan to do only a few hours of study
and homework per week, and estimate that they will get a low grade in
the course.

Keep this distribution in.iind when. you Aimate how well ypu .

will do in this course.

e :41
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Exh bit 10 (continued)

[Page 3 of St dent Questionnaire, printed on pink paper.]

Here are tome factors thlt instructors teaching, this course )rave indtcated are
important for gettirg good grades.

(,ratio Actor 1: rwPfrt.1:7 TO TUE P".0GRAM

An imnortant factor is youv CO'fMITMEN TO THE PROCt\M. CO'DUTMENT Means having
the feeling that v6u W.11 comnlete the whole program which the key course is
part of. You feel the program is right for you', and you are willing to do the
work, even in the courses chit do not interest you, in order to complete the

0 program.

Compared to other students, how would you rate yourself on this factor? Turn to
the answer sheet, Page 1, and find the section marked "Section 3.: Factor Ratings."
R.TE YOURSELF ON FACTOR 1 and record your rating by putting a check in one of the
colurins: Top 1/5, 2nd 1/5, or Remaining 3/5ths.

Grade FAtor INTEREST IN SUBJECT AREA

Here is a deScription of this course:

You hear lectures on finance, marketing, communication skills, personnel admini-
stcation, production, and economics. You participate in class discussions on
assigned readings in textbooks, newspapers, and busfneS0 periodicals. You write
3 oF74 short papers.

RATE YOURSELF ON FAC1OR 2. Record your rating on the answer sheet, page 1, Sec-
t-ion 3 next 'Eo "Factor 2."

Grade Factcr 3: MATH FUNDAMENTALS

This course assumes a knoliledge of basic math skills such as addition, sub-
traction, percentages, etc. Howegood are your'math skills?

.*
RATE YOURSELF ON FACTOR 3. Record your rating on the answer sheet, page J, Sec:-

tion 3 next to "Factor 3."

(rade Factor 4: WORK INDEPENDENTLY

Much of the work in this course requires that you AJORK INDEPENDENTLY!: You
should be competent enough in the appropriate technical skills or knowledge to
work on your own. You should feel comfortable about completing assipments
without outside help.

RATE YOURSELF ON FACTOR 4. Record your Mating on the answer sheet, page 1, Sec-
,tion 3 next to "Factor 4."

LiOw many hours of homework and study are you planning to do per week for this
course alone? Urite in a number and not a ranee (such as 5-10). Do not write
in such statements as "as many as needed ", Record your answer on'the answer
sheet, page 1, Section 3.

r

When you have recorded your 4 factor rating'; and hours of homework, turn to nn-(. 4.

f
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Exibit 10 (continued)

[Page 4 of Student Questionnaire, printed on blue paper.]

Now we would like you to estimate how well you will

What grade do you think you will get? DR REALISTIC
What you Lnow hbout :Our performance in high school
read about this course.

do in this couroe.

. Taj:e into account,

and ..what you just

Keep inflind that although students generally feel that they will do.
well in college because they ari highly motivated, high -c.hool performinA
is usually the bent r,:edictor of college.rerformance.

What grade do you think you will get in this course?

Turn to the'answer sheet, page 1, and find the section marked "SECTIO:; 4 -

SUP ESTIMATLS." Mark your estimate in the appropriate space.

At the end of the term, your estimate.will be compared with your final

* * * * * I.M P 0 WI' A N T * * * *

YOUR INSTRUCTOR WILL NOT-SEE THIS INFORMATION! After yob mark your
estimated grade, check to see that you have written your.name at the
top of the an&her sheet and have answered all the questions Then,
tear off the answer sheet, page 1. Fold it in half. The instructor
will immediately seal all folded answer sheets in 'an envelope to be"

forwarded for data processing.

Thark you for your cooperation.

4 3
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ft, ,Exhibit 10 (continued)

[Page
-

ite5 of Student Questionnaire, printed on wh paper.]

Programs

BUSINESS.

101 Accbuhting
102 Clerical Studies_
103 Data Processing
104 General Business
105 Medical Secretary
106 Mid-Management
107 Secretarial

HEALTH RELATED
,

-108 Nursing
109 Dental Assisting
110 Physician's Assistant ;

,111 Nuclear Medicine Technology
112 Cardiovascular Technician-

PUBLIC SERVICE

113/Child-Development
114 Legal,,Assisting

45,1w Enforcement
116 Industrial Secerity
plotorrections Counseling
118 Fire Science

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

119 Air Pollution Technology
120 Automotive Technology
121 Aviation Technology

,122 Biological Parks Technology
123 Building Construction Technology
124 Drafting Technology
125 Electronics Technology
126 Graphics-Technology
127 Heating, Air Conditibning,'

.and Ventilation
Technolog

l28 Multi -Media Commuaientions'
Technology

List* (Sample) -t

CERTIFICATE ROGRAMS

129/Automotip Mechanics.
130 Cosmeto16gy, .

1,3 :Emergency Medical Technology
-GeiteralCarpenqy

',a33 Heating, Air Conditioning,
Refrigniation and Ventilation

134 Licensed Practical iiiirsing

1'35 Major Appliance Servicing
136 Multi-Media Communications,

iAnchnologY
137 Nursp Aide
138 Television Servicing
139 Welding '

140 Work Exploration

AGRICULTURE

141 Ornamental Horticulture
142 Animal Science

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

143 Career Associate in Special
Education

144 Human Service Aide
145 Recreation Leadership

Use thren-digit numbers for programs, beginning with 101.

9
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t Name

Exhibit 11

`STUDENT OESTIONNAIRE,& ANSWER SHEET

(last). (first)

Student e

BZ,141.4.

(ID or Soc. Sec.)

The Guidance R.-search Croup at taUCatiOn41 'Jesting Service is conducting a study to
see hoa veil skuents entering a course can predict their performance. Please asist
us by filling out the following tore. All information is strictly confidential and

be used forresearchpurpoes only. 4 -

110
SECTION t: INFORMATIONINNI. SECTION 2: COURSE NAME te NUMBER

1. Age:
(1) 18 of under
(2) 19-21'

(3) 22-24
(4) Ovet 25

2. Sex:
(1) temalx
(2) Male

3. Do you feel that you need help with English?

(1)

(2)

--7----(3) Not sure
b.

4, How many hbars of homework and study are you
planning to uo per week? .

hours

5, Estimate your overall average kn high school;
(1) Af: A, A-,

(2) %'-; B, B-

(3) C +, C, C

(4) D or below

F, Aerage F,.allsh &rade received In high school or

c311.egel
(1) A+, A. A-,

(2) Eb, E, B-
(3) C+, :, C-

(4) D or Below

7. Average math g received in high school or

college:
(1) A+, A, A

(2) B, B-N
(3) c +, C, C-

(4) D or below

8. Rank in high school gra toting class:

(1) Top Fifth
(2) Upper Ft,th
(3) Middle Fifth

(4) Lower Fifth
_____(S) Bottom Fitch

9. Size of high school senior cla a!
(1) 0 to :5 students
(2) 26 to 1.00 students

(3) 101 to 500 students
(4) Over 500 students

10, College status:
(1) Newl.-enrolled fresbmin
(2) Other (specify number of credits

completed

11. Full- or Part -tine '!..tudent:

(1) rull-tfme student
(2) Parr-tine ..tndent

12. Othecth4n thin a.hool, have yuu attended any

' other 2- or 4-yeat school since high school?

(1) Ye.
__(2) No
-------

13. Reset to th arAached list (page 6) of college

Programs. Wtite Ali, nzber Of 'your jntendrld

major, or program in vLich you are enrolled;
Tinjor/Progrdm rnmher

Write in the name ;did number of this course:

(colimg NAME) (COURSE NUNE,ER)
(Turn to page 2.)

SECTION 3: FACTOR RATINGS

Factor 1:
Factor 2:
Factor 3:

Factor 4:

(See page 3 for dkrections.)

Top 2nd Remaining
1/5 1/5 3/5ths

I am planning to do hours of homework
and study per week for this course alone.

(When you have completed this section, turn to page 4.)
pp

SECTION' 4: SELF ESTIMATES (See page 4 for directions.)

'Put a check (/) on the line for the grade you estimate
you areMbst likely to receive in this course.

A+, A, A

B, B-

C+, C, C-

D+, D, D-

F

Withdraw, IncoMplete, or Other
0
(Tear of this page and turn to reverse side.)

SECTION 5: TEST SCORES OFFICE USE ONLY

SECTION'6: FINAL GRADE OFFICE USE ONLY

`45



TURN THE PAGE)

Exhibit 11 (continued)

Page 2 of Stddent Questionnaire, printdd on yellow paper.]

Here is some information to help you betteiestimate how walla

you will do in this,couerse.

This chart shows the grades obtained by the

in

100

80

7G

Cl)
60

50

40

30

20

10

0

1

students enrolled

GRADE

Keep this distribution in mind when you estimate how well you
will do in this course!

146
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Exhibit 11 (continued)

[Page 3 of Student Questionnaire, printed on pink paper.]

Here are some tp4tors that instructors teaching this course have indicated are
important for getting good grades.

Grade Factor 1: COMMTTMENT TO THE PROGRAM

An important factor is your COMMITMENT TO THE PRO(RAM, COMMITMENT means having
the feeling that you will complete the whole program which the key course is
part of. You feel the program is right for you, and you are willing to_do the,
work, even in the courses that do not interest you, in order to complete the
prograM. ,

Compared to other students, how would you rate yofirAlf on this factor? Turn to
'the answer sheet, page 1, and find the section- marked "Section 3: Factor Ratings."
RATE YOURSELF ON FACTOR 1 and record your rating by putting a check in one of .the
columns: Top 1/5, 2nd 1/5, or Remaining 3/5ths.

Grade Factor 2: INTEREST IN SUBJECT AREA

Here is a description'qa this course:

o

o

RATE YOURSELF ON FACTOR 2. Record your"rating on the answer-sheet, pal, Sac
tics 3 next, to "F4ct-or 2."

Grade F .octor 3:

0
NO.

RATE YOURSELF ON FACTOR 3. Record your rating 'nn the answer sheet, page 1, Sec
tion 3 next, to "Factor 3,"

Grade Factor

a

RATE younstu ON FACTOR 4. Record your rating tn the answer sheet, page 1, Seeu,
tion 3 next to "Factor 4."

.

How many hours of homework and study are you planning to'do per week for this
course alone? Writc in a number and not a_plim (such as 5-10). Po not write
in such statethents as "ae PilnY as peociad", Record your answer on 'the answer'
sheet, page '1, Section 3,

When von have recorded Your 4 fadtOr ratidas and hours of homework t rn to a e 4..,
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Exhibit 11 (continued)

[Page 4 of Student Questionnaire, printed on blue paper.]

Now we would liWyou to estimate how well you will cl) in this course.

What grade do you,thin!: you will get? BE REALISTIC. l'a'ce into account'

what you know at)out pirformance in high :,chool and what you just

`read about this co ,:e.

Keep ih mind that although students *morally feel that they will do
well I, college because they are highly motivated; high schnol.performance

is u.nlallihe nrelictor of collei!e_performence.

WhaL grade da you think you will get to -this course?"

Turn to the answer sheet, page 1, and find the section marked "SECTION 4:
SELF L3T1ATES." °Mark yopr estitiate in the appropriate space.

At the end of tle term, your estimate will be compaAd with your fine grade.

1

00/9 .... 000110.,
* * * is IMPORTANT * * * * *

YOUR ILSTRUCTOR WILL OT SEE THIS INFORMATION, After you mark your

estimstad gade, check to see that you have written your name at the
top of the answer she and have answered all the <pestions. Then,

--tear off the answer page I. Fold it in half. The instructor
will immediately sc:-.1 all folded aneler sheets. in-nn envelope to We

forwarded fordps1

S

10000/0".1.,... 0110111=01.1110.01. 011080

Thank you foe re:Ur cZ)operatibn.

48
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Exhibit 11 (cont nued)

[Page 5of Student Questionnaire, p nted on white papex.]

Program Lis

49



Exhibit 12,

.

Directions ft r Administering the Studc:nt flue tionnaire

TO THR. INSTRUCTOR

This questionnaire contains information abou the course you are

teaching. Students in your class and in the classes of other instruc-
tors teaching this course arc being asked to anster questions about
themselves, then tq read Lilo information present d on gages 2 cad 3 of
the questionnaire and use it to make an estimate of their final grade

in the course.

o' At the cad of the term, final grades will )e collebted for stu-

dentsdents completing this questionnaire. An analv. .1,s will he made of theft**

data. collected in this questionnaire to develo14, prediction equations.
Tese prediction equations, along vfah ot.11.:r$ in a similar
manner, will be used to help students predict their performanLe in
various key courses at the college.

S I G I

System of Interactive Guidance and Information

Copyri,ht (C) 1374, -MA b% Cducitional i4 a ing Srylov. All righ, rosvrved.

I



Exhibit 12 (continued)

Administration bate

PleaSe administer to students pn the first day. of class before you explain
the Wiper in which ;uti will teach the course and what the assignments will
be.

Time

You siNuld approximately 20 minutes to administer the Abestionnaire
an average size class. Please set'aside time at the beginning of the class

4
period to ensure that students will have sufficient time to complete the
questionnaire.

Answering Ouestions
-A #

Answer all students' questions. Our' intent is to get complete and accurate
information. If a student does not Understand a question (eg., rank in
class),explain as beat you can. If stude)fts do not have the information
requested (e.g., rank in class) have them make their best estimates.

Directions

1. Distribute one questionnaire (5-pages) to every student in the class.

2. READ: I will now read what is printed in the box at the top of the
first page: f,

The Guidance Research Grouplt Educatigial Testing
Service is conducting study to see how well students
entering a course can predict their performance, Please

' assist us by filling in the following form. All in-
formation is strictiv..confidential and will be usedfot
research purposes only. I will not see your answer'
sheet.

or
The firS't page of this questionnaire isalso your answer
sheet. Tear this page off. You will re ordall your
answers on this page:

On the top line, printyoUr name, last name first. Next,
write in your college identification number. If you do
not know your college identification number, reave it blank.

Social security number is used only-if this is the number used by
the college to idenhkfy ,tridents.

.16
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Exhibit 12 (continued)

3. Directions for comp]et surt 10N* 1 : INFORMATION. I

READ:

Locate SECTIW 1: INFORMATION on the left side of your
answer sheet. Answr all questions in this section; DO NOT
LEAVE ANY QUESTIONS

. Use a check mark (v/) for each
response. Do not make i re than one check mark per question.
Eve if you are not. s e which response you want tvmark,
choose one that snits you best. Questions 4 and 13 require
you to vIlte in a number. Refer to,page 5 when answering
questidff 13. If you have any qudsiions, -raise your hand
and I'll come around to help you.

Stop when you have completed all 13 questions in SECTION 1.'

NOTE:, Some students may have difficulOty estimating their rank in
high school graduatingcldss (question 8). Explain to them that
those who graduated in the top fifth received mostly A's. The
upper fifth received mostly A's and B's. The middle fifth received
mostly C's. The lower fifth received mostly C's and D's. The -
bottom fifth received mostly" D's and F's. Students \ho have not
gra uated from high school should indicate what they, think thein,
ran would -have been.

Wait Intll everyone has completed'SE TION 1: INF0RMATION before
oentin4ing.

4, Directions for completing SECTION 2:! COURSE NAME AID NUMBER.
aa

Write-the name and number of this course on the bl ckboard (use a
sheet of ,paper if atiolackboard.is.not available). r example,
write "Accounting 01" or "AC 101" but do net write the complete
title: "Principle f Accounting."

READ:

Locale SECTION 2: COURSE NAME AND NUMBER on the right side of
the answer sheet.

Write in the name and ,number of this course as I have written
it on the board.

Stop when you have completed SECTION 2.

Wait until everyone. has completed SECTION 2: COURSE NAME AND NUMBER
before continuing.

tat
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5. READ:

Exhibit 12 (continued)

Turn to page 2 and continue to follow the directions for SECTION

3 and SHtlION 4 a, written. You will b6 recording the- lest of

your answers on the right side of your answer sheet in SECTION 3

and SECTION 4. q

When you have finished SECTION 3, GO ON TO SECTION 4.

DO NOT WITH IN SECTIONS 5 and 6; these arc for office use

only. -

6. Ditections for collecting answer shoeLs.

Allow approximately 10 minutes for the students to complete SECTION

and SECTION 4.

READ:

4

When you have completed both SECTION 3: FACTOR RATINGS

and SECTION 4: SELF ESTIMATES, check to be sure your
name and identification number are written in at the top

of thetanswer sheet. Fold it in half with the answers

concealed. I will not see your answer sheet

Collect all the answer sheets. Put answer sheets-and all
unused questionnaies in-the env ?lope labeled "RETURN'OP
ANSWER SHEETS" and seal the,envelope in full view of the

students. Write in tla- course name and number, and your

name.
.

.

.7. Return the "RETURN OF ANSWER SHEETS "' envelope to the locaifon

Marked on the front.
I

THANK YOU FoR YOUR ASSISTANCE.

I
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EXhibit 13

Identification of Test Scores

Test Scores reported in Section 5 of the Student Questionnaire,
are standard scores on the Comparative Guidance and Placement (CGP)
Program, listed in the following order:

Reading
Senterices

Mathematics
Year 2000
Mosaix Comparisons
Letter Groups
Academic Motivation

A dash indicates a missing score.

(

;1

Sample Cover Sheet: To be returned with completed Answer Sheets

O

from Student Questionnaire.

54,
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Exhibit 14-*

RECORD OF STUDENT ANSWER SHEETS RETURNED TO ETS

Please complete thiS form and return
it to the SICI staff at ETS, with your
Student Answer Sheets.
*

Key ,

Course
No. of Student
Answer Sheets

Sample'Copy of Student
estionnatre Enclosed (0')

$

(Signature)

55.
(Date)
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APPENDIX .B

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION IN SIGI:

A HANDBOOK .FOR DATA COLLECTION, INTERPRETATION,
, ?REPARATION, AND DOCUMENTATION

t- L
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OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION IN SIGI

A Handbook for Data Collection, Interpretation,

e

Preparation, and Documentation a

by ,

Laura Pears
'Ay Weber .
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,
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PLEASE NOTE:

-Since SIGI is a dynamic and living project,

,it is subject* to periodic revision. Like

all other materials in SIGI, this handbook

will be revised from time to time to re-
, ,

.
fleet new procedures and new informatioh.

This version .of the handbook is up to date

as of December 1976.

58'
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INTRODUCTION: 4

THE ROLE OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION IN SIGI s

SIGI is a .computer-based System of Interactive Guidance and Information designed
to help..students in .two-year and four-year colleges make career decisions. It
ha been developed at Educational Testing Service with the help of'grants from
the 'Carnegie Corporation and the National Science Foundation. Stored in aPDP -11
computer are sequences of frames, or scripts, that provide a model of guidance
for career decision-making. A student interacts with the.system via a cathode-
ray tube (CRT) terminal, a TV-like screen .on which messages are presented (or
constructed). The student responds to a'question or,gives directions"-to the com-
puter by pressing d nated keys. The computer then displays the requested in-

,formation or oth- riate responses on the 'screen.

At the core .of system is the information on some 200-250 occupations.
How the materi t se,accupations is compiled, interpreted, documented, pre-
pared, and contin ly updated is the subject of this Handbook.

. -

Background information on the occupational information in SIGI and on the major
.0, sources'of accupatio al information follow in this introduction. The four chap-

,ters of the Handbook, in the form of directions to SIGI research assistants for
carrying out their major tasks, spell out the procedures for building and maintain-

,

\

iing the occupatin-al data base:

, I. Occupational Infartation in SIGI

10

A. Occupations Covered

SIGI contains information on 200-250 major occupations-, primarily ones Which
require some training-after secondary schOoland some advance planning. It

covers most professional'and technical occupations, many administrative and
clatcal occupations, some service, craft, sales, and farm occupations, and

. a few semi-skilled occupations. A list of the occupations currently included
,in 5IGI,appearkinAppendix Al*

',B. "Value Ratings

Each_ occupation is assigned numerical ratings for the ten SIGLvalues. These
are the key to the SIGI Locate system which sorts occupations according to.
,the value ratings seledted by students. The ten values are: Early Entry, Income,
Helping'Others, Leadership, Inwese Field, Prestige, Leisure, Independence,
Variety, and Security.%, In most cases, four levels for each of these vanes have
been differentiated. For Income, five levels are used, however, and Interest

Field involves six categories aMt'f9ur levels.

*00-Definitions of the ten values and the rating levels
t
for each are' included at

tha,end of Chapter II (Exhibits-476 through II-15). A discusSio&of the
sources of the value ratings is gib in Appendix H.

L

t)% .

'New occupations are added to SIGI from tire to time. Once entered into the
computer; each occupation is checked and updated on aregular basis.



I

.C. questions Answered forEach Occupation

In COMPARE, students may'ask specific questions about three occupations at

a time. Answers to the-28 COMPARE QUESTIONS for each occupation'comprise the

occupational write-up, the core of SIGI's occupational loformation"system.

A list of the 28 questions-is included in Chapter II, Section II-B, and

directions for'answering each question follow in Section IV-A. Sources of

,informationlfor each question are recorded on a set of index cards for

each occupation. These documentation cards are filed in the SIGP. research

library.

D. Overview

In the PlAning and Strategy systems, students see overviews of complete

plans for entering occupaticin Overviews are prepared concurrently with

occupational write-ups. Sample overviews appear at the end of Chapter IF

(Exhibits 11-17 through 11-21).

E. Computer Frames

The information in SIGI'must conform to a strict format to comply with
space restrictions on the computer disk. Mg-general format is explained
_in Chapter II, Section II-A. Computer printouts of all occupational write-
ups are kept in the SIGI research library.

Ji

II. Major Sources of Occupational Information

A. The Occupational Outlook Handbook.

1

AP

The OOH, published by the U.. S. Buredu of Labor Statistics, is the basic
source of information for some 800 occupations in t1e United States. It

contains definitions of job titles,, descriptions of'duties; educational
and licensing requirements,, income, hours, outlook, and so on. However,

even though it is revised every two years, some of the information becTes
obsolete very quickly and 'some is incomplete. SIGI makes use of the

formation In the OOH, and supplements 'it from other souroes.

B. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles

I

The DOT is,prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. It contains standard-
ized definitions of over 16,000 job titles, descriptions of job activities
and tasks, and a numerical classification-system that indicates'rating levels
for duties, abilities, interes/ts, and working conditions, These ratings are

..,sometimes useful for assigning SIGI value ratings. The DOT is revised at less
frequent intervals than the OOH, approximately every ten years.

N



'C. Occupational Briefs and Monographs

The SIGI staff regu arly reviews and uses.publications of the principal pub-
lishers of occupati al mgEerials. Among them are:

Alumnae Advisory Center
B'nai B'rith Career and Counseling Services
California Occupational Guides

. Careers, Inc.
ChroniCle. Guidance Publications
G.C.'Occupational Information Monographs

(Careers in Canada)
New Jersey Guides
SRA Briefs

Vocational Guidance Manuals 4

-William Mor.ow & Co.
4_

B. Magazines and Periodicals'

n
The SIGI staff subscribes to, or receives from the ETS library on a,regygar
basis, over 30.journals and periodicals r lated to guidance and vocational
.information. Among the.most .useful are:

se

Manpower
Manpower and Vocation Education.Weekly
MonthlylaNr Review-
Occupational Outlook Quarterly
Vocational Guidance Quarterly

Copies of,pertinent newspaper and magazine articles are filed. Psychologi-
cal, and sociological studies of occupations are especially noted.

Professional associations and unions often Aepare books and pamphlets de-
soribing-ocdupations and may conduct membership surveys. Executive directors Al
and research staff` members of these organizations can be excellent sources
of information on many aspects of wO-fking-Conditions_audtasks performed.
A card file is maintained of the names, addresses, and teiaPhOnenumbers.of.7 .
-professional associations di unions for most occupoiltions in SIGI.

Representatives of national organizations or professional ssociations are
often asked to review completed occupational write -ups.

65
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F. Other Government Sources
. 4

Many.0deril and,state genciescollect data on employment, income, and

licensing regulations in various fields, and SIGI has a file of important

-names and phone numbers of these government agencies:

TheSIGI research staff also receives news releases and notification of

all Bureattof Labor Statistics publications (in addition to three major

veriodtca s regUlarly received, Manpower Magazine, Monthly Labor

RevieNiluld Occupational.Ou9.00k Quarterly).

ki°4t

G. ETS L

The ETS Aibrary subscribes to many atines related to occupational guid-

ance hashas on its shelves many books nd general references useful to

SIGI Books and periodicals from other libraries maybe obtained through

interao-14rary loan.

W
When the library
for relevant i

new acquisitions list is circulated, the SIGI staff checks

"In addition, the following indexes to journal articles'are checked periodi-

ARM (Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational

and Technical Education)
A

Sociological Abstracts

A PsychologicaY.Abstracts
Government Reports

clly:

a.

x

o

1'.
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CHAPTER I

COLECTING AND STORING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION:

THE srni LIBRARY SYSTEM

A'
The SIGI library and cataloging system were devised sb that research assis-
tants would be able to (1) check documentation ofinformation quiCkly, (2)

know what materials are already on hand, and (3) catalog new materials jo
that they can be retrieved for use'in preparing new write-ups or updating.

. I. Contents of Library

The library consists of source materials for occupational information cur-
.

rently being'useld.in SIGI:

- brochures, pamphlets,,and xeroxed pages from bulkier publi-
cations which are filed in a file cabinet alphabetically by op.
the SIGI title for_the occupation;

source books, such as the 00H, the_DOT, career books too large
for the file, other guides and directories, and boxes of 1(ack
issues of magazines kept on the book shelves; and

-.address, bibliography, and documentation cards kept in a card
catalog.

A. Notebooks

II. Library 'Locations

.
Contain the latest printouts' of,occupational,write-ups arranged
alphabetically by SIGI,title. (See Appendix A for Alphabetical List

of SIGI Titles.)
e

B. Card Catalog

1. BibCards:

Filed alphabetically by title of publication, since moth:-
publications are ordered by title.

2. Documentation Cards :
Sets for each'SIGI occupation are filed alphabetically by

S1GI title.
Each set contains a card for every question in CM{PARE, ar-
' ranged in phe order of the questions. Documentation for

the Planning System. Overview'iS also 'included ire some cages.

Publications "On Order":
Filed alphabetically by title.

,4. "Unread, Material ":

a. (Oupationp, General Information
(filed by occupational title)

b.' $ Information
(filed by occupational tip)

4

(
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5. 'Sub e t Cards:
Subj t cares are kept for all salary surveys and for materials

not filed in the subject-folder (e.g., oversized materials kept
on the shelves and publications available In the ETS library). ,

Category dividers for subjects are in alphabetical ordet.
Cards behind dividers are filed alphabetically by title.

:/*

C. Standing File Cabinet

r\. SIGI Occupations:
Filed alphabetically by SIGI title.
A few files contain general information, e.g., !'Health, General;"

"Engineers,.General," etc. (See Exhibit 1-2 for list of general'
occupational files.) c '

, . 2. t Subject, File:

General materials such as "Salary Surveys, Many Occupations,"
"Prestlige Study," etc. (See Exhibit 1-1 Tor-list of sub-
jedt files.)

Praposed.Occupations to be Added to SIGI:
Filed alphabetically by proposed title.

, -

[NOTE: A separate file contains high school- level occupations.'
These materials are saved, but not solicited or cataloged.]

D. Shelves

1. Books and Oversized Publications:
Filed alphabetically by title.

2. College Catalogs:
Filed alphabetically by name of college.
For the most part, these are catalogs of colleges using SIGI,

3. Periodicals in Magazine Boxes:
Labeled'with name and dates of magazines,
Many other periodicals are routed to us from the ETS library.

(See Exhibit 1-3,for'ist of periodicAls received.)

O
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III. Procedures

The procedures for ordering, logging-in, reading, and filing materials must
be followed with care in order to prevent duplication of effort and to-smake
suve'that any information in SIGI can be traced to its source.

A. Ordering New Material

We have standing orders with some publishers of occupational
.paterials:

- California Occupational Guide Series
(New or..updated ,career briefs received periodicAlly.)

New Jersey Job Guides
(New or updated,career briefs received periodically.)

Vocational Guidance Manuals
,(6-9 booksp -er year are sent on approval. They may be kept
for 15 days and returned or purchased at a 20% discount.)

We also have current lists_of publications offered by the major com-
, mercial publishers, of occupational materials (filed under "Sources of

'Career-Infe). _New lists should be requested annually.

Updates of college catalogs must be requested annually in June.

Other materials (particularly from the BLS) may be ordered as they
become available. We receive announcements of publications on a
regular bais.

Reminder notes for ordering publications which appear at various times
of the,year are kept in a tickler file of fosir folders, one for each .

season-Fall, Winter; Spring, and Summer. Weedthe files once a month.

A N materials may be orderedew by following these steps:

1. Before ordering,' check the follOWing to see if we already

hay.e the p lication:

a. BK card file
b. "Op Order" card file

2. 'Provide lecretary with name of publication and. name and address
of publisher. She will:

I

a. Write letter for free publications,
i,

b. Send letter with petty cash for paid publications under
U..00. ('Petty cash record 'All give amounts)

c. Send purchase requisition for paid.publiCations over $1.00. -,..%

(Copy of requisition is kept by secretary until order is
received.)

69
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3. Make sure secretary types bib card.when material is ordered.

Bib card contains:

a. Name-of subject or occupation, "bib" for bibliography card,

title, author, and date of'publication.
b. On reverse side, name and address of publisher, a' notation

of the date of the order, and purchase requisition number
(if used).

Example:

Front:

Electrical Engineer Bib

"Electrical/EiectrOnios Ensineering,I!
New Jersey Job Guide, Dec. 1975

Back:

- Ordered froM:

Division of Planning and Research
Dept. of Labor and Industry

Trenton, NJ 08625

Ordered 4/1/76
P.R.# (if appropriate)

0

. File bib card' in "On Order" card drawer:Alphabetically by title.

5. Check On Order" cards every month. Publications not re-
received in three months should be re-ordered or reconsidered.

Purchaserequisition indicates price and source. For free

publications, the address of he publisher will be on the back-

of the card.

B. Logging in Material

Publication; should be marked and filed As soon as they are received,

but since a complete reading usually, takes a long time and cannot be

'-done immediately, the following system was devised. It quickly pro-

vides a record of materials on hand and a,convenient index of "Unread

paterial"
to make systematic reading possible when time is availAle.

'7 0
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1. Skim

When new material,is received in the mail, skim content. Throw
out anything obviously inappropriate' for our use. Check for a
bib card in the "On Order" drawer. Bib cards for unsuitable
materials should be retained with a note explaining why the
source was not appropriate. This will prevent reordering. .(In
the case of any high school level occupational material that
cpmes in with standing orders, file But do Rot log kn.)

2. Check for Order Cards
For materials which may prove useful, check for a bib card
from the "On Order" drawer. If'this was a paid publication,
notify the secretary that it has been received so that the
purchase requisition may be destroyed..

3. Mark Publications
Mark the upper left-hand corner of the publication with "Rec'd/date/
initials of recipient." The cover of the first page must also be
marked in the upper right-hand corner to indicate where publication
will be filed and which index cards should be made.. Notations may
be made on an index card stapled to the publication, if this is
more convenient

One bib card will be made routinely for each publication when
it is ordered- or received, unless the publication is *narked
"N.C." (not cataloged). Letters, notes from phone calls,clip-
pings, etc. are not cataloged because they are not items which
wewould order.

All publications which will be read at a later date will have
a "dup bib" and/or a 'r$R card made to he included in the "Unread
Materials" file.. These cards are filed alphabetically by occu-
pational title initwo sections: gerieral material and salary in-
formation. The "dup bib" and "$" cards art destroyed after the
information has been used and references cited on doc cards.

Subject-matter materials and publications on pr ed occupations
dO not need duplicate bib cards becaUse they_wil e found.A.n .

the filet when-information As needed-on the subject or when a
decision is made to add the occupation.

It. may be necessary to mark the relevant information for the
secretary to type if it is not obvious from:reading the cover of
the publication. Put quotation marks around-the title to .be
used, underline the publisher, and circle the date. If the date
is not on'the cover, write the date.or "no date" onthe front
cover to.make it easier for the secretary to find.

In deciding how to mark a publication,, refer .to the samples below.

-14
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'Type of Publication

a. Publication (already read) which -2

deals with a single occupation.

b. Publication (to be read later) which,
deals with a single,proposed occu-
pation.pation.

c: Publi'Ltion (to be read later0 which
deals with a single occupation.

d. Magazine article, pamphlet, etc.
'(to be read later) which does not
need bib card because it would
never be ordered.

e. Publication (to be read latelQ cover-

ing many occupations, perhaps in=
chiding ,proposed occupations.

[Note: dup bib cards will be made
for, proposed occupations. Instead,

write the feference on a sheet oof
paper and-include it in the progosdd
occupation folder.]

f. Publication to be read later) con-
taining salary information on one

g

occupation.

PublicaihcL.(to bd read later) Con-.

taining $ info% on,mhny occupations.

h. Publication .(to be read later) con-
taining general information and $
information-on-many occupations.

i. Publication (for general 'reference)

concerning a general subject r her

than inforntation related to spe ific
.......,

occupations.
e
- ,

jo,. Publication (for general reference)
concerning d general subject rather
than information related to specific
,occupations.which is not to be filed

,in subject folder.

Notation

f'l : (Occ. Title)

'file: (Proposed Occupational

Title)
proposed occ.

file: (Occ: Title)

dup bib

N.0
file: (Oce. Title) -

dup bib

file: (0cc. Title or
general file, such as

Health, Gen.)
dup bibs for:

(0cc. Titles)
proposed occ:

-(Proposed Occ. Titles)

4

file: (0Co. Title)
$ card

file: $ Survey, M'any 9cc.

$ card f.or:

0cc. Titles)

file: 0cc. Title or
general such as

-Health,:Gen.)
dup'pAb and $ cards for:'

(Occ. Titles)

file: , (Subject)

file: Outlook, Many occ.
.(or other subject)

subject card



4. Have Index Cards Typed
After the publication is marked, attach the bib card if it was
typed previously for the "en Order" file. (See Exhibit I-4
"Procedure for Typing CardsBib, Subject, Dup Bib, and. $ ". for
a detailed description of the preparation of index cards.)

. .

5. File Publications

After index cards are made, file the publication and mark the
location on all cards.

Publications . ,
Location MarkCovering

f
a. Single occupation --folder for occupation' 7-f

--SIGI libraryshelf __shell

b. Subject material -- folder for subj ?ct

--SIG' libtary,shelf shelf

c. M&re than one --general-folder __f Health, Gen.
'occupation

d. . Mote than one

occupation

e. Single proposed:
occupation

. Health,-General)

0 --folder '.or one of the
'occupations

(e.g., Pilot)

f. Boo:As or magazines

--folder for propOsed
occ.

- -returned to ETS library

Pilot

__f Proposed Occ.
Zoo Keeper

__ETS lib

6. File Index. Cards

File'cards in appropriate card catalog drawer. Bib cards go in "Bib"
drawer. Dup bibsand $ cards go in "Unread Material" drawer. Sub-
ject cards for oversized material or material being returned to the
ETS library go in the "Subject" drawer.

NOTE: 'When filing bib cards, it may be discovered that we have a card
.for a previous edition of the same, public4tion. If so, check. .

to:see whether.the old edition may be thrown out. Be careful
not to thow out any publication which documents information

longer quoted SIGI,
the old bib card, When

which may still appear,in SIGI. If no
throw out both the old publication and
in doubt, don't throw it.out--keep it!

C. Reading and Entering Information

Check the cards,in the "Unread Materials" drawer regularly. All cards
on one occupation are filed together alphabetically so that all new
material on on occupation can be reviewed together.. Notations on the
cards indicate .where the material ts filech

Instructions for' using he material-for new-write-ups are given
in Chapter II, Section111, and fqr updating did write-ups in
Chapter III. Chapter II, Sectiod III gives instructions for pre-
paring doc cards which serve as ,the index to the information used.

7 3
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4.

. Refiling-USed Publications

1. Publications on a Single Occupation

a. Write "Used/Date/Initials (of reader)" in upper left-hand

corner of cOVer.

b. Discard the dup bib or $ card.
c. Refile thetpublication.

'd. Check original bib card. Make sure that the original
designation for filing does not need to be changed. This

would be important in the case of a proposed occupation
after it has been entered as a full-fledged SIGI occupation
and the.file moved to the SIGI occupations file drawer. ,

2. ;Publications Covering Mote Than ,One Occupation

a. Theaterial for each occupation will ptobbably be read at

. different times. Therefore, as the reading' for each occupation

is completed, mark "Date/Used (or Unused)71nitials (of reader)"

next to the name of the otcupatiOn on the cover.

Example: File: Health, General

Occupational Therapist 3/16/76 Used ahw
Dental Lab Technician' 412/76 Not, Used lbp

. t.

. b. Discard duplicate bib card or $ card for the occupation read.

i c. Refile the publication.

'd. When all occupations.on the cover have been checked, mark

"Used/Date" on the upper left-hand corner of the cover.'

e. Make sure all dup bib cards and:$ cards for the publication

have been discarded.

'f. Refile the publication.
,..

g. Check original bib card to.make sure-ephe original filing

looation marked on it has not beeh changed.

r

I

74
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EXHIBIT I-1

LIST OF SUBJECT FILES

Apprenticeship Programs

lasic Referendes

Bibliographies, Book.Lists
O

Bureau of
)

Labor Statistics.; Listings of Programs and Publications

Career Choice

'NI

Career-Education

Census Data

fortification, Licensing, Many Occupations

C. E.T.A.

Civil Service Regulations &Is
College Courses, Many Occupations

Computers
.

Counseling

Data')People/Things

Descriptions of Joks--Theory

Financial Aid

Fringe Benefits

anal Ea p p'ed- 47o k r '
(

Hours & the Work Week
. -

Income Distributifori --U. S.

JOB Barik. Summaries

Job Satisfaction--Theory

Junior Colleges, Descriptions of

Labor Force --% SIGI Jbcupations

`,Language, Sexual ijairness in

Local Data

9

75

41,
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Military Careers

Minorities (Including Women)

.Occupational Classification Systems

Occupational Groups or Clustering

OCcupational Lists

Ocupations, SIGI Additions, Survey 1975,4i,

Occupations; SIGI Additions, Survey 1974

Outlook, Many Occupations

Post-Secondary Sc400ls, by State

Preparation and Evaluation of Occupational Information

Prestige

PsychosociiiTs Variables
. .

Pubtications, eceived Regularly

Salary-Survey , ny Occupations,
,--

Salary Surveys, . S. government' %

Schools Offering Programs in.,. (No folder bdt cards

are-in subject drawer.)

Security

Selecting Occuuti

IGIPress Release

P

,6

for SIGI

nge Occupations

of Career Information

students, Characteristics of
4

Students, Occupational Interests of

Survey Methodology

Syracuse University Studies in Vocational Changes
'

Taxonomy

'Tests, Vocational .

Unions and Professional Associations

Values

Worker Traits ° 76



EXHIBIT 1-2

LIST at? WERAL OCCUPATIONAL FILES

1

List of general folders in SIGI occupational file. draweil

.

41,"

4

\
Art, General
Agriculture, General
Banking, General
Business, General
Construction, General
Data Processing, General
Engineering,, General
Engineering, Outlook
Engineering, $
Health, General
Hospital, General

Insuronce, General

Marketing, eneral
Med. Lab., General
Nurse, General
Paramedical, General
Radio/TV, General
Sales, General
Teacher, General

Teacher, $
Teacher, Sec. (Gen.)

4
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EXHIBIT 1-3

LIST OF PERIODICALS CIRCULATED TO SIGI STAFF

r

Americap_Ipurnal of Sociology (contents to LP)
.

American Psychologist (contents to MK)

Career Education News (routed to AW)

/ Career World (subscription to,WC)

CollegeStudent Personnel Abstracts (routed to LN)

Community & Junior College Journal (contents to WC)

Community & Junior College News (rOuted.to LP)

Counseling Psychologist (Contents to MK)

Educational Research (routed toWC)

Education Summary (routed to MK)

Focus on Guidance. (routed tojAW)

Harvard Educational Review (contents to MK)

Inform (routed to Mrand LP)

Institute for Social Research Newsletter (subscription to MK)

"journal of Applied Psychology (contents to AW)

Journal 4 Career Education (contents to LP irregularly)

Journal of College SOldent Persopnel (contents to MK)

Journal bf Counseling Psychology (contents to MK)

Journal of Social' Psychology (contents to AW)

Journal 4 Vocational Behavior routed to MK)

Manpdwer (MK subscription, contents to AW)

Manpower & Vocational Education We6kly (routed to LP).

-Measurement & Avaluation in Guidance.(contents to MK).
'7"

Monthly tabor Review (routed to AW--Check book reviews & notes)

gew Directionsfor Higher Education (contents to AW)

'Occupational Outlook, Quarterly (subscription to MK) also routed to AW)
,

Personne). &-:Cuidance YoUrnal. (subscription to WC)
,

Personnel. Psychalom(coutents to LP)

Research in Education (routed to WC)

Review of Education Research (contents to MK)

Scientific American (conttn -.MK; -subscription to WC)

Sociology of Education (con. to.MK)

Vocational Guidance Quarterly subscription to WC)

Work Life (subscription to MK)

Ai
* Beck issues are sent to us and filed here-since ETS Library

discards them after 2 years:'

12
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EXHIBIT 1-4

PROCEDURE FOR TYPING,CARDS--BIB, SUBJECT, DUP 13,1B, AND $

/

Make a bib card for each publication; unless (a) "N.C." (no't cataloged) ap-
pears in the upper right-hand corner,of the publication, or (b) a bib card is al-
ready attached to the publication. For sample bib cards and standard forms for
frequently received publications, see Attachment A to this exhibit.

The ovupational title or subjectAwhich will appear in the upper left-hand
corner of Ne bib card is written on the publication as follows;

I

file: Veterinarian
(or other occ. 'title)

file: Health, General .1

(or other subject)

Update the bib_cax.el to include the occupational Jiptle or subject, if 1

necessary.

Other notations may appearas well, either on the front cover or the fifst
page of the publication. In some cases, cards will be stapled to the publica-
tion. Locate the notation among the examples below and fdllow thd procedure
next to it.

For samples of the cards described below, see Attachment B to this exhtbit.

,-

NoVation Procedure

a. file; Secretary

1

Type a bib card only, unless
it is attached. Name of occ.
should appear in upper left-
hand , corner.

b. file: Zoo Keeper Type a bib card only, yesA"
Proposed Occ. it is attached. Oecupa Tonal

title and "Proposed Occ. '

i-

should appear in upper left7.
hand corner.

41
c. 4ile: %-ray-Tech Type a,bib'card and a "dup bib" ex-

dup bib." 4ftctly like it except that "dup bib"
. will appear in the upper right-

hand corner rabler.than "bib."
The .name of tfileoccupation ap-

pears2in1-Qle upper left-hand
.corner

.

(

' 4.

.>"

(



, EXHIBIT 1-4

. N.0
Psychoegist

dup ,bib

e. gle:. Health, Gen.,
dup bibs for:.

Medical Technologist
.X -ray Technician

Occ. Therapist
Proposed Occ: Dental

Lab Tech. '4*

f. file: Social Worker
$ card ,

g. file: $ Survey, Many Occs.
for each occupation listed. $card
is just like 'bib card, except "$"
appears instead of "bib." Name of

occ. appears in upper left-hand
corner of card. Ignore any proposed

occupations. Salary figures would

be out of date before they could be
used.

nt.). .

Type a dup bit) card. Do 'not make

a bib'card Name of occupation
appears in upper left-hand corner._

In addi ion to bib Card, make

bib ds for all the occupations'
listed except proposed occupations.
Proposed occupations should be ig-

nored. The name of the occupation
appears in the upper left-hand
corner, of card,.

Make bib card and $ card just like
bib card, except "$" appears in- g

stead of ;'bib." Name of occupation

appea in uppex left-hand corner
of car . ,f" i 41

In addition to bib card, make $ card

$ card for:
Plumber
Real Estate Agent
Dentist
.Optometrist

h. file: Pilot-

dup bib & $ cards for ;, .

Pilakt

Flight Attendant
Aircraft Mechanic

i.., file: Outlook Many Occs.

gbct card

k A

In addition to bib card, make bothi

dup bib and $ cards for each occupa-

tion listed. Name of occupation ap-

pears in upper left-hand corner. Iglz

nore any proposed ocdpations fisted.

In addition to bib card, type a sut-
Tect'card (lame as bib card, except

0'

"subject" appears instead of 'bib").
-Name of subject appears in u per

left -hand corner.

gt

14.
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EXHIBIT 1-4 (c5ont.),

.ATTACHMENT A

Standard/ forms for bib cal-cis for frequently received publications:

Chef Bib

"Chefs and Cooks," California Occu-
pational Guide, Oct , 1974

Teacher Aide

4
Bib

reacher Aide," Chronicle GuidanCe
'Publications, 1974

Chef Bib

."Chef," Job Fact, Sheet #59, Aludnad

Advisory $ F:ter, Jan. 1974

r.

At

Florist

"Floral Designer," Careers, Inc.
Dec. 1973

Advtg Copywriter

Si

,Advertising Copywriter," G.C.
Occupational Monograph (Canadian),
1974

Claim Adfuster

A

Claim Adjuster (Insurance),"
New Jersey Job GuideNNo. 84.
Oct, 1974

Bib

O

15
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EXHIBIT 1-4 (cont.)

ATTACHMENT B

Standard forms for subject, chip bib, and $ cards:

'

to.

O

Outlook, Many Occs. Subject,

California Manpower Needs to 1975,

Dept. of Human Resources Del.)elopment,.
Oct: 1969

Tea6her e Dup Bib

PTeaCher Aide," Chronicle Guidance Publi-

cations, 1974

4

Dentist

"Pay Rates in the Public SerVice,11.,Inter,-;

natioAl Personnel Management' Association,

1976

; t )

82
; 16
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CHAPTER II'

ADDING A NEW OCCUPATION TO SIGI

I, General Procedure

Adding a new. occupation to SIGI involves four,major steps:' research, preparing
the write -up, occupational review, and entry in the computer. Exhibit II-1 is
a checklist for use in adding a new Occupation to SIGI.* ,

The first step is research. The checklist 'identifies.sources to be consulted.
In addition, a folder may have been started for the "proposed occupation." Notes,

On useful general references not mentioned on the checklist may be included in the
folder. Also the directions for answering COMPARE questions include specific'
sources to be consulted for each question. See Ekhibit 11-2, "Sample Letter Re-
queSting Information" and Exhibit 11-3, "Sample Letter Requesting Waiver of Fee"
for help in obtaining occupational information. Phone calls are often more ap-
propriate, than letters. ,

The second, third, and fourth steps for adding a new occupationwrite-pp, occu-
pational review, and entry on the computer - -are ment,ioned on the cheFklist. the

.purpose of this chapter'is to explain these steps in detail.

Format forognswers to COMPARE Questions and OvervielTT.

The 28 COMPARE questions must fit into six computer' frames. In addition, a
seventh fralemust be prepared containing an overview of the occupation.-

It
A. GeneralfFormat

1.* Each frame-contains 4 to 8 items, answers
tions,/:

2'. Each question must 5e answered in no more
be answered in less.

1. Each frame may contain no more than 24 lines.:
4.

5.

to 4

than

to 8 COMPARE ques-

6 lines. Many will

E,ach line,may contain no more than 79 characters.
Tb determine line count, set margin at 0, and type until marker

6 reaches J9.
6. To conserve characters, use only one space after pet iods and

colons.
7. The total character count for each frame must not exceed 1022.

.However the number of characters permitted in the actual write-
up-is different for each frame. (This is because stancfard.,,phreses

sometimes appgar on the screen and must be .counted in the ~total
count, although theydo not always appear in the write-up.

.t

Also
the number of computer symbols varies With the,number of questions
per frame.) 'See Section II-B for the character countto use for
each'frame.

8 For1;the overview frame, 23 lines may be used iq an emergency, but
22 is the preferred number. This includes'the standard lini.;"Fpe
a copy press PRINT;..." After,the frame has been typed, ,count the
number of lines (including blank lines) and.add this number to the
wtotal count. This accounts for space used fv carriage return
symbols.

9 See Appendix E, "Style Notes for COMPARE. Questions and Overview."

* For a discussion oi0 procedures used in selecting occupations, see Ap-
''opendix I.

17
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B. Questions and Character Count for Each Frame

Frame SCI Question' Abbreviation Character Count

1 1. .Definition of the occupation?
9. Description of the work activities?
3. Level of skill in interacting with

data, people, things?
4. Where' to get tore information?

Def

Des

D/P/T 6

Ref

2 5: ,Early Entry: education required? Ed

6. 'Specific occupational training? Occ Tr

7: Examples of college courses? Col Crs'

,8. 'Personal qualifications? Pers Q
9. Otherrrepuirements?.. Other .

10. -Beginning salary? Begin $
11. Averageyincome? (Shows the midpoint

of salaries nationwide) Med $

i;

12,. Top salary possibilities? Top $ .

4 13. How salaries :vary? $ Var '

14. Help others: Chances to help? Help.

15. Leadership: Chances to lead? Lead
co 16. Interest Field:, Which field? Field

10
17. A!:res4ige level?

18. npecial problems?'
Pres

Sp,Prob
19. Physical surroundings? Phys Sur
20. Leisure: hours, v cation? Leis

I
5' 21. ,Independence on the job?

22/ Variety?
23. Fringe benefits?
24.' sAional employment outlook?,
25 Where are the jobs (U.S.)?

8 4-

6 26 Security in the occupation_?
27. Advancement?
28. Row many women?

a .

.:.'P '-.:J.I:.1. .,.. art,;y,r17,
A. ,,_c` ..:t ;..)1- r. .

sr,

Ind

Var
Fringe \

Out

Sec,

adv %

women

987
*

1008

1904

997

1003

.0

'1029

outs is t9r.,:pec.fal lnbtructIons the cilart.

173

a



III. Documentation

.
.

.

The lnformatjon used in each Write -up must be documented, question by quer
tion. To atU in.this Process, reference'materials should be marked, if ps;,
sible, as they are read and used, so that the exact location of the informa-
tion quoted is recorded.This is especially important in the case'of salary
figures which may be taken folkm a tab, e or chart 'containing other informa-
tion; Marking is done by underliningitentences and/or making marginal notes

'which are,abbreviations of key words' in' the questions. (See Section II-B
,1 for abbreviation for each qu tion.)

A 3" x 5", documeritationcard (doc card) is made for eachCOMPARE question.
All doc cards for one'opcupation (except the reference card) are filed as a
set alphabetically by occu6.ationa2 title in the card file drawers for doc
cards. (The reference card is filed in the card file for addresses.) 4.

Each doe card may list one or more sources used in the 6-line.answer to the
COMPARE question. The entry should identify the title, publisher and date
of the source. If no notation is given for a filing location, it is assumed

4' that the material is filed in the foldker fof the occupation., If the publi-
cation is filed on thc'shelf, or in a folder for another occupation, this
should be nipped after the entry. Sources may include notes on phone calls
kept in the folder.

The penciled date at top center of the card indicates the.last date when the
answer was revised. When a change is made on an old card, add the.name pf
the new source, and change the penciled date at the:top. Eithe add the new
reference to the card or make a new card. (Sometimes the old card may have
information which should be retained. In that case, stapie.tie old card be-
hind the'new card.)

Mt Train
, 4

Flight Engineer

,Ed 3/P Flight,Epgineer

Def
. 11/7

Flight Engineer

"Flight,Eng#leek,% SRA Brief, 1971,
.

p. 1.

00ii, 1974275', p. 292

' Onpnrt9nit,ieg in:Travel.Careers, 1976
p. 47, shelf

2/14/75 phone call to Mrs. Goldman,
Am. Airlines (212- 557 - 1.234)

14
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IV. Guide for Preparation of Write-Ups

A. Directions for Answering COMPARE Questions

Students see the answers to the COMPARE questfons forthree occupations
at a time; therefore the style, format, and information included should
be fairly uniform. In addition, space limitations have made it neces--
sary to develop uniform ways of getting as much information as possible
into a'small space. .;

AS 4 first step, .use the Dictionary of 'Occupational T'Ltles to obtain
basic informAion on the occupat'IOn. Take notes as suggested in.Exhibit
11-4.

-

Question-by-questiqa directions follow.
10,

6

1

t

A.

a-

,

7.
r 1 1-

O

6

tt.

- ,

'

I V
\

0

4.

,C7"
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1. Definition of Occupation?

a. Cheek these sources: materials in folder
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) (See
E h'bit II-4.)

Occupa ional Outlook Handbook (00H)

b. Directibns:

e,s

The definition should classify.the occupation in a ge al field

of activity and distinguish it from similar occupations. If two
related occupations are included in the title (for example, Inter-
preter/Translatlir), ,both shoujd be defined and the difference .be-
tween the two should 'be made Blear. it

If an oc upation can be defined at several le els, use the'level
for which community or 4 -year college training would be most ap-
propriate as the basic definition and give information about how,
the high r or lower level occupations are different.

For, example, Chef/Cook was defined in terms of a Chef or head cook,
but gives information on short-order cook as an example of the
lowest level of the occupation. Surveyor was defined at the level
of party chief or ordinary surveyOl used by the OOH, but distin-
guished from a registered or licensed land surveyor at a higher
level and tiom rodman and instrumen man at lower levels.

If it is possible to con6use the
or rented occupation, add a no
example, the definition of Opt
to beclused with ophthalmol
eye disea e and eye surgery, o
glasses to a doctor's prescrip

ccupation with another similar
explaining the Afference,. For

metrist,includes the'sentence, "(Not
gists, physicians who specialize in.'
with opticians who make and fit.
ion. )th

Style note: efinitions are written in the thi d pers,on- singular,.
wi the subject underst000.

c. Examples: 4.

. ;

Inter4erer/ slator. -

..r

1

. .,,,,,,,ft,
,

Helps, people of't,different nations and,4 cultures overco e langualge

, barriers, Interpreter orally translates what has beeri said into

another language- Translator transfers meaning in written form,,
from on'elanguage to anoOter. - , ..'

s a

1

"!'77-

RegistereA "
',

A professional arse who administers medical care to patients under
the direction (fa ph 'cian. '''OnlY registered nutses may give
patients drugSpres,:abed.by the doctor.

.

)
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2. description of 'Work Activities?

Check these sources: materials in folder
DOT (See Exhibit TI-4.)

), 0 '00H

b. Directions:
.....,

The Description differs from the D nition in that it lists actual
duties performed daily or at, vari s ntervals. tActive verbs in the
third persorl singular will cone t*e informatiori ,in the fewest num-
ber of words. Begin With the m t ccomon duties, include the less
common if there is) room.

.
.

IS

.,

jf .two or more related occupations are included in the definition,
or if there are .various specialties within an occupation, the duties
and- activigties should be 'differentiated in_ the descript-ion.

I

c. Examples:

4

I

Interpr et er/Transl.a
Ln

Interpreter translates orally either while speaker is talking or,, ,
after speaker has finished. Escort interpreter -travels ,with /
tors from foreign countries; conference interpreter covrs meetings
and conferences. Translator becomes famtiliar with subject matter
and produces written translation of literary or technical materials'
by capturing their_styles and sense; provides trri-tten summaries of
meetings, books, ertIcles, Aetc.:,- tarns materials for future trans-_
Tat logs .

Nurs67,,.:-Registered o

Tr. !,.-;1<;--,--ttai and_.e1-inics: adniirasters.mediciries- and ti-e.-at ents pre------_,
scribed by the r_ Observec and _records-laymptoms and progress
of 5.4 .tints -. Pt v..ents diseasp4:tromates heali-h nand re lilt atiorl
b,*.,, teachine''pati is hbw- to care for themselves. Tn public health,.
school-7 cormiuni-ry an-d industtial Settings:- pilank and carries out

_ -.-

1, .t.,r j_t.t.o t..10 diagnose and% prevent diseases. Provides patierit care
outal:40-41e -hos,pi-tal.''! . .....4 5- i .. - A- , r, - e ,

4.

J.

e,

e .

;+<-
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3. ,Level.of.ikill in interacting with data,i)eople, things?

a. Chet
: materials
DDT # (from OOH or DOT; see Exhibit

erials in folder
.

00H

71P DOT

b. Directions:

which can be used here. 'The three digits follow1Kg the-decimal

'Conveniently the DOT has set up cod"r classifying oCculmeions

point in a DOT ,number are ratings for level of interaction with.
data, people, and things, in that order. F. SIGI the numbers must
be converted to a three-word classificatidn- h, mA4ium, or
similar in most respects to the Oyis classiP n (1970 article-
filed in Data/people/Things subjet file.). rt indicati* tow
the numbers dhd,Activities fit into SIGI's hig ffiedium.lor low,classi-
fications'is giVen which also ncludesa thesaurus-of
verbs-to be used to describe activities "at each level, .

-)YFollow this P rocedure: -

1) Use the chart in Exhibit II-_5-to, deteimine whether the DOT num-
, ---___ .

'bers would he classified as high, medium, or-low.,,_
2) 4 rind words which descrrhe the--,iob ectivitiesof_the,oecupation.

---___

See if they correspondo4fth the' words used for theljumbers
on the chart in Exhibit 11-5; .

- - ----.--,------__;:---___

3) If they correspond-,decide.on,a-few. words ,o .cuall_fy the legh,
--__

'medium, or low level for the occupation in guestion-.--bse_des-
driptive adjectives, a:ctinn verbsortraphie phrasee-. eep--------__

them shOrt. -Try to use word_, rpm the chatt which would e

synonyil.s fo. the ()pHs In the career detscrtptionsmData;- peonle,_
._

or things a& understood to be objects of _the:'adtion..,Us the.;,

st typical activities for a persOn-TiOwy iplithecareer. ,-

4) fthe level of IntpPAlat.i.ori,'as -indicated by Ab descriptions, 7

seems to differ from- the level indicated-by therDOT numbeTri-f,usZ

-4. these guidelines to de -mine whether-a 'change should-.be made-

a) Try to determine what most t,,picall.true of a worker i

-,, 44 4 4 .

in the eld. - . . _ _
.

.

b). Determine the level of IpterAtion rather(,' than the time
spent in in activity. nowever,time spenk may be an ad=
dig,ional con 'deration, . , `

. .

v t)' Change, rating on there is a radical !Aperture ft-one
the DOTslevel. For e.ample,'-alth4mgb'tbe DOT gave a low

'0..
rating- to the level nf-interection of mak-fans with .

ut ings," it was felt that musicians make 'ecision. use -,

o musical instruments and the level shou lie, changed'- '

Zto "high." -,..; .

5

,. A.

!

,
) Tf a Write-up cbvers /related occupations.or sub occupations,

the level of1Stitrliction with..-datn,-people, or things might

--7--.....c. be different f or the-various sub-occupetioAs. When to 'levels

.
of DiP/T a-te possfblel use th,g level assigned by the DOT and
explain any discrepancy in parenthesea.- (See exaTple below.)
. .. .. - ..

.--,. -' .
.. 4 .. c. c. .- -- _.

4.
' .

I ,.

--
A;

. It.

5
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c. _Exam ples:.

ACcountant

4

e

LEVEL cOP-Ve'Egr.WITH:

Data: high design systems, analyze, evaluate, record; computl.

People: low7-little Olrect interaction. (Medium,Aor CPA who

may confer with clients.)

Thidgs: Not related to work activity..

-- Architect

(

LEVEL, WORK WITH
Data: high -' -plan, analyze, solve problems.

:People: medilm-,r-discuss, supervise, present ideas persuasively.

Things: high -- precision work such as model and map making, Hue-
!.

print and scale drawing.

d. Doc.umentation:

Documentation shpu/d include tke DOT numbe'r (which does riot appear

on the computer screen), and the page num er

source where'the number wastfound. 'Sometimes the SIGJ oc upational

title does not cornespond t441' any one OT title. Tae sure to write

down:t DOT title Or titles wh re used and the DOT number

for-eac.

Explain any departuf1es from the DOT.numher. Documentation of the-1

description should be Suffidient to cover changes, but if a staff

member was consulted, this. should he recorded along with the: reasons

' for the decision.

4

4,

I

Data, People, Things Mesician/musio teacher

(152.048)

DOT Vol. 1, 3rd Ed. p. 488 =,Eusician(.472.01/0

p. 727 = teacher (152.028)

It was felt that since musicians make precisiedi 0

of musical. instruments, the level for "things"

should be changed p) "High." Conference with 'MK

on 6/10/74

. i

a
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4

9

I

0

Line, count for D /PJT:

The' total count for 4p14
work with"' buE does not
These .words *must appeaf
spacTes (rather than one)

O

frame, 987, include' the phrae 'Level of
include the words Pdata," "people," orm,things."
in the write-up followed by a colon and two
after the colon.

I

.1

S
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4. Where'i get more information?'" (RefereRce) /'

a. Check these sources: materj..als in folder c://
.,.. . . , 00H ,

Gale's Ensxclopedia of Associations, Vol. I:
(in ErS Library)_

b. Direction: t I, ,
.'-s. ..

..

The answertorthis glestion'stould hf,the name and address of
a professional organization willing to send informa ion to a . ..

student who has been using SIGI. Some51w.gs two or nizations'4
' 4.are listed. If there is no source of free literatu , suggest

hat student see a guidance counselOr. ..

lc.
f

.

,

If there are many organizations -to choose f6m,4elect the one
or two most likely to send out freecarer brochttreS or other
information to the' students.' This may not necessarilv be the
organization mo,st useful for supplYing'dalarv.irkformaeion,. nor
an organization interested. in placing graduates-Pin jobs.

Verify the scope and purpdse of the organization (And incian-:
tally thb address and ziplcode) by phone call: This call'may
-also be useful for obtaining addir ibnal'rinform
occupation. . .

Nk_ is

p
c, Exampaet

-- Lawyer
CI Science .Lat Zech

The American( Bar Association
1155 East 60th Street
Chicago, IL 60637

Free career -Literature is
unavailable. Seeorokr,col-
lege c_nuriselor wli!rmay know
about tike local market and----

d. Documentation: 4,tralningNrequired:

.

lqb.4pe card is necessary. Rtferenolv are kept --Zipo-date on
file cards .in the file drawer'for Professional Asso9.iations.
Since there are often three or four cards for on-ciecupation,
the card or cards for associatI,Ons used as references in,SIG
script should be marked "RtfeTence." -x+

A
At least once year these references should be checked by
phone. Indicate the date of confirmation or change by a
penciled note t the top of the card.

.

Since referenceS are also used for obtaining information for
SIGI, names of people cdntacted at the organization should be
noted on, the card.

a

O
I -I

s'
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Prof. Assoc.
Reference

Lawyee

of

The American Bar Asspciation
.,,1155 East 60th Street

Chicago, IL 60637

t

Mrs, Fra ces Utley
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S. Early Entry: education required?

ti

R

Checkthese sources.:
0.

b. Directions:

materials in folder'

00H .1

subject folders and cards for

"Basic References°
professional asgbciatond
4

1') State minimum requirements,.bdt indicate oeherlevels,..

available, such as apprenticeships; programs in com=
munity colleges and technical schools, 4-yead

0 0
programs,

2

and graduate degrees....
6

.

Decideon a value rating from tire definitions.-of the

rating levels ofjhe 7.a.lue*EARLY.ENTRY in, Exhibit II-6. .

Write the'rating in the margin for Oe.comptiter-operator .

o

2)

Se'Yle Note: ; . i .
'

a) If h4gh.school graduation 4s nec Sary, write;
"High school diploma required."

b) If high school graduation is not necessar57write:
. .

"Some'high school reqljired," or "No formal require1ents.".. f

c. Examples: M.0

Interpreter/Translator

"

. /

Bachelor's degrffe usually required. Tralining on the graduate

level bedoming more common for interpreters and transletors°
as part, of a master's or certificate program. 'Good lgeakground

:or relevant experience may allow shorter training..

-- Welder

High sthool diploma preferred
comMunity colleges, vocations
lor"s degree required for a C

fir

.28..

. further training offered by
rid 'technical schools. 4BAc.11e-

in welding einineering. °'

0 . .

2.a.,
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6. Specific Occupational training?

41.

a. Check these sources: materials in folder
OQU

subject folders and cards for
"Basic References"
"Apprenticeship Programs"

professional associations

b. Directions:

. Occupations (raining includes the following: apprenticeships,
internships, work-study experiences, government-sponsored train-
ingikograms, nompany:sponsored'training programs, summer or part-
time work; 'and/or hobbies. Training may or may not be required.

Be sure to do the following:

1) Give asjnuch detail es, space
2) Indicate time required for tr
3) Indicate skill which must be

apprenticeships.
4) When referring to government

"Check. your state employment
ment-sponsored program."

Examples:"

allows.
aining.

'learnedespecially for

training programs, say:
service for possible govern-

S

r- Industrial'Engiheer.4 -
..-

. .

In some schools, classroom study alternates with practical
experience. Also 'many large companiqs have trainingproArams
for beginning engineers.

.

-- Newspaper Reporter

Experience on high. school and college newsp'aper or .small

weekly or daily paper is desirWle. Summer internships on
newspapers available'for college students.

--.physician

2-6 years internship ina hospital.

-- Teacher, Math

:Practide teaching required as part of college training for
public school teaching.

.

Optician

Optical technicians and dispensing opticians pick up'skills
through informal 6n-the-job training; formal apprenticeship
preferred: ilicjudes practice in lensometer measurements, lens
cutting, edging, drilling; supervised practice with patients;
familiarity with contact lenses and artificial, eyes.

29
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7. Examples of college'oburses?

a. Check these sources;- material in flder
OOH
college ca alogs (SIGI'sfief or ETS Library)

(Use C lege Blue Book or Counselor's Guide
to Am: lean Colleges in ETS Library to find
coll ges which offer progra'Ms in the parti-
'cu - r.field.: Then look for most recent
c talog for those colleges in ETS Library-
ollection.) *--

'b. 'Directions:

'The format for the answer to this question depends on the educe-

tiop41 'classific ion of the occupation. (See section on "Overview"

for4direcCions or assigning a classification.) Refer to the ap-

propriate cla ification below:
f

l).e. PROF "o. upations (graduate training required):

's 1'

Lis undergraduate and-graduate courses separately,

N e courses from area of specialization first; add general
ourses if space allOws:`

It is not necessary to mention the foeign language requirement

for Ph.D. Include foreign language in the undergraduate List
if required for entry into the graduate prograM.

.For dental school,'medical school and veterinary school, List
undergraduate courses required for entry, sOther graduate pro-

grams'are nth likely to have such rigid requirements.

,TradUate sctool has a special name such as School of Archi-

tecturetecture r LawAchool, use the special name instead of merely
"GRADUATE."

Example:

-- Lawyer

UNDERGRADUATE: liberal afg with emphasis on

skills-- English, history, economics, other soc alr-cien

logic andipulilic speaking; engineering and sciences for

law., LAW SCHOOL: contracts, property law, judicial-

specialize in fields tuch as tax, real estate, labor,

or corpo
k

ation law.A.

30
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2) GRAD occupations (graduate

I

Follow. general directions

Use the phrase :'GRADUATE
giadtiate courses

Example:

traini recompended):

for PR(1F 'occupation.

esirable)" when listing'

-- Social Worker

UilDgaGRADU Aychology, urban problems, minority
grctps, p db.lems of youth, contemporary society, deviant
behavio , marriage, and the family, field- experience.:"

GRADe E(desirabie): courses in topic's Suchas social
case work), social.group work, community organizing and
p1. ning,socialwork research, psyehiatTy and mental
hygiene, sociocultUral concepts' social welfare,, plus
field experience. 1,

;3) BACH occupations (bachelor's degree required):

For most-of these occupations, only undergraduate courses
will be listed. Therefore, begin directly with names of
courses.

Industrial Engineer

University-level math and physics, ch6mistry, engineer-
ing giaphics, computer programming; businessNmanagement;
psychology, industrial engineering, individual and or-
ganizational beh,ior, human factors-in engineering' de- .

4 sign, management and organization; cost fundamelitalS,
production planning and control, engineering ecInoMics.,

When graduate cours6q are mentioned,'use the intrOdUction.P I

"GRADUATE (if desired):"

Example:

-- Chemist

.General chemistry, organic chemistry, biochemistry, quaff-
.tative and quantitative analysis, physics, instrumental .
analysfs, statistics. GRADUATE (if desired): SpeCialized
work in_such areas as radiochemistry; nuclearChemis,try,
cl4mical bonding, chemical thermodyndmics, qUantumchemi-
stry, atomic and_molecular structure, high polYmer Chemi-

stry, etc.

I

31
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4) SHUD occup tions (bachelor's degree recommended biiitAot,
required)

Separat
for th- 3rd and 4th' years. ,

Begin "FIRST 2 YEARS..." Then'add,."
' RECOrp ENDED-3RD AND 4TH YEARS...:".

4

into courses for the first:two years,-andl cb rses

,,
JJJ

ELpOS Di REE

EicaMple:

.

r- Newspaper Reporter' , 1

, j I
FIRST 2 YEARS:, 'Engli;sh, tinA,'jburnalisMipnews reiport-,'
ing and editing, so*ology,political science, economics,
psychology: BACHELOR'S ,bEGREE RECOMMENDED-3DD AND 4TH

,:. . YEARS! advanced,And moe specialiaed courses; in news. re-,

Porting, fact finding/photo-journalism, magazine and --

feature writing, interpretive writing, investigatiye re
porting, history of journalism, press law, and, ethic's:

;; .
.--

-
4%

140

, %,, - . ,

-5) WICH ocupations:(either two-year-. or four-yearrorograma pos-
e sible):

.
, ,'-',

0

. s

/: s List 2-year and,4-year programs separately. . f. .

E;(ample:

-- Nurse, Registered

2f-YEAR PROGRAM: anatomy, physiology, Cheistry, micro-
-biology, sociology, sOcialiprobleMs, ni.i4ition, medical
terminology, nursing (mental health,
pediatrics, maternal-infant, criticallicare4 A-YEAR
PROGRAM:' pre-professional biology, 4e.i4stry micrd
biology, physics, ppdhology, proessional
courses involving problem-solving and:decis on-making
in spaciarized areas of nursing.

'6) TERM occupations (one, twos, or three yealis
yond high school required):

There are many Possibilities among the T

a) OccupOians.for which community co
-school training is a necessity, an
are being introduced:,

Begin, "COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Include ".4 -YEAR COLLEGE712

preparation be-

occupations:

or technical
ear programs

L SCHOOL..."

ALSb AVAILABLE."

0

32
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Example:

Engineering Technician

#

SEVERAL POSSIBILITIES. COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR TECHNICAL
SCHOOL: algebra, trig.,, physics, eng. graphic's, eng.

orientation; also courses in area of specialization
- aeronautical, industrial, etc.) such as,mechanics,
surveying, materials design, machine shop, induS. pro-
cesses, machine'depign. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING, MILITARY
TRAINING, & 4-YEAR COLLEGE PROGRAMS ALSO AVAILABLE.

b) Occupations for which.community college or technical,
school training is virtually a pecesktv:. .

Begin, "COMMUNITY COLLEGE OR TECHNICAL SCHOOL,..".
Add, if appropriate, "APPRENTICESHO PROGRAMS (or "ON-4
.SHE-JOB TRAINING") ALSO AVAILABLE."' '

Example:

-- Dental Hygienist.

COMMUNITX,COLLEGEOR 1t6HNICAL SCHOOL: dental 'aid oral
'hygiene, anatomy Ind: physiology,, oral histology, oral

pathology, denta.I health; deetAl materiafe and practice,
`radiology, chemistry, microbiology,/pharmacology, and
practical clinical experience.

.

c) Occupations for which apprenticeship7or on-the-job train-
. .

ing is preferred, but community col ge oft technical school

o
r

training is available:

Begin, "APPRENTICESHIP PREFERRED" "ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
PREFERRED."

Also include, "USEFUL COMUNITYCOLLEGE COURSES..."

/Example:

-- Machinist

APPRENTICESHIP PREFERRED. USEFUL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
COURSES: machin6 shop, dr fting and graphics, draft-
ing and design problems,/ echnical math, mechanics,
,physics, mhterials, surve ing, power devices,

1 0 0
33
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-- Telephone Craftsworker

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING/PREFERRED. APPRENTICESaPS AVAIL-

ABLE. NO SPECIFIC COLLEGE PROGRAMS. USEFUL COMMUNITY

COLLEGE COURSES': eledtromechanical or electronics
technology courses,'such as electrical drafting, elec-
trical construction; electrical probl4gs, AC-DC pir-

cuits, electronic components and circuits, applied
physics, transmission and distribution, electric motor
control, illumination techniques, electric codes, in-
tustrial electronics.

d) Occupations for which there are several possible routes--
on-the-job training, apprenticeship; community college or

technical. school:

Begin, "SEVERAL POSSIBILITIES.:"

Include, "APPRENTICESHIPS '(or'"ON-THE-JOB TRAINING") ALSO
AVAILABLE," if appropriate.

Example:

-- Chef/Cook

'SEVERAL POSSIBILITIES. COMMUNITY COLLEGE: quantity

food preparation, principlqs of baking,.nutiition, food
cost accounting, sanitation and safety, food purchasing,
handling, storage, equipment selection. PRIVATE-COOKING

SCHOOL: general cookery, French cuisine, banquet, bufL
- fet, institutional food service,cost control, sanita-

tion,' purchasing. APPRENTICESHIPS AND ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

ALSO AVAILABLE.

'e) Occupations for which no preparation beyond high school is

necessary:
'6

Begin, "NO COLLEGE WORK REQUIRED. USEFUL COMMUNITY COLLEGE

COURSES:" - 4

Example:

Recepfibnist

NO COLLEGE WORK REQUIRED. -USEFUL COMMUNITY COLLEGE COURSES:
typiner stenography, office'practice,busidess communica-
tion; speech, thglish.

1.

.10.1-
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. Personal ifications?

a.4 Check thes- sources: material in folder
OOH

b. Directions:

DOT (See Exhibit 11-4.)
professional associations

The answer is ually given in terms'of character traits and
abilities such mathematical or mechanical ability, manual 7

dexterity, neatn ss, a liking'Ior details, patience; curiosity,
good memory, ability to get along with others',

ability to communi ate orally or)in writing, attractive ap-
pearance, etc. Av.id referring to-high or low intelligence.,
When it is an impor,ant-factoriastn the case of a physician,
use the phrase, "outstanding scholastic achievement."

°Physical. health, stamina, and good eye'sight and hearing may be
mentioned i they are highly desirable. -If a minimum level is
required, it should be mentioned under-"Other Requirements."

Useful or required talents may-be worth,including, for example
the ability to play the piano-

Stylesno'te: A god i,baY to say a person should look neat and
shower regularly is, 'rShould make a favorable
impression in manner, speech, dress."

c.' Examlles:
1

-- Advertising CopyJriter

A flair for langutle; understanding of_ human behavior;
' imagination and originality; ability to accept criticism
and make important pointg tactfully; ability to work with .

others under pressure. Helpfdl-to be an avid reader and
havea sense of humor.

-- Nursing Assistant '
II

Desire .to help others andal ,with sick persons; ability
to communicate well with,patientS and staff; stability
under pressure; willingness to accept Menial tasks; good
health; tact; ability to follow-simple directions; clieer-
ful,personality; manual dexterity.

-- Optometrist

interest in scienceand math good business sense, ability
to work with people, and a strong sense of responsibility.
Manual dexterity important for using delicate instruments:,

Hearing must be good.

o .

. 102
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4

Plumber
.

1

.
.

1.

A knack for trouble-shooting. Mechanical aptitude,-manual
dexterity-,'and the ability to read blue prints: Work require

great accuracy:ang,care. Good health, physical,kamina; and

safe working 'habits important,
.. .

. ,

p

4.

11,

ti
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9. ..other requirements?

t a. Check these sources:

.

Jr.

%.

7

profsional associations (often the best
',souitce for up-todate requirements.. There
is no quick and' easy guide to liCensing
requirements.)

materials in folder
OOH

-.subject folder and cards for

d"Certiricatkonand LidenSing"

b. Directions:

, . . , . .

Any*requirements for licensing, Certification, regi6try,sap-" -
prenticeship, or membership in a professional association shbuld
be ment±oned here. Sometimes U.'S.-citizenship, age, height,
or weight requirements are set by law hould be stated.

..
4 P: If there are no formal educational requirements, but knowledge

of the, field is,essentialstor success, Wshouid be mentioned;
for example, a knowledge `of plants for Nursryman/Landsciper.

,
.

., 1. ,

. Ih some fields, continuing education requirements are also being
legally est bli'shed or recommended *professional associations.
In others, t may simply be impbrtantto keep up with current re-

. ,

seach'or *late skills. AVoid the term "continuitig education"
,

in the write-up which may simply mean adult education. Use other
appropriate explanations. (- . .

\ = (
Pseful or required skills' (such as' hyping) hre Aot considered
'personal qualifications and should be mentioned' as requirements.

....-------

The need for capital to open 'a busiRess or submission of a port-
, . folio

y
should also be mentioned. [

I.
..

.

Other kinds of requirements could include supplying own., ools,
having.a arfver's license, not having a,felony re'co'rd. ese

,..requirempnts skould be mentioned (only when'they are "cruci4 to.
the, occupation;' for example,a driver's license for, a social
service aide, personal tools to be,slipplied bya plumber.

c, Eitamples:

Advertising Lhwriter

Expected to be able 'to type. Porffolio is requIred,

,

-- Nursing Assistant

Nofte f
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. --Optometrist,

. .

All states require optometrists td be licensed (usually must

pass wxlItten, Oral, and practical exam). Most,stifes require

optometrists to take somec7Mtses. every year to keep with new
)d.everopments in the field. CHECK REQUIREMENTS FOR YOUR STATE.

Considerable capital-necessary-to opeh own practice:

Plumber

'must, be between 16 and 25 to become an apprefttice;r,

after 5 years must 'takd an exam on plumbing skills ,and`

local-building-codes to become licensed jourqeythan; Must

have' 3 -4 years of experience and pass advanced exam..9.--/-

become master plumber and do contracting. Usually to-

vide own hand tools; driver's license,.

,

I T4.. L ..
r
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Ca

INCOME (National Figures)

10. .Beginning salary?
11, Average income? .(Shows the midpoint of salaries nationwide)
12. Top salaryposgibilities?

4

(Since these three questions are closely related, and information must
be handled in the same way for all three; geteral dirctiong will be
given for selecting sources an&writing up the information for all three
categor4es of income, followed by specific directions'for each 'category..)

a.
.

.Check these sources: material in folder
. , folder and cards for

.-%-. . '. "Salary .Surveys, Many Occupations...",

..----.---". professional associations and sources\ ,

suggested by th m
..q,

at ,

00H _(last re --call writers for sources
.. .

.....
of most 'recent information.)

, .

National salary surveys conducted by professional assocriations, unions, or
the Bureau Rfabor.Statistics are preferred sources. -Local data cannot be
assumed to be typical because pay scales vary widely by geographic area and
by employer, (What:the local Princeton beauty parlors pay is not adequate

. 'informations.) When the loCal data section is added to SIGI, however, it
will include,stazewide salary information for\p.lice skate where the particular
SIGI user college is located.

Tr 'for primary sources rather than someone else's review or-summary. If

fibres are given ovet the phone,'ask to hatre published material .or a. xerox.\ .-.

flingof relevant pages sent along for ling as documentation. Surveys are oftellle:.:, ,..-.

very expensive ($40-$50) but most organizatlefts well waive the fee because e.

SIGI is performing a service Ycir 'students. (See Exhibit :11-3 for sample.
- letter'relquesting a waiver of fee.) . p

0,
-

Gheck the total number and status of workersincluded in a liven survey.
(A salary study of an association's membership is not adequate if its mem-
bership is a tiny segment of althe worker4 in that occupation.) Occa-
sionally a well-selected small sample, such as the University, of Texas
National Survey of Hospital Salaries, is representative. If the sample is'
small, find out.on what basis it was selected.

.

.Do not use data more than two old.4 Avoid OOH figures for this reason.
They'are usualty three years old by the time a new edition is off the Press.

If an occupation ts one for which' information is untigUally'hard to get, It
may bePnecessary to use estimates from knowledgeable persons in the'national
associations. OOH figures adjusted for inflation could.be Used as a back-up
source in such cases. Other last' resort sources coulebe statewide data,

' information for one.aarge re resentative indugtry,.or ayery small sample.

As a very last resort, see 0 cu ational Characteristres from 19'70 Censug
(large w it'd' volume on shelf which contains 1970 income figures on-a vast
number ofl occupations.' An e timate for thewer desired can be computed
from this base year.

..,
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b. General Directions:
.

7

Salary, information,ghould be gilien in as much detaiI;as,sPace allows.

- It should be consistent with the amounts of education.deacribedearlipr

in the write -up as well as with infbrAtion on-location and advancement

,For example, if people in an occupation work for the federal government
or teach,in.colleges, information pn -federakearnings and salaries of

allege teachers should be,iiiluded., \Differences beiweepplion''and non-

union rates should also be ned if available. Tap salary information
should include earnings' for ppsitions mentioned under advanCement:

, % .

Give aonual salary Fates. These can be commited from hourly,weekly,
or monthly rates by using a donversion chart. (See Appendix

In thecase of laborers usually paid by the hour, give the hourly rate

andlthe computed figure for a year at that rate. Give rangeshen'',"
avapable.. Variation' in earnings can be mentioned, but must. be repeated'

under question 12.on salary variability. 'Income or wages should be
.

written "per year" or "per hour" and NOT "an hour" or "a.Year.."' Use

,a comma in salary figures over $10,0D0; for four-digitfigures-, do'

not.

4

Avaid the use-o technical terms such 'as median and mode in the write-
- .

.

/
up. 'Too much qualification can cause confusion. te'as,technical as

,

possible on, the doc cards, ,however';; tell exactly how the figures were . °

arrived at. . -
.

. '
...,

. , .

When reliple national salary figures are not available, it may, be neces-

sary to substitute other data. . Always qualify the figuresby'using such

. phrases4as:.
0

-

,

,.

'Estimated average..:
"Limited data show..." . , (

',"Limited data suggeit..." ,

"Figures from selected cities indicat..."

"Only figures'available are...{' \ . _

.."14oinforTttion available; 'scarcity of fobs forces menu
.

to do supplemental work." ...,(as.fbr actor) .

"Income uncertain." ,(as for free-lanCe artist, etc.) "

"NOTE: Income vgiies widely:" (as lar_faimer, etc.)

<

ilinalhy, be sure to date all salary information in SIGI. Students should.

know whether they are comparing data from the same or different years,

Use date of data collection (NOT date of-publication). Be sure figuresh_,

are not more than two years old. Follow this - form:'
..

.

.
.

.

. .
. \7 . n

In most cases where there is Duty one `date Per'eategor9-.1:-., 7beg., med.,,z ..

top-7the date will appear at the end, afterothe final period, with' only

'one space ;preceding- it. Forexampls4 "$8000 for musicians with loch-

ekor!sNdegree. (1973)" In some cases, juit to confuse the issue, 'two 7..:2,---k

dates are required for one category. When that happens, the date-will 'L

fPPe4r as'part of the sentence., For example: "$8000 far.auusicians

withAachelor's degree (1973 dat. $9000 for musicians with master's

degree (1974-data)." )''.- . 1

(--
f
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C. Directions for each income category:

O

1.4

I

,ti

*4

'1)".Beginning salary? .

Beginning - salary is riot necessarily the lowest salary in the oc.cu-

patidn. The beginning salary in 'one state may be much highev than

the beginning salary in`some other state. If possible give a
nationgl:average for beginners and the range from low to-high.
'levels of occupations which are indicative of beginner's pay in-

'elude: C

recent gradugte
trainee
apprentice
inexperienced worker - . .

instructor .

1

-, . s
, .

, 2) Average income? ($hows the midpoint of_ salaries nationwide)
(The word "average" is used because it is easier for students
to understand than the word "median?"'1Average",is used loogely
in the write-up to mean average or median.) ..

4

This is the most important of the three income categories because.
it is used for assigning the.yalue rating for Income. (See Ex-

hibit 11-7 for directions for assigning Income rating.) Write
the numerical rating in the margin next to the answer for Average
IncoMe,

.

:Although ideally we would like, to rate Income on the basis of a
national median (midpoint) statistically,computed for all
in an occupation, this figure is usually impossible'to get. Ac-

tually we are dimply trying to express a cenntal tendency for the
occupation and, to use, a figure which can he obtained and used as
a basis for comparison with other occupations;

,

Be aware that the following terms are nof identical, though similar,
and if any figure but the median is-uged,'it should be qualified..

Mean= The average income.'
Median = The midpoint .of income (half of the group, are above,

half b'elow). The median is preferred to tfie'tgan because
it is les6affected by small numbers Of extreme deviations.

Mode = The range where the greatest concentration falls. There
may be more than one modal range (one high, one low). $ome-

- times the range within.whictt50 percent pf the group fa l5
is given.

1
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The midpoint, or median, is not always easy to. determine. Some -

times figures are gi'ven for diffdient levels-6Y an occupation, but
unless it is Rnbwn'how many workers there are at each level, it is

impossible to know wAere'the midpoint would be. FOr example, the
State Salat) Survey gives median starting salarlies for the occupa-
tions it surveys, and median maximums,.but they haye no data on
total nuMberg receiving the minimums or the.maximuMs. In that case,.
average, the. minimum and themaximum to arrive at,a central tendency.
Explain on the doc card that it is not a true median but "the aver-
age between the average minimum and.the average maximum." For.the

write-up; simply use, the phrase,estimated average." Soliietimes the

only figure .we clan fine to express a central tendency'lissa middle
level-for the occupat4oh, for example:

Ari

workei with 5 years of,experiences
worker with 10 years of experience
journeyman
associate professor

' When these are used,, they must be specified. ,,

3) Top salary possibilities?

We would likeyto give an idea of.whatmost people eventually earn'
in the occupation as well as theJOP possibilities. This may mean

an average maximum, or figures for those,with over 25 years of ex-

perience, or the top levels mentioned. in advancement, such as ad-
ministrator, full prefesior,,maSteePlumber, or a feW stars or r
amous people in 'the-field: .1,

Use w ver information on,top pay is available.

4

0. Examples:'

Telephone iCraftsworker

Begin;

Minimum starting salaries for entry ,Level craft positions' range

from $120.50 per week ($6300 annually) to $177 per week ($9200

annually). (1974 dat4

Median :
64p-

Average salary for all telephone craftsworkers is $10,500

per year.

Top:*

(1974 data)'
4

c

'Highest salaries for top level craft positions range from

$225 per. week ($11,700 annually) to $250 per weelc ($13,000

annually): (1974 data)

42
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-- Teacher, Mach

Begin:

Average minimum salaries in public sch9o1 systems with en-,
rollments over''6000: $8200 with:B.A.; $9100 with M.A, (1974-
75 data)( In private schools'most- teachers begin at $6900
(1475-76 data).

/-.
Metlian:

,overall average for public schools:' $11,500. (1974-75 data).
In private schools:_ $9800 (1975-76 data).

.Top,:

In public schools:, maximum established salary for highest
levels of experience and education is $20,000 or more in
some parts of the country (1974175. data). In private schools:
range from $14,500 to $24,000 (1975-76,dara).

.

OR.

,

-a

..t
R
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13. How salaries vary?

a. Check these sources: materials in folder
. folder and cards for

"Salary Surveys, Many O cs"
GIOH

10 b. Directions: .

,

Give as much information as possible'. Indicate riet
is much, little, or n6 variation. Variation is home
tioned'with salary information. Even so,.it should
here.

Possible variables include:

fir
geographical location
education
experience

'I'sage
type .of employer

overtime

er there
imes men-
e repeated

Jy

1

.
.

1,
.

Do NOT include that salaries are lower'.fdr women. Since this

kind of information is not available for,all occupation, it is
misleading to include it for only a few.1

I

.Style Note: Since the question in COMPARE is worded "How salaries
vary?" the wording in the write-up should be "Vary by..." and not
"Varies by..."

c. Examples:

-- Actqr/Actre

Enormous variat
time pay for extr

in pay between lesser, and top performers. Over-

rehearsals and performances. ('

-- Teacher, Math

In public School, vary by experience, educetion,'end school N ,"
'system; no variation due to subject, gradeleliel, or.school wIthin

a system. Salaries highest in Mideast, lowest in Southwest'and
Southeast: Private school salaries lower than public school; vary
by location and type of school.

At6
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14. Help, others: Chances to help?

a. Check these sources:% m/terials in folder
OOH
DOT (See EXhibit 1174.)

b.. Directions:

This que ion requires a valUe rating (See Exhibit 11-8 ,for

definitions of rating levels for Helping Others. Read
cription of dUtiest decide 'Which rating'fitsAhe.desor ption.
Wrfte the rafting number in the margin, for the compute f In-

clude reasons for rating on doc Card.)

The answer requires an "amount!: statemhtwhich fi

ri tion fit the defi
rating. This shouid be foilowyby a short senten

how the duties of the A kpb

the rating.'-

c. Examples:

-- Nurse, Registered

.
A. great amount: Gives directphysicak andfemational car,
to people who are ill.

(3.) -- o il Conservationist

r

(4)

the Va14,
e'indicat-
tion of it-

'Amore than average amount: Provides an indirect service
to ,the public in the erivironmental'field'.4

(2) -- Beautician

(1)

An average amount: Provides a direct personal service

that makes life more pleasant.

-- Edonomist

A less thanav age amount: Has little face-to-face con-
tact with the public-and no direct influence on health,

edUcation, or welfare.
4000.2.
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15. Leadershi : Chances to 1-.d?

a. Check these sources:

b. Directions:

terials in folder
OH

DST (See Exhibit

ThiS question requires a val4 rating (See Exhibit 11-9 for

definitions of the rating levels for Leadership. Read des-
cription of duties and asS gn a rating which fits the des-

cription. Write kthe/dumerioal rating in the margin beside

the answer for Lead Ship. 'Decumentation of rating should
be included, on the doc card.)

The answv*Tequiree an. amount statement, followed by a short
sentence relating the occupation to/the rating definition.

c. Examples:

(4)- LT.7-yer

( A great- atnount: counsels and advises clients and has a
w=,f

great deal of influence on their decisions.

(2)

-- Correction Officer

A more, then average anunt:°21 Directly responsible for

supervision of many inmates. X.

-- Teacher Alt

An average aountf: .Actiyitiesite directed by teacher,

V but, aide can direct and Influ Students'.

(1) -- Bank

Aless than'average amount: DO-es, not direct others.

113
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16. Interest Field: Which field?

a. _Check these sources: materals in folder

\-0011

DOT (See Exhibit 11-4.)
subjeh cards for "Basic References,,r-
Field of Interest"

b. . Directions:

0
1) This question requires thf selection of one, two, or

three interest fields for the occupation andsassign-
ing a rating for each field. (See Exhibit II-10.)

2), Enter field(s)/ and fating(s) on the write-up for the
computer programmer. No "amount" notation appears.

c. Example:

-- Librarian

Administrative (4), verbal (a).

O

lip
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17. Prestige.level? ., 4 j

v
1

a. Check this source: Siegel study in sdirdeat file, "Prestige."

. \

-Prdstige is based on'a 1971 empirical study, by Patil M. Siegel

for his doctoral thesis at the University orChicago. .(Re-

viewers ,may question prestige levels, bat their information is

not supported by statistical research as-is Siegel's.) '

b. Directions:

This.is another question which requires a value rating.

A copy of the Siegel study.is in the subject file for
Prestige. 'Directions tor assigning ratings for thenUmbers

are giveh in Exhibit If-11.

If the SIGI occupation is. not included in the Siegel study, find one or

more related occupations and use those ratings. Enter the names o the ,
related occupations and their Siegel ratings on the doc card. If more than

one.related occupation is used, average the Siegel ratings:

Standard phrasing for each rating must appear in the write-up and

must be included in the Character count.

c.. Example:

-- Funeral :Dictator

,, A more than average aMount:' Rates 3 on a scale from 1 (low) to 4 (high)'.
, .

.

b

Documentation:~'

'Doc cards should contain the
title is not closely related

,reason why it was selected.
the ratings should appear on

on which the occupation is li

4.

I

Prestige

Siegel title used and the Siegel rating. If this

to the SIGI title, explain on the doc card t
If more thn one title is used; the average of
the doc card. Include page'number of Siegel study

sted.
.

Lawyers and Judges 75.7

Siegel, p. 2

. i
1

2 I
Prestige Speech Pathologist/

J.
.....

Audiologist

We combined nurse (61.5) ab i teacher (60.10 because most work

in schools and need 4 year of traiu4nOat.leaat2 like

registered nurse.

Lawyer

4

Nurse- . 61.5 p.3

Teacher 60.1 - p.4

121.6 Av. = 60.8

b..15

1.
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18. Special 'problems?

a. Check these sources: materialsan fOlder
OOH
DOT-(Sed-EXhibit 11-4.)

,

professionalassociations and/or
. teachers of the occupation

b. Special problems may include safety hazards (mention safety
precautions'heeded), heavy physical labor, exposure to. weather,

. or too ],'it tale physical activity; boredom, long.or.irregu-
.

lar hours, uncertain income, and other difficulties. 4.

.

.

c. ExatPles:.

\

Machinist

.
Works around constant noise ofMachiWing toots. Danger

' from moving par' s of cutting tools and.flying particles.
Most wear go les, helmet, gloves', and protective shoes.

Funeral Dir tor.

Mast be, able to handle bodies which may be deformedor
mutilated. There is a risk of contracting contagiouS
'diseases'. *Must be on call -at all hours; work load varies.
Considerable cash needed to open own business.

-- Purchasing Agedt.

'Bears the responsibility of spending large Sums of,:
company money;

- Singer/Singing-Teacher
<P.

.

, 4/
competitive and overcrowded field. sMany jobs are easonal
or short term. Hours irregular. Singing career may 4
short: voice, appearance, and popUlarity may be affected
by age. '1

t

.1
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19. Thydical surroundings? .%

a. Check these sources materials in folder

b. Directions:

00H 214
.

Indicate whether the work is done inddtrs'or outdoors and,

briefly characterize the,setting: This information should.

give students a more real±§tic feeling for the,occupatioxi.,:-:'

The. answer ay sometimes, repeat the information given v. ,

-in-the answeS to "Special ProblemS."

c. Examples : , 3

-- Automobile Salesworker'

A

In showroom and car lot. May also gravel in local area

deliVering cars to. customers and looking or new prospects:

. ., ),

Medical -Technologist
, .:-,.

..,..
- ' ...1.3. '

Laboratory in hospital, clinic, or otfice,building. Labora-

tories are usually'well-lighted, clean, and.air-conditioned.
, N .

Welder

Indoors At factory or in weling shop which may be nolsY;.

outdoOrs at cbnstruction site\

*Wastewater Treatment Operator A

May.work outdoors in all kinds of weather or inside treat-

ment plant. -There may be dampness, odors, and noise from

heavy machinery.

Legal Assistant

Office, laW libryy, court.

1.1.7
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.20. Leisure: hours) vacations?

(le
a. Check these sources: materials in folder,,

OOH
professional associations and/or

teachers of thl occupation 4

subject folder: "HOurs-& the Work .Week"

b. Directions:

. (4)

a.

(4)

(3)

Todttermine the value rating
'Enter thejumerical rating in
reasons for the rating on the.

for Leisure, see Exhibit II-12.
the margin and document the
doc card. ,

The answer must be introduced.by the verbal equivalent for
thepratIng, followed by an explanhtion of how the usual schedule
for the occupation fits the rating .

.,, . . . . . i. . r / . . . .

Although wor.ehg,hours or. overtime are nften dependent on- the /

'particular employei,,customs are usually similar.foren oCcupa-
tipn. Trends toward ghorter work weeks usuallyaffect all oc-
cupations propOrcionately. Check with professional associations.,

. %'
.Opportunities fer pert -4ime work may be,meAtioned flere.

', .. '..
.., 0. ,i...-- '.

Style note Use the form "X hours of work per week.",oFor vaca-
tions, use "2-week vacation" or "two weeks' vacation" or weeks

of vacation."

c. Examples:

'

-=,Fine Artist/Private Art Teacher A.

amount:- Usually sets own, hours. May do.-

oi,on Weekends if arti§t holds another
A more than ave
all work at ni

'job.

' -- Teacher, Biology
ti

A more than average amount: Vacation time late June to
September, Christmas & spring vacatton's. But during school
year, approximately 48 hours of work per week, including
3,7 hours required at school, plus extra time for lesson
Preparation; meetings, -etc.

-- Receptionist .

An average attunt: Most work 40 hours per week., In hospitals,.

beauty shops and other types of businesses,/ stlieduled'hours

may' include 'some weekend and evening ,work.' Many part-time

pppogtunities.

- Accoundlint,

A less than ayerage amount: 35-40 hours of work per. week, ex-

- cept much longer and under heavy pressure during tax season.''

118
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-- Phys.ician

.

Ait

A small.amount: 60 Nors of work per

irregular hours. On call for emergen

generally work fewer hours than gener

Some doctors continue practice beyond

.10

_

S

d

52
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21. IndeAndence on the.job?

a. Check. these sourc materials in folder
00H
DOT (See Exhibit 11-4.)
'professional associations and

teachers'of the occupation,

,
b. Directions:

A value rating'must\ be assigned. (See Exhibit 1I-13 for
definitions of rating qategories.) Enter the numerical
rating in the margin and document reasons for selecting
thAg rating on the ,;.oc card.

.

.

...

After stating the verbal equivalent for the rating, adds,
a shorl explanation Of how the pittern Of supervision-and
decision-making.Por his occupltion fits the definition.

c. Examples:

-- Dentist

(4) A great amount: Usually
cisions and plans own

self-employed,
work.

makes own de-

Manager

(3) A more than average amount: Usually makes decisions sub-_
ject'to general approval of management. In very large
companies may be'responsible to a plant supervisor and

.;\

haveless independence.

Machinist

r-
(2)

q An average amount: Chooses how to do own work under
I direction of a supervisor ghd according to blueprint
or'written specifications. . ,

(1)

r

-- Nursing Assistant

A less than average amount: Works under daily supervision
of registered and licensed practical nurses.

r
I

1)20
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Vaxlety?
. ,

a. Check t124se sourcest materials in.-folder

(4).

, C
DOT.(See Exhibit II-4.)' .

professional associations and
teachers of the,occupatioll

. Directiods: 6

0 ' ' .,
A value rating must be assigned, (See Exhibit,H-14

' for definitionSA)f rating categones.) Enternul, gerical,

rating in the margin "of the write -up add docuthett'cW the
doc card masons for selecting this raring.

.

. , .
. . .

.After a vetbalequivaren of the rating, add a few words'
'indicating whethee tether is or is not variety in problems,

71

people, or place. (P ce is always.singular;.never use
places.) Try to -flesh out with details'aA in the Real Atate
Agept elkample

c. Exampieg:

Tka.cher: _Math

.

A great amount: Variety in problems and people; some
',variety in place./

. Real Estate Agent

A more than average rIlount:, Meets with different clients

.in,different locations. Performs a variety of tasks.

(3)

`0-

(2)

-- Pharmacist

An average amount: Mnderate variety in people:. Little
variety in problems or place.

-- Typist
(1)

A less than average amount: Some variety in people, little
varietv,in problems or place.

4
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23. Fringe benefits?

a. Check these sources; materials in foldet

4

Fa

- '00H
subject folder: "Fringe Benefits"
(gives standard benetits for Business',

GOvernMent)
salary surveys(often contain information
on fringe benefits),

professional associations
unions

b. Directions:Directions:

Lb'
Fringe benefits are not gi'yen value `ratings for LOCATE, but
students.may ask for' the information in COMPARE. Unusual

benefftg should be mentioned first, such as long.vacations'
for teachers, early retirement for fire fighters, discounts
on travel and free uniforms for flight attendants.- Most em-
ployers now provide vacations, sick leiVe, hospitalization,
and pensions. It may be more unusual if they do not. For the
-self-employed, fringe benefits may not be' provided, but group

plansmay be available through professional associations.

c. Examples:

-- Flight Attendant

Benefits 'vary greatly from airline to airline. Most offer.,

living expenses when away from hOme, discoUhton
for self and reiatives', paid vacations, .and hospitalization,-

medical and life insurance. Some airlines provide uniforms

and retirement plans.

t-
,12k.

11,

-- Teacher

-Longer vacations ,and holidays than most other occupations,

Sick leave, gledlflAandretirement plans, . ersongl and-death

absences, reOced lunCh cost. Possibilit, .*:Iabbatical

.1 leave with pay, for a few tenured teachers.

-- Veterinarian

No formal fringe benefits for self-employed 4Workers. Some

veterinarians form an incorporated practice with 2 or 3

_other doctors and organize insurance and ,retirement plans

through this corporation.

_r,
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24. Natiodal employment.ontiook?

a. Check these sources: 00H (preferred source).

articles in Occupational Outlook Quarterly
and Monthly Labor Review

subject folder "Outlook, Many Occupations.."
professional associations and unions
placement directors of schools

Employment outlook, which day be one of the most crucial questions
for students,is difficult to predict. The statements which appear

in the OOH, prepared every two years by Bureau of LaborISLtistics
economists, are worded circumspectly: Nevertheless these estimates

are probably the best available and are prepared on a uniform basis
for all the occupations included in the Ma. We Should make use .of

them.' It would be .well nigh finpossible for b. small staff to improve

on or.eyen duplicate the process.'

Four factors should be taken into account when reporting on Outlook:

(1) growth rate, (2) replacement rate, (3) supply-demand, ancr.(4)

short-term conditions. The first three factors may be found in the

00H; the fourth factor may be reported by periodicals, professional
associations, people in. the field, or other sources.

Inforiation in the OOH does not necessarily include_all three fac-

tors. Often nothing is said about supply and demand. At theiy
oleast, our information should cover factors 1 and 2. On the other

hand, information should not be limited to the 4 factors. Include

any supplementary information from the 00H or other sources that will

fit (for example, sub-groups for which opportunities are particu-

larly favorable).

b. Directions:

value rating is given for Outlook, but this information is taken

into account in determining the rating for Security.
gb.

A standard format has been developed for reporting Outlook: This

should be followed whenever possible. .Statements about supply and

deplane-are reported in the 1976-77 OOH in terms ofjcmployment op-

portunities. The introduction to the'Handbook (p.) translates

these terms into statements of supply and demand.

In addition to what is stated in the OOH, we may have information

from other sources. :Often this information is short-term and may

diff.enan tone from. the-00H. It may be possible to combine this in-

formation with information from the OOH. (See example of Social

Service Aide below.)

If an occupation,ie not covered in the 00H, supplemen tary sources

listedabovemustbeused An attempt should be made lo cover as
A

many of the four factors as possible.

O
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c.. Examples:

ynstrumetRepair Techhician [Factors 1 & 2 covered.]

Jester than average growth through the mid-1980's compared to
other occupations because of increased use of complex instru-
ments 'for measurement, analysis, and control.,, technicians'
also needed to replace.tbose who leave the occupation. Op-
portunities particularly favorable in petroleum, chemicals,
and medical, supplies industries.

. aF

-- Systems Analyst [Factors 1,& covered. -,Eget was broken
out into death & retirement vs. transfer to
another occupation.]

Faster than average growth-thrOugh the mid-1980's because of
increased computer usage, particularly in medical, educational,
and data processing services, as well as in manufacturing and
small businesses. Because many analysts are relatively_young,
most openings will result from grOwth in employment rather
than from need_to replace those who die or retire. Some ana-

lysts will be needed to replace those who enter other occupations.

-- Teacher, Secondary School [Factors 1-3 covered.]

The supply of secondary school teachers through the mid-1980's
mill greatly exceed anticipated demand if pasttrends of teacher
preparation continue. Keen competition for jobs.- Fewer positions
.available because of decreasing student enrollment.` Most openings
will result from teachers leaving the profession.- Outlook may be

slightly more favorable for teachers of math, science, and in-
. dustrial arts.'

-- Social Worke ctors. 1, 3, & 4 coVered.]

4

Rough balance anticipated between supply and demand. Possibility

of increased competition for jobs in certain geographic areas:
Faster t an average growth through the mid-100's compared to
other oc pa9.ons because,of expansion of mental health programs
and progra for the very young and very old. !Opportunities par-
ticularly favorable din the health,field for those with .master's
degrees. SOcial work positions areomewhat sensitive to econo-
mic and political changes.

--_Social Service Aide --[Factors 1, 2, & 4 covered. Short-term in-

formation is stated in terms of what'has
. happened in the past. This is integrated
with infprmationfrom the OOH.]

Employment growth largely depends on,government funding. Many
agencies have reduced their staffs or have hired over = qualified

individuals in need of work. However, much faster than average
growth compared to other occupations is anticipated through the

mid-1980's. Aides also needed to replace those who leave.
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25. n2I1L.PI-11±jElf

a. Checle`these sources: materials in folder

OOH
.roLessi-Wal associations
salary surveys (may be broken down by

type of employer)

b. Directions:T

This answer, if given in-enough detail, may add color to
the'information on an occupation.

It could include:

- - geographical location
city or country
Ndrth, South, or Mid-Vest, etc.'

-- percentage employed in
- industry

schools
government

self-employed

c. Examples:

- Lawyer

r

75% in private'practice, mainly in cities. Others in Federal.

government (departments of justice, treastiry, veterans- administra-
tion), state governments, private industries, laW schools.

- - Librarian t
.

40% are in schools, 25% in public libraries, and 15% in
college and university libraries. Others work in government

positions or special libraries in museums, hospitalg% news-
papers, law firms, prisons. Most work in urban areas, and

a few travel to rural areas in bookmobiles.

125
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26. Security in the occupation?

(4)

(3)

(2)

a. Check these sources: 001I

b. Directions:

Security must be
for defin=itions.

puter oper
the rating.

materials in folder
professional associations
unions.
teachers of the occupation
placement.directors of schools

SIGI statement on outlook

assigned a teal` ue rating. (See Exhibit 11-15
rating in the margin for the-com:-

nclude on the occard reasons for selecting
,

After the verbal statement cbresponding to the ericalrating,

Add a brief statement of expianation.

Note that, althou0 outlook and demand for workers may be a fac-

tor in security, in the case of tenuredoccupations such a

teacher, security may be high for those already'tenured, wh le

at the same time, there may be a shortage'of opportunities for

persong'4attempting to enter the field.

c. Examples:

) Ent

Teacher, History/SOcial Studies

A great amount: In many states,- teachers awarded tenure

aftp- three years in school sygtem. A

Beauticia

A mor then average amount: Demand is strong; some beauti-

cians are union members. Automation cannot replace skilled.

hands and personal touch. No age limit or compulsory retire-

ment. During recessions, however, more women may do own hair.

4

Architectural Technician

An average amount: Demandis generally strong, but subject

to fluctuations in the 'economy and thekconstruttion industry.

Photo-reproduction and'electronic drafting eiluipment may

eliminate some lower level jobi'kf"

AutomObile Salesworker

. ,

A less than aveAgeamount:' Insecure and very competitive

situation with,high turnover. Job security also affected by

fluctuations in the economy.

t--
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27. Advancement? r

a.' Check these sources: materials in folder
. OOH

professional ssociations.
salary sure ys (These sometimes
mention eVels of workers.)

. . .

' b. Directions.
i

. .

...

Indicate usual steps in promotional ladder from entry

levels to the top. Include experience, special'skiils or
. additional education required for advancement.

' 'c. Examples:

-- Engineeiing Technician

May advance o sales or supervisory pOsitions. Further

education tided for promotion to professional engineering

positions.

-- Hospital Administrator

May begin as department head or administrative assistant
in large hospital or assume full responsibilitydt a small
hospital. Advancement is in terms.of.increased responsibi-
lity, size, of operation, and income. ...

. .,

-- Surveyor

May begin as rodman4 advance to chainman, then' instrumentman,
then party chief or surveyor.' Can becomeregstered or
licensed 14nd surveyor upon fulfillment of. staterequIrements,
usually 4-8 years of experience plus exam.

I
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28. How many women?

a. Check these sources:

OOH (most frequent source) CATALYST organization in NYC
professional associations (career guidance for women)
materials in folder
salary surveys--(These sometimes include breakdowns for men
. and women and may, give the-'total" number."of individuals in
each category.)

it

b. Directibns: .

To avoid criticisms of being; sexist, information on the '

current status of the percentage of womerLshdhld be included,
whether it be low or high, with some indication of whether
there is a trend toward increased openings for either sex.

Give answer in percentage form when percents are available
(i.e., "50% women" NOT "half women").

No date appears on the screen but the figure should be'no
more than two Nears old and should be documented on the doc
card.

If information is not available in percentages, general terms
'will have to be used (i.e. , ''few" or "mbstly").

Add explanatory information if available. If there is a trend
toward increasing numbers of men or women, include this in-
formation and document meticulously.

Use figures for a general category (i.e., "all engineers,"
for electrical engineers, or ".k11 biological scientists"
for botanists) if breakdowns for special 'or sub-categories

are not available. Be Ore to make clear that you are re-
porting for the broader category.

(NOTE: 'Information on-minorities such'as blacks, or Spanish=
speaking groups will be added here when it becomes availlble
for most occupations.).

c. Examples: .

Chemist Secretary -- EEG Technologist

10% women. 95%,women. Most are women.

2- Clergy

5% women in protestant denominatidns; number of Thomen is
increasing. A few women rabbis. Women not allowed in the

priesthood.
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- Polic0e Officer

A

Just over 2% of full -time law enforcement officers are
women. Number is increasing. In the past, women officer7
employed mostly in large cities, working with juveniles or
women. Increasingly being assigned to wider range of duties,
including patrol.

- Botanist
4

10% of all biological scientists are'women.

B. Directions for Selecting SIGI Title for a New Occupation

A name must be selected which will be used, as the official SI(II title

(for example Lawyer rather than Attorney). The chracter count may

not exceed 33.

..--'1E-there are several titles which could be us

Ar mon or the more comprehensive term (for examp
stead of Fashion Designer). If reasonable, u

OOH, so that students may refer to the 00W or

information.

d, select the more com-
e Clothing Designer in-
e the same title as the
nT to get additional'

Avoid sexist titles if possible (foe example use Firefighter rather than , .

Fireman):

.

Follow these specific directions:
,

1. .Write.the title at the beginning of the write-up, and on all folders*,,

and index cards. .
.

. .

2. Make a note,of alternate title4lOn the cross-reference Card for the
?4

occupation in-the card catalog. Eventually the alternate titles

will be added to the cross-reference list of occupation

)
kept at

the terminals.

3. Write names of sub-Occupations on the cross-reference card,,Oging

the key located at the begifining of the file as a guide. This will

help to document the ,fact.that SIGI covers more occupations than
would appear from a count of the titles.

'62
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C.. Directions for Preparing Overview and Overview Page for Planning Manual

TITLE (See Chapter II,,Section IV-B.) _

CLASSIFICATION
OVERVIEW
POSSIBLE CURRICULA or NAMES OF CURRICULA SUGGESTED BY OTHER COLLEGES

SPE,d,,AL NOTES

.ENTRY FOR THE PLANNING SYSTEM INDEX '

The_Overview is a step-by-step career plan which stliants see in the Plan-

ni'llgsystem. The plan is based on information in the write-up. It Clearly

.outlines the best way(s) to`prepare for and enter the occupation.

The Overview is incorporated into an Overview Page in Appendix A of the

Planning Manual used-by colleges in developing their planning systems. In

addition to the Overview, this page gives the Title and Classification of

the occupation (BACH, TERM, PROF, etc.),-as-well as Possible Curricula or

Names -of Curricula Selected by Other Colleges, Special Notes, and a pace

to record the entry for the occupation, as will appear in ,the Planning

system index that the colleges compile as part of their Planning systems.

The three latter categories may be revised with the advent of a universal

plaqning system, but directions are given below for use in the interim.

Exhibit II-22'is an example of an Overview Page for Appendix A of ,the Plan-

ning Manual,

1. CLASSIFICATION' '

Each occuAtiorr must be given an educational classification--PROF, GRAD,

BACH, SHUD, WICH0 and, TERM. (See Exhibit 11-6 for directions forras-

signing classification level.) Any documentation will appear on the '-

doc card for Minimum Education. The classification number is the last

number on the last frame for each occupation.. AO

2. OVERVIEW' ,

a. Check these sources: write-ups on:
Minimuin-Education.

4

Occupational Training
Other Requirements

b. Directions: -

The purpose of the Overview, as mentioned above, is to outline

' clearly the best way(s) too,prepare for and enter the occupation;

The format it flexible, but theinformatiori must fit the, line

and character.count for the frame,(See Chapter II, SectiOn II-A & B.)

If an opening paragraph is used, it should state clearly what the

best prepira'tion is or what the Possible- routes ate if the'alterna-

tives are equally viable. Community college or 4-year college is ,

not the'best preparation for some occupations. If less ehanjcom-

munity college training is recommended, do not advise students to

get -an Associate degree anywa9:
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xhibit 11-16 lists style rules for the Overview. Exhibits 11-17-21

give examples of different types of Overviews.
1

3. POSSIBLE CURRICULA or NAMES OF CURRICULA SELECTED'BY OTHER COLLEGES

,
.

For occupations already in SIGI, 'selected curricula are compiled

from the Planning systems of SIGI users. These selections are 4

useful to new users as they 'compile their Planning systems. '.

.

.

As. new occupations are added to SIGI,, research assistants shouid

, suggest possible curricula, After the occupation has been in:-

corporated into users' Planning systems, the.actual curricula
chosen, may be substituted for-those originally suggested.

:,

t

?*,

a. Check these sources: materials in folder (notes taken when
V i preparing examples of college courses)

Alternate names for possible cUrricula-ihould have been listed
when first researching examples of college courses (for ex-
ample, Law Enforcement,(criminal Justice, and Police Science

for PoliceOfficer).'

b. Directions:

/ 4 .

On Overview Page, change the heading from "Names of Curricula

Selected by Other Colleges" to "Possible Curricula." Remove P

1 headingsfpr individual colleges (e.g., `CC1, CC2, etc.)

- Lidt. obvious majors and alternate names for such Majors first.:

Related majors shbuld be menttonedAy if eonsllered to be
equally adequate approaches to the career..

In suggesting curricula that will prepare a person for entry
into the occupation, bear twa things in mind: (1) Sometimes
there are several different curricula that are satisfactory --

..

'e.g., English, Political Science, History, something, called

"Pre- Law," and several artffOri are about equallysatisfactory

routes to law school. (4 Colleges often use diffeY.ent names

for what amounts to thesameNcurricUlum--e.g., "Transportation"

and '"Business Logistics y have-bssentially the same body

of courses. LisCall Curr cula in both categories that would':
help the person at the loc 1 college, prepare the Planning,system

displays.

If there is no app4opriate
no appropriate curriculum b
few isolated courses, these
to offer them should be men

'64

urriCulum, say "None." If theye is

t it would be possible to taka a
courses And the ,departmentlikely
lolled in SPECIAL NOTES below. .
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0

Example;

a

POSSIBLE CURRICULA.: English, Speech & Theatre, Speech;

Theatre Arts, Dramatic Arts, Drama,'Theatre, Spe i,ech and *.

Theatre Arts, Drama and Speech, Acting

As colleges add new occupations to their planni ng systems, .tht

Planning system cOordinatot will record the curricular they

select. When curricula have been identified atsrepresentative,tyer
colleges, research assistants should revise the overview pages.
Change timpheadin, "Possible Curricula" to "N. s of Curri-

cul Selected by Other Colleges" and follow t at indi-
,

ceted.

Example:

NAN,S OF CURRICULA SELECTED BY OTHER'COLLEGES1

sk.
CC 1: 1 Drama/Theater/Speech; 2 General Studies

.

t

CC 2: 1 Assoc. in Arts & SciwacesTheater Emphasis
(2 yrs.);2 Theater/Dram (4 rA.)

CC 3: 1 Humanities/Social Science (trans.); 2 Spcl.

Theater Arts (nontrans).
,

CC 4: Drains ;'

CC 5: Theater/Drama,(trans)

4-yr: Theatre

4. SPECIAL NOTES 0

a. Check these'sources: materials folder

collegecatalogs

b. Directions:

Include such miscellaneous information as:

i7r

-- warnings about confusing titles ('Food Science not appropriate

for Chef/Cook; Food Services not appropriate for Food Technol-

logist) %
..,.., .

- special requirementS; for transfer or'certification 1n4his

,field

- note if Associate degree is irrelevant

- - notes about coursework which might be offered for apprentice-

ship programs -

-- suggestions of departments which might offer individual courses

useful for the career, even if no major is available.

132
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c. Example:

---/Keypurich Operator
. A

SPECIAL NOTES: Prdgrams in computer technology and data
processing are too advanced for this occu-
pation. Secretarial programs generally do

not include keypunch courses, and secre-
tarial, skills, with the exception oLtyping,
are not used by keypunch operators. Unless
your achpol offers specific training for
keypunch operators, make a special display.
If a keypunch course is offered Vat your

school, it can be mentioned as part'of the
special display.

5. ENTRY OR'THE PLANNING SYSTEM INDEX

e last section of the overview page is f6r use by local colleges.

It is a place to record information,whic 11 later be incolToratedfr

'into the index for the co11414a,r-Planning system.

Chapter IV for infoimation on diltribution

Planning System material (including-Oval'-

ew) to SIGI users'.
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D. Directions for Securing Occupational Reviews

Since members of the SIGI staff deal with so many:occupations with which

they have'had no personal experience, the practice of submitting SIGI
write-ups to occupational reviewers who are knowledgeable in the field

has beeniestablished: At least two reviewers Should read the write-up
before it is entered into the computer.

1. Select ion of Reviewers:

Staff membe s.of professional associations are preferred reviewers.
An information officer or executive secretary whose job it is to dis-
seminate accurate information/about the occupation is usually avail-

able ark happy to have the opportunity-to reach,students. These
people know the national picture rather than just the local situat

It is:best to first contact reviewers by phone to enlist their parti-
cipation. This is a good time to ask questions about points of in-
formation which may be tro4Iing. Answering such questions may also
arouse/their interest and usually makes them more willing to review -

.the write-up.

2. Sending the Write-Up

The cover.letter should briefly explain SIGI even though this may have

been done on the phone. (See Exhibit 11-23 for a sample letter0

. . ..

Both write-up,and overview should be enclosed. (If using a computer

printddt, categorlippmust be libeled.)
..

_....-)

Set a deadline for return of the write-up and reviewer's comments.

-Provide a stamped return envelope for the reviewer's conienience.'
. :

-.3. Card File and Records

A card file containing names-and addresses of reviewers is kept in
the card catalog, indexed alphabetically by .he name, of the occupation..

Use the "Checklist for Adding New Occupationi" 1(Exhibit II-1) and the

index card to keep track of correspondence with reviewers. ,

'-Example:

Occupational Reviewer

Name

Association Title

Address'

Phone

4

Occup. Title

67
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4. Incorporating Reviewer's Comments

Reviewer's comments. cannot always be incorporated into the write ip.
in addition. to space limitations which a reviewer may not beaware, of,
there may be matters which we do not as a policy include for any'occu-
pation. As a general rule,,include the suggestions if possible. Vse
yetir general knOwledge of the occupation, source materials in the
library, comments of the other reviewer, and an estimation of the re-
liability and special interests dg both reviewers to decide. whether
Or not to make changes.

t, Document all changes on the appropriate doc card, referring to copies
of the reviewers' comments filed in the folder for the qcdupation.
Send an acknowledgemept to the reviewer. (See Exhibit 11-24 fir
sample Thank-YOu Letter.) . P

E. Entering- Write-Up in Computei

I

O

O

Prepare an occupational rating sheet.recorAing all values and the classi-
fiNtion -for the occupation (See Exhibit II-25.) Put this sheet .in the
proper occupational norebooleat the beginning'of the section for this oc-
cupation.

4

A

Follow steps undl*Iik Entering Into,Computer on Checklist fear Adding a New
Occupation, Exhibit 1I-1.

'to

-

rk
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CHECKLIST FOR ADDING A NEW OCCUPATION TO SIGI INFORMATION SYSTEM

Occupational Title

1. Research

'Initials of researcher assigned.. Date research began

' \
a. Check folders' for the proposed occ or "PropoSfed Occs,:General."
b. Check folder"Sources of Occupational Information" and write for

",materials appropriate for this occupation.
c. ' Write to professional associations for information.
d. CheckOccupational OutloOk Handbook.7.e. Check Dictionary of Occupatces."ional TTitles.

f. Check folder "Basic Refereli

g. Check folder "Salary Surveys,' Many Occupations."

h.- Check us Library.
i. Log in new materials; be sure bib card is filed before

using publication.

2., Write-up

a. Complete COMPARE questions and'check line tounts.
b. Complete value ratings and check with at least one other occupa-

tional specialist on staff.
c. Prepare overview sheet or Nanning Manual ,(Appendix A).

d. Enter alternate titles and suboccupations on across-reference card.

e. Complete documentation.
- f. File materials in...proper location in SIGI Library.

Occupational Review, ."1

* a, aendcompleted write-up to two reviewers.
#1f Name , #2. Name

Address . Addres6.

b. Write-up returned by reviewer
#1, :,i-}pi #.-

c. Add corrections and enter documentation..
#1. #2.

* d. Send thank you letter to occupational 'Te sewer
#1. . /2.- '-

1

e. Make 3 x S, card for file on occupations reviewers.. Include address

and dates of above.

Entering Into Computer,

* _a. Send write-up and overview to 'computer

b. ID # (three digits) assigned by comput-
e. When printout is returned, proofread a

Check value ratings carefully.

d. File in folder a copy of wzite-up
some information not on printout)

e. Add,name of new occupatiOn to two lists

1. List of occupations to be added

2. List of new occupations being s

f. File checklist in folder with write -up.

44.

4'

Ak
Enter date of completion of these activities.

1. 36
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EXHIBIT 11-2

SAMPLE LETTER REQUESTING INFORMATION .

k 1 1 ( N `, I 1,1`.(. It \ I(

1

Q

L

r

/Th

Our research group has developed the 'computer-based System of Interactive
Guidance and Information (SIGI) which assists college students in making
their career plans. . One of the occupations we are adding to our system

is
. ,

I would like your help in obtaining. information about this occupation": In ad-
dition to a general definition and description of the occupation, we need to
know the folloWing:

- beginning, median, and top income (nationwide)

- educational and licensing requirements
fringe benefits

- security
- Opportunities for advancement
- special problems
- outlook for the future
-.Opportunitieswforlleadership, independence, variety, and

helping others
- percent women in the occupation.

Any information you can provide about thepe areas or others will be most ap-
preciated. Leads on other sources of information would be extremely useful.

Please call us if you have questions about our st or the project in general.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sinderely,
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EXHIBIT' 11-3

SAMPLE LETTER REQUESTING WAIVER OF FEE

EDUCATIONAL TESTING.SERVICE

Area Code 609
921 - 9000

CABLE.EDLTTESTSgc

Developmental Restart/ Division

4
0 '

Ms. Margarite Kent
American Marketing Association
222 S. Riverside Plaza
Chicago, IL 60606

.Dear MS. Kent:

4.

PRINCETON. N.J. 08540

Januvy 31,4974

We so appreciated your help over the telephone when we were

seeking informaiion for Market Researcher. We have received the

survey yim mailed us.

4
We wotild..like you to, consider the elimination of the fee, of

eleven dollars 11) charged. for our copy (Invoice No.'7217). Edu-

cational Testing,Service is a non-profit research organization and

our specific project in vocational guidance is designed especially

to interest and inform young people about careers.. In your case,

the information you provided goes into use by students considering

a career in,Narket Research.. Therefore, while you have graciously

provided ui-9, seivice we would like to receive the ,survey informa-

tion free ok charge since we provide a, service to young people at-
*-

tracted,to;the career field represented by your organization.

We are, of :course, prepatedto pay the amount if-odr request

is denied. We look forward to hearing from you,on this matter:

GWB:mb

f

Sincerely,

138
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EXHIBIT 11-4

HOW TO USE THE DOT IN PREPARING NEW OCCUPATIONAL WRITE -UPS

*The DOT is useful in finding information for anetig to 11 of the. 28 questions in
COMPARE. It is recommended that the DOT be constiited as one of the first steps

in doing occupational research. Notes should be taken, following the steps
below, to collect information on all 11 questions. These notes, rather than
the DOT itself, can be used later in conjunction with other materials in con-
structing answers to the questions, Note page numbers for use indocumenta7
Lion.

=4,

The DOT is in two volumes with two supplements. Volume I lists occupations in al-
phabetical order, giving.a short description of the activities involved. Volume
II lists occupations by Worker Trait Groups:and includes information about apti-
tudes, interests, temperaments, and'physical demands.

The following is a step-by-step procedure for using the DOT:

1. hook up the occupational title in Volume I. OcCupations are listed in alpha-
betical order. Take notes on parts of the definition which would be useful
in writing up Definition and Description.

2 Note the DOT number(s) appearing after the occupational title(s) in Volume I.

Occupations, such as lawyer, whcch.have many specialties have,-more than one
number. Use the number(s) to help answer the question on Data/People/Things
as described elsewhere in this handbook (Chapter II, Section IV-3).

3.: Look up the-number of the occupation in the first column of Ae*1966 Supple7
ment. The second column gives the page number in Volume II for the Worker
Trait Group to which the occupation has been' assigned. Locate the page and
scan the information on the page for possible use in answering SIGI questions.
"Work Performed" may relate to Definition and Description. "Worker Require.-

ments" and "Clueg for Relating Applicants and Requirements" relate to Personal
Qualifications and Other Requirements. "Training and Methods of Entry" may
be out of date, but can be read as background material.

4. Look at the ."Qualifdcations Profile" at the bottom of the same pale in; Volume

II. A typical profile looks like this:

QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE

GED: 5. 6

SVP: 7 8

Apt: GVN SPQ KPM EC
112 122 22'2 '53

' 21 21

Int: 7 4 5

Temp: 9 0 5

Phys; Dem: S L .4 5, 6

72
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EXHIBIT II -4 (cont.)

5. Disregard the firs4 two categories, "GED"and 1,'SVP."

,6. The third category,,'Aptitude,' lists codes for aptitudes
occupation. Refer` to the se&tion on Aptitudes, Volume
p. 653. Read thedexplanation of the code. Decode the
Aptitudes in the QUalifications ogle. This informat
for'Personal Qualifications and e Re uirements.

7.. The fourth category in the Qualifications Profile, Interes s, refers to
fiv=e pairs of interest factors which may be associated with t e occupation.
Read the section on Interests in Appendix B,,p.654. Decode he inform4-
tion which may be useful for Helping Others, Interest Field, and Variety.

8. The fifth category, in the Qualifications Profile, Temperaments, covers oc-
cupational situations to xhich workers must adjust. Read the section on
Temperament's in Appendix. B, p. 654. Decode the information which may be
useful. 6r Leadership, Independence, and Variety.

9. The sixth-category- in the Qualifications Profile, Physical Demands, lists
physical,activities required in the occupatiOn. Read the section on Physi:-

° cal Demandtin Appendix B, pp. 654 -655. Decode the information which may
be useful for Special.Problems.

required for the
II, Appendix .8, .

information under
ion is most useful.

4
of

p

4'

,
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EXHIBIT 11-8

RATING CATEGORIES AND.THESAUM FOR DATA/PEOPLE/THINGS

(SIGT Amendment to ovis Article)

Data*

0 Synthesizing
1 Coordinating

2 Analyzing

Adapt
Apply principles
Arbitrate
Calculate

Classify
Decide
Design

Develop ideas
Diagnose
Discuss ideas
Do reSearn
Enforce standards
Estimate
Evaluate
Explain

Forecast trends

Integrate

Interpret
Investigate
Make policy'
Organize
Originate
Plan
Predict
Solve problems

Study
Survey
Translate idea!: into

artistic performance
Translate ideas into
practical application

Write reports, dilec-
tions, or specifications

3 Compiling
4 Computing
S Copying
6 Comparing

Apply information.
Assist in research

'Cam out inatruc-
tions

Check
Collect facts, in-
formatiqs,data

Edit

File reports
Follow diag.rams

Handle applications

Keep files
Keep log

Mrmorize
Record
Record observations/
transactions

Reviey
Supply information
'transcribe
Use maintenance manual
Verify

&

8

Not

Na significant relationship

related to work activities

People*

0 Mentoring
1 Negotiating

2 Instructing
3Supervisi'ng
4 Diverting

5 Persuading
I

Advise Modify behavior
Consult Order
Counsel Prescribe
Cure -Rate

Difect Rehabilitate
Emplty Remikly

Entertain Resolve disputes
Evaluate people
Help Stimulate
Influence Test

Is responsible for
Lead

Thin,,s*

0 Setting-pp
1 Precision working
2 Operating-

controlling
3 Driving-operating

Build
Calibi-ate

Construrt
Create

ra

Dosign
Draft (detailed

sketches)"..- -....-

Experiment.

Fabricate
Identify
Invent
Make
Trouble shoot

Use precision
equipment

6 Speaking-Signaling
7 Serving

Anst:er inquiries

Assist_
Confer
Correspond with
Examine people or animals
k;ollpw up

inform
Interview
Notify
Observe
Participate in team
'effort

Protect
Refer
Represent employer
Rescue
Serve the buying public
Treat (minor)
Visit
Greet
Guard

4 Manipulating
S Tending
6 Feeding-offbearing
7 Handling**

Adjust Regulate

Arrange Repair
Assemble" Replace

Carry Sell

Combine Test equip.
Cultivate Type
Dive Use tools ,

Examine or equip.
e qu i 'melt t

Inspect

Install (routine)
Maintain
Mlify
Mo itor
equipment

Overhaul
Purchase
equipment

8 No significant
ship

- -

relation-
,

Little direct interaction
with people as part of
workactivity

May supervise-a few tech-
nicians /assistants /work

men

8 No significant
'relationship

Not related to work
- activity

Must be familiar with
and handle,eqdipment,
but does not operate
it.**

* Numbered words are token from the Dittjdnaxy_vfopatIonalTitle,,, App. A,VoLTT,p.649
** "Handling," used for 111.i4gs: radium," refers to handling machines.

*** ''Handle," Lu-;ed for "Thttaw.: refer"'to 'tools or instruments (e,g.,Oper Rm Tech)

141
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EXHIBIT 1I-m6

DEFINITION AND RATING CATEGORIES yOR.EARLY ENTRY

Definition of `Value .

EARLY ENTRY: You can enter some occupations with very little education or

training. Other occupations require years of expensive edu-

' cation. (The cost includes loss of income from a job you

might have if you were not in school.) Think about the time

(and money) you are willing to spend on education. Also think

about your attitude toward, school: Is education a satisfying

experience?. Or dues it seem like a drag?(-4

5

Definition of Category. .

Rating

4 Only one year ,less of preparation beyond highi4achool required

to enter occupation or begin apprenticeship; classified T

(e.g., library technician, machinist).

3 No more than 2 or 3 years of preparation beyond high school
required; classified TERM, or SHUD if degree is

recommended (e.g,-, TERM - legal assistant; SHUD - insurance

agent).

2 No more than 4 years beyond high school required (bachelor's
degree required); classified BACH,'or GRAD if many workers in 'the
occupation get graduate education (e.g., BACH - teacher, physical
therapist; GRAD -asocial worker, clergy).

1 Entry after 5 or more years of preparation beyond high school
required for all practical purposes; classified PROF (e.g.,
pharmacist, school counselor, lawyer, mdthematician).

No1E: For-the Planning systeth, a 1-to-6 dlassification is used, which
fits into the rating system as follows:

PROF

GRAD

BACH,

SHUD

WICH
A

TERM

Classification

1

2

3,

4

5

6

Rating

1

2

2

3

2 or 3

3 or 4

Ratings are designed to make the occupatipn appear in LOCATE and to

determine desirability sums, in STRATEGY. They are based on the mini-

amount ofeducation needed for employmen in the occupation. The

'claisifications SHUD and GRAD call up displays which tell the student

that more than the minimum amount of education s available and may

be desirable.

1742
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EXHIBIT fI -7

r

DEFINITIO AND RATING CATEGORIES FOR INCOME

Definition of Value

HIGO INCOME': Some minimum income (enough for survival) is essential for
everyone. But beyond that, how important 'to you are the
extras? People have different ideas about how much income
is "high." Therefore, HIGH INCOME is not defined here as
a specific amount. It means more than enough to live on.
It means money to use as you wish after you have paid your
basic living expenses. You can buy luxuries and travel
first-Class.

Definition of Category

Rating

5 Median income of $20;000 or more.

4 Median income of $15,000-$19,999.

3 Median income of $11,000-$14,999.
4

2 Median income of $8,060-$10,999.

0

1 Median'income of $7,999 or less.'

NOTE:

o

The definitions of these categories are reviewed aiivally ecause
of rapid changes in salaries.

O

a

I/

(See guidelines on following page)
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EXHIBIT II-7 (cont.)

GUIDELINES FOR-ASSIGNING SALARY RATINGS

It is sometimes difficult to assign a median income rating to an ciecu-

.
pation such as model and fine artist because: .

O

i

(a) No formal surveys have been done.
.

(b) Salaries vary so widely that median figure may be useless.

(c) Two occupations may be grouped together (such as singerYsinging

teacher) only one of Wbidh (singing teacher) has been surveyed.

(d) Work may be done on free-lancg basis, so that annual earnings
depend on number of leurs worked or projects completed, plus

the rate of pay.

Occupations which are particularly, difficult to rate on this-dimenssion.

are: I.

Actor/Actress
Dander /Dancing Teacher

7 .Musician

Singer/Singing Teacher
*Jodel

Fine Artist/Private Art Teacher

As a general rule, assign the ighest reasonable rating so the occupation '

will appear iLOCATE. Let the expl ation qualify the rating. For, example,

if the salary for Music Teacher has'a rating of 2, use hisas the overall
rating,'but qualify it by disting shing between types of music teachers and

professiodal musicians in the write-up.

Do not include in calculations, people who are unemployed, but are quailfied

fpr the Odcupation. Do take -into accouat people who are in the occupation'

"but whoa have extremely low income. Facts about unemployment and low income

should be included in sections on'Outlook, Security, and Salary Variability.

O

71,4 4
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EXHIBIT 11,8

DEFINITION AND RATING, CATEGORIES FOR HELPING OTHERS

Definition of Value

RELPING OTTERS: Most people are willing, to help others, and show _it everyY-'
day outside of their work. They put themselves oiN to do
favors, make gifts, donate to charities, and so on. THIS

DOES NOT'COUNT HERE.. The question here is, Do.you want
HELPING OTHERS to be a main part of your occupation? ,To
what extent dek you want to devote your life work directly

. to he10,ng'pepple improve. their health, education, or
welfarel

Co

There are two elements involved in helping others for the purpose of rating
this value: (1) the presence of face-to-face contact with the people bein
helped, and (2) the level of help being offered as measuredby impact on
health, educationv,or welfare. In classifying.occupations on this dimension,
the primary function.of the occupation should be considered, rather than th6
mptivation-of workers in the occupation. For example, .even though 'some archi-
tects may be motivated to improve vhe appearance of the environment, such is

not the primary function of the occupation, per se. We would rate mil con-
servationist higher than architect on-this ditensiOn because-the primary
function of the former 'occupation_ is to improve the environment, regardless

of the motivation of workers in the-Occupation, Some, occupations associated

with academic digciplines (.g., physicist and economist) wodllitseemto pro-'
vide an indirect service.which Vitally influencelibealth, ducation, or`-wel-

fare. However, there is a distinction between seeking knowledge and providing
a service. Knowledge is not serviceable until it is applied. erherefoke, th.

.primary function of these occupations is not to vitallj influence health, edu=

Cation, or welfare, even though the new knowledge they ptovidema'y ntually
.

produce change. .,
"'

,

m
Definition of Categbrz, lit ,, :,

' Rating
,:,.., ..:74

. ,.

". . r
, . . ,

"4 A great amount: Working with people *direCtly.cd, v, improye J

or. maintain their health, education, or welfare (e,g., 4 _,,,ergy, ,

s , LP *
teacher, 'physician).'. . . .!

.

_ . a
.

, -, ' 4:

,

3 A more than averageamount: (a) Providing an indirect service
. r;0

4
-.4 in 'the legal, social, scientific, or environmental fieida,that' c' .,

44 vitally influences the health, education, or welfare of he ten- ', '.

eral publAic/(e..g., pital administrator, labor relationg speciai7
.

.-.
ist, mediedl T d administrator, soil conservationist); or (b) ,,...

, having meaningful, but not vital influence do individual clients

in impr'ovemertt or maintenance of their health, educatiorit or 41- .,.

. fare'(e.g.,nursing assistant, recreation worker, dental hygien- :"

ist).

2 An average amount: Having considerable face-to-face contact with

the public to. provide a s'brVice that makes life more convenient or

.pleasant for specific segments of the public (e.g., actor/actress,

landscape architect, beautician).

1 A less than average amount: Having:Jittle or no face -to -face, con-

tact with
/

the public. Does not provide service's dirddily to the

public oridirectly to influence the health, education, or welfare
r

, of the general public (e.g., physicist, economist, Oceanographer,
,.,

typist, civil engineer).

.1 4 :3
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EXHIB/T 11-9

DEFINITION AND RATING CATEGORIES FOR LEADERSHIP

Definition of Value.

LEADERSHIP: Do you want to guide othors, tell theM what to do, be responsible
for their performance?- ,People who weight LEADERSHIP high usually
want power to control events. They want to influence people to
work together effectively. If they are mature, they know that
RESPONSIBILITY goes,with LEADERSHIP. They are willing to accept
the blame when things gb wrong, even though they were not at
fault.

The amount of leadership is judged on two factors: (1) the number of co-
workers one directs and is responsible for, and (2) the number of clients
influenced and the importance and duration of the activity.

Definition of Category

Rating
0

4 A great amount: (1) Directs many coworkers and is responsible
for their performance or (2) exerts influence over many clients
in areas of activity that are important and of long duration
(e.g.,..teacher, hospital administrator, psychologist).

3 A more than average amount: (1) Directs a moderate number of

coworkers and is responsible for their performance or,(2)

exerts influence over clients in areas of .activity that are

of moderate importance and/or moderate duration (e.g., correc-

tion officer, .recreation worker, registered nurse, retail store

2

1

manager).

An average amount: (1) Directs a few coworkers and is respons-
ible for their performance or (2) exerts influence over clients
in areas of aCtivity thatare of minor importance or duration

(e.g., oceanographer, dancer/dancing teacher, legal assistant).

A less than average amount: No opportunity to direct others.

Not responsible for the peHormance of others (e.g. , "bank teller,
computer operator).

a
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1 EXHIBIT II -10

DEFINITION AND RAPING CATEGORIES FOR THE SIX INTEREST FIELDS

( Definition ofValue

I D OF INTEREST.. people 'have only one main field of-Interest
Technolkical, Administrative, Personal

Contact,yerbal, or Aestheticl; others are interested
in two.or mare of these fields. Some insist that
their occupation must be in one 40,,g their major FIELDS

OF INTEREST. Others are willing to work in a field
that` is'less interesting; they feel they can satiAy
their main interests in their spare time.

/1

'*(1)

4

Definition of Six Interest.

SCIENTIFIC- -data, knowledge, observations,
Examples: physicist, botanist

Fields

analysis, mathematics..

, engineer, economist.

*(2) TECHNOLOGICAL things, machines, manipulative and mechanical skills.

Examples: toolmaker, mechanic, technician.
.0*

(3). ADMINISTRATIVEbusiness, finance, records, systems.
Examples: accountant, secretary,-bank teller.

(4) PERSONAL CONTACT -- people, selling, supervising, persuading,Ateaching.
Examples: salesman, social worker, stewardess, teacher.

*
(5) VERBAL--words, reading, writing, talkinglistening.

Examplasi, journalist, teacher, advertising copywriter.

(6) ESTHETICart, painting, sculpture, design, music, dance.
Examples: artist, interior designer, musician, architect,

TV prIfflucer /director.

All occupations are rated on all six fields. The rating for
11)\
ach field is

determined by an analysis of job activities.

O

Note that'when assigning an-interest field to an occupation which does not
seem to be clearly scientific or technological, occupations terolving the

theoretical would be considered scientific, while the more practical occu-
.pations would be considered technological (e.g., botanist = scientific;

nurseryman'= technological). Furthermore, technological may include not

only mechanical interests, but also such manipulative activities as those
of a cook, draftsman, or nurseryman.

1 4 -I
80.

'(See definitions of categories

on next page.)
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EXHIB1T'II-12

DEFINITION AND RATING CATEGORIES FOR LEISURE

-Definition of. Value

4'
LEISURE: How important is the amount of time your occupation williallow you

to spend away from w9rk? LEISURE may include shirt hours, ldng
vacations or the chance to choose your own time off. To give a
high weight. to LEISURE ip.like saying', "The satisfactions I get off

the job are so important to me that work jnust not, interfere with
them.".

Three considerations are involved in this definition: (1) amount of time
spent in work (e.g., length of work week, length of vacations); (2) irregu-
larities in the work schedule (e.g., shift work, overtime; weekend work)1,
and (3) control over one's work schedule (e.g., 4-day week with longer work
day, control overtime of arrival and departure, work at home).

Definition ofCategOry

Rating

4 Pe more than average amount Does not normally work more than 40 40 hrs.
hours per week, with some control over work schedule, and has more
than three weeks' annual vacation, if desired (e.g., teacher, fine control
artist/art teacher, model, flight attendant).

t,vacation

3 An average amount: Approximately 40 hours of work per week,
*.......

40 his.
free from irregularities (e.g., legal assistants receptionist, ,+

industrial engineer). , no irreg.

2 A less-than average amount: Approximately 40 hours of work per 40 hrs.
week...with some irregularities Ilich as Ilght or evening work, oc- +
casional overtime, or work on weekends (e.g., practical nurse, some irreg.
oceanographer, newspaper repor ).

$ .

1 A small amount: A longer than, 40-hour work week in whidh over- more than
time (voluntary or mandatory) or other irregularities occur 40 hrs.

frequently (e.g., labor relations specialist, clergy, physician). +

.
reequent

NOTE: The verbal "tags" for the scale ratings for.Leisure differ from the
other values dimensions, because deviation's above the "average" and
modal work week are too infrequent-to warrant two higher scale steps.
It was possible, however, to identify two lower scale steps that dif-
ferentiated a significant number of occupations. In other words,
relatively few occupations offer "more" leisure than them61 amount;
a substantial number offer "less."

1 4 8
83
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' EXHIBIT I1-13

DEFINITION, AND RATING CATEGORIES F612- INDEPENDENCE

Definition of Value

o

INDEPENDENCE:. Some occupations give you more freedom than others to make
your own decisions, to 'work without supervision or direotion,//:
from others. At-one extteme'might be taldnted free-lance
artists otilwriters who may work without supervision. At the
other, extreme might be military service or some big business
organizations with chains of command which severely limit
the decisions thai each person can-make.

The four Categories correspon&tp different frequenCies of evaluation and ,

superviion.

Definition of'Category

Rating

4 . A great amount (Rare supervision): Responsible to someone .

else. only in extraordinary circumstances. Self- employed or

top management level Or professional (doctorate highly recom-
mended). Decides what work needs to be done or shares.in
ser44Ag overall objectives. Seldom reports to superiors
(e.g., psychologist, farm manager, geographer).'

3

2

1

A more than averale,ambunt (Occasional supervision): Exer-

'' cises independence within a framework established by too

management. Generally not self-employed. Quality of work
is evaluated at long intervals',(e.g., secondary school
teacher, social worker, production manager).

An average amount (Weekly orAMOnthly supervision): Works

closely with supervisor or under supervisor Who assigns work
regularly. Free to decide priorities and details of assigned
work (e.g., physician's assistant, police officer, registered

nurse).

A less than average amount (Daily supervision or unsliptvised
routine): Most activities are directly supervised or rou-

-tiniz, , with little opportunity to act independently (e.g.,

nursing assistant, receptionist, ban) teller).

149
84 .
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EXHIBIT II

DEFINITION AND RATING CATEGORIES FOR VARIETY

- Definition of Value

VARIETY: Occupations with the greatest:VARIETY offer many diffellegqinds
of activities and problems, frequent changes in location, new
people to meet. VARIETY is the opposite of routine,.predictabi-
lity,,er repetition. If you value VARIETY high; you probably
like novelty and ,surprise,, and enjoy facing new problems, events,
places, and people.

11.

Definition of Category

4 A great amount: Substantial variety in problems and in either
place or people (e.g:, teacher, psychologist).

3 .A more than average amount: Either a substantial variety in
problems, (buenot in place or people); or a moderate variety
in problems and in either place or people (e.g., real estate":
agent, aerospace engineer )) .

.2 An average amount: Either a moderate variety in problems (but
not in place,or people); or little variety in problems with
considerable variety in people or pla6e (e.g., pharmacist,
model).

1 A less than average amount: Very little meaningful variety in

problems, place, or people: Tasks generally repetitive or
routine (e.g., typist; library' technician).

150 "I I.
85
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EXHIBIT 11-15

,DEFINITION AND RATING CATEGORIES FOR SECURITY

Definition of Value

SECURITY: In the most SECURE occupations, you will be"free from fear of
losing your job and income. You will have,tenure7-that is,
you cannot be fired very easily. ,Employment will lend to re-
main high in spite bf r!Cessions, and there will be no seasonal
ups and downs. Your income will generally remain stable and
predictable; it will not vanish with hard times., Your occupa-
tion is not likely to be wiped out by automation or,other techno-
logical changqsc.

117
4,

There are three aspetts of Sectirity to consider: (1) Are there guarantees
of eltloyment? (2) What is the, supply of. qualified wo s? and 11(3) How

sensitive are jobs to economic fluctuations "or tech' logical innovations?
The four categories of Security combine these three elqments.

Definition of Category

.. . .

Rating .

.

....

4 A great amount: Some guarantee of employment and income, such as
. r tenure dr union cont act provisions ,(e.g., teacher, police officer,

.
welder), or shorts e Ofqualified,pAxsonnel in a profession where

. many are self-em oyed (e.g., dentist, physician).

3 Atmore t]an a amount:, Sho age ofqualified workers in
the field Dr not sensitive to fl uations in the economy or

technological obsolescence- -i.e., Nod outlook (e.g., physician's
assistant,.geologist beattician).

2' 'An average amount: Average labor supply and.mildly sensitive to
fluctuations,in the economy or teChnOlogical change (e.g., social

/worker, florist, personnel interviewer).,
(

4 '

A less than average amount: Keen competition for most job openings
or strong-dependence ca economic conditions or risky'inaome, such
as from tommissions, or highly susceptible to technological.obso-
lkcence (e.g., actor/actreSs,interpreter /translator, real estate

agent).

Revised 4/76
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EXHIBIT II-1'6

ST E RULES FOR OVERVIEW

)

1. Avoid subjectless sentences Use "you" or imperative: (For other gen-

eral style notes, see Appen x E.) t.
--.

2, Wherever manpower development training opportunities, are mentioned, say
instead, "Check your state employment service for possible government

sponsored training programs."
.'/,-,

,
,

3. Step 2 for PROF, GRAS, BACH, 4-YEAR WICH; ,' k`

"If you start in A. community, college; sefect, a 4-year college thAtiof-.

feis a prnAramjn : Take courses required for trans-

fer." '
,,

af.

4. Step 2 for TERM:

"Make'sure you fulfill the course requfrements for the Associate degree."

This sentence should be used-only when a specific vocational program is

offered by the community college. ,If the Associate degreg is not directly

relatea to the occupation, do not mention it.-

5, Step 2 for SHUD:

."If .you start at a community' college, take
wish to transfer,** select a 4-year college wish a 'program in

Take courses required for transfer.

*say hire, "Programs listed in step 1" or, if possible, list t e program(s).A

* If you

**insert other programs here,,if necessary.

6,. For Step 2 where program at 4-yea, r college-has different name from that

4: 2-year college, wry.e "Continde as in Step 1," when spac allows.

lie
7.' Step 3 for SHUD:

"Get .degree. Bachelor's degree is highly recommended..."e(or words to that

effect.) - -T

. Refer to summer work experience before saying,, "get degree."
4

-9.- IneAude as a finftl steiJ'ariyrequir'embntsor fecommendtoilfor updating'

skills (as for optometrists, physicians, teachers, etc..) Do not refer to_

"continuing educat4on" but rather to updating skills.

.41

4
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EXHIBIT II -17

SAMPLE PROF OVERVIEW

. ,

241 GEOLOGIST 7 PROF

To become a geologist you must have a bachelor's degree idgeo,e7logy, chemis ry,
or physic's ea a master's degiee in geology. For best preparation,, you should:

1. .'Enroll in-either geology, chemistry, or physics in college.

2.. If you start at a community college7.select a 4-year college with a bache-

lor's program in geology, chemistry,'Or physics. Take courses required
.

for transfer, .

, .

3. -Get
.

s'a bachelor' degree in geology,. chemistry, or physics. Apply .for ad-
..,

mission to a graduate program in geology.
'

4. Complete the master's and/Or Ph.D. degree in geology; Ph.D. required for

university 'teaching and research:,

For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

78

79

63

78

75

17

77

45

77

33

45

EXHIBIT II-18

SAMPLE GRAD OVERVIEW

136 ELECTRICAL /ELECTRONICS ENGINEER GRAD
-

1. Enroll in electrical-engineering,in college.

2* If you start at a community college, select a 4-year college with a,

4! bachelor's program in electrical engineering. Take courses required for
transfer. .

.4 .

, 0

3. 'Get bachelor's degree. (In some colleges this.maY require a fifth year of
st,Udy.). . .

ckerck4. k licensing or registration requirements in the state where you wish to .

work. You may be required to pass an examinalion. NOTE: Take exam as early
as possible in yourgcareer, while your forma). training ig still fresh; you
niay need xegistration eventually,. You may be able to take the first part of

..
, f the exam,in your zenior year. ,

.. ,,,

.

5. Beginning research and college teaching positions require a master's 'or doctOr's
degree.' Graduate study in electrical engineering impioves chances for ad-

vancement.
,

4
,

FOr.a copy, press PRINT; otherwise press,NEXT.

'

,

5-$

47

70'

74

12

76

9

78

77

77

78

32

.74

70

10

45

20
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-EXHIDITIII -19,

SAMPLE BACH OVERVIEW
I

118 BAN OffICER 'BACH

1. Enroll in banking, finance, or business administration in college: '69

2. If you start at a community college, enroll in business administration.- Select a 76

4-year college that offers one of the programs named in step 1. Take the courses 77

required for transfer'.* 4 33,

3. While in college try to participate in summer training programs which may 76

be offered by large city banks in your area. 47

4. Get bachelor's degree. 25

5. When hired by a bank, you will probably have to complete its management 74

/ training program which will train you in many aspects of banking. After 74

completing this training (usually 6 months to 2 yea ), you will be placed 77

in_ a Management position. 28

. You need years of experience and advancement to become a top officer.
..

72

For a'copy press PRINT; 'otherwise press NEXT. 45

-
* If commun ty colleges do not

(

have spec2fic programs to prepare for an

occupation you may use he foilowingformat:

-you- start at a community college, select a 4-year college with
achelor'sprogram in phys'ical therapy, biology, or psychology.A

lan a program (including, courses, such as biology, physical

sciences, and psychology) which meets the transfer requirements

of 'that college.'
ktk

104. - ACCOUNTANT' SHUD

1-nroll in accounting in college.

EXHIBIT 11-20

SAMPLE SHUD OVERVIEW

2. If-3,7ou start at a community college, enroll in accounting. If, you wish to

tansfer, select a 4-year college with a b'achelor's program in accounting.

Eake,courses_equired for transfer. e.; e - t 4."

-,";
sz 1.

3. Get degree. Bachelor's degree is very strongly recommended. You can get

jobs with less, but- at least half the states have laws requiting certified

public accountants to have,a bachelor's, and in recent years nearly 9 out

of 10 who passed the CPA exam were graduates -of 4-year collegeg%

35

76

77

76

67

4. Best positions go to those who. are certified publi6 accountants. To quail= 77

fy, you must pass exam given by Aterican Institute of Certified *Public Ac- 77

countants; also, in most' states you must have at, least two year's experi- 76

ence to be certified. 24

For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

154
89
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- 233 KEYPUNCH OPERATOR TERM

a

EXHIBIT II-21'

SAMPLE TERM OVERVIEWS

You do not,have to go to college to become a keypunch operator. Better jobs are 79
easier to get if you have excellent typing skills. For best preparation, you 476
should: 7

1. Check business and data processing schools in your area to see if they of- 78

fer training in keypunch operation. Enroll in that progtam. (Some com- 75

munity colleges also offer courses in keypunching.) 55.

2... Some employers offer on-the-job training, which you can take instead of a- 76
.business school prograi: Most employers offer on-the-job veining for 73
'trained keypunch operators lasting from 3 days toot]. week. 61

For a copx,press PRINT; otherwise.press ;NEXT,
elk

.45

4

r

1

(Use two-plan format when there are two150 INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC MANAGER TERM
distinct options.)

a
,1,

Two years of college are very desirable and often requiredMany employerS ( 74
require a bachelor's degree as well. To prepare, follow either of the plans 75 ,

, , ,below. Plan I,'two years of college: 36

1. Enroll in marketing discribufion program at community college.
f 65-

t.0

2. Complete Associate degree.

Plan II, foUr years of college: a
31

1. Enroll in transportation and_distribution management or business logistics. l 78

2. If 'ypu start in a community college, enroll in business administration. 74
Select,a 4-year college with a degree in transportation and distribution 75
management or business logistics. Take, courses required for transfer.*

. 72,

3. Get bachelor's degree. If you want professional status, you canbecomea
certified member of the American Soctety:.of Traffic and. Transportation-by 76

xAms'ncenetiii-g',6audation-and expeindce requirements. 66

For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press-NEXT.

AP

* See. footnote, page 89.

155
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(. .t EXHIBIT-II -21 (cont.)

133 DIESEL MECHANIC

For best preparation, xou should:

1. Take diesel mechanics (sometimes called automotive and diesel technology or
diesel technology) in community college.

. 78.

43_

2. Get Associate degree or certificate. 39

i 1..

If you don't enroll in community college, follow either.A, B, or C:
..... ,

7 '

67

A. Enroll in a technical institute or trade school offering a 27year program ; 76

or practical experience and cnrsroom instruction. You will probably also 76

16, 1 . need on-the-job training after graduationJ . -45

B. Complete a\tooph. it-year apprenticeship program in 'diesel mechanics. 71,

C. Some employers offer on-the-job training which you can take instead of a 75

formal p ogram. 18

NOTE: Sohe instruction may be accepted by certain.4-year colAges for-credit 76

toward. a b lor's degree in diesel echnologv. 48

For a copy press PRINT; otherwise p ss NEXT. 45

IV 4 Ct.

245 EEG TECHNOLOGIST \TERM

No college work is recOired, but a 6-4nonth to 2-year on-the-job training pro-

gram must be completed. Mosttare given at hospitals or medical schools with

an EEG department. A few colleges also offer programs. For best preparation:

1. Obtain from the American Society of EEG Technologists a'list of places where

formal or inforinal training is available. (List is updated annually.)

-
2. Select a program near you'and apply for admission.

3. After completing the training program, obtain an additional year of ex-

I--- , ,,pe' rienc,e.,,.... ,. :... .... ..... - ,.. , .-.1. - - - ,... ,.., - ,, - ,!... ,. _ -,- ...... ,_ ,. -- ... .... ,_ , ,,...

',. . 0
.

,

'- 4'.,Pass the registration exam of the American Board of Registered EEGTechnolo-
.

gists to increase chances for advancement and higher salary. .t

,

NOTE:, If You decide to go to co114e before entering an EEG trainineprpgram,

take Courses r.ated to the occupation such as math, science, health techno-

loiy, or el tranics. After obtaining your degree, follow the steps outlined

above.

For a copy press PRINT;,otherwise press NEXT.
0 .

77

76

76

79

.73

53

74

.12', ':..:' ,

.79
63

77

76

77

45
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SAMPLE OVERVIEW PAGE

EXHIBIT 11-22

NAME &
\
NO: OF OCC.: 101Actor/Ac.trese

N ati M is Nhim

.

CLASS.: SHUD

M M M mmmmmmmm % NONNA,INPNNNOINNN mmmmm **WNW mmmmmmmmmmmm NNOONN

/I'
161C70A AtC7Iee.S..1

"..

'N

N No formal education is 0re.aui red. It is trossib le to be coached orivztely. IlLt
bread cultural know ledee" is an .sset. Traininc .nd contact s through d school

N are an advantage. If you decide to go to collec,e:
M

,
1. knrol I in drama or theater zrts in I !elle, community cc,Ilec..t,, or ir.ma s'

N school. Take courses in a vide variety of suld0cts. ' N
.11'

N

M' 2. Vhi I 0 in college, ct in school .nd local mays, summer stock, or .cting A l
N Foi-ishop,, Dance end voice lessons inere.se roles you can oho,.

4

M . 0

'It :1. (et 'degree (also useful in obtaining a job in other thain actin').
*
N L. Take ;acting lesson? from a good coach cli: at a drama school. Continue to bi

* train throughout career.

i

N

N ..

5. Prepare resumes. with picture's. Read traac o..p0rs. Audition f_or open calls.
* Get an agent (comoetiti'on is keen). MY join union 1Etter. 17 .

It
fts

* For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT. ,'
--

4
14

,,,,.....

M

Ieki* , mtiNNANNONNONANNh mmmmm ,M1111.1111 mmmmmm
*

NAMES OF CURRICULA SELECTED BY OTHER COLLEGES

CC 1: 1 Drama/Theater/Speech; 2 General Studies

CC 2: 1 Assoc. in Arts & Sciences, Theater Emphasis (2 yr.); 2 Theater/Drama (4 yr.)

CC 3: 1 Humanities/Social Soiende.(trans); 2 Spcl Theater Arts (nontrais)'

CC 4: Drama

CC 5: Theater/Drama (trans)

,4-yr: Theatre

L

SPECIAL NOTES

''---

.

Curriculum name
Spcl.

no.

Prereq.
no.

Prog.
no.

Coll..

. no.

1. .

2. .
-1

'

3.
. .,.

,

4.' , .

5.
r

. .

tat
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EXHIBIT

SAMPLE LETTER REQUESTING OCCUPATIONAL REVIEW

t

INSIDE ADDRESS'

Date

This is the-information we spoke to you'about over the phone.

Our-career descriptions are part of the, computet7-based System of -

Interactive Guidance'sT:4 .Information (SIGI) which is used by college

students in career decfsion-making.
,

The statements are brief because they are stored in a computer

memory. Furthermore, the language is simple so that students of all

abilities may use the system with ease. 'Informition Is designed ,to

apply riatispally; local information may vary from what is included

in the write-up.

Thank you for t ing the time to assiet\us with,th s. An en-

Velope,is provided n, which you can return the coppftrit your com-

ments and suggesti ns. Our deadline is

Encl.

9.

5 87...

93.
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EXHIBIT II -24

SAMPLE THAW YOU LETTER To REVIEWER
.

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE PRINCETON. N. J.

Area Code 609
12/.919IV

CABLF.EDOCTESTSVa

INSIDE ADDRESS

Date

Dear (Oacupationa1 Reviewer),. .

Ybur comment r our occupational description

of OCCUPATIONAL TITLE_

have been received. We have incorporated these
suggestions, into our career information: .

Thank you for the time given to this effort.
Weioupreciate your assistance in bringing ac-
curate add up -to -date information to the young
people' who will use our computer -based system.

of occupational guidance (SIGI).

We will likely be speaking witH you again.
Until then; thank you for your_hq

mb

Respe tfuUY,

Y1/4'41.A...0.4vm S.
Kare%3,Boyle

retchen W. Bullock

294 . 1 5,9 4



* EXHIBIT 11-25'

- Name of Occupation:

SIGI Number:

Date:

Comments:

'1

Reviewer:

OCCUPATIONAL RATINGS SHEET

I

VALUES

--- Income

--- Prestige

Indepeidence

--- Help Others

--- Security'

--- Variety

--- Leadership

Interest Field

Field .

Rating

Field

Rating

Field

Rating

Leistire

Education

Classificatisn

4

1 6 0 95
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Chapter III

UPDATING THE OCCUPATIONAL BASEP-esearch'on occupations-is n er complete. No matter how carefully a write-up
as been piepared and research ; within one,or two years the information must

be checked again. The following schedule hSs been designed to insure that new
information is quickly incofporated into the system or 'to corroborate that the
informatlon there is still correct.

Review annually: Salary . .

(in fall)

Beginning
Average
Top
Variability

Review every &o years: Overall reviews(all COMPARE questions and overiew
(when new edition for all occupations), h particular emphasis on:

of OOH is rec'd)
Outtook and Secu ity
% Women 1

LicensinEand.Ce tification Requirements
Reference

Review as needed:. Occupations for Which,new information i$ received.

I. General forfor Making Revisions

When revising ocaupatiOnal information,'oneust be careful to take many factors
into account. Follow 'We procedures below carefully to avoid inconsistencies,

and confusion:

A. Changing Statements in Text

1. Make sure the total character count for the frame has not

been exceeded. ,

0 To compute the count for making changes, look for the total -

,count fotothe frame at the bottom of the printout,page. Su 'b-

tract tA4s. number from 1022. This will give you the number

of characters which nay still be added. \In addition,oif any
words are to be removed, an equal number of characters may be

put back. Typebut the words to be added and compute the

", count. Sometlme's if-an addition:is very important, it is

possible to check other its on the frame to see if any words
Or characters could be omitted from them to mAe room for the
mew material. k

2. Change and date documentation card. This will show the next

reVIewer the last time anyone worked with the material.
SP

Write -changes and send to computei oPerator. Alter value

atings;ifirecessary. Note rating changefon "Occupational

Ratings Sheet" (Exhibit'II-25 and the-summary printouts'
which list pccUpations'by value ratings.

.41

a. Attach a copy of changes to printouts in notebook.* ,

Sr t_



V .4

t

.

b. When- revised computer printouts arrive, proof them care-
fully and insert:them ih notebooks,c&scavding outdated
copy. ,Check new rat4s,on,revised'rating printout which
w411 be returned with the revised frames,

O

0'

A

r
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B. Changing Overview or 6ther Items on the Overview Page for Planning Manual
.

1. Overview 0

Changes in the Overview are made in We same way as other
changes in the text. See, Chapter IV, Section 1-4 for in-
-formation on incorporating the Overview into.the OVerView
page or the Planning,Manual which is distribUted to.SIGI
users,.

2. Classification, 4ssibie Curricula or Magnet of Curricula
Suggested by Other Colleges, Special Notes, Entry for the
Planning System Index

Thi; information is iiot in the computer; so changes art not'
sent to the computer operator. Chapter IV gives the procedures
for getting these changes to SIGI users.

3.., Occupational title

When a title is changed, it must be changed in all of the fol-
'lowing places:

.

.

a. File cards--doc cards, bib cards, cross-reference cards
.b4 File folderleave a fclofer i..;* the old title in the file

,

which ref era usec'to new file.
c. Disk--notify computer operator

Chapter IV, Section I-B gives procduces for notifying SIGI
users ofa change.intitle.

)

0

11,
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III. Annual Salary Review

August is the best time to begin the annuaf salary update becadse many surd
veys are published in the fall from data collections based on the fiscal
year starting July 1. The salary review process usually takes two tothree
months to compl e; thus new salary informationshoUld be ready just in time
for the update sks which .are sent out in January.

Figures more than two years old must be updated so that salary-figures will
be comparable an0 current for all occupations. In addition, all occupations,
for which there are any new data should be updated.

c

A. Collection of Materials

1. New sal4ry information materials-are collected allAuring theme

year and reminder clads are filed by occupation in sthe'drAwer
for "Unread Material."

2. In additiOn, at-the beginning of a Salary Review, the follow-
ing materials should be collected:

a. Copies of surveys which need to be updated. Find these
through:

-- subject folder "Salary SUiveys,-Many Occup/ations...'!

-- subject cards for "Salary Surveys, Many 0 cupations..."
(to track down oversized materials file elsewhere)

=- cara tile "Sources or salary inrormation- lists
publishers of surveys, update cycles, & costs.

b. Recent editions of surveys listed in Salaries of Scientists,
Engineers and Technicians published by Stictitic Manpoer -

Commission, if they would be the best source for one or more
SIGI occupations.

c. An August issue-of Employment and Earnings ,faithe..ETS,Library
to checklfigures for general` classifications..

.,

d. -An updated PATCO, report on Civil Service classifications.
'--

. -
IIN,....,

e. Check ticklep-files and "On Order" cards.
. A

,
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I

B. Preliminary -ocedures

1. Chedl'income rating categories to see if they should be revised
upwards-because of inflation. Before making any'changes in ratings,

. consult other staff members, and obtain approval of Mr. Katz.

Identify occupations with salary data Which are more than two years
old. Make notes to review these occupations first.

'

.

03. Check "Unread Material $" cards. Make notes pp_review all occupa-
tions fOr which we have new material.

4. Group together-- 'elated occupations such as teachers, engineers, archi=
tect and architectural technician, etc. Researching related occu-

. pations at one time saves duplication of effort, especially in con-
tacting professional associations.

C. Steps for Individual Occupations

. -

1. Read Definition and Minimum Education in the write-up to make sure
that the salary information you find is for the occupationas defined'
in SIGI, Read Advancement to see what top levels in the occupation
might be- Used for top,salary.f Read the salary information already
in SIGI to see what categories of information-were given in the past
for beginning,-average, and top pay.

2. Check these sources:

doc,card for previous year to see what sources were used
$ cards for the occupation in "Unread materi'al" drawer to

f : see what new,materials may be available

-- professional associations

JOB Bank summaries
--TATCO report on Civil-Service classifications

(If no other sources are available, phone 00H and ask fahat
sources they.have used for the occupation and contact the

--sources directly.- Avoid using the OOH itself, except for
general ballpark estimates. Even the latest edition'tontains

figures almos"t 3.,years

3. Alirite up the information, following directionstor'salary information
ffor new write-ups (Chapter II, "Section IV- A -1'0, 11, 12, 13).

4.- 'Check rat ng to see if it should be changed. Include new rating in
margin, f a thange is needed.

5' Record all changes in rating..,4This should be done.on'the summary
printout, provided-bY the computer operator, which lists occupations
by Income rating's. When a rating is changed, the occupational title
is crossed out and added to the new category,' A printout used in,
this way makes it popsible to.compare occupations and spot those
that seem to-be out of line. Ratirig°changesshould alio be recorded
.om.:the Occupational Rating Sheet (Exhibit II-25).

16 .s
r
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.

6. Confirm information on salary variability and revise, if appropriate.

7. Document an date changes on'doc card.

r

8., Send new information to computer operator.
e

, , i

I

%.

c . .

I
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Biennial Review of All SIGI Occtipatipns

A complete review otall the occupational information in SIGI, including the
answers to COMPARE questions and information in the Overview should be under-
taken every two years in conjunction with the release of the latest 00H. If

it, is not possible to undertake a thorough revig7 ihe following categories,
at the very least, must be revised:

outlook and security
% women

-- licensing, certification, and continuing education requirements
referenCe

The general procedure for an overall review of all occupational information

in SIGI follows. In addition, specific directions for revising the four

categories listed above are included.

- t

4

1

1
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A. Complete

Tie fo lowing is a list of general directions for undertaking a complete
review.

Review qf all Occupational Information

More detailed steps may be added at die-time of he review.

1. Check the "Unread Material" drawer for sources o
on SIGI occupations.

information

2. See if there are related occupations. DO all at once.

3.Read entire write-up (including overview) for consistency and
clarity.

4. Check documentation cards to see if, sources need to be updated.
Use the latest OOH and other sources,.(such as professional associa-
tion) as appropriate. Write and document.changes.

-Bs

5. Check all value ratings on the occuktional ratings sheet at
the beginningbf,the write-p. Note any'changes in ratings
on the ratings sheet and on the computer printouts listing
all occupationslly value and rating. Document and date any
changes on the doc card.

0 of
6. Put occupation on the list for Fall $ update, if appropriate.

4

7. Check and update the cross- reference card for each occupation (refer
to key). These cards will be usedfor updated SIGI terminal list
and for update of liSt of occul5atio4s.covered by SIGI.

8, Send revised 13rite-Up to 9ccupational reviewer(s) if major changes
have been made which require confirmation. Otherwise, careful docu
mentation is enough.

9. If the overview is changed, see Chapter IV' f the Handbook for fur-

ther directions.

10. Review contents of folder.. Discaii outdated materials,(particularly
$ surveys which have been updated?. Discard_ bib cards for' old

material.

11. Keen a list of oCcupations which have h en reviewed to make sure
that none is omitted.

tt. . .

,
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B. Outlook and Security

1. Since the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates for outlook are cOn-
puted every two years. for the 00H, check outlook far all SIGI.Oc-

.

cupations as soon as anew edition of the 00B 'appears (sometime
between'ilarch and September of'the year of revision)

2. Change wording of Outlook if necessary, following the directions
for-outlook statements under new write-ups (See Chapter II, Sec-

tion IV-A-24.) Dqcument and date changes on the doc card.
Send the changes to the computer operator: .

=

3. Investigate the effect of Outlook changes on the Job Security
ratilerand statement.(See Chapter II, Section IV-A-26.)

4. Change the statement and Possibly the
ment ana date changes on the doc card
computer operator

5. An alphabetical list'of SIGI occupations may be used to check
off occupations as theyiare completed.-

rating for Security. Docu-
Send the changes to the

,C. % Women

Check all occupations in SIGI for changes in %Women as given by the
flew OOH as soon as it comes out.

2. If there is reason to question the figures ftr *any occupation, make
a call'to the professional association to double check.

3. Write up any changes. -.Document and date changes on the dOc card.

Send to computer operator.'

4. Keep a,list of occupations checked as

D. Licensing, Certification,

1.- -Check the new edition
changes in licensing,

1

2. If there is ,reason to believe changes have been made: telephone
the national association for further information.

3. Write out the changes to be made in Other ReqUirements,following
directions and keeping within character count for the frame.
Check the Overview to see if any changes should be reflected
there: Any changes in the Overview must be noted for the Planning
Manual (See Chapter IV).

they are completed. ...,/

and Continuing Education Requirements

-oCehe'f221S-, as soon as it 6omes-Out, for
cgrtification, or continuing education.

4. Document and date.changes in either 4category. Send'new wording tdo

computer operator.

5. Keep a lide of occupations checked as they are%completed.

69
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E. Reference (Where to get'more information)

References must be checked for two reasons: -(a) to see if the organi-

zation still providessfree literature about the occupation or is pre-
pared to handle student inquiries, and (b) to see if the address is
current. Surprisingly, the organizations cited as references tend to

'change their addresses frequently.
(\.

1. Telephonethe organization listed as a reference. Do this in

conjunction with gathering other information about outlook, 1
women, etc., if possible. Check the two points mentioned above.
In -some cases, a new reference will, have to' be identified.

2. Note any change in address on tfie professional association and/or
reviewer card. Send change to computer operator. Record date

change was made.

f

no change was made record the date when. the
Old address was co firmed,

3. Keep a list of occupations checked, for Reference to make'sure all
have been checked.

v
.106
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TV, Review as Needed

When no scheduled. review is in progress, check the card drawerl for dup bibs
in "Unread Material."- A notation on the card will tell wheie the new

materials are
,

filed. . t

Check the new materials against the current write-up-.1.1:the computer.

Write up any -changes that need to be made. Refer to Oction III of this
, chapter and appropriate sections of Chapter II,_"Adding a New Occupatio,
to SIGI,"to determine how to revise old information.

Document and date all changes on the doc cares and send the,revisiong to
the computer operator. '

-
) * .
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CHAPTER IV: RELEASING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION TO

SIGI USERS AND UPDATING LISTS

IN .

p ,

For the most part, research assistants preparing occupational information for

SIGI do not need to be concerned'about contacting SIGI user colleges.- Their

Xponsibility usually ends when'information changes are sent to the computer

operator. However, research assistants do have two responsibilities in this

regard: (1) they must notify SIGI, users of changes that might affect their

Planning systems and (24) they must distribute up-to-date lists of SIGI 6ccu-_

pations to SIGI users.
mt.

Basically, research assistants should know that SIGI operates from
-

two disks.

-Disk c taining the basic script, is thg same for all colleges Disk B is

-.different or every college,'

e conten4s of the two disks are as follows::

Disk A: Introduction
Values .

Locate ( based o value ratings assigned by research assistants)

Compare (the occupa iOnal information prepared
by the res rch assistants)

Planning (throUgh,overview).

0 Strategy _ _-

a,

Disk B: Prediction
Planning (college-specific.pbrtion)

. .

SIGI will run-with-Disk A alone,, with Disk A + Prediction, w 'ith Disk A +

Planning, or with Ilsk-A pf Disk B.

. .

- Throughout the year,, changes Amd'revisions4 e enter0d-bn the master tape for2 -

Disk A at-PrinCetod: ,Once a-year,' in Ja uary, this master tape is used to

- prep_ are:updated copies-of Disk-A ford
The project direetorJi s,the resPansib

,e-jAls.,...1 : ', F ;--_
-_ :

Disk B-information(Predictio
aiioFthe,:indlvfdual user ca
by the SIGI staff 1:n. the efor

for each occupation in SIGI.

44

tribution to all the SIGI-user colleges.
Ity for...sending-out the revised Disk

.

. .

and Planning) is prepared jointly by -SIGI staff

e. Information on each occupation is provided
of overview pages for the Planning Manual, one

The research assistants prepare dig folienfiewigage.

(See Chapter II, Section IV-C.) The college prepares, the Plannine information.

(prerequisites, courses of study, follow-on colleges, etc.)-.,

l . ler

Changes made by the esearch assistants in any overview' pages may affect .,

thePlanning syste of individual,colleges. The addition of new occupations

will also affect lanning systems. However, if a college has a revised Disk A

ith new occupat n, but Planning infortationA,is.not yet available on Disk B, 6

101W
the computert,W11 give the response "Iii Preparation" until such time as the

planding iaformat 'on for that occupation is made available on...DiSk B.

.- .

.

Procedures for.prgriding'SIGI users with the necessary inforiation for their

Planning systems follow in Section I. In Seciy.on II,the distribution of,oceu-

,
Pational liStp is discussed. .

172 ...%
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I. Changes and Additions to the Planning System

A. New Overviews for New Occupations

1. Makeis,copy of the'overview page as originally typed for the coniputer

Loperator, including 'the name of the occupation, classification, over-
view, possible curricula, suggested electives, and special notes.

File it in a folder marked, "New Overviews."

2. When approximately six overviews have been collected, write the SIGI

number assigned to each occupation next to the title and give the

*sheets to the secretary, along with the printout of the overview from'

the occupational notebooks.

3. Have the secretary reduce the overview printouts and prepare a.Plan-
ning Manual page for each occupation by using the information on the

original Overview Page. Also have the pecretary make copies f these

'pages for distribution to SIGI users, to 2 SIGI staff.Planning Manuals,

and to the remaining Planning Manuals in stock.

4. Have the secretary type a
ter, Exhibit IV -1.)

coordinator far4siaBeture
the Metter silo" be kept

5. When Six` additional overviews accumulate, begin the process again:

a

O

cover letter o SIGI users. (See form let-,

tThe letter wi I go to the planning system

and 'necessary record keeping. A copy of

in tie log.

f
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B. Changes in Overview Page, for Old Occupations

As occupational information is.tevised, changes will be made in the over-

view page for the Planning Manuals. Most of these changes, including

, title changes, will, not requite revisions in Planning systems on the part

of SIGI users. However, changes in classification and/or recommended pro-.

gams of study will Make it necessary for users to change their Planning

syst4 information,,.,s. When users are not rgquired to make-revisions, they

are given routine notificationof changes, when the new digk is released.

When users are required to make revisions, they are notified well in ad-.

vanceofithe release of the new disk (end of August -far disk released in

January. Consult the planning system coordinator if it is unclear whether

users should be notified.

1. If users do not need to change their Planning systn inforination:

.a. Keep a copy of revised overview pages in al*folder marked,

"Revised Overview Pages for Planning Manual." 'Pages kept

in this follier need only show the occupational title and

the correct on as sent to the computer operator.

b. Before the new disk is released,dgivethe re sed overviews,

'the revised overview printouts, and the old o erv'ew pages

from the Planning
overview

to the secretor . Ha the secre-

tary prepare new pages for Appendix A of the Plan-

. .ning Manual by following step A-3 above.

c. Pre re cover fetter to be signed by the planning 3rstem

coarainator. A copy of the letter should be kept in the

log.

2. If users do need -to zebange their Planning system information:

a. Verify the fact-pith the planning system coordinator.
t1

b. Collect, revised overview Pages for'these occupations in a

, folder marked,,"Problem Overviews.", Pages in this folder

need. only show the occupational title..and the correction as

sent.to the computer operator.

c. At the end of August, while there is still, time for users

to make major changes in theiriPlanntng system befOre ihe

relese Of.the.new disk,r prepare new overview pages for

Appendix A of the Planning Manual.' Give the revised per-,

view, the revised overview printout, and the old overview

,page from, the -Kenning Manual to the secretary. Have the ,

secretary prepare new overview yages for Appendix A 'of the -

Planning Manual by following step A-3 above.

d. Yreparea cover letter to be signed by the planning system

coordinator. This letter shou explain in detail the

reasons for the'changes'and iah they are. A copy of the

letter should be kept in the,



II. Revision and Distribution of Cross-Reference,
Alphabetical, and Numerical Lists

/

kCtoss-Reference List (See-Appendix C.)

A cross-reference list is prepared for the SIGI terminals so that students
can find occupatigns in which they are interested, even though the official
SIGI title.maybelhifferent from the one they have in mind. For example,
students interested in fashion design might not thinkto.look for "Cloth-
ing Designer #121," but if they look up-Fashion Designer, they will find the
number 121 to use in getting information from-the comphter. Research as-
stants must cide which alternate titles add to the usefulness of the list
at the/terminals and which mvaly add to the length: In general, only
the most common alternate titles are "included, and ircrower classifications,
sub-occupations and specialties are not. (For example, "Dress Designer,"
a narrower classification, is not used.)

1. As new occupations are added to SIGI, cross-reference cards are
made and filed in. the card catalog. (See Chapter II, Section IV -B .)

rill...n.41/4
As occupations are reviewed, other alternate titles may be added to
the cross-reference carder,! (See Chapter III, Section III-A, #7.)

2. Before the new disk is released, use the cross-reference cards to
pick up additions and correctidns to the previous list. Have a new

list typed,dated, reduced, and printed: The use of colored paper

makes it possible to distinguish between.old and new lists at a

glance.

3. Send multiple copies o the cross-r4prence lists to SIGI users.

Coordinate this with the Project Director.

B. Alphabetical and Numerical Lists (See Appendices A & B.)

1. Before the. new 4isk is released, ad new or changed occupational

titles to both lists. Have new copies typed and dated:

2. Keep multiple copies of both lists on hand. They are not sent
routinely to SIGI usefsas is the cross-reference list, but should

. be available for requests. They are also useful for "WI staff.

r-
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FORM LETTER RE TRANSMITTAL OF PLANNING MANUAL APPENDIX A PAGES*

4

.Dear SIGI User:

...

January 27, 1976

-s

We are expanding the SIGI occupational base to include 5 mew oc,-

cupations. You will have to prepke Planning system displays for them.
Herewith are descriptive materials for-each of the iew occupations that

you can use in writing the displays. Add them to Apndix A of the

SIGI Planning_ System Manual.

In preparing the displays, follow the same'procedures you used

for the existing occupations:-

1:) Prepare a 3 x 5 card for each new occupationsk (Page 14 of the

manual.).

2. Select the program or programs at your college that prepare

-students for the occupation. (Pages 16-19 of the manual.)

3. If your college has no suitable program for the occupation,
construct a Special display.. Assign it the next number in your sequence

of Special display. Enter the number on the 3 x 5 card for the'occu-

pation. (Pages 24-25.)
.. -° .

. 4.`""if an existing program display can be. used for one of he-new

occupations, enter its number on the 3 x'5 carcfor-that occupat on. c .

(Page 20.)
.

/

. I'

A
5. It no existing program is suitable, tiielke a TrOgr;m di lay

for each option for the occupation. Assign it the next number in our eta
'sequence of program -displays. Enter the number 'on t,he'3 x 5card.

..
...

(Pages.20-21.) 1' 1

....
.

,

,6. Determine the prereqiiisites for the program. - If an exist ing--

'Prerequisites insert is suitable for the program, enter its nUmber'on .

the 3 x"5 card. Otherwise, write a new Prerequisites insert and assign

it the next number in your,sequence of Prerequisitesinserts: (Page 22.)

10-. N.\ - .

,
_

.

7. If-the program,requires transfer to a 4-year college for comple-

tion:prepare a Follow-on Colleges display. Assign it the'next number.

in yo sequence of FolloW-on Colleges displays. (Pages 23-24.)

- Send to planning Contact-at all SIGI user colleges.

4 *
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EXHIBIT IV-1 (cons'.)

-2-

8. Prepare the index for. the new occupations. (Page 28.)

9. Pease send the completed displays and index to °.

Mr.Warren Chapman
Research Psychologisq"
Educational Testing service

Princeton, NJ 08540

The occupational information for the new occupations will be

the updated version of disk A that yOt .receive about the first of each

year. , When we send the disk, we will also send instructions for copy-

ing and installing it, and we will send a new
,

list of SIGI occupations

for student use at the terminal.

When you have returned to us your Planning system1displays for=
, the new occupations, we will add them to your disk B. We will then -send

you a copy of the new disk B with instructions for getting it onto your

system.

'Your SIGI will, run satisfactprify if you have a disk'A containing

the new occupatioris, but your' disk B does not yet have the Planning

Syttem displays for e same occupations. If students call for onlkof

ne,occupation , they will get a Special display telling them that

the PlgOing displays arse in preparation and advising them to see a

counselor.

. C411 meat (609) 921-90d0, ext. 2395, if you have any questions

about the new occupations," )

WC:mb
Enc.: Appendik A inserts foe:

o occupations)

Or

114

Sincerely,

Warren Chapman
Research Psychologist
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Accountant - 104

Actor/Actress - 101

Actuary -112

Advertising Cdpywriter - 102

Aerospace Engineer 231

Aircond., Refrig., & Heating
Mechanic - 103

Aircraft Mechanic - 105

appliance Repair Tech.- 106'

Architect - 107

Architectural Tech. - 109

Autdmobile Mechanic - 111

Automobile Salesworker - 108

Avionics Technician - 110

Bank Officer -:118

Bank Teller -'119

Beautician , 114 .

Bookkeeper - 116

Botanist,- 115

Broad ;ast Technician - 113

Busineis Hach. gepAr Tech. - 117

'chef/Cook - 249

4 Chemical Engineer - 122

Chemist - 123

Civil Ehineer - 127

Clergy - 124

Clothing Degigter - 121

Commercial AiLst - 120

Computer Operator - 125.

Computer Prog;ammer - 126

Construction Inipector- 239

Correction Officer -,240

Dancer/Dancing Teacher - 134 .

j)epial Assistant = 12,8

Dental Hygienist - 130

Dentist - 129

Diesel Mechanic - 133, '

Dietitian - 132

Draftgman - 131

175

OCCUPATIONAL

Economist - 135

EEG Technologist 7 245

Electrical Engineer - 136

Electronics Technician - 138

Engineering Technician - 137

Farmer )- 255 '

Fine Artist/Private Ait Teacher-139

'Firefighter - 232

Flight Attendant - 142

Flight Engineer - 141

Florist - 247 '

Food Scientist/Technologist - 251

Forester - 143

Funeral Director - 140

Geographer - 144

Geokuist - 241

Home Economist - 145

Hospital Administrator - 242

Hotel -Mte: Manager - -146

industrial Designer - 151

Industrial Engineer - 149

Indust.rialTraffic Mgr. - 150

Instrum Repair Teph. - 152

Insurance Agent - 147

Interior Decorator - 148

Interpretet/TraAslator 253

Keypunch Operator 7 233

Labor Relati5s Sp v.,- 155

Landscape Archiate- 234

Lawyer - 157

Legal Assistant - 254

. Librarian - 1

Library Technician - 156

Machinist - 169
. -

Manufacturer's Salesworker -'166

Market Researcher - 165

Mathematician - 158

Mechlkical Engineer - 160

Medical Lag) Tech. - 163

4

TITLES WITH NUMBERS

Medical Record Admin. -'162

Medical Technologist -167

Meteorologist s 161

Model - 164

Musician - 168

Newspaper Reporter - 171

.Nurse,,Practical - 181 -

Nurse, Registered,-, 193

Nurseryman/Landscaper:- 179

Nursing Assistant - 246

Occupational Therapist - 174

Oceanographer - 172

OperatingRoom Technician - 235

Optician - 173

Optometrist 236

Personnel Intervieer

Pharmacist - 180

Photographer -'182

Physical Therapist - 185 a

Physician a 159

Physician's Asgistent - 243

Physicist- 184

Pilot - 178

Plumber - 250

Pdlice Officer - 176

Political Scientist - 179

Production Manager - 187.

Psychologist - 188'

- 186'

4

Science Lab. Technician - 153

Secretary - 201

Securities Broker - 200

Singer & Singing Teaches' - 206"

:Social Service Aide - 204

Worke;2 208

Soil,Conseiwationist - 199

Speech Ejth/Alidiologist = 205.

Statistician -.203

Stenographer -.244

Surveyor - 207

Systems Analyst- i9t.

TeacharAide - 209

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacner,

Teacher,

Teacher,

-)(Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,

Teacher,r
_Public HeLth Specialist - 177

Public Relations
4
Worker - 183

PuLhasing Agent - 175

Radic/TV Announcet - 189

Radio/TV Service Techrjpinn'- 196

Real 'Estate Anent - 192

Receptionist - 191

Recreation Worker - 197

Rehabilitation Counselor - 190

Respiratory Therapist - 194

Retail Store Manager --;,!..95%

School Counselor - 202' '1'

Art t- 220

Biology - 221

Business - 222

Early Childhood - 237

Elementary'School - 212

English /Lang. Arts - 223

'Foreign Language - 224

History - 225 ."

Indus. Arts -1.226

Mathematics -'277 /

Phys. Education - 228

Phys. Science - 229

Special Education - 238

voctlesch - 248 ,

Technical Writer - 214

Telephone GrftswoiJkor - 910 -

Telev)fSidi Produ,,,r/Dir-.^r - 252

Tacl'and-Die Maker - 211

Typist - 215'

Urban Planner - 210 .

Veterinarian - 2i7

Wascewatet Treat. Operator -.218

Welder -230.

X-Ray fechnolOgist - 219 79
Zoologist - 213

General Studies - 345

t.

0
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101 - Actor/Actress

102.- Advertising Copywriter

'103 - Ailrcond.,

Heating Mechanic

104 - Accountant

105 - Aircraft Mechaiic

106 - Appliance Repair Tech.

107 - Architect

-108 -I Automobile Salesworker

14)9 - Architecturar Technician

410 4. Avionics Technician

111 - Automobile Mechanic

112 - Actuary

113 - 'broadcast Technician

114' - Beautician

115 - Botanist

116 - Bookkeeper

1117 - Usiness Mach.. Repair Tech.

118 -. ank Officer

119 - k TelItr

lfo'-.Commercial Artist

111 - Clothing Designer

1 - Chemical Engineer

123 - Chemist,

124 - Clergy

:125 - Computer

, 126 - 'Computer

Operaltor

ProNmer
44

1274- Civil Engineer

128 - Dental Assistant

129_ - Dentdst° I

130 - Dental "Hygienist

131 - Draftsman

132 1. Dietitian

133 - Diesel Mechanic

154- Dancer/Dancing Teacher

135 - Economist

136 - Electrical Engineer

137 - Engineering Technician

148 - Electrouis-Technician

139 -' Fite Artist
. -

o

SIGI OCCUPATIONS (numerical order }'

140 - Funeral Director

141 7 FlightEngineer

142.-Flight Attendant

143-- Forester

144Geographer'

.145 - Home Economist

146 - Hotel/Motel Manager

147 - Insurance Agent
6-

148 - Interior Decorator

149 - Industrial Engineer

150 - Industrial, Traffic Manager

'151= industrial Designer

152 - Instrument Repair Tech.

.153 -Science Lab. Technician

154- Librarian

155

156 -

157 -

Labor Relations Switiali,st

Library Technician

Lawyer

158 - Mathematician

159 - Physician

- MechanicalEnginger

- "Meteorologist

162 - Medical Record. &grain.

163,- Medical. Lab. Teclgrician

164 - Model

ti165 - Market Researcher'

1P°
161

1.66

168

169

170

171

172

.174 -

P175

476

T77

. 178

179

Manufacturer's Salesworker

Medical Technologist

.s1clan

Machinist

Nurseryman /Landscaper

Nejspaper Reporter '

Oceanographer

Opti cian

Occupational Therapist

Purchasing Agent

Police Officer

Public Health. Specialist'

Pilot

Political Sciedtiso

180 -

181 -

182 -

183 -

184 -

'185 -

186 -

187 -

188

189 -

190.-

191

192

193

194.

l'95

196

197

198

199

' 200

201

202

203

204

205

206

..207

+/-

Pharmacist

Nurse, Practical

Photographer

Public Relations Worker

Physicist

Physical Therapist

Personnel Interviewer

Production Manager

PsychOlogist

Radio/TV.Announcer

Rehabilitation Counselor.

Redeptionist .

Real Estate Agent

1 X

- Nurse, Registered

- Respiratory TJrapist

-.Retail Store Manager

8adio/TV Service Technician

- Recreation Worker

- Systems Analyst

Soil Conservationist

S,pcurthes Broker 4

- Secwary

- School Counselor.

- Statistician

- Social Service lade

- Spech Path/Audiologist

Singer/Singing Teacher

- SUrveyor

208° - Worker#

209 - Teaoher Aide ,

21,0 -,Telephode Craftsworker

21-..Tool and-Die Maker

212 - Teacher, Elem. School

213.- Zoologist

214 - Technical Writer,'"

215 - Typist

216 - Urban Planner. '

217 Vgterindrian

218 - Wastewater Treaty Operator o

'
219 - X -Ray Technologist

220 - Teacher, Art'

221 - Teacher, Biology

222 Teacher, Business

223 `- Teacher, Engli /Lahg:t'Arts

224 2 er, Foreign Language 1

225 - Tetc r, History/Socia Studies
,

226- Teac er, Indus. Arts

227 - Te het, Mathematics

228 - T'ache, Physical Education

229 -'Teacher, Physical Science

230'- Welder

231 - Aerospace Edgineer

232 - Firefighter'

233 7 Keypunch Operator

234- Laniscape Architect

,235 - Operating Room Technician

436- Optometrist

237 - Teacher, Early ChildhOod

238 - Teacher, Special,Eddcatian

39 - Construction Inspector

240 -Correction Officer

241 - Geologist

242 - Hospital Administrator

243 - Physician's,Assistant

244 2 Stenographer

245 - EEG Technologist

246 - Nursing Assistant

247 7 Florist.

248 Teacher, Voc/Tech

249 - Chef/Cook

250- Plumber

251' - Food ScientistgIechnologist

252 - Television Producer /Director:

253 - interpreter/Translator

Pt
r.

254:- LegalAssistant

255;- Farmer

345 - (General Studies)

t

0 1
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0

Accountant - 104

Acpr/Actrsss - 101

Ivory

Advertising Copywriter - 102

Aerospace Engineer 231

Aide, Social.Service - 204

Aide, TeSecher - 209'

Air , frig.,11, Heating
chanic -

rcralt Mechanic,- 1

A cline Attendant - 142

Ai line Pilot - 178

An mal Biologist - 213

Appliance RepairRepair Technician - 106

.Arbitrator - 155
.

Architect - 107

1."
1^1f

Architectural Technician - 109

Art Director, Com4cial - 120

At Teacher, Public School - 220

Art Teacher, Private - 139 1!

Jklik

Artist, Commercial - 120

'Artist, Fine Artist - 139

Attorney 157

.Attorney's Assistant - 254 .

$ Audfologist/Speech Patheloast - 205

'Automobile Mechanic - 111

Automobile Salesworke; - 108

Avionics Technician - 110.

Officer

idroadcas

Broker,

Baildin

SIGI OCCUPATIONS

ing producer/Director - 252

curities - 200

Insoector - 230

Businegs Machine Repair'Tech. - 117

Business Teacher -222

Buyer - 175

Ca'seworker 208

ChgfkOok - ,249

Chemical
/

Engine

ChOmist - 123

Chemistzl Teacher

City Planner -.216

Civil Engineer - 127

Clergy - 124.

Clerk - Typist - 215

Clinical Nurse Practitioner - 243\

Clinical Psychologist - 188

Clothing Designer - 121

Coach, Athletic - 228 .

- 122

- 229

College Teacher (see field to'be taught)

Commercial Artist

Community Planner - 216

Community Service Aide - 204

Computer Operator - 125

Computer Programmer -1, 126

Conservationist - 199

Construction Inspector - 239

Cook/Chef -
Bank

Ecologist, Zoologist - 213Co-pilot ,

zDay Care Teacher - 237

Deaf, Teacher of - 238

Dental Assistant - 128,

Dental Hygienist -.130

Dentist - i29

Designer, Clothing - 121

Designer, Floral - 247

Designer,Industrial - 151

Designer, Interior - 148

Detective.- 176

Diesel Mechanic - 133

Dietitian - 132

Director/Producer, Television -

Disc Jockey - 1g9

Doctor, Physician - 159

Doctor, Optometrist - 236

Dlafting Technologist - 131

Draftsman - 131

Druggist - 180

English Teac

Engineer, Aerospace - 231'

Engineer, Chemical - 122

Engineer, Civil - 127

Engineer, Electrical - 136

Engineer, Industrial - 149

Engineer, Mechanical - 160

Environmental Health Officer - 177

Executive Secretary - 201

Farmer/Farm Manager- 255
PLO

Fashion Designer J 121

Fine Artist/Private Art Teacher - 139

252 Firefighter - 232

Fireman - 232

g

-

Earth Science Teacher - 229

Earth Scientist - 241

Ecologiit, Botanist -

Ecologist, Forester - 143

Ecologist, Public Health
Specialist - 177

. -

Ecologist, Soil Conservationist-199

Ecologist, Wastewater T atment

-0.118

'Bank Teller - 119
.C,Ori;Et'i'on,Caicer 240:

lionoticA4 - 114

Biological Scientist, Botapist - 115 ,
2.< 2 I. -

Biological Scientist, Zoologist - 213-)

Biology Teacher - 221 ,
. .

Teaohertof -

Bookkeepei - 116

Botanist - 1151

Cosmetologi6WI14-

-CaUa.iiroirgZhoo1 guiatnce - 202

court Reporter-- 244

,Danner/D404Eiaminer,,7 la

tata Process 0 plift-L:=:"125

,Data Process-
ftimdcast'Technician:.1. 113

126.

18

Economist -

EEG."-fechnologist --= -245

-.- Electrical Engine4 -,136

ElectroencephaIoeidphic
- ,t,-Tenbnician-r T4'5 .

1

Flight Attendant - 142

Flight Engineer - 141

Floral Designer - 247

'Florist - 247

Food SgientisC/TeanOlogiat----251

'Forester - 143

French Teacher - 224

Funeral. Director - 140

Geographer - 144

Geologist - 341

German teacher - 224 4

Guard, Pr on -,24fy 4

seid - 202

Gym Teachrr-\228.

qi;Iiiiresaer"-'114

Beating Mechanic - 103

__Mabry Teacher -7225

Economist - 149

ospital Administittor -.242

Hospital Assistant - 243"

- Hospteal- Attendant - 2f
,

Hotei/Motel-Manager - 146

Industril Arts Teacher -,226

TechniCal.- 13g

embalmer - 140

1

Data Proses

r
r.

r

ementary School Teacher r 212

Thi's list also intlbdes alternate titles for many of theOccupations in SIGI.
All titlei will direct you to the correbt number for the occupation.,

- 40.
s.

-
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Industrial Designer - 151

Industrial Engineer - 149

Indutrial Traffic Manager - 150

Inhalation Therapist 7 194

Instrument Repair Tchnician - 152

Insurance Agent - 147

Interior Decor;torAesigner - 148

Interpreter/Translator - 253

Journalist - 171
s "

KeypUnch Orlerato 23'3
1

Eindeigartr Teadh Private
School - 237

_Kindergarten Teacher, Public*.
School r 212

Labor Relations Spgialist - 155

Laboratory .Me44.cal
,

Laboratory Technician,, Science

'Landscape Architect - 234

Landscaper - 170

limo Enforcement Officer, Police 7

COCO Law.Enforcement Officer, Correc-
tiona 240

Lawyer - 157 - .

Legal Analyst - 154

Legal Assistant - 254

Legal Paraprofessional 254

LegalYeebnician - 254

Librarian - 154

Librarian, Medical Record - 162

Library Technician- -,156

Licensed Practical Nurse - 181

_ _Machinist - 169

?lager, Hotel/Motel - 146

Manager,,Industrial Traffic - 150

Manager, Production - 187.

Manager, Retail Store = 195

Manufacturer's Salesworker - 166

Marine.Biologist.11_172

Market Researcher - 165

163

153

SIGI OCCUPATIONS (Cont.)

e

Math Teacher. - 227

Mathematician - 158

Mechanid, Aircond., Refrig.,
Heating - 103

Mechanic, Aircraft - 105

Mechanic, Automobile - 111

Mechanic, Diesel,- 133

Mechanical. Engineer - 160

Medical Laboratory Technician - 163 '

Medical Record Administrator - 162 '

Medical Technologist - 167

Metebrologist 161

Minister - 124

Model -.164

Mortlake - 140

Hotel/Hotel Manager.- 146

Music TeaCher - 168

Musician/Music Teacher - 168

Newspaper Reporter 171

176
Nurse 'Aide - 246

Nurse, Practical 181

Nurse, Practitioner -'243

Nurse, Registered - 193

Nursery School Teacher - 237(

Allurseryman/Landscaper - 170

ITursing Assistant - 246

4 1 Nutritionist - 132:

Occupational Therapist = 17

Oceanographer - 172

Operating Room Technician 235.;

Optician - 173

Optometrist' - 236

Orderly, Hospital - 246

Paralegal Specialist - 254

Painter/Artist - 139

4 Personn Interviewer - T8

Pharr& - 180

Photogr4her - 182

I

Physical Education Teacher - 228

Physical Therapist - 185

Physician - 159

Physician's Assistant - 243

Physician's Associate - 243

Physicist - 184 .

Physics Teachee- 229

Pilot - 178 '

Planner, Urban - 216_

Plant Scientist -415

Pltimber-250

.Police Officer-J76

Political Scientist - 179

Practtc Nurse - 181

Presc Teacher - 237 5

'Priest- 124

Prison Guard - 240

Producer/Director, Television - 252

Produciion Marmrger- 187

Psychiatric Aide - 246

Psychologist - 188

Public Health Specialist - 177

Public-Relations Worker --183

Purchasing Agent 7 175,

Rabbi - 124
.,

Rldio/TV Announcer - 189 '

Radio /TV BroaahlsC Technician - 113

Radio/TV Service"Technician - 196

Radiolpgic Tecfinician."-. 219

eiVial Estate Agent - 192 ,

Receptionist - 191

Recreation Worker' - 197

Refrigeration Mectlenic - 103
,

Registered Nurse - 193

Rehab'ilitation Counselor - 190

Reporter, Newspaper - 171 '

7
Reyspiratory Therapist - 4

.

This list also includes alternate titles for many of the occupations 'in
will direct you to the correet, the occupation.

Retail Florist - 247

Retail Store Manager - 195

Salesworker, Automobile - 108

Salesworker, Insurance Agent = 147

Salesworker, Manufacturer's - 166

Salesworker, Real Estate Agent - 192

Salesworker, Securities Broker - 200

Sanitarian - 177

School" Counselor 202

Science Laboratory Technici

Sculptor/Artist - 139

Sebdndary School Teacher, A

Secondary School Teacher: B

an - 153

rc - 226

iology-221

Secondary School Teacher, Business-222

Secondary SchoOl Teacher, English/
Language Arts - 223 .

Secondary School Teacher, Foreign
' Language - 224

Secondary-ichool Teacher, Eistbry -225

Secondary School Teacher, Industrial ,

Arts - 226

Secondary School Teacher, Math - 227

Secondary School feach:roMueic-1168

Secondary School Teacher, Physical
Education - 228

Secondary School Teacher, Physical
Science - 229

Secondary Schiiol Teacher(VocatiOnal/
. Technical - 248,

Secretary - 201

'Securities Broker - 200

Sewage Flant.Operetor -,218

Shortand Reiiorter 7 244

.Singer /Singing Teacher -.206 .

SOcIel Servike'Aidek- 204

Social StPdier Teacher - 225

Social Worker - 208
.

Soil Conservationist -.199'

'

SIGI. .A.21 titles.

".

[See next pag]
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Spanish Teacher - 224 1

SpeciaiEbUcation Teacher - 238

Speech Pathologist/Audiologist -1205

;Sports Reporter, Newspaper - 171

Sports Reporter, Radio/TV - 189

Aitistician - 03
-

Stenographer 2-44 .

Stesiard/Stewardess - 142

Stockbroker - 200

Store Manager -.195

SurgicaIiTechnicidn - 235

-...Surveyor - 207

Sy )(,mw Analyst - 198

Teicher Aide - 209

Teacher, Art- 220

Teachers Biology --221

Teacher of the Blind - 23S

Teacher, 4o,ireso -.222

Teacher, Dance - 134

Teacher, May Care - 237

TeaCher of the Df - 238 *4

TeachericRarly Childhood- 237

Teacher,,Eltemeniary School - 212

Teacher, English/Lang. Arts - 223

Teacher, Exceptional Children 238

Teacher, Foieign Language -*-224

Teacher, Eistory -.225

Teacher, Home Economics - 165

Idaanet, industrial Arts - 226

Teacher. Kindergarten (Private'
Schccl) 237vY

T4chet, Kindergarten (Public
Scbcoi) - 212

Teacher, Language Arts - 223

Teacher, Mathematics - 227

Teacher of the MentkIlv Re,
tarded - 238 ,

Teacher, Music - 16841

-

SI61 OCCUPATIONS (Cont.)

Teacher, Nursery School - 2/7

_Teacher,'Phys4a1 Education - 228

TeachcZ, Phys'Ixal.Science - 229

-TeaChAAOreschool - 237
_ -

Teacher, Private Art - 139

Te"hcher, Singing -.206 .

Teacher, Social Studies - 225

Teacher, Special Education -1238.

Teacher,10cational/Technical -248

Technical Wrieex,7 214

Telephone Craftsworker - 210

Television Producer /Director 252

Therapist, Occupational - 174

Therapist, physical - 185

Therlpist, ReApirastory - 194

Tool S Die Milker - 211

rade Schoolieaoher - 248 .

Translator/Interpreter - 253

Typist - 215

TV/Radio Announcer - 185

TV/Radio Broadcast Technician -.143-

TY/Radio Service TeC)inieian - 194

Urban Planner - ie

Veterinarian .

Vocational/Technical Teacher 248

..ipastewater Treatment.-Operator = 218

W.eatbfi Forecaster - -161

.Welder 230 t% -

Writer, AdvertiaIni Copjwiter -102' -_

;triter, Newspaper RepCrte? 171.

Writesr, Technicab!rrir

X-Ray Techn'ologisC- 219

2oologiet - 213

1

1'

f'

.4; ,
.

. ' __
. (,/ 1

-This 1.#t also includyn a14-nate.titlen for ma y of the atcupatrons-ihi.SICI. All Cities will direct you
to thp correct number for yhd occupation. -' -

.., ./;
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$
,

Hour W ,, icionTh Year 1 Hour Week Month
.

Year Hour Week Month Year .-
.z...;.--.. . 1

1

$1.60. S 64.00 S277.33 S 3,328.06 $1.93 $ 77.20 ,$334 53 S 4,014 40 $2.26 S 90.40 $39.1.73 $ 4,706180
1.E", ,,,, 64 40 279 07 3 348.80 ,1 933 77031. ,335.00 4,020.00' 2.27 1 90.80 393.47 4,721.60

1 615 6452 280.00 L,3o0.00 1..94 - 77.60 336.27 '4,035.20 2.275 91.00 394.33 4,732.90
1 Vz 64 60 280 80 '3,369 6Q '1.95 78.00 338.00 4,056t0 7.279 91.15 395.00 4,740:00
1 f,2 65.00 281 67 3,380 00 1,96 78.40 339.73 4.076:80 2.28 91.20 395.20 4,742.40

1.63 65.20 282 53 3 33O. 40 1,962 78.46 340.00 4.080 00 2.29 91.60 396.934,763.20
1' 635 65 38 .28333, 3 400.00 1.97 78.80 341.47 4,097.60 2.30 ' 92.00 398.67 4,784.06
1.64 65.60 284 27 3,411 20 1.971 78.85 341.67 4,10020, 2.308 92.31 400.00 4,800.00
1 644 65 77 28520 3.420 00 1.975 79.00 342.33 4,108.00 . 2.31 92.40 400.40 4,804.80
1.65 66.00 286.00 3,432.00 1.98 79.20 343.20 4,118.40 2.32 92.80 402.13 4,625.60

WAGE Aftb SALARY CONS AMON TABLE
by Rtilip H. Weber Silary.Administration Services

1.66 66.40 287 73 3,452.80 1.99 79.60 344.93 4,139.20
1.67 66.80 289 47 ; 3,473.60 1.99 79.62 345.00 4,140.00
1 673 66.92 290.00 ." 3.480.00 2.00 . 80.00 346.62 4,160.00
1,675 67.00 290.33 3484.00 2.01 80.40 348.40 4,160:80
1.68 67 20 "291 20 3494.40 2.019 80.77, 350.00- : '4;200.00

2.325 93,00 403.00 C 4,836.00
2.33 93'.20 403.87, 4,846.40
2.337 A. 93.46 405.00 4,860 00
2.34 93.,$0 405.60 4,867.20
2`35 94.80 407.33 S 4,888.00

FIOUr Week Month ,hear

' 1 683 ' 67 31 291.67 3,500.00 2.02 80.80- 350.13 '4,201.60 2,356' '194.23 408.33 4,900.00
1.69 67.60 292 93 3,515.20 2.025' , 81.00 351.00 ,212.00 2.36 94.40 40927 4,908.80
1.70' %8.00 294 67 3,536.00 2.03 81.20 351.87 4,222.40 2.365 94.62 410.00 4',92020
1.702 68 08 295.00 3,540.00 1 2.04 81.60 353.60 ',4,243.20 2.37 94.80 410.80 4,929.60
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APPENDIX E

STYLE'NOTES FOR COMPARE QUESTIONS AND OVERVIEW

,1. Conserving Charactet:
=

If necessary to conserve Characters, delete articles "a" and "the"
and per'sonali pronouns "him," "his," "her."' Use "&" for "and': only

when necessary. (Computer operator may sometimes substitute amper-:

sands if necessary to Lit on frame.) Use abbreviations only when ;

necasSary.

2. Capitalization:

Capitalize ",State" only if referring to a particular state mentioned

previously. -

Capitalize ';Federal" only in Federal government.

Write "AssoCiate degree,"
"bachelor's degrees" and 4

"master's degree. "'

Use "doctorate" instead bf "Ph.D."

Do not capitalize civil serviceexam.-
Do capitalize "Armed Forces."

Punctuation:

The word "free lance" is always hyphenated when used as an

adjective;,nevei T.then used as a noun.

n
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LTTERi SUMMARIZING' EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE SEXIST LANGUAGE FROM SIGI ,,

0

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SCR\ ICE PRINCETON. N. J. OH5.10

°I
Krea Cod, 603

p1.9000
CABLE.EDUC7 ESTSYC

Drveloorntntel Research Dit.711011

4.

Dr. JoAnnJoAnn E. Harris
Willowbrook High School
1/50 South Ardmore
Villa. Park, IL 601S-..1

Dear Dr. Harris:

December 31, 1973

r_

Martin Katz has asked me to ,answer your letter re7arding sex liias

in SM. I have gor.o throtigh the script and have drawn-upon the ex.:

perlences of the SIGI staff to compile ...his response. It is GivI,ded

into the categories which you have specified.

r. The interactive Dialozue.
c A. lha Vaivas t. Lne. t '

We have ,just revised some aspects of the 7:1)-ueS G.a7,42. prior

to'these rCvisions, the characteriza....icn cr/ated'an

elusively male atmosph,:re. SituatioLs invorved a riot uncle"

or 7i warmhearted friend who could Ivime 'Lis" reolace:misnt. '0'41

verrt throuch each the situations, alternAtely substitu0:-;
female pronoans, aunts, and sisters. We-now have a half-maie

cnd li"Sif -fkle universe, with respect to the Values ,:Game.

E. The Introdec._ion S :qtem. .

When ".;isni.n:; on' eacn student is requested to identify tier/

himself. One of the frames reads:
"Preba ona of the'nembers (1-3) to record your sex.

(1) Male:

(2) Female
(3) Rather not .ay"

Ficept in the Prediction System (see number'four below) this

- is purely for identification purpcises.-
04, C. 'The Com-.)are S;;,:rem.

. .

"Tow many woLon:" is one of 27 questions about an occunAtioh
for which a student may request an answer. Studehts are not

,forecd to se.i..the tir.swer to this quor.Lioll.. It is en- 1A-

fOrWaeion Purposes only and no conclusions are drawn or of-
fared by SIGI.* Typical responses are: ' 4

Question: ,How many women?

Ahswer: 35Z women. (Newspaper Reporter)
Less than 27. warren.

Vbstl 'men; number of women small but growing.
(Architectural Technician _and Draftsman)

Very few women: the heavy lifting.ciay'dis-

t

1 9 9 frigcration, and Heating Mecha.ic)

'

dourage women. (Airconditionin Re-
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APPENDIX .F (cont .)

"For most occupations the answer is given as "x% women."

D. The Planninr System.
Originally tnc Vlanninr System raw the imnression :.teat college

counseling and.advisury staffs.wcre exclusttirely-)Iale.'

"Ask your financlai aid officer aboeCtflem. He can

tell you..." - -

"Make sure you'dstuss your problem with him."
tie will Weli:'you."

These and other sentences have been reyised to read:
"Ask your financial aid'officei' who will tell you..."'

/",Make sure yOu discuss your proiramwith.Youf counselor."
"Your-counselor wil1,4elp you/."

.

/

. ,,. ,

II. Data Fr es. . .

We havt recently completed a revision of all 119 occupations in sfdi.

Dekiniti ni and descriptioils were rewritten,, .salary information was up-

dated, ad, in tile:piocess, we attempted to'delete any sex based references

in the occupational write-ups, A few techn cal occupations tended-to have

a aa slant, containing only tale pronouns and male descriptors. Oti,ler

occ ationi were 'heavily slanted toward fc.ales. good example of this

-ye "Stewardess" (now titled "Flight Attendant," see numbei:, three below.)

"Personal Qualifications: .
.,. .

,

Should be attractive, poised,
,

tactful, and resourceful yoling

.
It/Oman, aged 19' -27, heYight 5'2" - 519 ", with pleasant speaking

/GOIce and good vision. Must usually be unmarried when hired,

/but may continue work after marriage. -

This was altered to read:
',Personal Qualifications:

,
Should be attractive, poised, aged 19-27; have ,4 pleasant speak- ,
ing voice, good vision, and be in excellent health. Te)eight and

height should be in proportion: men, from S'3 to 6' and not

over 180.1b.,: and women, from 5'3" to 6' and not over 155 lb. .

/laerever the sedse of the sentence and the interest of good writing style

/ are served, all - pronouns, male and female, have been deleted. .This seemed

to be the best solution in the absence of a singular pronoun suitable for

both males and females. . ,

. '

No sex desoriptafrs remain, except for a few weight.and height specifica-

., tions. SIGI,. however, does. not assume 'that someone 6' tall, weighing_ 220

pounds is necessarily male.

III. Occupational Titles. ,

A. Chanced Titles. * . .

Thd titles of thfrteeft occupations have recently been changed.

Former Title No, Title
N

1

a

,

Policeman
Stewardess
Insurance Saletman
nal EsaCe Salesman

'
"Securities Salesman.

Inhalation Therapist

.Ciergyman
InstrUment Repairman,

Manufacturerets Salesman

-

-124:

Police Officer
Flight Attendant
Insurance'Agknt
Rent Estate 4genc
Securities Broker

'Respiratory Therapist
Clergy
Imstrumeet Repair Techni
Manufatturer's Salesworke

.1.9:3
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APPENIIX F (cont.)

Forme' fat f

Appliance-Servi-eman
Business Ilvhine Pxsairman
Automobile Salesman

1t'

AnOlanc0 T,c1011ci.
Kopil loch.

Automobile Sales-worker

Inhalation Therapist was changec for non-w,x-:elated' reasons. All
changes were fully researched and doct ,ented to In1;ure that tne new titles
render the occupations as readily recognizable as did the'old titles.

B. Unchaned
Three occupational), titles 'linked by the suffix. "men" ;o a male imawe'.
have not been chanted, We are unable to devise an an6ropriat.!,
readily recognizable substitute for "Telephone Craftsman," "NurSerym
Landscaper," and "Draftsman."

C. Values Cane.

The names of 15 mythical occupations in the Values Game revealed no
sex 'linkage. The only offender, "Bscksman," has been changed to
"Buckster."

IV: Computer Algorithms.
there remains only one sex -based difference in the eomputerilgoritms,
This is currently under revision. It occurs in the Prediction Svst,m
when a student sees 4 display showing the prohnh,ilities tot he/she :.111
obtain a grade of A or B, C, or below C in a curriculum at bor./his rotle
Thin is based on grades earned by pievious stu,lents who.rese=led cde
student, with renpect to tent scores and high !.chooi rrnk. The three

ricttla which probabilities arc given in the explanatory dispin- arc:
Humanities and Social Science, Data Processinr, and either Account:.:;; or

Nursing. If they student had earlier identified 11self as "male," de
trill ace Accounting as the third curricula. Ii the student has enrlier

0 °recorded herself as "female," she will see Nursing as the tnird curried:
If the student has earlier responded "Rather not day" he or she will sec
luring as the third curricula on the presumption that ore females tdap
males would decline to specify their sex.

a

Thin procedure hnd been instituted to ensure chat each student would.see
predictions for at least one curriculum of it erest to her or him whicn
enrolls large numbers pf the same. sex as tire, student. It was presumed
from enrollment data that more females woulu Le interested in Nursing
and that more males would be interested in AccOunting. %.

As I have indicated, this ii under revision; the three new cu'rricula
will not be sex-specific.

V. On-line Instrtr-ents and Onestionnaires,
No aex-bias Was been found to exist, or to have existed, in this arca.

I apologize for the delay in responding, and hope. that this has been of use.
td.you.

Reope!ctfull'y,

. . Karcth Boyle

6.......A.

famb
. 194 ginearch kisistant:.

.

4 Telephone Craftsman has sOce been chln7e,f101Tilophone Crafts;d6rkcr.,
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APPENDIX G

RECOMMENDED READINGS FOR NEW RESEARCH ASSISTANTS

1. This handbook

2, Introductory material in the OOH

3. SIGI: brochures

4, Report of a Pilot Study Under Field Conditions, 1973, shelf

Before beginning workon new write-ups, the RA should have had exten-
sive hands-on experience with SIGI and should also have an understanding
of how the subsystems are interrelated and how the occupational informa-
tion and ratings are used in LOCATE, COMPARE, PLANNING, and STRATEGY.

-;
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APPENDIX H

r.
SOURCES FOR OCCUPATIONAL VALUE RATINGS

tt.

Ratings for four of the een SIQI Values can in most instances be deter-
mined from hard data: Early Entry (Education), Income, Leisure,. and Interest

" Field. Six Values, however, require a higher level of inference: Helping
Others, Leadership, Prestige, Independence, Variety, and SeCurity. For these
areas of "soft data," after all relevant information is reviewed for each oc-
cupation, judgments are made about the level (1 to 4) into which the majority
of the persons in this occupation would fit. At least two staff members.go
over each value rating as it is assigned, and if there is disagreement, more
research and additional consultation are initiated.

There is.one eAeption to the above and that is the value Prestige. Pres-
tige ratings are bas'ed on the dissertation of, Paul M. Siegel of the University
of Michigan Population studies Center. The dissertation is "Prestige in
American Occupa0.onal Structure," University of Chicago, Department of;ISocio1-
41, 1971. It was only necessary to establish points on Siegel's scale for
separation of the four SIGI categories. Most SIGI occupations.are ones which
Siegel rated; others require composite ratings.

/. *
Among the sources of data for other judgments is the Dictionary of Occupa-1

tional Titles which assigns numerical ratings to occupatiOns for, Independence,
Variety, and Leadership. Leadership is also frequently mentioned in connection
with supervisory dutieS in the Occupational Outlook Handbook and in the other
career guides and monographs. Ratings on Variety,can be derived from descrip-

tion of work activities. 'I

. _
For Helping Others, the rating levels are alsd derived largely from the

definition and description of the occupation, 'A, number laof occupat at

primarily involve service to the public are well known, e.g., Whys Cian,
Social Worker., and Teacher.. Other occkupationkmay offer-oppottunit es.for °

service if the worker is so motivated, but this' may not be t primary funo-,

tion of the occupation. . In some instances, consensual judg nts by'persons

with broad knowledge of many occupations are needed td"make the final de-

cisions on these ratings.- .

4Questioning' knowledgeable persons in the field, such as directors of pro--
:fesaional associations and teachers of th4 occupation, id another met19d of de=
termining ratings for several of,the SIGI ye-Ines. The questions might be:
(Concerning Variety)' ow many different problems and activities do members of

this'occupation work n ill the course of 'a week, or a month, or a year2 (Con-

cerning Leadership): ow many,people do they usually direct? .(Concerning In-

dependence): How many decisions must a' person in this occupation make on hisown?
.

.

IllealLy the SIG staff Would like to conduct its own survey .of selected
samples of persons working in each field tO'determine the ratingg,for eygry
SIGI value,, but at preSbnt this 4 not feasible. 4

10,
i*f

b
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APPENDIX I.

HOW ARE OCCUPATNNSSELECTED FOR INCLUSION IN SIGI?

(Procedure Used Spring of 1976)

. SIGI was designed for use by students at both two-year and,tpur-year .col7
leges. Con'equently, most.of the occupations in SIGI's data(file'require.some
college training: The a ount ranges from a community college certificate
Or degree to a degree fr m a gradOkte or professional.school. In addition,
SIGI includes, some occupations, like farmer and pluMber, that do not require.
formal training, but forwhich preparatory programs are available in colleges,
technical seho8y, or.apprenticeships, Finally, there are also in SIGI some
occupationsJor post-secondarTedoCation is not appropriate, but which
are wtered by significant numbers college students.

At present, SIGI includes only civilieir occupations. The.milatary tends
fo, comprise a distinct occupational system of it's own with its'own -occupational

titles, specialties, opportunities for advancement, salatieS, and educational
facilities.

0

4

'A small sample,of,two-year and four-year colleges was polled by the ETS
staff to help,set priorities for occupations to beincluded inSIGI In ad-

4
dition, occupational/ titles from the Occupational Outlook Handbook" the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles; the talffornia Occupational Guide eries, sur-
veys of occupationsentered,by college students, aid other sources were con-
sidered for inclusion in SIGI. \Potential occupat±ins.were excluded for a num-
ber. of reasons, as follows:

1. The occupation isof-more inflerest to the high school popu-
latiol than to the two-year or four-year college population.
Clost .colleges polled were not interested insuch occupa-,.
tions as electronics assembler and truck driver.1

2. The occupitionabtitle is so specific or the occupation so
specialized *that the'number Of workers in the ocdupation is
Snail museum curator, air pollution technician, vet-
erinary hospital attendant). In some cases, this type of
'oecupatian is subsumed under a more general occupational
title in SIGI (e.g., rodman is covered under surveyor; elec-
tronics engineer under-electrical-engineer).

3. The occupation has the same values p rofile as a ptesent or
proposed SIGIoccupation and is best handled as part of the.
,broader category.(e.g., personnel manager under business
administrator; civil engineering aide under. engineering
technician).

The occupation is highly visible and iequrre% specialized
tal,driks whiCh must be developed early in life. Decisions
withirdpact.to such an occupation.are usuarlymade long be-
Tore entrance to college and students are not likely to dis-
cover it or decide to prepare for it because of interaction
with SIGI (e.g., Ptofessiondrahlete)..-

19',f
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APPENDIX I (.cont.)

/".

;

5. The occupational title is too broad to
related,suboccupations are too narrow
workeridepartment store clerk; college
worker/Pregfitrar}.

be useful, but the '

(e.g. , retail- sales-

'student-per,sonnei

. . ..,
6. The ov,Eufiation is not an "entry level" occupation. Entry

into 12. is the result of experience in another..occupation
that'ds included in,SIGF(e.g., judge, entered fromotlawyer;
pblitician-orpfund raiser, entered from various occupations).-

- i-:,,,

7. The otcppation is a specialty of'a more genera l occupation
in SIGI fqr which specialized preparation takes place in
graduate school (e.g., various types of physicians, psycho -'

iogigts, lawyerS, oceanographers, and college teachers *)`.
Specialties of some occupations (such as engineer and secon-
dary school teacher) 4re included in-SIGI because the spe-'
cialized training usually occurs at the undergraduate rather
than the graduate level. The number of specialties haying
identical value profiles must be restricted, however, .if
they are to appear in the LOCATE system.**

8. The outlook for the ocCupatiOn,is too uncertain to warrant
inclusion now, although it may be reconsidered later (e.g,,
nuclear technician and nuclear engineer).

. Thestitle refers'to a job in a given establishment rather
than to an occupation (e.g. , -financial anaiyqi admlnistra-
ti* assistant). 0

10.-. Valid inford4tion about the otcupatiOn is so-difficult to
obtain that costs Outweigh thd benefits.

*
College teacher occupations are included as a variety of the occupation
'associated Tith the diicipline to be taught (professor of political science
under political scientist,.etc.), since the college setting represents only

' one possible Place of employment for these Professidrials.

The purpOse of LOCATis defeated if the student has to grapple with long
and unmanageable lists. If more than 20 occupati:ons-fit' a.seta of values/
specificationS,in LOCATE, students must raise their standards in,orde'r to
reduce the list. Upon doing so,lEhey may eliminate all the specialties'

;Which are slMilarly rated. The result is that a long list of such' special-

' ties would never 'appear at All in LOCATE. The number of occupations that
have identical valuesiraein-gs should therefore be kept below 2i.

4
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.INTRODUCTION

.
,

The $ystem of Interactive Guidance andInformation (SIGI) is a com-
puter-based guidance system-designed to help-community college students

,,
make informed and rational-career decisions4 The student, seated at a

-.cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal, interacts with a computer in such.a wz!, .

t

ag to examine and explore his valueswohtain and use relevant information,' .

.1

interpret predictive data, and formulate plan's.
, ,

,

-

.

',The portions of the interaction that concern ',predictive data and 'the
c- formulation of plans are differe7t at -each college"because the colleges

differ in their curricula, student Popaatlons, grading, racticee, and
educational philosophy. Therefore, When a college becomes a SIGI user,
it undertakes to supply the data that adapt the Pteiction'and Planning

systems.to ttie unique.circumstances of the college. in effect, the
lege tailors SIGI to the college's unique measurements.

This manual explains how the tailoring Is done with respectto,the
Planning system. It has been written with the expe.ctation that,whoever
ptepares the local Planning system will not,know (and, perlaps,'not care)
howthe computer works. Therefore, no knowledge.of.coniputeis is required.
Nor is extensive occupational information required. Although the person
preparing the system will be consulting many college catalogs and may want.1
to examine other sources as. well, all the necessary occupational informs-
ti for a satisfactory Planning system is right in this manual. 4

,What is requited is close familiarity with the curricula'of the-col- ..,
lege, it degree and transfer requirements, and the practical features of
its educational milieu--the ease'of Oransferring, the role of .the. Associate
degree' in transferring or getting a job, 'the aspiraqonsof the students,
the institutions they transfer' to, and the numerous :other local collations

that do not appear'in the college catalog but that the "insiderujcilows about.

'Also required is the-ability tb.make: esuiminating judgments as to
which several curricula is the.besf.preptfttion for an occupation, or,.
which of several codrses best meets a lower diviiion requirement for trans-,
fer, a.distribution requirement for the AssOciateAegree, and a skill re-
quirement for the occupation, all at the same time. The manual gives.all
the useful suggestions it can, and fortunately the design of the system is
flexible enotish to admit many different solutions to problems.' But nothing
can take the place of knowledge of_the tollege and discernment. in applying
it. 4

. ft t'
I want to acknowledge my deb[ to-Ms. Gretchen Bullock and Ms. Karen

Boyle for 'the mon umental. work they' did in assembling Appendix. A, the heart

of the manual; dtd my debt to Ms, Madeline Bare, who-prepared,the figures
and typed the manuscript. .

Olk
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CHAPTER I

0 SEQUENCE OF DISPLAYS IN THE PLANNING SYSTEM

Two Phases\o nteraction

R

Interactionin the Planning system is in tt;io phases.. In the first, the

studepft considers an occupation in light of .the amount of time and difficulty

of work involved.in preparing for it. The interaction in this phase depends

upon the educational requirements for entry into theboccupation rather than

upon the resources of,the local college. Therefdre, this part of the Plan-

.ningsYStem is the same for all colleges that use SIGI.

If 4he student decides to go ahead with his occupation he enters, hase.

two; This phase includes a sequence of displays giving quit detailedsugges-

tions with respect to the community college work the student\ must undertake to be-

, .gin the preparation. Since community colleges differ in their curricula, the con=

tent of many of these phase two displayS must be determined by the local college.

Displays for Phase Two

Figures 1-10 at the end of this chapter. illustrate most of the displays

that the student may see in the phase two sequence, with some of the connective

tissue cut out. The poitions of the displays that are to be prepared by the

local college are identified in marginal notes. Besides the displays specifi4d

in the figures, the local collegemut prepare a display for a General Studies

program. The college may also wish to edit the text of Certain other Planning

displays, such as those concerned with prerequisites for admission into local

curricula, so that they accord with the philosophy Qf the college: These dis-

plays, as well as the displays for General Studies, will be discussed separately.

.e

This is the sequence of displays for phase two: ck

J. An overview sketdhingthe steps required for entry into the

seletted occupation from the first year 'of college to the com-

pletion of preparation. Figure 1 reproduces the overview for

meteorologists. ,

2. A display listing the.isurAcular.options at the student's col-

lege. If than one curriculum can lead to entry into an

occupation, .th student must choose one. (See figure 2A.) If

only one leads-to the occupation, a slightly differ-

enedisplay is.used (figure'2B),

"3. A display showing..the nigh school prerequisites for adMission

. in o the chosen curriculum (figufe 3). .

. .

. ,

4 . The program of Study (course.listings) at the.local community
. ,

(course.listings) -

college foi the selected curriculum (figure,4). , -

..'.
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,

5. A statement about requirements for theAssociate egree and

ap admonition about checking the requirements f transfer
(figure 5). :=

6. When appropriate, a list of transfer' colleges nd graduate
schools where preparation may be completed ( gure 6).

7. A display showins the student how to dete ne whether or
not he can enroll.in the new program with t losing credit

for courses already takes for another pro am (figure 7).
Students who have not yet been admitted to the college do
not see th4s display. '

'8. If the local college does not offer a triculUm appropriate ,

for' the selected occupation, the thir display in, this se-

quence dtigh school prerequisites) i replaced by aspecial
display telling the student where h Ran get -the necessary
preparation (figure 8). That dispr may be followed by a
program=of-study display and a lis of follow -on colleges if

sugh displays could add informati useful to the student.
Generally, however, the special d splay contains all thi

necessary information. ,

9. As an option, the student may request a series of displays
'showing the main.Federal, Stated and local sources of finan-
cial aid. The last of these contains information about.local
sources and gives the title and location'of the.pffice bf the
local financial aid officer (figure 9).

10. If the student is interested in enrolling in the program he
has just seen, he sees a display telling him whom to see at

' the local college in ordet to register for it (figure 10).

Input From the Local-College

'items the local college must prepare. As.the marginal notes on the figures
indicate, the local college must prepare the, following items in the sequence:

1 ."The names of the programs of study inserted in the displays
illustrated by figures 2A and 213; (See the- figures and pages 17-19.)

.

.2. The lists of high school prerequisites inserted into the dis-'
play illustrated by figure 3. (See the display and page 22.)

3. The programs of study displays. (See. figure 4 and pages 20-21.)

'4. The lists of follow-on colleges. (See figure 6 and pages 23 -24.)

5. The special displays for occupations that cannot be prepared for at
the local college. (See.figure 8 and pages 24-25.)

J
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46. A display showing, the General Studies curriculum, (See

'figure lb an page e25.) - .

,

7. A sequence of five'displays listing the sources of financial

'aid available to students. (See figure'9 and pages 28-29.
. . ,..

8. A display telling the student holito enroll iWa program
at the local college. (See. figure 10 and.Pages 29-30.)

O

Items the college may alttr or edit. The text of the following

Planning system displays may be edited if the policies of-the local
college are in conflict with the'content o, the displays as they appear

in the figures. 'These changes must be:confined'to textUal'alterations;
no changes are possible that require changes in the computer program.

1. The ,framework in'which thelist of high school prerequisites'

is inserted. (See figure Pand page 30.)

2. The entire content of the display discussing the ;equireMents
for the Associate degree and for transfer. (See figure 5 and ;

page 30.) ..

3. The e e content of the display telling the student how to

reconcile Id and newprograms.- (See figure 7 and page 30.)

Bec4Q\the computer it spmetlhing,of a tyrant in what it will-accept,
there are naturally restrictions on the way the displays must be formatted.
But if they are carefully prepared, the result will be a Planning system
that is tailored to the particular philosophy of the local college and its,

course offerings.

Plan of This Manual.

A

The next chapter discusses the ration a of the Planning system. Then

subsequent.chapters explain how the disp148 should be prepared in the ord4r

of preparation: Finally, four appendixes are designed to help the person

,preparing'the local Planning system. Appendix A contains occupational infor-
mation that will simplify the selection of the local program of study for

each occupation. Appendix B summarizes the formatting of each kind of dis-
.play., Appendix C summarizes the step-by-step procedures that 4re fully
described in tile body of the-manual. And appendix D shows what the completed

Planning system will look lkke when it IS ready to be sent to ETS.

(
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Entire

display

prepared

by SIGI

/'

*Inserted f
by computer

'Programs
selected
by lotal
college

Prepared
by
SIGI

1

&

-4-

. 1,

161 Meteorologist )

1. Enrol i physics or engineering science program in community college.

2, Chet 'catalogs of 4-year schools catering a bachelor's degree inA
metiorology,or in physics with several courses in meteorology. Includelin
commun y college program courses they require for transfer.

3. Comp
'te

the Associate degree, transfer to a 4-year school, and complete
the bachelor's degree in meteorology, or irrphysics with an emphasis in
meteorology.

.t

4., While in college, try to get summer employment with the Environmental'
Science Services Admitistration, which includes the Weather Bureau, or
with private weather consulting firms.

i
. .

5. praduate training very strongly recommended and may be required fOr all
but beginning positions. Some agencies will hire a meteorologist iith
only a bachelor's degree and allOw him or her to get graduate training
while, employed. .e'

on a'topy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

FIGURE 1
t

. . .

First in the sequence of displays showing the actual educational' steps a
would-be meteorologist should take to prepare for that occupation. The
display is the same for all community colleges and requires no additional
input from the 1 1 SIGI user. ,

161 Meteorologist'

(1)' Physics
(2) Engineering Science

You'cOuld take more than one rogram of study to prepare for.this occu-
pation. The programs are fist above. Each one is different.

Select the prograq th interests you most. You will then see a series of
displays shOwing you the!high schOolcOurses you need to get into the program,
and thecourses you will blvkIng in community college.

If the program is not offered at your community college, you will see a
list of schools in your area that do offer it.

Press the number of the program you want to see.

FIGURE 2A

Second display in the Planning sequence. The'display.is used if more than one
program ofstudy will lead to the occupation, as is true of meteorologist at this
college. The college identifies and names the programs of study 41 considers

tappropriate (see figure 11). As many ,as Seven different programs may be specified
. for an occupation. The local information is inserted into a text that.is the same
for all SIGI users.
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113 Broadcdst Technician.

EleCtronics Technology

This is the program of study that is recommended for your occupation.

In a moment you will see a series of displays showing you the high school
courses you need to get into the program, and the courses you will be taking
in community college.

If the program is not offered at your community college, you will see a
list'of schools in your area that do'offdr it.

Psss NEXT.

FIGURE 2
-r. '

'o
, r

,

This display,is used when only one program_of study fits the occupation.
The computer'inserts the name of the student's occupation in line 1.. The
college identifies the program of study it c siders appropriate (see
figure 11), and the computer inserts its -names a text that is the same

for all'SIGI'users. s!,

Inserted
,by computer

Master
frame

Prepared
by local
college

Master
frame

161 Meteorologist

HIGH SCHOOL" PREREQUISITES FOR THIS'PROGRAM

High I pol diploma or equivalent 4

One year of science (biology, chemistry, or-physics)
Three years of math, including second-year algebra and trigonometry
Recommended: two years of foreign language
Students who lack she necessary prerequisites may liajor in this program with a
speCial program that meets the approval of the department chairman.

If you have not completed the, rerequisites, you may not be allowed to take
some of the courses'in your program of study. You will have to take lower level

courses first, and this will put you behind schedule. You can

1. Get back on schedule by makiug up work in Summer school.

2. Take longer to graduate.

3. Get back on schedule by taking extra courses during a ester.

Each case is different. SEE YOUR COLLEGE COUNSELOR 0 EGE ADVISER.

You will want a copy of this information. Press PRINT.

°

FIGURE 3

Thirdin the sequence. What looks like a single display is actually assembled from

thret,tadparate elements: (1) The name of the student's occupation,,inserted by the
computer in,line 1; (2) a master frame consisting of "HIGH SCHOOL PREREQUISITES FOR
THIS PROGRAM" and all of'the text: below the list of prerequisites; and (3) the list
of prerequisites itself. The master fr me (element 2) is always the same, but the
-list of prerequisites depends on the pr gram recommended for the occupation. The
prerequisites in the esligure are the one the student would see if he had selected
the physics option In figure 2A. The local college prepares the lists of prerequi-
iites. It may use the master frame shown in the figure or prepare one of its own.
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161 Meteorologist

A suggested PHYSICS progiam includes;

FIRST SEMESTER
EG 101 Language 6Lit. I
,MA 111 Math Analysis I.
CH 101 Gen. Chemistry I
PH 103 Univ. Physics I
PE 110 Health 6 Phys. E.

Foreign Language

THIRD SEMESTER .FOURTH
MA 211 Math Analysis HI MLA 212
PH /13 Univ. Phy'aics III PH 214
PS 131 Colloq. in Phys. Sci. I PS 132

English or soc. eci.
Language or hum elect. -
Soc, eci elect.

For a copy press. PRINT.

0

SECOND SEMESTER '
EG 102 Langdage 6 Lit. II
MA 112 Math Analyais IT
CH 102 Gen. Chem. 6 Qualitative Analysis
PH -104' Univ, Physics II '

PH 104 Univ. Physics I/

SEMESTER
Math Analysis IV
Univ. physics IV
Colloq. in Qhys. Sci. II
Language or hum. elect:
Soc. eci. elect.

FIGURE 4

Fourth in the sequence, the program of study offered /at the local college. The
entire display, except for the name of the occupation, is constructed by the
local college. The display may not exceed 23 line's (not counting the name of
the occupation inserted in line 1 by the computer), and the total number of
characters may not exceed 1,000. The figures on the right, which are not di's-
payed, show the number of charatiera in the line.

38

1

48

58

56

72

56

52

24

1

'48

56

56

64

63

56

24

1

24

798

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ASSOCIATE DEGREE

If you take the courses exactly as listed on the previous display,, you will
meet the requirements for die Associate degree at your community college.

If you make subst ions, b'e sure that you don't accidentally remove a
required course. Check to graduation requirements in your college catalog and
get the epproyal of your Ilege adviser.

REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSFER

Transfer.students must have their community college work evaluated byhe
4-year college they apply to. The 4-year colleges are often inconsistent.
The program suggested in the previous display provides the beat chance of get-.
ting accepted for transfer, but it may not work in all cases.

ASK FOR ADVICE FROM THE 4-YEAR COLLEGE THAT YOU WNT TO ATTEND.

Press NEXT.

.t

.FIGURE 5

Fifth in the sequence. All students at the college see this display.
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161 Meteorologist

'

Nearly all 4 year colleges offeepla bachelor's in physics-and many physics
programs include.k least one course in meteorology.

0

Listed below are colleges nearest you which offer a bachelor's In meteorology.,,_
Those With stars also offer graduate degrees in meteorology.

NEW JERSEY . NEW YORK PENNSYLVANIA
Ruggers (N. Brunswick)* New York Univ.* Pa. Stat'eQUniv*
Livingston College SUM-Maritime.C.

The Johns-Hopkins University in Maryland offers a master's and a doctorate
(but not a bachelor's) in meteorology.

,

... --Th .

WARNING: List not necesie-ily complete. Check college catalogs
your school library or counselor's office.

For a copy press PRINT.

located in

K

C

FIGURE 6

I

Sixth in the sequence, the list of follow-on colleges wherepreparation is com-
pleted for entry into the occupation. Except for the name of-the occupation in
line one, the entire display is constructed by the local college. The di play
may not exceed 23 lines (not countfng line one), and the total number of har-
.acters maynot exceed 1,000. The numbers on the right, Which are not dis layed,
show the number of characters in the line. There is, of course, no lis hen
the preparation for an occupation does not requiretransfer, The compu a sim-
ply kips to the next command in theprogrami;

es'

74

yin you lose credits if you switch to this new program? To find o
follow the steps:

1. After signing off, look in your new grogram for courses have elre;id
taken.

2, Cross off your new program any coursee-yoU have already taken.

3. Can you SUBSTITUTE a math course you haye alleady taken for a th cour
in the new program? If you think youcan; place a question ma CT) be
the math course in the new program.

4. Follow step 3for courses in social science, science, Aril Engl
4 \,

5. Does yoir new program have'free electives? If so, courses you ave already'"
taken may fitin there. Plade-two question marks (? ?),beside s ch courses
in the new program.

6. Now take your new program to your counselor, who Will know what Ithe question
marks mean and will'help yoif get-into the-new program with

4V
the least loss of

credit.

. ,

You will want a copy of this display. Press

FIGURE 7

0

Seyenth in the sequence. This dispray is presented only to students who are cur-
rently eneolIed in the local college or have completed some coursework.
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218 Wastewater Treatment Operator

Mercer-County'Community College does not offer WASTEWATER TREATMENT. deou can
get training at the Nei, Jersey community` colleges named below:

2-year Associate degree program in Envii:oalentil Healtb SCience.Technology (in-'
eluding wastewater treatment):

Middlesex County College, Edison

Nondegree'program in Advanced Wastewater Treathent Operati

1

9

ns offered at:

Morrie County College, Dover Ocean County College, Toes River
Middlesex County College, Edison

You can take the required introductory course at a vocat onal-technical high
school near these colleges.

t si,,

Your counselor can tell you how to enroll lot these programs without paying - 1

extra tuition: r
I

t

.. i
,

1

For a copy press PRINT.

114

or , FIGURE 8

63

1

80 .

310
1

38'.
1

0°
7.9 .t

1

13
58

1

28

77

75

15

1

4,, 24

706 .
o.

A special display replaces the Program of Study/Prerequisites/Follow-on Colleges
sequence in those cases where the local college does not offer a program that t

' prepares students for entry into 4e selected occupation. The computer inverts
the name of the occupation in the first line of the display. The reelaipder'qf. the;
display is prepared by the local colklege. It cannot exceed 23 lines (not counting
the first and the total numbq of characters cannot exceed 1,00p: The numbers
on the right, which are not" displayed, show the number of characters in the'line.

College-Sponsored
Employment /

-Grants-in-Aid

Scholarships

LOCAL '

hccc provides part-tide jobs up to 15/hours/week. This. is a
different program from the wotk-study.described earlier.

Offered by MCCC to students with outstanding talent in ter-
tain areas, such as music, art, writing-h athletics;
dent government. They pay tuition, fees,- textbooks

4
Several are available in varying amounts. Twe of the cover
full tuition.

I

The title of the financial aid officer at Mercer County Community College
is Coordinator of Financier Aid. See him or her.

.
The Coordinator's office is in the Student Persg;e1 Seiviced Office.,

For a copy press PRINT; otherwise'press NEXT.

.

4

FIGURE 9 7
r

The student has the option of seeidg a sequence of five displays listinf the'Fedb)al,
State, and local sources Of financial aid. They are all prepared by the lqcal col-
lege. The figure'illustrates the last in the sequence. -4..The displays may not exceed b
24 lines. The display shown in the figure may not exceed 1,000 characters, hut,some'

fr'

of the others In the sequenCe may be longer. The nopr,rs on the righi, which are'not
displayed,,show the number of characters in aline. 211 7
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1
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1
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44

Wording may

be changed/

to fit l*Cal

conditipns

6
When ou sign Off, thke yOur7printed ropy oft your program to your
college adviser, counselor, or (if you are-a new-student) admis-

sions officer. '

Makcaure you diatr4e\the program with,him or her.

Make atire you'tell this person how you stand in the matter of required

high school subjects (prerequisites). You will get all the help you

need.

Press. NEXT.

I

FIGURE 10 )

Thie display is present to students who have expressed an interest in

pursuing the occupation seilected for planning. If absolutely necessary,

the wording in the display could be changed to fit the practices, of the local

college.

213-
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CHAPTER II

10 ,

HOW THE PLANNING SYSTEM WORKS

(

s

1 ,

,
\

This manual explains the step-by-.Step procedures forqvuilding.a Planning-
system that suits the philosophy'and resources of the local college. Although
the system may seem complicated at first_sight,° the steps themselves are really
quite simple if taken one pt a time. Nevertheless, the person constructing the 2
displays will fifid the task easier if bebof she. understands how the System works.
No'one likes the.feeling of blindly following a recipe in a cookbook with no:
notion of how the ingredientScombine.into a finished product:"

.

0 ....

This brief chapter tefls how theeomputer manage-s o select the right set
of prerequisite's. and the right program atthe right time fer the occupation
that the student is interested in.

, 0
Layout of the LocalInlormation

The secret is,the way the information is stored in the computer memory.
Each of the four classes of locd1 information (high school prerequisites, pro-
grams of study, list of follow-oncolleges, and special displaysl it stored
serially in a separate compvtineni- of memory. Tilis means that in order to se:-
lect any particular program of study, for example, all the computer need do is
locate the first program and then count down the:list until it comes to the pro-
gram it seeks., All that is required'is that there be a first program whose loca-
tion in memory is known, and that there be no gaps in the numbering sequence.
Identifying any particular item fo4 displaY-i essentially a counting operation.

- y-
_,-Indexing the Displays , ,

). This method of selecting a display requires an ind96 thet"the computer can
consult o see how far down the list. it shot1d' count. A portion of the index
ior Mercer County Community 'College is shown', in figure 11. The index is .prepared
by the local college'at the same time as the 'Planning system displays are con-
styucted. .

,

.

, . ,

.

.. ,
,

.
'

.

The way the, index operates may 'be inferred-from" figure411. Suppose the
dent is interested in occupation 41161, meteorologist. After the phase bne

interaction, the computerdisplays the overview (figure.1) for meteorologist.
It then consults-the index .and notes that there iS.more than one route to the
occupation: the physics program or the erigineerinscience program. It there-
fore.selects the display showlf in figure 2A, insert)zig in it the,names of the two
programs as they appTar in column 2 of figure 11. Suppose the student,thooses
the fifst option, `physics.. The computer again consults the index anenotes,that..
for occupation #161, response 1, it shyd count down the Prerequisites list un,
til A reaches item #7, the#Programs li t until it neaches item #93, and the 10.

Follow-on Colleges
4
list until it reaches itett #77.c (If the student had asked

, .

for option 2, engineering science, the sequence would have,been Prerequisites #14,
Program #87, and Follow-on Colleges #7,7.)- The computer now p,rograms-ittself to ..

insert the prescribed displays in the proper spotsof the sequence.
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Notes

Occupation 40 \'
i

Special Prereqs. Progua Collages .e
1

number I Program name
-

number number number number

1 .
,.

-4.)

-- 7 :,....6 60 2101 . Theater Arta

102 y.. - 3 49UPIli 2-t
3(2) Journalift, 4-yr. ,- . 1 ,50 . 2

103 ' , , Electromechanical Engineerihg Tech. 13 118 90
, .0

104 Accounting- 8 % 1 35,

A o

105 larframe and Power Plant 9 2
, e . . 4

.106 15 (1) Electromechanical Engineering Tech. 14% 6

.
(2) Electronics Techdology 12 115

\ 107 Architecture .. 11 36 '6

10 Electronics Teoilogy ': ' 1I 116 j

161* (1) Physics
,(2) Engineering Science

)14
' 7 93 77

14 87 77
6.

' . .

dr

184 Physics ' . 7 '.93 . 21 7

. ,

.

.

4

\p9 (2-yr.) Telecolmunications Production , 1 . 80 8

. 189 (4-yr:) Radio and Television Broadcasting 2 97 ,51 8

. . '

I-
:---6

General Studies 1 12 9

r.

*Ieteorologisl

I

I I

. ' NOTES .

4
,I. The occupation number is fro Appendix A. Program names are,designuted by the local college.

The names arerinserted in the dlIplays reproducedokin figure 2A (for occupations like numbert 102, 106,
and i61) or figure 2B (for occupations atike numbers 103 and 104, with only one path to entry.)

2. A "Special" display is constructed when the local college does not offer a suijable program

for the occupation. See pages 19 and 24. .

3. This occupation and numbers 106 and 161 are "multiple entry" occupations for this college.

See pages 18 and 19. .

... ,

4. No Follow-on Colleges display is necessary when, preparation for the occupation can bdicom-

pieced at the local college. See page 23. - .

5. One Prerequisites display serves this occupation.snd both options of occupation 0106. Only

One Prerequisjtes display need be prepared. Seie,page 22. *

6. Ones Follow-on Colleges display serves both options. Only one display need be constructed.

See page 24. . '

7. The Prerequisites and Programs displays that serve, this occupation will also serve the physics
option for occupation oull. Only one display of each kind need be constructed. See page 20.

8. A WICH occupation is treated as if it were two distinct occupations. See page 31.

9. In the Planninkylistem,,General Studies is treated as if it were an occupation: See pages 25-28.

d FIGURE 11

A .portion of the index table for one community college. See texte.pages 14-31.
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Mdst Occupations d not offerwlinning,optioas.Cff the student'Obccu- , ..

14 . pation,wefe,#113,.instead Qf #161; the stUdent.would see the display reproduced
in figure 21:14:' His response of NEXT in this display would then generate the 4

sequence Of Prerequisites #12.and Program #116.
,

,

-

1.

, .

Implications t ,
,

1

.:
. )

This method of separating the local displays from the main-line SIGI dis.-
,

. plays has several features of advgntage to the local college.
\ .

1. Each college can have unique diaplays and'-unique numbering
.

system. This meant hat-the.collegeSare independent of one .

another with respect to both tne,cohient of the locardisplays,
and the number o em. The fact that program #93_was at-

, Mercer the physics curriculum for Olecareer goal of meteoro
s logiedoes'not.mean that program #93.19.t. some other college

must be associated with-physrEs or meteorology. ,tr could be :
A .

any 'program for any occupation. 'Similarly the Mercer' sequence
of Pierequisitep #7, Program #93,. and Foil w -on Colleges #77

y might Be, say, 1/19, #106, and /32 at,sdme ther-college. Also,

meteorologist, which at Mercer'.could be prepared for adequltely
in either of two prograths, might at some other college be serlted

.....

,Byonlyoneprogramor,conceivably.by three -or more.

4

2. "-Since the displays are stored consecutively;,the number of each
kind.at any particular college iS open-ended. At Mercer, 15
Special, 20 Prerequisites, 130 Program; and 96 Colleges dis7

r Plays served the 119,occupations then in SIGI. At some other
college, there might be more or fewer,of each class. NeW dis
plays can simply be added to the end of each list as new occu-
pations are introduced into the, system or as new curricula tare (Th
established at the college.

3. If a.xsingle display will serve more than one occupation, it is
not necessary for the local college to prepare more than ones.
display. For example, the Prerequisites fdr Electromechanical
Engineering echnology happen to be word for word the same as
tllose fo Eleetronics Technolo y. TherefOre no matter which /

t option the st4ent selects fo occupation #1Q6,.he ell see
Prerequisites 1112._ Simile , it is not necessary-to prepare
a set of Prerequisites occupation 113 because those al-
readyf prepared for #106 ill do. The sa e prillciple holds for

'Pr grams and Colleges. If aRr 6gi-am wil ithbut change, serve'
two. different occupations, only one, prog am,need be prepared.
The reader will note that one Follow on Colreges display ( #77)
is sufficient for meteorologist regardless of whether the stu-

ti

dent chooses physics or engineering science,. ',

2.1G
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4. A Special display may or may dot be followed by ottier dis-

plays. The reader may remember that a Specill display ap-
pearswhen the local college does not have a program suit-

able fOr the occupation. With respect to occupation #101
(Actor/actress), the Program slot was filled by a display
telling the'student the kind of preparation he could ex-

; pect to undertake at another institution, and he was also
given a list of Follow-on Colleges. For occupation #105;
howemer, all useful information could be placed in the

Special display, and no others.were necessary.
b

5. ...Since the index numbers are the only clue the computer has
in selecting the correct display, it is"vital that the in-
dex table be free of error. The local college will have
to check it carefully before turning it over to whoever

inputs the information.

<4

r.
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GUAPTER III

CONSTRUCTING THE DISPLAYS

ITEMS THE LOCAL COLLEGE MUST PREPARE

This chapter contains the step by -step procedures for:consiructing the
local Planning system.

Preparation

Before beginning.work on the displays, make a file containing a 3 x 5
card for each occupation listed in Appendix A of the manual. Include a card
with occupation number 345 for General Studies. The name and number of the
occupation should appear at the top of the card. The rest'of the information
accumulates as the displays are constructed.

Figure 12 shows the card for meteorologist. All of the information that
appears in the index table (figure 11) for meteorologist came from the card
for that occupation; and in fact the index table is assembled from the cards
after all the other work has been done.

414,

4

The cards are invaluable to whoever constructs the Planning displays.
It is'also most useful to make a second card file, this time with a separate
card for each curriculum offered at the local college. The card for the
physics curriculum at Mercer College is shown in the lower portion of'figure
12. These cards are most helpful in preventing duplication of effort, as
explained later -.

' Begin With the Program of StUdy. 416

For each occupation, the program of study..displayy. (figure 4) should be
prepared lirstal The other displays in tl)e Planning sequewe for that occu-
pation-- prerequisites, specials, and follow-on colleges--44end on the program
of study.

Definition of "Program of Study."

.

By program of study wemean all the courses that a student free from
academic deficiencies should take during his community college career (normally,
two years):in order to piepare for a designated occupation. We will'use the
word program to mean the course listings that the student actually sees in the
Program of Study display.- We will use the word curriculum to.mean course list-

ings.for a "major" as they appeal in the college catalbg. For example, witk
respect to the-bottom illustration in figure 12, there are four Programs as- 0
spciated with the physics curriculum. The four differ from one another; yet
they all satrsfy the local requirements for a physics major.

218
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161 Meteorologist

.

Name Special Program Prereqs Colleges

4 -) .0 `1.3 0 7 7 7

_2 . E--7-1.-t.,. 087 /. 'II 77
. ,

Physics

PrOg. No. Occupation

v_9 3 / PLLZ // fkt ()It.
7neo..e-toi.; 7 e etnz

0 9 /
C95- ,2/3 c2 a (Jai. 60-14
09I,

FIGURE 12

if
1

Cards like thosekin theofigure are useful in preparing input
for the Planning systeM. 14)13 figure) for each occupation a
card, is made containing the humber and name of the occupation
and the'column headings; A number is assigned to each item
of display. and ,entered on the card as the item is constructed. -
A master list like that shown n Figure 11 can then be com-
posed from the cards. Bottom-figure: a card is also made for
tach curriculum at the college showing the names and numbers
of the occupations it serves,-and the numbers of the programs
of, study displays. .

:...
:.-

21,9



This definition has the following implications:

1. The content of the program of study is determined mainly by. the re-
quirements for entry into the occupation. That is, the program_of study is,

. in most cases, more'than themere Catalog listing of some curriculum or other.

It is a curriculum tailored specifically to an occupation. The program of
study stands in the same 'relation to the occupation as (for example) a Dental
Assisting curriculum stands in z lation to the occupation Dental AsSistan't.

_2. If preparation for the occd ation cannot he completed is the community
college, the program of study will con ist of that portion of the total prepara-

tion that does take place in the coMMun ty college. That is, if-entry into the

occupation requires a bachelor' degree r other specialized trainilig, the pro-

gram of study will consist of the community college work that qualifies the stu-

dentjor entry into the appropriate curriculum at the transfer institution.

3. The program of study does not necessarily qualify the. student for an

Associate degree. It is sometimes to the student's advantage to transfer to
a specialized institution as quickly as possible or.to enroll in a nondegree
program or to take a specialized course instead of satisfying local distri-.

bution requirements.
a

4. The program of study will not include high school courses or remedial

courses'.

Selecting Programs
ato
of Study

Use of Appendix Ilkc Appendix A contains information that may be used in
identifying the local curriculum or,curricpa thatffer the most advantageous

path to entry into each_ occupation. The following'information is provided for

each occupation:

1. The name and identification number of each occupation.. These are, of
course,.fixed and may not be'changed*By the local college.

2. The occupational overview (figuretl) shoviing the steps_required for
entry, from the first year of college'to the completion of preparatioh.. The
local college should select or design a program or programs that will take the
student over the junior college segment of.that journey.

3. The classification (PROF,/GRAD, etc.) of the occupation. These classi-

fications are also fixed. They determine the nature of the interaetibn the
student is exposed to in.phase 1 of the Planning system. The,classification
is useful in determining whether a program should be transfef or not. PROF
indicates that graduate study is mandatory for sentry into the occupation. GRAD *

means that graduate'study is highly recommended. BACH means that a bachelor's

degree is mandatory. SHUD means that a bachelor's degree is highly recommended.
WICH consists of thorie occupations, such as Registered Nurse or:Flight Engi-
neer, for which two mutually exclusive paths to entry exist, one involving a
transfer program and the other a terminal program; TERM means that two years
or less are required for preparation. All.occupatiOns classified PROF, qAtAU,

EACH, or SHUD, as well as the four-year alternatives for RegistetefNurse, Flight

Engineer,. Radio4TV Announcer, Physician's Assistant, or any other WICK occu-
pation thatmay be_added to the system, should be treated as requirinvtiansfer
programs of study.
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4. Names.used by various twaryear and four-year colleges f, curricula
which, in the eyes of the SIGI research staff, may provide quote prepara7
tion for the occupation. Colleges are very independen what they call
their offerings. Business, Business Administratton, Business Management,
Business and-Management, Business and Finanee, etc. may or may not'be differ-
ent,names for essentially the same body of courses at different colleges.'
There is little unifarmity in nomenclature from college to'college, and there
is no way to tell walk the content of the curriculum is without' turning to
the `college catalogs. In Appendkx A, we have collected the names that seem
to be in common use, basing our judgment on the designation of curricula in
Volume 3, Degrees Offered by Colleges and Subjects, of The College. lue Book,
14th Edition (New York: CCM Information Corporation, 1972). The llst of
curricula must obviously be used cJith great caution by whoever'Selets and
prepares the programs of study, since what is important is not the flame of
the curriculum but the appropriateness of the courses in it. A name may or.

4",may not provide a clue as to content. The lfst is presented merely-a4 a
convenience to the person selecting the program, who may recognize in the
list a name used by the local college. The list is also useful when one
searches catalogs of other colleges to see what courses they recommend for'
lower division work or to assemble a list of foiloW-on colleges.

5. Subjects Which are recommended as electives in the program of study.
Again, this information must be used cautiously, since the selected local cur-
riculum.may not have roam for the.recommended courses, or inclusion of a
Course might change the curriculum's° as to- disqualify the student for trans-
fer or.for the Associate degree..

.

6. For many additional information that our search has .

uncovered and that is useful when the Program of study displays are prepared.

Chabsing the .pro ad. Using the information in Appendix A and knowledge
of the local offerings, identify the local curriculum or program that seems
tooffer the most advantageous path to entry into the occupation. The select=
tion should be:done by an experienced counselor or academic adviser. The
following principles, which were derived from our experience, may be helpful.

,l. If the occupation happens to be one that is served by a local curri-
culum specifically dedigned for it; choosehat curriculum. Examples are the
Dental Assisting Curriculum for the occupation dental assistant, the Radio-- '.
logic technology curriculum (under whateyer name) for X-ray technician, the
Architectural Technology curriculum for architectural-technician, etc.

2. If the needs .of, preparation can be met by a curriculum or an adapta-
*tion of it, even though the curriCulum'was not'Aiesigned specifically for the
occupation, choose that curriculum. Examples are the occupation broadcast
technician, for which the Electronics Technology curriculumseems like a
logical choice; the occupation insurance agent, for whichthy Business Admini-
stration curriculum seems reasonable; the occupation surveyor; for which Civil
Engineering Technology is probably best.
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718.-

Many occupations. come under this principl and obviously some nice

udgments have to be made about what is best or the student. This is es-

ecially true of such ocaupatioUs as flight attendant, business machine
repair technician, appliance repair'technician, and many'others,for which

preparation. takes place on the job or in employer - operated schools. There

is no compelling reason that a person h#s to go to junior college at all

if his only goal is to prepare for these occupations.

We make two assumptions with regard to this situation. First, we as-

sume that the student's presence at a terminal on a community college campus
indicates that he does have other goalg in mind than mere preparation-for,
a specific occupation. Second., we assume that most educational experience

is advantageous to a person, even though its tangible benefits may be ob-

scure. Therefore, we recommend a corollary to principle 2.; select a Cur -
,

riculum that will lead to an Asdbciate degree, provided that pursuing the
curriculum does not actually interfere with preparation fot the occupation.

1. If the occupation is classified PROF, GRAD, BACH, or SHUD, or is
the four-year version of one of the WICH occupations, such as registered nurse
or radio/TV announcer, choose a transfer curriculum. A minimum of a bathe-

l'or's degree is a condition for entry into all of these except the SHUD occu-

pations,, for which it is highly recot6ended.-

In Selecting the cc:immunity college curriculum," begin by identifiine the fou
year college (or graduate school) major, hat prepares for the occupation; then
work backward.to identify the local curriculum that will transfer into that

major. Ton looking At the four-year college majoys,'begin with the catalog of

the college that the student is most likely to transfer to (usually, the near-.

est State college). Make sure that'the college really offers' amajor in the

required field, rather than a course or two. For example, if one were'lgoking

fora Statistics major for the occupations statistician, actuary, or maiket re-

searthlr, one would find that nearly all colleges offer courses in statistics;

but noe so many offer a major In that field.

I is,not always easy to id4ntify the best four-year major because opiAions

differ'as to the best way to prepare for some occupations.(e.g., systems analyst),

colleges differ in'how,they name their curricula, and they differ in the courses

they require. fot)the-curricula.

4. If more than one curriculum will' lead to the occupation (e.g., meteoro7
logist),list all relevant curricula (up to seven) in order't6 allow the student

as much freedom as posgible.

If more than one program of studycan lead to an occupation, Oise occupation

is called "multiple entry!' in this mapual. There are four situations resulting

in multiple entry.

a) The only requirement for entry is a bachelor's degree in any field.
Examples are airline pilot and the four-year version of flight

engineer. The only practical way to accumulate enough flight .

time to qualify for these occupations is through,<fleof the Arthed

' Services. A bachelor's degree in any field is required for acl-

ceptance into a flying program. Since the field makes no differ-
ence, seven options- -the maximum possible on SIGI - -are listed for

these occupations In selecting a program, the local college need
only make'idre that each of the seven will transfer. 222
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b) 'Several different programs will prepare for entry,
and there is no reason to compel the student to
take one over the 'others. An example is meteoro-
logist, for which either a Physics or an Engineering
Science curriculum at Mercer College would transfer
to the proper major at a. four-'year college.

c)' The occupation breaks down into several different
specialtie-s, each requiring differeq,preparation.

Examples are lawyer(patent attorney and general),',
librarian (science and general), or technical write?
(the various branches of science or engineering).

It, is necessary to identify the. specialties and se-
lect a prograM for each one. When the specialization
takes place in graduate school but not before, the ,

occupation is not multiple entry. For example, in
SIGI physician is not multiple entry, since the pre-
medicine curriculum is the same for all students re-
gardless of their eventual specialty.

d) The occupation is claSsified as silUD, and it is im-
possible to devise a program of study that will si-
multaneously be acceptable for transfer and adequately
prepare for entry into the occupation without trahsfer
In such a case, the occupation can be designated as
multiple entry, with one option becoming the transfer
path and the other the two-year path.

5. If the occupation requires specific training which the local college
cannot provide, flag the operation as one thatkrequires a Special display. For
example, if the local college does not have a specially designed program in
wastewater treatment, it should not try to adapt an existing technology curri-
culum in the hope that the student will thereby, become qualified as a wastewater
treatment operator. Also, as another example, entry into certain aircraft .oc-
cupations requires completion of a program certified by the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration% Although the local college may have a curriculum that seems equiv-
alent, do not recommend it to the student bent on an aircraft occupation unless
the curriculum has FAA certification: Instead, locate instirutrons that do quali-
fy the student foi entry into the occupation, and make a Special display telling
the student-about them.

Entering the name of the program. As each program is identified, enter its
name bn, the card for the occupation Which it serves. Ordinarily, the name of the
program is the same_as the name of the curriculum from which it was adapted. For
example, at Mercer College, all foul variations of the basic physics 'cu'rriculum
`were called "physics." The name will be inserted inAhe display illustrated in
figures 2A and 2B. Use the name that is used by the local college and that ap-
pears in the college catalog. The name, should be the same as the name'used in
the Prediction system,in the display that identifies the curricula for which the
student may seek predictions..
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Conlstructing Prograniof Study Displays
.

Chcck programs already prepared. The first thing to do in preparing a Pro-
gram of :Study display is to check the programs already prepared that are based
oR the selected curriculum. This is the purpose of the card illustrated in the

bottom portion of figure 12. For example, the person preparing the program dis-
play for the physics option for oceanographer first looked at the card for physics.
He discovered that programs number*93, 94, 95, and 96 were all varieties of the
physics curriculum. Examining them, he found that program number 93 was word for
word suitable foI oceanographer. He therefore,added "172 oceanog.." to the physics

card, and on the card for oceanographer,he entered 93 as the number of the program
' for the physics option. He did not have to make a duplicate of display number 93.

If 'tone of the four physics programs had bee exactly suitable, he would have
had to prepare a new one, for oceanographer. When he had assigned it a number, he
would have entered the number on the physics Car

NOTE: It is only a coincidence that the program numbers on the physics
card are consecutive.

It works best to construct at.least the preliminary version of the Program
display immediately after the program has been selected. Often considerable re-

. search has gone into the'selection process, and the information will get lost or
be forgotten if.it,is not used at once.

N
Preliminary version. In the preliminary version, concentrate on cont=ent":"

,Formatting to fit the display parameters can come later. List the actualncourses

that the student should take in the selected program. .

Generally, the program will consist of the catalog version of the chosen
curriculum as modified to meet the needs of preparing for the o cupation. The

principles that go into selecting the most appropriate program go into select-
ing courses for the display:

1. Use the catalog _listing without change vhelever possible.

2. If a catalog curriculum must be tailored for the occupation, leave
the students as many electives as possible. That_fs, if the catalog lists, say,

ci science elective; recommend a specific social science course only if it
help prtpare for the occupation or meets a requirement for transfer. For.many,
occupations ppendix A lists courses that seem desirable with respect Co entry

the, o cup tion.
a

3. ,If the occupation is classified PROF, GRAD, BACH,-or S'HUD, or is for
the four-year version of a WICH occupation, the program should meet the require-
ments for trtnsfer.

, ,4. If the occupation is m4tiple.entry, make out a oi7ogram fur each option.
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YOimattinl,the program display. Once the conntof the display has
been determined, the display must be formatted so that it will fit the
restrictions of the hardware. AppendiX 8-summarizes rules for formatting
and contains suggestions for conserving space. Some addititnali6comments
mAy be -lierpful here.

The cathode ;ray tube screen can display 24 lines of 80 characters each.
(A character is any letter, number, mark of purfctuat12141 sign or symbol, or

blank space occurring between the left marg .tn of the screen and the last
visible representation on the line. Thus "cat" consists of three characters,
prOvided that the c As in ale left-most position. "Cat and dog" consists of
lI characters = -9 letters and two spaces, again-provided that the c is placed
as far left as possible.) The computer inserts in the first line the name
and number of the occupation under-consideration; the last character in each
line must consist of an invisible end-of-line signal to the computer. There-

.

fore the local college has at its disposal a single diSplay consisting of a
screen 79 characters wide 123 lines long. This 79 x 23 pace may not con-

tain more' than 1,000 charaCters. The last line of text (which is not neces-
sarily the 24th line on the screen) must say, "For a copy press PRINT." If

the program leads to a certificate rather than a degree, that fact should be
mentioned."

A

The format of
4

the display illustrated in figure 4 worked well for a col-
lege operating on the semester system. A college operating on a quarter or
trimester system might find the format unsuitable because more headings are
involved and more courses must be listed. If the local college finds it hard
to live under the 23-line, 1,000 character restriction, it should experiment
with a variety of fOrtats. Appendix B will be helpful. The screen may be
filled in any manner that the college chooses. in order to get its message
across,-provided only .that the restrictions enumerated above are respected.

Numbering the program display. When the displly,has been completed,..as
sign it the next number in the Program of Study sequence. The first disqlalot
will be number one, the second numb5r two,-and so on, with.no uppei. limit (but
be reasonable!) on the,number of programs. Write the number on the display
and enter the number on the card containing the name and number of the occupar'
tion served.. (See figure120, It is also a good idea to enter the program
number on the card illustrated in the bottom section of figure 12. The informa-
tion on'that card does not figure in the operation of SIGI, but it is useful
to the local college.

Preventing errors in numbering. It is essential that there be no errors
in the numbering of the displays. There- MUST be a first display designated
number 1, the other ,displays MUST follow consecutively, with no gaps*(that is,

46he situation must not occur where there is, for instance, a display number 7
Mci a display number 9, but no display number 8), and two different displays .

may not have the same number. Use a counter or prepare a mister list of dis-
plays to keep track of the numbering.

. Note that the number assigned to the, display has no logical connection to
the number of the occupation or to the way curricula are listed,in the college
catalog. One physics program might be 'A4er 15 and another physics program
might be number 129. The easiest way is simply to number the displays in the
.order in which they .are prepared.
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Constructing. the High School Prerequisites Displays
- .

Definition of high school prerequisites. We use theterm high school

prerequisites very loosely to designate any set of eonditions for entry

into a program of study at the local college. -These may be mandatory, such

as attainment of some minimum score on a test, permission of the instructor,

or completiOn of certain high school subjects; or they may be purely ad- 1'

visory and hence neither truly prerequisites nor related to high school ex-

, ,perience. The local college should think of the prerequisites display as

space available for a message concerning entry into a program of study: The
,prerequisites (as we use'the term) will probably vary from program to pro-

, gram. the basic frame into which the various prerequisites are inserted,,

however,'is fixed,although it may be reworded to Suit t4e local college:
(See figure 3.)

.

Depende4nce on program of study. The prerequisites for admission into

a program depend on the program. Therefore donot prepare the prerequisites
until the Program of Study display has been finished.

Formatting. Once the Program has been prepared, determine the prerequi-

sites for entry into it. The Prerequisites must f-it intd'six lines of no

more than 79 characters per line. With that restriction,the display may be

formatted in any way that the college chooses.

1

Bear, in mind that the prerequisites message and the basic frame into which

it is inserted must form a harmonious }hole. The display illustrated in figur*

3 appears to the Student as a single message, and he is not aware that'part of

he message is always the same and part changes from program to program.

1Vref. ..".'' *
1 rt....,

.
F----.!,,,

One prerequisites display may serve many:7p rams. Once the'prerequi-

. sites have been determined for a program, heck t prerequisites displays

that have already been prepared for other Programs td see if one of them will

also serve the new program. Usually only afew setv'of Prerequisites.displays. J

are necesbary; at Mercer College, 20 sets.were enough.for all 130 Programs of-

Study. If an existing prerequisites display will serve, enter its number ,n
. .

-- the card for the occupation being worked up. If the occupation is mulrip

entry, make sure that eadh set of prerequisites is associated with the -correct

Program of Study and with the correc$ option. Notice-in the top.portion'of

J figure 12 that prerequisites number 7, is associated with option 1 (Physics5

. and with program number,93, not,with, program number 87, whichbaa a different -

set of prerequisites. The prerequisitesIgo with programs (which Kt turn, go '

with,options), not with occupations., . V4

r-

4.

Numbering the prerequisites inserts. The prerequisites inserts are

numbered in the same fashiOn as the Programof Study displays, That is,

there must be a first display numbered 1, and. the remaining displays (follow

consecutively' ith no gaps in the sequence and with no duplication ofj'num-

bers. Iherg,is.mtaoupper.limit to the number of the displays, but ordinarily,

there will-not be slam because the same set of prerequisites often serve many

different programs.' The .ber assigned to the prereqUisites displ 'ay is com-

pleely independent of the numbers assigned to the programs it-goes with. As

with the programs, the easiest way to number the displays is to call the first

one prepared number one, the second number two, and so on,

When the display has been numbered, enter the number On .the car dor the

occupation being processed. If the occupation is multiple entry, ma e sure
that each prequisites number is associated with the Program of Study that it'

goes with: ' 22011)

or.

=
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Constructing the Follow-on Colleges Displays

-e

Occupations for which displays are requited. Fallow-on Colleges,displaysare required whenever preparation for entry into the occupation continues aftercompletion of,the junior college program of study; ,Any occupation classified
.PROF, GRAD, BACH, or SHUD, as wellas the

four-year ver.pions. of WICH, willautomatically require a Follow-on Colleges display because they(i" olve tansfer. Some Other occupations may require a, display, too, .if 'there is some sort'
Of specialized training. program that the student ha to, go through when he or
she has finished the community college segment of,t e preparation.. At any'r4te,
the local college mayconstruct a display whenever t feels a need for one.

Relationship"tipprogram,of study. The colle es name. the Follow-
.on Colleges display dep nd on what is required to icomplet e prepiration.

begun with the program of study. That is, if an dccupation 4s mulpple
Colleges displ.ay for each
n would be takings science

e generallibrarian would
splay fOr the science
t could finish the under-

generaI librarian would
he liberal arts prepari-tion. Both displays would also list graduate s fools of library science.

entry, it may be necessary to prepare a different
program. For example, a would-be'science librari
program at the transfer ollege, whereas a would-
be taking's& liberal arts program. The Colleges d
librarian woulNist institutions where the stude
graduate science, and the,Colleges display for th
list institutions where the student would finish

Compiling the list. Colleges are selected on.the basis of th'e majorsthey offer. If they have a major that prepares for the occupation, they arecandidates for the list.
z

The best sources of information about majo offet:ings are as follows:

1. College catalOgs.

2. The College Blue Book: Degrees Offered by Colleges and Subjecfs,Volumd'3 of The College Blue Book, 14th Edition (New York: CCM InformationCorporation, 1972). Using this source,, one ca look up the name,of any cur-riculum or major-(e.g., ,SPeech Correction, Ex erimental PgythologY) and find,listed by state, the colleges and universl les that offer the subject and the( degrees they grant. The Blue Book uses the n enclature of the colleges that
ksupply the information, with the resdlt that essentially the same curriculummaybe called one,thirig at.one college and something-else at another. Forexample, preparation for speech pathologist/audiologist could be donein the Speech Therapy curriculum at one college.and the Speech Pathology
and Audiology currIctilum at another. All likely names should be tried.
Use the list of names of curricula in AppendiX A. Once 4ompiled; the list
should'be checked against the catalogs of the/colleges themselves. SometAma college listed in the Blue Dakdas offering /a degree program reallyiffersonly a course orctwo.

4
If an occupation is classified PROF pr GRAD, the list must include.graduate schools where preparation may be comOleted.

Narrowing the list down. Of course, no ,.all colleges can be listed n asingle display. Some principle is nedessaryfor keeping the list withinbounds. The list can be reduced considerably by confining it to those in-stitutions that the student 'is most likely to go to. Probably for the commun -itycollege population, these are nearby colleges in the follow4ng orderN.
State colleges, (2) State university campuses, (3) local piivate colleges,and 14) colleges in nei&3oring states. Of course, no college is named on'the list just because it is convenient. The main consideration is that it'Of,7fer ehe necessary preparation.
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- , For some exotic-occupations it maybe necessary to violate the nearby
coli'ege principle. For example, there are not many graduate schools of oceano-
graphy, and very few instituttons offer a major in technical writing. For-

. otfier occupations where the only requirement is a bachelor's degree, alib-
eral arts major, or a common science major, all cplleges would qualify. In

. ,that case, the di play an simply make that statement yithout attempting
to iisi the colleg,

. -

Preparing the displays. Once the content of the display has been de-
termined, check to see whether or not some previously prepared display

numberwill serve. If so, ente its number on the occupation.ard. If the oc-
cupation is multiple ent , make sure the Colleges number is associated
withthe correct Program n tuber.

If no atisfactory display already exists, one musebe made. The con-,

tent of e, display varies se much that it is difficult to suggest:a model.
The di fay shown in figure 6 shows one way of coping with the problem of

lis g both undergraduate and graduate inst t tions in a limited space.
The display must end with the words; "For a y press PRINT,'. and it should

contain a warning that the lisLip....inc ete. Perhaps the best way to con-
struct the'display is to think of it as the message advising the student what

to do when he gets out of junior college.

Formatting the:displays..' The format is the usual 79-character by 23-
line' space with .3-1,000-character limitation.. It should include the warning
message and it must contain the PRINT command.

Numbering. the displays. The displays are numbered'in the usual fashion.
That is, there must be a first display numbered 1, and the remaining displays
follow consecutively with no gaps in the sequence and no duplicatiml.of num-
bers. There is no upper limit to the number of displays. Do not make up a
display, however, jipat to be filling space.

Enter the number of the display pn the occupation card. If the occupa-

tion is multiple entry, make sure that each Colleges number is associated

with the program and the option that it goes with. - `1

3.

Constricting the Special Displays

G When the programs of study are being selestbd, some occupations will be
Alicovered for which no curriculum designed especially for: the occupation
exists at the local college, but does exist elsewhere. Examples are beauti-
cian if the college does not offer Cosmetology, wastewater treatmentoperator
if the college has no program in Wastewater Treatment, hotel/motel manager
if.the college lacks a Hotel /Motel Management program.

Construct A Special display for such occupations, telling the student
'where to go for the training.

Content of the Special display. The content of the display depends on
the message. Figure 8 may be used as a model, tut each case is different.
If the student can go to an out-of-county junior college without paying ad-
ditional tuitcon, this information is worth including.

.4 22 8-
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format is the usual 79-character by 23-
limitation.. The last line ust say, "For

a copy press PRINT."

Numbering the dis la s, Special display #1'14as prepared by SIGI. It

is reserved fo new occupations that have been incorporated into SIGI for
which locil'col eges have not yet had*,time to prepare regular Planning
system'displays. Therefore the Special displays prepared by the local
college begin with #2 and are ente,red consecutively without gaps or dupli-
cates: Enter the number of ;he display on the occupation card.

,
Other displays associated with the Special display. The Special dis-

play is shown in place of the PrereOldites, since local preeequieites can-
not applY. Usually the Special display contains all the information the

- student will need to Make a decision about the occupation, and in that case.
'.he would nor see a Program or Colleges diqplay. However, the Program-of-
Study and FolloW-onoColleges slots are available #nd can be used foi infor-
matibn that would help a student make a decision. In that ease, prepare a
program showing the student the courses he might'expect to take at the place
he would go to. Also, prepare a Follow-on Colleges display if that would
help the student. The Program of Study and Follow-on Colleges displays
should be numbered in the usual fashion. The fact that they are associated
with a Special display makes no difference in the way they are numbered".

WICH Occupations

Occupations classified WICH must be treated as if they were two dis-,
tinct occupations one terminal and the other transfer. The (reason is that
fdr these occupations two different paths to entry exist, and they are
mutually exclusive. For example, 4f a person embarki on a two-year registered
nursing program, he or she may not/transfer to a fpur-year program without
starting over. The reverse is true if the student starts in a %four-year.
program and then wants to switch to a two -year one. Note that in Appendix

. A 'each ,of the WICH occupations ,has two pages, one for the! two -year version,
the other for the four-year. *

General 'Studies Displays

:In the Planning system, the student is given the option of seeing the
teneral Studies program, e/en though it is not associated with any occupation.

The sequencefof displays in the General Studies subroutine is shown in
figures'13-1fr. F6r the purposes of the Planning system, General. Studies is
defined as the program for students who, do not have a particular occupation
or major field in mind. It is NOT a remedial program.

)

The Program of Study display. The Program of Study display for General
Studies'is exactly like any other Program display, except-that no occupation
is involved. Therefore Appendix A cannot be used; all the informations for
the display depends on the resources of the local college. Formatting the
display may be difficult because there is so much information to get across.
The display shown in figure 16 may.or may not serve as a model.-
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General Studies is a program for pergOns who have not yet decided on a major oroccupation'. Some colleges let you take General Studies for only one year;
others don't care. Youcan switch from General Studies to another program lit
tLe end of any term. Taking general Studies will help you do these things:

1. Explore different subjects in order to 'discover an area of study you
like. You can sample courses in several areaSN looking for one that you enjoy.

2. Take courses (called prerequisites) that need in order to enroll in
more advanced purses.

Nk. 3. Take subjects that are required for graduation no matter what program
Of st.tyly you,are in. Colleges usually requite Englisbq social sciences, math,(
science, and physical education.

At the end of any semester, or a er completing GeneralStudies., you may
wish to transfer to another program. Most of the courses you have taken in
general Studies will also'count.in the program that you finally select.

NOTE: Generatudies is NOT a."remedial" program. If you have problems
in math,-English, or reading, your college counselor or'adviser will help you
to find die special courses youneed.

-4 Press NEXT.

FIGURE 13

nist display in the General Studies sequence. The-program of study display for
General Studies, which is prepared by the local college, must fit.in harmoniously
with the.other displays in the sequence.

You can use the Prediction system to help yoU make a judgment
about General Studies.

1
When we show youthe program for General Studies, we will-tell

you how to use the Prediction system.

Press NEXT. '

FIGURE 1(

Second display- in the General Studies sequence. The sequenceconforms,to the
Planning system algorithm of inviting the student to get a prediction of his,changes of getting a satisfactory grade ip a "key course" for General Studies.If the local college does trot have a Prediction system, this display is replacedwith another that advises the student to see a counselor,for help-in estimating 'his chances of success in the program.

2 3 0.
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Entire display
prepared by
local college.
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. Do you.oced to find an area of siudy'that interests,you?

Do You,need to'tika introductory courses that will permit you
to enroll in mere'advanced courpes?

Do you want to. get some of your graduation riquirements out
of the wayt

If the answer to any of these questioons is yes, think seriously
about enrolling in'General Studies.

Now, do you wantto pla4 on General Studies?

(1) Yea, plan on General`Studies.

(2) No, switch to something else.

FIGURE 15

Third display in the General Studies sequence. If the student chooses
option number 1,'the resulting interaction is4xactly like that for
an Occupation: the,student sees an Occupational overview, a list of
prerequisitee4.and a program of study.

0

f
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fn GENERAL STUDIES you explore yourAterests. Make a program from the courses
below. Take ANY other, course for wftiChr-you are qualified. You can stay in
Studies ONE year. /hen you have to change to a major to get a degree.

AD 111-Basic-drawing
BA 101 Business Organiz.

& Management
BA 103 Bus. Math 6 Machinei
BY 210 Man & His Environmt.
CM 101 Communidations Media
DA 101 Dental Assisting
DP 101 Data Processing
DP 103 Data Proc. Survey
EE 113 Electrical Ciicuits
EE 501 Electric Orientation
EN 101 Drafting & Graphics
EN 121 Architect. Drawing
EN 501 Engineer. Orient:

FR 107 Practical French
LB 101 Technical Service
MA 109 Technical Math I
HE 101 Machine Shop I
MX 101 Marketing Principles
MU 103 MusiC (Intro)
RS 101.Advancea Reading
RR 101 Coll. Read. Improvemt.
SC 106 Biology Concepts
SP 107 Practical Spanish I
SS 101 Contemporary Society
SY 101 Typing I
SY 105 Office Skills

t

For a capy presi PRINT; otherwise press NEXT:
gt*

79

Gen. 80

70

1

52

53

52

50

56

49

52
58

52

55

56

44

49

24

1
, 45

978

FIGURE 16

The Program of Study display for'General Studies. Like any other-Program
display, it isjprepared by the local college and must conform to the 79-
character by 23-line format with the usual 1,00a-character limitation: Tpe
Program of Study is preceded by a Prerequisites display like that showT in
Figure 3, ChapterI.

2.31
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Numbering the Program for General Studies. The PrOgram,of Study
General Studies is numbered in the same way as any other program. It
not have to be assigned a unique number simply because it is associated
with General Studies rather than an occupation. Enter the number on th
occupation card for General Studies (occupation number 345).

for

oes

e

Prerequisites for General Studies. The Program of Study for Genera
Studies will require a Prerequisite display. It is prepared and numbere

. in the same way as any other Prerequisites display. Enter the Prerequis
. number on the General Stakes card. .

'

Preparing the Index Table.

1

d

Arrange the Program of Study, Prerequisites, Follow-on Colleges, and
Special disp ys in consecutive order in separate groupg. Arrange the occ
pation'cards n consecutive order by number.

7

Check each group to make sure that there are no gaps in the numbering
sequence, and no duplication of number within a group. If any corrections ar
made at this point, make sure thai the corrections are entered on the occu-
pation card's.

.Now assemble a team-of experienced counselors or advisers. Let one
read from the occupation card the name of the occupation and:the number(s)
of the program(s) associated with it. If the card shows that a:special dis-
play was constructed, read its number before reading the program number, if
any. Another member of the team will locate the specified program or Special
Sand cheCk it for sense. It is easy to spot gross errors this way, such as
inadvertently numbering a chemistry program so that it goes with. the insur-
ance salesman occupation. If the Orognm seems appropriate, read the Pre-
requisites number for that program and again check to see whether it'is
reasonable. The same procedure can be usedlor Follow-on Colleges. With
respect to multiple-entry occupations, make sure that each option goes with
the correct sequence of Prerequisites /Program/Follow -on Colleges. That is,
if option 1 is physics and option 2 is engineering, make sure thet the phy- 1
arcs sequence .,not the engineering sequence, is a sociate4 with option 1.

tes

u-

e-

When all errors have been corrected, prepare the Index Table from.the
-occupation cards. Follow the format shown in figure 11. The Index Table
should be checked against the cards'to discover transcribing errors. Any

-errors in numbering can be fatal', and a person not familiar with the loca
college can seldom catch them.

Financial Aid Displays

The financial aid officer must prepare a set of five displays explaining
briefly the sources of Federal State, and local financial aid. The content
can be spread over the five displays in any manner that is convenient, as
long as the-following conditions are met.:

First display. The displiy may not exceed"24 lines, and no line may
contain more than 19 characters. 'here is no limit on the total number of
characters in the display. The next to last line of text should say, "Con-
tinued fn next display," and the last line MUST say, "For a copy press PRINT;
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otherwise press NEXT." Mark the display with identification sym1pl "CU-12A."

Second display. Same restrictions as the first. Mark it "CU-12B."

t

Third display. 'Ibis display is iimitedto 1,000 characters. Other-
wise, the restrictions, are t same as for the first di4lay. Mark it
"CU -12C."

Fourth display. Same restrictions as the first. Mark it "CU-12D."

Fifth display, This display is limited to 1,000 characters. The
words "Continued in the next display" will not appear, as this is the
last in,the sequence. The display must contain 'the name or title of the
officer handling financial aid applications and Anformation and the location
of that person's office. The usual 24-line by 79-character format must
be observed. The display should be marked "CU-12E." An example of the
fifth display at one college is in figure 9.

SugAestions: There is usually a lot of information to get across in
this sequence. Whoever writes the displays will find the Space.veiy
limited., The f011Otling suggestions may be helpful.

L,
1. Do not copy fvom the college catalog. A display consisting of

solid text tuts students off.

2. Accept the fact that space is limited. Give "headline" information,
and, refer students to other sources (the college catalog, counselor, or
financial aid officer)/for -full details! The purpose Of the displays is
to say, "Don't despair. Aid is available, andyou have a good chance of
getting it."

3. Organize the infOrmation by,categories so that, for-example,
information about loans' is clearly separated from information about out-

, right Ixants, scholarships, work-study programs,and so ,On.

4. Attempt to find a pleasing format. Use tables, headings, and
subheadings to help ;convey the message.

Display Containing Instructions fora Enrolling
1,,

A-display must be constructed similar to the one illustrated in figure
10. Its purpose is to, tell the student whom to see in order to enroll
a'program athis local college. It must contain the following inforkation:

1. The name or title of the person or office handling registration
and program changes.

2. The words "Press NEXT" as the last line of text.

The display may contain other advice as long as it does not exceed the

2 3 :3
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1,000-character limitation.- Lines musi,,n<ic;ncain more than 79 characters,
and the limit on fines is 24.

(Keep it brief.) ,

Mark the display "CU-13" for identificatio

DISPLAYS THAT MAY BE,EDITED

It is physically-possible to edit the text of some of the displays
illustrated in the figures and labeled as prepared by SIGI. these are the
master frame in which the list of high school prerequisites is inserted
( figure 3),.the information, about requirements for the Associate degree
and for tfansfer (figure 5), and the instructions for reconciling old and
new programs (figure 7). We use the expression "physically pbsaible"
in order to discourage local colleges from asking for unique displays,
except where essential. Unique displays may be overlooked when a computer
disk for a college is revised and sent out. The displays that the col-
lege constructs apparently provide enough scope for colleges to express
their individuality.

Nevertheless, there may be occasions when a college feels it MUST
change the wording of a display. Pleabe discuss these situations with
ETS. The Chart below will give you an idea of what can and cannot'be done.

LIMITATIONS ON EDITIG

Possible

1. Change the text of a display.

2. Reduce a display (such as the
1st, 2nd, or 4th in the finan-
cial aid sequence) from more
than 1,000 characters to fewer
than 1,000.

Impossible

1. Make, an insert (e.g., the list of pre-
requisites in figure 3) appear in.a
different place on the scipen..

2. Use more than one display in a place
programmed for onlY,one. (E.g., if
a\program of study display is too long,
you cannot spread it over two displays.)

3. Make up a new display to be inserted
in the program.

4. Exceed the 79-character limitation.

5. Exceed the 1,000-character restriction

on displays where that limiE is speci-
fied.

6. Exceed the 23- or 24-line limitation.

7. Change the !'NEXT," "PRINT or NEXT," or
"PRINT" commands to soMethingelse.
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NOTE: Some persons have wondered why there is a 1,000-character limi-
tationon,so many displays when the terminal is capable of showing 1,920 '

(24X80). The reason is that the SIGI displays are stored in "frames," .

each of which cast hold up to 1,024 characters. As long s a display

consists of fewer characters than that, the computer can si retrieve

a frame and put it on the screen. When an unusually long mess ge is
required, the computer is prograMmed to display two frames simultaneously,
one below the other. The computer'has already been programmed. to display
a single frame in all those instances where we say a 1,000-character
'limitation exists, find the program cannot be changed. In those instances'

Where we say there is no limit on"characters (e.g., the first display in
the financial aid sequence), the computer has already been programmed to
display two frames.'

Although one frame can contain 1,024 characters, some of the characters
must be reserved for formatting. Hence we say the 1,000 characters

rather than 1,024.

NOTE ON THE 79-CHARACTER LINE: If the terminal.can bold 80 characters

per line, why are the displays restricted to 79? The answer is that the

displays are stored in memory as one continuous string of characters

k,ather than as a-formatted page. When the displays are put into the system,
the typist at the keyboard inserts a special invisible end-of-line character
following thelast risible character in each line of text. The computer

starts a new line.6u_the'screen whenever it encounter's this character.

rf a line of ten.,happened to consist of exactly 80 characters, there
would be no room Ate end-of-line signal.' Hence the text of any liner ,

may not contain more than 79 characters.

When yoil count the total number of characters in Eidisplay, you must

include the end-of-line signals. For example, the fourth line of text in
figure 8 copnts to 80 characters--79 for text and 1 for end-of-line signal.

A

0
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. SUGGESTIONS FOR FOUR-YEAR COLLEGES
a

This manual was originally written for community colleges. However,

all tie occupational descriptions (Appendili A) and all' the information about
formatting and indexing displays apply equally well to four-yegr colleges.
We suggest that four-year colleges adopt, the following strategy:

1.' If an occupation is classified TERM or is the two-year version of
the WICH classification, prepare a SPECIAL display listing appropriate
community colleges, voc.-tech. schools, or accredited proprietary schools
where the student can get training for the occupation. SPECIAL displays

and their function are described on pages 24-25r

2. If an occupation is classified as SHUD, treat it as multiple entry.
(See page 18, item 4 through page 19, item 5.) One option will be the
two-year path to entry and Will lead to a SPECIAL display exactly like the
displays described in the previous paragraph. The other option(s) will ,

be four-year paths to entry which will lead to PROGRAM-OF-STUDY displays
for your college, assuming that the student can get preparation there.

3. You probably will not need a FOLLOW-ON COLLEGES display unless an
occupation is classified GRAD or PROF. Preparation for many occupations
will have been completed with the bachelor's degree awarded by your college,
and there will be no follow-on institution that the student has to transfer to.

4. Since your program displays must cover eight' semesters of courses
instead of only half that number for a community college, you may find the
necessary information difficult to compress into 1000 characters. If you

have information'as to distribution requirements or graduattbn require-,

ments that would appear on every (no exceptions) PROGRAM-OF-STUDY display,

you can place that information in the display (SIGI #CU-5) reproduce4 as

figure 5 and discussed on page 30 and gage C-4 of appendix C. This prac-

tice will liberate some space for. your program display. CU-5 appears

every time a PROGRAM-OF-STUDY display appears; but since the former is

unique, its message must be true for all programs.

ven 6o, you may find that your PROGRAM-OF-STUDY displays are hard to

const uct. Pages 33 and 34 reproduce two PROGRAM-OF-STUDY displays and
the C -5 that were done by Illinois State University for their SIGI. They

may (or may not) be useful, models_foroyOur own college or university,

"45
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APPENDIX5A*

INFORMATION FOR PLANNING DISPLAYS

The occupations are arranged'consecutively by number.

See the text, pages 16 and 17, for an explanation of how the appendix

is to be used.

Note particularly that the names listed under POSSIBLE CURRICULA are,

only suggestions. These are the names used by various colleges to designate

a major field. The curricula may not all be equivalent,. nor does the fact

that a curriculum is listed mean that it is necessarily appropiqate for the

occupation. I-Always refer td college catalogafand examine the coursed in-

cluded in a curriculum before recommending that curriculum.

Note also that courses listed under SUGGESTED ELECTIVES are only sug-

gestions:

4

*..
For purposes of this.reptort, we have limited Appendix A to examples

of information on six representative occupatiOns. 'ihyomplete,

'Appendix A is available upon. request.
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NAME AND NUMBER OF OCCUPATION: Architect 107

CLASSIFICATION: PROF

I

OVErnEW : i 1

mmon****Nn.**mminiiiii******milmi NNNNNNNNNNNNN KNII*11111114.11111111111111***111111 NNNNNNNNNN *111411****-11

N 41.1.c.-01 TacT N

t

* . II

n 1. Enrol 1 in architecture in college. -,,i *
II

II

gi 2. If yeti start in a. community col lege, select a 4-year col lege'lhat offers a II

* bachelor's degree in architeciilre. Take courses required for transfer. 11 . N

N the college requires the Architectural School Aptitude Test, take it late in .11

O your first year of col lege.' Transfer. II

N .

II °

N 3, Try to get aPsummer job drafting in an architecture-kfi rm or working in the 4 I*

II construction t rades.
I

- ., . , N

I* I*

* 4.' ret bache torts or higher degree in architecture. Col leges differ in their N i 0

* programs and degrees. You wi II have to spend at least 4 years in col lege *

for a bachelor's degree; more likely i.t will be 7 or 8 years, leading to N

both a bachelor's and a' maiterss. Some col leges grant a Ph.D. degree. II

..1

II

N 5. After col lege, get license by completing 3 years of internship (at ful I -oar) II

II u.nder a licensed architect and passing the I icense exam in the state where *

N you will. work rill

N

N For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT II

i

N
II

N a le

N
I N

.
ii"

II

1111 o
e N

ell
e . II

MONK *** MM NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN * NNNNNNNNNNN ******** NNNNN NNIII1****** NNNNNNNN NM*

. .
POSSIBLE CURRICULA: Architecture, Architecturq,'Design

.

. o 0

1UGGESTED ELECTIVES:

SPECIAL NOTES: None

Landscaping & Planning, Basit lbra;41ng

2

e 4.f

a



NAME AND NUMBER OF OCCUPATION: Economist 135

CLASSIFICATION: GRAD

OVERVIEW:

**** 11111111011** 1111i NM N ******* 1/**111t**11
* ..co re 0 ni , s r

*
*

.

*
*

*
* 1. Take economics in' col lege. * \
u ,

41' *
I. 2. If YOU start at a community college. take economics or business adninistral II
II tion. Include courses intnath (cal culus, if possible), economics, account- N
* ing, social sciences. II
N A

*
* Select a 4-ye r col lege with a 'program in economics and includein your pro- *
* Cram tourse required for, transfer., If your community college offers few II
* economic courses, plan7to transfer aft er 1 year of community col lege. *
II

II
* 3. ache lor is degree. II
II .,. *
* 4. Graduate training high ly desirable, with concentration in 3 or 45 specialized *
* ecees, such as international economics, economics theory apd kietory, money

,.
* and' bankfng, public finance, economic development, labor relations, indus- II
* trial organization. *
N

i . *
* 5. For a posiN4act in ipchistry, related experience is very desirable. *

.

M .

1' For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT. .1,

II 'II
* IO

.16

* J / II

N
* , ) . ' . *

*** NA ******* *NM** ************* oN **MN* ***NOON NIIIIIIII ***** NM** ********** MN ***** ,I1**
POSSIBLE* CURRICULA: Business Administration, Business Economics, Commerce,

. 5 . Finance., Economics
_.

SUGGESTED ELECTIVEi: College Math

SPECIAL NOTES: None

o
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NAME AND NUMBER OF OCCUPATION: Actuary 112

CLASSIFICATION: BACH

OVERVIEW
4-

********* NNNNNNNNNNNNNNN NV 14

* .5.7'1., gi a. i *
a . *
* *
N t Enrol) in sta istics, or actuarial 'science i`n college., Al so take courses in *
N accounting, n urance, economics, and business. N

6 * ...,
- N

* e If you start in a community col lege, select a 4 -year col lege with a bathe - m,
. * lor"s program in statistics or actuarial science. 'Take courses required II'

* for transfer.
. *.* *

3. Whife in col lege, try for summer jobs with an insurance company. me have I.,
. .

. . summer training programs for actuaries. ., ,' --... - * '15
N

N
,* 1.. An senior year take preliminary actuary exams of the Society of Actua ai es N.

* -or the Casualty Actuarial-Society. 'They will help in getting a `jo.o.- N
.

N *
N S. Get bachelor's degree. *

N ' \ - , * .. , .

* C. To get full professional status in The Casualty Actuarial Society. (casualty
* insurance) or The Society of- Actuaries ( rile insurance), take a series of 9 * '

* Cr 10 exams after getting bi'red. iheyiwill tek,r 5 to -i,o,years to complete. m,
, ^* *

* For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT ,
.. ,,,,, N

,..:"* k. . ..,
1

. N

.40 * %.
...4*1

N

4ai
%

-Q.0.

*. -f t
4 °

N.

N *
-

16. * NN ***N IN
0

.

POSSIBLE CURRICULA: Mathematics, Actutrialt,Sciendt
.

5-
.,,

1 ,,',,
. ,. ..:4..

f ' ''

°
e 4

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES: Economics, Speech, U. S. Historf.,-Accouming, Statistics
9 t.6

.q a

'' r as ' '

SPECIAL .NOTES: None

240.
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NAME AND NUMBER OF OCCUPATION: Advertising Copywriter 102
4

CLASSIFICATION: SHUD

i Al bye CT. S s NC, - Girl uQ. IT*. a... *
it . *

, *

* 1. Vriting ability is the most important reoul rement for success; your train g *

* should aim at sharpening that ability. In college take courses in Englis N

or
composition, advanced compositifins and creative vritinbs or: take journa li m

N pith an "advertising sequence advertising emphasis, if offered. *
N.

N 2. If ycu start at a community college, take writing and journalism course *

w If you plan to transfer, select a 4-year college with a -writing program or. *

N journalism with .an advertising sequence, and take courses required foi II.
* transfer. I

. 1
*

.: *
N !Jr Get A good liberal, arts background in college. A course in the princi les N

N of advertising will help. j N

r...., N

N 4. {Mile in colleges-do advertising for the school newspaper and get su er N

jobs. in advertising firms or the advertising department of a,,Dewspap r or
* macAziner t- N

N N

N 5. et degree. A bachelor's may help you get hired, but your best ass >t is N

riting ability. . ,.

.
N

N -
P"\.

N

* For a copy press PRINTS otherwise press NEXT. N

II , 0
.5 , N

*

N N

II *
II *

POSSIBLE CURRICULA: -Journalism, tnglish, Advertising, Marketing .

6

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES: Introductory Psyghology, Journalism, Social
Psychology

SPECIAL NOTES: College courses in advertising that are one of the
options for a Business major are not the best prepara-

°

tion'for an advertising copywritef.. They deal with
the business side of advertising. On the'other hand,
courses that

001
are:bne of the options for a Journalism

major usually deal with the creative side bf adver-
tising and are appropriate for the would-be copywriter.
The advertising option for Journalism is sometimes
called the "advertising sequence" or "advertising em-
phasis."
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NAME AND NU-MBE' OF OCCUPATION: Air-conditioning, Refrigeratioweand Heating

Mechanic' 103

CUSSIFICATIO

1141 **
OVERVIEW:

* N.

.. .
. firR, Co ry D.) ...api2.1 6 ) 448 4e n- n, e*.ti *

,- *

MO college work is required. Get a job inan air-conditioning, refrigeration,. N

* or heating firm and\take courses part-time at a vocational school or fommunitY

college. Check your state employment service for possible governmene-sponscred N

N training programs. . N

N 4 N

N If you decide to enroll in a community col lege program, you should: N

O _
N

* 1. Take air-conditioning and refrigeration, if offered. Otherwise take *

N electromechanical engineering technology or mechanical engineering tech- il *

* noloGY .
*

. / t
104; -

. . N

* 2. Make sure you fulfill the course requirements for the Associate degree. N

N
N

N 3.,, You may need additional vocational school training and on-the-job experience *

N if your community college does not have an air - conditioning and refrigera- N

N tion program. I
N

N

N 41 Make sure you have a driver's license. Also union membership is sometimes N

required. Check requirements in the community where ,you want to work. *

N
N

N For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT. N

-..4

e
N

N

N
N

**

POSSIBLE CURRICULA: Air4o4ditioning Engineering Technology, Air-Conditioning

and Refrigeration, 'Electra-Mechanical Technoioty, Refri-

geeation Technology

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES: None

SPECIAL NOTES.: Apprenticeship programs are offered/in some states; If

available,.such a program can be recommended as an option.

N

242_o
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NAME AND NUMBER OF OCCUPATION: Radio/TV Announcer (two-year) 189

CLASSIFICATION: WICH
4'

OVERVIEW:
wt.**twit mmmmmm itillit% $1101111111******

Kt/ Dal it 9e, rt/e uneC tr.., 4=-4-7R. I
*
M 1

I
, N

* This program will Qualify you for a job in a small, independent station. In N

* addition to developing- your announcing ski I Is, you should learn to operate N

* a contr.n1 .card. Col let4e work is not required if you have good presentation, N

. diction, Lnd 'voice,. but advancetnent is more like ly if you have an Associate N

e droree and en FCC license. If you decide to go to college:
II

N

N.

V 1. Enrol I in the radio/TV broadcasting or the communications media program at N

v i. COITMUni tY col lege. Take courses in speech, drama, salesmanship, etc. N

. w
N

O 2. Fo a;IJi tione 1 study to aualifyfor an FCC operator's license. A third-Class N

* i icense cud I 'ties YOU to operate control boards; a first-class license N

II cu. lifies .you to operate a transmitter. Small stations prefer announcers N...,

I. N rho can fill many roles. - .
.

II
N

* 3. Try to pet a summer or part -time job at a small station t0 increase YOur N

. knc.Iedce cf broadcasting practices. PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IS VERY INPORTANT N

Ns

. . N

.11 Ow Get Associate degree.
N

II
N

N For a copy press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT. N

N
N

M k
N

./
II

N

II
G N

*..--I .,
1.

.
*

N
#111111111W iMM mmmmmmmmm *NM***

POSSIBLE CURRICULA: Electrical & Electronics Technology,,Radio/TV Technology

C,

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES: tNotle

, (

SPECIAL NOTES: A student choosing the two year route to this occupation,

should expect to work in a small radio station, where the

production and engineering functions are often-performed-

by the same person. Therefore,_ should know all aspects

of the field, including the technological. ,Sectiring a .

First-Class Radiotelephone Qperator's license.from the 'FCG

is highlyrecommended.
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NAME AND NUMBER OF OCCUPATION: Radio/TV Announcer fgurryear) 189.

CLASSIFICATION: WICH

OVERVIEW:
Cer.a

i
* .

(4 1.9 0/60/7-yn A n.rs, a u p/ ce P.- 4., -112:
*

*
.

N

ThiF program will qualify you for a job in a large network station. To prepare: *

*
a 1. rnrOl I ift radio /TV 'broadcasting _ormjournalism in col lege. Take coursed in *

Epeesn and diction. P. liberal-arts background is desirable, in addition to . -*..
* technic.* I trainins. - *

* L. . . *

i. If you start at a cogunuriity college, select a 1.-yeir college with a bathe- *

Jor's program in radio/TV broadcasting or journalism. Take courses required
.4 for transfer. it *

* *
. Join the col lege radio station and get summer jobs at a radio or TV station. *

P PRA*CT IC Al. EXPERIENCE IS VERY IMPORTANT.. In many4fises you Wi 1,I be requi red *

$ to hive en FCC operator's license. Study FCC regulations. If possible, check *

requirements of the station where you want to work. *

G. Get riachelor's degree.

5. Make tapes of your voice and reading ability, to present to employers and
agents.

For a ccoy press PRINT: otherwise press NEXT.

4

N

POSSIBLE CURRICULA: Broadcasting, Drama, Dramatic,Arts, Radio & TV, Radio &

TV Broadcaiting, Speech, Speech & Drama, Speech & Theatre,,

Theatre Arts

a,.

SUGGESTED ELECTIVES: Gove ent, Journalism, Economics, Urban Sociology

SPECIAL NOTES: The four-year route aims at preparing the student for announcing
in a large station where the production andeiiiineering functions
are performed by different personnel. The four-year program
should include some voi4e training, journalism (for the news),

and speech.

244 '
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EDUC AT ION X I. T ES'IA S 11 \ A ( I ' 11 I ( I 1 \ ,1 Di-, 1

I
I

Area `01, 609
91>i 9000

L'ILS/11(

P. ! I .,01

Mi. Joseph Tinnin
Eastfield College
3737 Motley Drive
Mesquite, TX 75150

Dear Joe:

July 20,.1976'

/

A letter similar in contsent to this one

was sent to each of the field-test
colleges: a

Thank.You for helping me get started on our evaluation of SIGI

at Eastfield. Let me know when Joel returns so that rcancfill him
in on whatever progress we've made by that time,

As I mentioned in our telephone conversation, our evaluation
efforts are branched-in four major directions.:--The ,attached sketch

gives an overview of thes directions and he kindsof data we ex-

pect to collect.

. The most immq late concern is our evaluation ot the impadt of

- SIGI on students.)For-This part of our study, w n6ed your help in
(istrisbutingitwo different questionnatses to-two independent Croups

. of students:

' SIGI Evaluation Questionnaire - C (yellow). go,be
distributed to students who express an interest in

. using SIGI but who have not done so.- Students
, .

, who =complete thfs'questionnaire wllf form our con-

trol-group:: i

,.
'' SIGI Evaluation Questionnaire -,B (green). To be

distributed to stadents who have been ill'the-waY=
through "SIGI at least once 71161-'e. students Will

make. up our experimental iroUp4 %
.

.... f
,,,,,'

How, you handle distribution of,th6AdeSii]Onnaires-will depene:.--

upon scheduling procedures", staffing; etc., at Eastfield'- -x- -However,

I would- like to caution you on-two points(1))dm-i-eiiiii
the questionnaires, take sire you do not catch Ire salinnderit twice,

. =

i.e., before "using SIGI (as.a control) and after SIGI (as

an experimental)% Our experimental and control groove are to be i-,

dependent samples. ,(2) Care must'be taken.to include in the'controf
group,only those-students Whare:inle're'sted in using SIGI. This pre-

caution is necessary if we are to assume, that the%ontrOl.and .experi-

.mental.groups come from the same general population, namely, students

who want help with.career decision-making.
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°

I've mailed you 150 control questionnaires (yellow) and 150 experi-
mental questionnaires .(green). 44e need.approximately 100 of each for our. .

evaluation.

-2--

f

If all 'goes well, we shoulirhave.all the questionnaires completed by
the -ey,d.of November. This bardiry gives us time,.to...analyze the data for

our final report to the National Science.Foundation. The report is due by

J'anuary_1,, 1977.

I'll be getting back to you later to make arrangements for our visit
,in late October or early November to interview studentsat Eastfield. Call,

if yo4 have'any problems with the questionnaires.,

LN:mb
Encl.

1

I

Sincerely,

Lila Norris
Associate Research Psychologise

2 4,

4

1

.de



Memorandum for:

Subject: Log of SIGI-Related
Problems

SIP

Date:

.s

SYSTEM OF ,

INTERAGTIVE

GUIDANCE
AND INFORMATION

From: Lila Norris

I DOC AT I 3NAL USW", SERVICE

PRINCETON N 1 08540
009 921 9000

During September, October, a d November, we will be collecting in-
formation about SIGI- related probl ms,at each of our field-trial. colleges..

This information is to be included in our final report to the National

Science 'Foundation.

To get the necessary data for. t is part of our evaluation of SIGI,

we have designed'the.enclosed le:g. 11 problems that interfere with the

smooth running of SIGI CluringSe emo r, October, and November are to be

recorded in the log: fk new p4ge shou d be filled out each time a pl-oblem

occurs.
.

Needless to say, completews and ccuracy are very important to us.
Therefore, the log should' be keilt by the, person at your Allege who is

. closest to the daily operation of SIGI. That person may be you, or it may

be someone, el!:e (SIGI monitor, scheduling secretaty,-student assistant,-.,

etc.). If more than one person is assigned.tesp4sibility for the. log,

please make sure that each knows where the log is kept and what the en-'

tries are to look like. A completed sample\page is supplied with the log.

As you will see, the questions included in-the log are very broad,

mainly because we're not sure what kinds of roblems to expect. Pge have

asked the person in charge of SIGI hardware at yoUr college to fill out-a.

-) more detailed report on hardware failgres.) Fo, the log; we would like,

you. to supply whatever information you can thats4ill help us detertine,

the kinds of difficulties that occur in the field and the measures re-

quired to correct them..
'

We hope that few probl-enis will arise during this three-month period

and that the log you'returt to tie will be'slim: I've enclosed a postage -,

paid envelope,foryou to use for mailing your completed log to us at the.

end of NoVember. 4

Thank you for your help. If you have any questions about this part

of out evalUation of SIGI, don't hesitate to call (609-921-900, ext. 2316).
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LOG ENTRY ,

4

Date:' .

Who reported the problem?

What was%the nature of the problm? Describe briefly. (If possible, give

subsystem and frame where problem occurred.)

How long wasthe system down?

Did students miss their sessions on SIGI as a result of this problem? If

so, how many students?'

1
What steps were taken to correct the problem?-

'°Was the cause of the problem ever determi so, what was it ?'

446

--Additional comments:

,

3

Person completing thiS entry:

24J
Nip.

(Position or Title)



Date: September 1, 19 76

Who reported the problem?

Student uaing.SIGI

LOG ENTRY
co
siut4tHz-4.7z,

4- -6

What was the natureof the problem? Describe briefly. *(If possible, give

subsysteM and frame where proillem occurred.)

Student was in Values system. She had just finished summing value
'weights to 40. Asked for a printout, then pressed NEXT. Nothing happened.

Preaped NEXT repeatedly, but next frame would no appear.
)

4

How long was the system down?

20 minuUse . 4..

Did students miss their sessions on SIGI as a relKt of thin problem? If

so, how many student0

No
\1/4.

What steps were taken'to oorrect the problem?

I pressed the number "1" (a possible response to the frame which should
have been on the screen) and got the appropriate response for that frame. At

this point, everything seemed. O.K., bhtI asked the iittident'not to ask for
any more printouts during the remainder of her time at the terminal.

Was. the cause of the problem ever determined? If so, what Was it?

I think the'problem may have something to do with the printer. Will

contact the Computer Center and have them look into it.

Additional comments:

9/3/7h Bob Jones from tte.ComputerCent:r called to 'say that the
cause of the problem has been idefitified. It was the printer. Repairswere
made 9/2/76, and Bob mailed a completed "SIGI Hardware Report" to ET. .

4It

Perion completing this entry:

4
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Memorandum to:

Subject: SIGI Hardware Evaluation
at All }yield Trial Colleges

Dace:

From: 'Lila Norris

4

Starting September 1, 1976, and continuing through December 1, 1976,
we-will lie conducting a of the SIGI hardware at each of
our field trial colleges. Inf tion collected during this time will be
included in our final report to the National Science Foundation.

SIGI
SYSTEM OF

INTERACTIVE
GUIDANCE
AND INFORMATION

EIDUATIONAl TESTING SERVICE

PRINCETON, ,N J 08540

609-9219000

We neeci yovr 'help with this part of our evaluation of SIGI. During

September.; October, add November we would
of.

like you to keep a complete,,

record o all probl Ms which occur with,thelIcT hardware at Our college.
Included with this etter is,a supply4pftiforms to be filled cut and re-
turned to ETS each ime you have a harcWare:problem. The forms are simi-

lar to the ones you, ve been filling'out for Bill Godwin. However, for'

our' final report we are interested in finding out about problems which you
remedy yourselves as weld as thoie which require a visit from outside re-
pairmen. Therefore,'beginning in September, we want you to discontinde,
use of Bill's forms and report all hardware problems on the ones enclosed.

I realize. that keeping such recofds can be a real nuisance, but please
bear with us for this three-month period. After December 1 our data col-

lection will be completed and no further reporting of hardware failures
will be necessary.

mb

Thank you for: your cooperation.

2 5 1
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SIGI HARDWARE REPORT

/.-
Please fill out both aides and return to ETS every time you have a

hardware, problem. If several devices are involved (for example,
several terminals), please use a separate sheet for each device.

SIGI

1. School Name
r.1

2. Problem with (check only one):

Computer

Terminal, Make

Printer, Make

Dataphone or line, Telephbne No.

Other:

, Serial No.

, Serialt*No.

3. Were outside repairmen called in to help remedy the problem?

Yes NO

4. If sol give names oferepairmen on this call:

M. Serial number of service report filled out by repairmen at end of call:
(If no report was written up, write "none.")

o. Date and time problem was first reported.to repair center (or On-campus

repairmen):

(Date) (T#e)

7. Date and time repairmen first. arrived to begin repairs:

.vt. (AM/PM)

(Date) (Time),
....._ .

8:: Date and time repairs were 'cOmpleted'ind' unit again' worked:

.- A ,(AM/PM)

'(Date) (Time)

r
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9: cWas this a repeat call for a recurrenc of the same problemipn the

same device?

10'. If there appeared to be any excessive delay in repairs, or if re-
pairs. required more than one visit from repairmen,.ywere you given

any explanation for.the-delay?

r-

11. If this was an operation problem, was it due to inadequate documeg="
tation on our. part? If so, where?

rt

12, If this was not .1.1 opefation,problem, what was it? Deicribe

briefly.

13. er comments?

25'3

Please return to:

Lila Norris
Associate Research Psychologist
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, NJ 08540



SIGI EVALUATION -- COLLEGE QUESTIONNAIRE

College: ' Contact Person:.

Background Information

1. What is the total enrollment at your college?

Day Evening

'2. How large is the counse f?

ounselors

Part- ime counselors

Other unseling staff members (list positions and indicate

whether they are full- or. part time)':

a

3. What services are provided by the counseling staff? (Attach brochure if one is

available; otherwise, jist services.)

/AW

v

4. Are there her members of the college community (besides counselors) who are

involved artier deyelopment servtofs?
,e

Yes No

If so. explain:
4%.

.4

5. Doe's your_college have a testiriprograM?

Describe;

? 5 4

Yes

I

No

Y.



t . ,

Students and Scheduling

a

-2-

8, How many SIGI terminals are tirrently,in use at your college?'

7.,.How many students-are,mosApg SIGI each week?

8. During what hours are SIGI terminals available?

Monday to Ho s

Tuesday to4 Hours

Wednesday xo Hours

,Thursday to HoUrs,

Friday to Hours

Saturday to Hours

Sunday to Hours-

Total Hours
Per Week Hours

9.' How. are Students getting. access to SIGI?

Students use SIGI as part of a career guidance course.

f

Students are referred 6, SIGI by counselors(g

it

Students sign no for use of terminals on a first-dome, first -servd basis:

Other:

10: Who handlqSsdheduling of students on SIGI?

Whst'are'the SIGI-related duties of this person?
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11% Here you had any difficulties with your scheduling procedure? Yes No

If so, explain:

o

4

12. Are students who get on SIGI given special test. Yes

If so, which ones?

4

No

N,

13. Do you have a follbw-uesesZion with students after they have been on SIGI?

Expfain:

Yes No

5.

%,-

.

SIGI: Prediction and Planning' Systems

X14. Who worked on'your Prediction and Planning Systems? (List names and positions.)'

o

15. Ipproximatel3r how much time was spent on each of these systemp?

-.- .
. .

.

25.6.

eC

4



.
,11. .

-4-- .,- :

- .. - , t''''

. .

16. Did you have anproklems preparii the.E. xediction or Planning Systems?

Explain:

(.*

Yes No

0

9

.

17. Db-you have any recommendations for changes in the procedures we've establisher

for preparing the Predi tion or Planning Systems?

3
il

' . °

\
*

A

Yes "No

Explain:
o

18. Have other field trial colleges consulted with'you'about the
, .

PtediCtion and Planning Systems?

Yes

S

preparation of, their

J

No

257
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SIGI Evaluation Plans

19. What ate your plans for evaluating SIGI'? Will you send us a write-up? Will you shate
or

your findings with usl

ti

F

4

orn

Additional Information

20. How have ypu advertised SIGI at your college?

.0*-t

.

21. Have high schools'contacted you about siti? Yes No

II

4

t Explain:
p

0

2Z. Has there .been'a demand for detionstrations11',of SIGI at your 'college? Yes

Ikso; by-wh8mT

256
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A

SYSTEM OF
INTERACTIVE
GUIDANCE
AND INFORMATION

E DV..." AT 31',,A ..TEST;.1.7.7

Pf2,NCETON A 5354:
639.9290x

' 1 .

Dear Seudent:

The attached questionnaire was designed. by Educational Testing

'Service to evaluate SIGI, the computer-based-guidance system on

/ campus. It's being iven to a selected sample of.students who have

. used SIGI and to a sample of students who have not used SIGI-

1
ti3

By,the way, the information collected for this study will be
used.for research purposes only and will'belkept strictly confidential.

Thank you for taking_thee time to help with our evaluation of SIGI.
Your cooperation will enable us to make guidance services at your col-

lege even more effective.

erely,rn

At first. glance, the questionnaire looks like an long one.

You'll find,.however, that since it's mostly multiple-choice and
shart-answer, filling it outyllf go quickly. Please complete the
questionnaire today and return it to ETS in the envelope we've pro-

vided.

ow'

259
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8/GI EVALUATION ilDiSTIONNAIRA -

!tame
- .

SIG' User It

College
.

Student I.D./

PERSONAL INFMNA ATlON

1. Age;
.(1) 15-22'

(2) 23-30
(3) Over 30
(4) Rather not say.

was
2.' Sex:

a. (1) Male
(2) Female

3. Year in college:
' (1) lst

(2) 2nd

(3) .3rd

(4) 4th

CAREER DECISION-MAKLNG

4. How well do,you know. what rewards and satisfactions you want from an occupation?
(1) I know exactly what I want from an occupation.
oy I havp aeneral idea of what I want from an occupation.
'(3) I'm not sure what I want from an occupation.
(4) I have notidea whet I want frbm an occupation.

4. How many otcupations have you explored as possibilities for yourself?
(1) None
(2) 1-2

(3) 3-4
(4) More than four.

A

6. Bow many of the occupations that you know about are likely to give you the
satisfactions you want?

(1, None
(2).1-2
13) 3_4

(4) Mbre;than 4 °

rg'-'1';''""7"":- 7

-----17'Which of the statements below beat describeit how definite your.career PlAge
(1) I'know exactly tho'occupation,I wait to enter.
(2) I am trying to decide between two different occupations.
(3) I an considering three or more.d fietent occupations.
(4) Ido.mot have any.specific occu ion in mind at this time.

are?

8. how well do you chi vou can predict your grades in various progyama at your
..,

college? .
-

4) I think I could pred t my.orades accurately in shy program bf study
,a I might take. f

.

(2) I think I coularredict ev grades accurately in one or'two programs,
-' but not in all , , i

(3) I have only a general idea of my grades in one or two programs:
(4) 1 can't predict my grades well' in any program._-....,

of, the following best describes the present state of your-plans?
(1) 1 know which program taenroli in, which courRes to'take, and most of

the other steps,necossary to reach my occupational goal.
(2) I have a general idea of whIch program would be best, but I am not

sure at other steps arc nece4sary to toaoh my occupational goal.,
(3) I don't know which. program to take. I need,eliegp in planning my education.

t

Copyright (C) 1975 by; Eciucatliqval Testing Service.

1
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1 Overall, how confidaqtdo you feel about your career decision-making skills?
` - (1) Very confident

(2) SOmewhat confident
(3) Not; confident

Items 11 -16 are activities related to.thinking about occupations. Put a check
under the heading which show& how much time,youll'have spent on each of the activities.

11. Reading about occupations.

12. Talking with friends about
occupations they are consid

13. Talking with people in the
their occupations,

the kinds of

eying.

field about

Never Rarely, Sometimes OftCn-

'14: Using the college'S career
libtary.#

15. Attending career planning workshops.

16. Talking to s guidancecounselor about-
careers.

11. Using career-related audiovisual

materials.

18. Using a camptter-based guidance system.

reference

111

.

For statements 19-24,.put a'check under,the heading that best describes how you feel.

19., I would folic..., the advice of a teacher,

counselor, parent, 'or ffyMgd in planning
My career.

20. Which occupation I enter 9411 be mostly
a matter of chance.

21. Everyone seems to tell me something dif-
ferent,so I don't know which career to

Choose.

22: I will decide for myself which pccupation
to choose.

23. In order to plan for a career, I would
seed to know how soon I would be get-,

iing married.

24. Theie is plenty of time before I
to start thinking about choosing
occupation.

;

have
an

2 6

Strongly Strongly-

Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

wwl im rim

,,,.

111.

twa=am idwd..0.1*

4

*6

1

.;

9



25. Rate yourself on how good a career decisionmakeF you think you are.

Look at the ;calf gelow: Think of a friend your age whot in vour oetnion, makes

good career decisions. Considerthat persom at the top of the scale (10).

Think bf a friend you'r age who is not a gobd career decision-maker. 'Consider
that person at the bottom of the scale (0).

Now think about yourself as a career decision-maker. Where do you fit on
this scale? Circle the appropriate number on the scale from 0 to 10.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A
poor
career. -

)decisien-I

maker

t

A
good
career
decision-

maker

ITpr items 26- 29 mark an X on the part of the scale which best shows what-is true of you.J

26. How much sio you know about. occupations?

27.

0 1 2 3 4

very little a great deal

Howoften de you plan ahead?

0 1 2 3 4

f i 1

rarely
1

0 often

28. How do you feel after making an important decision?

0 . 1 2 3 4

1

I usually I am sure
don'x think .. I did

the right thing-

, rigNt thing.
114

%
/

291 How clear is-your knowledge of goals and values?-
t

0 1 2 . 3 4
. .

not clear

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION

very
clear.

30. What occupation would you:most-like to prepare yourself for eventually? Even
if you are undecided, pick an occupation that appeals to-you.

.

*Name of occupation:

's

2 62
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0.

Answeril estions 31-34 in relation to the occupation named in Item 30.
1

3f: To enter this occupation, how much education beyond high scho would you need?

(1) None.

(2) 2 years.

(3) 4 years (bachelor's degree).
(4) 5-6 years (master's degree)'.

(5) 7 or more (doctorate or law degree).
(6) Other (please explain:
(7) I.don't know.

32. Check the salary range that indicates the avekage amount of money per year earned
by people in this occupation.

(1) $20,000 or more
(2) $15,000-$19,999
(3)'$11,000-$14,999
(4) $8,000-$10,999
(5) $7,999 or less
(6) I don't know.

33. Check the one statement which best describes the amount oe supervision usually
received by workers in this occupation.

(1), Work without ,supervision;,plan own,work; seldom evaluated by others.

(2) SupervisedweeklY; 'follow overall assignments.
c3) Supervised daily; work under,,supervisof who assigns and schedules

work;, free to dvide details of work.
(4) Supervised hourly; activities are directly supervised with little op-

portunity to act on your own.
(5) I don't know.

m .

34. Check the one statement which best describes the future employment prospects
for workers in this occupation..

(1) Excellent: Strong.demand fot workers; shortage of qualified peOple.

(2) Good: Steady demand fOr workers.
(3) Fair: Dcmand UmiCed except in certain geographic areas OR demand is

decreasing due to automation or oconomic
(4) Poor: Little demand, if any; thdloccupation is very_overcrowded, and

few jobs are available.
(5) 1 don't know.

1
33. What college program (major) are you presently enroiled in?

36. What occupation ore you preparing for in thip rogram e\f-major7

CAREER GUIDANCE

7

37. Have you dkep a counselor during the last bps menthe (1)Yes 12) No

,,

S8.. if last what thing(s) did you discuss?

. (1) Yout values
(2),Octuliational choice,

(3) OccDpStional infOrmation
(A) Curriculum choice .

(5) Course' seleciion_
(6) Chances foi access
(7) .Program approval -..

AIL (8) Family pressures . ,

' (9) Financial aid t
. 1

.__,(10) 'Other (please explain: )

t \..\

2 6 :3-
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39. Have you taken or are you presently enrolled in a career guidance course at

your college? -
(1) Yes

40. If yes, how would you rate it?
(1) Excellent

(2) Adequate
(3). Poor '

4111: How do you feel about interacting with a computer for career guidAnce?

(1) Favorable
. (2).Neutral

(3) Unfavorable

EVALUATION OF sigtI

6

(2) No

Circle the gradeithat.you would give SIGI on each of the following:

42. How interacting was SIGI to you? A, B, C, D, or F

43. Haw clear was SIGI giving information? A, B, C, D, or F

44: Overall,, how good is SIGI?
A, B, C, D, or F

ICirCle the grade that shows how useful SIGI Was'in,,each of the'following:

45.. Melping you decide which occupation to prepare for. A, B, C, D, or F

46. Helping you become more aware of your values. A, B, C, D, or F

474. Showing you the relationship between values and career

decisions. A, B, C, D. or F

48. Helping you find out which occupations might.fit your valued. A, B, C, D,-or F

49. Helping you get information about occupatihns. A, D, or F

50. elping you understand grade predictions expressed in

- probabilities: . D, or IP'
33

A

51. Helping you estimate probabilities of sticcess in one or

more programs. A, B, C, D, or P

.

52e Giving information about progams of study .at your school. A, B; C, D, or40

53. Helping yOu plan'a program appropriate for an occupation.
you are considering. A, B,.C, D, or P

0
54. Helping you learn how to make career decisions. B, C, D, or F

55. What role has SIGI played in your occupational choice?

(1) SIGI helped me to choose an'occupatioq.
(2) SIGI helped confiri the choice I had already made.
(3) SIGI suggested other things which I am considering.
(4) SIGI provided little or to help,

9ti
-)



To get help with occupational and educational decisions, you can go to SIGI and to a

.counselor. For eachOUthe following#(56 -63), put a cheCk under the heading whiFhs

in your opinion, represents the best source of help.

56. Plan program.of study

57. Get information about occupations

'58. Confitsan occupationalchoice

59.

60.

61. Make values more clear:

62.

63. Estimate chances of success in a program

Find occupations that"fit values

Find out abOnt financial aid

Resolve Conflict's about occupational choice

SIGI

Alone

Counselor SIGI &

Alone Counselor
t

Or
16

11011
0

64. Have'you scheduled or do you plan to schedule an appointment with a counselor

as a result of using SIGI.? (1) Yes (2) No

,65., If yes, what'was or will be the purpose of this visit? Check all the topics you

discussed or plan to discuss.
((1) Ycitir values

(2) Occupational choice
(3) Occupational information
(4) Curriculum choice
(5) Course 'election
(6) Chances for,succdss
(7) Program approval
(8) Family pressures
(9) Financial aid

(10) SIGI print-ours
:7111) Other Iplease"explain:

4.

66. In using SIGI, did theoncupations of interest to you show
by your values?

67. We're there 41ny occupations missing from SIGI that you were

up on the list determined
(1) Yei (2) No

interested in?
(1) Yes (2) No

If yes, name them:

,

68. Comparedto other kinds of occupational information,' how-would you rate the occu:-

pational.information presented in SIGI?

.(1) Better
-7- -
, (2) About the same

(3) Worse

69. SIGI has 28 questions you can ask about occupations. Are

Shout oCcupations that you wish had been in no?

If yes', what question(s) would you add to the SIG; Aim?

therefother questions .

(1) Yea (2) No

r

b`u
t .

-"\
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70. How would you rate SIGI' s writing style and vocabulary?
(1) Too difficult
(2) Just right

c3) Too sitple

71. Did you find sexual, racial, or other bias in SIGI?

If yes, give exam lea:

(1) Yes (2) No

72. Below is a list of problem that nay have occurred in using SIGI. Check any
that you expqienced:

(1) Laid not understand some of the directions.
,-

(n The writing on the, screen-strained my eyee.'
(3) I had towait too long for' an appointment to use SIGI.
(4) There was too much reading.
(5) I felt rushed while,using SIGI.

,....__ (6) The computer broke down while I was using SIGI.

(7). The writing on the screen was jumbled.

(8) I wanted to sign off SIGI, but couldn't:
(9) Other (please explain;

73. How often did you request a print-out on SIGI?
(1) Frequently

(2) Sometimes
Rr

(3) Once or twice
(4) Never

74. After using the computer, did you do anything to get more informatiOn on our own? 6

(1) Yea Or (2) No

75. If yes, what did you do?
(1) Read. .

(2) Spoke to people, in the occupation

(?) Used audiovisual material
(4) Other (please explain:

76. How much time did you spend on SIGI?
(1) 3-2 hours
(2L2-4 hours
(3) 4-6 hours or more

)

77. Did:you go all the sway through SI4I (including the Strategy section)?

(1) Yes

78: Over bow many sessions 'did you use SIGI?

(1) One 4}

(2) Two 1.

(3) Three orYmore

(2) No

79., Do you think you would profit from *further use of SIGI? __('1) ,Yes (2) No

804 If yes,'how any additional sessions would you like?
(1) One

(2) Two

(3) Three,or 61ore-

26G
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81. Which sections would you use most?
'(1) ValuRs

----(2)

LocAte

(3) Compare
/ (4) Prediction

(5) !lanning
. (6)'Strategy

82, Is there anything SIGI didn't cover that you_would like it

If yes, please explain;

to cover?
(1) Yea

I

(2) No

83. 'Iathere any area you wish SIGI had covered, more fully?

If yes, please explain:

(1) Yes' (2)No

A
84. What did you like best about SI (chick one only)

(1) Learning about my values('
----(2) Finding occupations that fi My values

(3) Getting occupational info ion

---{4) Getting grade predictions
'(5) Learning-what courses to take o prepare for an occupation
(6) Learning a.etrategy for Makin decisions

(7) Learning how ct de isions

(8) Other (please explain:

85: at yoUdidiOnSIGI was completely private. How.important is this fact to yOul

0

- :privacy

made _no

difference. ,

-Nir

86. Have you'advised f iends at your colle

2 3 4

yes,, how

-(4)77-72"

-(2) 3-5- =

-.(3) 6-dr mOre

very

important

(1) Yes' (2) No

V*,

88. Is there anything else you would like to tell us that would,help us improve SIGI? /

RASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE `PO ETS IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

2 6'/
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Name

I

SICI EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE - C

- College

-PERSONAL IIIFORMATIon

1. Age;

(1) 15-22
(2) 23-30

(3) Over 30

(4) Rather not say

2. Sex:

.(1) Male
(2) Female

3. Year in college:-
(1) 1st

(2) 2nd

(3) 3rd
(4) 4th

CAREER DECISION-!0AKINq

I

Student I.D./ j

4. How well do you know what rewards an4 satisfactions you wane'fr
(1) I know exactly what I want, from an-occupation.
(2) I have a general idea of what I want from an occupation.
(3) I'm not sure what I want from an occupation.
(4) I have'no idea what I want froth an occupation.

5.' How many occupaticlw have you exglored as possibilities fox yourself?
' (1) None

(2) 1-2

(3) 3-4

(4) More than four

cupation?

6. How many of the occupations that you know about are likely to give.you the
satisfactions you want?

(1) None

(2) 1-2
(3) 3-4

(4) More than 4

7. Which of the ssatements below best describes how definite your career plans are?
(1) I know exactly the occupation I want to enter.
(2) I am trying t.b decide between two different occupations.
(3) I am considering three or more different occupations. ;

(4). I do not have any specific occupation in mind at this time.

Howwell do you think you can predict your grades in various programs at your
college?

(1) I thinieJ could predict my grades accurately in any program of study
I might take.'

. (2) I think -1 could.predict my grades accalrately in one or.two programs,
but not in all.

(3) I have only a, general idea of my grades in one or two programs.
(4) I can't predict my grades wellin any program.

9. Which of the following best describes the BreseUt state of your plans?
11"- (1) I tow which program to enroll in, which courses to take, and most of

tAer steps necessary to reach my occupational goal.
have 0 general idea of which, program would be best, but I am not

s-. ure what ether steps are necessary to reach my occupational goal.
3) I don't know which )program to take. I need, elp in planning my,education.

.

10. Overall, how confident do you feel about your career decision-making skills?-
(1) Very confident A

f2) Somewhat confident
31 Not confident

.

Copyrig ht (C) 1975 by Educational Testing ,Service. All rights reserveds
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Items 11-18 are activities related to thinking about occupations. Put a check
under the heading which shows how much time you haVe spent on each of the activities.

11. Reading about occupAions.

12. Talking with friends about the kinds of
occupations they are-)considering.

13. Talking with people in the field about
their ocpupations.

14. Using th e college's career reference

library.

15. Attending career planning workshops.

, 16. Talking to a guidance counselor about
'careers.

17. Using career - related audiovisual

materials.

18. Using a,.computer-based guidance system.

Never Rarely Sometimes Often

.1 I

4

1

--ehere

For statements. 19-24, put a check under rhe heading that best describes how you feel.

fly )K

1
19. I would follow the advice of a teacher,

counselor, parent, or friend in planning
my career.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agtee Agree

;/

20. Which occupation I enter 411 be mostly
a matter of chance.

21. Everyone seems to tel1Je something dif-
ferent,so I don't know which career to

choose.

22. 1 will decide, for myself which occupation

to choose.

23.

24.

In order to plan for a career, I would
need to know.how soon I would be get-
ting married.

.

There is plenty-of time before I have
to start thinking about choosing an
occupation.

4

25. Rate.yourselfon how good a career decision -maker you think you are.

c"4

Look atthe scale below. Think of a 'friend your age who, in your opinion, makes

good career deCisions. Consider that person die to of the scale (10).

Think of a friend your age Who is not a good er decision-make. Consider

that person at the bottom of the scale (0).

1 I
No* think about yourself assa career decis.ion-makqx. [There do you fit on

this scale? Circle he appropriate number on the scale from 0 to 10.
,)

0 1 , 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9 10 .

1

A
poor
career

maker

26 J

A
good
career
.dectsion-
maier



For items 26-29 mark an'X on the part of the scale which best ghoWs 'what is true of you.]

"

(26. How much do you knOw about occupations?

0 1

27.

3

very little

How often do you plan ahead?

0

I
rarely

1 2

1

A

28. How do you feel after making an important decision?

0 1 2

I usually
don't.think
I've done the

right thing.

3

4

a great deal

4

often

4

29. How clear is your knowledge of goals and values? ,

0 1 ,2

not clear

OCCUPATI6AL INFORMATION

-

I an; sure
I did-TEB
right thing;

3 4

vep
clear

_30. What occupation would you most like to prepare yourself for eventually? 'Even
if you are undecided, ck an occupation that appeals to you.

II

Name of occupation:
it(

°r o

1

.
Answer questions 31-34 in relation to the occupation named above. I

31 To enter this occupation,.how much education beyond high school would you heed?

(1) None,
(2) 2 years.

(3) 4 years (bachelor',s degree).
(4) 5-61years (master:s degree).
(5) 7 of more (doctorate or law degree).
(6) Other (please explain:.
(7),I don't know.

32. check the salary range that indicates the avermeamount of money per year earned
by people in this occupation.

(1) $20,:400 or more

(2) $15,000-$19,1099

(3) $11,000-$14,999
(4) $8,000410,999
(5) $7,999 or less
(6) I don't know.

4

1,

33. Check the one st tement which best.describes the amount of supeiltsion usually
received by worke s in this occupation.

(1) Work with ut supervisfon; plan own work; seldom evaluated by others.

(2) Supervised eklv; follow overall assignments.
(3) Superised dai ; workunder,supervisor who assigns and scLedules

work; frO to d cide details of work.
(4 Supervised hour y; activities are dire'ctly supervised with litt op-

portunity to act on your own.
(5) I doh't know. -270



34. Check the one statement which best describes the future employmenepFospects
for workers in this occupation. .

(1) Excellent: Strong demand for workers; shortage of qualified people.

(2) Good: Steady demand for workers.
. .

(3) Fair: Demand limited except in certain geographic afeas OR demand is
decreasing due to automation or economic' conditions. °

(4) Pdbr: Little demand, if any; the occupation is very overcrowded, and
_

feu jobs are available.

(5)-I don't know:.

35. What college,program (major) are you presently enroll d in?

36. What occupation are you preparing for in this prpg mor major?

CAREER GUIDANCE

37. Have you seen :counselor during,the last two months?

38. If yes, what thing(s) did you discuss?
(1) Your values

(2) Occupational'choice

(1) Yes (2) No,

a

(3) Occupational information
(4) Curriculum, choice

(5) Course selection

(6)w Chances for success
(7) Program approval

4g.(8) Family pressures

(9) Financial aid

-(10) Other (please explain:

39. Have you taken or are you presently enrolled in a career guidance course at
your'college?, (1) Yes (2).No

4p. If yes, how would you rate it?
(1) Excellent

(2) Adequate

(3) Poor

' 41. How do you feel about interacting with a computer for career guidance?
-,(1) Favorable

(2) Neutral . .,

(3) Mnfavorable .

r

A

42. Are you aware that there is a computerized guidance system (SIGI) on campusl°

(1) Yes No

43. If yes, what is your impression of SIGI?
(1) Favorable

(2) Neither favorable nor unfavorable

(3) Unfavorable
(4) No impression

are

44. How did you learn about SIGI?
(1) Friends
(2)-Counselor

(3),Posters Brochures
(4) Newspaper

(5) Other (please explain:

45. Do y4'-want to use SIGI?

If yes, when?

Icno, wly not?

A

(1), Yes . (?) No

PLEASE RETURNyTHIE QUESTIONNAIRE TO ETS IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED./

4 271 r-
THANK YOU FOR YOUJI, COOPERATION. 4.
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BACKGROUND AFORMATION

1.

SIGI EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR COUNSELORS

What percent of your time do yow
career counseling (as opposed to
counseling, academic advisement,

(1) None

(2) 25% or less'

0 (3) 25-502
(4) 50,752

(5) 75-100%

spend in
persodhl
etc.)?

2. On the'averaie, how many students do you
see each week for career Counseling?,

(1) None

(2). 1-5

(3) 5-10
(4) 10-20
(5) 20 or more

4 SIGI rJ
-3. Row long are most sessions for career counseling?

(1) less that 30 minutes
(2) 30 minutes to an hour
(3) one to two hours

Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about0
computer-based guidance sy tens.

4. Computer-based guidance systems are a passing fad.

5. Computer-based guidance systems relieVe counselors
of many routine duties, leaving moo e time for profes-

sional counseling activities. II

6. Compbter-based guidance systems
A Co the jobs of counselors.

are a potential threat

7. I will probably never make much use of computer -based
guidance systems in my 'work with students.

8. Computer -based guidance systems are capable of g4ping
students make tutorial careerdecisions. A,

,EXPERIENCE W H SIGI

.9. Have you attended a SIGI Counselors' Workshop?

10. Havexou hada chance to use SIGIkyourself?

Agree . Disagree Not sure

11. If so, which of the swrsubsysteakhave you been through?

° (1) VALUES

(2) LOCATE

(3) CO4PARE k

^(4) PREDICTION
(5) PLANNING

(6) STRATEGY

Once More than once

Copyright (C)1975-by Educational Testing Service.
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(1) Yes (2) No

(1) (2)fNo

All rights reserved.



12. Have you referred students to SIGI? (1) Yes (7) No

If so, how many?

For what reatons?

) ,

13. How have most students at your college reacted to SIGI?

(1) Favorably
(2) Unfavorably

y
-

c**,

(3) No opportunity to observe 0

14. Rave atudentd come to you with their SIGI printouts? (1) Yea (2) No

What problems, if any, have you had in helping students interpret their printouts?,

,r

15. Have students come to you with problems related to use of the SIGI terminals?

(1) Yes

If so, what kinds of problems have they encountered?

(2) No4

'Prior to having SIGI at your college, to whit degree wee each of the following (Items X6-

22) a problem to you, in your role as a counselbr?

16

17.

Getting students to read occupational

information.

Keeping up-tin -datb on occuRational

information. t

63Ot
prn;i

Minor
problem

No
problem.

41.66

Notgtblevant
to me

4111,

10. Identifying. sources of occupational

information. ,

Ay-

19. Finding iimi,to see all the stdenta
who want the help of a counselor.

%

20.
w,

Identifying students win* needhelp
with,their M4ubatio41 and occupa-'
tional plans.

.01.0Mr1.

21. Selecting appropriate programs of
study for students_ career goals. .11611=MINW.

22. Other:

..o. .

.

_

6
.

23%. Ban SIGI had an impact et any. of the above,problema? (1.),Toa

.#

.

t1es0.s` eitifia:_-

If eo, Which ones? (Circle responips.) (16) (17)', (18) (19) 00)

1 e_
. .

,.

...z:,.......,,i,r,-,,,,,-...1,,-....!-....-:

¶ 2 '1,3 :,
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F

If

Have you noticed'a change in any of.the following (Iteps 24-27) n that SIGI is available

to students at your college?

24. Number of students you areable to see.

25. Amount of time you spend doing career
counseling.

2-6. Length of career counseling sessions.

No No opportunity
Increase Decrease change to observe

t,

Waal, *
\---

27. Quality of group diicussions about values
and career decisions.

28. Do yoU know which of your students have used SIGI and which have ndt?
(1) Yes (2) No

If so, in yo).ir op-inion do attic:lents who have used SIGLrate higher than students-who

have not used it in their' ability to: No oppertunity,

. ' Yes No' toc observe

(1) express clearly the satisfactions they want from

n occupation? . 7*

(2) slate their primary occupational choice?

(3) nention alternative possibilities?
(4) indicate sound reasons for their preference?'
(5) show they ere well - informed about their first-

choice occupation?
.A.

.
,o-

%
(6) decide what programs of st,udy are suitable for

each occupation being considered?- .

11.

......

(7) evaluate. heir chances of success in programs

being considered?

0 i9.'Bow do.you'thini students should gain access to SIGI? (Check one or more.)
, .

(1), Terminals should be available to students on a first-code, Iirst-lierved

, basis, a9d follow-up sessions with' counselors should be Optional.
1

(2) Students'should be requited during their first year of college to use SIGI

andischedule a follow -up session with,scounselbr. .

(3) COUnselorS should refer Students to SIGI and require a follow-up session
.

. afterward. . , .

(4) SIGI should be used as part of a career guidance unit in a classroom course.

(5) Otfiar:',

A

O

SUGGESTIONS".FOR IMPRO10,1,

t
'30. What occupation; do students frequently ash About that are,pdsaing from'SIG1ir

1 .

,31. Are there other additional occupations that you would like to see included IA SIM 7:
. ° (1) Yes, (2) 8rtf'.1 '

. '

2 If sci, plans. list theme
. e

IF
,

...

,..., -
. .

.

.

32. Ara ISICI'In writing style and vocabulary appropriate for your studiotsf
'4

-

! 4 (1) Yea (2) No

.

l If not, that cnangeewould yop suggest?

x - % 4/

. . h. t ". 4
t " b

.

. ,
, -. , ...:* r

,.
ye, / 1

;.

-.4 ' 0-4 4.t4.... , o



4....33. How does the'ocCUpational i ormatiot in SIGI,comPare to other sources available to

students at your college?.

(l) letter t
(2) About the same I'

, (3) WoYse.
0

.w.........
*OP

34. Did you find any sexual, rectal, or other bias in SIGI7 (l) Yea , (2) No

If so, give examples: ,..

t

I

4-

,354 What suggestions do you hav

Counselors' Workshops?
' .

1

or improving SIGI, the Handhbok for Counselors, or the

ilTIONAL INFORMATiON

Members pf the SIGI resear h dtaff are especiallt interested in hearing about any

personal experiences' which you your colleagues may have had.in workingwith SIGI. Please

use the space below to' xecord any observations, amusing'anecdotes, students' comments, etc.,

which yOu would gie to share with us.

AP

w

4

'!

PLEASE .RETURN' YOUR
QUESTIONNAOE rN THE irVo ViDHDu

THANK YOU. POR YOUK'COOpERATION

6

ift

6 2 7 5

a
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-cont r.o I commands ncne-d "IL", vi rtu.. I ar 1" Ehich
contains -switches .and speci ti cations f cr t varicUs

ooptions, and cne c. more disk f.i les 'containing ctl.a I STGI,
text or "frames" that 2 re so 1,:yea cn the
;deli ti or, there re a nt.Pbe r of sur,Dcrt 4 roc r:. r; 'ti
c r I lect data, Erezte. ?no- m;nage th-e. t-b.,nnt re'errds-= -/hPris th{e . 4-irtcority cf the fi les, ane tht

1.1 PSIS /E System- iene rat ion for Iti, ----='--_--
-I-21,

.-4. ...

4 . , Instructi o.ns for ceneraeinh t'n 4 :...T .-/E- _ikcnitb-r -tC4---------e-=-
. - --_.:____---

. .

specif ic inst.- I la,tion . are -9i'ven i-n t.ht,',,uicite I EctIip.n..e.nt Corr.,-. ' '---. -
m an ua I s en t i t I ea '111 ;.T if. 5) st e m Ge r,i..r a t 1.66. t;-.nua I" and ="11-.:-T-.5..z../E-

ystern I nst a Fla-tlion hot es". .Purc hese _p-f z- t1S/C soft a re-------___
I icen'se .ntit I e-s the user to h..ve --th--e"..rt;-,TE.it rcon.i.tor i nstc I ea.

.

t he f i r s t time y 3 i qj tial Lo b i o I ent : Crz'r-pait it-i c_ i .,tvf t- re--- _7.4_

sof ci Pli St s. Thc re. ft er the user.is .rerOOncib-le .. 'Tfor --cr..t os-o.t
and insta l lic.ti. of u-,-.N'da.tef. car rest iorisr Cr -,revi rec-,_;.-Atersiont of
PSTSYE .and/o ystem suppc-rt pr.c.aLar,;s1 z I thouph lac I .1.iiPita:l.

. Fouiorrent C c. software support sa eci..4i rt,s- remain a vai la jtri ..f ..-

-

-

' _f or considlte ion .1's requi rec. e .- -
. -

w

In c re inp ,the..RL.TF/t- mcni'ec ;for Li.-s- with Sit:I, the'
fo II m..ing points shouldbe observea: . ._ .-, .

. .
' I r ( . i

1) ALL! console,le 4terrr,i riz- le, ci4,L000uer load mops,- listiniiss andfel ,

brirtout s < reatex:1 dorm_ We/ :(ST.Err:. SYS,teir cjE ner.4tiXn sh.cu Id
1e re t(F21 n ea.. ',The s.e may y be . ui re a i f.,_ p c'ob.1 errs 'ay. is. c -I. ter...

. 'it ir s'u(gest t cl-,th it a1'1 of the..e matri41%r"Lre" fc; laced . inr
, c c4mon L i l e i c r . punched end . . .1 i I ed,. i n a- sing i e o-bt e b 08 k -f c f:' .7

**
4

easy .refe re. nc'e ... . ;

'7!

_ ; -
-

- ,

.f



V

A

ti

!G1 nag f. r ga CLi,c'e rs'i on 1.
Sechior rch--tc

N
P tar. e.

ar

2) in anSwerinc.' the conti:.urat ion Luactinn's ac the becrinrinc.
the Rcf.'../E Fyci-err lener-on nr cc. nrt., the toll a

r) 1 (77.1 'uses: re ithe r pseuric-ve,yhcz rc r rulti-tt y rvice,,
and ,SQ thee options need on ly uc Ffierte0 if they oi I I te, t,

nt*dedf or other 'purposes, such runnim. E4TCH.
' . ,'

b) A r affeotl. t (rupbe r of cr"; I I ', 1,ff t. rc , i's ec'st rti..J 'tc iv
maintain, rg,..:sonab -le- Sit I rt -.:)ccese i tim,e. Lai CI E'..r . r,o - .

. circumstc.neliS 'should ir.se- th,.,-. 1,, "MC i I r..u,ffe6s I.A rj(ib;,be'',,
el,:lic .teo.

e

..i..c ) fiete ivers ere net reduire-i . ty '_,Il..1.",,,; ind ro . neci LE

a' 1, roc. t e o or ly if re,dti rt_c icy ;oth-r o royr .; n s.., :.'tu (IT es '
:.,POOL. - . ,, ,,, I

tt."
a) FI'P Liuffe'r.inc, Sh4t,oici he .-inc kiCiel a

.., , ,
, .

e) Except f c r very small sy Stt ill.f' rurinin1/4 only: :-.1f-fH ,,Pna.
surIncrtirc. no more trien,ip--..; ,.,IG,i .terTinzcls, r,Asice dit, disK,
h en d I ing shri: Id 1-e -incl vile d a im 1.y see.i. F St.PPc rtip7 more
th,In 5 6 ;.ICI -terrain? Is:, resiuent system 6,01 oi'mp.otth
shoti Id a Lco 1'e inc ludedl There i's nu. -rea.ch. ter S1t-..1

suoncrt. te,o Ever int Jude resident,, sent. /receive or re ;ident '
.di rectory lister. . , . - ,

.

f ) .2,--toro math preci;,inn isr...1 I that is required by-.;..I.GI.. and
H i t h ax is - r ec c mme no ed .

reduess.ted if other ..ppli o*t. i ens ..ii i I, r4cuire !it...' ut -this
4-wort pre-cil-Tsion 7.1ay ' E.)

v,i,11_ inc,re.lsk the size '%,..43,,t- the ":16I prcgr,ram, enc., of a 111
cthVr o roc r:frn-.s--.) 'alio m-y reclui re cln inc,r.,:pasein the system

s.rremory size. . '. 7:4**.

es), Th- ; extended functions .c.);'e",. not needed 'r.1' '..,S, 1 tr 1..i. i' ncl n:'y -de.
quit t'e'd.. However, if 'STS/E., v.i 1,1 Ce used"-ifor an`y; 0 ther.
purposes: the functions ...re highly likely; to be ieuui,te,o.:- .

and so shdi'ild be inc tudea., ,
,.

i
h) NIINT US iNC, is riot reoui re'd by f.14. '.,

.1 .
,i;) The KA TR I X functions .are 'not requi rec liy' AG-4. , t,f' -....._ .

4.,'-'-','

j) 1k CLL IN should. be -Inc I Lided4 as it tti Ii b?,, rec6i,red, tor _-,"ith;e._
. .

. creation anti maintenance if Uec,,,kui:, r7dterii I s. -
. .

943.

(L,;.1';

fr

ALL Nye I event monitor' and 'sS,seem progr4rmbp.itches s.ncu 10 be',
Tnst'a,1 I ed. ee sure to maintain' the consOe Orintout creoted

idurnv patch inc.: so thct a reco exi st*:' of the, patch scaot
used. ;

4.

..?! e .7`-.., ,
. . ,.

,ih---- -- .:-.C.,..:z..._ :...... ,...,tS.:::,,,tf."
.... , , .-4"

--,

1"--*



M

T.

SI6I r 1k- I version 1 ..3.;'
Section

.1
4) If) ch.serye the f-ol

t.- the oper;-t inc. systerr . , . , z

$fr

b) Qt: sure tc E: i Loc 4, te' zcaouate swa; sr.ce for thc- r. xi min.
.:. rurrhf2,r of )cbs r,t 1e,r4 %,c ro'!.. .-' jrt., : s ,th,..e. I 6i ,t rcere a

cc, cubias 1 -,I, r P r. user. .
, .. :,....r,.

1",h'e It_ size incr-t..sr.t. tr 4u lock: over
r1 "T t.' " roct!.11 reo size 1."C 3 fir. liter exi.).rsicr ci.

';1

.. .. .\c) I n s> sttms.-. 'ti th 1 i.xe'd-heco' sw,..oc in( uille.c.1 ....)1i,c-e t VP.. SY::
, 4- end. -FrO°.`..)YF- 'or t-he tw.bpino disk., ' rfnc: with ,t'f't.,:SN',,i

.. ,, c) In sys,tems ...i thoit F..M..p3if,:,, ,-,-.i ski: .,!'. surf tC Pc si ei or , the
ac five sys. tef; , fi les S474 ..S1,,,. _I,AP(.....Y;13 L,'Itl* Y:./ :no.
Ek".Y..,L',. in th centers ci tot sq,,ttefr JisN. r=-i It: r,, 'tc o
this i..i H, ,-"Pc,racie 61G1 re iPonse tire.

.. .

5). In I EFAuLT. the rAximum job sizP'rr,us be inc reasedi r, to
1E k., as' c11,,I i s' . 16k job OS: t v,i' I I, rt,'n in a ncAl--.:r..ix,i ler.er,

-us r a c cc--dr't -:---
, k. - . ., .

- .. '1..

-6)41-br F--DP-11/4.5 zystems 4.di th bip-76 I'dr..st or -"L',,' mEn.ory, t ht Lt.,CiTt.
6

, -cotion in DEFALLT shot: Id be use-I' tc_pcsi ticn.the i.itht IC.-PLUS
..',,run-t "irr sy s tt fr i; i tbi n the. h ioh E. )e:.,,,''imErti-o;ty ;ICE (-, e* 4

: ...,,. , ..

it'
,...

r 1 ( P ) C c cur t' kipinbe r4

. .0. .
.

. - . . .

'''-,,'", Irf'R'61';,/E every user ---ccount is Is:...entifieci by a project.
nurrb r .< 17-2.54 ) 7 na, .,,i p reg r 0 r, me r-i., nt..4,C.,e_r , s:i tr, i n that

.

r

th a t ,) rcj ec t
? 0-254) .1 A I l ccot.-nt's t.i th projP'ct , .rIL'rbe r `. I- a re
or,ivi I c .c -4, inc usd rs in there

-

i- c bun t..10-,g.v:e full -.1cc e s 1.,--'.to .? I IN,
system° f nci I it,iE s,,, In cithe ra I pri vi I =.,-,,cliii-;ctot..;nt...? sh cu 'Id cn I Y
t.fe ,ava il-gb I e t-c, . fh e s y s t e ir.. ma n a n e r 5- ri-F, . (-0 ,,e:-:r.c.'" r.eti c mintirin -.the

-1:. - !... (., .

",': SYEtPrnI Y T' si:."Q: .c tV.! : . : -
' '''" -,:4F,c r ,.,rcpc, r coe rati on, ;" 16,1 mus he- ,.;.n-,,I,..,,igneu i'. project r

npater 46,0f" it s- cans Autorn8ti.c S .,in s t. 1 Irktti on an,E1 tpci.,t i r',.;
p.rcciams wilir .as come th't this. is, p.r,o-jec,t. 4.t.,...-...1.5er,s trey a ss,,icn

r ;
b p : c:iffe.ren,t project- number to .3161 4f they .Wish,- byt t hey w i I I 4,

obt.n have to edit a I I unpOi-te co:nt rc)-1 --,1 f- 1;.6.$4.31 ., It;:r-- manag&r. ts,..' cuic'e.s,' .19,11 .;:,1C I', user ' c',ui les Ft..c.)pi led by.:.);":-C.Y, ;9 tre.f I rCt this
charpli-. . User's ..r. e st rong I y- urg.ed 't o retain .0,r,oject 4'6 t c r S I'GI .

..,..-. 1 cuse.' .'

-. ..., ... ,
, >.

. :-: ,k,

IJnc,er p r o j e c t 4 0 3 !,IG1-14i l I ure .0 rcnrail;q1e:r numbe r C.t';'s the
3 ,

SIC:,I l_il ra ry, ziccount ,accotkritt. [40.90) k I I contein the
interpreter ,e-o,rtrol fi If ",FIL. INT" 3., wrii ch , t,i1:1',',,.be used : By , a I 1

,,
SICI use 1-s- cn the syst ffe., -'....

I, ,./I
28.3

.!
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fr-

SIGI minPne r is deice Versidn 1 .8

Section 1 ;i00. c-v;.rch-7c
.<1. Z ce b

.. ,.. ,

. P roo ram! nunbr rs 1-Z.':4 con hi i .s.-'i,:nei,t. xioct Odsts.
, .

..

of SIC1 users if HEsirec. Liich tic,LCunt wi II cent:. in- its own

copy of the SIC! initia I zaticn 'pal- rix. "..:\1,1Vt.Ife'so tht.t users

rh different S 1r I .cc cunt s, c.,er, PI:-!vi. di tfr...rEnt 'iIc:i cot.' cos, '-et.

For exawp lel S.IoI users in acccunt L4C.,1:( ffictrt have les_kl

t'ermTna Is set tc coe rate at 40u O,Luc, while Users in iccourft
E4(1,21 frioh access SIGI over te lephancic lines, and sn _ neso tc

have the, tern in( Ir SOrleti set tr! 1 '4.0A C'i,PC t cr'.3 f in. I i' F LP-11

system m 'he servina sever, 1 'C,i fff rpnil F chc (.1E1 '('J h ith:, its

Pvn.-stk.nt- reco rc. fi le.. In "that E.:.,e 3'.1.4.-e-0, ,,thee voc 1 c h. VP :..

separate' oroerarkr r numbe r under p roject 40,, ante e .1'1 N 'I Ill;), T "

fi le in e,,ch acc cunt wcu Id pant lc o' nine rent, tudent record

file. , i,

,
,

..

0 ,,.-

14.:-) sib' cce rc=t I no P'roc fAMS anc.' Fi le
/

.
,

For SICI tc coerate correct ly, , the fc11-0-winc p rg,,r i-ms ,no

- ---ii Pes rust b. icaocd:
. T

, , ,,

In A cc cunt i40,,J1 /1 a- 1
. \

,

,
,

.

. SIC I ebAC - T.he SIGI interpreter, stc red kith .- protect code of
<24a> . , , .

k . o.
, '. ,

rAL 4I T The irferpfet ive , cc de re.c., ,y N,,10:41i .; stEarf c with

a prcte6t Code of <56)4 ,
.

4
......

SUMAIYO I T Surcc,ry d...ta c o l l e c t i o n -fi Ic-," c reated'6y prpira-m---- -
- 'MAKS141.13Abo Ccl lectc oat,. r ots usc r-s _ tEr E1- 4-r

ftori to rinc durpose E. t.'c'e--e*, wAn 0 rctect-icucfr" cf ,

, f It.N;
Y- "?,-57'-. .a

RECCRn. b 1C The tudem,t record .manasler.tnt .procraffs Stc red with '-.

bictect code of <112>. If the're, ire seyerol -
,-;

. ,

student .reco rcf,fi les;cn the sy'stec, , each ' Copy .cf

'RECORD must bE. .edited to uojnt 'to the cid:41°17tr 4,4 le ..

. , f or. the i..ccount under Ofi cn it is jcivled
t

, (1,

. . i V ' .

I In LaOr SI9,1 tosser Acc4c:nti C4U413, C40.2].e etc*,
,, (

. ..), v. .

4 .

1 '''' '4
1, c'

,

,,, DUI* - ...1tAT i ME AEItY1 initie lizLti cn A Grey, 'c,rete:ci by pruOrm
( ), , ' . " t.v*K I taagASr e'f'ter qPditini.i it,c , ref le ct -he

recuirtments cf users in thCF-L crount. ::.tcrec,vith
N

protect code of <6C,).
,

. ,,

4/11,

284
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If . .,..

SICI.. v.,:nacier!is, rLiAiE i e r s i on 18.5-
Section 1 _ - 9,tuercn776

A . .
' I'

4 I'

a

e 9 0%,

In addition .t.c these proor..ms, three aisk f i lAs r4st e xi stii
:ThEte. .r?:)

1) TVe ',,..Ii.;1 Fr,c(roP bish A., containiric Ifht. ,t_IGI ?-frznie , Lrrrircr
.
"

\ to ? I I. SY 4trr-F. On k1 <05-b=sod syr.tep F,_/1.thi s 1,i LI De)

non-f i )-st,rtio-u,red risk . neck n ccu r_4 i ne t.K.,115._cirivr 1.l Can
4F ..c.fd f9,Sterrs, this i I I t'E 4 fi le in ' aceoun f4.n,03
rIC frri "DIOKk.C,IT". . N -

,

?) 11:A, sIGI F. rznes **.bi fk bi, .'ci.,nt, ininc tht. icnct 1-; r...e-cif lc
f ri.Tief for PREDICTION .nd ,PLANNINL. t.-n iAci't.-bspd gy stems -

--this wi I I c-ccuy ,about ne-h,, I f of .. dis.k %oick on-drive LI
a s a fi I e in acccun_C4U 6-.3 nam.d ".,.IGIS.DAY". On RF-basso t
iyste.rrs, i t.' vi I I also Exist Pi th t4h.-t n-fre under Fccourlt

- ..ri,f1.0.1. -chco Isv,ithoot the ft.I I c'?E DICIIC,..) r ri,:l Rt.4PNINL-,

s>;,11 wi I not h. ve this ti It.
A

3) rnE cr rr,Ore student rico rc calch stored unct r the
SD: I account tinder whiLh it is t tr, be usedi or,f firmed
"::TLIDFLSCL,'". ,43F1 R t.,54..b4sed. fyEt ton," ,f hese ti 1..!F
typia.a 1,Iy stored On the ren,.'ih.4er (1 thepack 'on u

2.. The 1.i It is r re P,tto witfi\ th.1 or gretn
":,TDBLD'obAS". .

r .

.

- I n -s t I inc (- I At

(,

.,
^t-

E 1J3,yt a 1 I t p n ra t ; TS!c. Fy tPrr. me. rrr cf a

r.,-Focra.v n-asst T PAS whi Pt rior ries of t r.-insf rs
ti :c, f O'h --C;Ssoc. ilteo cont ' The " "

s- us.ect,..to oad.tte to tize ,InLt ructions
,-f r- runr4rip- Si'. ts.,, ipstalj,A,r; I, be inc l'u e d

-- -1;-;it.k.---.6a014 o,r--tioaare package.

t

. 2:85

1.
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SILL tloi:040erIE LA.-la!: 7 Ve.rsion
Section ". rch-76.

41.
2

°JTS%t 9orr.ticn
s

1 o

. .
1.C.

s

:..TS/E start-up and shot -dawn are, 11)nc_e_ly uncitr autcrriatic
control. ;tart, -1 r i' initi.ted t-v ;T.A.rtinn.t.he rIST;,/'C i'.>sten .
cliEV, on r'rive .1, ..nd.then initietin, t rtrr the c.onso lie 5witcns
the exec cution of E- FMZ, I I t,ro:,r.-m stget,h in Lst rr*ne nt re:6 -iSo 1-
mPrrcry. This oroor.rr "bnctstre.pt" the -,ystert.'oy re.:di,./11,_. in and

.--,execut inn a start -up secueocc. ".from'.. the sy,stedr, "dis,k. - The
start -W.,, sequence- asks the coerator e t'ew c.i.-Actions,' such c,-;, the
cior rent tii,.., in'',-, date, .nd:tvtit,f.n pre r Z 1 e: :: the s.> ster; fc r
t i re- FF... i-i4)c , cc,e r. ti on. -

0. .
-

System shut-ooson i s tont roll 'ifDy a. .Vrc":,rrr c lej
"Sl-UTUR", Which nrinc,s the system t,o wn cro.erly ha It, er,z.t.,rjn.:'
as it Ices sc 'tht iI'I fi les are '1 e. n co intact stzte ';.nd

system is in ocner4,4-or,'.7oir r( : fc r the next- stert,-up.
eF!'entia I tk,,t the sy'st P n11 rscl2c,r Iy wk. the "`,.' n TUP"

routine.

a, r
2.1 1/4S is/E !-.t.irt-up Procedure. , Q

'V'

O 4
1 . ."

4

A):ArC Iv power tr the 1,1.;ID-11 pSterr by inlrtinc th`e lef Y rn the
Dower switc.h ( at the Ryer lett-h. on si:if cf -Ulf:, c'retessor

is?

conF.n le ) and rCt ing it c I oc k tdi sc tc the "POt.ER " pc:itic,n.'
position, is the. console sr itcher' would thtn -be 'iricpt..r,t.ve.
Re caref-ul nct 'to rotate it p;,st this pc sition to the "LOCK"

console inoi.cAtors should Ai oh t when' pc.her is .pp I i ed. 4,..If
the de rot; ch ck that t-ne main ircuit: brezkers .tor tile ti,
Fystor,. have not been trid,pcd and th the systeit ptwer cords. )....
are secure ip fastened tb t,hei r wa I I ckes.. .

.

-,
P.) Load the F,STS/E _sy-stm di sk oneL. '...4 .-i k drive 6 and set the 4-.

1 "LuAU/F(UN'" switch to !kicOts1", f-nsurc th.7,it t"he':I'AD Y" '(14eady), ,

.indicator is lightecl end the "LT -'15riCi't "(i,rite I r.otect").",.,
in-dic..itcr,, is off bAfcr,e orcfeedino. i it "w? PRbT" is
I ichted, press the AWT POT', switch tc e'xtinpuish sit. . ., ..

C) Refer to Appendix A of the "t1;_sTS/E Systek liznager is. Guide"
CD- C-11-OREmD-Ab). f or instruction?' en bc-vqt rappincL the
system. The exact proceourt, wi I-I oreoend :Itip-on which 'of
sever? I bootstrap devices is inst., I led., and 1whether the- -
system disk is an RK05 disk ca rt ri Lige. or one .ot..-the s'F' disk
systerils. (*KPRO.2, PRO33 cr 11P64) 4. . ,

r,

- 28ka



FICA MPnare r is t.t. ide Oirf. ion ,1 B.J
Section. 2 -Na rch -76

F4c.c,e. 11

.D), For RKOj-basNJ systems J,NLY, rctnt thy disk certridce
labedeci int^ rive 1. ;..tt the' "C,il:/pUlir

"swit'c'h to -"PAH...". insure that this' "Nt ADY'l inc cet(dr.
ted, znO ",iT PROT" is ..off. .'epet the orc E4t. '

drive 2 with the cart ridge tate 1(3 Pilck P\ This
orccedure ,unnecess.ary 'in Rr-hz-srd systems,' :.- the'
redui rec fi~ A re 'carried. cn tha syctern tyiFk.

,
- h

E) For .045-o '.s.e7;' systems '6. prctect tr.( cA.rtrl \rE cn
drip. 1 by settino the drive 1 ,"aT PACT" ( write ,).ro tact )
on. .This is acc,orrp shecrby pressinr: th'e "WT PRCT". . witch
on the drive to 4icht the !'w.T gt(3T" inic,tur. Only drive 1

should be t rite-'protectecl; thr 1. T 1-"'C1" indicitor cn orivf
should NCI!. to pr.

F) In the sample lo.ues that folios, the text drintg n c,y the
computer is uneerlined to c.istinn,liLb it from that entered.
by the user. Fech -is c-nd;,,) -)rci.sinc. the 1,), 1, or led

( the szre is labt- 1.0d 11,1::-1 uti,I"' on the lit 1 to Ozta-
leoytePrd ). TyOrk. errcrc nay ho' c(sr rect \bet cre t.hc <1>
key is pressed, by .typing the "i,-..13(11.)T" ke\y once fcr rvery
erroneous chi-tracter to to 0 leted. . 1r

T o FA-art '.;..TS/f. i t i c t e t h e f c I I ct.in die I cct.c. cn
the console typewriter:

. OPTION: ST,LoT <CR>

JCP & C.R FL,AP hAX CHINC:C.)? j <C>

ANY IE'ORY ALLOCATION, <CO
.

CR kS DUMF? Y-ES' <C4>

DD7PMM-YY 6-hat t--75, <CR> (current oPte)

(ciir rebt t i rrte )HH:Mti 9:21 CR>

SYSTEM INITIALIZTION P4Z,t,Pm

COMMAND FILE 'JAKE? <Lk>

II
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41

P. c.e 1i

tiUN sEFRCPY Text blare mc.y very cie.penciinu, on the

. AE A DY
,.., contents c the 1".Trta.CTL" 1 i le for

......__ S. , ,
i

. ERI1CPY ll'e,- this instal.li.tiun.)
DETACHING

. .

Systen. niti a I zat ion may }take: se v.era I minutes, tut it
is. complete once the HENRCPY" c5rooram prints the "DFTACIIIN.G"
mest-z.pe on ffe- conso le printer. At this point users ni.y

the CI I account as descrited in Chate.r 3.

G) -Now "set he consc le switches G - 1 I in .-the "UP"
gositicn. Thi's wi condition tc at tempt an
automatic ,reOvery in case of r..syFterC'crcsh. If desire°,
the conso e paiier switch key ci;r1 h .rotet ea c leckvi tc the
"I (OK" p.5i ti6ri and then rem.dv'ed. - This wi I I I tive the
rcorit rie I s itches iooperOte,, a no sc. prete.ct the system from
terrors, o ne r-t-ed 'by cecident ly cr oe liberate ry nressi no
computer onsc le s.iatthes..

Tc.half hF system., ,followfihe procedure describe° in
ection 2.2 is lew. ' (

******.******* ******-***************************************
-I*

* 'UNDER NC CIRCUMSTANCES ShOULU Thy PRLCESS('R $E HALTEL 0

... * MANUALLY. ',ETC BRING THE SYSTEM IC b hALT, FuLLUW ThL *

) * "SHUTUP" PROCEDURE DESCR1BED IN 0ECTiON 2.2. FAILURE
-:-,
( .

*1 TOFOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE MAY LEAVE DISKS AND FILES IN *
* AN UNREADABLE FORM. . *

,

X*MMX*****XX.XX MMKMMMKMMX*MMX*******KM****KM***************

,
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2.2 TS/E.' P rceoure

,$) The RST.s.,/E uti, ity pro$.:rarr "FiluTUP" initiates cr. rioer ly
shut-ricto 'of the time-sharinn "oroce.....c.- This procrcm nt..s to
run t.n'cie'r a privi I e.c.e d ictount numb r from the ccn so le
tyoewriter:s, If the copsole tyoetsritcr is I rcaoy loPtu into

privi lece4 acco=unt. 'proceed tc step t-) helots. t

for into ze'''''tC,unt E13-e3 fol

<CT,RL>C
.

HELLO 1/2 <Ce> (Line t)
PAS.Sts'rkt;: l'b' <CR>. , L c)

(Line

JC3(!) 1 2 3 ARE OLT *CHU, A'CU ONT

1 JOb Nur,:ffk TC ATtACH TC?<CR> .

(THEP. ARh LoLP::C IN!,*()NOL:Tri-1 ?LCflL'.T

FEADY

1'

i 4

The ,"4<CTRL>C" in line, ( i ) .4 bc vi; ens; r es that Control s/been. /

returned tc th.e PSTS./E mcnit'ur-: from the prooram ( if/ any )
last erifered. The "hELLO 1/2.!.t, command initiates a . reyin V
account, Ct. 27 If the .user is -`u'r rent ly Ic....ce,d' i ci /pnotlyef
et cccunt, the "1:1E:LLC" ccirriandwi III ,iutcmPtica I ly I c . cLt, 44,,

that account before loccin,,c,.tintfo 4c.cc.nt C1.03. A 1.. with ,:l I I

- ioas4tvc'rds,rthe. system wi II dric,t..tcho tn.:. .-0.r.y.crd "..§.YSLII.," EC

the ti,rrr,:na I I and r..i LI r'qf.Lice,,`entry to acctunt C1/23 It the
casEvord is entered incorrect ly.. .

In line (b )< abvel.t. notice chit the s it, is L`t-eci" in
soecifyinc the. .iccourq norlDer-S 1.1/ 23 If tlif comm.

is u-sed bet wcgen the twc ;portloos of the ccount nufiber.
4SYStIP r5ri:nteCi out on entry to he accpunt. Us
of the slash ti,yr>z se -s: step.

R) Start the uti Ityl bropmar "S.141 Tut" fob Ic F.

'<CiRL>C
READY. .

RUN SS1-11.1

sliTCHA'H
P <SR

ST EM ,SHUTULWW F Ato
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HC MAN frINUTLS INTlL SipsT ',:,HIJID:AN? S <C,F>

H-OW

7-`:( e *14

ANY VINUTLS LtTtitLN '4,4!RHINL ,t(:::,AGES! 1 <1.>
t

to the resuonses above, fIsc:r.,:(1,,v4-, Le..n given irint.tes 1
. to finish uc. ct-ci r tCrk enc loc. 'c'ut. 11-.1 Lyste.n.,wi I I t t ..:.

a ntifes, prir.tir.c -.. warning ceS:-.,',..-:P te.-ea,cn ectiVe -cf. nine I
nee Of r minute, pnc wi i I then initiete the F utdrwn

croce-dure. if, the operator knows not 'there -*re no' active
ugers: cn the sAtem, r,-immed iate thutdown c..7.-0 be initiated
by simo ly rec. lying "O to the due. ries .bcve. -

Th'e wi I I now 'fel low a nurhc;r n't -dvisGr)
ending fina I ly with the mesi.vige:

ALL SET If PROCEED ;YLTEr 391J10(..;tr.

. PLEASE WAIT FOR THE C(A1PUTER IL /CTIPLLY 'HAL Ti

WHEN IT 'DOES' IRES:ANL. 'CONTI E.ILL C3OT BACK 1( ti!"/E

Tr retermine if the POP -11 has. actua stcppec!, find the six.
liehts cn the, processor console` un1cr -the- "PUP-1 1000. ThE,

processor.is hilted if the four on the left 14beled "OW!,
"611-", HPRCC", znci "CONt-.CILL" P re I hted

O. To finish c I C.Fin.g dorin the system, set the I"LCiD/"UN" switch
rn each of the disk drives tc the "Luit2!" position. ,Cisks can
be stored in the drives "unti I the nc-xt tup H.owever, if
they are tc be removed, wait ,unti I the' driva
comes cr., and then remove the disk. The d ive door wil.f not°

.ogen until the "LUAD" Iicht is on, nor i I I, it open unless
there is power in the sreterr.

NOW i,nsert..the ptwer switch key' ( if it has been ,,remove_d,
into the concr le power switch, znri turn it counter --c Icckvi se '
to the "uFF" onsition.

'Be

k St

sure thebe lta Data terMina Is, i.nd any other terminals
connected to the system, are turned off. Also be Fur.e the

''loxes Instr.ument printers attached tc each srGI ternirfp I are ,

turned' off.
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Ctliper 3
fiunni no I-6 1

SIGI runs as a user program in account [40

1-c.c.c

Lr CiP r -t he
P.`.-Tt./E ( Resource Tim -;.harino -iyster/r.xtenc ooeri-tinc
syste.r. Tc run ICI, o must fi ncve:; ID number.
.s:icneo by the "RECOk " program ( see Chi.:trr 4, ), Cr or' must
use one of the z)IGI de onstrat,icni nurrhe ( ID numbe rs ,1 th rough.

1.

If the PDP -'11 systen iL net Linn i nc f CI let* the
directions in Cheater 2 before ,:ror,,:t r n-.1. If the syFterr e
running, proceed is 'f ol :

'40 Checking the SI6I ermina

Pef ore, Ulf:0,e' to Lata terminal c., ) crrpuriiczce .i th rz:If./11./
oit must t;e tu'rncd on and set to the orooe r operLti no2.p.de. i

the termini': l is a Ireaciy in use, prate d to section 3.'2 be low.
ethervise, fcl low the steps listed: 'i \
,i) Loci,ted uncer the front euce of Olt. tf rnina I is an "kA/CFF"

switch. Turn' this to "Cl),". Some I ich.ts f;hct., la cone '9n ire
rthe snail l indicator pane I to the right ofk the soreeq. If

this (toes tnot cccurs check thaf the ternin,l power 0 is
securely into its wa I I socket.-

. .

,B) A. lsc under the 'front edce of the terminal keybo.ro i S,- a

switch lilt:. ltd "LPCAL/CN-LINE ". . Turn .this switch to t e

"ON-LINE" pos'iti-on'. -

.
C) Cn"the rear cf the ter-mina I are 'se ries of rotating ski tches

that shou Id not normi.I I y need to be reset. In c;se of
troub Ir check that these are SEC correct ly, as fo I lc.t-s:

PIRITY NONE°
&4,

DUPLEX ECHO .

SELL - CFF

E int
o

U,ee c re in set ti eig the. "SPEED" switch, as it is quite easy
to set it to one side c'r the Wither ct ciesi rec.: speed. If
this cccurs', the messages on the screen vil I be incoherent.

9'1
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r

0) The Celta terminal cannot CCrrirrunitZ:te rith rCF.TS/.E. unless
it is condi tinned to send key ores sts t'c th PDF-11 Tnis
a ccomp I ished typinp "9E_;.CT "1 nro then holciinc thr- "CTRL"
key crown while pressing the "MOD(.:" vey.1 tc ptt the terrine I
intc "TTY" node. These keys wi I I he found ...moot; the d ;rk
cn Icred oontrc I keys alseng the too el the keyboard.. '

In generis I the -"CTFL" ( Coot ro I ) kcy' acts as, k, term cf
"Shift". -Cn dark function" keys thct heNte two functions'
mark rd., the Loy r functi cn I 1 be executr-! tne "CT8L" key
is being herd down while, the function key is pressea;
otherwi se the I:owe r .functi on wi I I oe execi.ited. ( es:.
"<CTRL>MODE's" sets the terrinix1 to "TTY" mode, ,whi le ."NODE"
alone sets it to "TYPE" rode.%)

E) If the terrrin. I is Qrer:).-.1reri to commi 4r:1/1 .1 the
, indicatcr cane I to the right of. the screen shouio have

"0 N -L I " a-no "TTY"' lighted. " of< L Akiv " ntiy or may not be
lighter4; in this application .i t roes not matter. If
"Ff'RN AT" is I ich,ceci, press "<CT,11..,>F(:orrkT" to ,turn it Eft. It
"INSEPT" is lichteth press "1/4CT'AL>I144,Er'T" to turn it off.

F) tn the Texas Instrument printer asecciatedwith the be Ita
Cata Trrhin IJ turn the "POWER" switch -tc the rea
power indicator next -to the switch shoula If it
doesn't: check .that, the printer, line p lug is 5:,ectire.ly
ins.ertea intr. the wa I I socket: **ere sur "the "-ON-i.
switch en tne orinter i s S'e,t to

3.2 Logging into the SILI account
3

Tcrun S J. the uger,..nust rst i'c'Pnt if rrd-h-e4--s-r-1-44 to
RSTS/F as a lecitirniate user of prof:rams in the ICI account:
This is done by 'slogging in" to the system, from the SICI
terminal. '

.0

t

2 9 ?
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P`c,e 17

If You are already legged into ccccurit rrcceeu
direct ly to section 3.3 be low. OttIrNtir.e.t" lok! rith the'
fol I twiner di a Iccut. The text by the comp itttr is
underlined to diE\tinpcishPit from th;t cnterec by the c.:,,er..tor.
E.nd each line by ptessing the :key labeled "Ct,," C the sarre key.is
labe led, "RETURN" '-on the Gel to Data keYbp'.-ri ). trror s mi.y be
cot-. rected.,,Jiefcre "Ci!" is typed.' by typinc 1.1\L6C.I.J" once for
each 'chFracter to be (le I eteri 1 . or tro <CInLM. (held the "LIFL"
lieydct.n w h i l e tyni tree letter nu") tc jt.,rt the who IF I i ne
oVe r again.

1_1_(- 40/1 <CR> =

-SIGI <CO-

AOY

(Line 2,)
1

wi I I 'not echo the pasc.ut, r^i "., .typea in Ft I ire
4a) abcve. If OVe P'e:,ss-word is entred.;incerrect /LI vi I I.
s advise the user.

1

3.3 -St' rti

Tc start' SIGI. once the User is I accred i'ntp account 140.13,
s'imply type the f cl lowing;

I

'1--< CR >
.

STUDENT NUI.IEVP? 1323 (L b)

SIGI'- VE-R5IGN 1.8.3's*

.
.,-

'. Vote that, the name of the p rgCrri` tntvercd .in l i ne ,(-2)' above,
. ia

Ire

is "V.IGI", id th a -,leading "a" Sig,ns This advises RS_IS/L that- c.

it' iitclic6k 'for the progr4 "SIGI" in' the SIGI Li bra,ry
,

AccCunts- irather-thn in account [40.1:). In line (b), enter the s-':,
as'sigthed,..SIGI ID number. If the incor rect number is ente,reci, an
error message .i I I_ -, be tyPedV_and Cont re I. ri II return tc, the

.RSTS/F ,monitor. . . --
. .

0 -0.
Before students can use SIGI, -tlie-y must he- assigned e sic' :,

ID number by the ,!'llECORD" program ( see Chapter 4--). For_ ,5

occasional- vi si torsi' training, - ...ndidr 'demonstrations it is
useful. t.d- have_ some numbers .11% hi ch can be used- without passing

..-,
_-,-,
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th!tuch.the "tf Crz0" orogr, u. :,Icq r4 sc. rvt s N.mbers 1 thrc v h c

for this curoc se . , ..o rizql., nePd' i-x ,:ntrr.--d to utt- these nui.e t r.r 1

F i u I y. f n t'e r .t he rcirbe r in res1.,cns, tt. t ti, ,u5 ro Lt.,bENT , t.t ; "

o
%

utry. .
.

,

,,f

3.4 FtaItinc

FICI users oi ven opoortuni #t the end eacn
loci ca.1 secti on of the SIGI p roc.r Pm tc exit from Sib': users
are strong 1) urged to exit f rem S IL I in thi s manner, .this
Ives the data ti les ccr rect 1Y set Tc r the next- tiffe one'
returns to iGI, It way occasiond I ly Le nEcess,.ry to tFr;linte

SIGI sesri cn t of gre re. ohine one n( the r.ci 1 :Ex i t ocints.
In this cast, t)oinc <CTRL>i A hol0 the "(I'LL" ' don v.hi Ir
typing the letter "C" ) will «bort t prbc ram. An error
messaq wi ri ippe,T,r, on the scrEE r, end tiII t ransfe rreL tc

the. orinter, i.nd then tont rC I 041 LP re t.urrItti to the
11-ori tor. .

g Users wtc 1. it in thi-s manner r fine cn rcturni rc tot : !L1

at a later ti-Me that they wi I I be force tn repeat' the <tot ion
they were in at the time they z,bcpted cr program.,

3.5 Locc iny out of the SICI acet. unt

Wher SIGI eve ri tier) ,is f ini shed for the day, or it the
terMina 1 is tc be,us'ec, for V non -S,IGI function, users way 1(4,

out of the SIGI FcLcunt [40,1] by ensurinc they iire. in '

corvr,and mooe ( tyc <CTkL >C aryl wait for tilt "RTiDY" response to
ensq..re that thi, system is in command mc.:Ile and ther typTn(
u,BYEeF <C!b ".

,;

4.
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Chapter 4

Jt. vanaoing the Student Files

Pa(E 19

SIGI maintains information abou't e c h . t . . , F f r i n e f i I e named
",ST'UDFL. SIG" cn ,"1(-.I Disk L. tech' user hair, x 1'7C.-ch.lr..t ter data
p lc c k ..in.thiF file in which SIGI Ste rer APta that vi I
rect,i red shout:: the user return to at i liter titres before.
a student can use SIGI. he cr see must be a:Signed'a SIGI number
aro ? !Jotted a record area. The SIG! uti rity program uPLCCP0",
is pr9viiied ourpose,.. ,

4.1 ',tart inL the YKL COPo
N." brohr; rn

-
A) If you are '1,-pc.ged into account [40,1], s.,pitCeeu

Gi rect 4 y step (6) .be low. therwis,e's log, in with the
fol toWinc di. Ii-cue. The text drin tec' ay the computer . i's
underlined tc Oistinpuish it f triFt entereo ry the
cperA to r. End ci,eh line by ;_ressinc tee key "labeled'
(c2 rri ace return). In case of errors, tyoP "PUBOUT" oncl r
each -character to be de cr type <CTPL>d (he la e

key dorn while typing the letter "U")io Start_ the-.
IF line over acain. to

HELL9 \.`40/1 <Crt>
ri-SSWCR-r: SIGI <CR5 (Line a) /

READY

. .

In line (a) above, the dassWorci "SIGI" 1~i 1,1 not be
echoed at the terminal. It the incorrect", password
entered, or if an error .is real('- in epte ring 1t he password.

Jt9.1../E ki I I so aovise the use r.

B) Ensure that the disk caitricle labeled 'litIGI Pack 6" is
r.ounted on di sk drive 2.iuthat the "LUAD/RON,T switch is set .tb
"RUN", that ihe "ROY" indicator i r 6144 and the "WT PROTts

.indicator OFF.. If the disk is riot I d, mounted and in.
use.. it wi I l be necessary to use -the "iiCUNT." command as
fol lows to advise .RSTS/E that the disk is iwi lab le:

t4OUNT LIK2:SIGI <CR>

READY
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The "E C.t 0roP rim c r'.61 run Prorr r rro re .
Incl.'1 rent ly, run v le ie in t. se

cn *cthekr roecial cow. 1 Irb.f ccrit..q tc rccify
th-e file even vni oth.:rr...,.(cr.,rs -re

the f lc. . .

C) Ltart the "Kt- C.Ckt." droc rem oy the '1 ^1.1o6irin:
I

,,FCCqy SIGI :JUticNT

1,/,SIC,
,

luTHCR.I2 (12,4-4-1 e R )

t.

1

In tine (1) '1.bove., the resoend vith the
authcrization f c.1 loke.4 ty . The- Juthcrizcti co
core wi 1,1 not '1.-e echoed oh ,the- trrTir. I, Inn if it is not
c or re centre 1

-
tvi 11 retOrn ft t1-e

gp
SR; nonitc,r4..indiczteri ty the; "istEADY"" resornec" ri;thAr than- reins

osseri to the "FtCCtcD r roar; n '( ihctcct,t t y ahe "Fut.cl ITN?"
resoonF:e ). lhe iuthcri z..t idn 0 roe c.oure ensures that
students anci ether eus..cr s cann.ot tnte r the "! ECC4L,'" o rcor..rr
and c rrate c r ce lete stuc:*nt fi It ce tn ly thoce vutho rized to

studtnt reeorde. cught to Knotthe, wore'.

, At this Point the "ftEti,k0"u rocreir is avziting
from, the u-ser. I.f the fi le "41-JDF-L cinnot be fotind on
di ck 2 under the- current ac count, cr if disk 2 it pct
itourt ed., the p,rerr6m wi 11 advise the user of this fact- znu
then re-turn t r the. P.STS/1 me nit or. If this stiou 144 occurs
cheGk that yop logged in under aecount C40,33 and ctnat the
\di sk cartriac e "SIGI Pick 2" is rf.eunted on di sk nrive
a

. 4
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"4,1 1'.e Ia it t. he. F L CC.

t
Th: tinct oruvi/cit,? ust:r nt..z.ub ) I

in Jac-- !lint thf ve lid tuncticn -Till:. function i$ C41 lea
e-.. lot Icwc:

t.

C.LF <C >

.
Welk print out tat- le'ri th.t. valid ftnctitn

Cr tIS, 'rid Ul I I. remind .11e user trP.t___ only the first tv.c
thencttr, re( r typed t "!- ",, t:-11 !,
"Pi LP") 6

Entering lq students intc. SIG.'

Tr ,ente,:r r rtt. student into if I <ybtert. reocnt-' tt the
"f rt t-itn thP cunm:ni as

Jo I Rots.

FINICTILN? Ft,Tc-, <C'>

FETE' ".Tttr.N.T NAME. tAST

7 TOE,. JANE L. <CR>

- Da, dt.lf L.

Cp'Flkli",(Y uNIN4): Y<C';>

SIUDE.,14 S1(,I iAMLFzi: 1S 10..t6

:7576 FRc,'T 1 CE.L(:Pf.):, FiEfr,A1N, t-.

(Line a)

(Lineob)

(Line c)

(Line

-tLine e)
4

, ..
In line (e) .ticve, "Rf-trliii," ig cc trots t.(1,3,etit numes of .up*. to

?2 ("hi rac tr. rc I fry; th. tierres ."1,onc,er than ,12 ,c'herecte.rs -t4i 1 I be
t runc:Itt,,i, "I- n-1 . re ',sec; e wi li ty typed ts 6.:-.., rn the. uFe r of this s \

40 .
fact. It is imocrtnt t c. enter thc.. Ftvfitot is I t flan e firsts

t ..4pr future ye r.:i c.ns"of this procrari 6i I nrc vide f or a 1.01-abet-lc
liFtincs' of stLrientc -ana their SIGI numbers: ..basedcn the ' 1

1 z:'ditrir-0-.inn that the I; tt ndre is -f,Irst:
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nPr.r 1`: i Orlf vericn
otrfirr.

14i

In line (h) the n;,(LF is tehoec,,, I Ica the usPr tc check
,it, arcs thcr, I int. (c) re rues.ts th, ocni rr. 4:th, t the
frrr is -Cr,rrPCt !rlY .nsker 'ther "Ylt I- id I return *ht us r.
to .tfie "FI.NCT !"'" qcv ry, tAit- rl.fr .c'er rf-entereo.
The resr,hnse Frters the name r2Fcic n.c1 nt,rbe
vihfi-h is Drint fct in lire (C). Thi H,t'rber fit,' c ,t) F LSE(' to .Inter
'SIG') tc modify this sttir!ent is rf enrr 'the , " r
"OE-1.rTEu functic-,e in this orcurAr..

.**

O

0

a

(--
2 98

o
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421 Cortroctinc i stt,dent It

r 1)

The Z1 1 LiP. it eIC .n nc,4 rturlity fcr
0-tIcents to check the sce I l ine of th i r rlhc.,u Id n Student

t that. h i t c r he-r name i;; qi:-.cne 1 I .1: the "CfRKFCT "
futict.fcr r.zy b" tired ir,rert tne ctr rect,H ipel lint. into' the
Ftt,dort i 1( a Kfr., 1' to Ty f r I

Ft.'ICTILN? irP 14. Ci: <C r>
o

e

ENTER SIG I ? 106 c.C:R>

IPMF ENTE11;": - DCrt JhE- 1..

ENTFti COR'tE CIE° NoPE F

o

<RETto-,t,> fl.CNE LJILL LE.'0.1E IT Jr:CHAt !A-L.;

E}, -,F, (, (Line

HAP OCE., JAJ, F L.

CC"F-IIRM (Y 1" '.1)? Y <1k)

,(Line
-

<Lint o)

..

In line ..(i) I the name is printed it is 'current ly stereo.
tin the Fturicnt lc file. If the ie.^r v.i-r.he, to' leave, thE
untruchci, prIessinc the "1 TtAt;" key ei ,t ot the re c,Le st 2 na
rtprns to th\:. 111:.'NCTICN?" otte_ry. :n. ).9 the user s,retynes
the name in its ter rectvd crrri The orour...m then j-e-ethces the
correceefs n;.,me for a final check in I inf(c), and as,ic F. the user
.tc confirm that 01 is wet I-. Any ,.ri§.4,ger ether '',than "Y" ki I I

leo VP the c,rioir, I nari,t linC.,han(,td. The re socnse*IY" vi II cause
the 'orcc_irPfe to e'er I;ce the previous ffeld tciihs the, nei Pr). t

j t f re red. The -**student s I:,I ni.,10:er re main's the ^arlie t
'efore.

I
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. FPctinr 4 S-PErch-7o
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4. 2.4

01,

De le,tinc.,:etudent fi les

fi re nc I onr.ar Ce recote rFc. r,;-
rei:scir ned nes- Students This if accomr.,H shea with the
"DELETE" function, cs follows:

FI.INC TUN brit-t:

EKTEF ti-r-ieut ? 1L3

NAME - D1-)E. JAINE L. (Line 3)

ClLEITE TILL (1 .utt N)? Y <I ) (Lint

The ni.rrey s erc iz:ted with the 'Ir;1 r typed in line
tr ensure thiq the correct re -et r: ir. e le tec. IT the

re, F'oonre in 1 int (1.) "Y" tiht record rn) t,thr r
rrenontit wiIli IF vt to Fier -1 int ict a

C R".stt tirr. c fbonst rz tion files
4

nurrberF 1 throuch 9 .re reit rtitc: fcr
hurPosec, and need not* be initia I iled with the'"E'NTER" fincticn
before obinc, eSSECie. However, after Ls! -they 11A he resit` r a

ries user with -thr '"KEF.tT" function, an fol lcsr;:.

FUNCTI? Pi-SET '0.:*>

DEMO- NUMBE?? 5" <CR>

STATUS? 3,<CR>-
.sr

v

( line a.)

The derr.rinstratioN f se4Itcteri wi I I tr set to the status
entered at IirP (a) above, 'dB ti. f rem simu l .at ea student
.(ec. vtlugs weiehtinos. ocroo..ticn 3 1 reP ceen. etc.) wiII be
ins'erten into the recorn if rccutro,4, Qertion Z 6 be lot,

s the reonino cf the richt statot- leve Is (S.- This
function cliff ers from -the "DELETE'" function in =that r.es not'
affitct the Ftudent name (which i "DLM:iNSTRA-TI (); X"

fcr a Ceryicnst ration fi le) cr the nurit,.,..r (shich is- a Iyars in the
ranee 1 tit.. S fcr ; r!p_rronFt f He).

300
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SIB I k'zn:sCf rl s Cu-Ye Version 1

'ection 4 4-1';-prch-7f.
.

4.2.6 Li r-tinc active ecords rurfbe rs

. .
"1,ECtir,D" /7orcvide.s f c,

a
F.H.,1 records. The cur re
recb r-.4s in nume rir orderi-

nor: t i on cr lists cf ..ct ive
version cf the orcrrwm cn ly

I r vc rs i uns Mi I I inc I uue
I oh ah et is ri st ;no to re we I I ft ifrocrtint that .

stk.r.p.nt nlres tc r-n4-. r e ( 4 t r,d mg- , t i r s t th- L I rh, be ti c
I iFt fun cti c--13 iF.A. 6 I I r r rA'ct I y

nr'n,e rirte : listinn cf aII r(_cor.is cc tive in the student
record fi le. orcce-er s fc I lows:

t'IrTI-Z,r :;1..T;:,1 <CF.)

E"/ FnIr.TLn I T,,!,
.

PUT ON-LINE MD TYPE <PETLPN) I( :21/ k

T'YPF <CNL)C AT -i,NY TIME 10 ,:t 7.-.0.T Tkr

e

The inst ruct'itns crintPd st ovf r th4t tt, Iiat is
being ,t)rnciucaci "n P ha -cony such as the, -ccnso le
orinter. They i t I c t , t h e user tc p o s i t i o n the paper c crrect I > ' .

be,fc re beginning the listing. If rcr any re-,'Iscn the I iStinp is
abexted, with the <CT*1_> C- ccmrrzncli'j cant rc. I II return to the
P'STS/E monitor. ..-r1:1 the user wi I I hz,v. to rcstirt "hE CZ 1,u" as
def:c ribErl in re c tirn t..I, above.

The printed list vi II contain r cti.N.he user' s 'name and-*SIGI number, the date was fi rst used ( cr "NEW" if the
student has had created. but h-is nct yet' been cn the
system ), the s'i.te FIGI s; Iast $Jc.cc. 0, the student, aria the

4 "S'17111F" rcunt, which i ndi.c.ites 'how* mild, of ;IGI each student
hzs seen. these arc interpret f fol :

0

STATU;

9 Ne:V. sturieni.who never been n

2 - Feen Intro. and Ve lue's only

3 - 'eer. 'Intros. Values, end LcCate cnIy ,

4 Seen Int re.. Vd,lues. Lccatel cnri irmoF re .c.n fy

-5 Seen intro., Va lues, Ccrroar.ti .ind Prediction
only ,
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e

6 Seen Intros, ValuEts C.cmoi.r.e3 Predict,icn, 'ono
Planning only

.

.7 - SE en I, rts c f thf systel, inc lw;ir- 3tilktecy, end
is .now fret: to return to any I I.t

4.2.7 Fhfckirc r-t-er of fret recr,r-s rcm; ininc
A

- The fadictiCw''"'Fo,,F_E" lists the numccr cf fr,e -rtcoros
reninino in the u3TUIJEL.;:l.:us ;,s fcLicb S':

Ft CTIJI fetl. <f h>

3874 EFF kECPROS REMAIN

TOTAL FILE sl7F IS 4C0tj

, 4.2.8 . Search inr f.cr studert ni.roe

Pep lyinc ii-c,firli-t" to, the fLnction cut ry II initiQte
f-eArch for Pi th cipuc4f name.. fc I (cwt.:

t-
FOCTIMI SFAKCH <CR>

Licl NAME 111, WHICH Tt. SLA eh: '<VAX sC->

.

This comsand ki I t initiate a starch for students ,chose
last names are XXXX., Fcr this function tc oroorrlys
FtLdent names mutt have 'been trter,.-1 vith the la si name

.fir.,7t. and must ke sepc, r3tec hy, any' fir-ft t r names or
'nitia Is by either a space or commii.

4.290 Runnins from nECOkL
/ or

Control' can be" passed to "SIG I." rli rect ly from "RECOR6" by
simply rPsoonr'ino'4*tc- thf "FUNCTIM?" query with "Si6I iCrr,>".

"



oana^e roe Ver!-14;,-r1.1.
,

c.ectior 4 9 Mutt -76

PYitinc:'

rtntrci cc

by ,r<r).cnr4incl
wi I I acIencw hadc.

r R E CO tr! r +pc; ra.ir

L-* 01. u r ne.c. -n
the "FUNtTInN?" qurry,t,ith
thi by. rerlYinq "ItEt,;9 ".
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'AC! - Vrcion '17'.:;)a.4

.r.c h-76

Cheipte. r

g.ckto Proctouret;
Jar

The re .11waye- exists th. ocibi li ty th,:t hi; r( k4rt T hurt
nr TIE rater error e-ra%e or ck,- rit. t-,crticr et the
SD cartrig4r6s, cr et the. r.ystcrl is

c
rt.rid^e.

The cattriorr, 1,3Orled I Pad, " nicn r,rive 1,,
is run with the lorit.e-crote,ct topti-on ).nc.b leo, ;,:nr' sc is norra 1 ly.
protecte-4 fron-. Ft:rh error!,., If, in spite cf this, it s..hru Id bf,
drstreyerl it r..r tF rerreated t y rcct ly frrt the
nrit4ini 1 rii<iribt..tirn .perk rit.t .-: $

ithrr the vs tern c irt rid+ e J r rive C.,

nor he disk ckrtriV,4 1.be led "..CLI Perk mounted cr,c-.rive
2, can be pri,ectq. by the t.rite---..,nc.tf ct tei,tu re,-
recui re write \ncera-t ions. Ftcl, rrntzins .student-
recfrris, which upd,:ter' eve r> t 1 ne ' n:Arfe i
ert erO or a r Locent !30. I, it e..priio t ,e rat r nM rGtec. tr(fr
th-e orinin r1 ,utifr. p. ck kitrr.t t tri( Ices of F, I 1

arcj.rnuleteo stur'tn To orovirio 4d.,cuate b.;ckup fcr thla
risk, then, it is,. ne sr..y tc m.r..e yrricr~ic copies cf 'the
wcrkinc " .It k Pack '6". If the 'worrinc cn;.)y i s "lest rcycd cr
cverwrit t en, the only deta lost th: t to the
ctuuont record file since the. lost ,)acirup k.;,) vas mrtoe Lndcr.
neural tonditicns cenerati or. of a tar Y le.v.st n'r 'r
veel, is probch 1Y- adac,uate. If F.x.,...trii:nr.^ :-hbris that errcrt
'occur fai rly f recuent ly then tQc1-1..OF can bf: , nenerute,d. rort.
often.

For retch the. szme rtas cns it is:- isc- 1r to rrs.intain
backun cony of the F',STS/t tYsten disk cart ridoo, so that it wi I I

net /be neressa ry to repeat the entire Ey ste oeperaticn prc.cess
shot:;! -d the, whrl. inc copy be Cor rt.'"ct

1

Creiliho a tackur; C()pY cf thr ctulent tiles
.

The di sk cart ridge labs led "5,GI Pack 611 ccntains
schco I.-snecific text fra-rne s ( if there are any f cr thisi
rchro 1 ), and the student recorc file. The te.xt frames do net IJ

chance, ,pnr; s/o can a 1 wk. ys ue recnvired" iron. the "SIGI ei.ckuo
Pi-4Ck ".which w,F cre: ted first instal led. Thee

recovery o recedu re is ribec to stc tior. !:..1.2 below. 1

, 4

The student -fi les, hcwcvF'r, chg.nge 'very time a student
lice: SIC. I, and 'Fr the biscl-t.1* r...ccy cf tht F tu-IPrit fi le miint.ined
on "CI( I tlackuo Pick E" rust be from time tc tire.
;;ticuld it be. rarese.ry to re'c reiatc thc..ocrkinc,-copy cf th.,e

student fr-orr, the backup copy, wi 11. no he. 4ware cf any
activity that hiis taken pl4 *. t he bac,k0 rooy.,wasi

30
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/ SRI ",i-nrr F. jt,iii VF r i on 1 .s
on

1

. -

rrai't. Thi.s 1-)arkuo r oe.ie s of te f;tt.le ht fi I thnli I r- : t irP oc
often en'-uch th-.t 'roil' tor 1;ucr. is Ic..t if jr rutt le, et rri...t-..:.-
Ins t;11=t ionc ni-ht cc nsit't r m.: Li n,. )...c.,trt. -f th, stt, e. ot fi le
once' 4 1., eel ,in the. bec inni n,l, , P- .1'y -if: thi .. -(r,E.C4. le . s.

(Ape-Fierce. ..cgt.rrL,1;.tes. ...

I.. To uor tF th, C.Jkup t cf the slues e.t fi It,If ,,
roy c,yrc t' f_ C. r S

f o l l o w ( :

4 ) If i net running, the ,r. rti n. in Ft ticn
'(.1 to star t th.e syste- L fh F.yste m
runnincs Pnlurt= thi.t no Ft ydent :-.. cur r,,nt ly in ACI

, inst. that he , c l i c k . r a r t r i , I h t " ( L., I Fc l
rountr c dii 1 trh- '" t"h 5'e-t to

."1"ljt,." Pnri "' I PP( T" i tf. If 1i h,
runninn, this vi II el recloy be tht. I this di sk is nct

g. Irefdy mourzite,71. in drive 2, it ii I 1. ref., ss,ltry to pc.unt its
nd vher the drive "1OY" inclicatcr Crrt-t- en to i the

fel I rid roa any cc t )

MOUNT <CO

ADY

The "FICA:NT" command advises F;(.1-;/,1.: that the- di"sk
evPilable for tse.

C) If the r-,rt rie e lab( lea I 4, 4 Sti I 1,nc, unt ed. in
drive 1, set the drive 1"LD/:-" .itch tc "LOAG"-, wiit
unti I the drive 1 "LrIAD" indic.;tc.r tun( on (about 1. minute),
and thorr reacv, the Tart Hoke.

Net ,that toe cbrt ridoe laoe lrd "Fit I Park. A" is the
C.NLY rart ri e ud y . system th..t can r.e. rtrovco
without first i CFili no theth I1LuT " cc na.:.-.no. This
bPc it is not -c rcariized acccrdinc to the fi le
st ruCtUres nut rather arro-r*ino to ri bisolute. block systebm.
Fserrova I of ".FIGI 9" without the "DIMCkItT" command,
whi le 'STS/F i runnino, wi I I result in trrOrS next time the
dish it' mountr,!. In thzt CC.SF th, "CLL. " command ui I 1,,,have
to iscpfd r. the RSTS/E f,Ys't err; rIt.er is Guides section

.6-14 ). 1-lcv,rver, disks -Can 'be rtmcvecl. fter FiTS/E hes been
stOpper4 ith thSHUTUPu o rogrc.3., t.ec ause "SHUTUP" sax/tints
c-Il ditksN.bef era ha Itinc. the system.

0) hoArt tho. , dick carticle 'Apr le-lc,"! I ol 1.acCuro Pack ,E0 into
cifi yr 1. St the rILLAD/RUN" stAitch tc "IUti", e'r41 re that

_the PRuT" indit ator is of ft If "VT PriOT" is on, tirn, it
off by nressi-no the "WT PROT" switch on drive 1.
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F) If nct rez.oy' in i.ccount e4i.;13, I into th.,t Fcccint s

fni lows:
1'

HELLO 4I1/1 '<CO
.IGI UN (cine e)

4

F a ly.cysy the i..a:v.cro "(.1t-I" in I nit Le
echoed at the to rrrin;- I.

F) now icivise tfikt the d iE ay, le by

iscuinp the "CUNT" corrroend as fiol C4r:
r_

t4CIAT II <(...->

PE,,DY

G). As therc is Iv..*ys -pcssibi lity of crpyinc the rcnc- way

(from the backup copy tc the I ) if the ccrnn,..nd in

step (1) be low is ye:ed tnccrrect ly., the korking copy, of

"SI('1 Pack 8" o drive 2 should nou te hrite-protected by
pressing the "VI P!tOT" .switch to I ipht the "VI- kRCT"

'indicator cn ?.

H) Iun the o'r.rerPn, " ICK UP " oy lc I I 06 ino died rct_c:

RUN b A CKUP <CP>
FILE EI CI<UP VLS-2-2,"

(Line F)

11rDKI,<OK2 STUDFL.SIG/ (Line b)

Tki.;.1%;.SFFP CfmPLETE XXX ELOCe 3 lb, 1 FILf.

<CTRL)C (Line c)

C`

In line (a above note that e dol lar in i s typed

before the p ocrarn narre "Eq,CK.UP" to aavise RSTS/E that this

ProDrarn is the sY$,terre lib account C1/23, raather thir.n
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SfCtirr C c--r.rch-76
41, .

in the eccount (403171. 'In lihP (1,), L-Je Espf-cial ly
cqrpf (11 to ty cro-r4.nk..1 ws suctr, !c -0; t coP5,r-r wi Il
proc(-ed fret' iwisk to ai sk th.r th. (the r
.ThP rh,-r..cterr. "/'-" t the tnc' inrtrt.tt to rc
the previous b.:0mo copy -of "S.T;itiFt_..,:11".

Tho h. cl(14) process n4y ;rtq,oir set/era I rri nt.tr-s
..ciPoendin!, ttGorr tht 5 17t Ftuc.4rt ri II
tyot thc. cc r I. ts-r-or ini c I I cl,t-c.! to,
neth 4-r 0,1; " rice Ty,.oinc

. ,-t. ttli -oint (hold ,tit, 1,c>
lahe Ipl "CT51." roan khi typ int' .the Lett( (*.4(11) Wi I I ret4Irn .

the urer to tat, rrcnitc r. ,

1) 1.o. c.'irficunt tte br,c-Kt;o- (Ask on r ri v I vitt, the Corr. ro:

ri Any

Thc tch (n hive 1 t now he Ftt to
the inoic H tht ".:IG t:-..,cle,t45:4-

Pack P" cartiir)ce cen be removed anti rtturnad to ctOraoi.
5.8tial0 .disks -hulk; bP clearly r.-cirkeo st.ch should be
stored wherzt *ere ip 'fte chancP tiz-t they 4- I ' bea us6c by

,fri st: for otht
y A

30'7,
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merPierlf... CHOP - Ver.-Lon 1

Sectir:n 5 c-ohrch-f,

51.2' 4m.7enerafigr "SIGI.Pach teor,th(, 'r;c-kuo

PA F"- ccnti ns` thL c.c hoo I J-otr.ifnt Fre diet. no
P le,rninc4 infcrr:ition,- and the student- recor-1 Ti is's bh ovIc tint
wc.Hcinc ccoY of '11.5.1C-*Pack Pt be coint. le ter any 4 .z son, it
ray rec reater Fy tor Yin- the contents rt

ortc it. "2.I(.:1 ,u-ckur itteit kshouic never re LIA ," with
FDA, however, ..!.thert. is cIwi.ry hc r tnet the sE-r., error

coe'rt or or h-;,r?ivore th.t de st rrY4, the 'you I
,de try the backLin as well. Teref.Cre toe b,,cku is CN1.1, Csed
"'rn.:1(e net, workinf, 'cosies. To -lc th'ic. Preceti

4

. ' A) If ' P.ST.S1,E i s. hz Ite, fo I Ini, the' inFt r( eticnr in SE Ct i -ni 2.1 ,.tc't start, th :ysterr. If k ;, T /r -i.$ rinrin.,, tc.I It.` the
instruction; in .?ecticn I.*? to h. It it, on : then ',(tt; 1,,.< the
"CONT" s'w-itch on t he co n.p tit ter e do,s c I , '.(`-i tc n re! i sktt.:1- tc
bring the syster to the "OPT InN: 0 ci...erY -

-, ,

, .
.

. /
,

B) Mount "SI.,CI Earl, P" int,: .dri .7., "! I rl E-;:e.Kuo
intt drive; 14 ue," en both driVts to

ifnri set ".',.il-PROf"' on ,c1Ki ye 1 uy 1.:ssino the 'nut"' DT":
switch on thit drive. w4it fel)r the '41/LY" indi,ca,tcr ti- iblat

.N1 hefh drives.

******X*34'4X*;)0(*AX****X*****kMVWX1EAMOXX**
,

TAT f4IVc 1 ciNT BfrCKUP PACic,
AND THAT DRIVL 1 IS 0ATE-P'; injIcii TG PrcuTECT

mx TPF-LACKUP CGPY FPOPI :=CrILF1J/L
** xx

e

X****MX**XIAMMMX******MX**XMXxX4WAth****OM**Xx****X***1.

C) Load the "P,P,LLIts" drorim 1..itn the fr I I owing eliiihocu;:kn .tnc
crnso,le tY-oet,riter:

LUAD

, # LOAD PfiCGRAM: ROLLIN <CP.>

vxx

11 DK2: /1:0<l)K1:/WL/VE

: 7
) The ",OLL IN" rrutine: I I be ccmpletto when the consalle

triter ret-uxtic. #mother- "a" tion, indicet inc that it is'rea.dy
oriz neir Conurand: At thi point stt`ttfe drive 1 1_1=107,RUN"

witch tc QI_Cfr0", and .when the,' "LOAD" indicatcr`Pcotties on jr ` i-b
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* SI( I mi nPce-r Is Lt-,;r;.e -. Version 1As.7, , - .,
. .s.in F:F .e' :..

* Section
. ',/ ,,,..------,.,,,

.0 4 .
-..

:'' .-.-: ° 4

L. ,

rri nt..t e cr s c.., re rovt th.e " '3 I G I 'Be t k ..,) 1- ..-.i. k I'". _....t..4 fr .-: rive 1

. n4 retLrn, it to Ft:Crae. " ;1.4 I-. rle ; 4 indrivt,' , nev, ,

con.t-ins ; ceps/ of' the ti.ckt r. ode .1 . ol' ..1',.1 o:'e rat i co ..n be
re e t r..eri hy r r t t i n . the " i P. t.;.-1_. /1 ( L. T " .",,o it ch cn t h( r C CI S f, 1 t /I

,iwitch re q'i Ftt-r to "-IALT", an,1 then ::ti.' rtinc. t sect l(r. 'i.1/
. 4

/

. ../

5. r:r c e.n". r. t.'i nt. is z:II G I .1..., c I. ,," -4- :- y t h, ,-) r indi I

'

p.
- .

. . . .
"! IC.I pacK k" ronti:i at 7a I) -civry :.,,141 ti t trar . 5. 'r_xcel,rt.

thns.,, craft) inc. cchCerpc,r ;fie ir Vc r!/.1 , tier, _hot; It? the ,'I-L rkiiic
cocy, of this disk 1...--. ern o troils'..b le-. it '... y 1, rerre,te., ,Vv r..kirfr
.. opts (coy frcr. th. ,4istrituti,-n 1:,r-r,' 1-1't l'..1 "r It...1 l' / . Tr 0 P-e

IA". rvr. V P r uc.F the upc.at, ,li :...k rc;r4 n, -,' 1.c !..;. t rlf-' r .t h. n

rnplei nn, t nc- _,, cc,p)'."

A) If Estsic:. is r tttd, fcHc tni instriet,in-nsfn ,ttctico 2' 1 -*

to .s.t..".rt the !yi-terr, if Ti is it Ir. 1.;,,

instructeiont in section tc It cr, (pro ; I th.
"C.- T" sritch cr the ,Cfroutz 'c'ot. .itch > rcc i tt. tL,

brim-, the systerr to the -".0PlION:'"'ou(ry.

P)r..1), M.crnt "SIG' F;.(.1( !' into t"rivt- 1 I n:' " 1,I P.,;.11
into doiVe, 2. 5 rt the "LDif r..:rihe': on \h\Qth c,five
"P'its." ::r-14 sr t "LT FGT" orj v hy)/r r-^sinc the ,"'T i ii01"
switch or that c.rive. for, the "P6Y" indicator tc tiçrt
crv-4- ct h c' rive

*****4 xx x* **V X xx 3* 3* it 3* 3* )k NNA* 4* ,Crt X* k* x*****x 41tx A x I* **x/

it* -
, ,*

h* H: SI.:1-.C: TqAT ktRIVt 2 CON1A It-- Trf kloi:4TI-- P4C.K lex- 8,

ft* ,I.ND TH.T DRIVE 2. IS .r.I ri-P 0 TECTI.D TG PROCCT x*
v.* T1-4E UPDATt CCPY r' / C. t" ACCIDIriTAL 3fESUE. it*

** , **

-*;
C) LO2d the "SC.LLIN"'progorarr with the iol I rting tiia on the

cont:o le typewriter:

, A

1PT1ON:' LAD <CR)

LOAD Pi.C.CRAN: Act_ Lir4 <0>

C.

IIECLIN. V XX

/Fr<OK?:/WL/E

0

4

1
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, A 40

0) The' LI..LIN" routine wilt be cn',pleted when the console
vri ter ritth-rc i-,rother Uti" -sten, in:iot-tin(' that it i s ready4.,

fer -', net. cc rrtz.rri. A t this point .Sct tht urivt 2 "Lt. AL/RUN"
switch tc "L( il,rt" , and hri the "Lt.-.0u indicato. comes en 'in a' '
minuet.' or sc, remove the "SIG.' tisk CA - (14It;INAL f rem crive -.
2 and retui-.6 it to storap'e. ISIt.,I hack A" in drive 1 nci

'he
z crcy qf thleoritin.aj. oi-icts ann F.ICI ode rItikn can

A
he recurred 1..y cf ,ttigtcqt he l!EN/481LP1PL.T" F.,t..itch on the console
eitch regi ster to PHALT": and' thb.r. ct,-.rtinc ..it sectic.n 2.1
(CT. 4,

7,4

'7
a. 4

Stcrinc, the re.seasch.

0

For SIGI fie id-trsi*,1 lafirnS OkILY4
ticidtti c-n to the student recc?d fi les, two- adc,itiona I forms of,
dafi for the us4 cf the sib! deve.rucrnent staff at ET P-.' i matrix
file riirnP.,1) Boesch Pt elccu:fulutf'S. Sumirliry yuta cC rtP.,..b
stuoentsi*incluc:in(, such rec.sure I the nurrLer cf 'minutes scemt,
ir each norticn rf the numbs r ni tiro the VALUES' p.me is
rived, 'end thi-21'ike. _

In -additions f or a randomly-Fe I ec ted Ssft single of ttuoents
NCI 4,1eeos, .3 more comeDlete- record fnr Jet Fi le:. analysis. These
are' stcree! on th- !);Ftent ditV in fi les identi lied by the etudent
nu'rrter ( we' do not record the stUcten.c. IF rizrrc! ir these files -
rn I y their nurrpte r' 7 SC th ey.-a re ,cCrifi...-entii,1 ), and with phi
extension ".SOT". Pe'riodica I ly the fi les and the "SL, RY"
fi le need tohe 'roved f rem the sYstcm ,ci'sk to' the data selection
disk curcljed by LS. S

s

4
A r. a suon esti on, .this cro.c.-e ss 'of 1LoPi lino out" the.- system

disk, c'ur!ht tc fc,1 lowed at least once every week or two', so as
not to tie up toe much of the system 'disk storage.

****************************,*************
** **

ThIF SGT ION 1 PPL-IES CALY
** FIFLU TRIAL INSTALLATION;. **
** **
*****-**,*********************************

.

. ) Ensure that .RSTS/E is up and running. If it is not, tol Icw
the procedure in ce'ctibn 2.1 to start

.

El) If uSIGI Pack AU is mounted in triva 1, s.et the drive 1
"LrlAD/RUNu stitch to "LC,AD", and when the "MO" iotticater
comes o1 ooen the drive 000 1Pnd remove th cis* cartridpes
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k FI( I mi'raq riSsluTZ.C. Ve-rsion 1,8.1
* S... ,c.ticn S 7-1.'arch-76 A,

e

Ncc 35

C) Floort t ET; lisle CZ.rtriricie I -6e1(0 u?t.. in
'rive 1, 4'43tt the "LL 40/!UN" thi Lc "ro'N" s.t.re

- -that uw PR( of f or ri 1. . unt i I th'f
it^dichtc ..

C)) 'youar I Icigg td into E-tcotnt l.4:17; you b.ou
he y e ho ieri run tne (i ) t/

rWi f-f n,t c ';,c( aunt Li. ,1.9 1 t17,0 r'l I. in,
corrr -I :

>C

oh .D

\\ .

L
1-4F LL 0 411/1

'FFW,CRU: ICJ <CR>

Rc ADY'

I

-E) e` process of rr,evinc, tht...late file, fr( n the system' disk te.
'the EIS. rlatr risk is unc.er ..otnvctic crintrcl of. 4 crcor.rh
,ci*I AT A". "un this ororrdr by tynin;l tne fo II uwinC.

CCrarr.znd:

<CTRL>C

READY'

RUN SSD /TA <CR>

SDA TA CATA EACKUP 41ST[ti

V(.4S 1'1'1 %1.C.
-4

)Thi or.opracr I I ,now run for s.Orne minutes, the time
deoenclinc cn Krt many files nevi tc bc- moved from the systtn
disk. When the cpeCatiecn coml.) I e ttd it wi I I tyoe:

IR*

LATA STORAGE eliMPLETt

`,BEADY

:
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SIt'l htanaceros ( t.idE , Version '1 ..::
SPrtior-. c.. e-March -7n .

. .
....)

,. .
Now sst,t, the: orive -1 "Lr.iti/R1,1. ;witch to "L-t..1,0". ..ire' rk.froVe
the FT:- c4i4 t.hen tnE. "L011," inch c._tc r r:or vc (..li I niz dish

. 'should he. rtere.r: in c si fe i.`,1acc wht-i..nc-t., F ctu,NI ly invc lye c
in the backu;.; orece-c.t.re. ,,

F.( e

.4/

.

1
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SIG' ;4re-once- r Ver!'ion 1.o?.
S est i on 7 *C-N.rch--to

ay
Chapter 7

T.roub k---shc ot,ing

This chapter tilt lines some li-ke ly .,:ourcese of prob len-s in
stz.rtinr, up` i.sTS/E3 in urine the I' in
In cast r'f t roa lb es rFii.ey the i,n,..tr(lt-tic,r,5 in the rtinPnt
section of tKr yrula I tc bet Ftrp ham: not be:tn
wierlocked, ana then review thc._ notes ins this chapter.

7.1 "ST/c rt orcojefrs

A) In the ooeriticns e.1 (c), be
sure that the i,ddress tat into' the Ft.itch regi gter ctLa I I> `
transfers tc the buc ( the- tot, row of indicdtcrS. on
the romptter conso le- ) when the- "Le.e0 ADD?t:S" snitch is
nres..d. If tri;.?';ddrest dots nt c tr.neft r correct stt the
IIFNAI,LF/HILT" ct itch to .u,t. IL I" rind t" en pre's:.

tht c.r:ceRor. frien ratry rttp r.1 (C).

if the panel sitcht-s cn the proce c.eor on -not, seem to e, be
functioning, ;Aire' that the ''F switch Ye y is ni t

"*totatc--1 oast the of-Cl.t-R" onsi'ticn e.n.1 into the "LCri,.",
position, 1.hich wol.ld iniactivltt the nriel control :Aitche,.::

'-cy If tha boot st orocest, in section' 2.1 (C) does not cause
the "OPTION:" curry to t,e ty Deo out on th, console tern:ir
check tc be et.re: that disk criv htis the n'TS/E sys tern di sic:
in it; that (-rive D is set to "reUN"; that the drive. C "00Y1"

'0 indicator is or; and th. t the drive 'a "VT Pitca" indi cto.r 'is
off. -1

''1:1) If th4 problem in paragraph ( C) d'oove utrsistir.e. check that
the console typewriter "KU" witch is set tc "LINE", and
that the -"RAU0* switch iS set to "IGG". 11'So be sure that
'there is pater feeding up to tee roller from the paper box
below.

E) If it Ilopears 'that commands from the consbl typeVri ter are
not 'rPcognizeri, ,o r if strange cha rw.ters a re ecnoed, b,e sure'
that the keyboard "SHIFT LOCK" ies net set. "SHIFT LE.CK" is
sot. when the smal I red inditi-etor cn the "SHIFT 'LOCK." key at
th, lower lef 1- corner 'of the ke9b,oarc. i s on. To c r ".1.HIFT

LOCK ", press the "SHIFT" key.

313
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ST61 mi.naperts (.uic'e Ver5.ion .3;3
E'eclion 7 0-.march t,

7.2 RIG' T e rmin`i I p rob lens

,

P. ce,

A) if the De It(i to rmini I octet' not comp- nn wfren the. ":1',./eFf'",
switch is set to checK that the Dover cord i s statedfirmly in ch. wall colter socket.: Alst check that othir
end of the pc Mfr cord i s firmly P nte -the back rt the
D'e Its nataIterrinel, is it is ft, chi th3t enc

B) Bsure that the delta Data control twitches on the reis.r cf
the terminal -z.,re set as esc-ribe3 in sec tinn 4.1 (C).

'

sure t h.. t the dAta connector tc. the mcdem or nu II modem
box' is firml> in place. Ai ;.c be sure' hlt the connecters
b*twean the 12e It; Data terminal, ana the Texas Instrument
printer are I I firmly in a lace, end that the Texas
instrument printer is plugged in. e

L)' 6e sure th.t the "LOCiL/ON-LIAL" Evitch ,t the front cf the-
I,ta Data terminal is set Lt. INF".

NE) If stranc,e rhi ratters art echoP r o,n 'the Lie lta D:ita trmina ly
be sure that the "SHIFT LICK" is not %set. ",,HIET LOCK" is
set if the Smal1 red inoicattr on the "LUCK" key at the left
of the keyboard is en. It may he reset by pressing the
"SHIFT"' key. .

Hnving "`:-HIFT LCCK" se wi I i a IF° prevent "SI GI f roes
recogni zi no the numeric keys it II rec.,ive the upper-cast
eauiva lents instead ), so check this `if ;IGI user -dean, t'
'Seem to make any acceptable re'fponse. ,

F) To comMuni cite with Fi;.T-S/E, the `..le I Li, 'Llatai"termina I must t_e
in "T-TY" mcd.e It iS in 'urn." Mocit if the "TTY" indicatr islight.r4 en the sm. I I indicator pare I tc the right of the
sd,reen. On occasion especial ly after some forms cf errors.
arid-) ,abnorma I program ends - terminal wi II not Le .left in
"TTY" %ode. It wii.l then be necessary to put Sit, in "TTY ",
rnde by holding down the "Cl*L" key ( left side ct the

-,'ke"yboard" while cret.sini. the "KOLF" key ( second row of dark
control keys S.

, 7.3 STGI problems

.4

. .
A) For r,K05-based systems GNLY, a procrom namea tChECK exists to

; 'makf.-.1,:tVenra check of the SIGT system, in case of troubles.
It , ensures' that thf user is logged into the correct account
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Man..cver Guthe r Version 1.8.3'
Pcti on 7 5-1E.rch-76

f'.6p

( account 41-,,13 .), that the rE:aui red , ql.L1 contro I Ti Ve:
exist r tnty ii re- suppostc, tc-.1: .inu that the reou'i re.(i. ci sks
a. re in oli=c ea, The state of "',ICI Pr i-", cn drive, .)., is

trhecker! autc4,-..t ic. I IY itc (.u...,e "Ar 1 Pock P." i nct a

'fi,le- ..t ructcred disk .,it cannot Le. chect,e.0 .utomat ice I ly, 'in('
so he "CI-Erie"' p roprair" prints cut ii. check I i c.t fr r thf
operi tc, r to ,f el low.

To run-41n('HfC.K" type .in th,.. fn I I et- in.. cerr,ands:

<CT ",'E>(-,

"tin, i-.*ChH)k <CR>

CHFCK - 5I (I SYSTIN. pritCK ki,TUTINL

VERSIti: 141

The "CI1ECK" orogr. m wi I I no print cut ( ne cr more rre Sa_ge s

pointinc' out Fny probIerks with the :.1( 1 f i les, or the state cf
the. ICI The checkout orocec4 it comp I ete vhen the
progrzm C rint.

LNG OF ;'.IC1 CHECK

ADY J

B) If ZIG' does nct seem toil)* responding, to It eybsoz rd inputs
co rer.t ly, check LOCK'! as deicribe 1 in section r.2 (E)

.above.

3
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SYSTEM OF INTERACTIVE
GUIDANCE AND INFORMATION

EDUCATIONAL TESTiNG.SERVia
PPINCE1ON kJ 08540
109.921 -9000

Questions about hardware for SIGI should be directed to

diaries Ehrlich, .SII Computer Director, Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, Ne'w Jersey 08540, or to ,your local. Digital

Equipment Corpo'rAtion ,sales office.

s Copyright (c) 1977 by Educat ional Testing Service.,
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:SIGI i s available on the Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP-1.1 serles of computers under the RSTS operating syatew. If

you are interested in converting SIGI for a different comp10r or

operating system, please contact Educational Testing Service.

RSTS is a general 'purpose timesharing operating system whi )ch

can support a large number gf simultaneous activities in addition
to SIGI. The available programming languages include extended
BASIC (BASICPlus),' Fortran 1y, COBOL, and RPG II. Software is
available through Digital fol administrative data processing and
computerassisted ins,truction. There is an extensive library of
programs available for .use. by students. in Social Science,
Physical Science, Business, Mailthematics, Statistics, Engineering
and Computer Science courses.

Section I describes a SIGI terminal and how a student
interacts with the system.

Section 2 will help you to determine how many SIGI terminals
would be required to fully serve your student population.

Section 3 outlines the 112rdware required for typical four or
sixteen terminal RSTS systems that Could be dedicated, to

pro'idi'ng SIGI.

Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe the resources that would be

required to add SIGI to an existing ,RSTS system.
"

Section 4 outlines the amount of disk storage required for
SIGT.

S4Ction 5 describls the computational load that would be

imposed Ain a system and how thi.s.is likely to affect system
performance. '

2

Sectio.p 6. discusses the interfacing and communications
opCions'that are available far SIGI terminals.

Computer :equipment models and pTd.ces change constantly. The

'figures gillen here are only intended -as a guide. Please consult
your local Digital Equipment Corporation sales office for up to

date informatio0 on models and prices.

318.
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1. E SIGI Terminals

A st dent'using SIGI interacts with a CRT terminal. The
compdt r resents and mapipulates text materials on the'display.
Studen responses are indicated by use of the ten number keys ,

(0°-9)- and the Space bar, which is labelled "NEXT".

Each CRT terminal'is equipped with a printer. At certain
points in the interaction the compute will aujomatically print
the contents of the display,. At other times. the student can
request a printed ,copy 4f displays fbr future reference. A

voluntary print request. is signalled by the 'period key in ,the
numeric keypad, which is re-- labelled "PRINT ".

Since there'is a printer with each CRT terminal, the printed
.copy is immediately available and students frequently re-Ter to

the printout while using SIGI. The printout that the student
reteives is the only record of the details of the SIGI session
and it is bp to the student to decide whether or not the

counselor should see it.

07.The SIGI software will*function with terminals that are not
ak,bluipped with printers but the system is not nearly as effective
fohr the student without a printed record to refer to. Too much
rime4 and information is lost if thetstudent has to stop and make

A--motes of w as been presented.

4
When a print is.;requested, the information is pi'inted from

the memory of the CRT terminal. 'We do not have the capability
(in wither hardware or software). at this time to share one

printer for 'several terminals.

TerMimals that are sit up for SIGI can be used for other
activities when they aren't being used for SIGI.

4.

In order to present a large amount 9f inforuation ,andvstill
have the student interaction proceed smoothly the SIGI takminalls

should be operated at 120 chayacters per second (1200 baud) -or

faster.. Details. of the fiardware required for this are discussed
i'n section 6.

). t
.

The SIGI software as supplied supports the VT52 terminal,
manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation. If you have
comparable terminals, and you want td modify .the SIGI software tro

. support them, contact Educational Testing Service for detailed
requirements and- modification information. $ .

The VT52 is an vper.and lower case ASCII CRT terminal which
displays 24 -lines of 80 characters. Each character is

represented by a 7-x 7,_dot matrix with a P4 phosphor for a

legible white on black display. Two models aN available: The

VT52AE Connects to the computer or modem with a EIA interface,
Ana the VT52AA. connects to the coMputer with a 20 ma current

*31.9
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loop interface (see sectioh -6 for interface detailS).

The VTXXKA printer interface connects the VT52 to either a

serial EIA printer such as the LA35 or a parallel high speed
printer such as the LA180. This interface does not provide a

delay following Carriage Return which is required for the correct
operation of many serial,printers,"such as the Texas Instruments
733.

4

The LA35 is a 30 charaCter per second impact printer which
uses ordinar), pinfeed paper and prints upper and lower case
using a 7 x 7 dot matrix. It should be equipped with an EIA
interface (LAXXKG) for connecti n to_ the VTXXKA printer
interface.

A complete SIGI student station `would include: VT52 'CRT
terminal, VTXXKA printer interface, LA35 -CE printer and LAXXKG
EIA interface. The purchase price from Digital would be $4,765
and a maintenance contract would cost $44 per month (January '77
figures) .

If. the 180 character per -second LA180 printer were
substituted for the LA35, then each student station'would cost
$5525 and ainaintenance contract would be $75 per month.

r J
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2. How Many Terminals -
46

... ii,

. .

:Most students use SIGI during their first year 'of' classes.

and then 'come back and use it again if`t.4.1-ey feel a need to
.

re-examine their career'illans. The average student spends ,a -.

total 'af 3.5 .to
'If
k.hoUrs working with 5IGI during his college .6

..

career.
, . ,

. . .' .

f,,,

To calculate the number of terminals necessary to serve your

student pdpulation, first' decide how many-students should use'

'SIGI each year. ' Typically this is the number Of entering

students. ,Multiply the -number of students by four to get the
number of terminal hours.required. - ,- .

Next determine the number of hours per year each terminal

will be available, to students. Take the number of,'days per year
that SIGI will be available (include weekends if appropriate) andi-,,

multiply by the number of hours per day students would 'have

access'to 'the.termipals. This gives you the number of hours per

year each terminal is. available.

Divide the number of .terminal hotirs required by the number

df..:hours pdr year each terminal io available to get the number of

terminals required.

For example, if a college operates 225 days a year and ',can

make SIGI available 4to students 12 hours per day, then each
terminal is available 2700 hours- per year 'and can serve 675

students. A college with 2700 students enteringeach year would
need four SIGI terminals to accpmmddate all of them. -

T e colleges that are presently using SIGI schedule students

for ppoimtments of.an hoir or-ap hourand a half in length (the

1pgth of a ,class period).

a,
321
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3. RSTS Systems for SIGI

RSTS' Syatems can be configured to support as many as 63
'terminals and a variety of other.applications in addition to
SIGI: Two example systems are outlined here. Your: Digital
/Equipment Corporation sales offitecan help:.configure the correct.
system for'your needs.

%

The system outlineein section 3.1 is a starter system that
would initially include four SIGI terminals. Section 3.2 shows
how this/ basic system would be expanded to' 16 terminalk. The

-

system, as outlined, includes only the hardware required-by SIGI,
more 'or different hardware- would he required foi other
application,. Consult your Digital Equipment Corporation sales.
office for details.' 4

-

The prices given here do' not include th'e.ETS,SIGI lease fee. ,
Maintenance prices' are per month on a standard eight ho,yr day,
five days per week contract. Prices shown are intender as ..a 1
guide only, and are from January 1977..

.,

. -

3.1 Four Terminal
.

System
*s <

The basic four terminal RSTS system. fax. SIGI would be 'a C JP

PDP-11/34 processor' with 64 k words (128 k bytes) of parity MOS '11

memory. The computer would be equipped with a kine frequency
clock, memory management,. a Read Only, MemQry bootstrap loader and,
a programmer's' console. The console terminal, which is. used,. to-
'control system operation, would be an LA36 DECwriter -II, Two 4
cartridge disk drives, one tiked, and one removable, prolilde 7.5

> -million bytes of on-line storage for, programs and-d . A
multiplexer which provides interfaces. for up to , eight ter finals
is included (alt-hough only'four terminals are provided). .-

%
ip.,

1 .

The basic RSTS .system would cost a non-profit isitution
$40,160 and 'a maintenance contract 'would be $310 per month. The
costs and items involved are broken-down as follows: -

.

,
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...) .

Cost Maintenance

.

...iy, t ' 1.0

1 -.- -11T34-MR COmput'et System $33,280.- . $235 ,
.

4 Non-profit discounft -18,780'

I KY11-LB Programmer's Console

2 - MS1I-JP 16 k Word
40
MOS Memory

1 - M7850 Parity Control

ToD11-D Backpanel Unit

H(:21 DZ11-A Asynchkonous Multiplexer
1,0

1 QR430,-AE RSTS/E Software License

PIocessor Total

$ 660

$ 5,100
1.

880.

$ 660

$ .2,319

$ 6,950

$40,160

'$-25

$310

.

Terminals for four SIGI stations would requirtIthe-jollowing
equipmene. The cables listed are fdr terminals located within 50

kif t of the computer. See sdction 6 for other communications

opt'ons.

VT52-AE CRT Terminals

Cost,

$ 8,800'

4 - VTXX-'iCA Printer Interfaces $ 960

4 - LA35-CE DECwriter II printer' $ 9,040
4

di

4 - L.AXX-KG EIA InXerface.for LA35 $ 260

4 - BCQ3M -25 Null m'od'em cable, 25"ft $ 240

Terminals Total $19,300

System ,Total $59,460

4

Maj.ntenance

$ 80

$ 29

$ 76

$17-6

$486

After the first year the RSTS operating system license

maintenance service plan costs $1;155, per year. .

If the cost of the-hardware; software, and maintenance f m

Digital is totalled over a five year period in .which the f

SIGI terminals are operated twelve hours a day, 225 days per y
thecost per terminal hour would be $1.73. Over the five y rs

13,500 students would be. able to use SIGI;,, the equipment c

would be $6.92 per student.

323
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2
Sixteen Terminal System

Page 7

The basic 1%p../System outline above can be expanded to 16,

terminalq an'd -A total of 112 k words (224 k bytes) of memory by /

the addition of the equipment listed below. There are piissible j

savings on purchase price and installation charges (not shown) if '

the 8xtra, equipment is included initially.

MS11, 16 k MOS Memory

1 11 B Expansion Multiplexer

Expansion Total

12 VT52AE CRT Terminals

Cost Maintenance

$ 7,61.50 75

1,710 $ 2i

$ 9,360 $ 96

$26,40d $240

12 VTXXKA Printer Interfaces -$12,880 $.60

12. LA35CE DECwritEr II printers ,$/7,120 $228

12: LAXX !(G EIA Interfaces for LA35 $ 7t30

:12 BC03M-25 Null Modem Cables 25 ft $- 72T

Additional terminals'

Four terminal system total

Sixteen terminal total

oti

$57,900 $t28'

$59,460 $436

$126,720_....., $1060

A sixteen terminal system operated.12 hoursper day, 225
days per year, could provide SIGI for 10,800 students each year.
Over five years the co.ii.per student would be $3.60 or $0.90 per
terminal hour.
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4. Disk Requirements

SIGI requires about 9000 blocks (512 bytes per block) of

disk storage for programs and data.- The majority of the disk,
space is use by two large data files which contain the

information 'us d to create ditplays. The. remainder of the
program and dat files are relatively small. SIGI files can be

.loc5ted on any combination of li&TS disks.

a

411 disk space, including student records, is allocated en

SIGI is set up and remains fixed. ,Additional files are created
during system operation only if detailed record .keeping, is

enabled for research purposes.

Opeiati/ng SIGI on a RSTS system where thee main storage media
tre RK05 cartridg.disks requires two logiCal disks dedicated toA
SIGI and a small amount of space on the system- disk. If

additional storage is required for SIGI, 'either RK05F or RK05J
disk drives;_ can be added. R5TS can support up to eight logical

disks. The Rj(0,5F is a new fixed media,disk drive which provides
two logical RKO5J's. Contact Digital for details.

Most systems,which are equipped with the larger RK06 or RP

series of.di'sks have'enoug,h disk space available for SIGI.

Th.e SIGI software is available on RK05 disk cartridge and 9_

channt 800 bpi, magnetic tape.. Users who do not have access to
either of these distributldn media will have to arrange their own.
conversions.

II
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. 7 0' ,.

5. '' Core and Swapping Requfrements
../ . 6 . .

,
BACPlus program runinOk One copy of this program runs for

When a student is using SIGI there is one 14 k words
/

,each terminal that is using SIGI. The program doed,not CHArg to.

other modules. . '.

.

, . From 'the system viewptint the .major activity of SIG.I is:
displaying information from the disk on the.-. terminal for the'
student to read. There is very little computatio involved and

,the tav material is :presented depends on tg7e student.
AT

.

e_

It is very' difficult to predict lnradvance what hardware (if ,

any) should be added- to an existing RSTS system to accommodate
SIGI. Everything depends cn how 'heavily loaded the system is and
the characteristics 9f the load.

For an average RSTS system, witholit aswapOing disk, there
should be enough user,core (the' park, of mepory available for user
jobs) to hold 4/3 of all tIle jobs actilie thGe system. Systems
with swapping disks or the faster R1(06 or PO4 disks can
accommodate morejobs.

'.
In some systems the addition of the disk directory cache

-software option /can improve throughput considerably. Systems
that are compute boupd can benefit from the additio of floating
point hardware, faster Memory (especially ftr the BASICPlus run
time sygtem), or a faster processor. Sw.44° bound systems can
benefit from more memory, a separate sufp' ping disk or a faster
system disk such as .the RK06.,

4

A Your Digital Equipment Corporation sakes ,epresent4tive can,
help you determine which of the available expan on .options. would
be most cost effecti*e for your, system. .

4 .

I
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6. Interfaces and Commutqcations

Each SIGI terminal requires an interface to connect it. ;o
the' computer. The VT52 t,erthinals'used with SIGI are full duplex
terminals operating at 120'char'acters per. second (1200 baud) or
faster' using a,10 bit ASCII code (onetStart'bit, seven data,bitsm,
one parity bit 4ignored) and one stop

There are threw types of .interfaces available for connecting
terminals to P.DP-11 RSTS systems.... There are the DL11 family of
single line interfaces and the PH11 and 1Z11 multiplexers.

Each of these interfaces is available in versions using the
EIA. RS-232C voltage level signalling convention and the 20 ma
current loop (or Teletype) signalling convention.- EIA voltage
level interfaces are preferable if new equipment is required.

lk
Current loop .5(,20 ma) interfaces can be used for terminals

9
located up to £000 feet

o
flibm v computer.omputer. Order the VT52 AA CRT

terminal instead of the VT52AE. Current lOoT interfaces_can not
be connected, to modems without an EIA adapter such as the Digital
H313 A.

Terminals located within 1000 feet o' the computer can be
connected to EIA interfaces by Null Modem Extension cables
(Digital BCO3M).

Modems are required for distances greater than 1000-feet (or
locations where cables cannot be installed). One mdem is..'
required,: for each end' of a link. Either' regular- dialup
telephone lines or a dedicated leased 'telephone line can be used.
If the telephone compmany in your area has a message unit tariff
that charges for connect time, a leased line will usually be
cheaper.

If dialup telephone lines are,used the only yrodem presently
on the market for 1200 baud Jun duplex operation" is the- Vadic
3400: For an educational institution a single modem (with,

chassis and power, supply) would' cost .$830 (Jun.e'76 prices).
Vedic modems can be .purchased from Vadic or leased.' through
"General Electfic's Instrumentation and Communications Equipment
Service. Contact Vadic Corporation, HouAein View, California
(415-965.1620) or their. local representative for further

information.

The RSTS operating system will not support the Request To
Send line discipline reqUied by half duplex modems.

On a leased, four wire telephone line terminals can be g ---
codwected using Vadfc .3400 modems or Bell 202 modems (or heir_ .

equittaLent). When ordering modems from the telephone company be *

sure' they are set' up for full duplex operation. Have your
Aigital field service engineer and, the telephone cogpaily data

-

3.? 7 ,n
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-s.

group representative agree on which ETA modem control signals

will be required and supplied by each_ interface.

,The.Digital .DH11-AD and DZ11, multiplexers are supplied

without cables. AD EIA male. to female cable, equivalent, to

Digital's BCO5D will be required -for each, line connected to a

modem. The BCO3M null modem cable (female to female,4-Nis all tha't

is req-uired r connection to local terminals.

5

'1
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INTRODUCTION

The Counselor's Handbook for SIGI has been'Written for counselors
in community colleges and other.institutions that use the System of Inter-
active Guidance and Information (SIGI) in their career guidance programs.

Its purpose.is to familiarize counselors with the theory that underlies

SIGI, to describe the components of the system, and to anticipate problems
that students may encounter in using it.

The handbook consists of ten chapters and two brief appendixes.

The first chapter explains the theoretical and developmental.background

of SIGI. (Portions of the chapter' were written t,y Dr. Martin Katz, who .

conceived the theory of guidance embodied in.SIGI and was the prime mover

behind SIGI's actualization.) The second chapter concerns, the. physical

operation of the system. Then'chapters III through IX ciescribe'the inter-
action itself, the printbuts the_students may get, the problems they may
get into, and.the ways in which counselors can help them. Finally, chapter

X presents a general model for decision- making based on the principles

tound in SIGI.

Although many years of research and experience have gone into the
basic theory, our knowledge of-what students do at the terminal, how SIGI
may affect them, and how counselors can best take advantage of it is very:

limited. The little we ,know is based on a pilot study with about thirty
.students Who interacted with an earlier version of'SIGI over a period of

two months. After that study was completed, the entire script was"re-.

written. Furthermore, the constraints of time and the experimental situ.;

ation did not permit.us to work with'coUnselors at our pilot'study college.

Therefore, as the reader may imagine, there is much that we do not know

.concerning the way student react to SIGI, how it may fit into the counsel-

ing program, how counselors can best help, their students with SIGI, when

counselors should intervene and.when'theyehould keep out, and much more.

Our ignorance,may exceed our knowledge,

Consequently, much of the content of chapters III through IX must

be regarded as speculative. The material under the headings "Things for

the Counselor To Look For." "Use of the Printouts in Counseling Students,"

and "Helping Students Use the System". contains our best conjectures as to

what may happen. We have tried to include everything worth conjecturing,

but inevitably situations will arise we did not foresee, and other situ-

ations that we have analyzed in considerable detaillEaY never occur.

The handbook is purposely redundant so that each chapter may be

reasonably self-sufficient. We hope that the repetition of material will

Make the handbook easier to use when you cope with specific problems.

The table of contents lists every topic identified by a separate heading

within a chapter. Therefore when a student runs into some difficulty in,

- ,,say, the Locate system, you can turn to the table of contents and find all

3'U
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the topics discussed in the chapter thatis devoted to that system.
1

, The next edition of the handbook will be, _figuratively speaking,

written by yoU counselors. Please keep the responsibilities of author-...

ship in mind as you interact with,SIGI and its student clients. How should

the handbook be changed? What parts discuss problems that never arise,
what parts fail in their explanations, what should be discussed that is not
discussed? We will need your input for a new handbook, and we plead with

.you to keep memoranda of your experierices and observations.

I would like to thank Dr. Martin Katz for alloWing me to use the
materials attributed to him in'chapler I, as well as for his invaluable
suggestions for improvement of each chapter. I also want to.thank Ms.

Madeline Bara for typing and retyping the manuscript and keeping all the
messy changes in order.
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NOTE: The information that appears in figUre 4A (page 11-16) is

for counseloiV eyes only.

place.

4

A

Figure 4A should be removed from the handbook and kept in a safe

333'
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CHAPTER -I BACKGROUND OF SIGI

%

The System of Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI) is a computer-
,

. ,

computer-

based guidance system:designed to help community college students make in-

. A ...
.

formed and rational career decisions. It 4 ba in the theory of guidance

1
developed over many years by Dr. Martin R. Katz, Senior Research Psychologist

at Educational Testing Service, The adaptation of the theory for computer

.presention was executed at Educational Testing ServiCe under grants from
*

the Carnegie Corporaticin. Tile National Science Foandation.supported

element's of a pilot

scale field testing

study conUucted in 1973and is supporting the large-
.

oU SIGI begun in 1974-75 at four community and one

fouryeat:college. ,

.41.,

in,this guidance system the student interacts with a computer in such

a way as to examine and explore his own values, obtaip and use 'relevant

information, interpret predictive data, and forthulate plans: The inter-
..

acti6n Itelps the student to arrive at tentative career decisions and to

modify them as he gains new insights and additional information. The

%decisions involve.-both educational and occupational options. The emphasis,

however, is not merely olithe content of decisions,
4
but on the process of

decision - making. As'the student progresses through SIGI, he learns to move

freely within the structure of the system. In gaining control of the system,

he developq competencies and masters strategies.,for rational behavior,in the

fabe of uncertainty--which may be the closest we can get to. wisdom.

345
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THEORY OF GUIDANCE

The theory of guidance that underlies SIGI is described briefly in

Chapter- X of this handbook. Here it is sufficient to say that the theory

rests on'the-primacy of values in the decision-making process. A decision-

Maker is perceived as bringing to a decision an array of values--hopes,

.N 4

b. aspirations, expectations: Each decision presents two or more options

. Ak
that differin the degree to which they provide opportunity for satisfying

I o

those values. Zitie decision is seen as the process of identifying the best

option--the one that, given the decisiont--makeee, ahilities and resources,
-. N.

. > -.±/-*-

offers him the best chance of realizing his values.

Rationale for SIGI'

.

What is the rationale for stressing the process of decision-making

over the content of, the decision?

Humanistic ethic. It should be emphasized,- fire4 that, the ethid of

the system is humanistic-rather than mechanistic. There has long prevailed
.

a stereotype associating computers with dehumanized control. Indeed, as far,

-back as 1928, Clark Hull (in his'bOok Aptitude Testing), gazing propheti-

cally into a brave new world of psychometrics and computers, proposed that

a single universal battery of ao or 40 aptitude tests be given 'to 8thgraders.'
,...

.

Scores would be fed into i'machinemhat would alrea4ycoritAn forecasting
,

,
...!

; ' '; -,4 - ---,L,4_..e
,

formulas for the major oqcupations. The student would then choose one Of
.

the three or four occupatiOns "in which his chance of success is greatest.."
,

Developments in measurement, dateprOtessing, and statistical techniques

over the intervening decades created a h of excitement about the possir

! '.

,

,"Rationale for SIGI," "Selection of the Ten Value Dimenstbns,"
/

Pk and "Odcupational Information" sections of this chapter were written by
/

Martin R. Katz. They are taken from Chapman, Norris, & Katz, 1973, With '/'

'alight editing..
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OP,
bilities for translating Hull's dream into a reality. But the vast technolo-

.

gical gains appeared to invoke a law of diminishing returns. Neither Hull

'1._

nor his'successors anticipated the stubbornness with which the data (reflect-

ing the multipotenti- ality of individuals) would'resist neatly differentiated'

forecasting formulas.

Faith in the prospects of the trait-and-faftor model have persisted.

The main objections, to this model, however, lie not in its inaccuracies but

in its premises. It assumes that prediction of occupational membership and

_success is%the main--virtually the_sole-- business of guidance. It starts with

the explicit hypothesis that cupational, sorting does tend to take place in

a certain way-70rough trait-matching. It'proceeds on the less clearly ex-
/ 'I

plreit.conviction that occupational -sorting. should take place yin this way-- q

only more so. T it-and-factor theorAeemsto hold that the individual is

in effect "keyed' o one or a few 'correct" occupations, that the key should

be recognized early inadolescence, and that all subsidiary decisions--'

as to education--should be fitted to it. Application of this theory would

presumably result in a more exact homogeneity of membership in each.accu-

,-c

,pation, and purport to'reduce waste, vacillqio, &r -error along the way.

,,,,I-twoald also tend to-redUce'tfie stUdent's rote in decision-making to one

------.
of passivity.

The evidence that individuals are multipoteritial and occupational re:-

, tjuirements are flexible is Taging for the manpower model. But it supports

X -

a guidance model. whkh-MoSmizea individual freedom of choice. ,A guidagti'

'model hinges on satisfactiomaflindividual values, with manpower needs Eelp:
. . _ _
ing to determine the opportunities and mean,for_gaining such satisfactiOne.'

. ---
There 1. better evidence for the aSaiiPtrats underlying the guidance =del-

. , -....c.......___
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thap the-manpower model. For example, the validities of differential pre-
,

dictions of interests tend to be much greater than the validities of differ- '

ential predictions of achievement (Norris and Katz, 1970).

This,finding does not mean that predictions of success are useless'in°

occupational choice. Clearly, there is ample justification for using

actuarial data to estimate an individual's.reseilablance to an occupational
4Vit

population and the probabilities of his entering an occupation, persisting

in it, and (although standards are difficult to define and data hard to

come by) achieving some measure, of successin it. There is much less justi-

,,,

4fiCation for using actuarial data to determine choices. Yet the implications

and practice of trait-and-factor theory have often exceeded the descriptive.

and tended toward the imperative. This creeping-control, might tend to im- ,

. ,

prove some kinds of predictions Iv' making them virtually "self-fulfilling

4 "t,

computers are used Only to power a directive' trait- matching approach,

prophecies."

as appears to be proposed in Department of Labor pilot projects' (i3N. S. De-
4

partment of. Labors 1971),. the stereotype of computers as encroaching on and

restrictive of .free decision-making by individuals will be perpetuated.' One

purpose of the job-matching model is to help individuals make appropriate'

,choices. But the method excludes the individual from the decision-making

!Process; it rests all control in external agencies, leaving the individual

only the choice of acting cr not acting on the output.
/

ssda, on the other hand, assumes that guidance shou],i shun even such

benevolent control. It assumes that we don't know what will be best for the

individual (or society) except.freedom.to work things out. Thus, we define

P
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the best choice as the choice that is most nearly free. But we:do not de-

fine freedom as laissez faire. Rather, it is the freedom (expressed by

Shaw in the preface to Man and Superman and quoted by Freud in contrasting

his "reality principle" with his "pleasure principle") "to be able It

choose the line of greatest advantage instead of yielding in the path of

least resistance." Advantage in this sense involves some assessmene-of
."-"":

,utility as well as probability: Freedom involves active participation and
,

control. It also incorporates the notion of career decision-Making as a

continuous process rather than a "one-shOt" episode. This sense of contiv-

ity encourages people to formulate their_plans_aaLtheories to be tested,
o

and to revise or confirm their deciSions in the light of the feedbagk,they

.

get from outcomes. This approach allqws them to learn froth experience.

Process of 'choosing. So without directing the oontent Of an,indiVidual's

.choice, it seems possible to help. him in the process 9f choosing. This em-

A . .

phasis on process does not pretend to insure the "right" Acho ceexcept in-
. .,.

. .

sofar as the right choice is defined, as an informed and ration l choice.

J Our bias--orconvic ion--is thisin education enlightened process#s are:in-
,....

trInsically imports t, Therefdre, we bend our efforts to increase -the stu-

7
dent's understanding of tht factors involved in choice (imperfect though our

own understanding may be) so that he can take responsibility fOr his own de-

cision-making, examine himslf and explore,hisoptions in a systematic end

comprehensive way, take purposeful action in testing hypotheses about him-

self in various situations, and exeicise'flexibility in devising alternate

plans.

The student's interaction with the computer embodies this model of

319
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guidance. As the student learns to control the computer and move freely

z through the system, he is also developing competencies for independent dq-

cision-making. The computer does not just give him an "answer" to a ques,7-
-1

,.
,

.

tion; it also suggests questions for whidh he can provide answers. Thus
,

in hie dialOgue with,the tom

information, and learns h

'Throughout, his role is act

through parts or all, of the

have on'the outputs.

he student both receives and generates

ect the two kinds of iniormation.

He can change his inputs ahe recycles

ystem to see what effect new uemises may

#

.
. . ,. .

.
.

-In short,. we don't want tofplay the decision-making game for the stu-,
&

.
.

dent. We want to help himter thestrAtegies for rational behavior. in

the face of uncertainty so that he can play the game effectively himself.

Emphasis on values. Any rational process requires a' principle of opera-
. e

Atumaillhic process looks for a humanistic principle, one that takes

into account the multipotentiality of human askpations and 'needs.. In-SIGI,

this principle is the individual's values. They are the constructs he uses

--.......,

to define what .he wants, the satisfactions and rewards .he seeks. 'The first,

.
.

,e

thing the Itudent,doee is to eXmine the structure of his values, then trans-
,

: 4-- . a

late them into veCiors:and valankes. Eventually, he will be in position to

ask how well each ofthe options available..404%him measures up to his values: i

.

. ...

,
,

-
. I.- ..,.t., ,.

Thus,,v,glues becottre fields of, force 'and direction in career dVision-making,

influencing all the interaction"between definition and decision.
2

9
/

2.aMore detiled and comprehensive discussion of the principles of

guidance that underlie the rationale for SIGI appear in various monographs

andarticles: See Katz, 1954, 1963., 1966, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c, 1969d, 1973.

r
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SOURCES OF DATA

Selection of t'he Ten Value Dimensions

°

The ten values selected for use in SIGI are High ncome, Prestige, it

Independence, Helping Others, Security, Variety, Leadershi /Responsibility,

Work in a Primary'Field of Interest, Leisurel and Early Entry. [The values

are defined in figure 6, Chapter IV.] (Where did these ten value dimensioA

come from, and why did we settle 1511 them?

We diddid a number of studies of our o0n, and of course took ac-

count of the research of others. For example, we asked ,students, in struc-

tured interviews, a series of questions designed to elicit the-dimensions

along which they construed occupations. We asked them to tell us what they

knew about an occupation of interest to them, and to indicate what, other

infornlation they would like ,,to haVei' what appealed to theth m8st about it,

and what least;hat, eventS,or additional,Anformationmight make them

-change their preference for that occupation; what characteristics an "ideal"

"dreami" occupation would have, All also a "nightmare" occupation--the

worst they could imagine. Iri a simulated occupa44onal choice procedure,

we save Students an opportunity to ask us questions about a set of unklown .\

occupations; from the information we gave, them, they twouId choose one as

most, attractive. ClassificatiOns of their questions and theif evaluations

(
. of the occupations inUight of,the information they received gave us an

additional check on thecomprehensiveness and relevance of, our values di-

,

4

p
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mensions. In a variation on Kelly's REP tett (Kelly, 1955), we gave them

triads of occupations; asking them to indicate which two of the three seemed

to offer satisfactions and rewards that were more nearly alike than the

satisfactions and rewards offered by the third one. From their responses

we were able to determine the dimensions along whit they Construed sim-

ilarities and diffrences in occupational satisfactions.

In addition, as part of a qtestionnaire-fol ow-up of a large national

sample of secondary school students one year afte cOmplefill of high

school (Norris & Katz,1970), weL.a.sked' them to weight the impOrtance of

some dozen values' dimensions; we compdted the intercorrelationg among the

weights, and did 'an,unrestricted maximum likelihood factor analysis of

the intercorrelation matrix, (We.also put\nto the matrix aptitude and

interest scores, and found that the th'ree domains--aptitudes, interests

and values--were independent.)

Despite all this research, we are'sure there will -not be universal

agreement with some of our omissions. For example, we decided that we

could not formulate,(good enough operational definition of Creativity for

this-purpose. Aril a value calle'd Senseof Accompiilenti or Pride in

Work, did not stem useful 14,..dtfferentiating between occupations of con-
_

cern to-community college students (although it might differentiate loe-
. _ "441k \ \

...2

tween spedific jobs or positions within an occupation and clearly iffer-'

,

entiatedihs-pweam many unskilled and higher-level occupations).?.Inciden-'
.

.
tally, in the pilot study we found that students do perceive the dimensions

as-independent (intercorrelations of the weights tend to be quite low)4

each of the values is rbgarded as important by many students (a.indicated

by the mean weights), the weight given each value varies greatly a&ross

354
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students (as indicatedUy the standard deviations of the weights), and stu-

dents did not fe/1 that values of importance to them had been omitted (asa. ._

determined by:,interviews after their Use of SIGI) (Chapman, Norris, & Katz, 1933).
47' . 2/

The on of Interest Field as one of the values dimensions may

be a bit confils
9

the.individuaeof working in a field in which he activities represent a pri-

This value is defined n terms of the importance to

niary intrinsfe interest rather than in some other field. The student

indicates his prelerre interest fiAld from six options, each defined and

illustrated: scientific, technological, Administyative, personal con-

tact,-verbal, and ae thetic. [The fields are defined in figure 7, Chapter

1y.] The designation of these six` areas obviously takes cognizanceW

research, on interest measurement anddimensfons.o occupational interests.
A'

Occupational Information

Occupational, information is stored in the form of responses to the
*

28 questions available to the Student ln'the dompare:SubsyStem. The list':

of question appears in figure 14, Chapter VI.

.Where did. all this information come troM, and how accurate is ft?

It ca from more sources than we hye space to list, and It is as accurate

as we can make it with the help of specialists in-many fieldsincluding

'

national sources such as the BurOu Labor StatWics and .atIous.other

- 1 ,,.
.

.

bureaUS of the Federll Governtent,,,prof onal.organizationS, tabor unions,
,

,.. , ,o! . 030
.

occupational briefs and monographs; a.similar variety ofregional and local

0 '

sources, including manyl-S,tate agencies;.plus'a miscellany of sOciological
,

and psychological studies of occupations, college handbooks; assorted pub-
.o

lications, and a wealth of cooperative and informed people in the,various

occupations.
353



Data from different sources sometimes Bailed to agree; We searched

_

into such discrepancies very carefully. For example, when data were'de-
..:

rived from different surveys,...we evaluated sampling proce'dures and response

, rates, and made some judopent about the tKustworthiness of each source.

Although SIGI emphasizes national rather than local occupational informa-

- . .

tion, we checked national data against representative regional SInd local,

data, 'and often incorporated regional differences when they were giknifi-

Documentation for all the information is on file in our office

library, and is continually brought up Iodate, with changes edited into

the computer periodically.

All but four of the questions can be answered by "hard" data found

in.solid studies from multiple sources. To single one out,'bY way of ac-
..

knowledgment of the kind of cooperation We\reeived: 'a prepublication

copy of Paul Siegel's University of Chicago dbctoral dissertation; Pres-
,

slat in the American Occupational StruCtUre (Siegel, 1971), gave us most of,

o

ti

our prestige ratin s The four questions that required more active ipference
0

on our part are uesti ns 14, 15, 21, and 22. For each of these "soft" areas,

tour levels o degree were operationally defined. Then, in addition to

.
.

7,';

our readings, we directed questions based on fhese defRiitions to representr''
--.';

ative memb- of each occupation'to elicit their experience and observai-

4

.
.

',* .' tions. --For'example, ,concerning Variety: How many different problems_and-'
,

s ,

activities-do you (and others in your occupation) typically work on each

, week, month, or year? HOw many different people doy611-eal with? To111.bw

. .

,
, :-:

.

. ,
,

.
,

many places _does your work take you2 We did not have,time or resources
,

to

.''

spoil a

1:

large sample from each occupation on these, questions. (We hope to

t. ...

.

extend our activitie s'in that.direction later.) So he'roponses for each

.

occupation are pooled with our readings as a basi,e for infeience and ton-

. 3 54



sensus among our own staff;

Chapter IX (pages'IX-10--IX -,11) describes our method of. rating the

occ4patiOns on .the opportunity they provide to satisfy each of -the ten

values.

'Information for the Prediction System

1.nforiata.tion ?or the ; Prediction system at each college came from the

college itself. Chapter VII contains a description of the information and

how it is used. The following remarks are a summary of that description.

The college identifies a "key course" for each of its currdcula. (A. key

course is one that occurs early in the curricular sequence of courses, is

fepresentative of the whole curriculum, and provides grades.that differ-
.

entiate between those who tend to spcceed and those who tend to fail in that
ft

curriculum. For a Prediction system to be .constructed,-students in the course

must revear-their test stores (if any) and certain historical data about them-

selves, and must rate themselves on four factors that instructors have selected

as contributing .to good grades. The factors consist of such items as interest

in the subject matter of tOp...ourse, reading ability, manual dexterity,

and so on. The stud -its also see the distribution of grades for previous

.

students, and they the estimate their own graite. At the end of the term,

when the students have receised their actual grade, regression equatinns

are computed using as predictor variables the best combination of two or three

of these items. These equations are then stored in the computer and are used

to calculate "predictions" (in the form of probability statements) for students

interested,in tie curriculum that the key course represents.

.1)
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Test scores are included among the predictor variables if tests are required

by the college, but our preliminaryexperience,indicates that we can make

satisfactory $redictions,(muitiple R's greater than 0.49) without them.

Information for'the Planning System

Information for,the Planning system at your college comes partly

from the same sources as our bccupational'information, but mostly from

your college itself. _Occupations are classified in accordance with the\.
amount of education required for entr501hto them, and interaction varies

with the classification. -Also, students see an. "occupational overview"

showing them the steps they should take in order to qualify themselves
'an

for entry into an occupation. Data for the classification ant the over

A

view are collected with the rest of the occupational information.

All the rest of the in the Planning sydtem is prepared

by your own college. It consists of the program or programs of study

(course listings) recommended by your college fOr preparation for each

occupation, the prerequisites for admission into that,program,' andwhere

appropriate; a list of nearby transfer institutions where,your Students
,

can complete their preparation. If your college does not'have a suitable

program, students see a.special display nanni% institutionS'.that do offer

,4
such a ,program. Sources Of_financial aid available to your students are

also displayed.

T4E RELATIONSHIP OF SIGI TO COUNSELORS

SIGI isTianned.EO it into the regulartriguidance programs at dm-

'3
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munity colleges. It will not replace counselors or be competitive with

them. It is a tool, analogous to a pocket calculator, that is available

to the counseling staff for use in "career_ guidance.

. .

Just as computers opened the way to Actiyities,formerly beyond

human reach because of their mathematical complexity, so .SIGI pens the

Way to new levers of career guidance. It can hold and manipulate a vast

array of occupational information, arrange and rearrange it in an infinity

of unique ways to suit the needs of individuarstudents, provide instant

information about entry requirements for each occupation, help students

assess "the odds" of success, and provide a model for comparing the desirabi-,

lity of occupations with respect to the students' own unique value qstem. It

can also "teach".a process for decision - making. All of these activieies

are now available'totounselors for the bedefiL of their olients.'

On the other hand, SIGI, Like any tool, should, not be used for

tasks it was not designed for. SIGI cannot be expected to help students
i'

with emotional probrems better sex life, animosity toward an instructor,

gleslea-\° threats of suicide, t with academic probatlon, or dyslexia. It

cannot even say hel,lo in a friendly voice to a student in,the corridor.

Itliscledfrom the foregoing discussion that SIGI complements the

counseling function in only one area, career guidance and information.

(It may perhaps be applicable to instruction in decision- making, too.)

The exact role it will play in this area 'Will depend on the counseling

program at each college and:on the enterprise and "style" of individual

counselors. What, then, may -counselors expect to e their role in the

area.of career guidance, and what can they assign to SIGI?

57
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Lacking field experience, we can only speculate on the answer at
"10

this time. We can see, however, three degrees of relationship between

SIGI and the counselor4if

1. SIGI Sef.Sufficient

SIGI is designed to operafeowithout human superlagion. Each display

.4
contains instructions for moving on, the response patterns are very simple,

and the computer has been programmed to refuse "illegal" inputs. It is

almost impossible for a student to become "hung up" as a result of his

own. mistakes. Once students have signed on, they are able to operate the

terminal without having to"ask for help.

Therefore, if SIGI happens to meet the needs of students, with

respect to career guidance, they can engage in the interaction without

need of any counselor assistance at all. In fact, there is no teed for

counselors even to know whether 1a student has.been on SLGI or yot, unless

SIG part of a course assignment or the student is a subject in a

research project.

In, this situation counselors can turn over tOSIGI the whole burdeh

of career guidance.

2. The Students' Needs Exceed the'Scope of SIGI

0 .

Students may encounter problems in career guidance that are beyond

the scopeof SIGI. They may be faced with decisions about jobs (as oppose

I

to occupatLons) or with job-hunting. Or they may be interested in an occu-
,

4 .

pation that is not in the aIGI data bank. We believe that the SIGI occu-*
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pations include those of interest to over 95% of all comm nity college stu-

dents, but inevitably some students will want an occupation that SIGI d es

\not have.

o

In this situation the counselor must supplement SIGI as an infortfttiOn7.

resource. Decisions about jobs require local information t at is not

available on SIGI, as well as some modification of the SIG model. Stu-

dents considering occupations itot.on SIG ,will need help in identifying

Sources of information and in rating the occupations on their potential capac-

ity-to satisfy the sisrdents' values. We hope that this handbook will be help-
.

ful in suggesting suitable procedures. Chapter X tells how to adapt SIGI foe

decisions about jobsi and the general.SIGI Model is applicable to decisions

4
4

about occupations-not found in the computer memory.'

3. Students Need }fele, in Interpreting SIGI

Almost certainly some students will not find SIGI self-sufficient.

Even though they do not need help in mating the systenixun, they may not

understand the implicationS* of'some oirthe displays.' They may not realize

that a particular set of occupations has gpeciallsignificance for them

because of their valties. They may fail to 'rasp the reasoning behind the

predictions oethe subtleties of using numbers.to assess the desirability

-e -

of rival occupations. The emphasis of this handbook is on this thirdt

situation.

,

. e r
The role of th& counselor in this' situation is, obviously, to come to
. ,

- the rescue. But thl Lruth is that at-the.mpment we lack experience to lAlow

flow rich help students will steed in interpreting SIGI. Hence the thickness

.

n9"

F
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of. the handbook. We live tried'to anticipate every possiWie problem of in-
,'

.terpretation and suggest ways that counselors can offer assistance... Many

.situations describe'd in the handbook may never arise; and so ingenious are

peopl4 in finding' ways to go wrong that some other situations will arise

that vie did not- think of.

As you interact with students and gain experience in their understanding

of SIGI, we ask you to share your insights with us.- Our hope is that the
0

second edition of this manual will be written by the counselors themselves.

0
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CHAPTER II - BECOMING FAMILIAR caTH-SIGI

-4

a

I

f

SIG]. consists of Six interreiafeVtysib, VALUES, LOCATE, COMPARE,

PREDICTION, PLANNING, and STRATEGY. Each involves a different activity

and also concerns a different step in a decision-making process:, _FIguit 1

is a schematic explanation. of the systems, the activity the student niider--
)A. ,

takes in eachone, and the step each systemoccupies in,the deasion-making

model.*..

These systems are described more fully in separate-chapters. Here

it is enough to note that each syptem has_two 2n-fictions. The first is to

organize and dispense information. In this resvegt, the systems are more

or less independent of one another. The Vainesr-system helps students organize

their .vaineg_mithcint regard to any speciftc occupations. The Locate system

lists occupations on the basis of their potential to satisfy certain ',flues,

but it does not concern any other kind of occupational information. The

4
Cothpare system is a kind of encyclopedia of information and is not tonfined

to the values densioni. And,soon: each system occupiesla s(parate realm.

10,
The second, functAn is to teach a step in a decision-making proce

4 - 6
In.this.respect the systems are very-much int pread emS,4_,ZElie_plar pos.

each is defined by the place it occupies in the process.' Thus''the Locate

system aepends for'its effectiveness on4the students' having previously
/ow9

determined which values are important to them. The Compare system becomesI

*Figures relerrto within a chapter are collected at the end of the chapter.
v

t
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a mare's nest unless students know -what occultations to ask about. Although

a system can be detached and usea'as a separate resoura when the purpose

is to get information, it` cannot be removed from context when the. purpose

is to learn the decision-making process.

This duality of function is obviouslrimportant in Some

need factual information that one SIGI system or another canstudents ma

sup ly. ers may need the whole paradigm for'decision- making or may lack

sight at some step in the process. The success with which you use KG,'

will depend to some extent on'your bility to use it in different ways to

meet different needs.

The best- way-ta learn both tiie ture of the information d.spensed..

by-each sys m, and also. the fUnction of that,System in ihe'decislonAmaking.

, . _

:process I irst to so through -SIGI in the role of a student. 'Then read

in this_.handbook the .chapters that discuss each system. Finally, return
_

. -

to SIGI and_look at
-

the systemi-froM the poin ofview of a counselor.
,

- ._ . Ni .. .

You can sign. nto- 'SIG' b using one of t nine DEMAILnumbers that have been
t ,

- .._
.

set aside for cou -or-vi ars -Who want demonstration of SIGI.
, ,

' _°. ..,

- :. z:.r.,-ut- ftrstyouu will nee

/Novice aril Initiate

o know more about how SIGI operates.

Since the syst ms are'dependent on one another in their function of

t aching how to ma Ndecisions, the order in which Students enco eer them

1111.mss obviouslyimpor nt. They have to go thiough the first step n the ,..,,

1

process before being ekposed to-the second,. and so on.

4
On the other hand, when students have le tined the process, the order,

in whiCh ,they encounteF the systems depends only on their needs of the tiro tent.

3 6 -3
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This is so because the students are now presumably using SIGI as an .infor-

mation system, not as a teaching machine. Therefore they should be free

to move from system to system in any order and to bypass the instructional

sequences.

How are these apparently incompatible uses to be taken care of?.

SIGI solves the problem by forcing new students to go through the systems

in the order listed in figure 1 until the students have been through each
,

system at least once--that is, they have completed STRATEGY. Then they

are freed to enter any system at will and to take short cuts

systems.

the

In this handbook we use the word novice to designate a student who
kV,

has not yit been through STRATEGY for the first time. A student who is

no longer a novice is an initiate.

Figure 2 shows the distinction graphically. The novice (solid line)

begins with INTRODUCTION and is forced to .follow a prescribed path from

one system to the next. He is free to roam within any system once

be has entered it. BUt when he has finished, he must go to the next system

in the sequence. If he signs off, the.computer will start his next session

at the pdtnt'where he left off,

When he1has completed STRATEGY fot the first time, he follows the

broken line designating,the path of the initi4ie. He goes from any system

to a "menu" and from the "menu" to any system. The "meneis a display

allowing biM tg,select any system or

duced as figu 3, Age V-28.)

to sign off.

. 364 1.

(The "menu" 4s repro-
0
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Student Records

Some of the information that students generate in one system is used

in other systems. For example, the weights assigned to the ten occupational

valdes in the Values system are displayed in LOCATE and used in STRATEGY to

compute "desirability sums." Sitilarlyt a list is made of the occupations

net are of special interest to the student.

The information is stored on disc, between sessions, indexed by the

student's SIGI,number. It is brought into memory when the student signs

on and may be added to or changed by what happens,in a session. For in-

stance, if d student reweights his values, the old record will be written

over by the new one.

The information that is necessary to carry the student through SIGI,'

which-is stored in the student record, should not be confused witti data about

students' responses that are accumUlated for research purposes. .2's infor-

nation in the student. record is minimal. It consists of the ten value

weights, the chosen interest field, age, sex, enrollment status, some bio-

graphicaldata and test scores (if any), occupations retrieved in LOCATE

or selected for examination-tythe student, certain switch settings that

the computer refers to', and the student's status witH respect to thi syftems

'he has completed. The computer also collects data across all students on

every response they make. These data are note identified as to student.

They are kept Separate and will be analyzed for research on SIGI. They
era

will not be discussed in this handbook.,

Student Numbers and DEMO,-Numbers

.st

Student numbers are four to six digitsjong. When students' names

o.r

365.

9
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are entered by means of a utility program-, the computer assigns the. numbers

and allocates space

4
DEMO numbers

different fro

made when

in the student record file. -

the digits 1-9. The computer recognizes them as

t numbers and does not collect data on the responses
A

ey,are ustd. Otherwise it treats them exactly like student.

numbers, keeping track of value weights, switch settings, occupations

retrievtd, and so on, and storing the data in the files indexed by them.

Student numbers are to be/used only,by the students they are assigned

to, one to a customer. The numbers are coded .in such a way as to 'protect

them from unauthorized use. But the nine DEMO numbers are supposed to be

-
used over and over. They have..,been set aside for counselors' convenience

and for demonstrations.. Since there are,only nine of them, they must be

kept in circulation.

Counselors should not ask for a student 'number for their private

use. The computer tallies all responses occurring under-student numbers

for research purposes,and counselors' interactions must not be mixed in with

thoe of students.

411111f, then, the DEMO ealmbers-Must he kept in circulation and-you cannot

have a student number, how'can,you have a private number` f your own? The

answer is that a special utility program will-allow you to use a DEMO number-
,

Ak .
as if it were a temporary private number. The procedure is discussed later

under "Signing On."

Student Status

01.

4

The compurglk eps track of where students are in thei<progress

through SIGI so that i can start them.in the right system when they sign

t *

r 4.
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on. This is done by incrementing the student status counter every time

theitudent completes a stem. The status is -sto ed in the student record

between sessions, and of course, the student ca of change the status except
, 0

by.completing a system. A counselor using a UMOItumber, however, caneset

the status to any value he wishes. This means that the counselor can enter

any system as a novice without first having to,pass through the systems

that precede it.

Table I shows the point at whil interaction begins for the various

status settings. You should memorize the table or havelft with you.when you

sign on with a DEMO number.. Note that setting status equal to 7 allows you

TABLE I

-I ,VALUE OF STATUS FOR VARIOUS STARTING POINTS
st

O

Value of
status Systems completed. Starting point

0 None INTRODUCTION

.2 VALUES

3 VALUES, LOCATE

LOCATE

COMPARE

4 VALUES, LOCATE, COMPARE - PREDICTION

VALUES, LOCATE, COMPARE, PREDICTION PLANNING

6 VALUES, LOCATE, COMPARE,. PREDICTION, STRATEGY
PLANNING '

O

Any system as an initiate° .

*For internal 2;ystemuge only
r"- N\

to go to any system as an initiate. This Is not ihe,same. thing as going to
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a system as a novice, sinae the initiate bypasses some of the explanatory

and teaching material that the novice is exposed Co. Therefore if you wish .

to enter the system as a novice, you must set the status,to the proper value.

If the version of,SIGI at your college does not have a Prediction

system, the computer will not accept a status of 4.

The Terminal

-Figure 3 shows the keyboard used in sending messages to t compliter.

Some-keys should NEVER be used in SIq. These are the control, k s (on the

0

actual terminal they are black) that occupy the first two rows of the (key-
..

board; TAB, EOM, CTRL and the seven keys at the top right. The computer

_

generally ignores "illegal".responses, but striking one of the control.

keys may cerise your program to b b, forcing you-to start over.

/1

A

Buring the-brief sign-on ,tprocedure,he...alphabet, keys, number keys,

ana.RETURN key are used. Thereafter, during the interactiOnwihSIGI0.7-
-...

,
. ,

responses are made bymeans_of_the ten digits in the bank of keys at tai

(

lower right, '%r by pressing NEXT. The key marpd RUBOUT is activated

whenever you have to enter a number, such as the identification number of

'.460

an occupation. PRINT is activated whenever the display gays that you can

get a copyof-whatyaisi se on the screen. The alphabet keys are tfot used

in SIGI.

SignineOn

. -

Setting status of DEMO numbers. SuppOse that you.want to sign on

a

aitz.
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to SIGI-with one of the DEMO numbers. You would first ask the'person

monitoring the system to assign you a DEMO number that is not being used

at the moment by Someone, else.

on with that

you to begin

Systems that

Then'follow the steps in figure 4A to sign

DEMO number at any unoccupied terminal. The procedure allows.

in any system as a novice withodt first going through the

precede it, or'to begin as an.initiate., The procedure

consists of two steps, 4'111 CI rn set thacfarus of your DEMO number and the

second ,to run SIGI with the number.

a

,The command RUN RECORb,calls in a -program named RECORD that can

execute anumber of functions.

4 of your DEMO number to

in the record

other.data Co

Atne of these, DEMO, sets the status

o

any'value you request. At the :sane time it inserts

filefor your 1pumber 'a set of dummy value weights and

allow interaction.to proceed.

are not. your value weights.)

(Of coarse these value

.when DEMO has lone !ts work,

function to .command the computer to run SIGT, using your. DEMO number.

you ran

enough

weights

4
execute the SIGI

,, . . , . .

DEMO n- bers give over yive you flexible control ovr the SIGI system. Dti

,

- you want' to start f rom the beginningin the manner of anew student? Set
1

ibr 'to

6

statui'at 0. Do you wish to enter COMPARE for a specific-item of occu-

pational information? Set status at 7 (initiate) and go from the.menu fo%

COMPARE. Do you wane ko help a student with the explanatory material'in

LOCATE? Set status at 2 and you will enter LOCATE as a novice and will .

consequently be exposed to all the interpretational.materials.

In this handbook each chapter that is devotea to an individual

s

SIGI system,cocztains a section,on helping the st4ent'at the -terminal

G9
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It tells you the s us to use when you are counseling students about

problems associated with that system.

Accelerated path through SIGI. Having tonttplover the status of

DEMO numbers allows you to take an accelerated path through SIGI for demon-
.,

4

F

O

stration purpos'es... The procedure is shown in figure 4B. It consists of

setting status to 7 (initiate) and then immediately changing the arbitrary

value weights inserted by the DEMO program to the true'weights of the person'

at the terminal.. That done, go from system to system in the bider that g

novice would encounter them. This path bypasses much eXplanatory and teach-

ing material, and alt necessitates yourturning to the menu every time you

complete a system. fBut it allows an overview of SIGI when time doe not

permit the fdll tour of the novice path.
A

Keeping a DEMO number out of circulation. An occasion may arise

when you have to sign off temporarily and want to begin exactly where

you left off 'When you return. For example, the first time you go IthTough

SIGI as a novice, you will ,rant to set status at 0 so that you can .experience

everything a:new.student does. ' Suppose ybu cannot go all the Way through

in one session..
4,

In that case tell whoever is monitoring the DEMO numbers ,(or leave.

a note) not to usA your DEMO number until you return. Then,when you sign

on again, follow the procedures in figure 4i. These are the regular 4

-o.

on steps that I-e used for student, numbers. The computer wills treat your

DEMO number like any other number without altering the information left

in Your record. fi4e from your earlier interaction.

4

0

3-76
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Do not make a practice Of keeping DEMO,numhers out or cir ulatio a

fp

Signing Off

There are no agecial sign off procedures for-DEMO numbers. Sign

off-is ode of the options that the initiate can choose from the menu dis-

play to which he returns after completing any system. The novice'is also
do

.given the option ofsigning off upon eompletion of asystem. If you walk ,

away from the terminal without signing off, your program is automatically

aborted after 20 minutes. Try always to go thfOugh sign off, in order to
. t

,.

.
,

.

: avoid idle terminals. 1,.. )

, .

rintouts' .

As you go through SIGI,' you. will notice that certain displays allow
V ..

, I 4.. . .,

you the option of getting a hard copy reproduction of what appears on the

.,
screen. For same key didplays, getting a printout 4mandatory. These

) .

. .

printouts are the only documentary avenue of communication that you have
d ..., ' .., OF

with your students. This,handbook reproduces examples of the displays that
. P T ,

.

can be prinfee(except4hose concerned with financial aid, which are dif-
A

5' °
.

i
'4 -ferent at each college), and you will want to look them over as part of the

.0
4 , 4

. ,
-.

'4sk '16prOces's of becoming familiar with SIGI. . .
.

,
Contidentianty, Student ,Records

. -

Privacyqs,an important element in the assumptions that underlie-

. SIGI. 4.We'believt that some students will/behave differently when they,

* - ,.

.7.

kdow that their responses are private from the way,they would behave 'other-
./

.

3 7 1.
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wise. We found support for this assumption in our pilot study. Some

male students,explored traditionally feminine occupations, such a8(ktrsing,"'

4

and some-women students explored engineeringor similar occupations. In

order to preserve the confidentiality'of the records, the students"SIGI,
4

numbers are coded, making accidental use nearly impossible. We also promise
P

students that their records will be kept confide4kial except for the pur-
l .

poses of research conducted by Educational Testing Service.

Counselors, of course, are bound to respect this pledge. This p uts

yoLi at a in the counsefing situation if students 4o

noZ'vsh to share their printouts'with you. We are convinced, however,

that the a4vantage to the students more than makes up for this loss. Many,

students wmulti,feel compelled to make' what they; perceive as "socially de-
.

. o

sirable" rc>cpelpses if they thought 'everything they-did atilthe terminal was

open to inspecti;on.

st.

L,.-..,livs 1-110 sturiPrit record, contains very little information of

use counselor. Nearly all traces of whap the student did in a session,

1p, .

are t'abd cut when he signs off. The only informati.on that is stored is

. . . .
what is necessary to operate ,SIGI. f

ts

Using cheiiandbook

k
t

'6
.// - ) .

, .
-- , ,

'leis is enough to get you started. At your first opportunity
4

ask
1

for a DEMO umber not ;n u5c.- and 2et on 'the termin.l. S'et theStatus at

.

0 and go through the system fdirly rapidly as if -;:::: -,7erY-a 9tuaent% Therk)
.it

readread the remaining chapters inthe handbook angrreturn to: the 'system as a

.
.

.

\,
.

counselor. using th DEMO routine, yuu ce.n ,..... any system
.

e
you want a8 an initiate or a novice.. Test the system thoroul to see

o

0

4
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'how SIGI can fit into your counseling programg*

.

Except for Chapter X, which is a general zation of the decision-
,

making model

different sys

does at the t

get, and our

and ways ,for

yet we ,pave a

embodied in.SrGI, each the chapters ehat follow concerns a

tem. They contain a brief description of what,)the student

erminal, reproductions of the printouts that the student can

conjectures as to the sort of problems that students may.have

counselor's to deal. with them. We say "conjectures" becase as
\

lmost no experience With SIGI irethe Counseling co . We

expect large portionstf this handbook to be rewritten as you accumulate

the experience we lack. Therefore; for the time being use the handbook

as a guide,

4

not as a bible

IMP

-)
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System

(Introduction)

.1. VALUES

'2. LOCATE

3. COMPARE

What the student does
;=.

Lekns 'doncepts'and uses of
major systems

Examines 12 occupational
values'anriweights the im-
portance of each

Pults in specifications for
5 IValues at a time and gets,

lists of occupations that
meet the specifications

Asks questions and gets
specific information about
occupations of interest

4. PREDICTION Finds out probabilities of
,getting various grades-in key,
courses of:programs that pre-
pare for occupations

D. rLaNNING

3

Step in the deciion-
making process

Find out whatyou want

6

6

O ',Find out where yoli can get

what you want

Sees (he steps to'be takeri to,
prepare for an'ccupation, in-'
cluding the program at the
ltcal college

. b. STRATEGY- EvSluates occutations in terms

of the rewards they o(Apr-and
'the, risks of tryihg to **ter

them

Get information for jup
ing the advantages and
disadvantages of your i

options: Narroii,down,

your 11.St of, options..

Assess t1e probabilities
of success s. for each option

Plan acourse of'atten
for each option

Apply. 'a raponal decision-
making strategy to occu-
patibnal choice t _

N

I

FIGURE if

:..... 4.

64 ... ,
The 5IG.sysl"at'ld their 4ace ip the de0.sion-making

-1
,)

,

. r :
. ., ; . ,

.

- . ...- .k

0
s 1'

4
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iNTRODUCTION.

-r

,;=.<
\

., .

Paths through SIGI. The novice (solid line) must'gO through the systems
in sequence until he has Comp iced STRATEGY. _He' then'bedlmes an1initiate
(broken linO and goe's. to the "men1;gl'which allbvs him to enter any system
regaidleRA of .0 is place in t sequdnce.".1

FIGURE 2 1'

4 .
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The ter anal keyboard. During the- interattion with SIGI only the fo!Iowing
keys 'arrused: the 10 digits and PRINT key on the right, the NEXT bar,, and
occasionally RUBOUT. During sign on ..or in running the DEHT-Tou-trine.., the
letters and RETURN key are also used. The tw,o cop rows_ 6F--fff-eke'oard and
the top seven keys on the .right are never used.-- ,
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1 t
Type HELLO 440/1(then 'Press _the key' marked RETURN) .
Be a space_ betty en HELLO and 40/1.)
The computer, will respOpd P ORD:

_

Type SIGI (then _press RETURN). (ROTE:,
-dieplayed- on the screen. )
Thecompute'r will respond READY..

(NOTE: There must

The letters SIGI will not Se.

.

=

3, Type RUN RECORD (then press RETURN). (Note space between RUN and RECORD.)
-4 The computer will respond RECORD - SIGI STUDENT RECORD -MEAGER

, VERSION X.XXX
AUTHORIZATION?

Type IXNAY (then press RETURN). ,(NOTE:' The ,letters IXNA 11 not
be displayed. Keep the password rIXNAY confidential.) The omputer.
will respond 'FUNCTION?

4,
AO

'Type DEMO (then press RETURN).

The computer will respond DEMO NUMBER?
z-

Type Ithe DEMO number (119) that You 'are using (then press-Rp-TUHNI:,

7.
-I,

;The-computer will respond STATUS?

8. To -start from the beginning-__as a novice type If -,- -

To start in LOCATE as a novice type 2.
Ta start in COMPARE as -a- novice type ' 3'

To start in PREDICTION as a- novice type, -4-

-- To start in PLANNING as d. novice type 5--1

, To start in STRATEGY as a novice tYpe 6
. - To-start as-an!.'n iate type i'
----`fien press RET

NOTE: A statua of 1 is not used.

The,computer 11 respond FUNCTION?

9. 'Type SIG' (then press RETURNS.
The computer will respond SIGI - VEUION -r.or

STUDENT NUMBER ?'
,1 .

Alt

Typqthe DEMenumber that yv.are using
SIGI will' now 'begin. ,.." ,

'

I .

, S. .

: c . /

.

PrCIL:4dtires fo4beLt:ing ilI status`,t.attls41k: a Ja10- number ""And running SLGI. Steps. ,

1-8' call in DERT;---a subroutine Of_ a ,utilhy program called RECORD, in order-_

to set ''the:s.titIla, The computer insgrts_ dummy data in,the file indexed by
.. .-

tie DEMO TiMbe; lihabling Std.. to begin at the proper- place.". Steps 9 atid 10.
...

S

hen prqss RETURN/,

FIGURE 4A

1.-
"...'' :command -Ahe' csoiflPiite tr-tin..ISIdr. ; .4. ;.,

NOL

. . .. , . . .SS - t.)
-

-

The e infotmatIort _Thy this figure,miisf obe- apt confidential in 'Order to protect

/-: =the -R-gc0...RD:t tiro raft 'from un'Burliortzed c'e ,,,c." -_ .,.
,

- .
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ACCELERATED PATH THROUGH SIGI

o

1. Use a DEMO number (1 -9).

Z. Run the DEMO program and set status at 7.

3. On the introductory'displayb, enter any enrollment Status, age, and

sex you want:

4. On the "Aeu" display choose #2, "VALUES."4,

5. lipo NOT play the'Values dame: When asked, respon4 k2, "no."
, ,

6. Respond #2, "Yes," to)question about changing' interest field.

7. Select desired field. O
.

8. Folkow in ructions on displays of values profile in order to add to or

subtract'er m the displayed weights. Ch6nge the weights so that they

reflect your own values.

When reWeight

10. TO TAKE AN
"IVALU S,

weight ill be used in the)! interctivd Upon,completiOn of each system,-

you Will return:to tne'"menu." Eae'h time select the 'next system in the

sequence.

'ng is completed, you will return to the "menu" lisp122
, &

,
\ ---

CELEND PATHiALL THE WAY TVROUGH SIGI, choose 112,
gain. :la; Like Values Game thisEiMe, since your own vales

/".

11. TO TAKE AN ARBITRARY PATH, enter any system you want.

12. Upon entry into COMPARE, PLANNING, and 'STRATEGY you 1411 see.a "Reminder

list" of oc6upations°"that interest' ypu," These are arbitrary. When

asked ifoy?n want to select an occupation from the list, respond #2,

"Some other StL occupation:* You will then select from th printed
tnr,,,irni,

1\

13. At many poixots in each system . you will be asked if you want to see

certain explanatory se,quences. 'lake whatever responselrou want. By-

' passing the t3equences will accelerate your progre through SIGI.

48
, ol,V

i
FIGURE

/

or taking a sho.fLened path through'SIGI., Steps 1 and 2
)

permit
. -.. -

on as an initiate. :'Steps 3 -9 replace the dummy data in the DEMQ file

data'Erue forthb person at the terminal. Steps 10-13 provide,a Patho

gh SIGI hac enteisg'.--t11 sysLewb aid yet bypasses Man)6explanatory and ,

,P

Procedure
signi
with
/pro
71t'ea ing"a displays that a novice would encqunter. 'The procedures itay'be used

whene r insufficAnt time is availablefor demonstrating the complete system.
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1. Type HELLO 40/1'(then press the key'marked RETURN).

The computer will respond PASSWORD.

2. Type SIGI (then press RETURN). (NOTE: The letters SIGI will not, be

d splay .)

Th mPUter_will respond
,

3...Type RUN $SIGI (then Pr'es RETURN); NOTE: The: 'sign must b'e4typed,...

In.thilis message.)

The computer will resp d SIGI VERSION 1.6
STUDENT 'NUMBER?

4. Type the stunt number (then press R4XURN) . If' a .DEMO number

entered, SIGI will treat it in the same manner as a +student number,

using for its interaction whatever information is stored id.the file.

for.the number.

r 'e

FIGURE'4C
.., ./

,
_ .,, e A.

Standard sign-on procedures. CoUngelors%Ab have signed on with a;DEMO '

number and have been forced to sign off before completing their itter-

sedan may take,their DEMO numberout okcirtulation pending their return.

If they then-sign'on again with thelae procedures, the'uomputer will not '

overwrite their record with dummy data as in the DEMO:,Subroutine. 'DEMO.

Timbers must be kept In circulation as much as possibly, ae,there are

only nine of them.
.

,, .;-
,.: -

1,

A

"



CHAPTER III

INTRODUCTORY SEQUENCES

r

. .

STUDENT NUMBERS
'NO

Each college will develop its ow,p proCedures for deciding ilia will 1

t . ..

be allowed t o use SIGI..
Eligible studenss will be liven their S1GI

Id
,/ t

number before they sit down at the terminal.
ilk

.

.
, ..)..

, )

The computer assigns the numbers?. Some authorized-per sian,at- t-11e.------
. "h

7

a

114,44

college will use a special utility program to; enter the names of"SIGI -
(

N. . 4.
', . '. ,.

.users. The computer then assigns the first unused number to the fir5't
, --

name, the second unused number to the secomd 11-Me, ana so.on.'6.Snme

extra "check" digits are generated at random by the computer and'in-
-)

serted into the student number to protect it from accidental or un-

authorized use. When all the names have- re their ,n mbers, the

.

%%

,computer will printout a list of the names willph the numbers assigned

to each.. The list' can be updated at any, time.

The list' must, of course, be kept confidential so that-onry a,

- .

,student and tics keeper of the.list,knOws 'Oat a student'anumbeT

.*°'

C4-4

On

'In order to sign on, stueeldts type, "HELLO 40,1" on the terminal

keyboard, and press the kdy'yrked RETURN. If they have made q mistake,

.suctrasinserting a space after the c -lma,the computer tells avail that

I

.4 01044 MI

16.

.,r"
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d
'.

t
.

a

the _command is illegal, and they start over. If their entry is acknow-
.

ledged, the computer displays "PASSWORD:"'on'the screen. Student; 4,ype,e

."SIGI and press RETURN.' The computer responds with "WELCOME TO RSTS/E

VO5B TIME SHARtk,"eor an equivalent message, and then.dispjlay;:"."
-

The students typt, 'Rqv $SIGI" and RETURN. (The ijolldr sign.mus

typed ag partof the message;,use the shift key in typing the dollar
e-

sign.)--"If there has heep*no mistake, the computer display "STU.DENT .

NUMBER?" Students type in their numb , press RETURN, andare there-
-

! ,
.dfter in SGi. ihe computer. rejects typographical errorsor.,misspell4ngs,'-,

/tI e
and-'rejected commands have to be entered over again. Alkgp., the first

A
...---4--

L, ,
. ,

Lame in the hSIGI sesuencd'dfsplays the name-corresponding to the stu- $

, o

<--'
- ,

.
. N ,

dent number. that was, entered and ARs for confirmation.. if the neat
, .%

.

-
- is wrong, the..student has to get help from the per'soil monitoring the

. -

,

t.-
,

..

,terminal' -room. Of 'course; no student should'run Faith another student's

tt.

ft.

r
number.

It' .. 24(4e that signing on eally occurs in two .steps. First, a user
$

'signs on to the RSTS/E'system and instructs the computer to tun SIGI,
, k *

lasing the procedures in the previous paragraph. Then the user signs on

to SIGI, using his .student number. Signing on to' the R system re-.
.

,

number.

quires using letters and numbers pn ke keyboard. ,Interactiowwith SIGI,

however, requires only numbers and the NEXT bar. Using,the numbers in

the bank on the lower right side of the keyboard helps prevent mistakes

in SIGI tesponses., NtVER USF A BLACK CONTROL KEY ON SIGI,

381
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III-3

WHAT'THE'STUDENT 119LES'IN THE IkkODUCTORYSEQUpICE

ik New. students
c

4/ ,.

.

.

Students sigteingon,for the first time (status 0) enter -their age,

,

,sex, and enrollment sta,pus
/

at the college.. Age, and sex are examined for
.. ; f

. ,

possible userin the Prediction system. The enrollment status'determines
.

,. . 6.- .
.

Whather or not" certain displays' will be. shoWn tha.t..are directed-to stu--,
1

..
,,, r

dents who have already 'taken some college cotrses.
s,

. .

. . NI
''."'

The students are ,now introduced to the major Ames of SIGI. They

'

are asked about their of their, va'iues',7' their command of occu-
',,

pAional information, their ability to predict their grades_ rA41stically,

t
and the -state of their plans for setting into their chosen occupation.

4'N:.ktriWiv, the Wtroduction concludes with a shorrinteractive teaching

-

sequ'enc. It- fells the stndLt that the first step in the SiGi decision- °.
,--4,_ .- .

:

taklpitparactigPl*Alind,-out what they want from an c. 'u
.

. *
»ass Stude,ts then move into the VALUES system with no

. '

$1t: -

option.eC sign off. o
.

-

.
.

Returning Students

4 %

*Students/WI° have been, on SIGkbefore (status 1- 7),/ go/ through the
.

standard sign-on procedures. Next, they enter the inefoductory sequence.

o.

to be asked about their enrollment status, sine itmmay have changed since

their last session on SIG'''. Also, they are a ed about their ag4

Then they go directly to the SIGI system

, 82

,which they are scheduled next.

a

©.
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111-4

1-N PRINTOUTS THE STUDENT CAN GET

Students may get a. printoq)of the display showing how they.

;ponded tp the questions about values, information, prediction, and

planning. ,Figure 5 reproduces this display.

THINGS FOR THE COUNSELOR TO LOOK FOR

Students are not'likely to "have any problems due direc.tly to the

introductory sequence. They must continue at least throUgh the values

system before signing off, and any misgivings they may have will probably

center on the systems themselves rather than on the displays that intro-
..

Auc the systems.

USE OF THE PRINTOUT IN COUNSELING STUDENTS

pmq students may 'feel uneasy because they answered the four questions

summarized in:figure 5, as they did. In out pilot study, veryjew stu-

dents c/aimed extensive or exact knowledg 'about the dimensions explored.

Most students reported only a nodding acquaintance with.them. If stu-

;S.
dents are distressed because they have'not come to grips with such

important matters, it may comfort them to know that most of their col-

leagues-are in the,,same boat., The printbut may also be' useful in per-,

suading. students to go 4o S'IGI for help with their values, lack of in-
.

formation, or vagueness of their planst.

383
1
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To summarize what you've said about yourself:

Values: "I have seldom thought about my values, bit I would
know what I want'if I saw it."

Information: "I need a lot, of information about Oc6upations that
might fit my values."

Prediction:

Planning:

11.

"I have only a general idea of my grades in oneor two
programs."

-

"I have a general idea of which program would -be.best,
but I am not sure what other steps are necessary to
reach my occupational goal."

4' You will be able to get copies of certain displays as you go through SIGI:
This is the first.

If you want a copy of what you see now, press PRINT.

If you do not want a copy, press NEXT.

FIGURE 5

. . I
Printout available in INTRODUCTION. It records the students' responses to questions,
about their knowledge'of their value, the extent of their occupational information,'
their ability to predict their/ grades, and the quality of their plans for/entering,an
occupatio . The material in quotation marks varies with responses the students made

AtOcearlie displays. The ones shown ifi the figure are more or less typical.

384 385



CHAPTER. I it VAiXES

Any proCedure for decision- aking implies'some principle for.choos-
.

ing. Otherwise, how is the ividual to, make order out of the rabble

of impulses that beset him? He is at their mercy unless he recognizes

that essentially, he must choose between competing Values. Neither

suppressing nor,blindly obeying his impulses,' he can control them by

biinging thet under the rule of reason, giving each "eqUal time" and at-

tention, ,The individual must hold-himself open and receptive to differ-

elk values, allowing each to speak to him as loudly as the others. This

process involves active and systematic exploration of competing.values

so t at hecan answer the central question, "What do I want?"

I

Therefore values are'at the heart of the SIGI system. They provide

the dimensions along which students analyze their own desires and along
y

which they construe occupational chlracteristics. They cortstitute the theme
:.

that runs through the separate sections ofsOIGI, tying them together into

a comprehensive whole.,

The Values system is the medium through which students,explore their

wants and desires and sort out the demands of each.

From time to time, you have probably asked students about their valueS,'

that is about the rewards and satisfactions that are, important to them in

"

p

4,

4

anoccupation. Some students are 'able to name up to half a dozen meaning7.:,

;//..ful 'constructs. Others bog down after, mentioning two or three.. Still s'''
4/

386
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Shrug and answer/Vaguely that they want a "good job." As you pursue

what they mean by a "good job," you may drag out of them a few more en-,.

lightening,phrases: "I want to make a good living... a desk job... but

no math::.",/
,
These sparse statements are Meaningful, but you Wonder--considering

. /
,.., / .

.

',the dX
,fficultyyou had in eliciting themwhether they are comprehensive

. enough, whether the student has thought abottt and mentioned everything of
0

/
mportance to him. You can tee, this even without a systematic canvass

of,all dimensions by posing to him one construct he has not mentioned:
,

...---

For example, yov`might ask, "How about security? .Would you want a desk -----/

-
.

job with no math that paid a high salarys if the job was one of the

a SP

-first to be wiped out in a business recession, or if it was just seasonal,

or depended on the success of a very risky venture?" 1 might say, "No,

I want a steady job." So you might continue and try him on other values,

finding several others that he recognizes as,important when you suggest

r
them--but he would not have thought of.on his own,

O

Thus, one,of the purposes of the Values section of SIGI is to make

sure that each studedt-has considered a broad range of values. The ten
.

4igt

'dimensions used are not exhaustive, but they have been carefuly-chosen on

O

several criteria: they are relatively independent.; each one is of consider-

able importance to some students; and all of them are relevant to occupa-

tional information, providing dimensions along which occupations in SIGI

are diffeientiated.

. 3 8
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A secOnd purpose is clarification of values. What was he sig-
t

nificance of a "desk job" t' the student in the, example use above?. Was

he concerned about the prestige of the occupation? Physical demands?

Something pertaining to the nature of the work? When a student says'he

Wantsa job that is "not boing," he is using an individual language

that is not helpful in career decision-making until it has been translated
t
. _ .

into an occupational language.' If,you press hirii on wh t he teans,'he may
y ,

say, "I don't want to do the same thing all ,the time, which can be' in-
N .. .. ,

.. 1 .

ter2reted along the dimensions we call Variety. Or be may refer to a

Field of Interest: if math is boring to hit it is to be avoided.AB

is there some field of activity to besought? P"erhaps working with

people (for example, interviewing in a personnel office)appeals to him,

*
and we note that he has interest in the Personal Contact,Field.

.

ing a desire for a joh,that is not boring is of. no help in identifying
;./

.

occupations. Specifying some 'level of Variety car of work in the Personal

Co ntact field of interest,can help ,the student to identify occupations

that are w6rth further examination and-also.help him to 'evIlbate their,
4s)

relative desirability. 't c

. . ,.

" 0..

Defining each value dimenslon in operational N SICrms, as SI does, -
. .

_ . .

.
_._

. ,. .

410. helps to clarify what'is important to each seudent. Sure, he wantsto
. .._ --ro, . ; , 1

.

--,-help others. But does he want to devote his working lifelto Altruistic .;
-0.

. .e- .o
A. A

service?
-

Doe he want to work directly:with'Veeple to improve theiehealth,

-. 1

, __ 7 . .. 0 .* " '
0

. . -S , aeducation, or'welfare? ...., ;

----$
. .

...

. s , -,.. 7.
. .

A third purpos of theSid,I VdllAeS,SeCtion is to stimulate, close

4
,-. _

scrutiny and examination of,valuls. All the valuei are expreSSe In pt4i7
v -

tive terms, and .411 or' most,are,Ii15.ely.t6 appear desirable to many students,

.., Q.

so.
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Thus, cope students .may give all, or almost all, the vales a high weigh.

But students who are too demanding, who want all there is of everything,

will find that no'occupation can satisfy them. Generally, if constrained ,

to makejlpdperits between competing values, students will probe more

4P--deeply into the relatiVe importance of various satisfactions sand rewards.

This is.the reason that SIGI requires, eventually, that students dis-

)
,tribute a Mixed sign among the values. Some values remain crucially impor-

tant under s c o scrutiny: the students will not reduce by one iota

the weight Cached to them. But to.retain the full weigpt attributed to

the most im ortant values, they are willing to ease off on some of.the

°tilers,

Mrs, most students are able to handle quite readily the constraint

that the value weights must sum to 40. An occasional student, however:'
vs*

might he troubled by ie Perhaps he dOesn't want to face the conflict

involved in determining what is really most important and what might be

sacrificed. Another student might miss the whole point of Probing more

deeply into values; of weighing one against another, of confronting and

resolving dilemmas. That is why, as we point out later, you may want to

check the profile of values weights for reasonableness--to pick up a situ-

ation in which a student has simply made arbitrary adjustments to make the

sum equal 40.

In short, then the purposes of the-Values section of SIGI are (1) to

,insure that each student explores and considers a broad- range of occupa-

tional values; (2) to clarify the rewards and satisfactions that students

seek in an occupatiod;- (3) to stimulata close scrutiny, examination, and

11.

reptiiie judgments of the importance attached to each valde.

/ 3 89
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WHAT THE STUDENT' DOES

Novices,

Os
4

. Novices first- see a sequence showing how they will use numbers to

indicate the' importance they attach to a value.. Tkiy then see an opera-
-

tional definition of each of the ten SIGI values and assign it a weight

ranging from 0' (no importance) to 8 (maximum importance). The ten oc-

cupational values are

High Inoime
Prestige
-Independence

Variety
Leadership .

Work in Main Field of Interest
Helping Others Lee
Securisty Early Entry .

The definitions are shown in figure 6.

tefore assigning a weight to Work in Main Field of Interest, the

students choose the.field that interests them most. The six interest

fields are shown in figure 7. Then, after weighting the values, the

students play a game in which they choose between 'two imaginary jobs, each

'featuring one of the values. As they "work" at the chosen job, they are

confronted with another choice-this time between the value feaeufgd,in.their
p

job and one of the remaining eight values. Should they sacrifice the value

featured'in their job in order to obtain some other value? They make a choice

and are immediately faced with a qmilar,dilemma involving another value. At

the 'end bf each gape, the students receive feedback pointing out inconsistencies

. -

betvieen their choices during,tbe game and the relative weights pre-

viously assigned to the-values that figured in the choices.

390
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r

When they have.played as many games as they wish, the students re7

weight theTValuesithis time with the restriction that tbe.sum of 'the
J*.

weights must equal 40. Values,are the governing principle of SIGI, and the

?

program' takes somepains to make sure that the final v.alue profile is L

nojust an artifact of making the sum total 49, but is truly represen-/

tative of what the students think about their values.

Finally, studentsiespond.to a,short sequence reinforcing the con-.

Cepts that values differ in imptance to them, that the differences

can be expressed numerically, and that values play a large part inoc-
,

-cupational choice. Novices can then signoff or go directiy to LOCATE..

1

Initiates

Initiates bypass. the weighting o.f values One at a time. Instead,

they are-aiked if they want to play the values game again. If they do ,

. not, they are given an opportunity to change the field ofinterest that

they had,selected previously. They next see the display showil their
.

ten value weights juseas they left them the last' tithe they were in the

Values system, with the sum totaling 40., They may changeanyyeights
,

they. wish, so long as the sum eventually,returins to. 4(d. When they are
.

satisfied that diteir'weights faithfully represent their state of mind,

they leave the Values system without going through the teaching sequencg

again. -

The path ,if the initiate is much shorter than that of she novice.

-t
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IV-7

PRINTOUT THE STUDENT CAN GET

1.'

Studelts may bring with them for-disccssion a printout .of their value

profile with' the sum totaling 40, as reproduced in-figure 8. It shows in

,graphic form the ten values and the weight assigned-to) each. The students

mupt.get a printout of this 'display, although they are, of course, under

no compulgion to share lit with anybody.

THINGS TOR 1HE COUNSELOR TO LOOK FOR.,

S ,

deb

1. Onderstanding'the Role of values

Student-need to understand that the computer will give them misleading

information if their value pi,ofile and interest field selection, do not repre-

sent their true 'feelings. The places where students, may go wrong. Are LOCATE,
A4

where the computer retrieves occupations that fit a set of value specificar

tions defined by the student; and STRATEGY, where the computer.rates'occupa-
., .

tions in terms of their potential to Satisfy a set of value weights. Also,

in COMPARE students are urged to ask about the values dimensions of occupa-

tions. Students may notrealiia the extent to which their value weights con-
.,

tTol other systems in SIGI. --Therefore, by use of internal constst cy checks

and pointed questions or reminders, SIGI tries to keep them from be ng too
.

.

casual or impatient.in assigning representative weights.

2. Understanding the Conceptof Values

,.
The idea'of thinking About Occupations in terms of abstract qualities,

Such as values, may benew to some students. We have tried to make - tie

.A
- values as concrete as i)ossiblesby putting the definitions in operational

.

392
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/*
I

terms. Also, we use the word values5in a rethe'r simplistic way as approxi-

mately equivalent to satisfactions and Awards. We do not attemRt subtle

discriminations, between Intrinsic/satisfactions and extrinsic rewards, nor

do we try to push the students--in the coursegf interactions with SIGI--

to any in-depth",analysis of values and their role in'life. It is possible,

however, that some students will be stimulated to enter,intosuch discussions

"off-line." They.may want to dis 'cuss values nOtLly in reference.to career

.
, decisions but also in regard to other contexts.

f. -

If, students are uncomfortable with the concept of valuel, you can

point out that in SIGI values are satisfactions and rewards. They answer

the question, "What do I waft .from-my octupation?" -It may help ,further tO

.

explain that values are not n
"
an occupation. Rather, An occupation may*

provide an opportunity to satisfy a value that is.imOortant to the student .

- ,

.....

I.
It `is therefore necessary for the student to identify what°would satisfy:

him. .

4

Some reflective, students Tay think,SIGI's use Of values.is superficial.

That may be true at a philosophical level; but the valuesdimensions .do

differentiate between students in a way that is relevant to occupational

differentiation. The pilot study of SIGI showed that the students perceived

the ten values as indeed digtinct.from one another; that student profiles

ft,

varied greatly on theyalues dimensions;'and that.the occupations were also

distinct from one another in,terMS'of the values ditnensions used in sicr.

3. Misunderstanding the Values- Game
' .

.

Once In a while students may fail torealize that the "jobs"-in the

values game are fictitious, each constructed to represent, a "pure" ManifestaAion

,of one value: ,If this comes up in discussion, you should assure the students

.

that the jobs are maginary and have no counterpaAs IA the real world. You
. .

. ( 4..

can explain that the purpote of the valuesgame is to get students thinking
- ..:.

. .



about values, not jobs.
4

IV-9

The Student Is Uncertain about His or Her ,Value-Meights

Students thinking about their values for the first time may be very.

uncerxain about their true feelings and, c nsequently, about the acburacy.

of the weights they assigned to the values. They would probably welcome /

1

a 'counselor's Our experience with .the effect of SIGI on students is

so limited that we cannot offer guidelines for the best way to gd about

J .

diqpussing values, The following suggestions,may be helpful, or they May

not.

ExaMtrne behavior. Students can be urged to. examine their'bebavior as

an expression of their values. For example, Helping Others may seem ap-

pealing because of itssocial approval, oandistudents ,ay 'be tempted to

weight.it higher than their, true feelings warrant:, it their$.behavlor,

a
however, shows little tendency to help others,- they;may be willing to re-

consider their judgment about the valUe. Prestige mayrepresent the-op-
,

.

positeicondition, for to some people a desire for prestige is unworthy. .

1

. '
, .

Yet students may find themselves behavinp'in ways that sellcit
r

the respect
---.----

.

. .

,
. 4 .

.
.

of others, and may .then be led to reevaluate their feelings.
.. i

.

Stability of values. Students mayr'worry about the stability of their

'values. They may suspect.that their feelings about them will change and

that consequently-the weights they agsign today will be invalid toduriow.-

You can offer them some assurance do this ratter. -.-It iS certainly true

that the relative importance of the values will change in time. For el-
,

'

ample, once `a student has entered an occupation, karly;.Entry becomes =riegll-.

gible in importance; High Income may increas-e'lm,..d.mpdYeance with marriage
.N..
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and children. On the other hand, most junior college students are probably

mature enough for fheir.values to be fairly stable.. They will not change

:from moment to moment. .

.1.

41
You can also reassure students that they can change their value weights

-in SIGI whenever they think.it necessary. All studen4ts entering STtATEGY

are invited to review their values profile; initiates always have the option

oreturning to the Values system to readjust their weights: Indeed, you

; .

-

may want to emphasize that all students should review their%values period-
,

ically so-that they will be alert to changes that might affect their career

decisiobS andplans.

5. The.Student Is Not Sure That He Chase the Right Interest Field
*..4 .

:

Before assignihg weight to Work in the Main Field of Interest, students,
-- . , .,- ,

, .

,-.'
.

select from the six fields (figure 7) the one that interests them most.
.'

. .

. .
.

Students m not be sure that they selected the ript field. Either of two
.

.

conditiOns may exist:
AP-. - '.' .

..
.

(1) The students are-interested irr. some.occupation, but 'do,not know',.. .

whill of the SIGI fields ito_belongs to. You can'tell these students that _

they should 'seleCt the field in accordance with their interests, not in ac-

cordance with p &conceptions about some particular occupation. The object'

. is to find-occupations that fit a desired, -field, not to guess which fields
. .

fit an occupation. Many "occupations belong, more'than one-field. For
4....-.137

example, most of the teaching gccupations are classified in the Verbal field

and the Personal Contact field*,'as well as ,the field of the subject taught.

$

Therefore, if students are interested in the ocoppatiOn art teacher, you can
.

tell them1that it will be retrieved if,they have selected either the Verbal,.

.

the Persortal Contact,. or the Aesthetic field., Similarly, many of the engineering

occupations are Classfied in both the Scientific and'Technological fields.
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(2) The s_are completely at sea with respect to the field

es -

their interests lie, fit. In this case, ,you may again get students thinking
0 ,

0 . .

in terms of their behavior. What sort of activities do they enjoy and

initiate? 'Its is doubtful that administering an interest inventory will

-help much. There is.evidence that students' self-estimates are ai good

as_the inventory, if not better:*.

.

6. Effect of Inconsistency Messages

eV'

. A .few students. who parti,cipate in the pilot study of SIGI reported

that .receiving an inconsistency message in ,the values game had an unset-
.

'tling effect on them. When a student chooses between two valUes in the

game, the computer crheco see whether the rejected value had been

(

weighted higher than the accepted one. If such was the case, the computer

notifies the student of the inconsoistency in a display at the end of the

gamer
4

As gIcounselor, you should try to, find out whether the studentg' pro-
,

blem is due merely to the disturbing effect of the message or to an under-

lying uncertainty about values. Ask the students how confident they are

about their value profile as finally adjusted. Does'it truly repreSent

their feelings? If, the students seem fairly confident, you can tell them,.

that an.occasional inconsistency message is nothing to worry about.' The'
ti

4

* tile Norris and Martin Katz, TheMeastiremeat of Academic Interests,
fart II: The&Predictive Validation of Academic Interest Measures, College
Board Research and Development.Repori'70-71, No. 5, and ETS Research Bulle-
tin 70. -58' ,(Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1970).

T i
'See also Robert H. DolliN-7er, "Strong Vocational Interest Blank Versus

Expressed Vocational Interest," 'Psychological Bulletin 72 (2): 95-107,
August, 1969.
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values guilt is not a test to, see whether the students can remember how they
.

'
,

weighted their values. It is an attempt to put values in a behavioral set- .
..

.

ting. Ste, nts should not be surprised that a value weighted in the ab-

. street may look somewhat ditf5rent when action is required. Moreover, if

tl(e two values that were involved in the inconsistency had been assigned

, .

nearly equal weights, students might well feWdifferently about their

relative strengths in different situations. The dilemmas are meant to be

difficult to resolve in order to stimulate hard thinkirig about the.importance

of competing values. In any case.p,-the inconsistency message-should not be

regarded as criticism, but, as useful information..
etr

e'bther hand, some students may construe the inconsistency message

as saying, "You don't know your owit values. " This may be true. They may be

4SQ

troubled by unresolved conflicts.in their value systems, and you may,have kb

. .
-1

help them think through such conflicts.
..../ i

:
II, t

USE O' THE PRINTOUT IN COUNSELING STUDENTS
°:

Checking the Profile With the Student
-

If students show you the printout of.their-values profile (figure 8),

,you,may use it to get at some of the concerns discussed in the pievioue

section of this chapter. While you live the profile in front of you, ask

the students the iluestions that the- computer.asks before it,releases stu-
.

. .

dents from the final weighting of values: ::,104y--A

1. Does the student's most im.p.grtent value haVe "the.greatest
'\

weight./ Ask the students, "Which value is most impor tant to you?"

Check the profile.io see if the student named the valueWith the great-,

Est weight..-

2. Does'the student's feast important value have the smallest

Weight? "sin, the student's response should be checked against the

397



profile.

, 3. Could a stranger tell how important a value/is to the student

by looking at its weight? or

The students' answers to the;"firsr5 two questions should agree with

v '

their .values profiles. Howeve16.-yOukan expect some inconsistencies'
?

with respect to the values inIvitween. The differences between weights

. of 3, 4, and 5 (all in the medium range) are not nearly so distinctive

or memorable as tlYe difference between weights oft, say, 1 and 7. 'Students

.

might easily wgght a value 3 one time and 4 'Another without violating
.

their trui feelings, and y.ou should not expect exact correspondence ber
,

',.,tween what is said in discussion and what is done at the terminali''''

the important thing to lootc%foor in the, printout is that it be generally

faitHfu to the students true feelings.
I

Checking the Profile Tor Reasonableness

'Sometimes a profile may just not "look right." For example, in the

pilot study one student weighted each value at 4 as an.ecdnomical way of

making the sum total 40, ad 'required.

Such a fishy looking profile is easy to-detect. Other instances of
-r_

miswe hting are harderoto discowe-just by 'examining the printout. As

.

you talk with students, see if they keep,referring to a parti ular value

as very desirable. Then check the printout to see if that value is weighted

heavily. In the pilot study, one student wiped out her most heavily

weighted Value in the course of reducing the sum to 40.. This:.error would have gone

undetected except for the accident that in an interview the student men-4

tioned the value as one Sh4 particularly wanted to satisfy in her work.
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If students do not share their rintout with you, it will be cliff

cu2t to find out whether they have - djusted their values correctly or not..

Nevertheless, the utters so impo tant that it is worth investig ng.

TAt,the least, you can stress, its i portance and urge students to iew

their printout with care and corr ct their weights of the termina if

they are wrong.

:

O

9
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HELPING STUDENTS.WEIGHT THE SIGI VALUES

, f
1

If it happens that students need help in getting their value weights

right, you can t:talk them through" the weighting>process. This co ld be

done in the office- or at the terminal.
L

Pencil and Paper Weighting
0s.

U§ing the definitions of the values in figure 6, you can diacliss

, -
each value with thg students and ask dem,to weight, it. The scale used by

OIGI for this purpose is shown.in figure 9.. Let the students to the

the scale that tepresents'the assigned 'weight. Write down the cor-
,

.

,,
, ,

V responding number on a piece of.paper, together with the name ofthe value.

Some of the values deserve special attention%during the discussion of

.tog

the definitions.

IN,
High Income. High 3ncoMe is Aefinedin SIGI as income beyond what is

required to meet basic needs. Needs may vary considerably from .Peron to

. ,

person, depending on such conditions.as age,,health, family size, place of
. . . ,

. .

'7;g...
residence, education plans, and So 'fOrth.,, A rurthek Complication is the

that many young s

incre required for ne

their lives an4t
are, to

would make than kings

their needs,Ieparate

tudents have almost no perception of the amount of

eds. They have been in a dependent position all

o inexperienced to know whether a specified income

or paupers. Youitaywant'to help students estimate

4

their needs fr4a6m their Wants, and reach a clearer

understanding of High Income as a value.

400
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Leadership. In SIGI, Leadership4is linked with responsibility. SIGI,

does not treat the opposite value, freedom from responsibility. , Some

students want the latter.. The counselor 'can advise these student to give

_Leadership a low weight on SIGI. If fre4redom from responsibility is an

3
importan t value to them, you can advise them to use COMPARE to ask about

Leadership opportunities in occupations of ;interest to them: They can

then exclude occupations which involve a substantial ampuntof leadership

and responsibility.' (See figire 14, ,Chapter VI or. the list of questiOns

in COMPARE.)

Work in the Main,Field of Interest. This v lue is.treated diffeiently,

4

from the others in, that weightinilio occurs in tw .stages. First, students-
:

, 43

select an interest field (figure 7). They then we ght the importance of

working in that field. i

,
. t

You should, make sure that students do not irk "Work in the Main

......,

-/' .,)Field of Interest" tis always the same thing as ' resting work." There

should normally be a better chance of doing interes work in one's main

field,OfcInterest, but there is no guarantee of it. example, Marie Curie

41

described, days in a "miserable old shed..stirring. lition,

with an iron.rod nearly as big at myself." It was impor her to work

itt.
in her "Main Field of Interest"7--scientif.ic. But thkrectual labor of trying

ft
ft .

pitchblende,
IPi

,

to ,extract pUre radium from residue was not nteresteg WQrk."
. - . .

.

.

.

`Early Etry Early Entry confuses some students because of its, tiein

with educationhey think oi eaucation in positive terms. It is true,
,

% . .

.

however, that getting an education is usually the main reason for deferring
i

entry unto an occupa'ion. Therefore, if students weight' Early Entry hidgh,
.

%.
. .

0 40.1
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they are for all practical' purposes weighting, desire for'education low,

Consequently, Early entry is the rev'erse of some of the other values

with regard to education: th4. more dducation you ate willing to take,

the lower you weight Early Entry.

You should emOhasizb to the students that they are weighting the im-

portance of entering an occupation without dela/y. DissatIsfaction with

their educational experience might be the reason for their desire for quick
I

entry, but their educational a erience is netswhat they are weighting. A

personOmlet-oweight Early Entry high tegardless of his feelings about educe-
.

tion; .for instance, he might have to start earning money Immediately out of

economic necessity. Although th\students' feelings about education are

clearly important in weighting Ear y Entry, you should keep the students'
. . .

o

attention focused 1-t heir willingn ss to put up with delays of any.sort. .

k
,

It may also be noted that some 'students will be torn between a desire

fOr Early Entry and concern for the prestige they associate with occupations

s

that require a great deal of educati4 It may help to point out that while

,

amount of education is related to prestiige, and both are related to High

,', ,1:,,, ,
%.

Income, the are far from Oprfect: the student should- weight

. each of these values independently during; the first go-round.

Summing to 4e6 When students have weighted. the ten values separately,

add the weights. -.".They must-be adjusted so that they total 40. This re-

striction is necessary because the values have to be,judged in relationship

to one another. A student can't demand all there is.of everything. For ex-
,

ample, students'might decide'that High Income is important enough to deserve a

weight of 8. Th'y might feel the same way about Halpings6thers and Security.

,Although each'is important in itself, are t;ey equally important when compared
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to: one another? One way to find out is to restrict the total Weight that
, .

can be distributed among all values.

o

t

Therefore you should help students distribute this limited resource
J.-

so that the more important values receive the most weight. The process of
_

0
,

distributing theweights should.not be hurried. You should be especially

alert that students do not falsify the representation of their values _ill
.

s

order to make the weights sum to 40. Sometimes sacrifices will have to be made
, -

and when students yield on a value,, you should ask them. whether they are,at

the same time preserving some other value(s) that they cherish more.

Reweighting_it the Terminal
0

It is much, asier to do the reweighting at a terminal, if one is un-._

occupied. You mu t use a DEMO number fOr this purpose, since the student's'

44

number does not allow re-entry into VALUES as a novice. Set the DEMO status

at 0 in order'to see the definitions of the values (an ini.tiate returning

t(r. VALUEScdoes not see the fUll definition). You can discuss each value

with the student as its defihition appears. TAe computer will takecare Of

'call the arithmetic. It will also print a hard copy, record of the final

weightsko

If reweighting is done at the terminal, the computer will go through,

the complete SIGI introduction aswell as the values game. These can be '"

traversed rapidly, since the responses are of no importance as long)as your

only, concern is the values weights.

403
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Getting the Reweighted Values an the Student's' Record

Counselors must see that students have copies of their new value weights

4

4

.so that they can change the.weights stored in their file by the couvxer.

If a student is,an initiate,, he can go to VALUES as soon as he next signs

on. If he is a novice, he will have the opportunity to change the record

_

, .
.

of his value weights as soon as he enters `STRATEGY. It is vitalthat-th6
, 1, - .,

record' be changed before the student goes through STRATEGY, for the irlforma-
-, ,,s,..

tion that the student receives in that system may be quite misleading if the
Y',

wrong weights are used..

r

40,4
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High Income. Some minimum income .(enough for survival) is essential

for everyone. But beyond that, how important to you are the extrit?

People have different ideas about bow much income is "high." Therefore,

?high income is not let,ined here ss.a specific amount. It means more that

enough to live qn. It means money to useaS you wishafter you liave paia

sour basic living expenses. ,You'can buy luxuries and trayel first-class.

-..... I
. . . .

...k
.

Prestige. If people respect you, look-Up to you;Aistento pour

. ' opinions, or seek your hel in community.4fers, you axe apeTsdn'With"

prestige. ,Of course, st e,can be gained in sevOl ways., But in

present day America, occupation iSusually the key to prestige. Rightly

,
or wrongly, we respect some occupations more than bthers.

..,

Independence. Some oc4upations giveorou more freedom than others

to make your own decisions, to work without supervisiotor>direction from

bthers. At one extreme might be talented free-lance artists or writers

who may work without supervision. At the, other extreme might be military

service oLsome big business- organizations with chains of command which

severely limit the deCisions that each person can make. ,

.

Helping Others. Most people .are. willing,to'heip others, and show

it every day Outside of their work. They put th mselves out to do'fa-VorS,

make gifts, donate to charities, .-. so on. Thi does not count here.

The question here is, Do yOU we, `'el.in Others to be a main part of your

occupation? To what extent do .xe
e
want to devote your life work directly

,to- helping people improve their health, education, 'or welfare?

Security. In the most Secure gOciip4tio kve will be free from -tar

of losing your job and income. You will ha otndre--that is, yoU cannot

be' fired very easily, Employmedt will; ten ',remain high in spite of re-

cessions, and there will be,no seasonal ups and downs. Your income Will

usually remain stable and predictable;'it wil4 not vanish with hard times.

Your occupation is not likely to be wiped out by automation or other tech-

nological changes.

Variety. Occupations with ,the greatest variety offer many different ,

kinds'of activities-and problems, frequent changes in location, new people

to meet:. Variety is the opposite of routine, predictability, or repetition.

rf youevalue variety high, you probably like-novelty and surprise, and eilri -

joy facing Aew problems; events, places, and Keople.

)1

4 FIGURE 6

Defininitiops of the SIGI values as they are displayed at the terminal.
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Leadership. Do you want to guide others, tell them
tesponsible for theii. Performake? People who weight 'lea

usually Want power to control events.. They want to influe
work together efficiently. 'If,Jthey'are.maturel they know
bility goeq, with leadefship. They ate willing to accept t

things go
*
wrong, even though they -were not at fault.

.-

Work, in Your Main Field Q Interest.- Some people have
'field of intererteScientifi.c, Technolnical,-Administra tiv

Contact, Verbal; or Aegtheti94; others'areidt-erested "in t

ithese fields., Some insist' that thtir occupation must, be i

major fields ,of interest. Others are willing brwork in a
A less interesting';.- they feel they can satisfy their main in

spare tirrie.0'

.
, -

at to do, be'
rshi high
ce people to

responsi-
lamenhen

Leisure. How important is the amount of time youir o

allow you td'epend away from work? Leisure may include s

vacations, or the chance to choose your own time off. '
et

To give a high weight to leisure is like saAng, "T
I get off the job are so important to me that work must

-1" with their."

Early Entry. Howimportant is i,fis: you to enter

You can enter some occupations with very little educati
Other occupations require years of expensivit education
Do youwant to avoid the time and cost of higher educa

one main

Pe sonsal
or morekf

one of their
field that is
erestin their

!

II ..

upation will
rt hours,, long

;satisfactions
t interfere

occupation soon?.

n or training.
efqre you can enter.

ir?

If it is important teyou to enter art occupation 00N4 give Early

,Entry a HIGH number. But if you are willing to take lot of education

and delay entering an occupation, give Early Entry a lOW number.
,

,

I

FIGURE 6(continue
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(1) SCIENTIFIC- -data, knowledge: observations, analysis; mathematics

, ' Examples: Physicist, chemist, engineer

(2) TECHNOLOGICALthings, machines,, manipulative and mechanical skills:

Examplbs: !'toolmaker, mecha9c, technician

.

(3) ADMINISTRATIVE -- business, finance, -records, systems

Examples: accountant, secretary, bank -taller

t

I

I

IS .,.,>' I ..

(4),PERSONAL CONTACT-7people, selling, supe rvising, persuading

,Examples: salesman, social worker, flight attendant

(5) VER ,--words,' reading, writing, talking, listening
. .

. .....

Examples: journalit,. teacher, advertising copywriter

(6),AESTHETICpainting, sculPure, design; musc.

Examples: artist, interior designer,, musician
ei-

fa

p

AIM

I

FIGURE /7

The °six SIGI inte est fields.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

.(7)

(8)

(9)

(0.)

Good enough:

VALUES

High Income
Prestige
Independence
Helping Other
Security&
Variety
Leadershi
Intettst frieid

Leisure
Early fifty

IMPORTANCE

411P

None Sfight Medium Strong Highest

6
'

.5

2

6

4

4

5

3

2

C.

Sum 40 ; 4

You may want.to look at your Value weights aneperliaps change them
%other .secr*ons of SIG. You will have the chance to do that. m,

YOU will want a copy of this display to look at later. Press PRINT.

PrintoUt showing'a
of the weights total 40.

FIGURE 8

student's values profile after fie nasmade the.sum
These values Weights,are'used 1n-oihA systems

of -SIG'. ,
2

,

408
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WEIGHT (IMPORTANCE)

None Slight Medium Strong ,Highest

4' (0) (1) (2) (3) (4)' (5) (6) (7) (8)

-

FIGURE 9

.Scale fox designating valUe weights.
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CHAPTER V-- LOCATE

When you thick of decision- making, you usually think of making a

choice among given options. Which route should you take to St. Louis,

which suit should you buy from the rack, Which set of student problems

Should you see to'next? Life is often stingy with its optiOns, which

tend to be few innlimber and frequently, blurred in

Yet there are judgmental situations in which one of the complicat-

ing factors is that the options are,too many, not' toe few. Career choice

s. is one such situation. There are over 800 occupations listed in the Oc-

cupational Outlook Handbook, and even when you ha4e eliminated the obvious

(toyou) clinkers, the number of occupations that! remain is bewildeiing.

,

. I

Clearly, the decision-making process in such situations must begin.
N.

c.-

with some method of narrowing down the options. /You could, of course,

3q.srrow down arbitrarily by using-a table of random numbers or by taking

every twenty-fifth occupation or by closing your eyes and jabbing the in-

dex of the Handbook with a pin. But ideally you would like your condensed

list toy include only those occupations that would have survived a close

scrutiny had you had the4time to examine the complete array. What occu-

. A

pAions would such an ideal list include? How might thelist be compiled?

:The answers to these questions is the business of LOCATE. As you

would expect, values provide the net for screening occupations and catch-

ing those that ace.worthy of further consideration.

4.10
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WHAT THE STUDENT DOES

4"

es enter LOCATE from VALUES, with or without an intervening sign

off. They see their ten value weights'cdrried over from the Values system,

only this time ranked in order of importance or weight. They choose any

five values to use at a time in the search for compatible'occupations, with

advise to choose for the first run five with the greatest weight.,

.
They then specify a minimum that they will settle for, on each value.

For most values the specification is on a.four-point scale ranging from

"A' great amount" to "A less than average amount"; for High Income the

.specification is on a five-point scale ("More than $20,000 per year" to

"Less than $8,000 per year"), and fo Interest Field the%specification is

one - of the six interest fields (figure 7, chapter IV). The computer

searches all the occupation's in SIGI and displays a list of those that

meet or exceed the specifications on all five valUes. If the list is

empty, the computer requires students to loosen their specifications un-

til occupations are naLly retrieved. If the list is too full (more than
.

20 occupations), students must tighten their specifications until the

number is reduced to almanageable size.

Students then see a sequence showing how the computer sbxeens occupa-

ala $.5

e students' list.' This sequence appears onlytions in order to compile th

once; if students change the value's or specifications to retrieve other

sets of occupations, the computer skips the explanatory displays.

411 ,
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After each set of occupat

one or more of the specifications

been retrieved, stude nts may change.

in the search, change one or more

of the values, find out why a particular occupation was not retrieved, or

exit from LOCATE,

If gtlidentschoose to exit from LOCATE, they go through a short

"teaching" sequence that shows how LOCATE'fits into the decision-making /
:

paradigm taught by SIGI and that also prepares them for entry into COMPARE.

Novices then go directly to COMPARE or sign off and start with COMPARE when

they return.

Initiates

`Initiates go through the same routine as.novices, except that they

o

are given the option of bypassing the explanatorY sequence.and they o not

see the teaching displays.- Wheel they leave LOCATE, initiates go,to the

menu display (figure 13), which allows them to enter any SIGI system or

to sign -off. 0

NUNTOUTS THE STUDENT .LAY. GET

k
Students may get a printout of the display listing thc'occupations

retrievedby each set of values and sPecifications. ^.(This display is re-
,

produced in figure 10.) They cannot get printouts of value /specifications

that rdsult in empty lists or that retrieve too many occupations to be

..useful.

412
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StudentS away algo get a copy of the last display in the sequence ex-

plaining how the computer screens occupations to meet apeCifications

(figure 11). This display summarizes the _whole sequence.

Students may also get a copy of the display' showing which speci-

fications a selects occupation met and did not meet (figure 12).

'Ot

'THINGS FOR THE COUNSELOICTO LOOK FOR

LOCATE is much more subtle than it.looks. The computer assembies

the lists of occupations so fast that students may not grasp their special

significance. Counselors should. take special pains to find out how well

students understand LOCATE.

The following paragraphs describe various features f LOCATE where

understanding may be less than complete. You May disc'over other features

that are not mentioned here because our experience with the "revised form

of the system is so'limited.

1. The Studed Doe;Not Understand the Special Characteristics of Occu-

pations Retriev'd in LOCATE
c

Any set of occupations retrieved has theconimon characteristic that

it meets the value demands specified by thd students, By implication,- all

the SIGI occupations NOT on the list--and their number is very large com--
t.

pared to the number retrieved--are less desirable with respect to these

particular specifications. Therefore, if the specifications really

lu

- represent what the students would like to find in an occupation, the list

should obviously be"of considerable importance to them.

Nevertheless, :since the students do not actually go througb the motions

of screening the occupations themselves, they may not fully appreciate what

ttie computer-has done, in spite of the explanatory sequence "that SIGI pro -
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The display reproduced in figure 10 should always. be viewed as a Whole,

ihe,,specifications AND occupations toget er. Students should be d'i'ssuaded

.from regardinglheir list as a tenta "filly don't you try thi's7" kind of

suggestion made by some well-meaning person who has not knoWn them very

9
long. Students should get the feeling that they compiled their lists them-

selves.

IN

2. Students Disregard Occupations because of Preconceptions or Prejudice

Some students dismiss 9ccupatlons out of hand either because they have
A

. unfavorable they are misinformed, or they are totally in

the dark about them. Students certainly should reject an occupation that,

fails to satisfy some important personal value. For example, Funeral Direc-

)4
tor,is retrieved fairly often; it apparen ylpatisfies many combinations of

-...

values and specifications. Only five values are used in retrieying_this

41 . .
occupation. ,

,

howew no, and students should t waste time exploring it ifa

other values tell them that the work would be morbid or distasteful. On
,
0

the other hand; you should warn them against impulsively rejecting'suchZ*'

.Cupations.out of ignorance or prejudice.
j.

As with item 1, you should explain that occupations retrieved in LOCATE

, .

are a' most distinguished group in terms of the students' awn desires. The

liSt may even include the potentially "best" occupation from the paint of

view of their values. You may warn students that they, "Like,the base
Va.

Indian,,threw a pearl away richei.than all his tribe,"

There are three legitimate reasons for rejecting an occupation outright:

(1) The specifications used in the'sretrieval process did, not represent a

students' real wishes. This might happen, for,instance, if *a student were

414
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merely experimenting at.a terminal. (2) Thp Occupation did not fit some value

of importance that was not used in the retrieval process, as in the example of

Funeral Director. (3) The occupation was beyond the reach of the' student's

.

.
,

abilitie. Only values, not.abilities,, are considered in LOCATE.

You can urge students to use COMPARE iv order to learn more about an

occupation before deciding against it.

. ,

3. The Student May Be Dissatisfied because the Specifications Had to 5e

Manipulated in Order to Retrieve Occtpations

If the students' values/Specifications result in an empty list or too

large a list, the computer forces them to alter their specifications until

occupations are retrieved: If the.alteration was required because too

many occupations were retrieVed, it is to the students' advantage:

can afford to be more demanding in what they specify. But if the students'

had to loosen theAr specifications because no occupations were retrieved;

. .

they,mt.y have been fOrced into finally..specifying less than an acceptable

minimum. For example, a student might have to lower the specification for

Security from "A more than average amount" to "An average amount" in order

to generate a list of occupations., If Security is'important t9 .the student,

the resulting list may seem unsatisfactdry.

In this situation, you can advise the student to reserve judgment on

the occupations retrieved. Students should ask ab 'ut Oenrin COMPARE, ex-

ploring all their more important dimensions,'befote they decide thp occupa-

tions are unsuitable. The purpose of LOCATE is noeto guarantee eternal

happiness in a'career, but only to propose alset of occupations for the

student to explore and ponder.

415
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You may also suggest that students examine dOubtful occupations in

STRATEGY, where then can sallow the occupations compare with one another

when'all ten values are taken into account. An occupation. may have

features that more than compensate for the deficiency in one value.

-
You may also want to go through LOCATE with the student. Thiswill

have to be done at the terminal, as described later, since there is no

pencil and paper equivalent to LOCATE.

Finally, students may have to face t e reality that no occupations

in SIGI (or, perhaps, in existente) will it certain combinations of

values and specifications. For example, empty lists are likely to occur

when the combinations include a small amount of education and high income,

high prestige, or high leadership; the Aesthetic interest field and more

than average security; or high income and more than average leisure.

fn selecting such tombinations,.students are faced with a miserable

fact that neither they, you, nor SIGI can do anything about.

4:

4. The Student
on the List

Is Discouraged Because Only "High Leve " Occupations Are

Occupations, especially professional ones, that require considerable

education for entry, tend to rate higlieron many values than do occupations

that are easier to get into. They generally offer more income, prestige,

ependence, variety, and opportunities for leadership. The result is

that occupations like civil engineer, industrial engineer, lawyer, physician;

physical therapist, urban planner, and so forth appear on many lists unless

steps have been taken to.exclude them. Some stuslents who doubt that they

41/6
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will be able to,inake it through a twoyear terminal progra% are disturbed

by what they regard as unrealistic suggestions by SIGI.

. 5

. You can explain that theappearance of so many "high leve0 l'
,

occupations

.reflects the structure of tie work World; You should also show the students

how to include Early Entryin their set of fiiie valdes for the retrieval

process. .The specification fo'r Early Entry allows students to set a limit

on the amount of eddcation required for entry into occupations on their list.

This matter is discussed iater in this chapter.

.

5. Failure To Explore

Some students retrieve one set of occupations in LOCATE and then exit'

at their first opportunity. Failure to use the system broadly is not,nece

4

,sarily bad. Some stVents use their first interaction in every an

opportunity for learning how to use SIGI, and they do not interact much 'until.

they become initiates. Also, students seem to dex7elop individual styles with

regard to SIGI, some relying extensivelyon-one syStem, some on another, de

pending on their' expectations and needs. Therefore ignoring LOCATE may be

onlyonly a stylistic quirk. On the other hand. if you suspectthat students

/) nored the systembecause the/ Aid not understand it or recognize what it

c%

- a,

could do for them, you should try to shine a light into the liarkness.' °

Indeed, it is in the juggli4g of values and specifications that students

may learn a great deal about the compromise and batter-one often goes through..

.

,f -

in career decisionmaking. A playful curiosity,, ,.,"'what if" attitude,.is to

. ,

be encouraged here,: "What if I.lower .this or that specification bya notch?

How many more occupations will 1 srard741nd how will they d ffer figni.MY

. .

previous list? Or what if I increase my demands on a,speci icatipn? Which

o 417
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occupations will,I lose, if any? \Or what if ! substitute another Value for

one pf,these five?"-`,In short, students should try to see how ,many useful

.

lists of occupationa they can generate, .using as many permutations of

values and specifications as they can tolerate, .The lists compiled7n

' LOCATE are suggestions for further explanation, not necessarily recommen-
,

datiOns for final choice. p

6. The Student Retrieved Occupations That Do No-t Fit Hrs Most Important
ValueS

0.

If students experiment_wiA many different sets -oft values, they may

eventually be retrieving occupations that ignore th ir highest weighted values
,

without realizing that they are doing so. As a counse or, you should. remind

them never to look at any list. of occupations apart from the values/

spbcifications,that.generated it. Ugually, it is ts....the students' advantage

to begin their occupational search with the list generated by the values/

specifications they like best. But other occupations should not be exclq4 .

A number of occupations that were screened out on'the first pass but come

= ilk.

up as other values/specifications combinations are tried may turn out4Eo

be well North further consideration.

You can also tell students that STRATEGY will allow them_to compare

occupation to see how they fit all ten of the SIGI values, not just he

\five used to get a list in LOCATE.

USE OF THE PRINTOUTS IN COUNSELING STUDENTS'

When counsel::ents who have been on SIGI, yoU'have to keep in

min0 that their first trip through is supposed to teach them how t use

the system. Therefore, your treatment of novices will Ordinarily 4e some-
,-

418 =
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what different from your treatment of initiates., In discussing SIGI with

V-10,

novices, you want to make sure that they have learned 'how to use the vari-
1.

1.
ous systems and that they understand the printouts; you'do not expect that eI .

they will have used any system extensively or that they will be far along-)

toward a final carAr.decision. The number and content o heir displays

may be irrelevant, provided that they have learned how to use SIGi for de-
,

cision-making.

With initAtes, howeverant to make sure of one thing more: Are
.t .

. .
.

they.correctly using the'content of the displays in reaching toward a career

decision? In short, your tiscussion with novic0es stresses an understanding

of the method; with initiates, understanding of the.substance as well.

This caveat applies to all systems except VALUES. Both novices and

initiates should try to weight their yalues correctly the first time.

}01.7 let us see how you can use the printouts that students accepted

in LOCATE, assuming tha0t they have brought them to your office and are

willing to show them to yOu,

Using the Values/Specifications/Occupations Display (Figure 10),

.

This display shbuld be used to see if any of the conditions exist that

rel'

were disCussed in the previgud-dection.

: Q1/

. ,Case 1: Students present only one printout. If students retrieved

only one set of occupations, find out-first whether ehe students are novices

or initiates. If they are novices, ask about the following points:
\

I. Ask how occupations on the list differ from other, occupations'in'

SIGI. If the answer is vague or wrong, you know that the students fail to

419
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relate the occupations QA the list to t eir own specifications of their -

values. They do not see the special s gnificance Of the occupations for

,them.

-1--

,An analogy with a concrete sit at/ion may help get.the pbint across. A

person might go into a store 6o of jeans.. The` person would surely

have, to specify the size wanted. e perso'n might also's15ecify the color as.,1%,

faded blue and the style as p . Now the shopper on be assured that any

jeans rieved by a competent salesperson will fit and will be tlie right
6

color a7d style. These are 'refore very s tial jeans in terms of what, the

. shopper wanted. No other ain the store would be.so satisfactory to THIS
6

shoppe , assuming that noj 11 take was made in the specifications. (But if

the store doesn't have a Y jeans of 'the size, color, and style specified,
7

.00

/
.

the shopper may have t ield a little on one of' these specifications.
.

/

,

the next set of speci cations might change the color or the style or maybe
.N

even the size.)

Of course, it s a long way from a'pair of jeans to a list ofOotcupa-
.

tions: Neverthel you can focus the students' attention-on the values/
,

specifications s of figure 10. You can point out that in the case of

both jeans and ts of occupations, these values/specifications result in

/ %

a:Product with/certain.known qualities of greatasInterest to the personwith 'certain,

shopping arou

2. Ask/t e students whether the specificatipns of the values in the

printout are satisfactory. If they are, all the' occupations on the list

are/worth serious study. If any' specification is lower than desirable, how-

ever, urge the students to return to LOCATE and, using the same set of values,

to try raising any specification that is too low. Novices should do this as
)

,

soon as they becbme initiates, unless they have already reached a decision

420
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about their careers. Initiates should refine their lists immediately, as

explained in the next section.

, It maybe at the student had to lower the specification beyond, an aC-

ceptattle level i order to retrieve any occupations at all. (in that case,
1

raising the specification will'only,result in an empty list.) This situa

was discussed as item, 3 of the-previous section of this chapter. Novices

should certa/Aly reserve-judgment until they get more information about the

occupations /
on the list. Initiates will be faced.with making trade-offs

of one value in order to secure something more of another value. Urge

students Clot to base their final choices on one item of bad news from.

LOCATE.

on

3. Make sure that all students understoOd how to change-s'peCifiCations,

for the values thd, selected, and also how to substitute values, They should

*not abandon LOCATE because they think they do not know how to work the system.

4. If any-specification is at its lowest level, make sure that the

students understand that the value so specified is not screening occupations.
*

(There is no minimum level for Interest Field. For all other values the

minimum can be recognized by the words 'in the 'printout, "All occupations,

fit this spec. ") Students should raise the specification. If raising it

causes an empty list, the students should substitute another value for the

, 4'

one with the' minimum specification. (The only purpose in putting 4

specification at the losest level is to find out towha5extent that values

is restricting the list of occupations.)

You should also find out whether,the value with 'the minimum specifica-

:,-

tion is greatly cherished by the skideot. If it is, the student must under-
-,
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\ 6

. , .

stand that no occupation listed in the printout is satisfactory; Ufge thee ,-,

/'

students to return to the terminal/and to try anotheret of values tliat in-
. .

, . .

t
cludes,the' cherished ore with an acceptable specification. Students may have

4
"%

to, accept, fact, explained earlier, that no lawful occupa ons%seem to
. /

meet certain combinations of values and specifications;

S. Although a list may appear.satisfactory, ask thelstudents whether

they tried to refine it by seeing how high they could raise their specifics-

tions. A method-for refining a list is explained later. x

6. Ask the students whether the values named in the printout 5re the

only important ones,for them. dige .t.he'students to return to LOCATE and .

"tIr,

try, different combinations, comparing the occupations ettrieved with each

kt
set. If the same occooallon appears on many sets, it may come close

meeting the st'dents' desire's.

With novices you should not emphasiN the occupations on the, list tO6

much, since the novice may intend to return to 1,0C.AA for more extensive
4

Cla 'use. .Emphasize three things with novices: (1) the 'special ,natue of the

-r

occupations that -tit desired specifications, (2) Tithods of changing values
4

and specifications, and (3) the need to experiment' in LOCATE with different 15

values and levels of specification. If students are initiates, you need-to

. "N , 00 .

explorexplore the following points in additign to those you ekplored with novices:

7. Is their printout the only list of occupations thergot in LOCATE? 1,

If it is, and if the students are still in the preliminary stages of career

choice, they apparently have used LOCATE superficially. Encourage thjem'to

experiment with different sets of values and specifications. If their

422
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printout already contains their most cherlshed values, tell them how to re-
-

fine the list by. raising specifications as high as they will go. Since.

initiates have reached the .stage where they'presumably are looking hard at
,

occupations, they need to understand that LOCATE nominates likely candidates,

and that they need to get nominees with several different values 'features.

8. Ask the students lion,/ they feel about each occupation listea in the

o

printout. Look particularly Por signs that students are rejecting occupar

tions because of prejudice or preconception insteadtof some rational process.
o

This matter was discussed in the previous §..ection.

9.. If all.the occupations, seem beyond the students'

-

. ask thettudents how they feel about preparing for, iheM.

are worried aboutothe risks of'Shooting so high, you can

°Early Entry to keep the lists within reasonable bounds as

prereqUisitesCareconcerned.' The method for using Early Entry this way is

described later.

academic reach,

If the students

explain how to use

far as educational

Case 2: Students have several lists with the same values but different

specifications. Students may have more than one printout, each with the

same -set of values but with, different specifications of one or more values.

If only one specification is different, tell students to use the'list with

the higher specification, since,that list is tiore.urefined." (You will have

to make an exception of this rule if the value is Early Entry. A higher

' specification fdr'this value means that the retrieved occupations are less

demanding'in their educatiohal requirements, and occupations may be excluded

thatAle students-ought to'consiaer.)
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If more than one specification differs, find out which specifications

a;e most desirable to the students. Consider the following hypothetical.

situation:

A'

High Income High Income .

More than $15,000 More than $11,000

- Prestige Prestige
A more than average &mountaverage amount

/Th

The,other three values/specifications are the same on both lists.

If some occupations appear on both lists, these are the most desirable

with respect to this particular set of values, since they offer the higher

income and the higher Prestige.' &it if the two 1dts differ in all respects,

. students must decide which is more important to them, the Higher income or

the higher prestige. In an case, advise students not to base their de-

cision solely on the4information imparted by LOCATE. The best advice you

can give them is to explore-all occupations on both lists.

Case 3: Students have several lists With different values. 'There are

no set proce'ures for treating this situation so as to determine the best

occupations on all lists. If occupations appear-on several lists, they are

likely to be the most satisfactory, provided that the values and specifi-

cations are at least acceptable. *nu can ask the students to Adentify. the

values that are most impqtant to them, and then see If any Of the lists

result from those values with specifications set at an acceptable level.

You may also be able to work out a master list of values/specifications,'

4With a selection of Values from several lists, that the student can try out

at a.'later session at the terminal,
0
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Case 3 prOvides good material for getting across the point that occupa-

444.:

tions retrieved in LoakkE must be judged in light of the values/specifications

that.generated them.

The remarks about case 2 and case 3 apply to both novices and.initiates.

Using the Printout Explaining How Occupations Are Screened (Figure.11)

4.

If students bring up this display for discussion, it means that they did

not understand SaGIIs explanation of the screening process. In explaining

the explal)etion,you should Make three points clear:

1. The values/specifications on the left side of the explanatory print-

out are hypothetical. They are not the student's.

e

2. The numbers on the right side of the display are made.up. The

. actual number of occupations in SIGI is not 175, and the number that would

be retrieved by the values/specifications in the printout is therefore not

14. (Since the actual number of occupations in SIGI increases from time IO'

time, '175 was chosen purely for illuStrative,purposes...)

3. The value Helping Others is set at the lowest level, and there-

fore it did not help in the screening process. Helping Others was presumably.

- .

important, to the imaginary student who chose the values. Yet he learned

nothing whatsoever about the 14 occupations with respect to that value, for

,

any occupation would meet the minimum specification.

f
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the shopper who

peg-leg style.
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to explain the screening process, You can,use the analogy of

was looking for faded blue jeans of a certain size in the

The shopper might first 16cate the counter with blue jeans.

Thiss;ep would be analogous to the computer's first screening, which netted

64 occupations that passed the test for Interest Field.

The shopper might now locate all tte' blue jeans of the right size,

analogous to the second step of the screening process, in which survivors of

the first test are screened or the income specification. Finally, the shopper

would separate from the blue jeans of the correct size those that were faded

blue, and would then separate from the survivors those in the peg-leg style. Out oft

all the garments in the store, only a few would fit all specifications.

Using the Printout Showing Why a Selected Occupation Failed ,to Be Retrieved

(Figure 12),

'Since this.printout is not hard to interpret, students who want to dis-

cuss it are probably concerned about its significance with respect to their

career plans. The most likely situation is that students were fishing for

10

some favorite occupation and were upset to find that it does not meet the

specifications they set down.

-
In counseling these students,'/try to find out why the flawed occupation

was a favorite in the first place. Most students of the

very naive about, occupations, and their preference, such

based on irrational-factors. You can paint-out that the

426:
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presented in the display is as Accurate as possible. The students therefore

have only two alternatives, either to gi;.7e up the occupation or to accept

less opportunity to satisfy the misfit value.

Students should not reject an,occupation solely on the basis of the

limited information 'they get from LOC E: Tell them to explore the

occupation more fully in COMPARE." Advise particUlarly to ask about

the dmportant`values, dimensions of the occupation. The students may have

to accept the fact that they actually did not *know much about the

occupation they were considering and that it was not worth going after.

HELPING STUDENTS USE LOCATE

I

There is no paper and pencil equivalent to LOCATE. If it seems

advisable to discuss the system at a terminal; and one is freej'you can

Sign on with any DEMO number not in use. Set status at 7 (initiate) in

order to bypass the teaching displays and explanation of how the computer

screens occupations: After sign on, the computer will display the menu

(figure 13). Pressing number 3 takes you directly to LOCATE.

.
,

The computer supplies a dummy s.et of, value weighlbts for anyone using

a DEMO number. Therefore adVise students to disregard the weights as they

appear on the' Green, for they are not theirs. Tell the students to select

the five values most important to THEM: (If the `students are trying to

ti

reconstruct a set of values/specifications of particular concern to them,

of course choose those values.) t'

When a list of occupations is displayed, you can'discuss it in

accordance with the particular problem of the student as described in the
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previous sections of.this chapter. The following paragraphs cover special

features of LOCATE that will help you in the discussion.

Too Many Occupations Retrieved

-The computer displays no list if more than twenty occupations were

retrieved.- Students must tighten their' specifications until a smaller list

is generated. You should make sure that students understand what they are

doing; the tightening process'should never become a blind pressing of keys

until occupations f nally appear. You can ask the students which of the

five, values is mos important to them and tell them to begin by raising the

specification on that value. (Remember, however, that vou do not'raise the
.

specification for Interest Field; you can only change fields, which may be

of no advantage.) Students should kw asking themselves, "What do I want

more of ?'" until they get a ligt of occupations.

No Occupations Retrieved

If no occupaons are retrieved, the computer forces students to lower

their specifications. This is a much more difficult situation to handle

than its counterpart described in the previous paragraph.

You can look for combinations of specifications that do not fit the

structure of occupations in this country at the present time. Such combi'

nations may include a small amount of education and high income, high

prestige% or high leadership; aesthetic interest field and high security;

high income and high leisure. If any of these combinations exists, explain

the conflict laetween what the students want and what is attainable.

428
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In any case, sacrifices will have to be made, Students should begin

by yielding on their least important value. 'Lowering tfie specification

should not be mechanical or haphazard.' For-exaMple, a student might lower

the,specification for Security and, finVing'that the list was still empty,

.
then lower the specification for some other value. The student need not,

and probably should r'',-.4i\ec.ep lowering Security. Each on to lower
°

creates a new situation demanding a fresh decision.

(Again, remember that the specificatics for Interest Field are not

scaled and therefore cannot be raised or lOkered:)

When a set of specifications finally retrieves a list of occupations,

students should be told to look at'the listed occupations in conjunctiOn with

the valueg/specifications. You should be Alert for the conditions described
,

in the next two'paragraphs.

Occupations Retrieved, But Specifications Too Low

Forced to lower their specifications; students may have to reduc; one

or more below the level acceptable to them in circler to retrieve occupations.

You can advise students to replace one or two of their less important

values with-other-values. The students can then reset to an acceptable

level the specification that fell too loW apeVearch again with the new

values/specifications. These changes should be done in the following order:

(1) Get a printout of the occupations retrieved.with-the original

VAues/specifications. (2) Onthe next display select option'3, to change

-one or more-values. ValUes must be changed before specifications. (3) On

the following,displarremoVe values to be replaced:,Jhese should be the

Value's that are least important to the student. (4) Select Ole replacement

value(s)ti (5) Putinsspecifications for the replacement value(s). The
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computer will' now ask whether the specifications areleatisfactory. .

"(6) Change the specifications that were reduced to ail unsatisfactory level.

This process should be repeated as. often as necessar4 to arrive at a list

that combines an acceptable set of values and specifications.

.A Specification Was Reduced to Its Lowest Level .

A specification at the lowest level does not screen, since all

<occupations meet or exceed that minimum. However, students may be forced

to reduce a specification to-that level in order to generate a list. If

the value is important, follow the advice in the previous paragraph.

Otherwise, you shold advise students to substitute another value for the

one whose specification is at the bottom step. Follow the procedures's:

explained in the,previous paragraph.

(NOTE: You cannot assOme that'ail the .occupation's retrieved with a
0

minimum specification have a minimum rating, on the value so specified. If,

for example, you lower Security to the lowe st level and get a list of

occupations immediately, you can be sure that all the occupations on the

list are rated at the lowest level on Security. .But if you reduce Security'

to the lowest level and do not retrieve occupations, and you then reduce

another specification, getting a list, you canna infer anything about the

rating of 'those occupations on Security. See Appendik B for a di scussion

of this matter.)

Refining a List

O

If occupations were retrieved, the student should be encouraged to

,attempt refining it. The student might become more demanding in his

4,.
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specifications, insisting on more or greatepRortunities than originally

intended, and still succeed in getting a usable list. For example, a student

may have included an average amount of Variety among his valued' ,

h

specifications and succeeded generating a list of occupations. Variety

is important to the'Student.What wilt happen if the specification is

raised?

What usua happens is that the list gets smaller. Occupations on -

.

the s' list are purer, in terms of the.students''own values, than

those on the first list because of the tighter specifications.

In refining a list, students should begin by raising the specification

of the value most important to them. If a list is still generated, they '

can continue raising the specifica ion, or they can raise the specification

. for another value. Eventually th will get an empty list. Then they

should lower thespecificatian_last raised and raise the specification for
o

another value,. At some point they' Will be unable to raise any specification

withoAt getting an empty list. ,They will then know that their latest list

was as refined as it could get the values,that generated

Substituting Other Values'

Studefits weighted, ten values, but only five at a time are used in

O

LOCATE to retrieve occupations. It is likely, theretore, that students have

.not used-all the values for retrieval that are important to them. You should

encourage students to experiment with different combinations of values.

z
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.

Using Early Entry to Control the Educational Level of Occupations Retrieved
.

..... .

' 4

If studengs are consistently retrieving only occupations that require

more education than they are *Ming or. able to undertake, you should

e#
advise them to use Early Entry as one of the five values for their search.

Replace .the student's'least important value with Early Entry. Set the

specification at 3 (no more than two or three years beyond high schocil) or

6

4 (only one year or less), depending on the s'tudent's Plans. No occupations

will be retrieved that require a :bachelor's,or higher degree for entry.

Using Early Entry in this .way may cause/eMpty lists if other

specifications are too high., It is apparently a-fact of life that Che

more education, the Vetter the opportunitir tq:s44sfy'dkrtain other

values, especially High Income, Prestige, and Leadersh*,
4

*,

V
;

Getting Printouts' 7.

.6

t L71,

You should tell students to request printouts of ever
=

new comb nation'

Of LOCATE will
of valges and specifications that retrieves. Extengim0

.

,
,

'''
caust so many lists to appear that it would be hopeless to ity

,

to remember 'v'.
""fil

.

...
. .

, r ;f4

,Which v4lues/specifications produced which occupationt. Alsohi.f.studgnts,

ised specifiCa ions t

0 11-

fine their list, they will need a .record' 'th)&.

stepS fn the refinement process. Finally, it is obvious the not-alldllta.,

are equally attractive in terms of the,students' values. Some sets'

.

.

values / specifications are more important than others. Since the printouts/
'

show both the valnes/specificbctiOns and the retrieved occupations, they

allow students tO associate the occupstions,with the, proper values/

:specifications .'
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____
Using LOCATE for Information Retrieval

//

It is possible to go overboard in* the vse of LOCATE. Theoretically,
"

one could use the procedures just described in order to find out how each

of the SIGI occupations was. rated on each of the ten.values--in other words,

to use LOCATE as a limited information retrieval system.

This is not the bestuse of LOCATE, which was designed.to nonin °ate a

list of occupations for future inquiry. Although,LOCATE should be used to

refine the, list of nominees as much as possible to make it conform to a

student's wishes, the most convenient place to explore the occupations

themselves is COMPARE, where students may ask directly for the information

they are seeking. You should not forbid students to play with LOCATE, but

you sho.uld also remind t em'that the real,purpose of LOCAL is to present

a list of occupations,worth following up.

It
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Valu s for locating
occupations:

(1) High Income.
More than $8,000

N-
(2) Interest Field

MCHNOLOGICAL

() Variety
.A -more than average amount

(4).Secuzity
An average amount

(5) Early Entry
No more than 4 years

Protet PRINT (for a copy) or 5TEXT..1

11.

1.4#

These occupations meet your specifications:

1

lon Air Cond, Refrig, & Heat Mech
113 Broadcast Technician-
117,E'asinass Machlna Repair Tech.
122 CheticalEngineer

,123 Chemist
"124' Civil Engineer .

128 Dental Assiplant
135 Electrical Engineer
149 Industrial Engineer
151 Industrial Designer
160 Mechanical Engineer
161 Meteorologist
174 Occupational Therapist
185 Physical Thapist
210 Telephone Craftsworker
232 Firefighter

s. fi

FIGURE 10

List of occupations retrieved and-the values and specifications that tetrieVdd them.

or.

4
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VALUE AND .

SPECIFICATION
OCCUPATIONS
TESTED

OCCUPATIONS
THAT FIT

OCCUPATIONS
REJECTED

Interest Field / 175. 64 -111
TECHNOLOGICAL

. .

High Income 64 39 136
' More than $11,000

,Security 39 21 -15'4

. A more than average amount

Helping Others 21 21 1'54

Don't care. Less than average OK.
(all occupations fit this spec.)

0

,Early Entry 21 14 161
No more than 4 yeais

Finally ft/g. computer tests the remaining 21 occupations to see how many require
four years OR LESS education. It throws out the 7 occupations that ,require
more than four years,The 14 survivors are the ones that are presented to the
student because they meet or exceed ALL specifications on ALL five values.

For a copy, press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

C
EIGURE 11 .

Last.display in the sequence \1t explains how the computer screens occupations
with respect to a stddent's specifications.
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Values for ,locating
occupations!

.

(1) High Income
More than $8,000

(2) Interest Field
TiCHNOLOGICAL%,

A

(3) Variety

A more than average amount-
4.4v,

126 Computer Programmer

DOS NOT FIT means'that your occupation
'does, not offer the amotzxt, spec]. ied.

Fit

Does not fit

Does not fit

(4) Security - Fit
An average amount

(5)'Early Entry
Np more than 4 years

11.

p

FIGURE 12

Fit

Press PRINT. (for-a copy) or NEXT.

Display showingshowing in what respects an'octupation (Computer Programmei) designated.
by the student failed to meet his specifications.

4.

2
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What do 'you want ,to do -next?

(1) Sign off.

\(2) 6o t VALUES and:examine your Values again.

(3) Go ,to LOCATE'amPloOk for occupations that fit your Values.

Vi) ct° COMPARE and ask questions about occuPltions.

(5) -Go to PREDICTION and get probabilities of 'success in key courses

for various programs of study.

(6) Go. to PLANNING and plan how to prepare for various occupations.

(7) Go to STRATEGY and see%ich-occupations fit your Values best and

also learn a method of.c.hoosin ccupation.-,

FIGURE 13

The-",menu" th at initiates go to when they sign pn or when they complete

any system. If SIGI lacks a prediction 'system, an alternative display

appeax:s naming PLANNING as option 5 and STRATEGY as, option 6. By using a
N,

DEMO number a counsefor.can sign on as an initiate.

i
4 at

4'3'7
'
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CHAPTER VI-- COMPARE

.More than any other system, COMPARE.has a dual, function. First, it

obviously supplies occupational information that fleshe6 out the bare

bOnes "go/no go" fuactiorif LOCATE. Second, less ob:iiOusiy,.it is the

third, step in 'the.decj.sion -Making sequence begun in VALUES .and continued in

LOCATE. As such, it has a definite logical relationship to those lwo systems.

-Students eldom -have problems
z,
with the fiAt fnction. Sometimes,

however, they'fail to pei-ceive the-second.
.

. :

Briefly, LOCATE proposes a set of occupations that are more likely

than others to satisfy a student's values. It says, "Givenpyour values,-

these are good placesto:look to satisfy them."

-...

It is the student's task in COMPARE to examine these proposals

see which are worth puruing and
(

which-6an be eliminated. COMYARE.sAys,

. "Given these.occut'ions-proposed by LOCATE and given all the occupational

information available to you in COMPA , which oCcupations do you want to

.;.. .

. consider further? Which .look 'ptEticuiarly
,

attractive ? w h

4

do you want to
..'

rule' out?"

.Novices so

WHAT THE STUDENT DOES

x.. .
.

.

-Students first see a "Reminderlist," which consists of all the oc'S

,cupations that wete etrieved for eheillin LOCATE. They must select three'

occupations for de in COMPARE, choosing either from the list, from the
.

.

. ..

bank of all Occupations in, SIG1, or from a mixture of the two.. When, they
r.

. .

'

a
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have selected their three occupations, they see a table of 28 qiiestions

they may ask concerning the ,occupations (figure 14). ,They IF:.elect* up to

five question§ at a time, w are then answered one after tt.11 other.

When,all the preselected questions have been answered, students may ,re-
f

,,..

turn to the list of questions with their original three occupations, may 4

:assemble
'

a new set of three occupations, or may exit from COMPARE. If
..

.

they choose to exit, they see a short "teaching" sequente that recapitu-
, .

.,.

/.
.

lates the steps they have learned so far in the decision-making paradigm.

Novices then sign off or gb directly to the Prediction syst40 (if there

pne at their college) or to the Plahning system (if there is no Pre-
.

diction system).

Initiates,

. ,

The interaction of the initiate is exactly like that of the novice,

with the following exceptions: (1) For the initiate, the "Reminder List"

includes not only the occupations retrieved in LOCATE but alSo any other

occupations that the s udeni may have Selected in COMPARE, PLANNING, vr

STRATEGY. For example, if studentS select for COMPARE an occupation that

was not retrieveck,WLOCATE, that occupation is added to their "Reminder

(2) The initiate does not go through the teaching sequence that

-
ato

the novice sees when he leaves COMPARE. (3) the initiate goes to the

"menu " -'displau when he leaves COMPARE'

PRINTOUTS THE STUDENT CAN GET

Students may get aXNntout of the response to any qUestion they se-
4

e -

lected.for COMPARE- (figure 15). It includes a recapitulation of the
e ..

4139
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question, the names of.the three occupations involved, and the answer to

the question for each of the three occupations.

THINGS FOR THE COUNSELOR TO LOOK FOR

General Considerations

Ideally, COMPARE continues the narrowing down nocesS begun in LOCATE.

This process should take place on two fronts. First, the list of toccupa-

tions proposed by LOCATE will undoubtedly include some that students au

not familiar with., Students should, therefore get information about these

unknowns to see whether they shouldAnclude them in their list for further

study. The best 'questions (with reference to figure 14) for this purpose

are numbers 1 (Definition), 2 (Description of Work'Activities), 5 (Formal

Education), and any othei questions of special interest to indiv-!dual stu-

dents.

Second, once a revised list of.candidates has been compiled, students

should explore them in depth. The questi9 most suitable fox this pur- 1(
. o

pose are those about the students' most important values, although they

will certainly need information about othet dimensions as well. In the
,

'6

display oducedZin figure 14, questions about values have been emphasize
4

by the use of capital letters. A display that the student sees before en-
.

countering the list of-questions encodVAges the student to Select:the

A

values questions.
.

-

The folloWing paragraphs carry on this discussion in more detail.

440
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Nonselective Use of the "Reminder List"

The "Reminder List" is simply a collection of all ehe occupations that'

have come to the students' attention during their interaction with SIGI.

It Oeref ore includes occupations Of varying degrees pf attractiveness:

Consequently, students should not ordinarily just go through the list from the

top down. You can advise 44111 to bring from LOCATE their hard copylprintouts
,

that contain the occupations retrieved with their most important values/speci-
:

ficatiohs. These are the occppations that shp d be explored most extensive-

ly.

(NOTE: When. the "Reminder List" swells to more than forty occupations,

. it is no Ringer displayed. -It ois probably too big to be useful when it

reaches that size.)

2. Failure To EXplore Occupations"' Nominated by LOCATE

a
,SoMe students seem to start afresh in COMPARE as if nothing had happened

4tig

in LOCATE. Instead of beginning their exploration lath the occupations on

the "Reminder List" that match their values/specificatibns, they select from

unretrieved occupations.

''his` is reasonable behavior, especially for the initiate, considering

the dual function of COMPARE. If, however, you suspect that thePehavior

is doe to the sludents% failure to understand the special character of oc

cupationsretrieved in LOCATE, you should explain the relationship betN.ieen

LOCATE, and COMPARE and their common dependence on the students' own values.

The relationship was discussed above under the heading General, considera-
.

,

`tions. See also chapter, V, LOCATE, pages V4L.V6.
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3. The Student Fails to Ask about the Values Dimensions of Occupations

In the pilot study of SIGI,,some students failed to ask questiOns

related to their values, even their most heavily weighted ones. Their

queStions tended to concern "hard" areas, such as definition, beginning

salary, physical surroundings, and so on. The values dimensions are ob-

b,

vaously of great importance in die theory of guidance' underlying

In retting SIGI, we tried to draw.etudgtts! attention to their
,igt,-',- T--, . .

I .

values upon their entry into COMPARE. They review their, value profile, ,.

& -,,

. , .

get advice to ask questioh aboht the values_-dimensions, and see the\values
-..--

questions featured in capital letters in the questions display.
- A

. .(Neveirtheless, you should direct. students:to,the values questions if

the students do not seem informed about that aspect of occupations they
o

are considering. You,may have to review the whole deci,on-making proce-

dute to get the point across, but the matter is044gimental and must not be.

neglected. ry

4 Inefficient Use of COMPARE

Questions, are asked about three occup*tions at a time. After each re-

quest for information has-been filled, students have the opportunity to

replace one, two, or.all thee of the occupations with other. Many stu7-

AP
dents replace only one occupation and then again ask - questions theyahave

askedibefore. This is `logical if the -students are engaged incomparative.

.
shopping, but it is wasteful if it is i dvertan, since they have already

seen two=thirds,of the answers: 'YOU can point out that a more efficient'
,

use of COMPARE lis to replace all ihree'occupations ancCto get prinouta of

all answers for comparison off line.
442 6
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.

One might expect a person using COMPARE as a.simple information source

to dart into thesystem foy,a specific question or two and then to dart out

again. But students obviously in need of considerable career counseling,

who may. be expected to use COMPARE as a logical follow-up of VALUES and

LOCATE, should Oseit in greater depth, If you 'find that such students are,

woefully lacking information about 'occupations they are contemplating, you

may -have to 4o over the whole decision-making paradigm with them in order

to give them some focus in their selectiona questions, If you know which

occupations they are thinking about, you can, go over
N.
the list of questions

. (figure -'14) to help them ide tify the ones that are important to ask. Ex-,

rMdOfplain that adequate info ion is essential to any intelligent decision.

Reluqarice to seek' information may also be symptomatic of an underlying
-** 44 ,,. . , I*.

emotional prob em that will have to be cleared up before SIGI can be of much

use.

Discovering These Problems

If students have taken printouts of every question they asked and if

-
they bring the printouts to you, you will be in a good position to check on

the points brought up in this section. You,can.see :which questions they
,-,

,./- 7.
asked, how many, and about which oCcUpat ons.

. .
,

1 , Tt'iS likely, however, that Audents did not request all possible

printouts, and also like they wifl not bring the printouts they did request.

1')Conseq4ently,' you will ha e to infer from your conversations with stuc
::

ents ,

. -,

that such and such a Rroblem does or does not exist. If students teem ill
.' :>,. ,, ,-,

,

..t. -,

infOrmed about,occupations they,are"considering, you can assume that they
11
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did not make proper use of COMPARE. You can also ask direct questions to see'

whether students have explored occuoatinns they retrieved in LOCATE and

whether-they recognize the importance of qtestions about values. But

you may never kind out: whether. or not they are using COMPARE effectively.

USE OF THE PRINTOUT IN COUNSELING,STUDENTS

We.will assume that you seldom have the satisfaCtion of seeing all

the printouts that your studepts could have requested in COMPARE. Probably

students will bring to your attenticin,only those printouts that are of

special concern to them. What are those concerns likely to be?

.,

Incomplete Information

The amount of information that'can be packed into one display is

necessarily quite cAndensed. If students want more, information about a

question they asked:'-tell them to ask question number 4 ( "Where to get more

information?") and to write to the address that appears'inthe answering.

display. You may also refer them to, the Octupational,Outlook Handbook.,,

the warning that infotmation in that book may be up to foiir yeats old.

Obviously, you will also want to use your own files of occupational information.

4

The Students Are Seekin Information About.Lacal ConditiOns,

Since the data in COMPARE are compiled from national sources, the

Answers do not always apply to local conditions. You
V

should use your local

knowledge if students are asking about local jobs, or refer the students to

your local placement service. Foi example, students may complain that...the

palary figures quoted in SIGT do not agree with whatthey. know is paid

444
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V
locally. You can point.out ghat the SIGI figures are national and should

be moditW when more precise informationis available.

Students-Fail To Distinguish Between Jobs and. Occupations

Students may not. realize that the information in their printout a-
.

plies to occupations rather than jobs within an occupation. Dat,from job

to job may vary within an occupation. ,Although COMPARE does recogn z

systematic variations, such as regional differences, or differences between

jobs in industry, government, or'education,-etc., the occupational information.

in SIGI may not fit a particular job the student has in mind. You should help

students discriminate between occupations, which subsume a great, variety of,
to,

different jobs, and the jobs themselves. If the students are interested in_

a specific job, warnthem that ,the SIGI occupational information does not

necessarily apply.to every job in an occupation.

Counselig9or ohoice of jobs requires a modification of some o the._

SIGI techniques. For instance, other values may be of great importance.

.

Applying the SIGI paradigm to choice of jobs is discussed in chapter-X.

. Personal Concern

SIGI` of cour e makes no ateempt to deal with the emotional problems

that students may'have in their career choice.' Students May need help in

evaluating the psychological Implications of the printout. What does a

certain salary mean with respect to their needs? What are their chances

of completing all the steps to enter an occupation? Should a woman enter

an occupation which has very few women? A'printout may give rise to such

questions ,as these, stimulating the students to seek or accept a counselor's

help. Their concern may be"with the affective more the cognitive impact

of the data.
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' HELPING STUDENTS USE COMPARE

. .

If it seems advisable to help students by, signing on with them at a

terminal, use a DEED number. Set the status at 7 (initiate), in order to it

bypass the teaching displays.

The computer will insert a dumny'set of occuPatiOns in the "Reminder

List" for your DEMO number. Tell students to ignore the list and to se:-

lect from the table of SIGI occupations the three they wish to explore.

Also, tell students to ignore the value weights that the computer displays

as a reminder to ask queStions about values, since the weights are arbitrary

. too.

Students should be allowed to ask questions in any order they want.
. ,

.

Some may begin with hard information about salaries, entry requirementst

hours, work activities, and so on. Others may begin with the questions abodt

personal satisfactions.
11110,

importance of the values

Making any decisions.

Inany case, Hake sure that students recognize the %

aspects of occupations and ask about them before

A

1,-'Hoy many questions should students' ask about any set of occupations?
e

It isimpossible suggest ;*NVormula. Students should understand that
% .

their main purpose is to ;ether information abOutthe important aspects of
Y-

. .

the occupations in order tedecide whether they want to eliminate them froM

1 .

consideration (31. to explore them fuither. Sometimes the-answer-to a single
w4 It<

queStionLwill eliminate some contenders. The students should certainiYA

ask enough questions to_ lead to'rational decisions.

91,

%%-

Suggest that studentt get printouts of all answers, and that they keep,

notes of occupations that look acceptable and Unacceptable (STGI does not.

do this for them). They should go through SIGI with various sets of three.
,
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gccupations until they have giveil a fair shake to all.likely candidates'. '

TIAT can use their printouts off line to compare occupations that were not,

members of the same set for questioning.

I

F

F

c
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DEFINITION MD DESCRIPTION
(1) Definition of occupation?
(2) Description of work' activities?
(3) Level of skill ininteracting

with data, people, things?
(4) Where to get more information ?,

EDUCATION, TRAINING, OTHER REQUIREMENTS
*(5),-Early Entry: Education required?
(61 Specific occupational, training?
(7) Examples of college courses;.
(8) PersonarqualifiFations?
(9>," Offer,requiremenT

INCOME (National. figures) c,

.(1D)' Beginning salary?'

,(11) Average income? (Shows the mid-
point of4oalarids nationwide)

(12) Top salary pos-sibilities?

(13) How salarieS vary?

PERSONAL SATISFACTIONS
(14) Help others: Chances to help?.
(15) Leadership: Chances to lead?
(16) Interest Field: Which, field?
(17) Prestige-level?
(18) Special problems?,

CONDITIONS OF WORK
(19) Physical surtoundings?-
e20) Leisure:\1114rs, vacation?
(21) Independence on the job? .

(22) Variety?
1(23) Fringe benefits?

OPPORTUNITIESAND OUTLOOK
. (24) National employment outlook?

(25) Where are the jobs (U.S.)?
(28) Security in the occupation? '
(27) Advancement?
(28) How many women?

If you do not want to dsk an\ more-questions right now, press NEXT.
If you ant- to select another question, press its number and then NEXT.
If you make a mistake, press RUBOUT-and start over.

FIGURE 14

Questions that students camask. in COMPARE. Students seledt three occupations
for wch they are seeking information. Then they may "program" the computer
to answer up to five questions'beforeveturning to...this list or-selecting a new
set of occupationg. In this display,the student has already chosen the estion
marked with the.asterisk and is about to choose another.

<
o f
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a
Employment outlook?

.160 Mechanical Engineer
Favorable, even though there irtemporary unemployment due to cutbasj_s_c in. aero-
space and defense. Fewer mechanical engineers are being trained, and i stry
is expanding in new areas, such as atomic energy and environmental cont ol,
.creating a demand' that may be greater thanrhe supply within a fe4 years.

s
113 Broadcast technician

Slight increase in employmnt is expectedbut technical advanc's, such as
automatic switching and programming, will limit job opportunities.

A

138 Electronics Technician 4P7,

Good because of expansion of ,industry, increasing complexity of technology,
trend toward automation of industrial prgcesses, and growth of, hew areas of
work, such as atomic energy. -

For a copy of this information, press PRINT; otherwise press NEXT.

FIGURE 15

PrintOut_in respdnse to question 24 (figure 14).

11
0
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CHAPTER .VI I

PREDICTION

o

Your model of SIGI maynot have a Pfediction system. It takes at

least asemesCer and sometimes two or three to collect the data that

nto the regeessNn equations, and during that'eime SICI has nothing

to predict. Moreover, a college may-choose not -to undertake the con:-

siderable effort of implementing a Prediction system.

rn any case, when the Predictive dataare lacking; the computer

is programmed tobyRass,the Prediction system. Novices would go (

directly fum liPttiE to PLANNING, and the displayS in PLANNING and

STRA1EGY that refer to the Prediction system would be.replaced with
'

alternative displays advising students to seek help from a counselor

in assessing their academic prospects. The "menu" display for initiates

t (chapter IV, figure,13) is replaced by another in which' PREDICTION is

f,

not listed as an option. In effect, SICI runs as if the Prediction

system did not exist.

aien if 'your modeINxIf SIGI lacks a-Prediction system, it maybe"
worth your while to,read this chapter. Yop may have to take the place

40[0,

of the,missing sys em, and you should understand what it attempts to do

and how meshes with the other parts of SICI. Furthermore, the as-
.,

sessment of the probability of achieving afavorable outcome is.an im-

portant step in the decision - making. paradigm, and you should be able to

tell yourstudents how predictions contribute to making decisions

rationally.t
451
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.
local college requires' tests as part of its admission vrocedures,.the

VII2

WHAT.THE STUDENT DOES

Novices

a

Students are first,N.Arned against providing misleading information

about themselves. They then state the amount of time they expect to

set aside for homework, and.they provide their best recollection of their

rank in ,high school (whichfifth of their class) and their high school (ore
-

most recent calle ) performance in mathematicd anti English. They also state

whether ornot they think they need help with English. Next, if the

students enter their scores on whatever tests the college uses.

The students now select the local curriculum or program (e.g.,

Electronics, Five ScienCeFhysics) for which they want a prediCtion.

They are shown the name of a "key course" (a course essentiailto the

ciiriculum and more pr less representative of its subject matter) and

are tOid that it is typical of the wholef curriculum. They then rate

.

the xves on .four factors associated with success in 'the key course.

-1°' I

(The factors, are interest in the subject matter, Commitment to the
\

smbject'area, and tw -other factOrs, such as.manual dexterl.ty or writing

(ability, and so on that instructors deem important for success in the

$ y .. t

ourse..) Finally, students see how conTise grades were distributed among
. .

Cf..previbus"dtudents. On the basis of all this 1,nformation, the SIGI

c

students estimate their own grade in the course... -

4

o

4
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The computer calculates the probability that the students will

get a grade of A or B, C; or below C. The regression equation is

based on the best, combination of predictor variables collectedvin -

,

the previousinteraction. If test scoresare available, they may be

among the variables used. Otherwise, tfie probability calculations

will be, based on a set of variables that include'one a more of the

students.' self- estimates. The. probabilities are reported as "chances .

'

tin 100" of,getting the various .grades (figure 16).

ThAstudents' firt prediction is followed by alhort interaction

to make,the point that the chances of getting a C or better are the

sum of the chances of getting C and the chances 6f4getting Ator B.

,Students_are then allowed to select anoth6r program for predic-

tion, to see answers to any of five questions about prediction, or to

exit fromthe system. If they take the first option, interaction
, .

--s
proceeds as before except, of course, that data about high school per-

-

formance are not ollected again.

If the students ask a question, the(v choose from the list shown

in figure 17. All the answers are based on an analogy of wilt one can

predict ,about ehe future perfOrmancecf an archer from observation of

her past performance.

If novices elect to exit from PREDICTION, they go directly to

[

PLANNING-or'sfgn off and begin with PLANNING when they return.

Initiates

Initiates see the record of their past performance (high school

rank, mathematics and English grades, and estimate of pro,ficiency in

453..
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English) and either confirm or amend it. The rest of the interaction

is..aimost exactly like Shat of the novice, except that initiates re-

. turn to the "menu" display when they leave PREDICTION.

PRINTOUT THE STUDENT CAN GET

°, Every time a prediction is computed, students may gel a printout

of

showing what it was (figure 16). As many as ten predictions may ap-

pear on tht chart. Tf students ask for more than ten in a single ses-

sion, the prediction at thelop of the list will be erased to make

place for the newcomer.

THINGS FOR THE COUNSELOR TO LOOK FOR

PREDICTION was completely rewritten in light of what was, leltrned

in the pilot study of SIGI. We also asked future SIGI users about

their policies with regard to tests. We then provided for in rmed

.1fr-

self-estimates as an alternative to test scores for\tomuting regres-

sions, and we added she five questions that the students can ask

(figure 17):, We 'have no experience with either of-these innovations.

Therefore the following discussion is mostly conjecturefouhde4nn our

experience with the old Piediction system.

A.

, 1. The Student Does.Not Understand a Concept Discusses in'One-of the

-Five Questions

, Students may not understand SIGI's'answer to a question, or, under

.

pressure'of, time an fatigue, they may neglect to ask a-question that
)

\\7 454 t
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they ought to ask. When you disCuss the.subject of prediction,. students

-N,
'they betray their ignorance in mail)? ways. For exam

7"
complain

that'

may complain

that their predictions are too low. This complaint is really question

number 5 in other words: "SIGI and I disagree abouthe predictions.

Is SIGI right or am I right?" Or they may say something like, -

,

predicted that I would get a C," a statement that shows a lack of under-

standing in the area of question 3; "How can I predict what grade I will'

ti

get in a course?"

If it turns out'that these students di'd not ask the right questions

when they were in PREDICTION, strongly suggest to them that they return'

to the systefn.at their fiest opportuntty, and ask the questions. You

can invite the students, to return to you for
4
further discussion after

4

their interaction.

If thestudents have asked the questions but failed to understand

the answers, you may need.too over the concepts again. The following,

-

paragraphs summarize the objectives of each 9f the answers by SIGI.
44*

.Question 1: What does "clences in 100" Meat? SIGI avoids the.werd

probability, partly because it is a longlyord and partly because the
; ,-4-

'numerical expression of probabilities reauires the use of decimals less
*

...--
than unity, which may be hafd for Some Atudents to understand. Instead,

e
SIGli. expresses prObabilities as chances in 100. If, after seeing the

answer'to qUeS.tion number 1, stunts s still do not grasp the idea of
. . . .

..
..

probability, we'can only speculate as to,what has gone wrong. For some

.. ,:.
-

students vou may have to start explaining from scratch. Other students

, 41 may realize that 75 chances in 100are better than 25,
)

but may regard

,
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1

the probability statement in SIGI as the pronouncement of an infallible

seer with an especially clear crystal ball. For these stddents,you

tity have to explain whatISIGI does, pointing out the difference between

a probability statement a9 a true prediction. Students must under

Sand that SI does not tell them what'will happen--that is, the SIGI

."prediction",is not really a prediction. ,It only tells them what the

r )
_thances are that their grade will be such and such-J-that is,.it is a prob-

ability statement based on the actual experiences of students "like" them.

Question 2: What are my chances of passing this course? Students

r.

who have,seen,their-predictions may still wonder what the chances are

that th,y will pass the course being predicted.' Two possible misunder-
.

4 --

ptaddings may underlie this question-. First, the student may not know

what chancesl,in 100 means. In that case, their question is really ques-
,

H.on number one in different word4. On the other hand, students may

not realize what the worn passing means in'operational terms. In mo't

collegesa is a'"passinegrade, but students are seldom happy with it.

'You-may have to find out what the students' goals Are before You>can

help them decide What constitutes a "passing" grade in the sense that it

\ -

is.edequete for their*purpose. Generally, a B average is required for 4

entry into graduate school, and B in one's major may be necessary or at

least helpful in transferring. You can use your knowledgeof local con-

ditions, the policies of transfer institutions, and the requirements for

entry into the students. selected occupatioi to help themisee what grades

will be expected of them. (NOTE: If you decide that C is the "passing"

_grade; the chances of getting at least a e are the chances Of getting a

II I

f.
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C plus.the chances of getting A or B.' See figure 16.)

Question 3: How can I predict what grade get in this toutse?

Students who want to know-what grade they will gets hle failed to Under-,

stand the probabilistic nature of the expression chances in 100. Their

_question is really a variation of question number one, and you will have

to explain the difference between a true prediction (which SIGI cannot

give) and a probability statement. ,See.the discussion for question one.

so
7

Question-4: How can I tell whether my chances are good or bad?

Again,:students asking whether their chances are good or bad may not un-

derstand the probabilistic nature of the expression chances in 100. They

are really asking question number one. If, however, they know what

chances in 100 means, they are asking for help in interpreting -the SIGI

probility statement.
-

The judgment'as to whether a certain probability is "good" or 'b.ad"

is really a personal matter. In its answer to Question, 4, SIGI makes

two points. First, chalices that look. bad to one- person may look good to

another, depending on their personalities end-expectations. Second, in

assessing chances, one must consider the magnitude of the reward for a

fatrable outcome pr the penalty for an unfavorable one. ,For example;

you would say that the chancea,in Russian roulette are invariably:bad,

for ,the reward for -success is a trivial thrill, whereas the penalty for ,

failure is death. In discussing rewards and penalties in education, y$1p

can point out that failure to get a hoped-for outcome seldom constitutes

a total loss. A student may need'a Cand get a D,(which,.although in-.

adequate for his purposes,,still counts, toward graduation. Even a

failing grade probably carries with it some reward if' something was-
,

P
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learned. Therefore, even elow prediction may be perceived as "good"

if,the desired outcome makes, defiance of the odds wortli Ile and if

'° there are some compensations for failure.

Question 5: SIGI and I disagree about the predictions. Is SIGI

right or am I right? If the students disagree strongly with the SIGI

predictions, you einuld look at the students, closely to see if they

are markedly different in some ways from the common run of your students.
4,41W

In computing the regressions, the computer selects only twa or three

variables from the total of 19 (1'2 ifs no tests are included) that poten-

tially Could be used. These variables include age and sex,as well as

the information that students enter about themselves in PREDICTION:

Students who are not typical of the populationlipon which the regressions

are based' may get false predictions. Therefore if students challenge

the SICI,predictions, see if the students differ greatly in any ofoohese

ways from your average ,s-chool population: they have been out of-high

'school for a long time; they are graduates of a select secondary school
0

-,,where they ranked lower than they would have ranked in pudic high

.school; they have matured because bf work experience, parental repo

bility, or unusual experience; they come from a foreign culture. You

should advise atypical students to view-SiGI's predictions'with caution
4

and to compare-them with their. actuaLgrades as soon as possible to get

, Joe

a line on the predictionslaccuracy. You may also want to help these

students correct the information they entered about their high school
Ap

rank, English .grades, and math grades, as explained later.

110-:
. . .

'On the other hand, if 'students' complaints about.the SIGI Pi:Odic-

( ,,

4.
1

tions seem mainly emotional, you should explain the ba§is for the pre.-

$
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V
.

dictibns. (The way the predictions are computed is discussed in item

5 of this section of thisChapter.) Although the predictions may be

imperfect, they are still likely to be better than any other informa-
..

tion that students can get in advance of theiroactual grades.

Jr.
Students are seldom dissatisfied'if SIGI's predictions are bet-

than they expected. Dissatisfaction arises when the predictions

_su gest that the students do not have pally chances Of gettinlatea.they

Want. It is hard to consel such ,students without sounding discouraging,

if' not demoralizing. Som you'have to get across the idea that the

predictions should be taken
/
deriously, but that they should .not b& the

only factor that enters in/to a "career decision. You can suggest that
r

students adopt the riskhewar procedUres proposed in STRATEGY, or that

hey,risk:a semester of a course,for which the predictions are gloomy,

ox that-theY make contingency plans that. will allow them to salvage

- _ 4111..-

something-out of aprogrdm that to; gout badly. For example,' a would-

.

be :phys,4:cian,. architect, or` neer:can fall back to a paraprofessional

-occupation-wit dut-to

o

- that the professional cupation is not going to work out.
ate-

loss s-of investment when it becoMes appaeeq

2. Helping Students With Information'About Past Performance
Vt.

Students must enter certain information about th r high school ler

record: th_fifth in which,they were rat average English -

grade, th iif average math grade,-knd thin answer to the question, "I)o "'

' you think you need help with English" If their college requires tests,

such as the Comparative Guidance and Placement battery, they also enter

,

1.,4 their testscores.
.

t
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Students may have very inexact notisns of their previous pefOr-

mance or may have forgotten their test scores. If you suspect that

students have entered inaccurate information, re3ieW their high school

transcripts and test records so that they can make corrections in

SIGI. Data about past performance are Usually, good predictors of

:future performance, and so it is important that this class of informa-
..

tion be as accurate as possible.

If some students are obviously atypical--older, more mature, from

a different culture- -you may want to try adjusting their actual ecord
. . .

to make it more reflective of the students' true abilitie . should
0

2

not, however, makeany adjustments unless you have some objective basis

.for them. For' examplio if students have a recent grade in English that,.

.
contradicts their ancient high sciloa'grades, the more recent informa-

tion should be used. But d6 not change records by hunch or guesswork

-lest the entire basis-for prediction be destroyed. It is better to /

leave the records alone and to warn students against putting too much

weight on predictions than to try to intuit what their high school grades

would have been under ideal conditions. After all, their .predecessors,

On whose experiences the equations-are based, may have. included students

who were,atypical in the .same reape ct
4,

,

'Every time students go into the Predictionestem, they see the

information they previously entered about their past performance.

They are invited to correct it if it 'is wrong. Therefore you can tell

qua
A

i.ified stu enti,to go to PREDICTION at their firgt opport unity gnd

make tlp.tit ssary corrections. While they are th ere, they should also

41.
ask for new predictions fo any programs that might figure in their'

career decisions, since the new information might, result in predictions

,
that are different from the old ones.

4,60
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3. Students' Actual Grades Differ from the Grade with. the Highest
Probability

Some students may say that the SIGI predictions are wrong or

unreli.able because the actual grade they received in a course was not

the most probable grade according to a SIGI prediction. For example,.

A they may have received a.B, an outcome with only 10 chances in 100

instead of a C, an outcome with 70 chances in 100. Such students

4
clearly, do not understand the probabilistic nature of the prediction.

You wi..1l have to go back to the beginning with them and explain what

chances in 100 means. You can point out that their B grade signifies

*k only that a less likely outcome occurred instead of the most - ,likely

one. But inv outcome could have occurred. SIGI would have been

f
L/proveei*P.rong only if the less probable outcome had occurred for large

numbers of students.

4. Students Perceiie Their Predictions as Threatening

Predictions, like grades, may be perceived as threatening. If

s'

students appear anxious because of them, you can help them put pre-

% dictions in. the proper context. The probability statements represent

reality, They reflect the actual distribution of grades oblined by-

preirious students whose abilities or ratings were similar to,,those of

the person seeking the prediction.

Unlike grades, they do not stall pie ag a final stern') of ap-

proval or disapproval. Rather, they be .used inconjunction with

other information. The places of use in SIGI are the Planning system,

where students ara\told to consult.PREbICTION to help them decide
rt.

whether or not a curriculum lies within the range of their abilities;*

461
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and the Strategy system, where students re told to .refer to PREDICTION

when they assess their chances of successfully entering an occupation.
4

Seen this pay, as just One piece of information among the various pieces

that go into decision- making, thespredictionskeed not be so threaten-
.-

ing. They give realistic information about "the odds." Studentsmust

.

decide for themselves whether "the odds" look good or-b4d'.
'

5. Student's Wonder How Their Self-Estimates Are Used

Students estimate the grade they will get in the course being pre-

dicted. The actual prediction computed by SIGI may show that they are

more likely to get some other grade: Students may wonder what the

. -.

point was of- asking for their estimate, and may not know whether or how the
.

.estimate was used in computing their'predictioriS.

To handle.these concerns you need to know how the SIGI predictions

are computed. How does' SIGI use the information that student's impart

about themselves?

Figures 18 and 19 show what this information is. Notice that it

is of two kinds, the fixed information (figure 18) that is independent

of the course being predicted, and the variable informatiog, that stu-

dents 4.nPut for each course (figure 19): The latter consists of in-

formed self-estitates--the students are given information abbutihe con-

-

tent of the course and then rate themselves with reepect to that content.

,

J e /

They. repeat this procesg with three other factors that are deemectrelevant

to success in the c urse- Finally, using all the informitia4 pgreviously,

made available to th m, they - estimate their grade in the course.
t
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44,'
Students previously enrolled in the course went thr/;,ugh this same

process long SIGI students ever ot to the terminal. But

the previous students differ from the SIGI sers in that their grades

in the course became kndWnat the end the term. Therefore it was

possible to analyze thlir data to identify the variables shown in figures

18 and 19 that correlate (singly or in combination) with the actual
.4.

grades. The best combination 'of two or' three variables goes intoothe

regression equation used by SIGI for that key course. If test scos
. ,

are available, at least one of she variables must be a test score; if

they are not available, one of the variables must be the student's esti-:

mated grade. All of the variables not used in the regression equation

are ignored. No regression'equation will be used unless it_yields re-

sultsthat are statistically significant at least at the .05 level--

that is, there are no more than 5 chances in 100 that the correlation\

between the predictor variables and the actual grade occurred by chance. -

1

Therefore the answer to the students' concernis this: Their eNi- 1

.

0.
.:

mated grade is used exactly like any other predictor variable. If the
,

s''s.-----

. experience of previous students showsthat;the estimate corre

7
tes well

with the actual grade, it will carry considerable, weight in the regres-

sion equation. If it does not correlate so well,it will carry (less

OD

weight, and it may-notbp used at all if test scofes are available. In

airy- case, there is no guarantee that SIGI will 'eport that the most pro-
.

'bable grade is the one estimated by the_student; other .6,r.iables figure

12,, SIGf s predictions, too.
7
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6. Students Do Not Know Which Program to Select for an Occupation
They Have in Mind k

The'display showing the programs that can hp predicted does notr ,

. , %.

indicate how these programs may be related to occupations. Therefore-
,

O

a student who wanted to be, say, a ,broadcast technician might not know

whether to ask about electronics technology or some curriculum con-

withwith broadcasting.
o

You can tell these students.to go to PLANNING and (elect the oc-

cupation they are interested in, broadcast technician. During their

interaction in PLANNING, they will get a list of the local programs
4

that will prepare.them for their occupation. They can then return to

PREDICTION with the r list.

USE OF THE PR OUT IN COUNSELING STUDENTS.

4

'The printout of the students' actual predictians,(figure 16).is

k
the best possible avenue for cOmmunication between you and them. Withi- .

.f

out it, any discussion of prediction is liable to he general and uit-
0 - --

satisfacto(try, lapsing *eventually into talk about the unfaiknanf.
.

.

tests and grades.4 Strongly urge students to bring their printouts
...

-

with.,them for any di cussion oeprediction.

21

:=1t

Selecting the Printout for Discussion

If.-students got'several printouts in a single session; use the one
.

that lists ehe most k4dictio4s. Every time a prediction is made, it

is addetto the end 'of the list. If the Students get -a printout: of

464
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4

their third prediction, it will include the first and secondpredictions,
,

and the printouts of those two' will be redundant.

'there is room for only ten pi.edictiong, however. If more than ten

are so ught, the Idtest prediction "bumps" the one at the top of the list,

.the remaining niaepredictiqns are paged upward, and the new prediction

is added at the bottom: Therefore, if students have seVeral displays

with ten predictions, out them in order in accordance with the wav pre-

,

dictions moved.up from printout to printout.' The first predictiong ob-
.

a

tamed in a session are.likely to be- the onesof primary interest, and

,,
ycu must be careful to find the printouts that include them.

a

If students brkng

S

printoUts made in two different sessions at the
,

terminal (that-is, the students got a printout; signed off, later signed
..

ma again, returned to PREDICTION, and got another printout), v.uiwil,l; '/,----
,

,. .

nave to examine notn printouts. The students' predictions a4le.destroyed
'

-..
.

. ,

hlf p. from thei
I ,

. at sign of, and consequently the printout rom later session will
,

%

not carry forward any predictions mane in a previous session. ..

Checking the Students' Understanding of Prediction

'The printout is mist heltful in checking the:students' ntiderstand-'
. %

ing of the conGepes discusad in the previous section of this.chapter,

"Things for the Counselor to Look For." The points brought up there will.

usually come up naturally as the students talk about their predictions.

. 4

Use in Conjunction with the Planning System '.

...., ..

.

In the Planning system, students are asked the 'direct ves.tion,1"Do/
* .

you think you have sufficient,ability to prepare for such and such occur

'4465;
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e

pation?" .They are then invited to use PREDICTION to confirm that esti-
.

-

mate and are given, the name of the program or programs to ask about.

The printout with this information is reproduced in figure 21, Chapter , .

If students entered PREDICTION as a follow-up,of PLANNING, see

Chapter ,VIII -- PLANNING, pages You will want to make sure,

of course, that they understand their predictions, but they are really

seeking help with their plans.

ti
L.

Use in Conjunction with the Strategy System

41
In the Strategy system, stuirts are asked to estimate the probe-

?
bility that they could succeed i0entering..sAch of three occuparions.

,Once-again.they are,invited to use PREDICTIONto confirm their estimates,

and they,are urged to return, to PLANNING in order to get the. name of the

program to ask, about with respect to each occupation. If they have gone

through 'this tedious process, they will have three priptouts like the

one referted to above.

.Studentt may btieluCtant to go froM STRATEGY to PLANNING to PRE- '

1 * ) -
DICTION for a single piece of information. If it turns out that the

.students did inter PREDICTION as a follOw-4 of STRATEGY,' see chapter IX;'

L n^pages 1,3( -7IX-ihu. Along the way, mak6%sure that your students understand the

-concepts landerlying their predi.ptions, but they are really seeking help

in estimating the probabilities of c ompleting complicated sequence of

steps. .

ti

,

0
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,P
Heterogeneous Collection of Predictions

F

The students' prihtouts may show what ike a wild 'assor
p

' of predictioAt, yome from the arts, some from the.sciences, some

the technological.areas. They are so disparatethat your have no s n

that the students are groping toWarcr,some
;'

The students' behaVior is not pecessarily,unsuitable,,however.

One of the advantages, of having access. to a priyaee session with SIGI'

is that 'you can fool

penalty. 4s'lon50es

rational process and

around and look at remote posSibilities without,

she students% ultimate decision i"ased on a

adequate informatiOn, we suggedi' that they be al-
'

'lowed the-greatest possible latitude on SIC-I. The extravagant use of
, .

- .

_SIGI becomes undesirable only if students are blindly pushing keys with

idea at all what they are doing,

.HELPING STUDENTS USE PREDIeflIbN

The ineerattion in PREDICTION ,is almost entirely linear anal/straight-

forward. The sysPtem_does'not have the subtleties of LOCATE', nor ,is- it so

closely related to the systems that-precede it in the novice seqaence..

'Se far as we kliow, the only problems, students will have with are the'

cence tuall ones discussed in the previous section. Therefore sitting ,

',,

with scidents at the terminal probably cannot add muchipo what youcan
.

. -

acdomplish by talking with theMoin your Office.

467
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Nevertheless, if you do want to go on the system with a Audeht,

Use a DEMO number. Set the status at 4 so that you will enter PRE-
,

DICTION.as a novice. If your college requires tests, take the student's

scores with you.

make predictions

differ slightly
.

have sufficient

with 'grades . )

(If you do not enter test scores,,SIGI will still,

. They will be based ,on the self-estimates, and may

from predictions based on test wres. We do not yet

data to know which predictions are better correlated P

Algo, enter the most accurate information you can with

regard to high school rank, English, and math grades--the fixed informs-
..

tton4.1ustrated in figure 18. If these data are different from what

the student entered himself under his own number, make a record of the
0

correct information and tell the student to golto PREDICTION with his

a
. own number at his first opportunity-q correct his record!

.

Thg estimates that students-make with respect to each course (in-

terest in subject, commitment, etc.--the variable'information illustrated

in f3 ure 19) are not retained between sessions., Therefore any

On students may have entered about these variables will be wiped

out whin thew sign off. At the' present time there is no way to rice cor-

rections in theentries of test scores. If the students haVe entered'

erroneous, scores, the only way to correct them wil be.to start SIGr from

'
the beginning kith anew student number.

.

ti

SUBSTITUTING POR THE PREDICTION SYSTEM,.
1N

If your version of SIGI'does not have a Prediction lystem,

4

native dtgOlaYs advise students to sea their counselors for in those /

41. '

-- situations usually- tretted by the PrediEtion system. In effect, yol,l,will'4.
A

i q ''

havecLo subStiEute'for_the system.
' 4

, 4.68,
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.

Unless your College has done reseak studies.of the sort that
4 0

leads tolthe regression equations stared itthe computer for calculating
C

SIGI predictions, you cannot giv precise "chances in 10Q" statements

abOut your students' pkos'pects in a key course or a curriculum. Never-
,'

theless,'the information you have about your counselees, combined with

ypur knowledgetOf*local curricula and how easy or tough they are, can

be of inestimable°hrdp to your students.

In SIGI, predictions are most valuable when they are 1.:ed 4n con-
ti

junction with the Planning. and Strategy systems. In the Planning system

students need.some idea of what, the odds are.if they embark on a givent

program. EVen though you cannot state the olds in mathematical tennis,

you can say something useful about the difficulties of the program and

the characterispics of the 'students who succeed, in --it.

o
. , '. .

The second decision point where you. can render assistance is in'

,
, ,

STRATEGY. In that system students muse state what they think the odds

.40 .

. .

are that they will succeed in.entering a given occupation. This is.ob-
. ,

viously a much more diftcultAstimate to make; many different steps are .

4

involved,, each with its own odds.

.10

' tr
. .. . .

Although making a,reasonable estimate may' seem an impossible task,
.

'44 ' % 1, ,
.

(

0-

remember that 'the Purpose of IhpLestimate.iS not tb,arrive at an exact
4 , ....

t
r

, ..' .

f. mathematical statement of probability. ,The purpose -Is to impose spme
J. 1

.. s it of "reality rector' on tne choice of occupation. One an seldom

Make.choieds on the basis of attractiveness alone. Some'occupLons
. .

are,much har der tcY.get into than others, andthe degree of difficulty
,

4 6.9
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has to be taken into accbuiit. Yourgener41 experienCe, together with your

inside knowledge of the academic obstacles in the path to entry, make

you much better qualified thah most students to judge the realties*of

their options. Thereforeevenyour guesses may counterbalance thei'i un-

bridled optimism or bleak pessimism about their Chances.

Chapter IX, pages Ili17-l;:7-1offer suggestion§ for making

estimates.

t
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Program: Key course
Engineering Science:' Math 111 Math'Analysis I
computer Operations: CO 103 Computer Ops.. I'

Civil Engr. Tech. :,-MA 105 Algebra & Trig.
Radiologic Tech.: AT 100 .Radiologie Tech. I

Chances,in 100 for a
A to B

5 90

ACTUAL, GLADE:
60 30
50 40 ;

c

For a copy .of the prediction(s), press PRINT. :Otherwise, press NETT.
101

a

Predittton-repont. New prediction
....

been comput . 1,tthe'student..as
_Iist 17s l'pag' " Up.'to makt.room fo

--,- --._
- -thei:Jlaye,airea4ylaken the course
.,--- _

-,-- --enter-their-actual grade insteaa o
,,..- ......

between sessions:

FI,OURE 16 I
are added to the end ofthe list until ten have
for more than ten, the fist is erased and the
the nec4cOmer. Enrolled students are asked if `

to be predicted. If the answer is yes, the students,
getting,e prediction. Predictions are, not stored

grade of:
Below.0

5

B

10
10

'7

412.

C.*



,

61.

Press the number (1 -5)' of the question you wan sk.

4:- (1) What dote "Chalfces in 100" Mean?
(2)` What are my 'ehance paSsing.this, course?

(3)-How-can predict t grade I will get in thiscbure 7-

(4) How can I4tell whet et my chance4,.artgdod or bad? -
(5) SIGI anil I disagree about the predictions: Is SIGI right,qr,amo; right?

.,.-

FIGURE 171
-

- -----, - _

---_____----

List of questions -the student may aikabeilt the predictibn procesr!s. After a,

new predic,tion.Aas teen displayed, studeritare gi%en theOptioliief reques 2

ing another Ptedictien, asking,a_queetiohl or-exiting ftom the iediaion

system. The students' predictions idtain op:-Ifie-fe'creen ditring he int6k-
t -m --_..

action that(develope .Ell answers. _ . -- ....-, r:-_-- .' _.
._.

....) , -
_

f's

-

4-.73
)

C
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.41

,4*

1. Age,
2. Sex
3.' High school Tank

4.. High school English

(
.

o

VII -23

6

5. High schgol math grades
6. English proficiency
7. Hours homework per -week
8714. Test scores

FIGURE 18

Poettial predictor variables, that are, the same for all

courses' for which ,grades c91 be predicted. If' a college,

does not use tests, variab1esr/-$-14- 'would not be used. If

a college does require tests up to Seven'different test

scores may her.entered end ,at ,least one would die a factor

in each regression equation.
.?

rj

1. Interest in subject
commitleant to subject area.

%VII'

4. Fourth factor
5. Estimated grade

FIGURE 19

Potential Predictor variables-that differ from course to course. For

factors 1-4, sOdents rate themselves. Factors 3 and 4 are selected %.

by instructors in the course, and may concern such ikotters as reading

ability, writing ability, regular attendance, manual dexterity, and

forth, depending on the content ,of the course. Factor 5 is the

students' estimate of their grade.

I
')
f

f
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CHAPTER VIII

.d

PLANNING

An important class'of information-that ''bes into a decision,is the

plans for implementing it. This information is useful both before and
.. -. .

.
. .. - . .

after the 'decision is taken. .It is wise to know what will be required
.., $ .

. 1 .1

in the wav of tittle, energy, and expendittre for each ofIthe oRtions under
:,../

,,

0 ., . .
consideration before ydu make upyour mind about any one of.them. And

after you have decidpd, you need some sort of plan, a road map,

o
41

the route to your goal.

charting

C

This is the class of information provided by the Planning system.
.. .

Like COMPARE, the Planning system offers occupational. information. But ---

unlike COMPARE, the information is not concerned with thenatue of ther- ,
occupation itself but,with the.rquirementslo preparing for it, begin-.

Ming with graduation frc0 highschool. '

The amount

computer will

your college
0 17

the programs

Occupation,

WHAT THE STUDENT DOe$:

of local ieforrivation
,.

I

that your -q5,14$4e has put

in thell*nning system. If

/
;)

into the

affect what the student does

has riot yet. entered

$Pc.

of study and transfer

all the necessami4formation,about

institutions it rAcommehds for each

eaiii&er than If that in-

.

to Make up what the corn-
y

,

,the Prediction .sypten will not:anrear

the interaction will termihate much

formation exists, and the counselo'i will have

puter lacks. Also, references to

'

4,4
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if your,college.does not have that system, Againp(te cOunseldkmay

have t9 supply the missing element.

f

'Thereforel, as you read the, following descriptiop of what the stu-

.denE does in PLANNING, skip any if-clauses that do not appiysto your

college.

Novices

I I

: \

9

)P'

Student's see the "Reminder List" of occupatdods that hhe some to
, 1,

their attention in systems previously encountered--Ihat is. ,the occupa-

tions thaE were retrieved in LOCATE or selected for quesy'in COMPAyE. The

it.

students select'an occupation for PLANNNG, from the list ndt. They

t-hen Nee tte amount bf education beyond high schbolthev would have to ,-

.
,,'

7

take in order to prepare fdr' their occupation are asked if :they are
-,

e.
. . , .

.

willing to make this investment. If they say no,-,paviceNet display
. ..

that tells them to.continue through PLANNING with their selected accupa-
, -.....-

1.

tion in order to learn how the system works, and they coriue.just as
...

.k

if they had said yes. They are.next.'askedfif they, Mink they can cope

.----

with the courses they would Nye to take:in preparing for the occupation,

and theypee thenames of representative courses. Regardless of their

.

response,they go on Eo a display tel4ng them ,how to confirm the r esti-

mate. If yode college has a Prediction system, they ale tol4pthat SIGI

will tell, them'what curfrculum to enroll in at ,their college, and that
' C'

they should use PREDICTION to-get a line.on how well they are likely to

do in it. If your college has ho Prediction system, they are told' to seek

'a counselor's advice if they are uncertain about their ability:

Vft
r

, ,

-

,e"
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o

,A

The students may now elect to see tw eaisplays pointing out the

rewards and risks df enrolling in a curriculum that may prove goo
)

tough'as opposed to trying ahother occupation easier eb_prepare for.

-Since noviesas are denied the opportunity tp switch tb'a diffeienboc., 1-
..

it

cupation until ihey have been the entire Planning system.at l ast once,
4

the then must go on to au,overview display expkaining all the steps

t-.
would have to.takesto enter their occupation.

If your'college has not yet ompleted its Planning system, the I.

A °I '

0

interaction ends wjth a few displays te'ling
t '

counselor for help in selecting the best curr

.

and for enrolling...in it; if that is what'they

the Students to see a
.0

iculum Yor their occupati,on--
..

wan t to do.

. ,

'If your college has a complete Planding sy4em, the interaction

continues with a series ot, displays which differ from college to college

depending on what curricula they recommend as preparation for various

occupatjons.' The first display names the local curridulum the students

- ,

shbuld enroll in as the first step,toward their occupation. If more

than one currichluip is suitable, all~the optioris are'named, and students'

choose the one they are interested in. They then see the prerequisites

(required or recommended} for entry into that curriculum. Next theysee

the actual course listings for a ocal junior college program reoommended
ilk

,

by their college. If the' preparation requires transfer to another in-
. .

stivtion, they 'see a list of ;colleges
A
ititftir area where they can com-

plete the preparation. Also, ztudonts who are already aftending col. ege
6

'At
or have previously done so see a display suggesting'haw theyscan recon-

cile the recommeted program with. courses they have already received

credit for. .

#



e.

At this point slents,are asked if they are still interested in

pursuing .the prograM they hatigeil..- If not, they may exit from PLAN---.
4

NINE, select a different occupation' and see plans for"it, or (if more

than one curriwAum prepares for their occupation) see an alternative

program for their selecked'o_ccupation. If they'are interested in pur-
4

:suing the, program, they are first asked whether ,they have completed

-_the prerequisites and are advised to see-a counselor if they are. hOt

,
4

p.

sure: They may also f ee a sequence of displays showing Lire sources of

.

finaricial aid`: for education:,that are available: Filially.; they are told'

"what to do and whom to §ee,about enrolling. Studetnts may exit,

...osonr

lan for a, different occupation, or see alterndtive plans (if any) for
,0-

thei; present occupation In any furtfier interacttOn in PIMMING, the,

novice is. treated as :an initiate. ,

Initiates

. e

1 .

Initiates follow the same path as novices, with the folloN,ineex-
*

(i, ., --
ceptions:, "(l) Instead of having to select in oc' patiDny- the iiatiate 4.,,P,.

°
. .

may choose General Studies, which:ls defined aa . program for students
0

who are not considering a specific occupation., Initiates?Are not°,.

4
.

f e , 4.," : / 4

forced to go ,through all the steps of the Planning;System as a learning
*

,s, . ,

, It . , ..,, . i .

experience. They may abandon an occupation without, seeing plans for it
,

.. ,
,.

if they decide that the preparation takes too long or 1.f the coursework '

looks too difficult.

4

478
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PRINT UTS THE STUDENT MAY GET
k

Students may get a pr ntout of the.overview display showing .the

steps they should take to ter their occupation%(figure 20). This..
-

display exists/4dependentl of whether or not yourc011ege has en-
.

teieli its.owylanning sysbe . Taking a printout is optional, and all
, .

tstuddnts may get it who have of rejected the occupation they first

s electtd.

If your college has.a complete local Planning system, studentS

must get printouts of all the folloW\ nidisplays except number 7:

1. The nave of the local curriculum or curricula that your

college recommends as the first step in .reparation for entry.4to

the selectedoccupatiOn (figure 21). (N TE: This' display appears

only if your SIGIhas a,Prediction system ). The purpos.e of the dis-

play is to tell students how to use the Pr diction syatem.to find out

if they were On the mar*. in estimating the r ability to handle the

r
co urseliOrk. The wording of the display var es depetding on Whether

more than one curriculum.is'recommended and whether preparation involves

graduate training. 0

NOSE: This display and the occupation .1 overview.(figure 20) are

both used,in STRATEGY.as well as PLANNING. If'students show .You these

displays-fordiscussion, find out which sy tem they want to talk about.

. 2. Prerequisites for admission into he recommended -curricuium

(figure 22).

479-
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3. The,program course listings for-that.curriculum as recom-

mended for their occupation (figure 23).

4. Recommended transfer ihstitutions, if their occ ation re-

quires transfer (figure 24).

t

5. If your college.d6e6 not offer an appropriate curriculum

for the.occupation, a list of nearby institutions that do offer one

(tigure 25).
p,

6. For students already attending college or previ4sly enrolled,

4,

.
the display telling them how to.reconcile old and new programs (figure

26).-

7. Any or all of the five displays showing the aources of finan-

ciaf ard (no figure).
-

(

\"\THINGS FOR__THE COUNSELOR To LOOK FOR

It

The Planning system really serves a double function. First, it

pr vides information which', like the information- from COMPARE and PRE- .

DICTION, serves as a basis foi decision., Secoid, once the decision has

been made, PLANNING provides a blueprint for implementing tit. Your role

will be different with respect to these two functions.

4.

480)
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PLANNING' As a Source of Information

W1{at am I committing myself to if I make thiS;decisiv?. The answer

to such a question is a legitimate piece of information contributing to

the u1timate_dviaion. There is no sense in deciding to do something that
.1

s impossible (;ikiunacceptably difficult, The-Planning system provides
.

the necessary ilAormation.

Upon completing the Planning system, students will have three classes

of information which are inputs into the informational pot. The first is

NN the occupational information.they got in.COMPARE--the "hard" information

about the phySical dibensiods of occupations, and the softer information

about the values dimensions., Second, in PREDICTION they got information ,

about the likelihood of their making it 'through ihd pre minary course-

work that prepares them for the occupations. Now in PLANNING they'get in-

formatiop about the activitiles they will have to undertake in order, to get

into the occupations Their next step is to integrate these three classes

of information into..a de'cision. The=Strategy system provides a basis for

this 1).nsd of integration.

PLANNING As a Blueprint

0
to,

Once students;have decidedon a career, the PLANNING information ceases

A4 3 A'

to be input for trip decision and becomes instead the blueprint for imple-

menting the decision. ft tells them what steps to t ke to'enterthe occu-

pation, beginning pith their enroillent as freshmen n Junior college..

7

(1,
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Role of the Counselor'With Respect to PLANNING

Your role as a counselor naturallPvaries depending on whether the

students are using the'Planning system as input for their ,career de-

cision r as the blueprint for their career plans. If the latter, your

role involves working out a schedule that will mesh the students' pres-

ent status with the ideal program represented by, the program of study

display (figure 023). You have to get them qualified with regard to
.

prerequisites and_ourses they have already taken, get t,hem pointed

toward a transfer institution if that is part of the preparation, help

'them with financial aid, make sure they understand the obstacles down

the road (licensing exams, graduate study, applications for transfer,

and so on), and get them registered.

If your studentehaye not Made-a career decision,.the PLANNING in-

formation is just additional input for the deci,sion itself. Now your

function is to help students integrate the inA7mation about plans with

the mass of information they have got in other ustem$4; Particularly

4r1. '1/417;

COMPARE.

Role,of STRATEGY. If studentfllave not been'through STRATEGY, you

,

should defer any decision until they have Completed that system. STRATEGY

sets forth a method for-integrating several kinds of i forMon and for-

arriving at a decision ba e on the rewards and s i.volved if itis

made.

If students have been through STRATEGY still wish to discuss the

information they got in PLANNING, you should help them evaluate it in re-1 '

lation to the occupational information they got lh COMPARE and the pre-

10/11(
ictive information they got in PREDICTION.

482
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Completeness of Information. The first thing you should now look'

for is complete information about the occupations.under consideration.
,.."

The decision should not be based on information from only one source.

If students appear to be basing their decision on what they learned in

PLAANING without regard to information from COMPARE and PREDICTION, you

should urge them to return to those' systems and get a complete dossier

.on the occupations. (You should take comparable action if they appear

to be basing their decision only on what ,they learned in COMPARE'br'

only on what they learned in PREDICTION.) ,Information from a single

system might well be sufficient reason for rejecting an occupation out

of hand?, but it is only necessary (rather than sufficient) information
I

Lor accepting one. For example, students would be justified in rejecttJ

they should not accept it simply because they are goOd at chemistry and

biology and think they can make it through graduate §Ichool.

a

The-efore your first_ role in helping students integrate, all the

informational inputs that go, into their deLision is to see that students

have the information they need and that they are not putting too much

weight on one class Of information (Say a favorable prediction or feas-

ible 0.ans for entry) at the expense of the others. It is especially

,
important for students to consider the value dimensions of the occupa-

,

1.4

tional:candidates, and you toy have to send them back to COMPARE to' ask

e values questions.

483-
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USE,OF THE PRINTOUTS IN COUNSELING STUDENTS

Occupational Overview (Figure 20)

This display appears in STRATEGY as well as PLANNING. You should ,o%

therefore ask students who wish to distuss it whether of not they have

gone through !t.TRATEGY. If they have not, suggest that they do so be-

fore discussing 'the overview. Some of their questions or misgivings_

may be .answered in that system:. Also, if students have overview dis-

plays for several occupations and are wondering which to choose, sug-
.

gest that they go through STRATEGY before making a commitment. They

can always return ,to PLANNING later.

If the students are interested in the overview in connection with

only one occupation, you can point out that the display encourages them

to look at the whole process of entering the occupation, not just the

first step of.enrolling at your college. The overview is a'kind of road

map showing the ropte to their occupational destination. They 'Should be,

aware that in selecting an occuRation, they are committing themselves'to

a certain sequence of steps, and, at they should be thinking about the
4

More distant' step as well as the beginning ones. For example,-if they

will have to pass some kind of certifitation ixamination or get accepted

$ into graduate school, they need to tear'in mind that their success in

completing thoSe steps depends to some extent on their success'in the

preliminary coursework:

, -...
, t

. If many steps are inVolved, students may become discouraged at the
. .

/
.

. .
-p

... A*
prospect. They sometimes rebel'at the "irrelevance" of distribution re-

, N.

.."

.0
4 84 r
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4

quirements an& cburses remote from' tneir occupational interests. You

can use the overview printout"to put the courses in perspective. If

prepathtion for the occupation is seen in its dntirety, the courses
.

.)

fall into place, ''completing them makes the sueceeding steps possible.,

'Incomplete Planning system. If your model of SIGI does not have

a complete Planning system, you may, hake to use.the occupational over-
.

view as the basis for suggesting the best ti; enroll in. In

effect; you'will have to take on the burden of the portion of the Plan-

41ing'system that does-not yet exist at your college. Follow your stan-

4 dard academia/advisement procedures, using the occupational information

r
fi

contained in the overview to help you select the best program, for the
4

students' career goals.

List ofiSuitahle Curricula (Figure 21)

J

(The curricula disidfaY is not shown if your,version of SIGI does

not have a Prediction system or if it lacks local information for the

.Planning system.) As part of the LANNING interaction, sbudents are

asked if they have ability to cope with the educattbnal requirements
° .

for the occupation they selected, and they see a sample of the names of

typical courses in a preparatory curriculum. Regardless of their esti-

,

mate, they are tol that theyvill get a list.-&-f- the local curricula-

.

that provide suitable preparation. They can then take the list to the
°

-4014

Tradicition system an& ask about a listed curr-iculum to see whether

r .

their estimate was realistic or not. This display completes the prom ge.

r )'. .1 \ Ft,

.- .

If their chances of getting C or better (B or better if they will havet
a ...

to take graduate training) look satisfactory,
,

they would presumably
, .

"S

485
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gain confidence that theirNtelecti,on of 'occupation ison the right track.

ti-

If students show you this-display, the firstthiiig to do is find

out if they actually did use the Predit.tion system tb check,their estin
,

mi.te**of their ability.

You should be prep.ared for some problems. First,, a prediction;may

not be available forkhe curriculum the student wants of must take. The

course beingpredicte& may be newor a college may take 'several years to

accumulate enough data to make a valid pi'.edictiOn possible. In that

case, you will have to use your experience as a counselof to give stu-
.

dents some realistic notion of whether or not they Would be getting in

over their heads.

Second, novices may not know how.to go to the Prediction system.

0

If they .come to you befoi.e theyhave entered STRATEGY, they will know

only that they have to 'start in STRATEGY, not PREDICTION, /at their next

sign on, Tell them they may, go to any system in any order as soon as

they have finished STRATEGY. '

Third, some\tudents may,be_tjuctant.to go to the Prediction system

for various reasons If they encountered it only as novices, you can

tell them that it is much easier for an initiate to use the system,than,

it is for a novice. Initiates can bypass the explanatory sequences and

take a direct path to the,predictions they are seeking.
4

Students sh.ould be.strongly encouraged to use the Prediction system

tp evaluate the estimates they have made in titer systems (PLANNING and

11,

:STRATEGY). They need to realize that all available information should

go into-a decision as important as choosing an occupation. MoreoVe$,

/ 486 t
e.
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1 sic'', moving from systemto system with some idea of what they are doing.

_ VIII-13

.

they should understghd that, ao SIk system iA.completery self-sufficient. 4

Each handles a different 'class of information, but' a4 contribute'to

the'decision. It
7
may give students a feeling of confidence to control

NOTE: The list of curricula display is also used in STRATEGY, again

with the advice to go to PREDICTION to evaluate an estimate In STRATEGY,

howevgr,' the estimate is not merely the probability of coping with an )

educational program, but the ,probability of successfully completing all

the steps for entry into the cNupaiion. See chapter ...rk,STRATEGY.

,

. Prerequisites fof-Ai.ssion Into a Curritulum (Figure 22)

4.
(This display will 'not appear if yoUr version of SIra lacks fbcal

-

information for the Planning system. Also, the wording of tice display

may vary froM that in the figure, depending on the policies at your col-
_

. _

ige. The wording in the figure is for acollege,where prerequisite are

mandatory. If they are merely advisoTy at your;college,..themording will

say so., The disnlay is prepared byyour own ollege and goekkwith the

program of study display that follows it.
ti

Thee prerequisites display has two fun bons. First, at colleges .

os

where prerequisites are.mihdatory, the di nlay helps keep students out of

curricula for which they are not qualifir,d. Second, it helps student .

make judgments about undertaking Vprog
/

am, with the,secondary'effect Qf

sometimes startingthem toward anotper occupation.

The students may want to discus with you their status-with respect

to the prerequisites. Much of mhatlyou say will dellnd on the policies

Ile

°

4 8l7
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of your:college and the ability of, the students. This whole matter is

purely a counselor function and is beyond the scope of Sad. SIGI s

makes no Attempt.to diagnose deficiencies or recommena remedial courses.

Program of Study (Eigure 23)

(This display will not appear if your_versiOn of SWI'lacks'local
1 . - ,

information for the'..Planning system.)
.

.

.

The prokram of(ttudy disnlay was prepared by your own'college.

%
I ,

Since different colleges. format the displays in different ways, and

since theyuse diffe 'rent names and numbering szstems for their curricula,

the dtsplaysc"..your students get may not look exactly like the reproduction,

in figure 23. Whatever the format, you should be able to count on the ac-..
V

curacy of the display's content: The program represents the informed

ment of experienced counselors as to the beef preparation at your college

for entry into the occupation. Therefore you should not have to worry
.

a.
about whether or notjhe courses are right for the student's.occupational

goal or whether the program will ransfer, if.transfer is necessary. Pre-

these matters 'were disposed of when the program display was pre-

*)!Ilared.

/.

Discussing programs for different qccupations. ome stude te go

through PLANNING several times'. ,They consequently ma come to you with

preigraMs for severs" different occupations` that t-hey'w nt to discuss:-
.

1_10,-,
You-should direct tueIsLudents' attention to choice of occupation

rather than to choice of program. The prograe,is: only a mean5 to an

end; once the end has been cho4n, it largely determines the selection
.

.

) -,
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of progiam. The students' task is to Combine the information coh-
. 4

tainekcl in the program display with the Lnformativn obtained from COMPARE

and PREDICTION id order tO reach,a career decision. You may have to-'

sugkest that students use COMPARE to get more information about these

occupations, and that they use STRATEGY to size them up with respect to

their desirability and feasibility.

- V_

You will probably also.want to go over' the programs themselves to
.,,

. . .

make sure that your counselees understand their-iMplications with re-

gard to choice of career. Compare' the programs as to the amouni.pf
o

time required-to complete them, prerequisites for, admission into the
K ,

programs, and scholastic demands. Theoccupational overview previously-
. . '

1k displayed will show 'tither the program_completes preparatioh for the 4

occupation'or is only the first step,in extended training. The pre- -

requisites displaywill show what is.required or recommended fpr ad--

'mission into, the program. And the Prediction' system is available to
4

help students in making judgmehts aboueability to cape With the scho-

lastic demands.'

All these matters were brought to 'the s,tudenes' attention in-their

interaction with SIGI before they .got printouts of the program,display.
' 4

I

Therefore students who are concentrating on programs without.regard to
r.

occupations may have failed,to integrate the,varibus steps -of decision-

making. You may find that they need help in-uddertanding the whole

prOcess rather than in eyaluating the programs.

4,39
-
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1

lascussing'alternative programs for a single occupation. rf more
9

'than one curriculum prepares for the occupation, they are lisped and

-the students choose.the one t h ant. When they have seen the dis-ey-ai

plays for that curriculum, they may then see the displays for an alter-

native curriculum before trying out a new occupatiop, Therefore stu-
.

dents may appear with several programs for.the same occupation and-may

want to discuss the alternatives. ,

- In many cases the programs are equivalent and the choice can be
:. .

. . -.
s"..4ased-on the convenience of the students. An examplp is the occupation

i

-airline pilot. ,Entry into the occupation -eally depends on ge'tttng

accepted into a flight training program in one of the Armed Services.

(It is almost prohibitively expensive to accumulatekenough jet flight

time in private training.) 'A'bachelor's degree in .a0y field is re-

quAred for acceptance. Since the field makes no 'difference, students

can choose a curriculum, that suits .their tastes, their qualifications

far admission, the transferability oftcoures they may already have

.

.

taken; or.their desiretd'prepare for an alternative occupation in. the
. . - ,

.. . .

event' their original plan doe not world out.

ID other cases the'selection of curriculum makes a difference For

example,, some collegei recommend alternative transfer and bontrans.fer
, .

curricula for those occupations for which a bachelor's degtee-is.recom-
.

,

mended but not Mandatory. It is usually.advantageous to have a bache-
.

lor's degree. Although many Older members' bf, an occupation may 'not

hold four-year.Aegrees,employers tend to favor applicants who do hold
... 4 .

.%
,--'4'. .

one: Thus, As older members retire, the mean educational level for'the

occupation goes .up, and eventually the two-year degree will no longer

490
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be sufficiencoualification for entry. Of cocks

are subjeft to this trend, and conditions vary f

But when students.are torn between the two- and

occupation, you can use yoUr knowledge of local

trends to explain the issue to them.

r

e, not,all occupations

rclm locality to locality.

our-year paths into an

conditions and national

4

For some o'ccupations with mbre thsft and path to entry,-0:e,curri-

cula represent different occupational:goalS. For example,a would-be
. -

science librarian should_take a science curriculum befo.tetaking the

,postgraduate librarianship program.' General librarians should take a

liberal arts- curriculum. In thesebases'findOut.whatthe Students' oc-

cupational goals are,and advise the students.to-take the'curricula that

lead to those goals.

Enrolling the student in the programs The program in the display
»,

represents what an entering freshman free of academic deficiencies

4
%

should take to prepare for the selected occupation. If your counselees

.fit this definition,'yoti can enroll them in the program just as it is

displayed. If they lack some prerequisites, .however, or if they already

have creditseredits from some other grogram, you will have to plan their college

-;
work so that ii will mesh, with the recdume,ded program-

. .
4 ( «, .

.In trying to meet the needs of individual students, you have to be
. .

t
.

.

careful not to distort the prograt as displayed in'some.way-that harms

its utility. The' persons preparing the program followed the policy of -

designating specificcourses'only if they directly prepared one for the

0

' occupation, were a prerequisite for transfer, or were otherwise definitely

advantageous, They left the students' as many electives as theY*tiiild.

o

Therefore You must be cautious about replacing.a course named in the

Ag'0
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program display with..some other course that superficially seems

equivalent. 'If.a student' has. already taken a-high level math course,eat .

'''

it is probably safe tp substitute it for some lower level math course

named in the display.. ut it is not safe to assume that a sociology

course could be substituted fora psychology course named in the dis-

.
play, eVen.thoughs they both fulfill a distribution requirement,, 'As

long as- the aim is to register the students in courses that,will pre-

pare them for their chosen occupation, the recommended program of study -

shopld be closely adhered to.

General:Studies program. Students may appear with the program

Of study display for General Studies. General Studies differs from

college to college. Some colleges limit it to a one-year exploratory

.... .

program for students who are not,prepared to declare a major. Other

'colleges have no set curriculumat all. In SIGI students can call for

,General Studies when they xit
si
to enroll in college.but have no occupa-

tion in.mind,. Therefore the General Studies program display is the

only one not geared to an occupatil. Consequently, when you enroll-

. a student in General Studies, eollow the policies of your college with-

out worr'yftg about the Student's. pccupationo.

,

Recommended Transfer 'Institutions Display (Figure 24)

(This display will not,appear if your version of 'SIGI lacks

4
local information for the Planning system.)

I

This display was prepared by your local college.' It lists,:-the

0

institutions in Your region that students commonly transfer to in order

to complete the occupational preparation begun in -your college. If
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, ,,

t.

preparation for the occupation can be completed, at your college; there
M:1-T

will of course be no display of.transfer inst ions:

a
. _The institutions listed in the display-were identified after

ow/

/varying amounts of investigation by melers of your college staff.

You can have confidence that the institutions really do offer programs

thatallow students to complete preparation's for the occupatIon they.
A

wane'. If one of the institutions is agreeable to your students,' you

;can point them in that direction.

The list is incomplete in two respects. First,.ic-maltes noiat-,

tempt to:identify all institutions' that have adequate prOdrM Second,

it is regional. Therefore, if student's are interested in'other regional

a'

,.. institutions or if they -.want to -transfer out of the locai' re ion; they

may need guidance. 4

Identifying transfer institutions not. listed. Yotp:(panrefer'...,

students to The' College Blue Book: Degrees Offered by Colleges and Sub-

jects, Volume 3 of The College Blue' Book (New York: _CCM,Information'Cor.,'

k
por ation) to locate out-of-region institutions with satisfadtoty

a'

Fula. To use the volume,.look up the major field that prepares for the

0'

occupation. You will then find, listed state by state, all the'colleges

that teach themajor,a6 well as the degrees they offer.

You have to use. he Blue Boob with some care. First, the same

major field may go under i variety of names. For example, Transportation,

Traffic Management1 Traffic and Transportation Management,-,and Business

Logistics might all be different names for the same bOdy of courses.
ago

Secoq, a-college named as,offering a Curriculum.in a field may actually'

offer onlya smattering of courses. For example, a college listed as of-
,

4.93



fering a major in statistics or tec in al writing may ern out to have

a few courses attached to ffiajors in ether fields. The individual

. . ,
,

courses are u'eful in preparing fo an occupation, but a would-be statis-

, ...y.

tician, say, who has taken'a f w tatistics courses as partof a math

major is at a.disadvanta&e i c.mpeting with someone who has taken a

full-fledged statistics cur/i. lum. Therefore use college. catalogs to

confirm that an institutiO,n isted in the Blue Book really dois offei

a complete majOr.

Chedkin the r college. You'Should encourage .students. to
_

,

examine, the catalogs of .colleges' they may transfer to. 'Sidi attempts
!E

to ma4a students responsible for their own decisions, and fthey should

not beco7e too dependent on either you og. SIGI for perfect information.

They should check college catalogs, first, to see if the colleges of-0

fer a major that really prepares them for their occupation, and, second

to see that their junior college prOgram will transfer' smoothly. En-

couragt them-to communicate direc4ly with any transfer institution they 40

/
are thinking about.

Referrals to 'Other Junior Colleges (Figuie 25)

'(This display will not appear if your version of SIGI la ksj local

infOrmation for the Planning system.)

Like the program,display, this display was prepared by qu Iified

persons at your college. It represents their judgffient that stu ents

would be better serve y going elsewhere to prepare for the occupation' .

designated in the..di lay. Therefore,.if students are interested in

wA
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the occupation, the best thing for ,you to do as a counsel&r is help

them enroll in one of the institutions specified in the display'. f

dinarily, th s will be another junior college in another county, but

it may be a parietal s'chool or college. "Do not make'up.a special 'pro-,

gram for these students out of a pastiche of c,ourses at your college.

Very oatn the occupation involves special licensing cfoblems'that a

mdkeshift program cannot meet.

_
.

** ,
, .

If yOur state has a "chargeback" Yaw that'allows students under

certdin-circumstances to enroll in a public junior college in another
/

/ ,,' /

aCounty without76einClieble fOr out-of-county tuition,,make sure t t.

students know 'hash t:d fake advantage of the law.

.0,

Reconciliation of Old and New Program Figure 26)
. , .

'
.

d
(This display not appear if your version of-SIGI laCkslocal

information for,the -Planning systern., It'is shown only .to students who,
t ,

are or have beenpe$vic.usly enrolled at any college at the time wflen
. t,

-0,!,they sign onto SIGI.)
.

..,
..- ,aL4-

ii._!C'4:1 1'The dis.p*aymelling students ip to reconcile the'p'iogram recom-,
4 $

.

mended for an occupation with courses they have already,taken is pre-

pared, or at least edited,, by your college.' Therefore the students',

display may differ somewhatfrom the one illustAted in, figure 26.

The iietention, however' the same.

\
Obviously, you will have to be familiar wit the symbols used in

' the display--the deletions; question' marks,

'in the figure. The procedures specified for

495
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Play are not suggested with the hearty confidence that many students 4

will be able to follow them successfully. They are really set forth

to give the students a 'Method of making a preliminary judgment as to

'whether they yin. lose credits if they transfer and to give them a

feeling of active partidipaipn in he plans for their future. In

reality, most of the burden of switching to the new program-with

aminimum sacrifice of credits will fall on your shoulders.

.The circumstances of students vary so widely ancl,the distribu/

tion'requirements*of colleges differ so greatly that this handbook

cannot help you much. clearly,'you want to salvage as many of the

st6entsi credits'ae'you can; and You want to preserve the integrity

of the programs recommended for the studentsisoccupational goals. As
i'"--- . . 1

i t .

explained pitvionsly, bevery cautious about substituting other courses
'o,;

l
lo

for courses specified in the program display. If'enrolling in the
,4..

ndwA)rogram will force'the students to spend an Additional semester
e''

t-
t

in college, it is probably better, for 'them to do so in their local

College than in some more expensive transfer institutidn '

1.

Financial Aid (No Figure)

The displays showing the Sources of financial air will not

peat if your version of SIGI lackg local information or the Planning

system.)
11-

Students may electo see and get printouts of a series of five

dispiayS oUtliAlng the major sources of financial id for education,

'The last in the series gives the title and office address ofkthe lc cal

49(3
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financial aid officer. The displays are not tied to a articular,

occupation or group of occupations.

The information in the displays is necessarily,sketc '. The

main purpose of the sequence is to convey .a message of hop and to

generate some follow-up action from the students.
4

If your college has a financial aid officer, send inquiring

dents to him/her. Financial aid-ls tricky, often dependent .n the

whims of bankers, and subject to changes of rules in evdrY se sion of

Congress or the State legislature. It is hard to keep a sing e person

abreast.rof developments, let alone an entire counseling staff.

If Your college does not have a financial aid officer,and you-dO

not have access.to regularly updated information, write to you State

department of highet education and see if they have a pamOhletshow'ing

.%Qi....ava ble Federal and State programs.

A
, Jr.

-1114 "If your
r
college does not have the complete Planning syste , stu-

deters will see a display telling them that various sources of aid exist.
/

#.
Itfadvises students,to go to the local financial aid offticer, but of

course it cannot specify who he or-she i . . Students may ask you for
, ,:V'.

more completetinformation. Noprintout,of this display is available.
Itr

HELPING STUDENTS USE PLANNING

Students should not really need help in using the Planning system.

Tke interaction is linear with.a. minimum of branching, and the displays

/consist:almost entirely of factual Information. It is ,as straight-
.

forWard as a highway map.

497
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Nevertheless, if an-occasi
r

PLANNING with ,a student at the

for the purpose. Set your stat s at 17 (initiate') so that, you have the

n arises when you want to go through

erminel, pick an unused DEMO number

maximum number of optioEs at t e outset. In ;electing occupations,

'ignore the "Reminder List," si ce iticontains a set of dummy occupations.

If the selected pccupatio is one f9r which a prediction is avail-,

able, go immediately from,PLAN TNG to PREDICTION and get the,Predic-

tion for -the program named ip he display ilrustrated in figure 21.

As an initiate,"ou can conve ently go back arld forth between the two

'systems.

See Chapter VII of this manual for a discussion of the Prediction

systerd.

498
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160 MeChanical Engineer.: .

l , a
,

1. Enroll in mechanical engineering in college.

,.-
.

.

?. If you sart in a community college, enroll in engineering science program.
Select a_4-year college'with a bachelor's program in mechantal engineering.
Take courses iequired for transfer.

3. Get bachelor's degree. In some schools this requires a fifth year of
study. 0

4. Check litensing or registration laws in the state where you wish to work:-7
You may be requited 'to pass an examination to become registered.

,1116,

"5. Graduate training required formos teaching positions.

For acopppress PRINT; otherwise :ies NEXT. .

FIGURE 20

The occupational overview display. ,Interaction,in $he Planning system would, in effect, stop here
if the local college had-not yet input_ the data necessary to carryon the zest .of theintera&nn.
In that case, thenpecialized displays naming the local programs of study.,4 preeequisites, and do
forth would be replaced by a display advising the student to seek help froh a counselor. The dis,
playillustrated-in figuFe 20 may'also appear in STRATEGY to give the student,a basitfor estimating
his chances of actually completing all the steps necessary to enter his occupation

/ %A.

.
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501-

1604(echanical Enginee

Engineering Science

6

V

- )

/ *
. .

Y . .

a 7 ' A
.--L0 , t .

516Nsame program is the one that ybg should ask about in the Prediction
syStem.

,
5 .

. .
.

At your first opportunity, return to that system and' askas about the program. Hic
H
I.

1...)

M ,
...

a

If the prediction shows that your pbances of getting C or better are:
small, do some heavy thinking before you jump into this occupation. (Remem-
`ber, the chances of getting C or better are the chances of getting 4-or B .

plus the chances of:getting C.) k

You will want'to take a copy of this display to PREDICTION.. Press PRINT.

'A

FIGURE 21

, . .

Display nami curriculum recommended' for the Student's occuP ion, mechanical
engineer. The student can return to the Prediction syttem ana fora predic--
tion for Engineering Science. The prediction may then be addedto other infor-
mation obtained,from COMPARE and PLANNINdand the student can make,,an informed
judgment about mechanical engineer. If more than one...program could serve as,,,,
the rotteinto the occupation, all would be listed. If the occupation required
postgraduate study, the wording would emphasize the need for getting a grade of
B or better rather than C.

,
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160 Mechanical 'Engineer
,

J

0

HIGH scgool, PREREQUISITES FOR 'HIS PROGRAM

,
..

h school diploma _or eqUivalett
Year of chemistry .

. «

year of 'physics '
,

ee yers of math, including seconkyear algebra and trigonometry.

ou have not completed the. prerequisites, you may uot be allowed to take
some f he courses in your prOgram of study. -You will have tp lake lower level
ours ors':, and the will'putyou behind. schedule: Ydu can .

'
\Li'Get back on schedule by-making up work in summer sOhool.
2. Take Ringer to graduate. ``'

3 Get back'-on scbedule by taking extfa courses during a semester.

1N.--
Each case is different. SEE YOUR COLLEGE COUNSELOR OR co4tqE ADVISER.

I. ,

You 144 want a copy of this information. Press PRINT.
«,

. t (
/

,

-, ,
.

r

FIGURE 22'

The high Sc ool prerequfsiteg Aisplay. Tbe'display ib prepard&by local staff,
and the wOr ng will vary depending on whether prerequisites are'aandatorY or 0
ohly recomme ded. The prerequisites differ from one curriculum to another.'
The computer elects the list Of prerequisites for the curriculum recommended
for the stude t's occupation and inserts it into the frame display.

4
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- 160 Mechanical Engineer

FIRST SEMESTER
EG 101 Language,& Lit. I
MA 111 Math Analysis I
CH 101 General Chemistry
EN 103 Engineering Graphics'
PH 103 Univ. Physics I
MA 113 Computer Program. I
EN 501 Engineering Orient..

Health &'Phys Ed'.

THIRD SEMESTER
MA 211 Math Analysis III
.rH 210Univ: Physics III,
CE 205 ,Statics

Soc. Sci.
Technical Elect.

Fpi a copy press PRINT..

4,

SECOND
EG 162

MA ll2
CH 102.''

EN .106

PH 1Q4

MA 114.

SEMESTER
L.Inguage &

ML

Math Analysis II
Gen. Chem'& 'Qualitative Analyais.
Descriptive Geometry
Univ. Physics II
Computer Program. II
Health &Thys. Ed.,

FpdiTH'EMESTER
MA 212'Math-Analysi9 IV
PH 2141iniv.Physics IV
CE 206 Dynamics -4 :

Soc Sci..Elective.

c-
Tec nical Elective

'N.

FIGURE 23

The program of Study display showing the local curriculum "recommended tor the
student's Occupation, mechanital engineer. The display was prepared by the

local staff and represents their best judgment with respect to the courses
a qualified entering student without-academic deficienpieswOuld take to begin

preparation for the occupation. The format of the display,,,name of the cur-
riculum, and the names and numbers of the courses would be different at each

college.

4

4 /

I
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4
160 Mechanical Engine,

in mechanical engineering are offered at theAccredited bachelor's prOgrams
following colleges near. you:

NEW YORK
City College -CUNY

Columbia Univ:
Cpoper Union
Manhattan College
New Ybrk Univ.'
'Polytechnic Institute

of Brooklyn,
Pratt Institute

NEW JERSEY
Fairleigh Dickinson Univ.
Newark College of
Engineering '

Pritcet3n Univ.
Rutgers Uniaer-

PENNSYLAVANIA
*Drexel Uniy.
Lafayette College
Lehigh Univ.
Univ.'of 4nnsylvania
Villanova Univ:'

tr,

WARNING: List not.necessarily complete. Check catalogs in your
or counselor's office.

For a copy press PRINT.

college library

FIGURE 24 6

Display showing recommended transfer'institutions. This display appeari only
if preparation for the student's occupation (mechanlcal exigineetIng, in this
case) requires transfer to a four-year college'or specialized institution. The
display is prepared by local college staff.''It lists only those colleges that
local students are likely to transfer to. If preparation requires postgraduate
study, the display would name, appropriate nearby graduate schools in addition
to four-year colleges.

et/
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218 Wastewater Treatment Operator

kOP'

Mercer County Community College does not offer WASTEWATER TREATMENT.' You can
get tra ning at the New Jersey community colleges named below:

2-year ssociate degree program in.Environme ntal 'Health Science Technology
(including :westeiater treatment):

Middlesex County College, Edison,

Nondegree programs In Advanced Wastewater

. k

Morris.County.Coliege, Dover '4

Middlesex County' College, Edison

.You can
d
take the required introductory course at a vocational-technical high.,

school near these colleges.

Treatment Operations

Ocean County College,

are offered at:

Toms Riv'er

Your counselor can tell you how to enroll in these programs without paying
extra tuition.

You will want a copy of this infOrmation.- Press. PRINT.

FIGURE 25

¢4.

Displayreferring1student to others institutions. Thedisrlay, prepared by
local staff, appears as a substitute for the prerequisites/program sequence
if the locaa college does not have a curriculum that prepares the student for
the selected occupation.

o



Will you lose credits if you switch to this new program? To find out,
follow these steps:

1. After'signing off, lookin your vew program for courses you have already
taken.

2. Cross off your new program any courses you'have already taken.

3.' Can you SUBSTITUTE a'math course you have already taken for a math course
in the new program ? - If you think you can, place a question mark (?) beside
the math course in the new program.

."

4. Follow step 3 for courses in social science, science, and English.'
.

5. Does your new program haTe free electives? If so, coursed you have already
taken may fit in.there. Place two question marks,(??) beside such. courses
in the new program.'

6. Now'take your new program'to your counselor, who will know what the questinn
marks mean and will help you get into the new program with the least loss of.
credit.

You, will want a copy .of this display. PressiVRINT.

FIGURE 26

Display with instructions for reconciling old and new programs The display
iS shown only to students who have indicated tbat they are currently enrolled.
or have been previouSly enrolled in a college program. The local college may
edit the di lay, with the result that the wording and the symbols'suggested
for the stud t o use, may differ from college to college,

5.07
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ApYTER, IX

STRATEGY

COMPARE, PREDICTION, and PLANNING all provide inforMation of various

kinds that should be considered in the choice of an occupation. 'Of course;

one might relect.en occupation.out of hand on the bast§ of the information

provided by any one of these systems alone. For example, COMPARE might re-'

veal that an occupation 'offered unsuitable. income or ctistasteful work

activities; PREDICTION might eliminate another occupation because the. key

course prediction for it was abysmally law; PLANNING might scratch a third

because preparing for it required a long period of apprenticeship.

.NNJ

But dome candidate occupations will have survive& all three systems.

How is one ro,assess the considerable amount of information that has been

accumulating about these occupations? Ho% can one disitinguish the more

-
important from theess important, the feasible from the impossible, and

combine all the information so as to make a reasonable choice?

STRATEGY, as the name.of the system implies,, gposes a strategy for
L.

combining all of these elements so as to reach a deciiiop. It Sssumes

that the decision-maker has appraised his values _and examined the classes

of information provided by COMPARE, PREDICTION, and PUNNING. In brief,

it proposes a method for combining rewards (opportunities to satisfy

values) with risks (the uncertainty of completing all the steps for en-
.,

try) :
if

5 0 3 rib
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No strategy can promise'to deliver the "best ".decision in the

sense that that decision will inevitaby work out better: than its rivals:

A strategy danrot really be measured ,by its ,results, but only by its
i.' .

,
.

methods. The kst strategy Is the ne that leads to a decision made

xationa ly upon.thesbasis of the ximum amount of relevant inforM6tion..

t
Therefore, in the Strategy syst-m the emphasis is placed upon the method

rather than the results.
.

WHA THE STUDENT DOES
...

Novices

,Students begin by fol owing the thought processes of an imaginary

.

person named Louis Logic as he sets about deciding which of three cars'to'

buy. Logic follows the SIGI paradigm by fitst identifying and weighting

four values that he, wishes his. purchase to satisfy. He then collects
,

information about the candidate cars and rates them (grades-them) on

their capacity to satisfy each of the four values. Then, for'each ca,

he multiplies the weight he had assigned to each value by the car's

rating on that'value, and'he adds) the four products to obtain a "dair-

- .ability Sum." He decides to buy, the car that 114 the highest sum because

'it will provide the most overall satisfaction,, even though it may not be

the best with respect to one value or another.

2
,

Further 4splays establish that anot
11

er of the three cars would suit

I
Lois Logic best bedause "she weighted her values differently from Louis.

The third car would'be best for yet another set of-value weights.

5 0 9 .
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IX

ow, Since values are obviously ortant in decisi

students are invited, to reviewth n value weights./ If they, accept

the invitation, they, see their value rofile just as they left it the
.

last time they were in VALUES. They may change the weights at will,

' but with the usual restriction tha the sum 'must total 40. They may

also change tbeii designation of i terest field. When they have ad-

- justed their weightt to reflect their latest thinking, or if they have

declined to review thfir weights, they select three occupations for

consideration in STRATEGY.- The4occupations may be,taMen from the "Re
',

,

minder List,"from the SIGI bank of occupitions,'or from a mixture of

lb .

the two. Students indidate which of the three occupations they would

enter 'at this stage of their thinking.

Novices now see a series'of displays that repeats the process of

building.up desirability sums for the.three selected occupatiOns, as

was done for Logic's three automobiles., The xatings of theoccupations

are displayed for one value at a time. At-their Option, stifee0g-kay

see the information that explains why the occupations are rated as they

are on the value undeiconsideration. When the ratings for.all ten

values have been displayed, the ratings 4re multiplied by the value

weights and the products are added to produce the desirability sumo for

the three occupations.

1

a'

The occupations are now ranked in accordance with thtir degirability

surds and are compared with the students' designation cf first choice.

The students can see which of the occupations is most desirable in terms

of the values alone,' with no consider3ti'on of thef iculty of entering-
A4L

. 64ch occupation.
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.Students then engage in some interaction with regard to the risks

of failure in attempting entry into an- occupation. They see that the

desirability is irrelevant if the occupation is impossible to get 'Into...

Likeltse, ease of entry `is irrelevant if the occupation offers no Sat-.
1

isfactigns, once entered.. For occupations that are neither impossible

to enter nor so miserable as to be unworthy of entry, a sensible strat-

egy is to assess rewards and risks in aimbination: A high reward may

e .5.10,rth considerable 'risk; safety may warrant a lesser reward. Both

must be judged tdgethei. .4.

'lie students are asked to estimate.the probabilitie6 of entering the

three occupations. They see the occupational pyerview for each occupation

and estimate the cMnces in 100 that they will complete all the steps for

entry, When the risks have been thus estimated for the three occupations,

students again designate the occupatitn they think would be best. They
,

then see a display comparing their first-poice occupation_witOrthe other

two occupations with regard to desitability and riskiness.

Finally, if their SIGI has a Prediction system, students have the

option of seeing how to use it as 27-check on their estimate. (If there

is no Prediction.system, students are advised to see a counselor for this,

purpose.) Then the novice is promoted to initiate and given the choice
4

of seeing-STRATEGY again or going to the "menu."

.

Initiates

Initiates are given the option of omitting the sequence shoWing how'

Logic developed desi)ability sums for.Aqtomobiles. They may also bypass

the displayhat builds up their desirability Sums one'value at a time.

511'



They also May 'bypaSs.the sequenCe ekpla'ining how to:develop a

strategy based on rewards ati'd risks, going instead directly to esti

ma Lng their chances of successful entry.

1. Values Profile

PRINTOUTS THE STUDENT MAY GET

All students enteiing STRATEGY are irtcd to review their value

weights and adjust them to conform to t eir most re-Cent thinking. If.

they accept, the invitation, they ,return to their value profile }just as

they left it the last time they were in the Values system. (They may

also change. their. designation of interest field, but they,get-"rio print-

outs of their choice.) They may readjust their weights, with the same

,t,;40.000

restficti-on as before--that the weights must sum to 40. The printout

of the profileis'illustrated in figure 8, Chapter IV--VALUES.

. Chart Desirabilit Sums

All.no
7

es,as well as intitiates who elect to gee their desirabi-
.

.

lity sums bui t up one value at a time, get le printout, of the chart show-

ing the suts and their derivation (figuxL 27).. The printout shows the

ten values and the student's weight for each, the ratingof each' of the

6ee occupations on each value, the products Of the weight times each
a

rating, and the sum of the products (desirability sums).

3. Basis of Rating on Any Value
.

-

When the ch4rt illustrated in figure 27 is being constructed, the

three ratings for High Income first Appear, a (blithe students are asked

.512
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whether they want to see the information on which the ratings are based

or want to go on to the ratings for the next value, Prestige. The pro-
/

cessds repeated every time a new set oratin(gs appears. Exercising

the option to see the information produces the same effect as asking a

question in COMPARE. fort-High Income, the compute; displays the answer

to question number fl, figure 14, (average income); for Prestige,, the

didplay is the answer to question number 17 (prestige level). As in

COMPARE, the student may get a printout of any answer. Pt is exactly

like the printOut llustrated in figure 15, Chapter VI--COMPARE.

4. The Occupational Qwqrview

I

When the students estimate their chances of'getting into each of

the three occupations for which the/ have desirability sums, they in-

spect the overvieWs'of'the occupations as an aid in forming a judgment.

This is the display illustrated in figure 20 for the Planning system.

Getting a Printouts optional.

44,"

5. Chart1Showing Desirabildty Sums and Chances

Stud s may get a printout of the display that shows the desirabi-

lity sums of the three occupations they selected for, STRATEGY, the Otior

mates they rendered of their chances of getting'into them, and the oc-

cupation that they' designated as their first choice of the three. The .

discussion portion of the display varies depending on hot the first-chhce

`occupation compared with its rivals with respect to desirability sums and

4

estimated chances. Figure 28 illuseta s the discussion of the situation

arising when the first - choice. occupation has the highest desirability

sum but not the*highest estimate of chances.

t) 13
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6. .Explanation of Use of PREDICTION

-

Students are urged to use the Prediction. system to confirm their

estimate of their chances of entering the occupations.Use of the Pre-
.

diction system requires two steps, the first being access to PLANNING

to discover which curriculum to ask about in

being access to ,the Prediction system itself.

plained in the display reproduced in figure 2

bers 7 and 8 will not appear if youy version

Prediction system.
... ..

7. 'Names of Programs for PREDICTION

PREDICTION, and the ,sedond

'11I7Procedure is ex-

9 This display and num-

of SIGI does not have a

°

P

- If students follow the procedures suggested in the previous dis-
,.---,

play, they will learn in the Planning system the name of the curriculum

that prepares for each of 'the three occupation. This information i

presented in the display illustrated in figure 21, Chapter VIII - PLANNING.

8. Prediction Chart

a

1)

"`' 7

If the students actually use-the prediction- system in,'conjunction.

with STRATEGY, they May get'a printoUt of the-chart containing- the cire-

dictions. The chart is reproduced as figure 14, Chapter VII, PREDICTION.

514:
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-'THINGS FOR THE COUNSELOR TO LOOKJOR-

, e

In spite of the great amount_of explanatory material in STRATEGY,

the systN may be h rd for some students to unders.tanAl though they

I

may accept the reSil ts, they may not'compreheA0 how the results were
4

'1 N

obtained. Consequently, they find themselves blindly obeying a set of

magic numbae that have materialized on the screen, whereas we want them

to develop a decisionmaking strategy of their own.

If'Students choose to discuss their STRATEGY experience with you,

you will, of course; want to make sure that they understand the outcom

of the competition between the three occupations. More importantly, how-

.

ever, you want them to understand the strategy that produced the outcome.

T>ve are three areas to look for'ijhich the students' understanding

0
may. be less than complete. They are (1) the computation.of'desirability

e

sums, (2) the estimate of probabilities of entry into the three occupa-
^

tion8-,- and (3) the application of a strategy based on rewards and risks.

c

Computation \of: Desirability Sums

(Appendix A contains4-diecussion of the differences between weights

and ratings. If students are confused by the terms, refer to this
4

appen

dix for an analogy that may--or day,not--make the didtinction clear.

Briefly, the weight assigned by the students to a .plue islan expression
,

of the importance of that value to them. The rating tarried by an oku- .

\,4

pation on a value is an expression of the opportunity found in that qc,

cupat(ion to satisfy that value.),

5.1 5
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The weights assigned' by a student 'to any value and the, rating of

any occupation on that same value occupy two entirely separate domains.

A

4;1

-Fot- example, -flunt Of, say, prestige offered by an occupa ion is

determined by forces that are quite, indifferent to the way y

yearn'for recognition.

or I may

When these two domains come together, as they\do when.y u (with your

valu-. -contemplate,an occupation (with its potential to sa isfy them),

need a new scale that is neither weight nor rating to s ow how ihe'two

domains interact. We could...GA-1D this new scale a desirability scale. A

convenient way to construct the scale is simply to multip y the value

a-

weight by theoCcupationai rating and to use -the product .s a way of combin-

ing the two domains. Obviously, when both tb.e value wei ht and the rating'

arehigh (a very desirable situation because you can ge lot of what you

want a lot), the product will be large. When both are low, the psroduct will

be correspon dingly low. When both are intermediate, the ptoduc6 is inter-
_

mediate. When one is high and the other low, the product is slightly lower

than the intermediate case.

By summing the products that constitute thedesirability scale, we

' can derive the desirability sum. This sum, combinihg information from the

domain of individual values with informatiOn from the domain of occupation-

al characteristics, is an index of the utility,of each occupa,tion for "a

given student.

The desirability sums,' therefor

N.i

contain much information. They

include the students' weights, the occupational ratings, and the 'index
-

'of
)

over-all utility. Students should be encouraged

516
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to look at them not just as numbers to be compared, but as comRect sum-'

merles bf information. To see them this way, students should understand

the rationa e behind them.

Occupati ratings. Every time the numerical ratings appear for

,_---r-
a value, ,the display explains theist meaning. Since students had no part

in assigning the ratings, they may not understand them to the Same e

.

tent that they understand the value weights -that they generated them-,-

'selves. The ratings are analogous to weights in that the higher the

number, the more favorable the rating; that is, an occupation with a

high rating provides more opportunity to satisfy the rated value than

does an occupation with a low rating. However, the scales of the. ratings

are diffqrent from the scale of the weights. eights run from 0 (no im-

portanee) to 8 (great impdrtancg). The rat ngs are scaled in accordance
.- .

---/

with the tAle below: 7
.

,

A TABLE II

SCALE OF OCCUPATIONAL RATINGS

Value

High 'income

R a t'i h s

1 2 3 4

Less than $8,600 to $11,000 to $15,000 p)
$8,000 $10,999 $14,999 $19,999

Prestige, Helping Less than

Others, Security, average

Variety, Leadership

Interest Rie1d'( Pdor fit'

Leisure Small
amount

Early .Entry . 5 or more
years*

Average - MoVe than A great
average amount

Occasional
fit

Less .khan

average

No more

Substantial GoOd fit
fit

Average More thali

average

No more 1 leer* ,
than 4 than or. less

Years* .2 or-3
years*

5

$20,000
or more

4

*beyond high.achool

517
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YoU May notice that the ratings are essentially numerical eqUivalents

of the verbal specifications used in LOCATE to retrieveoccupations.

For example, with respect to'Leadership, the expression A more than

average amount is equivalene;to the number 3. In LOCATE the verbal

formof the rating is used; in STRATEGY, where cdmputations' are done,

the numerical Corm is used.

Notice also that, except for High Income, which is rated on ,a

fivepoin scale, the ratings are on a four-point scale. Notice further
N

that a rating,of 2 generally represents an average amount, except for

Leisure, where 3 represents an average amount. The rating of Interest

Field shows t9 what extent the activiglies typically involved in an oc-

cupation fit the field selected by the student,-with 4 representing a very

good fit.

.

Hoc, do you make all this clear to puzzled students?' We suggest

that you use in your explanation the similarity between Value weights

and occupational ratings. Py the time they., have reached STRATEGY, stu-
.

dents are probably familiar with the concept of val4 weights; partly

because the weight'S have been referred to so often and partly because

they assigned the weights themselves. Therefore they accept that higher

weights represent greater, siMpOrtance or more desire. Now lead tfr stu-

-
dents to see that higher ratings also than "more," but this time con-

cerning occupations, not themselves. If you have been,successEul in

-
,

your explanation,. your students will realize that ratings are to occu a-
.

tions what their value weights are to them. The weights reprqsent at
. .

the, students want;'the ravings represent what is thei.e. The product o

these two,peasures represents theliteraction between wants and res erceS

.

.1 And the desirability sum repregentstliat interaction across all ten

varues. 51&
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CharacteriStics of the Desirability Scale

4 \/ . , .

N te (Figure 27) that the scale of possible desirability sums.

from 'a minimum of 40 to a maximum of.168. If the student quest,ions

Co

range, it can be explained as follows.

runs.

this

,To obtain-the minimum degirability sum, an occupation would have to

receive the minimum rating of 1 on every valUe. Since the Values weights

ter.must always sum to 40, the sum df the products would then'be 40, no ma

how the Values weights were distributed.

Iti

s.

To obtain the MaximuMkdesixability sum, an occupation would have to

receive the maximum rating on every value. This would bey 5 on Income, an

4 on the other valuer?. ,Assume, then, the highest possible weight of 8 on

Income, a-weight of 4 on each of eight othe.; values, and--of necessity--a

weitht of 0 on the-remaining value. These products-40, plus eight 16's--

-sum to 168.

What about the sitggestion that a difference 'of less than 10 points

° between desirability sums should not be regarded,as significant? It is

extremely difficult to estimate an appropriate "error" term for these '

desirability sums. Yet idfpitively we sense that there must beTsOme "error",

in them. How can we Conceptualize the possible sources of error in each

major .component2--the values weights and the occupational ratings?

The values weights have resulted 'fro.% an extended and intensive 1
. .

examination of the individual's values, during Which distinctions will

have been sharpened and flabby responses trimmed down. While these

weights may chap over a period of time, such changes can not be regarded

as a manifestation of error since they would presumably reflect actual

r rr'
t.)
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changes yin the students' values system. mils ead, error must be con-

ceptualizedin terms of the variation that would occur if a student could

weight,his values an infinite number of times on any one occasion, without
(1

recollection of effect from one weighting to the next. In other words,.

error would occur when a student feels indeterminate about the weights

assigned to any dimensions and is likely to vaCillate .befT7Aen alternative

weights assign.

To get some sense of the frequency and magnitude of indeterminacies,

we interviewed a small sample of students whO had' just completed the values
A

weighting. ye tried to induce them to make changes, focusing particularly

on pairs of valUes weights that differed by one pant. Mqst students

declined to change weightswhen pressed to do so. The few who were milling

to change never charged a weight by more than one point. (Because of the

constraint -of distributing a -fixed sum, any change in one value weightof

course required a compeqsating change in another.) Typically, the change

would be made in two values already weightedrelatively'low. For example,

a student tight go from 2 to 3 on Leaderdhip and 3 to 2 on Prestige.

Error variationof this nature) on this component of the

I

-

desirability sum is not a cause bf great concern, since students are.en- .

couraged to go back to STRATEGY with revised values weights at any time

and compare the effects of such changes on desirability sums. ;Thus, in

cases of true indeterminacy, the student caq test both profiles 'to see

I

how much impact the change's have on the desirability sums.

The possibility of error in the other component, the ratings of oc-
Th.'

.

'.

cupations on their instrumentality for providing d4plafactions, is more

troublesote: Despite careful operational definitions of each scale point

520
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for the*eatings;.painstaking scrutiny of numerous sources of data, de-
.

velopment of uniform procedures explicitly described in a manual, thorough

training of rat-ars, review of experts in each occupatidn, and other such

safeguards, these ratings do depend on human interpretation and judgment.

HuMan judgment is inevitably falli In this sense, error might be

conceptualized as a function .of the reproducibility of the ratings. That

is, oneone would expect high agreement between independent ratings by judges

who Were equally well trained in the procedures and used equally compre-
,

,hensive sources of data.

To. esthlish-a "worst case" index of reproducibility, we selected'a

sample of the most difficult dimensions and assigned staff members to

rate a number of occupations on them independently. These independent
A

ratings were compared and found to be in high agreement. The rare

instances of disagreement never.exceeded a one-point difference. These

differences were resolved by consensus; the process of resolution often

contributed to sharpening or definitions and procedures'. Thus, the oc-

casional one-point difference is a "worst case not only'because of the

deliberate selection of difficult dimensions, but because in practice-

the final rating comes, after consultation and agreement between at least

two staff members.

Etnally, then, the 10:Toint standard for a "significant difference"

between-desirability sums was established by,generating a number Of hypo-

- thetical indeterminacies in values weights and running them through a

sample of odcupational, ratings first with one profile of values weights

and then with an alternative profile. Over 95%-of the differences betweeti

successive sums.o1;tair4'in this way were- less than 10 points.

52k
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Estimation of Probabilities of Entering Occupations

ea

Students must estimate the probability that they will succeed in

entering each of the three occupations they selected for:STRATEGY.

The probability is entered as a one- or two-digit number representing

"chances in 100." As an' aid in making the estimate', students see the

overview display for each occupation (figure 20,. Ghapter VIII) . The

estimates will obviously .be very imprecise, and some students may feel\

uncomfortable about engaging in a guessing game involving an important

decision. They may seek your help or reassurance or both.

Purpose of the estimates. If the estimates are admittedly so in-

exact, why make them at'all? The answer is that, without some assess-
':

, ment of the probability of success, students are tempted-to make occu-

national choice on the basis of desiraality alone. If bne could enter

any occupation one chose, there would be no need for any other considera-

tion. But .pure desirability must be tempered b harsh reality if one is

to choose wisely, and the estimates are the best available assessment of

that reality. Poor as they are,4heyiare,better than nohicting, and pro-
,

bably much better than blind dependenCe on hoe or luck. Atothe very

least, they compel the student to recognize that entry into an occupation
loO

is not automatic.

Imprecision of the estimates. There is no way that you can cell

how close the students' estimates may be to the true probability of their

successfully entering an occupation. However, it-is not so important

that the estimate be exact with respect to any single'ocp.ipation: What

is Amportant is that the estimates be realistic in relation to one

another. Thateis, the chances of successfully completing all the steps

522
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to become'a physicianare much slimmer than the chances to become a

police officer, and you would expect students' estimates to reflect thg

differgnce. Similarly,- you would expect .students wit low academic,'

abilityto estimate fewef chances in 100 of entering an occupation

that required extensive formal_ education than one that required only

a little education.

For example, suppose we were granted exact knowledge of a.student's
ti

probabilities With regard to physician, police officer; and wastewater

treatment operator. And suppose also that we knowthe student's esti-

mates as shown in the ,following table:

True ( Student's estimate
.

F Occupation probability. (chances in 100)

Physician. .000001 20

Police officer .35 \ : 60

Wastewater treatment op. .70 90

..,
9 ,

Note that, the student has considerably overestimated all the pro-
,

babilities, and grossly overestimated the probability for physidlan.

Neverthelegs, the estimates provide useful input for a decision. They

say, "The risk of going for physician is much greater than the risk for

the other occupations. Wastewater treatment operator carries the least

risk." This is the kind of infbrmation the student should be thinking

about in reaching a decision. The inaccurate` estimates would be miS-

chievous only if the student had got the estimates all wrong in rela-

tion to one another or had so exaggerated his chances that he mbarked

on a course 'With no sense at all. of the risks. If, for instance, the

student had estimated that his chances of becoming a physician were
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better-,than his chances of becoming a.police officer, or if he enrolled

in premedicine because,20 chances in 100 looked good despite his C in

biology and D,in chemistry, then. his estimates would have been harmful
1

rather than:the reverse.

Helping students make, estimates. If you cannot make statistically

valid estimates, how can you assist students in making estimates that

are at least useful? The followIng guidelines may help.

I
1. For students with low academic ability, chances are poorer

for successful entry into occupAtions that require much academic prepara7

tion than for occupations that require little or none..This statement

is just another wav of making the obvious pronouncement that it is easier

to get into an occupation that d aws on one's abilities than--an occupa-

tion that goes counter-to them.

2. If. an oCtupatiOn requires a. special talent, the chances so down

in proportion to the student's lack of that' talent.. Examples.are such

occupations as artist, musician, actor/actress, and many others. (With .

many such occupations you are not actually estimating the, chances of en-
,

try into the occupation, but chances of making a living from it. Anyone

can "enter" the acting profession simply by declaring that he is an actor,
-

regardless of the number of parts,he gets in actual productions.) One

of the main problems in making estimates for such occupations is deter-

mining whether or not students have talent. You canadvisethem to

.solicit the opinion of teathers or members' of ;the profession w o know

their work. A second difficulty with suchwoccupations is hat luck'seemS!.
,

to play an inordinate part in success-, and that is an element impOssible

, to gauge. Perhaps the best you'can do for students headed fors
. 11)
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talents occupations is to keep them from being wholly unrealistic about

their prospects.

3. The more steps an occupation requires for entry, the smaller

the chances that the students wi-11 complete all of them. if, for ex- s

ample, students wish to become librariansi, they must complete all of

the following steps:' be accepted into a ca munity college program, com-
.,;:

plete a transfer curriculum, be accepted at a tour-year college, get a

bachelor's degree, be accepted into a graduate school pf library science
)

successfully complete the librarianshI m, and find a job'as a

libraria . Each of these steps has its'own probabilities. For instance,

the snide \t might get a bschelbr's degree but not be accepted into the

graduate program, or might complete all of the preliminary steps but still

.
fail to getia position as librarian. To the/extent that the steps' are in-

s

dependent events, 'the probability of-completing all of them is the proba-

bility of completingthe first times the probability oycompleting the

second times the probability of completing the third; and so,on', with the
.

results that the probability of completing all of them is, inuscule.

A.Ctually, the steps are not entirely independent, and sothe cumulative s

probability is not impossibly low. Nevertheless,'the probability of be-.

coming a libraq6n.is clearly less than the probability of becoming

teacher aide with only two steps to entry (some course work or training

and finding a job).

helping iLdepts make estimates, you hSNte to keep all these factors

yin mind at the same time--the abilities of the'student, the special require-

ments of the occuPation, and the number of steps to entry. Although you

will never feel confident that the estimates are exactly on target, you can
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take satisfaction from the knowledge that they will often 'reveal useful

differences in the risks involved in choosing among occupations.

I

Use of the Prediction system. If your version of SIGI has a

.Prediction system and if the curriculum preparatory for .a selected

occupation is one that can be predicted at your college, you can use the

Prediction System to help make, estimates in STRATEGY. The procedure ie-

- quires that you go to the Planning system to learA the name of the cur-

0,

rioulumto ask about, and then to the Prediction system to get a predic-

)tion

for that curriculum. (If you know positively which curriculum pre-

pares the student for the-occupation, the detour to PLANNING is, of

course, unnecessary.)

° The prediction will show only. the-probability of completing tie

fAst'step toward entry--the probability of completing a key course in

the required local curriculum. You still must estimate the probability

0
0

of completing all the other steps.

The prediction is especially 4seful.if preparation requires con-.

siderable academic, work--that is, a favorable prediction suggests a

favorable outcome to all the dcademic steps that must be taken because
44

+'

those steps are more orless like the one predicted. The prediction is
,

less useful if later steps are different from'the one predicted.

As explained in Chapter VII, the predictions show the chances of

getting a grade of A or 13, a grade of C, or a
,

grade beliow C-. You have

to make a judgment as to what this statement means in terms of' "success"
0

in a step towards entry .into 'the occupation. In most cases, a grade of

C or better accomplishes the purpose, but for some occupations (those

52.6
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requiring gradua e training) a grade of A or B is more realistic.

Unrealistio estimates. Some students, In a glow of optimism,

rate their chances much higher than they could possibly be. For example,

one'would-be,actress estimated ner chances as 99 ill 100. She probably

would have rated them 100 in 40 if the- computer had accepted the-larger

figurer

When e estimate is manifestly unre listic, you should try to

bring the students down to earth. You, can try to,lead them to making a

separate estimate for each step toward entry;-then you can point out that

the probability of completiyall the steps must be less than the proba-
-,

.

,bility of lctiniany one of th In no event canprobability

of completing ai be greater than e smallest of the separate probabi-
.

lities. Foi example, if a student estimates 80 chances'in.100 of enter-

ing an occupation, but admits that,,the chances of passing the preparatory

curriculum are only 75 in 100, you can point t that the estimate for
"4'

entry is impossible: 'As long as enry.into the o upatinn depend

,finishing the college progra and it may not depen on it in11 cases),

-,.."S \
the student.'s chances of successful entry Cannot excee4,, 7.5. Actually,

./.

two steps are involved, completing the college work and getting a job.,
i. .

.,,/". .

.

Since neithe is a dead certainty, the chances of completine Loth would

,/ I
ElMr-

,

bt less than the chances'of completing either step--they wouldhave to be

legs than, 75.-

A student's unrealistic estimate may be duel() some emotional need

49

r than to lack of information or to naivete ,in thinking about pro.-

. babilities. This is one of those counseling problems that are complAtely

beyond the scope of SIGI or this handbook.
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Demoralizing estimates. If students who do not do well in school

are contemplating "high level" occupations, you problems

of mak ing estimates that are realistic and yet not utterly demoralizing.

%.,

.
.

SIGI solves the problem by setting . a
1
lower limit on estimates; it does

Ar'
i

not allow students to estimate that their chances are less than-one in

one hundred,, even though the "reality" may be that they have only a_tiny

.

fraction of one chance. Since even the most careful estimate is likely

to contain a large error, and since the main purpose of the estimates is

Agt.
to make students think about the risks of aiming at 'various occupations,

it is not necessary to club the estu-dents over the'head witlitheir inade-

quacy for any particular'occupaCtom 4;, hope that;-`the "reality" of both

predictions and estimates can sometime be 'S6tensed a 'little without

causing harm. . f t
: '

\
.. I

s

. , .
,

ilApplication of'the Decision-Making Strategy .9.

-°

4

. .

' 0" -°
.

Some students may not understpd the doncept.of.a rategy, partite
e A - ,, -

,

cularly one for integrating two abstract things,
.

rewaras and risks., Yet,
. :

'
, ,

i *
.

, .

-A ,
use of a strategy is a crucial step in decision-making, ftir without I e.t Y. V.

. .. r AI
. . .

..

the final act 'degenerates into a thoUghtless leap °toward the dpflorr that ,

"feels good" r'is mos easily accessible%

. - , ,

° de%
4 r.. .

0 .
If your students seem.confused.ab.out the nature of Ult. SIGestrategy,

try to explain it to them. The reWard,Jor success is worth the risk of;

4failure.
0

- -

Rewards. The "reward" for success in entering an occupation will

vary from student to student, depending on individual values:, ,rf students

.

do not undetstand what you mean by reward ih connection with an occupation,'
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tell them that the reward isthe answer to the queStion, "What do you

_like about this occupation? Is it the salary

ing that io_u_are looked up W because you are

(Vigh Income)? The feel-

in it (Presti

fact that there is no sex discrimination (not one of the ten weighted

The

_ values, but a value for some people)?"

Notice that the ..satisfactions that are named in answer to "Whardir'i

,yoU like about this occupation?" are the answers to the questions in

COMPARE. Any piece of information in COMPARE may cause the response,

^
"Qh, I like that aspect of this occupation." '.n rather words,.it becomes

part of the total reward associated with an occupation.

Many different satisfactions of Various degrees of importance con-

tribute to the reward aspect'', of an occupation. eeping.track of all of_4,

them would be impossible. without some system-of boo eeping. The de-
.

sirability sums serve that purpose. They summarize in one figure much

information about the student's likes and the occupation's capacity to

cater to them. The desirability sums are limited, however, to the ten

values weighted by the student.' Otheritems of information may also

prove attractive.- Students may 1'ke the physical surroundings, the .

fringe benefits, the employment outlook, opportunities for advanicement,

and many other qualities that are not accounted for J,n the desirability

sum. When these aspects of an occupation are important to the decision-
."

maker, they should be considered in the decision. In short, the desir-

abilityability sum does not necessarily represept fthe total reward offered by

an occupation.

Thd important thing for students to see.is that rewards can be

treated in an orderly way. The method used in.computing desirability
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)

sums can be extended to include any item of occupational Information

.e"
that the student wants to,consider. By weighting its importance in

the,sa e'lmanner as weighting a value, students can assure themselves
.

that a rriviel item dares nat add disproportionately to the total, re-
*

ward. In most instances, the SIGI descrability sums provide all the .

information the students will neeefor determining rewards.),

Ri6ks. RiSks are harder to assess than rewards. Firit, it is

often hard to get information about isks. Although you may be in a

good position to estimate the probability that a student will be ac-

cepted at a State college, how cali yo estimate, the probability that

he will get a position in his desired occupation upon graduation four

years hence? To what extent are these two probabilities independ-

ent?

Second, it is not clear what a student has loest if he has, invested

time, effort, and money in preparing for an occuaption and.then,has
, ..-

failed to enter it. Surely there'has been some loss, for the desired

outcome did not occur.4,But some of the acquired skills may be useful

in other occupations, and the educati4a1 experienc probably had some

.

social and personal value. Therefore, the amount o the investment that

was "lbst" is debatable; at any rate, it is nearly impossible to quantify.

1

One way to get around this difficulty'ii to say that by risk we

Ak
,mean merely the probability that you win, not succeed in entering a

.

chosen occupation.., We 411 exclude from risk the i ea of loss--that is,

we will exclude the consequences of failing to enter.

530
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Defining risk as "probability of failing to enter an occupation"

'makes the risks side of the reward/risks equation easier to quantify:
e,

you estimate the risk for'each step, using the guldelines suggested

earlier.undervthe heading "Helping students make estimates." Generally,

.

the more steps that are required for-entry, the greater the risks. (Also,

the more steps, the greater the-"loss" will be if the student fails to

enter. For example, eperson with a Ph.D. who can find employment only

as,a cab driver has in one sense suffered a greater "loss" than a surveyor

forced ihio the same livelihood. Therefore, our narrow definition of risk

V
does have a sort of "loss" factor after all.) Ar

...Rules for a strategy of rewards and risks. The strategy proposed

by SIGI incorporates three rules. The first two are easily disposed of;

but the third is tricky.

Rule 1. If the reward offered by an occupation is too small or if

therisk of entering it is too large, reject the occupation. An occupa-
,

tioimay-lail to provide some minivum levet.of 4a value of overriding im-

portance:-,,the salary may be too
$

to furnish a living, or the educe-
y

tional requirements may be beyond the student's physical resources'. 9t

an occupatiow may eun counter to-some important. value, as when, for in-
.

.stance, it requires work that causes pollution qr is injuriolis to the

health. Or it may simply have an unacceptably low desirability sum, as

do many "low level" occupations for a Person who has heavily weighted

High Income, Prestige, Leadership, Independence, and Variety.

It is also easy to think of examples of occupations attended by im-
.

possible risks. Persons afflicted-With arthritis cannot.eonably

aspire to becOme 'ballet ,dancers. , Other situations jilay involve risks

4.
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%

that are not downright impossible but are, yet-48 high.as to"be naccept-

0
. .

1 : ,- .

able to some students. Many bright students shy''4way from dent stry or

e -.--

medicine'because they believe their chances of being accepted f r profes-
75.

1
...

slonal traini4g are so poor.
. ...)

4i

Note that Rule 1 does not require the simultaneous assess ent of

rewards and risks. Either alone can kill an occupation. Not cealso

4that Rule 1 concerns only ;ejection, not acceptance.

- Rule 2. If an occupation offers the greatest reward, anal also the

'sm allest risk, choose it. This rule 1-rselfLevident. Remen$er, how-

/
ever, that in STRATEGY occupations are considered three at time.

The "winner" in one set unde,Rule,42 might not be the best Occupation
8

in all sets.

The SIGI strategy offers no rules ar.other combinationS of reward

and risk. The "best" occupation for any student might tse the one with

the greatest reward, the one with thd least risk; or one with neither.

410-

sConsider the following possibilitie:

Student's estimated

probability of

Desirability Sum successful entry

Occupation A
Occupation t
Occupation C

140 -

110

-.-
80

.35--

/---,.52
.65

10,

Let us assume that no occupation is sl risky or low in desirability

that at would be rejected under Rule 1. No occupation falls under Rule

2. Which occupation is "best"? One student might say A on the grounds

that the desirability compensates for the increased risk. Another
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"\

might say C, arguing that the increased safety compensates for. the re-

duced desirability.

Actually, if. all the infotmation,in the chart is accurate, it can

be demonstratedsthat occupation B has the best- combination of reward

and risk. If you multiply the desirability by the probability, the re-

4
.sulting product is a measure of the overall sufficiency of the occupa-

tions. The products are as follows:
. .

Occupation A 49.0
Occupation B 57.2

Occupation C 52.0

Unfortunately, we dare not make the multiplication on SIGI (nor

do you dare make it in your office) because the error of the estimates

is. likely to be-large. What is worse, we do not know how large it may

be in any given casetor even whether errors run in the same or different

directions. Notice that increasing the probability estimate for either

occupation A or_C by as little as ten percentage points wou
d

occupation to have the largest product. If the estimates or A and C

cause that

are understated by ten points, or t he estimate for B is overstated by

a similar-amount, the multiplication might lead us astray insttad of

helping us.

/ If,'theni there is no tleargut strategy for, these situations, how
/ 7

r

can yOu,help students reach a decision? Tbre,best you can do is 'to hel'
I

them confront.the problem iesome systematic way. You can suggest that-

they ask these questions:

1. Is the spread quite narrow between the highest and lowest

estiMater The error of estimate is,likely-to be'sa large that small
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. differences, should be ignored. The stude9t might_as,well choose the

occupation with the highest' desirability sum.

. 2. Does the :Student have an overriding interest111.one of the

occupations?. If'so, ask the student whether this feeling has a 'rational

basis. If the. desirability of the preferred otcupationis grounded in

the student'yelues,.and the student knows it (he'has researched the

occupation), the student should seriously think about accepting in-

creased risks in order.to obtain the desi- reward. You must, of course,

make clear to the student that going after the occupatibnoinvOlves In-
.

.

creased risk of,failure. Except in the case of Rule 1', nod decision

should be made on the basis of rewards without thought of risks, or the

reyere.

(
.

. , . .: a. Are the paiions fairIy,close with regard to desirability-

1

sand if,ther4, a wi e range in the, ristsj Ifeso the student should con--
. ,

sider the occupation with the least riak,,particularly if the student's

. .

value profile' is rather,"flat." Emphasizing risks' is especially,im

_ ,
. .

porpt for students with low or medibtre academic ability who are
(

choosing among bccuPations with varying educatidnal requirenlents., A.

,- -
. N.

choice based primarily OR risks will necessitate some.sacrffice in de-

aF

sirability; students should gp tollCOMPARE to checkdthe most important

(to them) features of all the candidate occupations before they commit

0

)400
themselves to any one.

I

4. Ys. the student considering all the options open to him, or is

he making a choice only among a single set of three? Since STRATEGY

*e%

-considers only three occupations at a time, there-iS a tendency.to re-

gard each set as a unit rather than to combine ail ,sets for a singje-

decision. Make sure that students have gone through STRATEGY with all

-occupations pf.interest to them before- they make a decision.
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5. Do students need more nfortnation before reaching a d cision?

Students may think of STRATEGY as the last step in, the ddeision-making

process. This is rarely true. 4TRATEGY is the last steponly if stu-

dents have collected ail necessary information about potential choice's

.

before subjecting them to STRATEGY. What happens in practice, however;
'7"V

is that students often select for STRATEGY occupations they have not,.
.

checked out in COMPARE, PREDICTION, or PLANNING. These occupations:

often turn out to have the best desirability.sums.Or the, best chances

O- for entry. Entourage the students to return to COMPARE for information

'about thse 'hitherto neglected occupationg (especially the values di-
.,

iensions), and to PREDICTION and PLANNING to see if the occupations are

"

feasible in terms of their educational requiretents.

I,

STRATEGY in Relation to the Other Systems

When novices have gone through STRATEGY once,, they become initiates.

Perhaps some computerized ceremony with fanfares and streamers should be
A

'programmed to acknowledge this important event. Instead, all that hap-

pens is the presentation of a"display telling the students that they are

now free to roam through S1GI at will.

4
.SIGI impresses on,novices that decision-making is an orderly, sequen-

tial process. 'This approach carries the risk that students y think that'

a step, once negot±ated, has been disposed. of forever. They may be to

naive, to recognize thpt each step erates feedback referring them to

earlier steps. Consequently, the steps are not only sequential, but also-

.

.

- TRTEGY,. hen, is not the last step in a seqbence; it repre=..

isents merely one of a number of thins that a person does several times

535
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before finally arriving at a decision.

If we may idealize the SIGI decision-making paradigm (and few sty-
.k

dents will follow this ideal model), we May say 6hat in VALUES novices

have come Co grips with their wants, and in LOCATE they have identified oc-

cupations most likely to satisfy them. If this were the case, students need

never return to these systeMs. .(Actually, many'Audents.will want to
0

readjust their values-and may feel the need to return to LOCATE for a

full examination of that system.) Therefore, the systems'that are at

(

the disposal of initiates se:Aire in their values and satisfiedlwith

the pptions presented by LOCATE are COMPAAE:PREDICTION, PLANNING,<.and

STRATEGY. .Howare these systems related to one another? What role

does each play in the final selection of an oecupatibn?
e

Figure 30 shows that each system supplies,one category of informa-

.
tion that contributes to intelligent decision- making. This category

is shown' under the heading "Question answered." But while a system sup-

plies one category of informtion, it also implies that additional in-
,

formation in other categories must be assessed before a judgment can be-: _

-

made. This additional infellation is. shown:In-the four, categories under

theilleading'"Question's- raised."
-4-5ET*1

Since-the decision- making procedure is circul initiates, they
. 4

can start anywhere; Suppeite they_oeiect an occupation in PLANNING, de:-
--,

termining whether or not it is feasible 4ith respect to the steps*they-
' 4

must undertake to enter it. But an affirmative-answer to the question

'"Is it feasible?" leads.to other guestions: Is the:-,,aecupi4ion one that

will supply vaned satisfactions,.sufficient ,incame,,,,.,a1144thet desired

536
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.bete4%fits (COMPARE)? Does preparation for it fall within the, range of

the gtudent's abilities (PREDICTION)? -Does the occupatiOn offer suf-
...

ficient reward at acoeptable,risks when compared with other occupations
- .,. . .

(STRATEGY)? Not until. adeq.ate information has been obtained from all

four systems about each candidate occupation can one make a rational,

informed decision.

. -

You should always caution students against interpreting' STRATEGY.
.

as the last word. Like other,.systems,'it s ..supplies a type of in-

formation that must be roudded'out by other information. It does, how-
-.

ever, go beyond other systems in suggestingia method for evaluating

option s. The final -choice is the Student's.'

USE,OF THE PRINTOUTS IN COUNSELING STUDENTS

Valued 'Profile (figure 8;4' ChapterIV)

This printout will appear only if students accepted the

to readjust their values weights. In the pilot study of SIGI, about

-:00
two- thirds (20) of die students accepted the invitation, although only

four actually made any changes in their. weights. The changes were

Small, consisting of adding or subtracting no more than one point on
'

any value..

If students show you their adjusted profile, find 6ut whether they

made 40 large changes (2 points-or more on any value). Small changes

may be ignored. Students may.Want to discus s'large changes, since they

cast doubt on the stability of the students' values. If the students'

say they have become- more aware of their-values since thtir first ses-
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sion, the changes are probably a good thing. *lloweVer, if the students

-deem to be assigning weights at random, you should explain once more the

role of values in ,decision7making. See Chapter IV--VALUES. The subject

of stability of values is an important one, and students should be en-2"

couraged to reflect on it. Large
k
changes rarely occur over a short interval.

But changes do happen as a function of ate and circumstance. For example,

,' addition of dependents to onWsfamily, or a surge of unemployment, might

make one place more weight on Security. It ifs useful'to remind students

of the4es'dfbilities of change, and suggest-that they try modifying the
, .

weights to!the extent that they anticipate now their valued may change.

They will want,to see 'ihat impact the changes in weights have'on\desirability

SUMS.

Chart of Desirability Sums (Figure 27), -

If studefits ask about the chart reproduced-in figure 27, make sure,'

first, that they Understand the rationale for' computingdesirability sums

as explained above under the heading "COmputatiori of besirabill,ty Sums'-

(pages IX8-IX11.)Students should recognize the difference between a rating
7.T.-,).

. --

(an expreSsion of what the occupation offers) and a weight -(the expression
,

of what the student would like to get). They should also realize that.the
.

* -

products of these two,when 'summed, yiilds a third measure, the desirability

sum, representing the over-all,utility of each occupation in respect to the
.

student's ten values weights.

You should also focus students' attention on 'the values that contri-

2.

buted most to the difference irvsums between *occupations. Notigp that a
, ..

high weight conjoined'to a high rating represents an ideal situation, the

prospect that what is desired can be obtained. This delightful outcome is
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reflected in a high product. On.the other hand, a high weight conjoined

to a low ratingis undesirable, since sobeth ng desired is not generally

attainable in that occupatiOn:

Malee sure that students-compAie the oc6 tbhs with regard to, each

vAlUe, not just the total desirability r eit'fiMple, in figure 27,

the sum for Civil Engineer is 19 :points higher,' than-the sum for Mechni-

--', -,
. ... ,

1-.

.
_

Erigineer and 42 point s higher than the suit' for Electronics Technician./
%

-

Let us make a table, of how these differences c,ame About:
04

ti

4

O
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TABLE ift

CONTRIBUTION OF EACH VALUE TO DIFFERENCE IN DESIRAMLITY SUMS

Value' Wt.

Gain for Civil-Engineer
Over MecEng Over ElcTec

Income .6 0 +12
Prestige 3 +3 + 3-
Independence 5 +5 +10
Help Others 2 +4 +4
Security 6 0 4* 0

Variety 4 +4 + 8
Leadership 4 +8 +12i
Interest. Field S -5 -5
Leisure 3 0 0

Early Entry *2 0 - 2
+19. ' +42

Notice that with respect to the student's two most important values,

High 'Income and Secutity, CiVil Engineer offers no advantage over Mechan- °

ical Engineer. However, it does offer more Independence (weighted 557--

and more Leadership end Variety (weighted 4). These advantages are

counter-balanced to some extent b.yrthe.5 'points, lost because Mechanical

Engineer provideaLa better

logical). The differences

fit with the student's interest geld (Techno-

in Prestige and Opportunities to Help ,Others

hardly matter, for those values are not particularly important to this

student. In evaluating these two occupations, the student'should ask

himself h6w importlnt the relatively Small gains are in Independence,

Variety,,and Leadership, or the loss ilqnterest Field.

The'story is different concerning Civil Engineer and Electronics

fethnician. Electronics Technician loses 12 points (lin High Income, the

stucient's'itost important value. It also loses 10 to Independence

(weighted 5) and a total of 2,0 to"Variety and Leadership (weighted 4).

540
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The student ShoUld certainly look at the actual income figures for'these

occupations and decide whethet or not Electronics Technician

enough money. to 'meet the student's concept of high income; if it does,

the 12-point loss may not matter to this student. But the student must

also decide whether or not Co accept the diminished opportunities for

Independence, Variety, and Leadership. Again, the differences in P

tige, Helping-Others, and Early Entry probably do not matter so much

because of their low weight.

In'general, differences, between heavily weighted values are ore

important than differences between values weighted more-lightly.

'Basis of Rating for Any Value

tor

The- information e4laining the%basiS'of an occupation's rating on

f any value is word for word the same .as the wer to the question about

that vslue4in COMPARE., In COMPARE, however, the display simply adds to

the student's store of factual information with no attempt to evaluate
-

how desirable it may be. The information is analogous ito, ay, stating

that a student g a certain grade in a course without' stating whether

that grade\was goo or bad in comparison with other grades.

The same informa on in STRATEGY is a verbalization of the occupa-

tion's rating on the value in question. Now a judgment is imposed on

the information, the sense that such words as "A great amount" meati*

the,highe rating (4 for most values). The words are now, like the com-

ment "Excellent"' that a teacher 010t write on a term paper graded A.
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Students should realize that the ratings, Whether verbal, or the

numerical equivalent, are not,assigned whimsically. The SIGI research

staff determined t4 ratings by, first, establishing definitions for

each category of rating.. They then examined all avallsable information

about the'occupation to determine which category it fitted: Their

cisions were checked by active workers in the occupations.

-words or numbers- -are more stable than one might expect.

alt

The Occupational Overview (Figure 20)

The ratings--

r

3
.* 4 4 a ft.

)
.

An oc upatiOnal overview display in STRATEGY is exactly, the same as

the overview display for-the same occupation in PLANNING. (The display

*1Ni,appears in PLANNING regardles of whether or n your college has a com-

p14e Planning system with local data.) The pupose,of the display,

however, is different in the two systems. In PLANNING, the overview pro-

vides information enabling students to decide whether an occupation is

feasible for them to enter. In STRATEGY, it. enumerates the steps that

must be accomplished for entry, each step attended by its own probability

of su cess.

The'display, therefore, should be used to assist students in ar-
%

riving at an estimate.of their chances of entering an occupation. Fol-
.

low the suggestfOns-set forth earlief under the heading "Estimation of
... M I

Probabilfties.of Entering Occupations" (pages IX.-15--IR-21).

Chaft Showing Desirability SI/mg and Chances (Figure 28)

6

.Examining the student's estimates. This is-the only display that

Shows- the student's estimates of the probability of successfully enter-

\
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.ing the three occupations. Examine the estimates in the light of what

you know about the student's,'abilities and the requirements for entry'

into the occupations, This is d tough :tRing to do, for you do not have'

much factual information to go on and students Tay interpret any dis-

agreement with their estimates as personal criticism. The sUgggstions
410*

presented earlier under the heading "Estimation/of Probabilities of'.

Entering Occupations" (pages IX-15--IX-2.l) maybe h 1pful.

Discussing the display. After students have seen thertiesirabilit7

sums for their three occupationdtand have made their probability esti-

mates, they designate whichtf the three they would prefer at the moment.

For convenience, let us call their choice GEM._

The computer now compares both the desirability sum and probabi-

lity estimate of GEM with the corresponding features of, the other two

occupations. Six possible outcomes may occur, each with'a different

display:

se-

1. GEM has the best desirability sum (or comes within ten points

of the best) and also the best,chances: The student is told that under

Rule 2 of the strategy, GEM-is t he best &oice of this set of three.

No ittcussion should benecessary,unless the student went through

STRATEGY with more than one set of Occupation:3.

2. GEM has the best desirability sum .(or comes within ten points

-,of the best), but it does not hay the best chances: The student is

asked, whether thl increased reward is worth the added risk. FollOw the

general guidelines previously discussed under the heading "Rules for a

4rategy of retaards and.risks" (pages IX-24--IX.:28). If the difference be-
t

9 twegn risks is, small and the estimatevseem realistic the student

might as well base his decisio ,ot:desirability alone.
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3. GEM does'not have the best desirability sum norjs,it within

,

.-_, ,

ten'points of the best, but it has the least risk. The students are,,
40,

"''' i

asked whether the increa d safety is worth the ditinished reT4ard.

. In your discussion, again follow the guidelines, u nder "Rules for a

strategy of rewards and risks.:" If the desirability sums are fairly

close and the students have no strong preference for a particular

occupation, hey may be encoutaged to consider the occupation easiest

to enter, Make sure, however, that the students Waveereally explor
,e*

t'
A

, We values dimenions of the candidate pccup ons.

1.
4., GEM has neither the highest desi ility sum nor the least

risk, This is the tougheat situation, since the vbese'occupation may

,

be neither the most desirable nor the most safe. Follow' the guidelines

under "Rulesfor a strategy of rewards and risks." Make particularly

,

sure that studots are aware of the.need tb base their decision upon

full information from all systems, not just the information in STRATEGY.

Often the best thing tdo is to urge students to go back to COMPARE

for a deeper exploration,od the occupatibns before deciding.

S. All t)Ae estimates are the same, and GEM has the best desirabi-

lity sum is within ten, points of the best._! Students are told that,
,

since their estimates ateidenticaL, they are"Correct in basing their
;

choice on the magnitude of the desirability sum. No discuasiOn should

4114k

be necessary, prOvided-thak,the estimates are fairly reason ble. ,J

? 6. "''A ll the estimates arethe same, but GE M does not have the best

desirability sum hor is it within ten points of the best. Students are

told that their choice is notthe best in light of the information con-
.:

tained in the display. In your discussion, ask why the students chose
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GEM. Soie value may be at wor that does noccdnttibute to the desire-
-.

bility sum) In an earlier chapter, Funeral Director was cited as an -

example of 'an occupatio4 that apparently rates high on many cherished

values but thail students nevertheless reject because it does not sat-
e

isfy ofher ues (perhaps-ones pat students are not conscious of) not.

consideredr. Rejection of an occupation for such reasons is

valid.. But if students seem to be reject ccspations irrationally,

you ShoUlOoint out fhe inconsistency in their savior. Some under-

,

lying emotional problem or misunderstanding may be the cause.

ssr

Explanation of Use of-PREDICTION (Figure 29)

This display will not appear if your sio lacks a Prediction \system.'
.

. . , ...

The display is self-explanatory. Nevertheless, students may want to

know why they have to go to two other systems to get the prediction in-

formation. Why does the computer simpty not display it in STRATEGY?

fore /students

t The answer is purely technological. SIGI resides on two magnetic

discs or coMpUter storage devices. One disacolaipe-,ali,of_VALUES,

'LOCATE, COMPARE, the pare of,:Pl.ANNING that/ is the same for all _colleges,

'STRATEGf:.- thisaltd is ,the same for all colleges that use SIGI.

te,se:Coplic contains all of _PREDICTION and the part of PLANNING that
-

is unique to the local'collegers,thepogram of-gtudy ddisplays, prere-
.

quisites displays, and ,so forth: Transferring Atom d iSC:151.Aisc4,.as_

. /

__

would be required if Informationfrom PLANNING and PREDICTION:Fere:to.
.<1.

. I

appear in STRATEGY, causes intolerable delays in response time. There-

y ....

forestudents must cOrpplete their .interaction in STRATEtY beforegetting
. .,

the supplemental information fronthe other dfsc containing PLANNING and

PREDICTION.

545
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Names of Programs for PREDICTION (Figure 21 .

This display comes from the PLANNING system. -If students bring itt

.

-to you, it means that they have followed the suggestion Go ide tify pro-
,

grade to ask about in PREDICTION. See Chapter VIII--PLANNING -for the

discussion under the heading "List of Suitable Curricula" (pates VIII-11--VIII-13).
0

Check to see whether or tot students have a display for each occu-

pation they selected for STRATEGY. In the Planning system, they con-

sider only one occupation at.a time, whereas in STRATEGY,th y co*der

4 them in gets of three. If they want to use PREDICTION to heck their

estimatefor one pf the occupations, you would expect the also to check

on the 'Other two-

PredictiOn Chart (Figure 16)

.4

This chart comes from the Prediction system. If student9'bring it

with them aftei.,interacting in STRATEGY,.it means thatothey,have followed

. \\.

through on the suggestion to use PREDICTION to evaluate their estimates

ol
I

probability of entering their occupations.

a

Fo'r a general discussion of the display, see Chapter VII--PREDICTION--
...- . .

under theiheading "Use in Conjunction With thp Strategy System'' VII-16) .
4

S t

-

It is difficult to tell what the correlation should be. between a
. . .

, 0,

key'course'prediction and the probability of entering an occupation. If

thkey course is more or less'representative of all the activities that
,

prepare one for the Acalpation, the. correlation may be filirly high; For

546
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example, a course in drafting is probably representative of the actiVi-.

t,ies a petson would engage in to become a draftman, and the prediction
. r

%
for the cou should correlate well with the probability of en tering

the occupation. If; on the other hand, numerous activities must be

undertaken that the key course does. not represent, the correlation would

be less high and the prediction would not be so useful in making the

estimate. ° .

. ' :

No.

Since.several different steps are involved in preparing for an ocm

Cupetion,'the probability of completing all of them will be less than

the probability of completing ,any one of them. Therefore, the .proba-

bility of entering the occupation should be less than the probability of

successfully completing the key course. Remember that It successful(com-

pletion" of a course may mean earning a gtade of B or better,in some

cases.

HELPING STUDENTS USE. STRATEGY

If it seems advisable to discuss STRATEGY at h terminal and one is

free, sign on withany DEMO number ndt in use. Set status at 7 (initi-

, ate -) in order to use the system aS selectively as possible.

19

The path you take through STRATEGY will depend 6n the needs of the.

dtA

student you are counseling. The-following paragraphs list)e points in

the program where,ydu have a'choice of paths.

Choice POints

First display. The first. display in STRATEGY asks-whether or not

you want to see the rationale behind the determination of the desi4labi-
. a

5 4 (
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lity sums. If you say yes, you repeat the sequence explaining how the
.

Logic family used value weights and'automobile ratings in order to

select a car for each of the three members of the family. Choose this

path if the student does not understand the difference between a weight

0

and a rating or'the reason for multiplying,the two quantities.

If you say no, the comPuter skips the ratiocinatiots of,the Lokics.

Review of value weihts: You will next be asked if you wish to re7-
.

view your value weights. The first time you goy through with a student,

you must say yes in ord r to s bstitute the student's weights for the
. ,

,dummy weights connected with a DEMO number. You will also be asked if
. .

you Wish to select an interest field. Abcept this option, too, so that

the student's chosen field will be used when the computer retrieves an

occuPation's'.rating on Interest field.'

Selection of occupations.. You will be asked if you, wish to select

. 'the occupations for STRATEGY-rom the "Reminder List.° SaY no,- since

the occupationg displayed for a DEMO number/are arbitrary. Select the

three occupations from the SIGI bank.

Computation'ofdesirability sums. You will be asked 'if you wish to

work out the desirability sums one value at a time or go directly to the

sukas finallyompui%d without the option of seeing how 'each value con-
t .. ., i ,

.

tributed to it. If you Cork outthe sum step by step, you'will see the

ratingfor each occupation on each value, will haye-the'bPPOrtunity to

i___

call for information that ex plains'the ratings (the values questions

,

from COMPARE)q,'and will be able to see Which values 'were responsible for

,. ,

the differences in the sums. t Air,
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All of this information will be lost if you. go irectly,to the

display ofithe sums. The choice depends; of course, on the needs of the

student. If he already has sufficient information about the occupations
. ,

,

and is interested only in the outcome of the computation, skip the step-

by-step method If he is not completely*familiar with the occupations

or,with the method for computing the sums, the slower route May be

helpful.

1

Displays - explaining a'strategy. After the desirability sums have

4
been-displag4pd and compared, you will be asked whether 'or not you want to

see a sequence explaining a'strategy based on rewards and risks. If you

say yes, you see the displays setting forth Rules 1 and 2 and
(

discussing

the relationship between rewardS and risks. Ifs,you say no, you go directly

to estimating the probabilities of successfully entering the three oc-

cupations. The choice depends on, the needs of the student.

.Using the prediction system.. If your version of SIGI has a Predic-

tion system, 1 be asked if you want instructions for using thatyou

system as a he p in evaluatifng your estimates. A yes response generates

the displaytillustiated in figure 29. Say no to thcquestion'about seeing

f

it, for xou already know what it says.

Making Estimates

7

We speculate that a student wanting help at the terminal will need
=ft

most assistance"in making estimates of chances of entry into the occupa-

Foll6W the suggestions previ6usly discussed.
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I
Since you have signed on as an initiate, you can enter the Predic-

tion system to help evaluateyour'estimates. Go first to, PLANNING to

find out which programs to about. Select one of the occupations

used in STRATEGY and stick with it until you get the printout of the

local program recommended for it (figure 21). ''Then abandon that occu-.

pStion as soon as the-computer will permit and repeat the process with

the second occupation.. When you know the programs for all thr-Ae occupa-

tions, go to PREDICTION and ask about them.

This process may seeth tedious, for you are forced to get many

printouts along the way and the printer is not very fast. At present

there is no way out of this difficulty.
1,

e.

7
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VALUE

41/

WT.

(1) Income 6

(2) Prestige 3

(3) Independence 5

(4) Help Others 2

(5) Security 6

(6) Variety 4

(7) Leadership 4

(8),Interest Field 5

(9) Leisure 3

(0) Early Entry';, 2

t.

MecEnK
OCCUPATION

CivEng ElcTec%.
4-2/7 4 24' 2 12

"3 09 4 12 3 09
315 4 20 " 210

..' 1 02 3 06 1 02

3 18 318 3 18
, 3.12 4 16 2 08

2 08, 4 16 -. 1 04
4-20 3 15 4 20
309 '309 309
2 04 '2 04 3 06
--- --- ---

/ .
Sum = 121 140 . 98

0

Your weight for Income (6) X the rating'of MesEng on Income (4) ."- 24; etc.

4

The sum of the products appears at the bottom of each column.
The occupation_with the highest sum is probably the one that would fitrybur
values hest:- 7The-highest possible 4um is 168; the lowest is 40.
In general, a difference of 10 points or more between sums is significant,

"7 lc'
You will want a copy of thi chart. Press PRINT.

FIGURE 27

AP
Chart showing derivation.of.A.esirabllity _sums----Weights-measure-what'the..
student wants on each value. A rating (theNone-digit figures under each
occupation) measures what the ocoupati offers on that value. TheTro-,-
ducts combine these two factors: The a 4 measure the desirability of
'the occupation across all ten values.

41:
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OCCUPATIONS DESIRABILITY SUMS CHANCES
16C.Mechanical Engineer -121 50,

124 Civil afgineer 14 .10,

138 Electronics Technician 98 75

You have chosen 124 Civil Engineer. . -

I

This occupatibn has the highest Desirability Sum or con within ten points

of the highest.'

According to your estirqate, however; it does not offer the most chances

, for getting into it.

Mils, in choosing this occupation, ycru have deciaed that the higher rewaru

it.offers is worth the extra risk of going after it.'

That is a perfectly reasonable.choi7choice, provided 'that the risks are not so

bad that' you should reject this occupation under Rule 1 of your strategy.

For a copy of this display, press PRINT. Otherwise press NEXT.

FIGURE 28

--C&rirshowing.desiribillty ms and chances, and discussing them in terms

of rewards and risks. Differ'nt displays appear depending,on whether the
student picked as his_fitst'ch ice the occupation with the highest desir-

ability sum, the best chances, bbih, ot-neither.

A
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e

. OCCUPATIONS DESIRABILITY SUMS CHANCES
160 Mechanical Engineer 121

.

50,
124.:Civil Engineer 140 40
x38- Electronics Technician . 98 75

.
,

, ;

Go to the PLANNING system first. Ask for the occupation you want predicted.

'When you see tate plans for the occupation, you wil9), get the name(s)-of the
program(s) to ask out. 0

Make'sure you stay in the Planning system long enough for this information
to appear.[.

.

When you have the names of the programs of study for all the occupations
you are interested in,-go to the PREDICTION system and ask about.them.

You will want to take this information with you. -Press PRINT,

FIGURE 29

I

Instructions for using. the Prediction system in order to oh,tain key course
predictions for judging the reasonablenessof estitates. If the local ver-
sion of SIGI,lacks:a Prediction system, this display is replaced by another
telling the student toseek the help of a counselor for judging the estimates.

. r
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QUestions raised

System Queition answered" COMPARE PREDICTION PLANNING

COMPARE , Doffs pit offer what I

want?

Can I make
it?

Is it fea-

sible?

pREDICTION Can make Lt? Does it
offer what

Is it fea-

sible?

I want?

PLANNING Is it feasible? Does it Can I make

what it?
O

.offer
I want?

1,

STRATEGY

How does it

stack up
with cithei

optl.ons?

How'does it
stack up
Oth other`
options?

. How does it

.., stack up.

with other
options?

STRATEGY, How does it stack : Does it Can I make. Is it fea -

up with other offer what it? sible?

options? I want?

FIGURE

.

The relationship between STRATEGY and other systems supplying occupational information.

'Although each system answers one category of qUestion, it raises other questions that

are answered by-other systems. Students need all 'relevant answers from all four systems

to choose wisely.

a.

$
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CHAPTER X

4

... USING THE SIGI MODEL IN OTHER CON$tXTS

e of the introductory displrys in SIGI says, "Give elfman

.

a fish,

and he as a meal. Teach him how to fish,, and he will Ilave meali for a

A .
lifetime." In choosing bettmen dispensing fish and teaching fishing,

SIGIshas clearly chosen the ltter. We would, of course, be pleased

if students caught an occupatio "while they were` Learning, or at, least

,4 -got a bite, but-We .do not .insist ofi that outcome. We expect that students
r

will fish the waters.of career d ision more than once in their lives,

ind ur aim is. to equip them with rod and reel and a sure hand in using

them.

. But our -- aim. goes beyond that.
- . -

And -we would -like .our methp&' tO.40p

involvbs many kinds, of decisions,

y to..them all. Can the SIGI model
. ,

.for decision-makin -be- de hed from the computer lath .its ordered peo-
.e

.--gram and connIene_storeh se of informatIori? Can it be applied to
- _

other Aecieidnsthan-c of e of career?
. .

We believe that.-the answer to these questions is ye

/f.
will diPcuss the theoretical model on which SIG' is based

4/

. how than model .plies to--a wide variety af_decisiOns: .

555
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The Decision-Make;. (DM)

X-2

,

f .

THE DECISION-MAKING MODEL

We may conceptualize the decision -maker (the DM for convenience)

- as bringing to the decision numerous values,' abilities, and resources.

A value is any satisfaction or reward that the DM hopes to'secure or con:

trol through the decisionprestige in an occupation, good gas mileage

. in a car, protection from flooding in la house. An ability is) a physical

or mental power to do somethings -to solve tathemitical problems, draft

a diagram, pairit a portrait. And i; resource is a supply that the DM

IP .

..can draw on--toney, time, enetg perseverance. .51)

& &
Figure 31 illustrates this conceptualization. Since the values

vary in importance to the DM, and since the DM's ab litiei and resources

also vary, the bars representing.them vary in height. . The scale is

-purely arbitrary; an eight-point scale was used because 8 is the maximum

weight that a student can give a value in SIGI.- The number of values,'

abilities, and resources drawn in the figure, is alsO arbitrary. You could

think of hundreds of different values or abilities a person might have,

Ar of innumerable resources at hA.command. 1

The Option

t

.". .

.The option is a thing that can be chosen. °We miiy conceptualize
.

, ... .,

an opts s the counterpart of a DM. Where the DM has values that he
1

hopes to satisfy, the opAon provides varying degrees of opportunity to

satisfy thet4 Where'the DM possesses certain apilitiep, the option

0.
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pt.

requires certain powers to attain entry or success. And fihere the DM commands

certain resources, the option requires certain expenditures in its pursuit.

4..

We.will call these dimensions satisfactions (the counterpart of

valued, requirements (counterpart of abilities), and manageability

(counterpart of resources). ,We may imagine tthat the components of each

dimension exist in varying degrees, just as values; abilities, and

resources vary in them, and that no two options are exactly alike in

what they offer or require. For example, each car being considered by
J

. a buyer will vary in its. gas mileage, cost, repair record, handling charaor

teristics, and so on.

4
4,1

Relationship Between DM and the Options

;

Figure 32 carries this conceptualization a step. further by bringing

a DM and an option' into, juxtaposition. You can imagine other options

under consideration that more or less resemble the one at the top of the

figure, but differ in the placement' and length of the bars.,

It will be noticed that the pM possesses more, values than the

option offers by way of satisfactions. This, of course, merely acknow-

-'

ledges the fact that only a few of a DM's whole array of valueJ are actu-

ated in any one decision. When you buy a ballpoint pen, you do not think

about your fondness for string quartets,, good gas mileage, or vitamin D.

Similarly, a DM has more abilities and urcesthan the option demands,

'although, unfortunately, the DM may'noe the r'i'ght ones.
- _

1 So too with the option. It may offer satisfacEions that the DM'
t .

t

does not care about because the corresponding-values are of no importance

to him. TWO ballpoints pens may differ slightly in length, in the manner

**F
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of retracting the point, and in the placement of the pocket clips; but

these satisfactions happen to mean nothing to some persons, and they ignore

them in thAp choice.

. Only the values° that the DM deems relevant to the decision at hand

are considered in the. decision. Iefigure 32 the bars for four values

,have been darkened and identified with V to indicate that they are the ..

. ,. 4,

subset of the total array of values that the DMwill invoke in this°deci-

sion. The satisfactions in the option that correspond to these four

values have likewise been darkened. The dashed arrows that lead from the

values to the satisfactions indicate that the set of satisfactions that
. - i&

i,,/
figure in the decision Is detdrmined by the set of values that the IpH--\

invokes for it.

. There is a one-to-one correspondence here. If, you value prestige,

look for prestigious occupations. If you value economy in'cars, look for a

economical models. Other satisfactions, although they exist in the,options,

do not count in this,decision of this decision-maker.

The 'situation is different with regard to the other dimensions. It

is the requirements and manageability of the option that determine the abili-
*

ties and resources to be sought in the DM. If yon'Olbh iojecome aNatis-
':

ti6ian,.you had better have ability in,math; if you wish to buy a Mercedes°

450SEL, you must find among your resources a way to finanq, it. In figure 32

the darkened bars and the direction of the defiled arrows show there4tion-.
,

1-

ship between these dimensions. .



. Objective of the Decision

sa

X=-5

With figure 32 i%ind, we are in a posi on to examine the objec-

tive of the decision: The aim of the decisi is to select the option',

that.is most likely to maximize the DM's vanes, -that lies within th

range-of the DM's abilities, and that is manageable in terms of the DM's

-resources.

.The Model for Making the Decision

41.
How shall we construct a model of the steps a DM should take to,

'-\

reach this objective? Unfortunately, SIGI itself will hot serve well

enough because so many elements'of the process have been previously

worked out for students and stored in the computer memory and program.

-SIGI is not the model, but is an adaptation of it.

In order to divorce the model from SIGI, we may conceptualize the

procesg of decision-making in the floWchartrepioduced in'figure

Although at fir4 glance the chart may look like an abstract etching by

a particula'Hy- untalented art student, It is really quite simple b causse

it has so few branches. The rectangular boxes signify steps on which the

DM does something-- collects information or computes depirability

The diamOnd boxed'indisate steps where the DM makes a judgment aA to Which°

10.

S

of two.procedures to follow: to estimate the probabilities or not to

estimate them, to eliminate options or not to eliminate them.

W till these sample distinctions in mind, you can trace through

thedhart with reference to-Che-following descriptiOn.

. . .

138x 1e DMs identity the subset of their values that.are rele-

'

o-
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vant to the decision: They weight them and adjust the weights pest as

was done on SIGI. This step Corresponds to the Wines system:%

"Box 2. If the decision invOiCis-only a liiited.number of'known.

options (Which of two courses.should you take? Which necktie in thestote A

4 .

.should you buy?), the DM goes to box 4; otherwise, to box 3. There it
P

* rnothing corre sponding' to box 2 in SIGI, where many potential' options always,.

exist.
5 I

Box 3. Using a net composed of two or three important values,

the DM strains out a provisional set of options that are likely to satisfy
A

his values. This operation isthe LOCATE step of SIGI.
A

. p

Bot 4. jOe'DM collects information about all dimensions of the

candidate options. In SIGI this part of the process has already been

done off line by experts. The results, are stored in COMPARE, PREDICTION,

and PLANNING. S.,
A

. _

. Boxes 5 and 6. The information-gathering may reveal that some
, .

. . ! .- 4; - .options are Clearly unfitted to the DM's values. If so they may be elimi-

rutted in box 6; if not, the DM proceeds directly to box 7. Tbis operation
'

is like inquiring about ocCupatiqns in COMPARE aid weeding out the clearly

.., unsaiisfactoty ones. -
.

. Boxes 7 and tf. The information-gathering may also reveal that same
a

opCionapare'imiOssible to attain scholarship awarded only to a

member of the opposite sex) Tilese options may also Deeliminateof.

This action resembles the SIGI Predict\fb&system. ,A,.

- ,
; I

Steps 9'and 10. The information-gathering may reveal that' some

options are unmanageable in terms of theag's resources (they cost too
,

much, take too much time,
,44,1

demand too' much anergY). Such options lay also

-'560
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be eliminated.eliminated. This step is somewhat like the SIGI Planning system.

Step11. The DM now rates or "grades". the remaining options on
. . .

each of the values weighted in box 1. In SIGI the rating is done off'

line by experts and the results.are stored in_the computer memory.'

Step& 12 and 13. If attaining each of th8 options under consider-

ation is a dead certainty (choosing between courses for which I am 'quail.-

fied,.going to sleep versus watching the late show), the DM goes to box

14. If there is some doubt, the DM estimates the probability of attaining
a.

each option. In SIGI it'fs assumed that entry into anx.occupation, no

matter wh- at, is attended with some degree of uncertainty, and the probab

a

-ility estimate is never ypassed. The estimation in SIGI takes place

Spartly in PREDICTION an partly in STRATEGY.

Step 14. The DM computes the desirability sums oT the remaining

options. This is exactly like the similar computation iri.STRATEGY,

ihat. :.ne DM must do his own arithmetic.

.--;ceos 13 through 21.' T DM assesses ehp result of the computation.

If the piobabilities are. about equal or are'a dead' certainty, the .DM.

might as. well base his decision on, the desirability sums (boxes 15 and

16.) .If the pr,,babilities ace unequal but not the sums, he might as well
6

.,

' %

base his decision on the prdbabilities (boxes 17 and 18), If. any option
'

* , 4
'C''

. '...
s

has the highest sum and also the highest probability, it is a likely
..-

,, _, ,.... ..,
, 0 ,..

'

i.finnPr (box4q 19 and 20). Otherwise the DM muveassess the rewards aid
,

. . .
. . .

.

risks of each bptitr. (boxes 19 and 21). This procedure corresponds to
. , . . .

-
e , ,

- what the computer does in seleo4og displays in STRATEGY; suns and probab7
. .

. .

6e
.4'

ilities atecsimpared and-different displays are chosen.depending on the
. -

.. .
. '... 4

outcome of. the comparisori. t!_ ,
,--/

i.,

.
1
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Box 22. The, preliminary decision is reviewed. This step Is.

'implicit in SIGI,

Box 23. The DM formulates contingency plans in case the primary

. decision does not Work out. This step is also only implicit. in

Flexibility.. The flow chart does not indicate an essential ele-

ment in the model, flexibility. Real life refuses to follow.flow charts.

You may imagine that the information collection represented by box4 may

,

actually extend over the whole process, tildi:,-step 3 might be repeated
.0

several ,times with different values, that the smooth flow from box to box

is actually a disorderly skifping around, and that many of the steps may

p
have to be done more than once. -But the general features of the-Model

are always thg,same: The_flow always prOceeds frgm fhe DM's values, and. )

its.course is determined by the. need for information.

,

THE VALUES STEP

o

I

The-model begtns, first, with theidentifioation of a set of values

that the DM deems relevant to the decision and, second:with a weighting
.

of those tradmes in accordance With their importance. In SIGI a set of

ten values relevant to occupational choice have already been identified.

The setilis not exhaustive, but. if the DM wishes tb,weight ether values,

he has to do so off line because of the limitations of the computer program.
. .

.\

.Therefore SIGI does not provide a model for identifying relevant values. .

0
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a

This all important in the decisidn-making process has to be started

from scratch.

Identifying'Relevant Values

Simple, decisions. In simple siiations, relevant value; are merely

those that the DM' would like to have sat.isfied as a'result of the decision.

For example, in ordering an entree in a restsaurant, you need only examine

.
the menu and detelipe which offering strikes you as

..

most satisfying at the
% 1

moment. Your value is your personal taste. If you .a.e on a reducing diet,

another value appears, caloric content of the food.

to certain substarices, yet another value is

of allergens.

elude

If;l4raddition

If you are allergic

added to the list,.the-absence

you care 'that your diet be balanced, you in-

riutrition,as one of the values,.

Each:Of these §ets of relevant values has he follolving elements

iii common:,. Z
1. The Values.are the ones that the DM would like to control in

. P ,

.

the decision. He "Add like to maximize bris chances of being satiSfipd

.

(maXithum stimulation of the taste buds, maximu; nutrition) or minimize'
. , ,

. his chances of being harmed or displeased (freedom-from allergetlf).

2! Ali values are' 11 one that the DM expec
, . ,

// .1

to 'one degree or another, by means. of the'aptions.
. . % // '.

to the6ituation,' For example, you might think that

40
im por tantv*ue, but it is obviously inappropriate E

from t ;menu. However, taste, caloric,contdnt, and

.t1

)

J F /J.! 4-?Ti44)

ts to. be satisfied',

There 'relevant"

Helping Others is,an

or LS ,:..let..L.Litg an entree)

6o foLiir are clearly

*4
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relevant to ...the situation.

3. The values differentiate theoptions. For instance, one of

your ` important, values may be the service of food on a clean plate accompa-.

nied by clean silverware, but you, expect all your options'to satisfy this

' value to the same degree, and -so you do not include it in your set. On

the other hand, you do expect foods to differ in taste, calorie's, absence

of allergens, and nutritive quality, and so you do include any of these

values that you want to'contro by meansof the.decision.

Compaez decisions. In a complex situation that involves many values,

idehtifying the relevant ones may be difficult for an inexperienced person.

One an then say to the DM, begin as-you did with 4te simple decision by

listing%the values that you would like to satisfy or control through the

decision.

Your personal inventory will not include values that you have over,-

looked because:6f your inexperience. One way to discover these values is by
.

ading., Many important decisions occur so frequently that books and .

'titles have'been written about them. These publications are good

places to discover values that you should throw.int8 the,decision pot.
49. ,

For example, much has been written about

house,,b4idg various consumerb products

investing in itie stockmarket, marrying,

sex life. becoming liberated, and a host

choolltg,a college, belying a

1j.k automobiles and appliales,

.

reatingtphildren, improving your
1

of other critical concerns in

our extraordinary culture. Even when the printed advicgris bad, it often.

reveals important values that you shoU10 not overlook.

-



*
k Another soate of.information is the personal experience -of people

. who have faced your decisiOn. What, in retrospect, do they think was'

important? ..lhat,"values.do they wish theysha4considered that they failed

to' consider? Did they use some va es, that did nqt help An- the decision?

,
9

,

A third place to look is, in the infOrmation you will be -collecting

about your optiOns. For example, if.you are a high school senior ponder-
.

ing which colleges to apply to, yo.0 will probably be scanning catalogs

hoping for inspiration. yo.t L.:f.itk;) information that you

*

would your decision to entertain. A catalog may mention small classes,

ersonal contact wi- *h.faculty, accessibility to cultural events, parietal

rules, counselor services, numbei of Ph.D.'s on the faoulty, access to

skiing, and,soon. _Add to your list any values that ge'em important.

.

Pruningthe list. One can then explain to idle latt,.1.then you have

. listed all your discoveries,` check each value to.see-that,it 'meets three
- '--- -

condit*--(1) It.should be relevant to the decision; Z2) should-41-7-

be clear'-erimA inate between options, and ) should enough in
.

v minda

4
that you can .0ecognye opportnntties to satisfy it when they occur in

- cw

the option's.
° )

Some of the values on a student's list, especially those generated

from his hones and expectations; ,.ay fail the tb_st of relevance. Probably
0

every counselor tas,seeil,studepts-who.w4nt to do things for the "wrohn'i

rei§on. Thee want t tak# a?coarse in ordeli co ,enjoy: the roTptintonship of.

-a friend, or they skip a tipal examination because their 'car needs. tuning.

re are better aid more iate ways of stisfyin; =11,41 wo- es. ThA

ault doeq not lie in the values. but in applvina the values to
finannro'pri-, ', , . t ' '

*(4.'--
i.

att: opt-ions', The values .of friendship and a well -tuned ..car ma- ,, -,a.:Ln-

et

1 tained for decisions, but shduld be dropped,ftom the List `if values
.

.

0 .
.

.

#
:

aged in choosing a course ,or deciding whether to Make a final ,examination. r

,

.

, . .
4 :s /

'i.

. . .

. , 565*
.

.

4 -.-
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Some values may fail, to differentiate between the options. For

example; in choosing a college a high school student might in6ude as a

valge the opportunity to study biology. . But all colleges offer biology\

and so the student's value is not helpful.in discriminating among.the

options.' If, hoWever,,the student's value i to study marine biology,

the value would ihegOdiscriminateamong collegesbecausg few of them offer
,

majors in that field. Similarly, if you Were buying a hotiselin an estab-

lished suburtan community, You might find that access to utilities was'''
I

,a valuethat all options satisfied to the same degree. But if'you were

thinking about real estate in.the Arizona desert, access to utilities

might be an important value. Some lots might satisfy it and others might

not. . ,

f

Finally, all the values on the list Should kgUsable in'he sense
. .

that you can 'define them sufficiently well to recognize instances of their
-*

.
. . Y

4 occurrence When you see them, The values that. are useful in,decision-
.

. ,
.

. - 47
'' making have real -life referents:and students who want, say, to go to

an inexpensike college must be able to,deffne inexpensive wish regard to

'their own pocietbooks.anIthen must be able to apply tie definition to

thee colleges they are Contemplatingt0

-HI.Aping-siudents define values.

' ' t

xi we were interviewing students

. in the developmentsstage of SIGI, we encountered hnndredsNof exampleskof

.ce .' . ..-
9.

--,
,IS

,.
alue were ill defined for,decision-nlaking. Hoy Can a counselsir

:v

.

hsap sstudentartidurate their'alFec in a ::sable farm?
0

c?
,

-,
"i ..t ..

.f
Wesugest, firilt, that-Yon refkain from "asking leading questions

unt4,1,3rop.k.now what the student has. lh mind, Get him to tell you. 'If a

, ,

, -
kudentsays, "I wantto bi,my own boss," you might reasonably think he is

I/

.4

5 (3 6 y.

t
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. .

talking about.the value independence. But you may be wrong; he may have

in mind a value more like prestige. Therefore do not lend him by asking,

"Do y mean you want to be independent of supervision?" Simply"ask him '

to be mo e.explicit: "What doyod mean by 'being your own ,oss'? Give

fife an example of a situation that would

note" Leading questions
6

are likely

satisfy you and on that would

to put new ideas in t students'.

minds and divert theft from their true feelings.
.

Second, we suggest that you make no assumptions about the-studentS'

attituae"toward any value.-'For instance,manyie our subjects named

responsibility as one 4 their occupational values. Our probing revealed

\,.......1
that some students meant responsih yil for 1 ge endeavors, sucll, as

4* '

administration of a Government agency; otheffs meant supervision.of'a feW

coworKers; and yet ot'ers meant fFeedom fr m_responsibility.

) '

Third, we have had fairly.good luck in,helping

fuzzy notions by asking for;examples Of what they

work," "working with)eopletor "being their own

we .have asked them to describe what they

performing !'interesting'work" or Ilbeinheir

Tw.stionsf ces students fo become concrete

The .values must be -weighted to show

.
O

students clarify

meant by "interesting,

bosses.", More spec -

, .

Would be doing while

bosses." Answering.

*
and.specific.

1

their importance to the DM.

6t,
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First the values are weighted one at'a time 10 show the imp

.

each value considered by itself. Second, ie Wiphts are a

the importance,of ,the values
,A
fin'relation to one another.

a °'

tance of

'Listed to show

first weighting. Any scale an be used for weighting value's. In

this discussion,we will use the eightLpoint scale employed y SrGI. (See

'figure 9, chapter IV.) The scale .Funs from 0, ,indicating ,no importance,

to 8, indicating highestiimportance. The midpoint, 4, shows mediumimpor-
o .

tance. SinOe all the values are, by, definition, desirable,"hegative

numbers are not used. If the DM wants a value that is the opposite to
rr'' .'

'ope of the listed values, he should inclade theireversa value on hiai listr
and assign a positive weight. Pp: exariple, if ATstudent_Aoes not Want y.

.

tobe burdened with responsibility in an occupation, he shoUld use lifs'

opposite, freedom from respon

:the weight,assigned to the value is the answer to. the question,

/ 4

4

I

"How important is this value to you7".,%,If the answer is, "Very important," '' '

the weight assigned should be 7 Or 8:. The number indicating the weight
. . - .

s'mer4iy a nupe..-fcal equivalent Of the answer.toOthe.question, "How''
-1

, ,

.
,

important\"

It is unprofitable to agonize.over fihe distinetiOns at this poin

for the.re ive weightsrather than the absolmte weights determine

direction oT th.4 decision.
o

Adjusting the weights. When the valued have beeh' willthted individd-
.

A117, :the. weightS must be adjusted to snow .the imporea

-/ . 0

568:

4
e of the

11.,

Blues in

a

'sr
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relation to one another. Relgipte weights' are necessary in order to esta-

blish 'priorities along the values so that amore important value will not

. be sacrificed im order to satisfy a lesser rival. Moreover, relative value

weights, not absolute ones, must be used in estimating the over-all desir-

Relative

ability of the options.

weightS cart beeobtained through a long seri paired corn-,
or--less te.diously--through distribution -of a fad sUm,..as aICI.r-

tit -:.

1.
The easiest way to force the adjustment is to decee as in, SIGI, that the

weights must be distribu ted so that they sum to_an-amoun't ,equal to the 01,d-
4 . ---------..Aoint on the scale multiplied by the number of Values that areWei 00ted.-

IPThat is, for our eight - ,point scale the' weights should add to times N.wbere ----
-

t-.

N is the number of _values used in the decision. Since values are-used
... .- -. . ,

in, SIGI, students are forced to distribute their ;value weights- so as to sum
r

- `.'

. _ .
-tO 4 x 10 or 40. If melve values enter into the decision- the sum wo-uld,

..

. _ -- -- ..,-'

This system is cixrvefrient 'because using the midpoint
t

equal 4 x 12 or

of the scale% all

required sum.

s room to adjust the va s up or'down in reaching `the

Tivis final weighting should not be hinaiPied, k or some difficul.t judg-

ments have t o t be, made. ,then a DM re the weight' of wal f rom, say ,.,
. r . I . , , .,.t 2, 7 to 6, be may kind that yalue A is now on'alpar with va es Band C. Are-

.._ ...., ,.- , - . ,. .

the .values bf the same Importance to him? He must mak the adj tmeTAs -. so
.. -'.

- s _ttrat three are achieved. sinuffianeously7` (1) The most importani values'
, .- . it.- ( 7 i. -, .. _

.

:must havereatest weight, 72) the_least important waluemust have the,
,..0. . ' I,

.. .
least ?kight-;_:_and (3) ' the sum must equal 4 k N:-
.. 0' - : . ... - *

- ' J"--,-.'',"--..,
4`/Not_ic&-that ti.

t-h.e-a(ljusgmeni, pro.cest- ti:e 4bsoitite "veight issigned

.. Ls i the value t' otn-- so .. i ispii. ria-.....f- az the .,1 a "
.13 1

-,- V° T7° 4 aht It really 'makes
_ - 7----- - '

' no' difle'rende Wi4ether .er DM'
.

MOS t inipottanE is f.inallY.4iven i.weight--

6....

V
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of 8 (greatest importance)-or 6 (strong importance), as long as it is given-

more weight thay.bie, values'of less importance. Some persons become troubled

whenthey,reduce the weight of a value in order to approach the.l*quired sum.

They think they are no longer reflecting the truth about the importance, of
4

the value to them. They do not want to call, it medium when their feelings

f

out it are strong., However, if the final adjusted weights are'propOrtional

. )

to the DM's feelings, the actpal numerical weighti make no difference. The

mostl.nearly satisfactory option will still get the highest desirability sum,

and the rank order of the values will still(serve'as a guide in locating

options anct investigating them,, .N.

'.

r"
/

.
. ,

,.
,

Values Appropn,ate for Decisions.glout J.Abs ...

v'

1

. .
. -

It may be useful here to- disting uish betweeA a pos ition, a:ipt, an

ation,-and a.career A position is the place that you are hired to fill'

wherryou become emplcwed. There is a position for each person working - -one
,

. person one:p tion. You have a position as counselor at.Nirvana'eommunity

'Colleg .

:
.

. -

.

A job is a group of, similar positions in a single plant,,? ,business este-

1m
N ,N . ,

. bli ent, industrialp,institution, or othe r organization. 5,eyeral persons

..;

.

,
.

in the same establishment may have the Same job. You and the other counselors

at, Nirvanathave more or less the same job.-

,.,
. ,

_.

a'An occupation is a group of similar jobs found in various establishtents.

1 '-,._.
. .

1
: . * t

,

IP

Tn the United States, the occupation of
ft

counselor can be distingulshed from
.

'

41(

4

,occupatidn of teacher.

A career is a succession of positions, jobs, or occupations that one per

,' . .

Sdn engages in during his lifetime. Your career may have included the occu
' 1

pations ofteaching assistant, psychioloey teacher', and counselor.

le, %

rj-42.i 0
V

4/
wriame
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Notice that .tli,learrangetent is.hierarchital, A career may embrace

several different-Accupations, each of which includes numerous jobs performed

by persons in various positions.

What .values, should-a DM take into account'im making _decisions about

) jobs? Obviously, there is some overlap with...oc-cupatiortal value*, and the

e

.
.

e tik

ten'SIGI values fare therefore helpful.' (The values are 'high incom64,.?res-.
0

tige,.ndependence, leadership /responsibility,

variety, interest field,. Leisure,, and early,entry. They are defined in
F

chapter IV.)

There are, hbwever, many values that differentiate jobs but not occu-
.

,

I.

pations. Since jobs areteefined to some extent by the establishments where
- i

. , ..

they take place sions about them\Wnvolve factors that'aecision.about
$5

. .

, .

. i .:

.

_ . .

occupations need not consider: ine.psid and numb.eiluf.coworkers, working
'. ..

Conditions, commute time, par4ng
10
fadilities, sex and ethnic diScrimination,:

- t

aqpi.ManY othe'rs. ,FoL cxdutple, woikiug whit 4... oi-il.ial people may be an im-
. ',.' 4 t,

. portant Valuelo'some DMs, but the personality,or,:orie's.coworkers is a

\ *. .. -, .

occupation. as
, ,

\.'characteristic of a particular job "rather than of 4ri occugatio asle. *

3:,
In decisions about jobs the DM

f
still faces the t-a'SIC6C,i*Flanti'fying values..

.that are relevant to the decisiort, 11aLdifferntiate mg f.j:Itions,

. .....
areusable. ,. '.;:

i, 7 .... .

7FI L

*I Theifoll

by interview subjeots in dis,cusslons about their het i c.i'cihs 'Nam+) of your
-

students ma have other concerns. in mind that are- legitimate Values,, a0
...)

, +4-......

f ,

for me

c,

e

iind*that
4

list is merelv.advis_ory: It.',cOnsistl of the values named

some of the alues in the list beloW may be,',wildly inapftopriate

decisions or some'DMs%

a
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,..,The ten SIGI values .

Fringe benefits

.
Availability of parking
Proximity to home
Congeniality of coworkers
Woik alone or in group
Safety
Dress code

F

, .

-X-18

r

ti

I

Size of rg'anization
Surroundings
Cleanliness

Geographical location
Availability of transportation
Promotion/advancement

related to the sIGr value;
.0veAime .leisure., but sometimes ex-

pressed i narrowerAte'rms..

7

NEED FOR INFORMATION

4 *

lr

The remaining steps in the decision-making process all require

information about the options. Information may come from Liany places--

reference books, directories; catalogs, compilations, indexe§,

raphies,. Federal Government reports, Congressibnal hearin

. *
the Nllow Pages, ,classified ads, encyclopedias, people, and eldewil4re.

The source in any particular decision depend<partly:On the.fatere pf

at

periodicals,
, .

the

4" *-,....

-
. _

decision-did-PartlY oil the ingenuityandthoroughness
.-

o f , he p- m .
,....,

.-.,

.....,......-.4.

......___. .

But whatrwer the source, nformation Must he available for a'ratiallai'', _ .

__-,?..-,-- -,--
,

,
. . ,

(.,
,

_ .

decision to take place. Therefore locating informatlon Is an essential

part of-any.decision-ma king method 'that aspiItes to be more than a lottery

or a psychic 'event.,

Unfortunalely,'1 the .subject of:info/rmation gathering is beyon'

1

scope pf this.handbook.

o

It is clear13, impossible to discuss all likely

. --
sources of.informatiOn for every conceivable situation. Usually, the

,nature of the d
-)

tion aboutinstatce, inf

meat agencies

suggest where to lOojc for information. For

jobs may coie.from OlaCement services, employ-

%..,,AP"'

*agar

4

ospectiveemployers, want ads, bulletin boards, responses

. to letters of in wiry, and acquaintances. Counselors, teacher's, and

reference librarians may

fi5,r informatioiT.:

hay. to help inexperienced -DMs

572

in their-search

le

O
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Inthe following sections of this chapter we will simply assume
. .

that necessary' information is available to the DMs or that they kho*

where and how to get it. /

N./.

0,

IDrNTIFYING A WORKABLE SET OFOPTIONS

-, The second step to the decisi

'a.

n-making model is to Identify a.set

of options. This step correspOnds t box' 3 in figine 33.

,

-Between steps 1 and 2 the DM makes a-judgment (box 2) as to whether

a suitable set alreddy exists. If thedA.son is an etrhertor, 82./no _go
. ..

___Aind_or if it involves on a small umber of knowneoptidns, , the set is a

given, andsthe *goes directly t? collecting and evaluating 11for%ation'
r.

.4
a

about its members. But if, any options exist, as in occupational choice

(there are -many thousenus Ul (LL(IpaLions 1isten in the. Dictionary of Oc-

cupationai Titles and over 800 occupations named in the Occupational Out-

looklook Handbook), some principlle must be invoked for reducing the number

4 to a?orkable size without losing'the best prospects.

The principle is to"use 016 DM's most impor'tant values for netting

'those options that seem likely to satisfy them. The operation of the

principle may be seen in thejtATE system of SIGI. The procedure IS very

tip that would be iequired-lto explorequick compared with the amount of

the whole array of options in any depth.

Selecting Values for the Search

ifok

DNS begin by selecting a set of search values from the group that
16

'we'e .geighted in the- ;e74cus 7.t,p. SIC' uses five values for this pur-

e
po se, but five are Coo many to keep track of witfiout a computer: rf the

.

DM muse manage Aire's by hadd,,Lwo vi three dimehsiops are probably enough;

*1 U 7 3for some decis ions one may be sufficient.



ts

be useful. It may be a minimum quaqityXsalaryc'cos't, illeasurable perfor-'
k6.

mance, size,..etc.); a defined category (style, color, Model,. location,

t.c.).,; or, less.desirable, a reference to some standard recognizable to '

(X-20

9

The values selected should be those
4,
th£t the,DMs most,want to see

realized in their decision. They are the values that:the DMs' woOld not
. ,

4
Want to give up under any cixcumstancese

.
. ,

Making Specifications far Each Search Value

, ."

I

The,next"task is to make a specification for 'each of the search

values. The purpose of the specification is to,enable DMs to recognize

4 ..

when an optibn provides acceptable oppor,phity to satisfy the value.

Generally speaking, b specification should be expLicjt in order to

4
the DMs (a great amount, more than aveirage,,etc.). Many of the-dpeci-

*

-

fications in SI G.' are in this latter form, but the, rms more thanl average,.

a great amount, and such have been operationally

equivalent to quantities or categdries. The compu

se that tAey are

, .

knows-4at ,they mean.

. . ..* t s

SoMe persons find it difficult to be explicit about what they want,
.

s .. .

whet

,

'y

They say they can recognize it wheli they see it. Far such persons=-
Z

.,
,

'
.

.

provided that they:are not kidding themselves--vague terms like inter-

, / :::c. "

esting, good, sexy may be specification enough. -74 purpose of this',

specification is to'guide the examination of the information, not to com-

municate to someone ele. If a W, examining two options, is able to say,

"This one is sexy- with respect, to My'value'and that one is not," it is

hard to argue that sexy-ip`inadequate specification.

0"
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Skimming the Information
),

.

` vb.

. The next fas

!

to find the portions, of it that concernthe search values.' These/items of

-information are then examined with sufficient care to see whether or'not

the option meets t e spec.ification for the value. All other information,

is ignored at this time.

to skim the information about ea4potential option.

The skimming step is Mostly a R°_ /no go operation. If an option

conies up to the level specified for each of the search values, it is
k

a candidate for the final decision. If it does not, it is'pursued no',

SkiM6isig 'requires special skills that are usually taught in how.:

to-study and reading-improvement courses. Knowing how,to ski6 is impor-
,.

tent in the decision-making process. If your students have riot acquired

the skill, you shonld'refer them to an appropriate book or study skills

Las.

Some DMs may be concerned that hp all-or-nothing methods (:)4 the
)

LOCATE procedure may eliminate options that might, in the t

. end;,be the best thbice. pis result is unlikely if,the search valUe
,V

7 .,1

are distinctlymore important to the. DMs than the values not use4 in\

_
search. If important values were left out, DMs can conduct the sear0

two stages, each with a'different set of values. The options that sur,-.

vive both searches arethe ones likely to be most satisfactory.

can also. establish a "doubtful" category for those options that do no
.

.
,

, . -',

.
O '

meet all specifications but which the DMs do pot want
.

to lose forever.
....

.. ,,
./. S %

575

r.
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'Using the Model in InformationGathering
//,

A

In some situations, all or much of the n cespary information is

donvenieptly collected in one place. Examp s are The Occupational Out-

look Handbook and SIGI for information a ut
/
odcupations or The College

. Handbook for information about colleg

4

O

In other situations the inf tion is scattered, and the DIM has

to collect a dossibr on each opt ampler are information.about

houses a'1514 might buy and job- t take.

Its would be wasteful to col ect all possible information about all

possible options only to,elimin te most of them later by applying the

search values. Therefore DMs should combine the skimming operation wit

the inUrmation_gathering. They collect only effongl informationabo
.

an

option to
1- ;udge whetHer or not it passes throuigh.the net of sears values.

.. -

If the Option meets the test, gathering information about it w continue;
,....-,,,..---- --7-----

.
' . ,

. /

if it f ile, no more effort will be wasted in ipvestigating

,

.

....

Thib principle 'of using the decision-making algorit 11 as a guide

to information gathering should be applied whenever poss le. For stance,

e".

with reference to figure 33,-an item of information m ht be un overed

indicating that an option was impossible to attain oxes 7 and 8 on the

/ flow chart). That option would then be abandoned/Mie e tely, In

fleet, the steps in /the decision-making procee are applied to infolbation

gatherin$as well as information processing.

Search Values in DedisionsAbout Jobs

.The search values for decisions about jobs may differ under dif..
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ferent conditions. In good times,Os
-------

- ...

or three values as explained above.
.

,',..
.

. . .

14, .

hunting from hunger, they,may have to usa whatever are availfble
/ - ,

in the options instead1Wf those most degir&l. Even low-weighted values
.

/

vary in their importance to the DM, and. he can use the best of them to
/

identify the most desirable among undesirable options.

eit:ffiost important two

t-time fobs, however, or job-

o,

values

In hard titles the "LOCATE" atep may not enter into the' decision

at all. The option's may be so feW that DMs do not have the luxury of
e'

reducing their number to amanagiable size.

I

ti

INFORMATION PROCESSING--COMPARE

/
/

In SIGI infotiiation.prOceasng isi-apread over foiir systems.,

COMPARE gives factual information, PREDICTION gives information about the

_!.
r

requirement '' of opt4o,ns, PLANNING gives information about their manager.
, ''''- .

..

ability? and STRATEGY/gives information about how the occupations compare
...

...
4%

V their desirability.
. ,

On tke computer it is "useful to keep these classes of infatlilation

in separate systems,lkut not so bff line. Efficidhcf requires that when-
a 4

ever DMs have access to a source of information, they milk it dry regard-
_

less of its clastificationr the,step they are on in the de6ision-making

!

proCess., If"they are,at the step analogous to COMPARE, they will never-

7

theless collect,infovmation usettil to the PLANNING step if it comes their

, , , U .
.

way/ The, transfer df information-711fting it from books'or people's

/1
milioa8 and putting it fnto the form. of notes.forfilture study -- should be

1 ,1 /

i

/

/

/

/__2

4

e.
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Or

'done in a single step' The complete processing of that information in

order to reache decision occurs in separate steps, as in SIGI

Although itwill be convenient in the following discussion to refer

to a "COMPARE ste" or a 'PLANNING stepilas if they were entirely separate,

o 1

in practice the /stem blend and their activities m4 occur moreor less
, -

simultaneously./

.
.

l

Making a Chart of I ormati F,'

Information will ha

way to classify it is to

.

e to be classified as it s collected. One

ke a chart like that illustrated in figure 38.

Use a.large sheet of pap r and make as pany columns as thei'e are options

4...for the decision. //

t

,Th e number of r ws will depen/d on the number.of different kinds

. ./

of information that 0 releviant'to the decision. There are three large

classes that we have designat d in accordance with the con,eptualization

in figure 32, Satisf ctions, Requirements, and Managea ilit . Satisfac-

dimensions, one row for each value that wls
tionv includes'the

weighted in the tep in the decisiOn-making pr cess. Satisfactions

.
also includes ani//6 her item of information that scribes or defines f

an option,

Th

. tain tO

ab i

A

4Avaq age o
V,/

. .

for each item.

iven over to Requirements antain the Atems that per,

ibility Of an option in 's of the DM's status 9r

example, suppose that a M had to'be married to stake

ome option. This info tion would occupy a row on the

9

'16 o The quirements section so includes any` ormation,about
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how difficult an option may be to achieve. If a DM,learned that only one

applicant in five is admitted to a cerrn collegeunder consideration,

that'information would be entered under Requirements. )

The rows given over to Manageability contain information concerning

the demands an option will make on the DMis"resources. In buying a house,

for example, DMs would collect information about monthly mortgage, tax,

and insurance payments for each option. This information would occupy

one row in the Manageability section of the 6hart. Also in the Manage-

ability section would go information about investments in time, capital,

. /or, energy that must be made in order. to achieve the option.
.

. f
If many items of information are to enter into the dicision, the ........-72/

chart may become cumbersome. Another way to make it is to use 3X5,

, .

cards in four colors. Information about values goes on cards of one color,
.

one item per card, information about requirements on tardS of another

color, about manageability on a third card, and miscellaneous information

on the fourth color. The cards can be kept portable in a file box,

segregated by o-ptions. Then the final chart is assembledby,Scotchtaping

the Eards of each optio to form a ladder that can be hung on a wall.

The cards have to be arranged in the same order in each ladder so thae,

the optipns can be compared quickly, on any item of information.
.

Misting Information

Preparing an information chart for an important_decision takes

a lot of time. All necessary information seldom appears in a single

source; with the result-that the chart fills:slowly even when much well-

5.7p'
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No

o

structured inforiation is availlble. For instance, although DMs who are

choosing a.college can find a vast amount of information In The College
0

, they'will not find everything they want to know. Theirichart

will have empty'cells that may be filled only be referring to the college

ip. catalog, visiting-a campus, talking with officials and students, and per-
. _ : .

haps tuning in bn thelind of student publications that used to be con- ''',,

"°

sidered undergro nd: Some cells may never be filled. because no informa-

' /tion ever comes .to hand.

Ratin: the Vues DimenSions

'

Info =tion abou0he opportunity to satisfy a weightdd value
o ' 4,

Should -be rated at the time it is obtained. The rating look ahead-to the

STRATEGY stip. The rating is a numerical expression of ()low weir the option

I,
is likely to satisfy the value. It is a kind of grade, like A; B, C.

e

Itfis impossible to give exact procedures for rating values infor-

A
nation be?ause different values figure in different deCisions, and there

Is no w ay of covering them all% 4
We'cadothoweveri describe the procedures

we followed in rating the :values dimensions of the SIGI occupationalinfor-
,

i 0

mation, 'Ind these'piocecures can,Oeive
.

as a model.
9

.

-,

found that.four 44tings, 1-4, Were enough toldifferentiate
.

Mdst

inforula icin,' but for High Income we allowed 'ogrhelves -five because infdr-

..

mation. bout salaries could be easily divided into five categoties. Vl

. , - ,.--

0 ,chose a4rating of 5 to. designate a median.income'in "excess of $20,000;
i- ..I . I , ,... , -

4.desig1 natee'.an income' between $11000 and $19,999; 3, between110;000'
.

. , S

.

and $13,99; 2-, $7, 000 to ;9994, and 1, For Early a,ntry-
'.. .. 4 1

e
assi ed a rating of 4

1 N. ....

i.lcre bp.occutla ions that-required less than twd years . ._

. , . ,-, ! ' ; ; (..
. .p..

.
.of ecluc tion, beyond high bohool for entry; 3stignified 2A9!3'yearl; (-",';

I

\\ ,
7 580--
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2 signified (e years (bachelor's degree.); and 1 signified 5 or.mlore years

V

(graduate'eraining). (
.

.

When categorieipould novbe quantified, we carefully defined what ,

each
,

rating'mpant in operational terms. For example, fbr the value Help- .

. .

ifirOthers,wc definc a rating of 4'as "Working with people directly to

improve, their heiith, welfare, or educatioP"; a rating of 3 was defined
4

V. . .

as "Providing a service that makes life beget forthe general public in

a signifiGant way (for example, legal, aesthetic, or environmental); or

having meaningful, but not vital influence on individual clients." The

. / / .

.

/other ratings were similarly;defined.`

K t 3 . -.

a

Some principles.emerge: (1) The higher the rating, the better the

opportunity to satisfy the Value through'the option (This high=better

tt

principle is' necessary for STRATEGY to work)';'(2) the definitions of

ratings are worked out with -soma care; (3) the definitions exclude judg-
r-.

mental terms like better, interesting,,pleasing,rbeautlful, and so on;

r -and -(4) the definitions are rendered in quantities whenever possible, or

as categories with definite boundaries, orin concrete and.speciiit

guage that minimizes errors ip rpretation.

Sothe persons may balk at putting.so much effort into the ratings.

. .

Why can't y just react to each item of information, rating It 4 if, it.

.,- makes them ecstatic,:;jif they lice it, and 'so on? .Perhaps thi 'method

ke.

i$ .all right for small decisions with short-live- d consequences. But serious'

1

dBcision's with copsequentes that liviinto senility should be made with

*" great car .The ratings need"to be ihdependept of thetransient mood and
,

bi#s of the tater, and an item of information that receives a ratingof
4 1

2 after breakfast Should potreceive a rating of 3 before.dinner. Errors

in rat4ng,.are multiplied in STRATEGY, safeguards should bp established
. . 581

to keeP.thei'Under control.
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When an item has been rated, the rating should be attached to the

rest 'ofthe information in the proper cell on the char.t.
r

Information' about Jobs,,

Information about jbbs is tre ?ted like information for any oth.er

. decision. DMs must be careful to distinguish between information about

occupations and information ,about the specific jOb options they are

\
considering. The occupational information is likely to be true about the

jobs, but there is no guaiaxtee that it will be. Therefore,-when gathering

information, DMs should verify that the statements they got from SIGI or,

the Occupational Outlook Handbook apply to the particular jobs they are

thinking; about. .

Information about jobs is often hard to come by. The details ih
* 4.4

ads or on file in placement offices and-employment agencies are apt to ba

sketchy, especially with tespect to the values dimengions. The hest source

of informition is likely to be persons' already employed and the employers

themselves. For this reason DMs should go to their.jqb interview primed

to get answers to their most important questions. The DMs must have done

as much homework as possible in advance of the interview. They.shoUld

have identified and weighted their values and have filled in from Other .

sources as many cells in their information chart as possible. The empty

cells in each elumn Indicate information still to be collected. The

interview 4s a good place to get much of it.

Some persons are timid about asking questions in ,an interview.

They may need counseling. If your college offers no special services or
.

P.

courses for job hunters, you should make sure that books on the subject

are in your library or placement office.

-582
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INFORMATION PROCESSING -- PREDICTION,r

An option may be impossible to attain, certain of attainment, or

atta .lnable with some undetermined probability: Usually one does not

spend time or energy on the firsttwo conditions,. once they become known.

For instanceOf you.ire a male student, you would not apply for a scho-

.

'larship open only to women. Or if you are.study ing a road map,to decide

on the best route- to St. Loufs,, you take for granted that you will arrive

/
.regardless 'of the roap ypu choose.

These two conditions are shown on the decisional flowchart in

figure 33. Boxes 7 and 8 shpw the elimination of imp4sible oRtions, and

box 12 shows the path shunting the estimation'of-probabilities because

the outcomea-are certain.

Probhilities shouIdowever, enter into the decision whenever

the options.can be Aifferentiated by the degree of certainty of"attain-

.:

AA

g them. For instance, in occupational! choice it is obviously harder

to become a physician than a salesworker; the two occuationg differin

the 'probability that one can succeed in entering t
/

hem: -'

Knowledge,nf this difference is an important piede of informatio

to the\DM. The processing` of it takes place in box 13 of the flow c

in figure 33. -In SIGI the comparable operation occursgertly in PREDICTION.

(the est ir of key course grades) andpartly in STRATEGY (the.esti-
I, .

ration Of chances of successful entry). In this discpsSion we ill refer

to it,as the PREDICTION step in order to keep, to the fatiiia nomen-

.

clatnre of SIGI

583
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The RelationktiP between the PREDICTION and'PLANNING

The question, "Given my abilities, is this option attainable?"

. ,

assumes that I knoW what to do to attain it.. The PLANNING step considers
.

that aspect of the decision process. Therefore the YIANNING'step cannot

be separated from-the PREDICTION step,.and tie two steps should really

,be taken simultaneously. As noted in the section of this'chapter about

1

the COMPARE step, information for all steps is collected in A-single

di
operation whenever possible. Therefore DMs should'be able to go back and

forth between PREDICTION and PLANNING as need be. In the remainder,ot
c,

thi section we will assume that DMs have PLANNING information and con-.

sequently know what steps they would take in order to attain an option.r
What Is.Being Predicted

°
i,

..
-- . ' .

If only one step lb required to attain an option, the pred±ction

_estimates the,probability that the step will be completed successfully.

For example, the young man applying for the-scholarship may'have com-

pletbd\all the scholastic requiremen for eligibility. The only :step

remaining for him is to apply. His stimate will then be the pr6babi
i

c'that, given his background, previous p4rformane, need, and so on,-he
.

i

'will win the scholar9hi0.,

I

If-more than one step is requ red, the DM may estimate either the

- .' . , 1

probability.of completing the most difficult step on\all the steps. If

4

One of ehe steps is Outstandingly di ficult, it may be more realistic to

predict that.- But if all the steps re about equally difficult, thell5est
, Y
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estimate may be the probab lity of com letiug e first times the probab7

ility of then'completing the second,'an \so ono 6

-

For instance, tfle man applying tor the school lirshilY may have to

a

get anAin math (step 1) As weld as win t e award (.step 2). If math is

hard for him; he should' estimate the proba flity/orgetting his A. 'If '

hi's chances of getting the A are fair, he uld-estimate the probability

of winning scholarship and modify that figure'by the probabUrity'of

getting, the A.
r

As h everythine,else in decision making, one cannot blindly

follow a.co -book recipe. A,. judgment must be made as 'to what best

represents the probability of attaining the option.

Estimating theTrobabilities

Once the DMs have clearly' in mindb what it is they are estimating,,,

6

they proceed to the estimation itself.. 'The test estimate is derived from

a regression equation based on actuartal studies, as in the SIGI Prediction
; -

system. But few dedisions are the sort for which god studies exist,

at
e :.

and few DMs know how to make'the.necessary calculations..

The only alternative is for the DMs to make thehest estitate they
-

Can. -We have some evidence that self- estimates based on good,information

pare fairly valid. 'In our studies'for,the SIGI Prediction system, we .4

have asked students to estimate how they stand (compared with other students)

with respect factorsselected by instructors as related to ood
. - . -

. . .

grades in their course. i

/
The,studentS'are4also given ahistogram showing
S.

585
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. ..,

the distribution of grades
.

obtainellbq previous students. 'Me stbdents
f .

. . .
.

0 .

.

then predict their own grades, basing thir estimate on -all this informa-'
i .

tion as well as information about their past scholastic performance.

In SIGI, uSe of these estimates as predictor vtriebles yields
, , l

multiple cbrrelations with course marks just as high as or higher than those

computed when test scores art included as predictors." This is not the
K

.
same thing as-seying the students' own estimates are as accurate as the

predictions cdmputed from the regression equations in which the estimates

are weighted along with other Oredict4variebles. But our studies:do

strongly suggest t at when studens.are given sufficient information,

1

, their judgments' 4e generally dependable. DMs can estimate the probabi-

lities with s me feeling of confidence.

,

4

4,4

The key to ieliable'self-estimates, then, is reliable information.

In this age of computers' hard informaltionmay not be so difficult tget 4

I
'

. as one might expect. In decision's coicerning educational matters,,for

quiteeXample, DMs can 'often get quite a number of d facts based on instil
4 I.»

/ I *
s

tutional research. -They, may find out what the distribution of grades
,.1

,

was in many .courses, the percentage ot4students admitted witlh various SAT
p,

scores and their rank in_their.high school classes, ,the SES of enteii:ng

students, the proportion of'ummunity college students with cel4ain'GPAs
/

accepted by transfer institutions, the ratio of admissions to rejections,

'and much more. When such information is available, DMs should estimate

, .

their chances'for-eAch.option sbperatell in order, to make sure that . ..
.

,---" 4

. ,

their estimate is based on the information and not on acomparison of the
.

.

options. The estivate for one option should not influence the estimate ...

-*,.;.

4er'i

. .. .

for another-.

. wr %.

Subjective probabilities - -hunch s, faith that right will prevail,

586
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r

thatthat otie will luck it,through --should be avoided as much as

pOssible.

C

4
,

Predictions for Decisions about Jobs
. .

4

Estimating the probability of getting d.particular job is handled ,

like any other prediction. If :the bMs are qualified by training'for the

jobs and want to.knox.Yonly:What,their chances are of receiving an offer if

they apply, they can ask their proApectiye employers what,qualifications they

hope to find In. their employees, how many other applicants there are, and

whether particular applicants (e.g., veteran's) get preferential treatment. Ap-

plicants

. . .

for Civii_Service jobs have the
-

right to*now their test spores

and their rank in the list of applicants. Such information can be trans=

lated intR,a,probability figure_thee is more reliable than a mere guess.

,

For instante, if a student is applying for a'sth le opening for whiPti she

feels herself qualified, and nine 'Other applicarlts are-equally*qualified,' -

she maTestimate the probability that she will/receive the offer as 0.1,

V
° If students making,00.aions about jobs must dO something (take .

.
...?

. .

a course,Nget a degree) in order to become,qualified, the probability 1

41'-
,..

. -

,.'
then involves two steps: The studentaWave to take into aecountjibe,

4
.,

,
,. . . .. r

possibility that they will fail either step, Ond the estimate 14111 be

.
.

smaller than if only one step wereftinyolyed.
.

INFORMATION PROCESSING -- PLANNING

The purpose of the PLANNING stepis toanswer the question,'' "Is
. .

this, oPtion manageable in terms of my resources ?" It may be compared to
.

'41
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.

the PREDICTION, step. PREDICTION concern* the degree'to,which an

is practicable in terms of the DMs' abilities, PLANNING -the degree to .'

(which,it is manageabl in terms of their resources. . ,

For, example, I gninto,a restaurant for lunch Ahd narrow,down my 3,

. ,

options,to p club steak at$5:95 and grilled hamburgeat $1.25. Since
' '

. .*7

'1% am healthy and hungry no PREDICTION step is necessary; I 'assume a
,e 1

probability of 1 that I can eat either option. Interrogating my wallet,

'howEiver,,causes me\to consider the PLANNING Step:',, I find't.have seven
0%

dollars; I can pay for eitherOption, and.my decisi'on'rests on how much

of:my resources I am willing to put out and-how much more satisfactory

-11k,

the steak is than the hamburger-plus .0hatever other uses I have for the thoney.,
., . ,

Like the PREDICft0N.step, the PLANNING step may 'not be necessary

ih order for DMO to reach a 'decision: If the DM's resources can be taken
--

/4 4j. .

for graRted for all'dPtions, ,there is-no need to consider them in'deciding.

If my'wallet.were stuffed,,I would not have to question ighether.my seven

dollars would stretch to the end of the day; my choicA of food could be

. determined by my taste values alone.

,

Dual Function ofthe PLANNING-Step

dm,

Besides serving in the decision-making act, the PLANNING information

\ 01. 4 .

also has a postdecisiqn function. This 48 to. provide a map showing the

i

DM how to attain an option once they have chosen it Therefore'DMs

. , , .
,

have to be Cautioup about ignoring the PLANNING step on ihe grounds that

, .

the information is irrelevant to the deciding process. They; may find they

.: . ,-.
need it after they have Made the:decision. FOr example, a student choosing

588 ,
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a college may know that she has the money, time,/and energy to go to any
1

optiotif she choOses. 'The PLANNING step need not -enter into her decision

except insofar as the infOrmation helps'her'in the PREDICTION step. 'Never-
...

thelese, when she has made.her decision, she will, still have to know what

. -

preparatory courses and testa she should take, what the deadlines-are for

L
applications, where and how to apply, and so on.

Only when the'DMs can take for granted that .their resources dt

not figure in -the decision and also that,they knew how to attain a chosen

* option, can the PLAASIING step be skipped entirely.
'

Determining the Plans for an Option',

Usually the.things one must do to attain an option consist of a

sequence Of step's that must be taken in some fixed order. Many school

.curricula are of this 'Sort; children must learn addition and subtraption

.

e ) 1.\
before multiplication and division, and these before algebra, which they

- must master before going on to trigonometry and calculus.

. .
A

The fact that the order of the steps is often more or less fixed
'0,o%. * .

- - :

. ..

..

Allows DMs to use the- technique of backward chaining in determining the .

steps,to an option-. 'Backward chaining requires thatihey determine the

last step first and them work,backwards step by step to the first.

-

As an example from SIGI, consider the steps I shoUld:take if I am,*

'a cOmmunity college student desirous of becoming a pharmacist. I.find

I must pass a State licensing examination (last step). In order to qualify

.

foi the examination, I. must, in most states, serve a year of internship

undera licensed-pharmacist (next -to -last. step). To be accepted as an
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n ern, I must obtain = bachelor of pharmacy degree. /To work toward that

gree, I must quali myself foi a9ceptance by a school of pharmacy.
.

. i
4 in order to be ivalified, I must take the proper courseaat my tom-

\ .

..,,

i 0%
/

mu ity college, us ally biology aril chemistry (first step). The require-
,

,

/ !

men s for any st determine. he activities/of the step that precedes it.

tTive th {i Illey bit carried as far bac and as need be to: reach the

step that th runner oCcupies., 'For exam le, if I,do not have the pre-
V

requisices o 1f enrolling in biology or c
q,

back'a 'ad it onal step by planning to

4 The f nal act in detertining the plans is .to reassemble the chain

i ',

emistry, I must tarry the chain/

qualifying coursed.

in tta orde' in which the steps willb taken; The step that waa deter -

mined

,

/

last! n the chain is the step h t I would take first in /my joutney

to
1,

e
,

.

eotin a practicing pharmacist.

step can be'broken,down into a series' of substgps, with the°

ult th t the chain can consist of as many steps as are usefulto the

It is hatU tp say.ho izarge each step shotild is obviously

lly to break the chain into so' many tiny chainlets that it becomes a

odgepodg . Listing my daily chemistry assignments,as'separate steps

/ .

s going oo far\ On the other hand, listing oply the giant atep "Chemistry".

,

&probably not sufficient for my needs if I must

organic chemistry, and bibchemiairy.

hat is useful to the Dg.

take. general chemistry,

The size o ihe steps depends on

Relationship to the'PREDICTION Step

The steps brought to light ,in the chain

590.
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4.

that should be taken nto account in-the-PREDICTION process. Knowing,

04 the-steps they mast take to attain an option-allows DMs to judge which.

,
.

/- activities are-mastolikely to strain, their abilities.'

/
Using the PLANNING step as an aid in etimating,probabilities.4s

/ ,

discussed i(Ithe previous'section of this chapter.'

PLANNING in Decisions about Jobs

The. techniques just described are,applicable to decisions aboOtw

I

\

s The most diffitult part of elle procedure, will be to gather the,
.

.

\necessary information.', Since the information about all.the pions is

:not usually assembled in one place, each option presents a separate prob-

iem. The best data are likely to come f ther'em loyers themselviis, --.
_

i
I .

0
,

either in the form of published job descriptions or in response to direct
-,=1",

questions from the DMs.

While on the COMPARE step of the decision-making, process, DMs

should draw up a list of question& that must be answered on the PLANNING

step. The following list does not pretend to be complete:

1. What amount and kind of training does the employer hope to find

4 /

iin applicants for thifjOb?

2. What ?punt and kind Of experience does the employer look for?

3. Are"there any tests that the applicant must take in order to become

4;

:qualified for the job?.Does the applicant need.a State or local license?
.

.

5. Does the applicao have to he a member of a union Or professional -

group? - 591
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the applicant need a particular, college degree or certifi-
.

e,for the job?

What application forms must be completed?

Is an interview required?

. Is a resume required?

10. Are refe nces required dr useful?

; \ .

. 11. Is regis ation with a placement office, employfient agency, or
f

i.,

sinploym t service required or of advantage?*

f
' 1

,...

c- here ma b t bactard chain associated pith-each of these quest ps,
1

,..,.

depend ng on t e ansWer:--For-instance 17f references are require(or us

I
-------:

ful, he DM ill e obtain letters or permission from suitable persons.

This task in urn entails identifying' the persons.

.
. .

Plann g for jobs .it'obviously related to planning for the occu-.

1
t-

''.

1:.,
petidns tha subsume the.se jobs. DMs should not, however, tae for granted

. .

that comple ing the steps recommended by SIGI for entry into an occupation
i

hap automatically qualified-them for a job they have their eye on. There
4

11 cert nly be additional Stepsapplications, interviews, etc.--that
/

re inyo d'in decisidbs about jobs., Furthermore, SIGI concerns the

1 ,,.

ccupati n across the whole country. The preparation for a particular job

linay be little different from what appeared 1%SIGI.. For instance, a

*Fees may be involved for private agencies and services. Generally,
es will do mgre work for,the applicant than will a service; the
er often_pays the agency"fee, and no fee is required before the applicant

een hired.' An employment service usually requires a nonrefundable
tia,dvance with no guarantee o f results. Check the practice in yout
.'Although many employment service organizations are undoubtedly

st., many are ripoffs.

59,2
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local job may require certification or membership in a union.

There is no substitute for information.

INFORMATION PROCESSING -- STRATEGY

STRATEGY summarizes the most important information from other

systems in a form that reveals the rewards and risks of choosing eaci?

option. Since the information has already been collected, the only new

thing the DM has to do is to make the sifnple calEulations that lead to

the desirability sums and.passjudgmenton the_optfons.

Computing Desirability Sums

In SIGI the options'(occupatiOns, are treated three at a time

'.because that is all the display screen will hold. Off line, all options

should be treated at once.

P a

DMs shduld .make a chart modeled on figure 34 There will, be as

many columns as there are options plus an a1itional column for values

and a narrow column next 'n'd.t for the value weights. There will be as

many rows As)there are values that the liMs weighted.
s

Now DMs'enter in the "Wt." column the weights that they assigned
lit *

in the first steep irOthedecis.ion-making process. These are the weights
4

as adjusted, to sum tb 4N. In the illustration there are twelve values and
4 . ,

the weights add upio48.

Now, for eaCh option, DMs fill in the ratings that they assigned to

that option when they were collecting information in the COMVARE step of
I

the-decii tion. he rating of course goes, ltn the same row as the value that

,
s

- /

..t 1

i 593
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was rated. It is dasy4to make errors in this operation, and DMS should

ask someone to check theiryoik;

Next, for each option for each value,, multiply the value weight

("Wt." OdiUmn) by the rating and enter the product in the "Product",

col. For example, for'ilaiue
1
the producilfor the first and second

opt ns is 7X321; for the third option it- is 7X2=14;-for the foUrth

7X1 ; and for the fifth 7X4=28.4 Again, DMs must watch out for carelvs

errors.,

Finally, add all the prbducts for eachJption and enter the sums.'

The option with the largest sum is the "best" in terms of the DM's values.

To pu%t, it another way, it is the option that offers the most reward.

Evaluating the slims. Students on SIGI who, see their sums displayed

tb.
on the screen are-iWarned that a difference of ten points or less between

the sums is probably not significant. In chapter IX (pages IX-12 through

IX-14) we explained'how we arrived at ten as the number of points

for a "significant difference." The errors of measurement represented

by those ten points came about under nearly ideal conditions: The ratings

were made by a team of experienced persons using carefully constructed

definitions of what each rating meant, minimizing,rOr in the rating

.

factor Of the produCt. Ftrthermore, the SIGI values had been carefully

defined and were known to differentfate occupations. Therefore error,

In the weight factor was also minimized.

Neither.,of these procedural safeguards is present in the informal

computation of 4desirability sums just described. Consequently, one would

expect the inherent errortObe much larger than ten points. It is im-
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possible to say what.th6 magnitude of tae difference should be.lo reach

ignificance. ',Clearly, the magnitude will depend somewhat on the number

values that gO into the desirability sumsthe more values, the larger

the error.

The lesson is plain:. the desirability sums must not be followed

blindly They are, neverthelese, informative guides. They synthesize,

Much,inft ation into a single, useful figure as no other procedure could

'do. .They po sess considerable power, but like any powerful instrument,

they must.be,u e w2th control and' dis cretion.

m -
Short cut t deairabilit sums. U.:many values cOhtribute.to

desirability sums, D may want to Shorten the Lmputation and at the same

-

time take. insurance thg their top valued hi'Ve-a good chance of being

satisfied.
k

A .'
O

.:;

It is theoretically po, ible that the option with.the highest sum
,

most

7 .

would not be the most satisfectwo yith regard to the DM's most important

values. This result would, occur

to match high ratings in the option, hile the'few high-weighted values

a great many low-weighted valUes happened

matched low. ratings. The combination o \high weight, low rat ing would be

=.

swamped in the sums by the multitude of lo Weight, high rating .products,

with thAwresult that DMs might choose an opti n that would satisfy heir

..-

least important,values w ile failing to satisfy their most important onus.,

..,

This situation ca be avoided by the proced4e illustrated in figure 35.

The DM identifies the v cues weighted 4 or higher and uses'them to compute

the sums. -Values weigh ed less than 4 are disregarded.

VI*
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t' 1

t
ppens, there is little differences in the autcomeeM the

strated, in figures 34 and 34: .Options 5,. 1, and 3 rank
4

.

and third no matter how the sums are computed. Eut DMs'

or vagaries in the dums.

of caution are in order about the short-cut Computation.

values profile is flat with'all of the values weighted

probably not enough difference in importance to make the
1

ble. Information may be lost rather than gained. -1

,-
to sum to.4N, DMs vee fOldwthat

not so important as the reia-,)

Second, in restri ting value weights

the absolute weigh assigned to a value was
-,

time weight. Tberefore ,a weight of, say; 3 does not mean the.value is

unimportant;.it may still be important, only lesi so than some.other
.

;

value weighted higher. Beforedrgg'from the desirability sums 401,

sure atat'they are npt giving'

sum. DMs should tide

essential for their most

values 'weighted less than 4; DMs4nould'inake

up something, they want represented,in the final

the short cut onl-when they feel it is

tant values4to'dominata the sums.

Computing the Risks /
4

..

r
Chances leattaining the oitiOn:% When DM's were on the PREDICTM44 ON,

step, they estimated the probability (chances in go) that they could

attain each option. All that remains for the STRATEGY step is to transfer,.;,

those !igures to a chart like that shown in figure 40 fin. a decision about,

automobiles.

11.
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As noted earlier in the discussion of the PREDICTION step the

,
. .

timation of proba
13

ility,will be bypassed if the DM's ability tb attain

the option is not in,question, In that case there is no need f r a chart

like that in figure 40 because ehere is nothing to go in the " hances
- 4

in 100" column.r The decision may then Se made solely on the basis of

.

desirability sums, with the warning that theisums are only a guide. that

-e-.N
mustbe treated circnmspectly.

Notice -that a student using SIGI makes his estimate of his thances
o

when he is in STRATEGY: Bi=contrast, in this decision-making model, the
-

-estimation takes place in, PREDICTION, and the figures compuied there are

merely transferred' to the`5TRATEGY step. The difference in procedure -tomes
,... (

it,
about because theiSIGI Prediction system concerns only one -small step-

.

.

.
/

passing a key course - -among all...the-steps leading to into an occu-

. .f, -
.

--s.
.

,

.
.

- 1-
pation. The kercou'rse estimate kept .separate from the successful

.- entry-estimate because the fo e 40
can be treated statistically, with a

f
'

.
,.

)

'
great increase in accuracy. In-oor nonSIGI model, however, we assume

,,

that statistical methods will not he available to DMs.,' We therefore teie-

scope into a single operation the two separate estimates that occur)in SIGI.

,

i
,

.

..-

Other fat= of risk., In SIGI and thug, far in he discussion of
. .

)
, .

the generalized model of decision-making, we have de ined,r risk as "failure,

j,

to attain an option." In some kinds of decisions ri k might. better be

defined as "loss if things.go wrong." For example, if a person Were .

.s,

inclined to play Russian roulette, idterting one b llet in the cylinder

of a revolter, spinning the cylinder, holding the puzzle to 14s temple,

,.., c-and p ulling the trigger, the ances are 5 in 6 ( bout 83' in 100) that

the hathther will fall on an emp ber aid the /desired result will occur.

2
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But surely this it a strange way to think,about "the'odds." In. %.__

.

Russiin roulette it would be better tb think about the loss As a consequence

of failure than to, think abrit the chances of failing. Since'the loss, is.

joss of ,life, the, 'IChances".column in figure 40 becomes a tremendously im-

portant factor in the decision. 's.

Decisioni about gambling choicei should take account of losses,'
t.

not just probabilities. For exOpli, a:deraoh with a for-card flush in

a poker game can compute the probability of &ling the flusheon the draw.

But beioe he draws,'he should'estimafe his-gain (the size of the pot)

if he fills'the flush and wins, and his loss (what it has cost him to'

draw) If the odds are Only 1 in, 5 ,that,' he will fill the flush and' win,

)
4

but his potential gain comes to only, three times his potential loss, it
4 I ,.

,'
;

is a bad bet1 in, the long run, he-woO d; never win enough Rots to make up -

)

or-
1

,

for his accumulated losses.

The'topic of estimating ehe'co sequences of-not succeeding are
-'

beyond the limits of e counselor's ha dbolok. It is brought up here as

as example of the fact phat,no recipes can cover all situations. Ordinarily,

knowledgeof chanC'et of attaining or not attaining an option is adequate
.

for making judgments about risks.. B e sometimes it is necessary to look

beyondbeyond mgre chances to the consequen ens of failure.
.

,Assessing Desirability Sums'and Chat ea .

In general, the'results of t e STRATEGY computatio4 are evaluated

as they are on SIGI, with allc4a;ce the fact that neither the sums
1

nor the estimation of chances is as recise as the corresponding figures
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on SIGI. Fur conditions may exist:
A

4

1.' Variability in sums, chances about equal. If the probability

A
figures.are roughly the,same, the decision'can be made on the basis of

the desirability sums alone. The judgment as to whether the chances are

t
#

"about equal" will depend on the quality Of the information that went-into
.

them. Iethe estimates' are baSed on solid, actuarialinfortation and

really mean something,odifferences of 15 to'20 points should not be ignbred, 7...,

If, however, they rest on oPilion and guesses, they should be viewed '.

with.caution. If the chances far one or more optiOns are near 0 o1. 100,
-

1

they sheuldiprobably not be ignored; DMs who estimate probahilities near . (
N...,

4

the extremes obviopsly hive feelings about those options that should b

.

6
rspected in.the final decision:

f 2. Sums about equal, variability in probability. If the sums are

roughly equal Slit the probabilities are distinctly different, the deci-

sion maybe made on the basis of the Probabilities alone. Before rejecting

any options, DMs should take special care to check out the values dimensions

of the candidate options. As explained earlier;, two desirability sums might

appear equa when one of them rated low on the more important values and high
f -

*

on numerous less important ones; whereas the other was the reverse.

3. ums a probabilities both about equal. If the desirability

sums, are ro ghly equal and to are the probabilities; the decision may

...

reasonably :o to any of the options. It may be useftil in this case to

.
'..

,

assess the pst important values, and eliminate the options that are

weakest on them.
,

-ts,,,,

, ..,.:

1

.
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'4. Variability in both, sums andcliances.-If both Nhedesirability
.

. sums and pfobabilities show so much variability that'they are clearly un-

equal, the rules recommended by SIG' can be used: (1) If one option has

both the highest sum and the highest probAbility, it is -clearly the best/

. .(2) If an option has such a low- desirability.sum'as to be unappealing or

such a poor probability a to be unacceptable, reject it: (3) In.ottler
. ,

...
.

,

.
, ,

combinations,, try to find the option with am:acceptable stun at an accep-
A .0 'Zs f-

table risk. .4 DM may go for the highest sum .(moat,rewar4),.if the riik

is acceptable; the highest probability (least,r sk), if the reward is

acceptable; or some diminished rewardwith concomitaht reduction:in-risk

(neither, highest desirability.-sum
tle.

Reaching a Decision

beat? probability) .

No decision should be made on the basis of STRATEGY alone. The
J

STRATEGY step is an efficient way to summarize and evaluate information

about the satisfacAons/valugs and the requirements/abilities dimensions

of the options. But it does not take into otcount all information; it

ignores the manageability /resources d enaion and the other information.
.

efore STRATEGY mereIY.adde one morethat "does not concern values.
h

item of infOrmation to the to that goes into th decision.'

. -Contingency plans. In any decision in which probabilities figure,

, ,
DMs Twat understand t the act of deciding on adoption does not. uaran-,.....

%.

tee getting it. Even when the odds look good, DMs should have second
.

and third-choice options that they can fall back to if their first choice
I - .

600-
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fails to materialize. Then the plans for obtaining the first-choice

option shiuU be 'modified in ordst to make them. applicable to the second
ON

and third choices as 11 as the first choice.
. ,

For exampre,i;hig schOol student expects to go to a four-year

,», college and is deciding whereN 6-apply. Let U5 say that a state university

and a private university are about equally desirable with acceptable

chances; various campuses of State copes are rtext in desirability,
SP

though higher in chances; and the local community' college hAs a lacier de-
.

sirability sum for this student because he gave heavy weight to the Value

` living At a distance from home. Other options have keen eliminated during

the decision - making' process.

P
, ek

The most rational behavioror this -student is to apply tipr all

institutions--and this is standard practice for many college-bound stil-

dents. When acceptances or rejections come ,in, tbe DM can make a final

decision.

The idea of providing for contingenCies has implications for the

,student's plans. The student Should now plan to take a high school pro-

gram that will, as much as possible, qualify'him for admission to all

the institutions.

Contingency planning is useful in many decisional situations.
.

Cbmmunity .college students who expect to transfer can take a pattern of

_

courses that will Tialify them for several four-year colleges.., Students
'' - , -

,. ,:' ":"

, t ..:

choosini'A Areet can takl courses thAt,will prepare them for various
.j.

..)..

,r,

,

,

related occupations. Thus a would-be physician may fall back tc4"Paysf- l'i.

.., . . . ,

e
.. .

4601
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cian's assistant, secondary school teacher, nurse, mediCal'laboratory tech-
.)

nician, physical therapist, or other occupations if the route to the medical
.

degree becomes rocky. Many decisions about jobq offer scope for contingency

. planning:

tiq R

.

Notice that the information gathered for the manageability dimen-

sion of"the options is the most useful in making plans. This information

shows the 'steps the DM must take to obtain an option. The steps for a,
AV

favored option can be compared with those for a contingency option, and

a plan can )e made for keeping both options alive as long as possible.

STRATEGY in 'Decisions about Jobs

r
No additional changes intthe STRATEGY procedures should be required'

st

1
.

just because the decision concerns jobs. One word of caution, however,
.

...
,

may be helpful. Since information about jobs usually comes from many

ferent sources, it is likely to be uneven in quality. In computing

desirability sums, DMs should put a question mark beside any rating or
, . .44#

againstestimate that is shaky as a warning giving it undue weight in the

deCision. .4, IV

AN EXAMPLE

As an example of the model in action we will take the purchase of

a new car.

O

"

602
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The Decision-Maker

e'
-The',DM is an elementary schobl teacher, Ms. Paragh.

Her values. Ms. Paragon would really like's nifty little sports

car that fIashes,and purrs. But the practicalities of her.life dictate

a model that will seat at least four, be inexp'ensive, and be economical

to drive. Appearance and comfort are also important to her. Her friends

a have also convinced heT that the car should "handle" well, have dedent

acceleration, and come equipped with steel-belied radial tires. She expects

other values to surface asShe begins to look around.

Her abilities. There is only one constraint in the abilities,.

dimension. Ms. Parag9n has made a commitment to use the new car for her

vacation, which begins in five weeks. The commitment involves other per-

S

sons, and the plans cannot be changed. Therefore she must get delivery

within a nonth. She cannot meet a requirement that she wait six weeks.

Her resources. Ms, Paragon earns about $10,00p per year. She can

finance the car thr her credit union, which will lend her three-quarters

6
,

4
.

.

.

of the list price of' .he car (including taxes but not including freight

and dealer preparation charges). This would be a,36-month, 8T loan., Ms.

Paragon estimates that she can stand payments of aboilt $75.00 per month,

../

in addition to about 65.00"per month fOr insurance.
.

.

,

Her resources include a 1967 Volkswagen for which she has informally

1

.,

been-offered $700 in a private sale. She is 90% Certain that she can get

that amount and 100% certain that she can get at least $600. She can take

603
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,. .

aropther $200 from,her savings, but if she goes beyond that figure she will

have to skimp, on her vacation. She would naturally like to cut into her

resources as little as possible.

Step 1: Identifying and' Weighting'Values

6-

("Step 1" refers to box #1 in the flow chart, figure 330

Ms. Paragon lidted'and defined V° her satisfaction the Values shown

in figure.36. Mc:St of. the values she was able to define in terms of arti-

cles she had read in Consumer Reports or Road and Track. For example,

performance she defined in terms of acceleration from 0 to 60 miles per

hour. Comfort gave het'some trouble. After some thought, She broke the

value down to seating Comfort leg room, head room, back support, acces-

sibility of controls and riding comfort (response to bumpy roads, sway,

40

cornering). For appearance she decided to rely entirely on her on personal

tastes. She knew she liked themetallic paints, especially blue, and she
9

knew when.a car :looks great and when it doesn't.

She weighted these values on the SIGI eight-point scale. Her first

sin w'as 71; she had to adjust the weights to sum, to 12,x 4, or 48% She

noticed that price, model, mileage.(fuel economy), and repaik record were

all weighted 8. Were they all equally important? She had friends who_

would help her with repairs, and she was willing to give a little on mileage

as -;long as she-dif not end up with a monster.. Following such reasoning,

she finally succeeded in readjusting her weights to sum to 48.

The adjustment is shown in the "Adjusted" column of figure 36. The

third column shows a subsequent readjustment, which will be ex2lained later.

,

e
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Steps 2 and 3: Ideneifying andNarrowing down the Options

There are well over one hundred different makes and.modeis of

11.

automobiles listed in such source publication's as Consumer Reports, Road

and Track, and Changing Times. Therefore Ms. Paragon decided to pare this.

numbeildown to a reasonable size.

She used-her two top-weighted values, price and model, as her

search values. She specifiedthat a car musk carry a list price/below

$3000 in order to qualify for consideration. Also, after some reading,

she further specified that the model must be a two-doorsedan. tFour-door

modelsvere too expensive and hatchbacks all seemed to 1Lck comfort in the

,rear seat. Sports cars, alas, were too small.)

I.

Using these -two valueS/specifications as a-screen she narrowed

'\

O!.e list down, to
fgteen contenders. Thiswas still too many. Therefore

she invoked. her third most important value, fuel economy. She specified

that a car must 'have achieved a minimum of 18 ranee per gallon (average
/ r

of City. and open road conditions) in Environmental Protection Agency

tests,. This addition to her scteennerroWed the,list down to seven

contenders: the Atomic, Bravo, Cutthrbat,' Dagger, elf, Flame, and Gypsy.*

Steps 4-10: Collecting Information

1

The operattnns flow charted in boxes 4-10, figure 33, occur more

or less simultaneously. That is,,Ms. iaragon assessed the ilformation as

she got it ln order to eliiiinate clearly unworthy options (boxes 5 -and; 6),

impossible options (boxes 7 and 8), and u anageable options (boxes 9 and 10).

6'05
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Information abput, satisfaCtIon . MA. Paragon/constructed a pre-
,

li inary information 'chart (figure 37). She filled in the information she

ha already collected from her reading. The blank cells in the chart in

di ate data still to be collected from dealkrs and other sources.

She then wont to the dealers themselves and learned the selling

price of eaoh,car, foudd out that.she would have to'pay extra for the

'steel-belted radial tires, and inquired about brakes. She also studied

the dealers' color charts and .looked at floor samples to make judgments

about the value appearance. "Along the way she picked up bits of miscel

'laneous information about standard and optional equipment and the avail-

ability of various options.

Steps, to attain the option.; In making her preliminary Information

curt, Ms. Paragon determined the steps she would have to take-te attain

the options:

1. Sell her VW.

2. Obtain financing.

3.' Obtain insurance!

4. Make up'remainder-of down paymentfrqm her:savings.

5. Get deiivory tithiltione month.

6. Make monthly paytents.

She called the credit union and was. told the terms of financing

each option. Hei insurance company gaNT her the insurance absts for each.'
,1

car. She had already determined that she could sell her VW, and she knew

that she did not want to take more than $200 from her savings, although

she could do so in a pinch
N

6 06.
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To her surprise, she discovered that not all dealers could guarantee

., .

deliver within A month in the color that she preferred. She questioned\
the deale s closely. How long had it taken to get delivery on previous

orders? Did some other nearby dealer have the exact car she wanted?

Could they get information from the factory? She realized that the dealers'

answers were not the most reliable information in the world, but since she

7

4

had nothing better to go.on, she beet° use it as best she could.

, 4.

Eliminating unsatisfactory options. When fhe dealer, for the Gypsy

-told her that he could not promise delivery within any specified time owing

. to a strike of longshoremen (the Gypsy is an import), *. Paragon elimi-

nated it from iher list. She was not sorry to see it go, for the price

had apparently gone up so it:now failed on her most important value.

Furthermore, it wts low on other,important values, mileage and repair

record.

She did not consider any other options clearly unworthy, impossible

to attain,or unmanageable in-'terms of her resources.

Completing_the information gthart. Ms. Paragon now filled'in the

empty cells in the information chart (figure 17) with the data she had gob

from dealers, the credit union, and her insurance company.

Z.

A

Readjusting the Value Weights

Before rating the options on their capacity to satisfy her values,

Ms. Paragon noticed that all the survivinAoptions were two-door sedans

6Q7
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and that note of them offeredIsteel-belted radial tires as standard equip-

,

ments.'-,,Shd therefore eliMinated=those values from her list because they

no longer discriminated between options.

She also noticed that in reducing the - number of her options, she

had obtained a set that had only a narrow range of prides. Therefore the

,value price did, not discriminate'very effectively, between her choices. Con-

sequently, she reduced its weight from 8 to 3 and distributed the extra five

points' among the remaining values in order o maximize their contribution.

She was satisfied that price and model had already played a large

part in the decision, for all options satisfied them. The values had not

changed in their. importance; they were reduced or.eliminated only because

they no longer disCriminated between these options. If other options were

to be added for consideration, Ms. Paragon would revive the values-II:Mr .

theft original keights!'

Step 11: aating the Options on the Value Dimensions

Now Ms. Paragon rated each of the remaining,optionsnn each of the

VAues. In order to standardize this procedure, she defined each rating

r
C'tegory in accordance with table IV.

The scale for the ratings was determined by the information'avail-

abl For handling,the information mentioned only two-categories, fair

to good and good; therefore,Ms. Paragon,rated the options either 1 or 2

On that value. But for predicted repair, her source (Consumer Reports)

,,
named four;categories, and Ms.PAragon\therefore used a Iour-point, scale.

.-

Ms. Paragon next entered the ratings on her information chart

(figure 38).
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'TABLE PL

SCALE OF VALUE RATINGS FOR A CHOICE OF AUTOMOBILES

Value Basis c4 3 2- 1

Selling $2900-3019
price

Perforiance:Accelera-
tion 0-60'

per CR

$3020 -3139' $3040.-3259

18.5-20.4

$3260-3380

/above 20.416.5-18.4

.

Fuel econ-.

omy
.

Mpg per, EPA Above 26.5

'AVg. city, &

open road

23.6-26.5 20.8-23.5 18.0-20.7

Braking Opinion of 'wry good
CR

Good Fair to
good

Fair

Seating
comfat

'3.67 3.33 ,
2.33

Riding
comfort.

*9c 3 1.5 1 .

Noise Opinion o

CR

Fairly_

high
High ,Very high

Repair Opinion of Much better/Better -Average Worse than

record , CR than avg. tikan.al.
o.r

, average-

Handling_' Opinion of
CR

j) Appearance Opini§n of ,First rate Sectul4

buyer rate

Good Fair

,Third rate _Fourth rate

*Based on opinion of Consumer Report.
very poor = 1. -Final rating is twice

us the rating for rear seat comfort

F4ir=4, fair-to-poor=3, poor=2,
the rating for front seat 'comfort

divided by three.

**Based on opinion of Consumer Report. Fair-to-good=4, kaip3; fa r-to-

poor=2, poor=1. Final rating is the average of the ratings for light

load and heavy load.

t

4

r.

1
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Steps 12 and 13: Estimating Probalities

Ms. ,Paragon)

delivered within

next estimated the probability that the cars would be

the month,available to her. The estimates were based

of the dealers' statements,
unreliab,14.as they might be, and Ms. Paragon's

, 7
own judgment about their truthfulness. She,did not like, the strong .13:b-

jective element in the estimates, '1;ut she was awarethat nothing calamitousO.

would happen if they were wrong. She felt confident that she could get

a second- or third- Choice option quickly if her first choice did not

materialize.

She entered her estimates on her inforqation chart.

Step 14: Computing the Desirability Sums

, All' the hard work had now .been done. Ms. Paragon transferred henflue

weights and ratings to a desirability chart. She then multiplied the,

weights ;by the ratings and added the prbducts for each °Aim.
.

The completed chart is shown" in figure39.

Ms. Paragon noted that the Elf achieved its large desirability sum

primarily because it was so strong on the top- weighted values. The lesser

values were pretty-much aashoutfor that aar. By contrast, the Dagger
-

achieved its sum largely because it was strong on the lesser values and.

weak on the most im`p"Ottank ones.

Ms. Paragon recaleufated the sums, using only values weighted 4 :t

higher. The Elf was still the winner; but the Dagger.had.fallen fr secoed.

place to fourth:

6i0
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Steps 15-21: Assessing the Results

1

, ....
..,4 Paragon now made a chart (figure'40) showing:thg 'sums and probe- /

.,
,bilkti s for each Option. Neither the sums nor the probabilities were

...,,

.. :

equal (boxes 15 and liptqf the flow chart, figure 33)r and option had both '-

the
.

.
the h ghest suiliand best rob bilit51 (box 19). Therefore s debatid the

Issue
as presented in,bmi,

(

Stellecided\ eliminate the Atomic becaude of its loq sum, and the
. ,

Cutthroat and Dagger because of their low ratings on mileage and repair.

rem:). d 4Rtbecause the probabllities were less then certain.

The remaining cars were the BraVo, Elf, and Flame. The Elf had the

highest sum, but with little return on comfort, performance, noise, or

handling. Was she willing to sacrifice.these values-in order to obtain

the maxims on her more important ones?

She could not resale this question without more informationhe

returned to the dealer and drovea demonstration model under several con-
oa,

kditions. She concluded that the car was relatively poor with respect to

these values, but.that in at4 absolute sense it was acceptable.

"-'
Also, the Elf was well within the margin of her resources and would

in,fact give her some. extra moriy'for accessories. Was the risk acceptable?

Ms. Paragon decided that it mas, largeiy because-in an. eme-igency shecOkuld

get an Elf with a lesadesi able paint job, 9r she could get a Flame or a

.

Bravo. She would not be riskingtriarge'loss if her fiyst choice turned

out to be unattainable. Her only risk would be that she would have to ak,, i

$
.

cept a less desirable option. t'

611
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Next she consi ered the Bravo was poor on price and-braking.
...

? .I'r ,

and 140 on appearaned. Furthermore it would eat into her resources

more than the others would. do._ Y it had the advantage of being immedi-

'ately available,.
...

. .

Finally, the Flame. NIt was /only slightly inferior to the Elf in price,
. ,

mileage, an appearance, and shqwed some improvement in Comfort, noise

level, cid handling. Braking rated low, but the nformation chart'did not

sRy that it was actually dangercts>.T.t ell within her resources,

Ms. Paragon,dehated all the options and finally tecided on the Elf,

largely because it so clearly outranked the others on the values weighted

4 or higher and because- the consequences of" not attaining it did not

represent, a' sefious loss.: /

/

'Step 22: Review of All Di ensions

Ms. Paragon next.reliewed all her'infortation about the Elf She

thought she 'had already answered her misgivings about-the low-rated values.

She,lid not think she had overlo d any essential information in reachtng.

her decision.
/

She remembered tI hat, she had originally placed a high weight on steel-

belted radial tires. ould she, get them after all? She struck a bargain

with the dealer': She/ ould buy the car if be' agreed.to cancel her otder

if delivery were not made in four weeks and if he agreed to include the

radial tires for an additional $100. He accepted these conditions, and

she gave him her deposit.
)

gi
4
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Ste- 23 6ntin enc Plans

. Paragon contingency plans are to tak Flame if the Elf is

.

not d livered in /time. If a Flame is not available at that time, she is

\
also willing>to accept an Elf in a 1 s desirable color. As a last resort, /.:---.--

she would be willing to take a Bravb.

She ha%collected so much inforiation on these:optio s that'she feels

prepared to ,Choose among those available if she has to.

613
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FIGURE 31

O

/ ..i.
/

Profile 'of a decision-maker. The decision-maker is conceptualized as ,./

posif ssing numerous values, abilities, and resources.' The importanae
/of A ;value is indicated by the. height of a bar, on an arbitrary scale

F&ngii?..g from 0 (no importance) to 8 (maximum importance). Similarly,
tte degrae to which an ability or resource is present is indicated by

the. height of the bar., The number and character of the vales, rescur esi,
and abilities that are relevant in -any decision would elepen4 on the

/

n ture .

sameof the situation. No two decision-makers would have exact y the same /

profile.
/
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FIGURE 32

The relationship between theedecision-maker and an otionthat is a
oandidate in the decision. Of all the values held by,the decision-Maker
(hatched bars), only a'few (solid bars) are relevant tothe decision.
Correspondingly, an option may have the pptentiaL to satisfy.numerous
values (hatched bars under usatisfactions");_,but only those that concern
the relevant values (solid bars) play a large part in the decision: .'

Similarly, 'the decision - maker. has numerous - abilities and resources, but

only thqse required to impfemeht the'decision (solid bars) are taken
into account in ,the decision-taking process. The broken arrow show
that during the iirocessjudgMents about the desirability of the option

.

orOceed trom the values held by the decision-maker to assessment.of

the option's capacity to satisfy them. Judgments about the.practicability
of implementing the decision proce'd frol&the requirements,and manage- 4

ability of the option, to an assess nt of the abilities and resources of

the decision-maker. 2'

1
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Value.

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3
Wt. Rate Prod. Rate Prod. RateProd.

Value]:

Value2
Value

3
Valuei,
Value5,

'Vaiue6
Value7
Value/3

Value9
V4luelo
Valuell
Valuel2

7 3 21 3 21

8 1 8 2 16

7 2 14 1 7

4 3 12 2 8.

3 3 9. 2 6

3 3 9 1 3

5 4 20 2 10

4 2 8 4 '16

2 4 8' 1 2

2 4. 8 3 6

1 2 2 1 03. ..

2 2 4 1 2.

Sum

Chart for computing
labeled "Prod." are
by the rating ("Rate
to obtain the sums.

'123

t-
des,irability sums. For each option
obtained by multiplying' the weight
1) of the option on the same value.

0

98

'2 14

2 16

3 21

3 12

3 9

2 6

1 ** 5

3 12

3 .6
4 8,
3

2 4

FIGURE 34

116

Option 4 Option 5
Rate Prod. Rate 'Prod.

1 7 4' 28

1 8 2 16

1 7 3 21

4 "16 4 16

3 .9 4 12

-1 '3 1 3'

15

16
1

4

5

.

4 1

3 6 .2 4

- 4 4

4 8 6

dr- . 103 ,133

1

, tho figures in the columns
("Wt.") assigned to a value
The products are then added

618
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Value Wt.
Option 1 Option 2 , Option 3 Option 4 Option 5

S

Rate Prod. Rate Prod. late Prod. Rate Prod. Rate Prod.

Value
'Value
2

Value3
Value4
Value

7
alueV -

. .

7

8

7

- 4

5

4

,

3

1'
2

3

4

2

21

8

14

12

20

8

3

2

1

2

2

4'.

21.

16

.7

8

10

16

2

2

3

,3

1
3

14

: 16

'21

12

5
12

'

.

4

3

4

7

8

7

16
15

16

4

2

j

'' 4

1

4

28

16

21

.16-

5

16

83 78 80 69 102

FIGURE 35

Desirability sums based only on the most iMporiant values. These are the same options
used in figure 34, but values weighted below4 have been excluded.

r
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Value Preliminary Adjusted Readjusted

Price

Model

Performance

'8

8

4

7

7

. 2.'

3

Fuel Economy 8 6 8

Braking
7,,

5 5

Seating Cbmfort 4 2 3.

Riding Comfort I .
2 ' 3

Noise 5 3 3

Repair Recbrd 8 5 , 7

I .

Radial Tires . -, 6 ,. 4 ,

Handling , 3
)

1 . 2 N

Appearance 6 4L,-- 5 4
i

Sum 71 48 . 40

FIGURE 36

One person's values anditheir weights for a decision about a new car.

The "Preliminary" column shows the absolpte weight assigned to the values

on the eight-point SIGI-scale: -"Adiusted" shows the relative weights as

revised to sum to 48, or 4 times the number of values. In the ,ffReadjustee

column two valuer were dropped because they failed to differentiate the

options, and'price was 'reduced because all the final options were in 9/

satisfactory price range.

0.20



Atomic Bravo

Price (list)
Price (del.)

Accel. (0-60)

Mileage (mpg)

Braking

Seating
comfort

g
comfort

Noise

Predicted
repair

Radial tires

Handling

$2799

17 secs.

19.6

Fair
Some

$2999

19 secs.

24.9

to good. Fair. Some'
fade fade.

Front: fair
Rear: poor

Light: poor
to fair
Load: poor

High. Road
noise, ex-
haust bangs.

,Norse than
average

Fair togood
Willpower

Fr.: Poor ro
fair, Rear:
'very poor

Light:poor
Load: poor

High. Beau'

axle howls

Much better
than average

Good. Non-
power

Cutthroat

$2769

16.5 secs.

21.0

Good. Fade_
resist. fair.

Front: fair
Rear: poor

Light: poor
to fair

Load: poor'

h. Trans.;

nisi:don bawls

Average
4 Clutch below

average

Fair
Nonpawe

*-
Dagger

$2979

Elf

16,5 secs.

18.0

Very 'good if

optional disc
in frOnt.

Front: fair
Rear: fair to
poor

Light: fair
eo load

'Load: poor
to fair

Fairly high.
road noise

Average
Transmission
below average

good. Good. Power
recommended

$2728

22 Recs.

29.1

Good. ,Fade
resist. good.

Vt.: poor to
fair. Rear:

very poor

Lights Poor
Load:\poor

Very high.
Road & engine
noise

Much better
than average

Flame

$2806

21 secs.

24.8
0

'Gypsy

$2998 (?)

22.5 secs.

18.0

Fair. Long Fair. Some
stopping / fading.
distance.

Front: _fair
Rear: poor

Front: fair--

Rear: fair

Light: poor Light:. fair
ta fair Load!' poor to
Load: poor fair

High. Road'

noise
High. Trans-
mission noise

.

Much better f Worse than
than average alietage

Fair to good. Good. Non- Fair to good.
Nonpawer power Power bnly

FIGURE/87

Preliminary information for the decision about automobiles. So far, all the information has come from,published mate-
rials. The blank cells represent information still.to be collected from dealers and other sources.'
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Appearance

Brakes

Miscellaneous

Atomic Bravo Cutthroat Dagger Elf

Power discs
standard

Front disc

Require,- # o

meats /

Manage- . If ost-Thess freight and dealer-prep) is $3,b00, credit union will finance $2250 @ $70.52 per Month.
ability surance prob about $318 per year. Sale of old car, $700. $200 front savings.OK.

-
. I

cv

Flame Gypsy

Power disc
in front

, , 4

FIGURE 37 (continued)

if
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Price (list)
Price -(del.)

Accel..(0-60

Mileage (mop

o Braking

Seating
u comfort

°` Riding
u COW/or

Atomic

$2799

$3068

17 bets.

) 19:6

Bravo

Fair to goo
Some fade.(

Front: faik..s

Rear; poork4)

Light: poor
to fair
Load: poo

E4

:NoisaLs..__ High. Road,

noise, exli)
haust bang

redicted

r pair

_ \
Radial tires

Handling

Worse than

$2999
$3327 6)

19 secs. (g)

24.9 d)

Fair. Some
fade. (1)

Fr.: pcor to

fair. Reac.k
very poor

Light: poor
Loadeoor:

Higlc.°)ear
axle howls

Much better
thaneerage*

Cutthroat

$2769

$3033 CD

16.5 secs.45)
4

21.0 a).
GoOd. Fade 4)
resist. fair.

Dagger

$2979

$3251

16. 5 sec

18.06)

Frbnt: fair
Rear:d'or

Light: po r
to fair
Load: poor

High. rans-
missig awls

Average
Clutch b
average

No. No No.

Elf

Very good if
optional djgc
in front.

Front: fair

$2728
$2936

22 secs.

29.1 6.)

J

Good.' Fade
resi65 good.

Fr.: poor to
Rear: fa to fair. Remi
poor very poorkp

Light: fair Light:" poor

Loadeforto good
Load: poor
to fair

Flame

$2806.,,,fs

$3027 39-

21 secs.(1)

24.80

Fair. Long'

-stopping (7)
pistance.L'

Front: lair
, Realtor

'Light: poor
to fair (D
Load: poor

4

Gypsy

$2998 (?) ,

$3429 (A' /

secs'.

18-0,

'air. Some
Jading.

Front: fair
Rear: fair .

Light:
fair

Load: poor to
fain

Fairly high.
roallyise

Average 0
ansmission.

below average

Very high. High. Road
Road Egoine noise
noise

High. Traria-

° .m..kaa1.5154ise

Much better Much better Worse than
than than erage average

WFair to good.- Good. Fair to go
Nonpower power Nonpower

No

Good. Power Fair to go
recommended Nonpower

No No

dood.

power

0 No

Okir to good.
Power only

FIGURE 38
1

The information Chart completed. Notice that no further effort was expended It the Gypsy after it was eliminated because
of its unsuitable practicability. The handwritten figures are the ratings dssigfted after the chart was assembled.

°
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Appearance

Brakes

Atomic Bravo

lb

Cutthroat Dagger

Cost of
radial tires

Other Mis-
cellaneous

,Require-
m

ments
r4
o.

$
`, Amount

financeable

Insurance

Monthly ,

payments

Cash to be
rased

No SA. Ordi- Ersatz of big-
narydslors ger cars.

Good colorstgo,

Drum. Power Power discs
optional, $60 standard

$118.50 $160:00

Defogger

In stockMost recent
delivery took
3wks. Says

my car the
same. (7)

$2204 $2362

$318 $318

Fin.

Ins.

Tot.

$69.00 --Tin.
26.50 Ins.

95.50 Tot.

$74.00
26.50

100.50

Tot. $864 Tot. $965

Prg VW 700 Fr. VW 1700
Diff. 164 Diff. 265

G.

Blah. Dull Cute. Netal-
colors. 140 lie b e OK
metallic paint

front disc Front disc
. optional, $29

'$120.00

Slow. Good
chance an-
other local
dealer can
supply

$2180

.$318

Fin.

Ins.

Tot..

$68.00,

26.50
94.50

Tot. $853
Fr.-VW 700

Diff. 153

$140.90

Adequate leg
room. Defog-
ger. Pbwer
steering, $55

"Pretty sure.'

can get, in 3'

wks. Joe hid
to wait 5...

$2338

$339

Fin. $73:00
Ins. 28.25
Tot. .101.25

Tot. $913
Fr. VW 700

Diff. -213

Elf Flame

Zippy. Too muc
Metallic be chrome.
is pretty. Colors OK

Power disc in
front, drum
in rear

$150.00

2-5 weeks.

of last 5.

orders took
more tt n 4
wks.

$2148

$318

Fin. $67.00,
Ins. 26.50'
Tot. 93.50

Tot.. $788
Fr. VW
Diff. 8

Power
front

disc in

$160.00

In stock

$2210

$318

Fin. $69.00
Ins. 26.50
'Tot. 95.50,

Tot. $817
Fr. VW 700

Diff. 117

Gypsy

Looks like A
bulldog. Dim
colors

Auto trans-
mission only.

Longshoreman °
strike, can't
promise ,any-

thing

62

' FIGURE 38 (continued)
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111.

Atomic

J

Bravo ,

Value wt. Rate Prost. Rate Prod.

Price, 3 :3 '9 3

Accel. 2 3 6 2 4

Mileage 8 3 24

Braking . 5 , .2 , 10 1. 5

-S/Comf't 3 3 -9 1 3

R. Comf't 3 i 1 3

Noise . 3, 2 2

Handling 2. i;-- 2_ 2 4
Repair 7 1.. 7a 4 /8 ,

' Appear. 4 .1 2 ; 8
+Mee

.11.

SUM' 67 88

Sum-of valiies

. weighted 4 or
higher'

29 ,65

t

Cutthroat
Rate Prod.

3 9

3 6

2 X16
3 15

3 9

2- 6

2' 6'

1 2

,2 14

4

87

49

Rank Order.,
All values

Dagger Elf Flame
Rate Prod. Rate- Prod. te Prod.

2 6 4 S, 9

3 6 1 2 1 2
1 8 4 32 3 24

4 20 .3 15 1 5

4 12 -1' _3 2 ' 6

3 9 1 3 .2

3. ,9 1 3, 2 -

2 4 1 2 2 4

2 14 - 4 28 a

4. 16 4 16 3 1

104 116 102

58 91 69

Values wt. > 4

1. Elf 1. Elf
2. Dagger 2. Flame
3.° Flame 3.' Bravo.

4. Bravo 4. Dagger
5. Cutthroat 5. Cutthroat
6. eAtomic , 6. Atomi

. . et

- : FIGURE 39,

Desirability sums for
sums based on all ten
4 or higher (middle).
are considered- (bottom

,a decision atout buying an automobile. The decisici4maker computed the .
values (upper) and recomputed them, Using only the four values weighted
The rank of the Dagger As .1,i; lower when only the tops-weighted values,

).. .0
.

629
4

.

0
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a

.
a'cdnseciuence of failure, it,may be better to estimate them instead

of the chances of success.

i.

X-71.

ft"
N

. kor

A

..a

Chances in 100

Option /. Sum
.

of delivery.
. -

.". AtOmic . 67' 75

Bravo
s

88 160

Cutthroat 87 75

Dagger 104 . 70

'Elf,

Flame

116
102

60

100

FIGURE 40

.

%

N

t

Desirability sums and chalices of success for a decition4bout buying

an automobile. The figures are simply transferred to .the'Chart after

being'-computed elsewhere.. IfAthe decision involves serious losses as

AAA

631
VA

Se

e.

'1
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APPENDIX A

"o

WEIGHTINGS, RATINGS, AND SPECIFICATIONS
9,

- Students are sometimes confused about the distinctiOn between the

..zeight., they assign,to a value to signify its importance to them, the rating

-

of an, occupation on that value, and the specification they impose on the

value in order to.retrieve occupations in LOCATE. Weights and specifications

are numerical expressions of;qualites'in students--their hopes and expec-'

tations. A rating indicates the extent to which"an occupation provides

opportunity.to satisfy ih: rated value? and it is,independent of the students.

Thus weights and specifications occupy a separate. domain from ratings.

Students might desire, and specify qualities that do riot exist, such as per-

etuat vacations at high,,deiaries. Conversely, occupations might provide

_ t - - _ _ .1

wide opportunities for !eatisfactions" that nObo6 wants, such as Idood,

sweat, and tears.

An analogy may help distinguish these three qualities, 'Supppse

a

'you want lot of viatmin C in your diet. You show this decision by

WEIGHTING vitamin(C at the top of the scale, 8.

.

Now, foods vary in the' amount of natural vitamin d they contain.

Therefore, they can be RATED or graded with respect to their vitamin C.

content. If we use the scale em'ployethy SIGI for its ratings, we might

--late-titanges 4 (top of the scale) and refined sugar 1 (bOttom of the 'scale)

, -

'onvitamin C. Notice that these RATINGS have nothing to Lk; with your value
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WEIGHTS;-ibey depend on the chemical composition of the foods, not on what °

you want.

When you shop for groceries you probably seek foods that are high.
.

in vitamin C because it ts'imiortant to you. You therefore SPECIFY that

/ you will accept only foods that possess some minim evel of the vitamin.

For example, you might SPECIFY "A more than average amount" and say that
;

a more than average amount means a rating of 3 or 4. Now when you roll

your cart down the supermarket aisles, yop have a basis for testing foods

to see 4hether or not the are acceptable to you with regard rd vitamin C.

Oranges, lemons, grapefruit,.lumqUats go in your cart; sugar and candies,

'stay on the shelves.

.3

4
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APPENDIX- B

EMPTY. LISTS IN LOCATE

0

If a set of values/specifications does not retrieve any occupationg

'1n LOCATE, the students are forced to lower their sgecifications, one step

at a %time, until finally occupations are retrieved.,- For example, suppose

a student's valdessmd specifications are as follows:

-.1e
Specifications

Values . Nlmerical
Independence 411 4

Helping Others 3

Variety 2 .

Security 3

Prestige . 2

Descriptive
A great amount
A more than average amount
An average amount
A more than average amour{t
An average amount
=It

Let us ,supposep that these values /specifications result in an empty

list. We will suppose further that the student then reduCes the specification
t

for Security from 3 to 2-and retrieves a list,

It is a valid inference that all the occupations have'a rating of

g on Security. OccupatioilS rated 1 are held back by the specification,

and occupations with a ratihg,of 3 or 4 would have appeared with the pre-

vious specification-

,'It is NOT valid; however; to infer that Security was the only value

e4o:
that resulted in the empty list» The student'might h'ave reduced the speci-

fication of Independence to 3 and retrieve...a list of occupations. It

'would, of course, be a different list fro
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was reduced, fcir all theocdupations on it would have a rating of 3 or 4

on security.

Consider these five sets of occupations and their ratings on-the five

values:

Original
r

6 .Values- .. Specification

Independence ' 4

'' Helping Others 3

Variety. 2_
Security 3

,

Prestige '1 2

Ratings

%. 4.

Set A Set B Set C Set D Set E

41111

4 4 4' 4

2 3 3 3

2 2: 1 - 2 : 2- ...*

3 3 - 3 2 3

2 2 2 2 1 4.

fications.

,.. I . ,...

4 \
, . tO a .,

6 7
b

No occupation Would be retrieved wAh the' student's original sped-
. .

But if die specification for Independence is reduced one step,-

,/

setA, and no other set, will appear. Reducing Helping Others'instead of

Independence would generate set B, but still exclude, sets D,_and E.

And so on with the specifications for the other three values: reducing

Variety generates set C; Security, set D;.and Prestige, set E. The sets

are.a..11 mutually exclusive; no occupation in set A is also a member of

set B, C D, or' E.

Reducing two specifications would; of course, cause,twoldiffereni

sets to app4r. That is, reduaig Independence and Helping ;Others simul-
,

taneously would g'enerate a list consisting of both seta A and%B.

The fact that a list consists of the un$n of two or more sets has
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implications for a person trying to judge the values dimensions of a list

of retrieved occupations. For example, suppose We reduce our specification

for Independence from 4'to 5'and also our specificationfor Variety ffom°

2 to 1. We will generate a list consistingigf.setsXand C. It is NOT

a valid inference that all occupations on.ourJlist are rated at the bot-
.

16

-tom of the scale on Variety/Some of them (those in set A) are rated

highei.

Only two inferences are valid with respect to the ratings of occu-
-

.pations on a list:

1. All the occupations net or exceed the minimum espeafied for

each value.

2. If no ocdupations were retrieved and.then a specificatio was

lowered, generating a list, all occupations on the list are rated at the

level of spectrication for the value that was' reduced. 'They may be ratipa

. .

.

higher than the specifications for the other values. 4

Counselors should be cautious in making inferences that are too

broad about the occupations retrieved in LOCATE. The main purpose of the

system is to nominate occupati9.0sNlor further exploration in COMPARE

and STRATEGY. Although LOCATE does yield information about occupations,

it is_not 'the best system to use for that purpose.
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